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PREFACE 

It is undoubtedly a surprising fact that down to the pre¬ 
sent time no history of Sanskrit literature as a whole 
has been written in i^nglish. For not only does that 
literature possess much intrinsic merit, but the light it 
sheds on the life and -thought of the population of our 
Indian Empire ougb^to have a peculiar interest for the 
British nation. Qwing chiefly to the lack of an adequate 
account of the subject, few, even of the young men 
who leave these shores every year to be its future rulers, 
possess any connected information about the litera¬ 
ture in which the civilisation of Modern India can be 
traced to its sources, and without which that civilisation 
cannot be fully understood. It was, therefore, with the 
greatest pleasure that I accepted Mr. Gesse’s invitation 
Ito contribute a volume to this series of Literatures of 

\he World; for this appeared to me to be a peculiarly 
good opportunity for diffusing information on a subject 
■a which more than twenty years of continuous study 
■nd teaching had instilled into me an ever-deepening 
Interest. 

Professor Max Miiller’s valuable History of Ancient 

Sanskrit Literature is limited in its, scope to the Vedic 
period. It has I5ng been out of print; and Vedig^re- 
earch has necessarily made great strides in the forty 
ears which have elapsed since its publicatj^on. 

The only book accessible to the English reader on 
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the history of Sanskrit literature in general has hit 
been the translat;ion of Professor Weber’s A cade 
Lectures on Indian Literature, as delivered nearly h 

century ago at Berlin. The numerous and often 

lengthy notes in this work supply the results of rese 
during the next twenty-five years ; but as these notes ( 

modify, or even cancel, the statements of the unalt 
original text of 1852, the result is bewildering to 
student. Much new light has been thrown on var 

branches of Sanskrit literature sipce 1878, when the 

notes were added to this translation, which, moreovej 
not in any way adapted to the w'anis of the general reat 
The only work on the subject appmling to the latter is 

late Sir M. Monier-Williams’s Indian IV’tdom. That bo 

however, although it furnishes, in addition to the trai 
lated specimens, some account of the chief departmei 
of Sanskrit literature, is not a history. There is th 
distinctly a twofold demand in this country for a histo 

of Sanskrit literature. The student is in want of a guw 
setting forth in a clear and trustworthy manner tl 

results of research down to the present time, and tl 

cultivated English reader looks for a book presenting i 
an intelligible and attractive form information whic 
must have a special interest to us owing to our clos 

relations with India. 

To lack of space, no less than to the scope of tht 
present series, is due the exclusion of a full account o 

the technical literature of law, science, and art, which 

oontains much that would interest even the general 
reaitl/er; but the brief epitome given* in the Appendix 

will, I hope, suffice to direct the student to all the most 
important au^orities. 

As to the bibliographical notes, I trust that, though 
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jecessarily restricted in extent, they will enable the 
itudent to find all further information* he may want on 
natters of detail; for instance, the evidence for apprt)xi- 
nate daAes, which had occasionally to be summarily 
itated even in the text 

In writing this history of Sanskrit literature, I have 
iwelt more on the life and thought of Ancient India, 
vhich that literature embodies, than would perhaps have 
ippeared necessary in the case of a European literature. 
Phis I have done partty because Sanskrit literature, as 
•epresenting an independent civilisation entirely different 
Tom that of the West, requires more explanation than 
nost others; and partly because, owing to the remark- 
ible continuity of»Indian culture, the religious and social 
nstitutions of Modern India are constantly illustrated by 
pose of the past. 
' Besides the above-mentioned works of Professors Max 
Vliiller and Weber, I have made considerable use of 

■Professor L. von Schroeder’s excellent Indiens Litera- 

tur mid Cultur (1887). I have further consulted in one 
way or another nearly all the books aiffl monographs 
mentioned in the bibliographical notes. Much of what 
I have written is also based on my own studies of San¬ 
skrit literature. 

All the quotations which I have given by way of illus¬ 
tration I have myself carefully selected from the original 
works. Excepting the short extracts on page 333 from 
j^owell and Thomas’s excellent translation of \h&Harsha- 

charita, all the renderings qf these are my own. In my 
versions of Rigvedic stanzas I have, however, occasiont^ly 
borrowed a line or phrase from Griffith. Nearly all my 
renderings are as close as the use of metre permits. I 
have endeavoured to reproduce, as far as possible, the 
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measures of the original, except in the quotations fi 

the dramas, whece I have always employed blank ve 

I have throughout refrained from rhyme, as misrej 

senting the original Sanskrit. 

In the transliteration of Sanskrit words I have b‘ 

guided by the desire to avoid the use of letters wh 

might mislead those who do not know Sanskrit. I h; 

therefore departed in a few particulars from the syst 

on which Sanskrit scholars are now almost unanimou 

agreed, and which I otherwise folkiw myself. Hence fc 

and ch I have written ch and chh respectively, though in t 

rare cases where these two appear in combination I ha 

retained cch (instead of chchk). I further use sh for t 

lingual r, and g for the palatal s, and .H for the vowel 

I have not thought it necessary to distinguish the guttui 

^ and the palatal ^ by diacritical marks, simply printin 

for instance, anga and pancka. The reader who is u 

acquainted with Sanskrit will thus pronounce all wor* 

correctly by simply treating all the consonants as 

English; remembering only that the vowels should I 

sounded as in Italian, and that e and o are always long. 

I am indebted for some suggestions to my friend M 

F. C. S. Schiller, Fellow and Tutor of Corpus Chris 

College, who looked through the final proof of th 

chapter on Philosophy. To my pupil Mr. A. B. Keitl 

Boden Sanskrit scholar and Classical scholar of Ballio 

who has read all the final proofs with great care, I ow 

not only the removal of a number of errors of the press 

but also several valuable q^iticisms regarding matter, 

of act. 

107 Banbuky Road, Oxford, 
December 1, 1899. 
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A HISTORY OF 

SANSKRIT LITERATURE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

Since the Renaissance there has been no event of such 
world-wide significance in the history of culture as the 
discovery of Sanskrit literature in the latter part of 
:he eighteenth century. After Alexander’s invasion, the 
jreeks became to some extent acquainted with the 
earning of the Indians; the Arabs, in the Middle Ages, 
ntroduced the knowledge of Indian science to the 
iVest; a few European missionaries, from the sixteenth 
:;entury onwards, were not only aware of the existence 
->1, but also acquired some familiarity with, the ancient 
anguage of India; and Abraham Roger even translated 
;he Sanskrit poet Bhartrihari into Dutch as early as 
:;65i. Nevertheless, till about a hundred and twenty 
/ears ago there was no authentic information in 
Surope about the existenjg of Sanskrit literature, btft 
>nly vague surmise, finding expression in stories atfout 
he wisdom of the Indians. The enthusiasm with which 
/oltaire in his £ssai sur les Mceurs ei £ Esprit des 

Yations greeted the lore of the Ezour Vedam, a work 
A 
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brought from India and introduced to his notice in 
the middle of the last century, was premature. For 

this (.work was later proved to be a forgery made in 

the seventeenth century by a Jesuit missionary. The 

scepticism justified by this fabrication, and indulged in 

when the discovery of the genuine Sanskrit literature 

was announced, survived far into the present century. 

Thus, Dugald Stewart, the philosopher, wrote an essay 

in which he endeavoured to prove that not only 
Sanskrit literature, but also the Sanskrit language, was 

a forgery made by the crafty Brahmans on the model 

of Greek after Alexander’s conquest. Indeed, this view 

was elaborately defended by a professor at Dublin as 
late as the year 1838. o 

The first impulse to the study of Sanskrit was given 

by the practical administrative needs of our Indian 

possessions. Warren Hastings, at that time Governor- 

General, clearly seeing the advantage of ruling the 

Hindus- as far as possible according to their own Laws 

and customs, caused a number of Brahmans to prepare 

a digest based on the best ancient Indian legal autho¬ 

rities. An English version of this Sanskrit compilation, 

made through the medium of a Persian translation, 

was published in 1776. The introduction to this work, 

besides giving specimens of the Sanskrit script, for the 

first time supplied some trustworthy information about 

the ancient Indian language and literature. The earliest 

step, however, towards making Europe acquainted with, 

actual Sanskrit writings wa£, taken by Charles Wilkins, 

who; having, at the instigation of Warren Hastings, 

acquired a considerable knowledge of Sanskrit at 

Benares, puMished in 1785 a translation of the Bhaga- 
va4-gita,OT The Song of the Adorable One, and two years 
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later, a version of the well-known collection of fables 
entitled Hitopade^a, or Friendly Advice. 

Sir William Jones (1746-94) was, howevecj the 
pionee» of Sanskrit studies in the West. It was this 
brilliant and many-sided Orientalist who, during his 
too brief career of eleven years in India, first aroused 
a keen interest in the study of Indian antiquity by his 
unwearied literary activity and by the foundation of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1784. Having rapidly ac¬ 
quired an accurate kn<?wledge of Sanskrit, he published in 
1789 a translation of (^akuntala, the finest Sanskrit drama, * 
which was greeted with enthusiasm by such judges as 
Herder and Goethe. This was followed by a trans¬ 
lation of the Cd&e of Manu, tlie most important of the 
Sanskrit law-books. To Sir William Jones also belongs 
the credit of having been the first man who ever printed 
an edition of a Sanskrit text. Thi.; was a short lyrical 
poem entitled Ritum}\thara, or Cycle of the Seasons, pub¬ 
lished in 1792. 

We next come to the great name of Henry Thomas 
COLEBROOKE (1765-1837), a man of eiftraordinary in¬ 
dustry, combined with rare clearness of intellect and 
sobriety of judgment. The first to handle the Sanskrit 
language and literature on scientific principles, he pub¬ 
lished many texts, translations, and essays dealing with 
almost every branch of Sanskrit learning, thus laying 
the solid foundations on which later scholars have 
built. 

While Colebrgoke w^s iieginning his literary career 
in India during the opening years of the century* the 
romance of war led to the practical knowledge of Sans¬ 
krit being introduced on the Continent* of Europe. 
Alexander Hamilton (1765-1824), an Englishman who 
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had acquired a good knowledge of Sanskrit in India, 
happened to be passing through France on his way home 
in 1^02. Hostilities breaking out afresh just then, a 
decree of Napoleon, directed against all Englishmen in 
the country, kept Hamilton a prisoner in Paris, Dur¬ 
ing his long involuntary stay in that city he taught Sans¬ 
krit to some French scholars, and especially to the 
German romantic poet Friedrich Schlegel. One of 
the results of these studies was the publication by 
Schlegel of his work On the Language and Wisdom of 

the Indians (1808). This book produced nothing less than 
a revolution in the science of language by the introduc¬ 
tion of the comparative and the historical method. It 
led to the foundation of the science of comparative 
philology by Franz Bopp in his treatise on the conjuga- 
tional system of Sanskrit in comparison with that of 
Greek, Latin, Persian, and German (1816). Schlegel’s 
work, moreover, aroused so much zeal for the study of 
Sanskrit in Germany, that the vast progress made since 
his day in this branch of learning has been mainly due to 
the labours of his countrymen. 

In the early days of Sanskrit studies Europeans 
became acquainted only with that later phase of the 
ancient language of India which is familiar to the Pan¬ 
dits, and is commonly called Classical Sanskrit. So it 
came about that the literature composed in this dialect 
engaged the attention of scholars almost exclusively 
down to the middle of the century. Colebrooke had, 
it is true, supplied as early gs 1805 valuable information 
abobt the literature of the older period in his essay On 

the Vedas. Nearly a quarter of a century later, F. Rosen, 

a German scholar, had conceived the plan of making this 
more ancient literature known to Europe from the rich 
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collection of manuscripts at the East India House; and 
his edition of the first eighth of the Rigveda was actually 

brought out in 1838, shortly after his premature ^eath. 
But it was not till Rudolf Roth (1821-95), the founder 
of Vedic philology, published his epoch-making little 

book On the Literature and History of the Veda in 1846, 

that the studies of Sankritists received a lasting impulse 
in the direction of the earlier and more important litera¬ 
ture of the Vedas. These studies have since been pro¬ 

secuted with such ze’al, that nearly all the most valu¬ 
able works of the Vedic, as well as the later period,' 
have within the last fifty years been made accessible in 
thoroughly trustworthy editions. 

In judging the magnitude of the work thus accom¬ 

plished, it should be borne in mind that the workers 
have been far fewer in this than in other analogous fields, 
while the literature of the Vedas at least equals in extent 
what survives of the writings of ancient Greece. Thus 
in the course of a century the whole range of Sanskrit 
literature, which in quantity exceeds that of Greece and 
Rome put together, has been explored. • The great bulk 

of it has been edited, and most of its valuable productions 
have been translated, by competent hands. There has 
long been at the service of scholars a Sanskrit dictionary, 

larger and more scientific than any either of the classi¬ 
cal languages yet possesses. The detailed investigations 

n every department of Sanskrit literature are now so 
•lumerous, that a comprehensive work embodying the 
'esults of all these fesearigbes has become a necessitj^. 
An encyclopaedia covering the whole domain of Indo- 

Aryan antiquity has accordingly been planned on a more 
extensive scale than that of any similar udtiertaking, and 
s now being published at Strasburg in parts, contributed 
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to by about thirty specialists of various nationalities. By 
the tragic death, in April 1898, of its eminent editor, 
Professor BOhler of Vienna, Sanskrit scholarship has 

sustained an irreparable loss. The work begun by 
him is being completed by another veiy distinguished 

Indianist, Professor Kielhorn of Gottingen, 
Although so much of Sanskrit literature has already 

been published, an examination of the catalogues of 
Sanskrit manuscripts, of which an enormous number are 
preserved in European and Indian libraries, proves 

'that there are .still many minor works awaiting, and 
likely to repay, the labours of an editor. 

The study of Sanskrit literature deserves far more 

attention than it has yet received in thia country. For < 
in that ancient heritage the languages, the religious and 

intellectual life and thought, in short, the whole civilisa¬ 
tion of the Hindus, who form the vast majority of the 
inhabitants • of our Indian Empire, have their roots. 
Among all the ancient literatures, that of India is, more¬ 

over, undoubtedly in intrinsic value and aesthetic merit 
second only to 'ihat of Greece, To the latter it is, as a 

source for the study of human evolution, even superior. 
Its earliest period, being much older than any product of 
Greek literature, presents a more primitive form of belief, 

and therefore gives a clearer picture of the development 
of religious ideas than any other literary monument of 
the world. Hence it came about that, just as the dis¬ 

covery of the Sanskrit language led to^ the foundation of , 

the science of Comparative JPhilology, an acquaintance 
with the literature of the Vedas resulted in the foundation 
of the science of Comparative Mythology by Adalbert 

Kuhn and Mm Muller. 

Though it has touched excellence in most of its 
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branches, Sanskrit literature has mainly achieved great¬ 
ness in religion and philosophy. The Indians are the 
only division of the Indo-European family which has 

created^a great national religion—Brahmanism—-■Jlnd a 
great world-religion—Buddhism; while all the rest, far 
from displaying originality in this sphere, have long since 
adopted a foreign faith. The intellectual life of the 
Indians has, in fact, all along been more dominated by 
religious thought than that of any other race. The 

Indians, moreover, developed independently several 
systems of philosophy which bear evidence of high 
speculative powers. The great interest, however, which 
these two subjects must have for ns lies, not so much in 

the results they*attained, as in the fact that every step in 
the evolution of religion and philosophy can be traced in 

Sanskrit literature. 
The importance of ancient Indian literature as a 

whole largely consists in its originality. Naturally 
isolated by its gigantic mountain barrier in the north, 

the Indian peninsula has ever since the Aryan invasion 
formed a world apart, over which a unique form of 
Aryan civilisation lapidly spread, and has ever since 
prevailed. When the Greeks, towards the end of the 
fourth century B.c., invaded the North-West, the Indians 

had already fully worked out a national culture of their 
own, unaffected by foreign influences. And, in spite of 
successive waves of invasion and conquest by Persians, 

Greeks, Scythians, Muhammadans, the national develop¬ 
ment of the life and liter^rc of the Indo-Aryan race 
remained practically unchecked and unmodified, from 
without down to the era of British occupation. No 

othei branch of the Indo-European stock }|as experienced 
an isolated evolution like this. No other country except 
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China can trace back its language and literature, its reli¬ 

gious beliefs and rites, its domestic and social customs, 
through an uninterrupted development of more than 

three \housand years. 
A few examples will serve to illustrate this remaAc- 

able continuity in Indian civilisation. Sanskrit is still 

spoken as the tongue of the learned by thousands of 
Brahmans, as it was centuries before our era. Nor has 
it ceased to be used for literary purposes, for many 

books and journals written in the-ancient language are 
.still produced. The copying of Sanskrit manuscripts 
is still continued in hundreds of libraries in India, unin¬ 

terrupted even by the introduction of printing during 
the present century. The Vedas aro still learnt by 
heart as they were long before the invasion of Alex¬ 
ander, and could even now be restored from the lips of 
religious teachers if every manuscript or printed copy 
of them were destroyed. A Vedic stanza of immemorial 

antiquity,, addressed to the sun-god Savitri, is still recited 
in the daily worship of the Hindus. The god Vishnu, 
adored more than 3000 years ago, has countless votaries 

in India at the present day. Fire is still produced for 
sacrificial purposes by means of two sticks, as it was in 
ages even more remote. The wedding ceremony of the 

modern Hindu, to single out but one social custom, is 
essentially the same as it was long before the Christian 

era. 

The history of ancient Indian literature naturally 
fadls into two main periods, ^he first is the Vedic, which 
begiiuaing perhaps as early as 1500 B.C., extends in its 

latest phase to about 200 B.c. In the former half of the 

Vedic age the character of its literature was creative and 
poetical, while the centre of culture lay in the territory 
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f the Indus and its tributaries, the modern Panjib; in 
le latter half, literature was theologically speculative in 

latter and prosaic in form, while the centre of intellec* 
lal life liad shifted to the valley of the Ganges. Thus 
1 the course of the Vedic age Aryan civilisation had 

verspread the whole of Hindustan Proper, the vast tract 
xtending from the mouths of the Indus to those of the 
:anges, bounded on the north by the Himalaya, and on 
le south by the Vindhya range. The second period, con- 

urrent with the final offshoots of Vedic literature and 
losing with the Muhammadan conquest after 1000 A.D., 

the Sanskrit period strictly speaking. In a certain 

mse, owing to the continued literary use of Sanskrit, 
lainly for the clJinposition of commentaries, this period 

lay be regarded as coming down to the present day, 
luring this second epoch Brahmanic culture was intro- 
uced into and overspread the southern portion of the 
ontinent called the Dekhan or “the South." In the 

jurse of these two periods taken together, Indian 
terature attained noteworthy results in nearly every 
epartment. The Vedic age, which, unlike the earlier 

)Och of Greece, produced only religious works, reached 
high standard of merit in lyric poetry, and later made 

ime advance towards the formation of a prose style. 

The Sanskrit period embracing in general secular 
ibjects, achieved distinction in many branches of litera- 

ire, in national as well as court epic, in lyric and 

:pecially didactic poetry, in the drama, in fairy tales, 
bles, and romances. Evesjjyhere we find much true 
oetry, the beauty of which Ik, however, marred* by 

bscurity of style and the ever-increasing taint of artifi- 
ality. But this period produced few 'vforks which, 
'garded as a whole, are dominated by a sense of 
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harmony and proportion. Such considerations have h 
little influence on the aesthetic notions of India. T 
tendency has been rather towards exaggeration, mat 
festiVig itself in all directions. The almost mcredib 
development of detail in ritual observance; the extr 
ordinary excesses of asceticism; the grotesque represe 

tations of mythology in art; the frequent employmet 
of vast numbers in description; the immense bulk of tl 
epics; the unparalleled conciseness of one of the forn 
of prose; the huge compounds 'habitually employed i 
the later style, are among the more striking manifest 
tions of this defect of the Indian mind. 

In various branches of scientific literature, in phont 

tics, grammar, mathematics, astrononiy, medicine, an 
law, the Indians also achieved notable results. In som 

of these subjects their attainments are, indeed, far ii 
advance Of what was accomplished by the Greeks. 

History is the one weak spot in Indian literature. I 
is, in fact, non-existent. The total lack of the historica 

sense is so characteristic, that the whole course o 
Sanskrit literature is darkened by the shadow of thif 
defect, suffering as it does from an entire absence o 
exact chronology. So true is this, that the very datf 
of KAlidAsa, the greatest of Indian poets, was long a 

matter of controversy within the limits of a thousand 
years, and is even now doubtful to the extent of a century 

or two. Thus the dates of Sanskrit authors are in the 

vast majority of cases only known approximately, having 
"been inferred from the ii^rect evidence of interdepen- 
dehce, quotation or allusion, development of language or 

style. As to the events of their lives, we usually know 

nothing at till, and only in a few cases one or two 

general facts. Two causes seem to have combined to 
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ring about this remarkable result. In the first place, 
irly India wrote no history because it never made any. 
he ancient Indians never went through a struggle for 
e, like tli^ Greeks in the Persian and the Romans ifi the 
nic wars, such as would have welded their tribes into 
ation and developed political greatness. Secondly, 
Brahmans, whose task it would naturally have been 

record great deeds, had early embraced the doctrine 
t all action and existence are a positive evil, and could 
.refore have felt but little inclination to chronicle his- 
'ical events. 

, Such being the case, definite dates do not begin to 
ipear in Indian literary history till about 500 Aj). The 
ironology of thB' Vedic period is altogether conjectural, 
oing based entirely on internal evidence. Three main 
terary strata can be clearly distinguished in it by dif- 
■rences in language and style, as well as in religious 
id social views. For the development of each of these 
rata a reasonable length of time must be allowed ; but 
1 we can here hope to do is to approximate to the 
uth by centuries. The lower limit of thc»second Vedic 
ratum cannot, however, be fixed later that 500 B.C., 

.cause its latest doctrines are presupposed by Buddhism, 
*d the date of the death of Buddha has been with a 
»h degree of probability calculated, from the recorded 
-.es of the various Buddhist councils, to be 480 B.C. 

^ regard to the commencement of the Vedic age, 
•e seems to have been a decided tendency among 
,skrit scholars^to place 4^00 high. 2000 B.C. is' 
iimonly represented as its stSMing-point. Suppotihg 

is to be correct, the truly vast period of 1500 years is 
'^uired to account for a development of Mnguage and 
•ought hardly greater than that between the Homeric 
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and the Attic age of Greece. Professor Max MUllef 
earlier estimate of 1200 B.C., formed forty years ag« 

appears to be much nearer the mark. A lapse of thrc 
centuries, say from 1300-1000 B.C., would amply accoui 
for the difference between what is oldest and newest t 

Vedic hymn poetry. Considering that the affinity of th 
oldest form of the Avestan language with the dialect c 
the Vedas is already so great that, by the mere applies 
tion of phonetic laws, whole Avestan stanzas may b 

translated word for word into ^edic, so as to produc 
verses correct not only m form but in poetic spirit; cot 

sidering further, that if we knew the Avestan language < 
as early a stage as we know the Vedic, the former woul 
necessarily be almost identical with thb latter, it is in 

possible to avoid the conclusion that the Indian branc 
must have separated from the Iranian only a ver 
short time before the beginnings of Vedic literature, an 

can therefore have hardly entered the North-West c 
India even as early as 1500 B.c. All previous estimate 
of the antiquity of the Vedic period have been outdon 
by the recent theory of Professor Jacobi of Bonn, wh 

supposes that period goes back to at least 4000 B.C. Th 
theory is based on astronomical calculations connecte 

with a change in the beginning of the seasons, whic 
Professor Jacobi thinks has taken place since the tim 
of the Rigveda. The whole estimate is, however, it 

validated by the assumption of a doubtful, and eve 

improbable, meaning in a Vedic word, which forms th 
very starting-point of the^,yieory. Meanwhile we muf 

rest* content with the certainty that Vedic literature i 
any case is of considerably higher antiquity than th: 
of Greece. * 

For the post-Vedic period we have, in addition to th 
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suits of internal evidence, a few landmarks of general 
ronological importance in the visits of foreigners. The 
rliest date of this kind is that of the invasion of India 

' Alexaj^der in 326 B.c. This was followed bf the 
journ in India of various Greeks, of whom the most 

)table was Megasthenes. He resided for some years 
»out 300 B.c, at the court of Pataliputra (the 'modern 
atna), and has left a valuable though fragmentary 
-count of the contemporary state of Indian society, 

any centuries later Iifdia was visited by three Chinese 
uddhist pilgrims, Fa Hian (399 A.D.), Hiouen Thsang 
•30-645), and I Tsing (671 -695). The records of their 

avels, which have jr'ien preserved, and are all now trans- 
ted into English shed much light on the social con- 
itions, the religious thought, and the Buddhist antiquities 

f India in their day. Some general and specific facts 
bout Indian literature also can be gathered from them, 
iouen Thsang especially supplies some important state- 
ents about contemporary Sanskrit poets. It is not till 

s time that we can say of any Sanskrit writer that he 
-4S alive in any particular year, exceptingonly the three 

idian astronomers, whose exact dates in the fifth and 
th centuries have been recorded by themslves. It was 

•ly the information supplied by the two earlier Chinese 

iters that made possible the greatest archaeological 
jcovery of the present century in India, that of the 

a of Buddha's birthplace, Kapila-vastu, identified in 

cember 1896. At the close of our period we have the 
y valuable account o|^ the country at the time of the* 

uhammadan conquest by th^l^Pabic author AuBfintliaT, 
10 wrote his India in 1030 A.D. 

It is evident from what has been saidf that before 
■K) A.D. literary chronology, even in the Sanskrit period, 
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is almost entirely relative, priority or posteriority beini 
determined by such criteria as development of style o- 
thought, the mention of earlier authors by name, straj 
political references as to the Greeks or to ssome well 
known dynasty, and allusions to astronomical facts whicl 

cannot have been known before a certain epoch. Recen 
research, owing to increased specialisation, has made 
considerable progress towards greater chronological de 
finiteness. More light will doubtless in course of time 

come from the political history of early India, which 
is being reconstructed, with great industry and ability, 
by various distinguished scholars from the evidence of 

coins, copper-plate grants, and rock or pillar inscrip¬ 
tions. These have been or are being' published in th'j 

Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, the Epigraphia Indica, 

and various journals devoted to the study of Indian 
antiquities. The rise in the study of epigraphy during 

the last twenty years has, indeed, already yielded some 

direct information of importance about the literary and 
religious history of India, by fixing the date of some 
of the later -poets as well as by throwing light on 

religious systems and whole classes of literature. Thus 
some metrical inscriptions of considerable length have 
been deciphered, which prove the existence of court 

poetry in Sanskrit and vernacular dialects from the first 
century of our era onwards. No direct evidence of this 
fact had previously been known. 

The older inscriptions .ire also important in cory. 
nection with Sanskrit literature as illustrating both thej 

early history of Indiai/'writing and the state of the 
language at the time. The oldest of them are the-rock 
and pillar inscriptions, dating from the middle of the 

third century B.C., of the great Buddhist king A9OKA, 
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no ruled over Northern India from 259 to 222 B.C^ 
jd during whose reign was held the third Buddhist 

luncil, at which the canon of the Buddhist scriptures 
as prot\^ly fixed. The importance of these in&rip- 
jns can hardly be over-rated for the value of the in- 

rmation to be derived from them about the political, 
ligious, and linguistic conditions of the age. Found 
attered all over India, from Girnar (Giri-nagara) in 
athiawar to Dhauli in Orissa, from Kapur-di-Giri, north 
the Kabul river, to Kfialsi, they have been reproduced, 

•.ciphered, and translated. One of them, engiaved on 

pillar erected by A^oka to commemorate the actual 

rthplace of Buddha, was discovered only at the close 

~iS^ 

These A^oka inscriptions are the earliest records 

Indian writing. The question of the origin and age 
' writing in India, long involved in doubt and contro- 
•rsy, has been greatly cleared up by the recent palaeo- 
aphical researches of Professor Buhlek. That great 
hqlar has shown, that of the two kinds of script known 

ancient India, the one called Kftaroshffit, employed 
the country of Gandhara (Eastern Afghanistan and 

orthern Panjab) from the fourth century B.c. to 
•o A.D., was borrowed from the Aramaic type of 

mitic writing in use during the fifth century B.C. It 
s always written from right to left, like its original, 
e other ancient Indian script, called Brahmi, is, as 

hler .shows, the true national wiiting of India, because 
later Xfidian alphabets are ^e^ended from it, however 
dmilar many of them may apJJ^r at the present day. 

was regularly written from left to right; but that this 
-s not its original direction is indicated Ify a coin of 
e fourth century B.C., the inscription on which runs 
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fr^m illght to left. Dr. Biihler has shown that this 
writing is based on the oldest Northern Semitic or 
Phoenician type, represented on Assyrian weights and 

on the Moabite stone, which dates from ab(^t 890 B.C. 

He argues, with much probability, that it was introduced 
about 800 B.C. into India by traders coming by way of 

Mesopotamia. 
References to writing in ancient Indian literature are, 

it is true, very rare and late ; m no case, perhaps, earlier 
than the fourth century B.C., or ftot very long before the 
date of the A^oka inscriptions. Little weight, however, 
can be attached to the argumentum ex silentio in this 
instance. For though writing has now been extensiv^ 

in use for an immense period, the nati'Se learnuig“oF'fi^ 
modern Indian is still based on oral tradition. The 
sacred scriptures as well as the sciences can only be 
acquired from the lips of a teacher, not from a manu¬ 
script; and as only memorial knowledge is accounted 

of value, writing and MSS. are rarely mentioned. Even 
modern poets do not wish to be read, but cherish the 
hope that thair works may be recited. This immemorial 
practice, indeed, shows that the beginnings of Indian 
poetry and science go back to a time when writing was 
unknown, and a system of oral tradition, such as is 
referred to in the Rigveda, was developed before writing 

was introduced. The latter could, therefore, have been 
in use long before it began to be mentioned. The palaeo- 
graphical evidence of the A^oka inscriptions, in any case, 

clearly shows that writing was no recent inventjpn in tfie 
tltiad century B.C., fop^^st of the liters have several, 

often very divergent forms, sometimes as many as nine 
or ten. A Considerable length of time was, moreover, 

needed to elaborate from the twenty-two borrowed 
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Semitic symbols the full Br&hmf alphabet of iorty.-'SJx 
letters. This complete alphabet, which was evidently, 
worked out by learned Brahmans on phonetic punciples, 
nust havi^ existed by 500 B.C., according to the sttong 
arguments adduced by Professor Buhlei. This is the 
ilphabet which is recognised in Panini's great Sanskrit 
^lammai of about the fouith century B.C., and has re¬ 
named unmodified ever since. It not only icpitsents all 
he sounds of the Sanskiit language, but is arninged on a 

hoioughly scientific method, the simple vowels (short 
ind long) coming lirst, then the diphthongs, and lastly 
he consonants in uniform groups according to the 
irgans of speech with which they are pronounced. Thus 
-he dent il consTmants appear togethei as t, th, d, dh, n, 
ind the labials as /, ph, If, bh, m. We Europeans, on the 
ither hand, 2500 yeais litci, and in a scientific age, still 
mploy an alpli ibct which is not only inadequate to 
cpiescnt ill l4c sounds of oui languages, but even pre- 
er\'es the landom oidei in which \owcls and consonants 
re jumbled up is thes were m thi Gieek adaptation of 
he primitive Semitic ii i angement o) 3000 years ago. 

In the inscriptions Of the third ctntiuy li.c. two types, 
he Noithern and the Southern, may be distinguished in 
he Diahvu wilting. Fiom the foimei is descended the 
loup of Noithein scripts which giadually pi evaded in 
11 the Aryan dialecti of India. The most important of 

um IS the Yagati (also called Det anagart), in which 
anskrit MSS. au usually written, and Sanskiit as well as 
farMhl^nd Hindi books ar^^iegularly printed. It is 

scogmsable by tSe chai actenstic 1»au/ontal line at^tlie 
jp of the letteis The oldest insciiption engiaved en- 
rdy in Nagan belongs to the eighth, and th# oldest MS. 
Titten in it to the eleventh century Fi om the Southern 

B 
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variety of the Brdhmt writing are descended five types ot 

script, all in use south of the Vindhya range. Among 
them are the characters employed in the Canarese and' 

the Telugu country. 
Owing to the perishability of the materifu on which 

they are written, Sanskrit MSS. older than the fourteenth 
century A.i). are rare. The two ancient materials used 
in India were strips of birch bark and palm leaves. The 
employment of the former, beginning in the North-West 
of India, where extensive birch forests clothe the slopes 
of the Himalaya, gradually spread to Central, Eastern, 
and Western India. The oldest known Sanskrit MS. 

written on birch bark dates from the fifth century A.D., 

and a Pali MS. in Kharosfithi, which became kfflilltivil" vT 
1897, is still older, but the use of this material doubtless 
goes back to far earlier days. Thus we have the state¬ 

ment of Quintus Curtius that the Indians employed it for 
writing on at the time of Alexander. The testimony of 
classical Sanskrit authors, as well as of AlberunI, shows 
that leaves of birch bark (bhurja-pattra) were also regularly 
used for letter-writing in early raeclimval India. 

The first example of a palm leaf Sanskrit MS. belongs 
to the sixth century a.d. It is preserved in Japan, but 
there is a facsimile of it in the Bodleian Library. Accord¬ 
ing to the Chinese pilgi im Hiouen Thsang, the use of the 
palm leaf w'as common all over India in the seventh cen¬ 
tury ; but that it was known many centuries earlier is 

proved by the fact that an inscribed copper-plate, dating 
from the first century A.D. at the latest, imitate^ a paHn 
le*a4 in shape. 

Paper was introduced by the Muhammadan conquest, 

and has b^n very extensively used since that time for 

the writing of MSS. The oldest known example of a 
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mper Sanskrit MS. written in India is one from Gujarat, 
>elonging to the early part of the thirteenth century. In- 
'lorthern India, where ink was employed for writing, 
>alm leavjjs went out of use after the introduction of' 
)aper. But in the South, where a stilus has always been 

mployed for scratching in the character, palm leaves 
le still common for willing both MSS. and letters. The 
)irch bark and palm leaf MSS. arc held together by a 
ord drawn through a single hole in the middle, or 
hrough two placed some distance apait. This explains 

■ow the Sanskrit word for “ knot,” grantJui, came to 

cquire the sense of “ book." 
leather or parchment has ncvei been utilised in 

•icfia for MSS.,^\\ing to the ritual impurity of animal 

laterials. For inscriptions copper-plates were early 
nd frequently employed. They regulaily imitate the 
hape of either palm leaves or sliips <if bucli bark. 

The actual use of ink (the oldest Indian name of 
;hich is uiashi) is proved tor the setond century u.c. by 

n inscription from a Buddhist relic mound, and is 
hindered very probable for the fourth century B.C. by 
le statements of Neatchos and Quintus Cuitius. 

All the old palm leal, birch bark, and paper Sanskrit 
ISS. have been wiitten with ink and a reed pen, usually 
ailed kalama (a term borrowed from the Greek kalamos). 
\ Southern India, on the other hand, it has always been 

le practice to scratch the writing on palm leaves \\ ith a 
ilus, the characters being subsequently blackened by 
lot or al^iircoal being rubbed into them. 

Sanskrit MSS.*of every kind ald^^gually kept between 
lin strips of wood with cords wound round them, 
id wrapped up in coloured, sometimes efiabroidered, 

oths. They have been, and still are, preserved in the 
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libraries of temples, monasteries, colleges, the courts of 
princes, as well as private houses. A famous library was 
owned by King Bhoja of Dhar in the eleventh century.' 
That^ considerable private libraries existed in^irly early. 
times is shown by the fact that the Sanskrit author BAna 

(about 620 A.D.) had in his employment a reader of 
manuscripts. Even at the present day there are many 
excellent libraries of Sanskrit MSS. in the possession of 

Brahmans all over India. 
« 

The ancient Indian language, like the literature com¬ 
posed in it, falls into the two main divisions of Vedic and 

Sanskrit. The former difters from the latter on the 
whole about as much as Homeric from classicalGre^ 

or the Latin of the Salic hymns frofB that ot'varr«». 

Within the Vedic language, in which the sacrc^ literature 
of India is written, several stages can be distinguished. 
In its transitions from one to the other it gradually grows 

more modern till it is ultimately merged in Sanskrit. 
Even in its earliest phase Vedic cannot be regarded as 
a popular tongue, but is rather an artificially archaic 
dialect, handed down from one generation to the other 

within the class of priestly singers. Of this the language 
itself supplies several indications. One of them is the 
employment side by side of forms belonging to different 

linguistic periods, a practice in which, however, the Vedic 

does not go so far as the Homeric dialect. The spoken 

language of the Vedic priests probably differed from this 

dialect of the hymns only in the absence of poetical con¬ 
structions and archaisms. There was, jn fact, ejwn in tl&e 

earher Vedic age,^!,«#t8tl language, such as is to be found 

more or less wherever a literature has grown up ; but in 

India it has*been more strongly marked than in any other 
country. 
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If, however, Vedic was no longer a natural tongue, 
lut was already the scholastic dialect of a class, hoyf 
luch truer is this of the language of the later Irtera- 
ure ! Saiflficiit differs from Vedic, but not in conformity 
/ith the natiual development which appeals in living 

vnguages. The phonetic condition of Sanskrit lemains 
Imost exactly the same as that ot the eailieot Vedic. 
11 the mattei of grammatical forms, too, the language 

hows itself to be almost stationary; for liaidly any 
ew formations oi inflexions hav< made their appear- 

nce. Yet even from a grimmatical point of view the 
iter language has become \.er> different from the 

'T'hts clipnge wis thtrefoie brought about, not 

y new Cl cations, but by successive losses The most 

otable of these were the disappe irance of the sub- 
inctive mood and the reduction of i do^en infinitives 
) a single one. In dccleiis'on the change consisted 

hiefly in the di opping of a number of -synonymous by- 
Jims It IS probable that the spoken Vedic, more 
lodern and less complex than that of tl\p hymns, to 

Dme extent affected the later literal y language in the 
irection of simpliheition But the changes in the 
ngna ( weie mainly due to the legulatmg effoits of 

le giammanans, which weie more povietful m India 
lan anywhei e else, owing to the eat ly and t xceptional 
evelopment of gr iminatical studies in that country, 

hen influence ilone can explain the elaborate nature 
f»»the ph^onetie eombmitions (called Sattd/tt) between 
le hnals^iid iiiitmls of words in t’^g bansknt s( nteneg. * 

It IS, howevci, the voeabulaiy oTTlic language that 
as undergone the gieatest modilications, dk is indeed 
le case m all literary dialects; for it is beyond the 
owei of grammaiiins to control change in this difec- 
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tion. Thus we find that the vocabulary has been greatly 
extended by derivation and composition according to- 

recognised types. At the same time there are numerous 
words which, though old, seem to be new olily because 
they happen by accident not to occur in the Vedic 

literature. Many really new words have, however, come 
in through continual boi rowings from a lower stratum 
of language, while already existing words have under¬ 
gone great changes of meaning. 

This later phase of the ancient language of India 
was stereotyped by the great grammarian PAnini to¬ 

wards the end of the fourth century B.C. It came to 

be called Sanskrit, the “refined" or “.“bbc 
skt-i-fa, literally “put together”), a term not found in 

the older grammarians, but occurring in the earliest 
epic, the Kamayana. The name is meant to be opposed 

to that of the popular dialects called Prakrila, and is 
so opposed, foi instance, in the Katyddar^a, dr Mirror 
of Poetry, a work of the sixth century A.D. The older 
grammarians themselves, from Y.\ska (fifth century B.C.) 

onwards, speak of this classical dialect as Bkdshd, “the 
speech,” in distinction from Vedic. The remarks they 
make about it point to a spoken language. Thus one 
of them, Pataxjai.i, refers to it as used “ in the world," 

and designates the words of his Sanskrit as “current 
in the woild." Panini himself gives many rules which 

have no significance except in connection with living 

speech; as when he describes the accent or the Ipngthtn- 
ing of vowels iji..caJ^ig from a distance, m 'Salutation, 
or in question and answer. Again, Sanskrit cannot 

have been % mere literary and school language, because 
there are early traces of its having had dialectic varia¬ 

tions. Thus Yaska and Pai.uni mention the peculiarities 
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oi the “Easterns" and “Northerners," KatySyafla 
'ers to local diveigences, and Patanjah specifies words 

occurring in single districts only. There is, indeed, no 
doubt th,1t in the second cenluiy B.c. Sanskrit was’ 
ictually spoken in the w hole counti y c.illed by S<inski it 

wiiters Aiyavarta, or “Land of the Aiyans," which lies 
between tht Himalaya and the Vindhya range. But 
who spoke it there? Biahnians certainly did; for 
Patanjah speaks of them as the “instructed" 

ihc employers of coiiect speech. Its use, howevei, ex¬ 
tended beyond the Bi ahmans ; for we read in Patanjah 

about a head-groom disputing with a giammarian as 

..ft*tbiei<it\(mology of the Sanskiit word foi “charioteer" 
^suia). This agrees with the distiibution of the dialects 

m the Indiin drama, a distiibution doubtless based on 
1 tradition much oldci than the plays themselves. Here 
the king and those of supeiioi i ink speak Sanskrit, 

while the v.arious foims of the popular dialect are 
assigned to women ind to men ot the people. The 
diamas also show that whoe\er did not speak Sanskrit 

at any late understood it, tor Sanskiit is th*eie employed 
in conversation with speakers of Pi'ikrit. The theatri¬ 
cal public, and that befoie which, is we know from 
fiequcnt icferences in the litei ituie, the epics were 

lecited, must also have undirstood Sanskrit. Thus, 
though classical Sanskiit was fiom the beginning a 

hteiary and, m a sense, an aitihcial dialect, it would 
hk eiioneous to deny to it altogether the chaiacter of 
a cmltr^MiJi^angiiage. It is indeed, as has already b^n 
mentioned, even now' actually in Indi^ by 

learned Biahmans, as well as written them, for 
eveiy-day pui poses. The position of Sanskrit, in shorty 
has all along been, and still is, much like that of 
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Hebrew among the Jews or of Latin In the Middle 
Ages. 

Wjioever was familiar with Sanskrit at the same time 
spoke one populai language oi more. The qoestion as 
to what these popular hinguages weie brings us to the 
relation of Sanskrit to the vernaculars of India. The 
linguistic importance of the ancient literal y speech for 
the India of to-day will become apparent when it is 
pointed out that all the modern dialects—excepting those 
of a few isolated aboiigmal hill tribes - spoken over the 
whole vast teiritory between the mouths of the Indus 

and those of the Ganges, between the Himalaya ,md the 
Vindhya langc, besides the Bombay Piesidei]£j,ja[i«ia#‘> 
south as the Portuguese settlement of Goa, are descended 
from the oldest foim of Sanskrit. Stalling from their 
ancient source in the north west, they have oveiflowed 
in more and raoie diverging sti earns the whole peninsula 

except the extreme south-east. The beginnings of these 
popular dialects go back to a pei lod of great antiquity. 
Even at the t.me when the Vedic hymns were com 

posed, thei c must have existed a populai language which 
already diflered widely in its phonetic aspect from the 
literary dialect. Foi the Vedic hymns contain several 

words of a phonetic Ivpe which can only be explained 
by boriowings on the part of their composers from 
populai speech 

We furthei know that in the sixth centui y B.c,, Buddha 

preached his gospel in the language of the people^ as 
opposed to that of the learned, in ord^'*'vfl'might 

understand him' ““^Wis all the oldest Buddhist literatuie 
dating from (he fourth or fifth century u.c. was composed 

in the vernacular, oiiginally doubtless m the dialect of 
Magadha (the modern Behar), the biithplace of Bud- 
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dhism. * Like’tilaHan, as compared with Latin, this early ’ 
popular speech is characterised by the avoidance oi* 

cohjunct consonants and by fondness for final vowels.-, 
Thus the Sanskrit sftira, “ thread," and dkanna, “ duty,” 
become sutta and dhamtua respectively, while vidyut, 
“lightning,” is transformed into injju. The particular 
form of the popular language which became the sacred 

idiom of Southern Buddhism is known by the name of 
Pali. Its original home is still uncertain, but its existence 
as early as the third century B.c. is proved beyond the 
range of doubt by the numei ous rock and pillar inscrip¬ 

tions of A^oka. This dialect was in the third century 
B.C. introducei^into Ceylon, and became the basis of 
Singhalese, the modern language of the island. It was 

through the. influence of Buddhism that, fiom A9oka's 
time onwards, the official decrcis .u-d documents pre¬ 
served in inscriptions were for ,.^ntuiies composed 
exclusively in Middle Indian (Prakrit) dialects. Sanskrit 
was not familiar to the chanceries during these centuries, 

though the introduction of Sanskiit verses in Prakrit 

inscriptions shows that Sanskrit was alivfe during this 
period, and proves its continuity f(»i literary purposes. 

The older tradition of both the Buddhist and the Jain 
leligion, in tact, ignored Sanskiit entiicly, using only the 
popular dialects for all pin poses. 

But in course of time both the Buddhists and the 

Jains endeavoured to acquire a knowledge of Sanskrit. 
TJjis led to the formation ot an idiom which, being in the 

made to resemble the old language by 
receiving Sanskrit endings and unov-f^slhig other adula¬ 
tions. It IS therefoie decidedly wiong to ^nsider this 
artificial dialect an intei mediate stage between, Sans¬ 

krit and Pali. This peculiar type of language is most 
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pronouncea m the poetical pieces caiiea gatfm or 
“song," which occur in the canonical works of the Nor* ^ 

■thern^ Buddhists, especially in the Lalita-vistara, a life 

of Buddha. Hence it was formerly called ^he Gatha 

dialect. The term is, however, inaccurate, as Bud¬ 

dhist prose works have also been written in this mixed 

language. 
The testimony of the inscriptions is instructive in 

showing the gradual encioachmcnt of Sanskrit on the 

popular dialects used by the two non-Brahmanical reli¬ 

gions. Thus in the Jain inscriptions of Mathurfi (now 

Muttra), an almost pure Prakrit prevails down to the first 

century a.d. After that Sanskritisms become more and 

more frequent, till at last simple Sanskrit is writterf 
Similarly in Buddhist inscriptions pure Prakrit is relieved 

by the mixed dialect, the latter by Sanskrit. Thus in the 

inscriptions of Nfisik, in Western India, the mixed dialect 

extends into the third, while Sanskrit first begins in the 

second century a.d. From the sixth century onwards 

Sanskrit prevails exclusively (except among the Jains) in 

inscriptions, \hough Prfikritisms often occur in them. 

Even in the literature of Buddhism the mixed dialect 

was gradually supplanted by Sanskrit. Hence most of 

the Northern Buddhist texts have come down to us in 

Sanskrit, which, however, di\erges widely in vocabulary 

from that of the sacred texts ot the Brahmans, as well as 

from that of the classical literature, since they are full of 

Prakrit words, n expressly attested by the Chiniige 

pUgrim, Hiouen Thsang, that in the sev''’»lii><je«twr^the 

Bucftlhists usediiftswHlfiit even m oral theological discus¬ 

sions. The^ains finally did the same, though without 

entirely giving up Prakiit. Thus by the time of the 

Muhammadan conquest Sanskiit was almost the only 
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wutten language of India. But while Sanskut was re¬ 
covering its ancient supremacy, the Prakrits had exer¬ 
cised a lasting influence upon it in two lespccts. .They 
had supplied its vocabulaiy with a number of new words, 
and had transformed into a stress accent the old musical 

accent which still pi evaded after the d,iys of Paiiini, 
In the oldest period of Piakiit, that ol 11k PaL AijOl a 

inscriptions and the eaily Buddhistic ind (am hteiatuie, 
two main dialects, the Westei n ind the hastei n, may be 
distinguished. Between the beginning ol oui eia and 

about 1000 A.D., mediajvil Piaknt, which is still synthetic 

in chaiacter, is divided into four c'jicf diahcts In the 
west ^pabJn(“ decadent') in Ihe villey of 
the Indus, and (^antmcni in the Doab, with Mathuia as 

its centre. Subdivisions of the lattir wcic Gaurjarl 

{Gujatatt), Avanti (Western Kdjptttani), uiJ Mn/mtaifttn 
(Eastern Rajput u ) I'lifc Eastern Pi aki it now appears 
as ATapadht, the dialect of Migadlia, now Hchai, and 
Afdka Magadhi (Half - M igadhi), with Benares as its 
centie. These medueval Piakiits are impoitint in con¬ 

nection with Sanskrit litciatuie, as they uc the verna¬ 
culars employed by the uneducated classi'. in the Sans¬ 

krit di ima. 
They aie the soiiicts of all the Ai>an languages of 

model n India Fi oni the Apabhianu^a u e dertv ed Snidhi, 
Western Panjabi, and Kadimin, from ^auiintiit come 
Eastern Panjabi and Hindi (the old Avanti), as well as 
Stgaiatl, while fioni the tvvo forms of Ma^adht are 

descendMil^A)»j/'/il' on the one hand, and the various 
dialects of Beng.d on the othei. fiig^Plhodern veAacu* 
lars, which began to develop fi om about #000 A.D,, are 

no longer inflexional languiges, but aie analytical like 
English, forming an inteiesting paiallel in their develop- 
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pent from ancient Sanskrit to the Romance dialects in 
their derivation from Latin. They have developed litera¬ 
tures pf their own, which are based entirely on that of 
Sanskrit. The non-Aryan languages of the Dekhan, the 
Dravidian group, including Telugu, Canarese, MalSya- 
1am, and Tamil, have not indeed been ousted by Aryan 
tongues, but they are full of words borrowed from San¬ 
skrit, while their literature is dominated by Sanskrit 
models. 



CHAPTER II- 

THE VEDIC PERIOD 

On the very threshold of Indian literature more than 

three thousand years ago, we are confronted with a body 
of lyrical poetry which, although far older than the lite¬ 

rary monuments of any other branch of the Indo-Euror 

pean family,, is already distinguished by retinement and 
teauty 6i tfTought, as well as by skill in the handling of 

language and metre. From this point, for a period o§ 
more than a thousand years, Indian literature bears 
an exclusively religious stamp ; even those latest produc-; 
tions of the Vedic age which cannot be called directly 

religious are yet meant to further religious ends. This 
is, indeed, implied by the term "Vedic.” For veda, 
primarily signifying “ knowledge ” (from vid, “ to know ”), 

designates “ sacred lore," as a branch of literature. Be¬ 
sides this general sense, the word has also the restric¬ 
ted meaning of. “sacred book." 

In the Vedic period three well-defined literary strata 
are to be distinguished. The first is that of the four 

Vedas, the outcome of a creative and poetic age, in 
which hymns and prayers were composed chiefly to; 
accbiKpjijj^^jUjgjpressing and offering of the Soma juice^ 

or the oblAtion of melted butter {g/trifa)4aJAie gods, f The] 
four Vedas are “ collections,” called samhit^, of 
and prayers made for different ritual purposes.;. 

are of varying age and significance. By fair--.,the..--fflip 
39 
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important as well as the oldest—for it is the very founda¬ 
tion of all Vedic literature—is the Rigveda, the “Veda 

of verses" (from rich, “ a laudatory stanza "), consisting 
entirely of lyrics, mainly in praise of different gods. It 
may, therefore, be described as the book of hymns or 

psalms. The Sama-vedn has practically no independent 
value, for it ccaisists entirely of stanzas (excepting only 
75) taken from the Rigi'eda and .arranged solely with refer¬ 
ence to their place in the Soma sacrifice. Being meant 

to be sung to certain fixed melodics, it may be called the 
book of chants {samaii). The Vaji<r-vcda differs in one 
essential respect from the Sauia-veda. It consists not 

only of stanzas {ridi), mostly borrowed from the Rigucda, 
but also of oiiginal prose formulas. 11 Tl*fl!rflble& the 

Sama-veda, however, in having its contents arranged in 

the order in which it was actually employed in various 
sacrifices. It is, therefore, a book of sacrificial prayers 

ijuijus). The matter of this Veda has been handed down 

in two forms. In the one, the sacrificial formulas only 
are given; in the other, these are to a certain extent 

intermingled .with their e.xplanations. These three Vedas 
alone were at first recognised as canonical scriptures, 

being in the next stage of Vedic literature comprehen¬ 
sively spoken of as “the threefold knowledge" {Irayi 
vidyd). 

Tlie fourth collection, the Alharva-veda, attained to 
this position only after a long struggle. Judged both 

by its language and by tliat portion of its matter which is 
analogous to the contents of the Rig-oediiy the 

vedat.czme intj^j^^xistence considerably laler'^’than that 
Veda. In form it is similar to the Rigreda, consisting 

for the mos^ part of metrical hymns, many of which are 

taken from the last book of the older collection. In 
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spirit, however, it is not only entirely different from the 
Rtgveda, but represents a much more primitive stage of 
'thought. While the Rtg^teda deals almost i.\clusively 
with the highei gods as conceived by a vompirfinely 
advanced and lefincd ^aceidotal cl iss, th( Ittu La-tfda 

IS, in the main, a book of spells mcl me int it ons ippcil 
ing to the demon woikl, and teems with n s iboiit 
witchciaft cuiient imong the Iowli giades of the popu¬ 
lation, and deiived from in immemorial antiquity 
These two, thus compleiiuntuy to eith otlier m con¬ 

tents, ire obviously the mostimpo tmtol the tout Vedas 
As repiesentmg religious ideas it in i irliti ‘'tige Ih m 

any othei litei ary monuments of tin imieiit woiid, they 

5We of ine'hlMrfBle value to those who sliub the evolution 
of itligious beliefs 

The creative period ot the Vedi-- it knglh tame 
to an end. It was follownl bv in epoi h m which theu 

no longei seemed any lucd to otter up lu'v ptiyeis to 
the gods, but it ippeued moie meiitoiious to lepeat 
those made by the holy seeis ot bygom ^etiei itions, 
and handed down from fathei to son in v »rio is pnestly 
families The old hymn>> thus eame to bi sin ees-,ively 
gathered togethei in the Ve die collections ilieidy men¬ 
tioned, and ill this form acquired n ev t ineieisuig 
sanctity. Having ceased to pi oduee poc ti y, the pi lest 
hood tr insfeiied their eie itivc ent igies to the el iboration 

of the sieiiheiil eeitmonial Ihe result vva>. i iiluil 
system far surpissmg m complexity ot det iil iny thing 
thS^UjjjiId has elsewheie known The mim nnpntanee 
of th( ol'drVe3it hymns and foiiniilis ^now eanyj to 

be their application to the innunieiabk details of the 
saenhee. Aiound this combination of sierra verse and 
rite a new body of doctiine grew up in sacerdotal tradi- 
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tion, and finally assumed definite shape in the guise of 
distinct theological treatises entitled BrAhmatias, “ books 
dealing with devotion or prayer” (brahman). They evi-” 

dentiy did not come into being till a time when the 
hymns were already deemed ancient and sacred revela¬ 

tions, the priestly custodians of which no longer fully 

understood their meaning owing to the change undergone 
by the language, 'fliey are written in prose throughout, 
and are in some cases accented, like the Vedas them¬ 

selves. They arc tliiis not.ible as representing the oldest 
prose writing of the Indo-European family. Their style 
is, indeed, cumbrous, rambling, and disjointed, but dis¬ 

tinct progress towards greater facility is observable 
within this literary period. i 

The chief purpose of the Brahmanas is to explain the 
mutual relation of the sacred text and the ceremonial, 
as well as their symbolical meaning with reference 
to each other. .With the exception of the occasional 

legends and striking thoughts which occur in them, 

they cannot be said to be at all attractive as literary 
productions.t. To support their explanations of the 

ceremonial, they interweave exegetical, linguistic, and 
etymological observations, and introduce myths and philo¬ 
sophical speculations in confirmation of their cosmogonic 
and theosophic theories. Tliey form an aggregate of 
shallow and pedantic discussions, full of sacerdotal con¬ 

ceits, and fanciful, or even absurd, identifications, such 

as is doubtless iinpaialleled anywhere else. Yet, as the 
oldest treatises on ritual practices extant in any litej^fiire, 
they, are of ur,eat interest to the student of The history 
of religions in general, besides furnishing much im¬ 

portant miuEerial to the student of Indian antiquity in 
particular. 



THE BRAHMAJIAS 

It results from what has been saici that the contrasts 
between the two older phases of Vedic literature are 

strongly marked. The Vedas ai e poetical in matter and 
form; the Brfihmanas are pros.iic and vviitUn in piose. 
The thought of the Vedas is on the whole natiiial and 

concrete; that of the liiahnianas artificial and abstract. 
The chief significance of the Wdas hc'. m ‘h<.:i niyfho- 
logy; that of the Biahman.is in then ritual. 

The subject-matter of the Biahnianas which are 
attached to the various Vedas, dilliis .iccoiding to the 
diveigeiit duties peitoimcd by the kind ol piiost con¬ 

nected with each Veda. The Biahinana s of the R/^’eda, 

m explaining the iitiial, usually limit themselves to the 
chities of the priest called Z/o/n or "i(ci(<'i,” on whom 

it w.is incuinbei t to form the canon for each 
particular rite, by selecting iiom the hsn'iis (he verses 
applicable to It. The Biahn. mas o< tin ^ r’/ic-vtuZa arc 

concerned only with the duties of the oi “chanter” 
of the bamans; the Brahimnas of the with 

those of the adhvanu, oi the priest who is the actual 

sacrificei. Again, the Brrihniauas of the more 
or less follow the ordei of the ritual, quite ii respectively 
of the succession of the hymns in the Veda itself. The 
Brahiiianas of the Sania- and the Yitjni ih i/./, on the 
other hand, follow the ordei ol then resj'ective Vedas, 
which .lie .die.idy .ui.inged in the iitii.il scqiume. The 

Bi.ihraana ot the Sajjia-inia, however, rarely explains 
individual \eioes, while th,it ot the Yajtii-iidit pi<tctically 
forms a running cominentaiy on all the \eises ot the 
text. 

The period of the Brahinanas is .i ver^ important 
one in the hisloiy of Indian society. For in it the 
system of the four castes assumed definite shape> fyr- 
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nishmg the frame within which the highly complex 
network of the castes of to-day has been developed. 

In that system the priesthood, who even in the first' 
Vedicf pei lod had occupied .in influential position, secuied 
for themselves the dominant power which they have 

maintained evei since. The life of no other people has 
been so satuiated with s.iceidotal influence as that of the 
Hindus, among whom sacied learning is still the mono¬ 
poly of the heitditary piiestly eiste. While in other 

early societies the chief pow'er remained m the hands of 
princes and wan loi nobles, the domination of the priest¬ 

hood became possible m liidi.i as soon as the energetic 
life of conquest during the eatly Vedip times in the 
north-west was followed by a peiiod of*physical in¬ 
activity or indolenee m the pl.iins. Such alteied con¬ 
ditions enabled the cultuied class, who alone held the 
secret of the all-poweiful saeiificc, to gam the supremacy 

of intellect o\ei physic.il toice. 

The Brahmanas in course of time themselves ac¬ 
quired a saeied charaetei, and came in the following 
period to be classed along with the hymns as grutt or 

"hearing,” th it which was diiectly heard by or, as we 
should siy, ie\c.iled to, the holy sig(>s of old. In the 
spheie of ie\ elation .irc included the later portions ot 
the Biahnianis, which foim tieatiscs of a specially 
theosophic ch u.ictei, .ind being meant to be imparted or 
studied m the solitude of the forest, are called Aranyakas 

or ^'Foiest-books." I he final part of these, again, aie 
philosophical books named Upannhads, which belong 

to* tljg^lgfe^t^tage of Btrihm.ina literature. The pan¬ 

theistic groundw ik of then doctime was later developed 
into the 'V*drinta system, which is still the favouiite 
philosophy of the modern Hindus. 
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'Works, of Vedic "’revelation'’were deemed of highOij 
authority m cas.es of doubt than the later works on 
religious and civil usage, called imtih oi "memory," 
as embodying onl> the tradition dcintd fi >m ancient 
sages. 

We have now .11 lived at the thud and list stage of 
Vedic liteiature, Ihit of the Sutia^. The * ire com¬ 
pendious treatises dealing with Vtdu ntuil on the one 

hand, and with ciistomaiy law on the othei. The 1 jse of 
this, class of wntings was due to thi n< ed of ieducing 
the vast and gi owing mas-, ol dctuls 111 ntiial and 

custom, presen cd in the Brahnianas nd in floiting 
tradition, to a systcmitic shapi, iiul of compressing 
tiicin within a coinpiss which did not impose too great 

a burden on the memoiy, the vehicle of ill teiching and 
learning. The inun ob|cit of tlu S o i^- 1-. Ihercfoie, 
to supply a shoit siinc\ ot the suin ot tl c c sc ittered 

details. They .lie not concerned with the nti ipretation 

of ceiemoniil or custom, but aim at giving a plain 
and methodical arcount of tlu vchole couibe of the 
rites or practices with which they deal Voi this pui- 
pose the utmost bievity was needed, . iciiuiiement 
which was ccit iinly me t in i in.inmr iinpaialleled else¬ 
where. llic veiy name ot this class ot litci itnie, ^ntia, 

"thiead” 01 "clue” (tiom Oi, "to sew ), points to its 
main charictenstic and chief object—exlicmc con¬ 

ciseness. Ihe piose in which these woiks aic composed 

is so compifsscd tint the wording of the most laconic 
telegram would often ippeit diftuse complied with^it. 
Some of the Sutias attain to an .ilmost aJgc'htauyBode 
of expiession, the foimulas of which canno^ be under¬ 

stood without the help ot detailed commentaries. A 
characteristic aphorism has been pitseived, which 
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illustrates this straining after brevity. According to it, 
the composers of grammatical Sutras delight as much 
in the saving of a short vowel as in the birth of a 
son. The full force of this remark can only be under¬ 
stood when it is remembei cd that a Brahman is deemed 
incapable of gaining heaven without a son to perform 
his funeral rites. 

Thougli the works comprised in each class of Sutras 
arc essentially the same in character, it is natural to 
suppose that their composition extended over some 
length of lime, and that those which are more concise 
and precise in their wording are the more recent; for 
the evolution of their style is obviously in the direction 
of increased succinctness. Research, it is true, hay 
hitherto failed to arrive at any definite result as to the 
date of their composition. Linguistic investigations, 
however, tend to show that the Sutras are closely 
connected in time with the grammarian Panini, some 
of them appearing to be considerably anterior to him. 
We shall, therefore, probably not go very far wrong 
in assigning 500 and 200 B.c. as the chronological limits 
within which the Sutra literature was developed. 

The tradition of the Vedic ritual was handed down in 
two forms. The one class, calk'd (^rauta Sutras, because 
based on i^rnti or revelation (by which in this case the 
BrShmanas are chiefly inc.int), deal with the ritual of the 
greater saci ifices, for the performance of which three or 
more sacred fires, as well as the ministrations of priests, 
ar§ necessary. Not one of them presents a complete 
pictuc§j)|«ibaM£acrificc, because each of them, like the 
Brahmanas,^describes only the duties of one or other 
of the three kinds of priests .ittached to the respective 
Vedas. In order to obtain a full description of each 
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ritual ceremony, it is therefore needful to supplement 
the account given Ky one ^rnuta Sutra from that 

furnished by the rest. 
The other division of the ritual Sutia-) is based on 

smnil or tradition. These are the Grih}-i G/liras, or 

“ House Aphorisms," which deal with the hiiusehold 
ceremonies, or the rites to hi perforn.eJ allli Hie 

domestic fire in daily life. As a rule, these rites are not 
performed by a priest, but by the hou-ieholder himself 
in company with his wife. For this re.i'-on there is, 
apart from de\iations in air.m,;;emcnt and expression, 

omission or addition, no essenti.il difleience between the 

various Grihya Sutras, except that the ver-is to be re- 
fieated which they contain arc t.iken lioui the Veda to 

which they belong. Each tirihy.i Sub a, besides being 
attached to and referring to the (j'lanla Sih’ i of the same 
school, presuppo'-' - i knowh ige of it. lu.1 thougli thus 
connected, the two do not form a unity 

The second class of Sutras, which dc.il with soci.tl and 
legal usage, is, like the (inhya Sutras, ils(j ba^ed on 

s//i}iti or tradition. The.se .11 e the Dhanit</it>,t!ias, which 
arc in geneial the oldest soinces of Indian l.iw. As is 
implied bv the t<“rm dhi/t/ita, “religion and morality," 
their point of view is chiclly .1 religious one. They are 

closely connected with the Veda, which they quote, and 
which the later law-book', regard as the first and highest 

source of dhan/ta. 
From the intensely ciabbed and unintelligible nature 

of their style, and the .-.tudied baldness with which tljey 

present their subjects, it is evident that th" '''Ups are 
inferior even to the Br.ihmanas .is literary productions. 
Judged, however, with regard to its matter, this strange' 
phase of literature has considerable value. In all othef. 
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ancient literatures knowledge of sacrificial rites can only; 
be gained by collecting stray references. But in the; 
ritual Sutras we possess the ancient manuals which the 
priests used as the foundation of their sacrificial lore.. 
Their statements are so systematic and detailed that it 

is possible to reconstruct from them various sacrifices 
without having seen tlicm performed. They are thus of 
great importance for the history of religious institutions. 
But the Sutras have a further v.ilue. For, as the life of 

the Hindu, more than tliat of any other nation, was, even 
in the Vedic age, sun ounded with a network of religious 
forms, both in its daily course and in its more important 

divisions, the domestic ritual as well as the legal Sutras 
are our most important souices for the study of the 
social conditions of ancient India. They .are the oldest 
Indian records of all that is included under custom. 

Besides these ritual and legal compendia, the Sutra 

period produced several classes of works composed in 
this style, which, though not religious in rharacter, had a 

religious origin. They aiose from the study of the 
Vedas, which was prompted by the increasing difficulty 
of undei standing the hymns, and of icciting them 
correctly, in consequence ot the changes undergone by 

the language. Their chief object was to ensure the right 
recitation and interpretation of the sacred text. One of 
the most impoitant clashes of this ancdlary literature 

comprises the Prdtii^akhya Sutras, which, dealing with 

accentuation, pronunciation, metre, and other matters, 
aias chiefly concerned with the phonetic changes under- 

gon8^,2)j6iJU«dk: words when combined in a sentence. 

They, contain a number of minute observations, such 
as have only been made over again by the phone¬ 

ticians of the present day in Europe. A still more 
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important branch of this subsidiary literature is gratnmar,. 
in which the results attained by the Indians in the 

systematic analysis of language surpass those arrived at 

by any other nation. Little has been preseived*o} the 

earliest attempts in this direction, for all that had been 

previously done was supersede-d by the gre.il Sutia work 

of PAistini. Though belonging pr.ibably the middle 

of the Sutra period, Punini must be regaideii is the 

starting-point of the Sanskrit age, the htoi ature ol which 

is almost entirely dominated bv the linguistic --tandard 

stereotyped by him. ' 

In the Sfitia penod also aio-.e a ibis'- of works 

specially designed for preserving tin te\1 of the Vedas 
•from loss or change. These aie the iuk-ram<iiiis or 

“Indices,” which ijuoto the liist woids of each hymn, 

its author, the deity cdebraied in '1, die number of 
V'Crses it eonhuiis and llie metie in v'lncl i lomposed. 

One of them states the total luinilier ol hymns, verses, 

words, and even syllables, contained m tiie Rigveda, 

besides supplying othi r iletails. 

From this geueial siiivey ot the Ve^i ■ peiiod we 

now turn to a more detailed consideraiiou ot the dif¬ 

ferent phases of the hteratuie it prodiu ed. 



CHAPTJ'R III 

THh RIGVl'.DA 

In the dim twilight preceding the dawn of Indian litera¬ 
ture the liiitoncal ini.igination can perceive the forms of 
Aryan waniors, Ihc first Western 'conejnerors of Hindu¬ 
stan, issuing from those passes m the north-west tlirough 
which the tide of measion has m successive ages rolled 
to sweep ovei the plains of India. The eailiest poetry 

of this invading race, whose langii.ige and culture ulti¬ 
mately oveispiead the whole lonfiiieiit, was corapOvSed 
while its tribes still occupied the terntoiies on both sides 
of the Indus now known as Eastern Kabuhstan and the 
Panjah. That ancient poctiy has come down to us in 
the form of a collection of liymns called the Ri/^z'eda. 
The cause which gathered the poems it contains into a 
single book was not praclic.il, as in the case of the Sert/ni- 

and Ynjur-z'i'iiu, but scientilic and historical. For its 
ancient editors were undoubfedly impelled by the 
motive of guarding this heiitage of olden time from 
change and destruction. The number of hymns com¬ 
prised in the Rigvohi, in the only recension which has 
been preseived, that ot the (^'.'ikala school, is 1017, or, 
if the eleven supplemimtary liymns (called Vdlakhilya) 

■which are inserted in the middle of the eighth book 

are a 3'^ecl,'^io28. These hymns are grouped in ten 
books, called ma>i^alas, or “ cycles," which vary in 
length, except that the tenth contains the same number 
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of hymns as the first In bulk tlie hymns of the Rig- 
veda equal, it has been calculated, th« survning poems 

of Homer 
The genet al chat u h i of the ten 11 oI •> s no* idditical 

in all cases Sixolthcinfn mi ; a < homogent 01 j Etch 

of these, in the fit st pi icc, is the woik of i diffcicut >5cci or 
his descendants iccotchng to tin iiu u t *in’t • >hi(h 

IS borne out by internal CMdcmc Ihc^ wen. doubtless 
long hindcd down sepat itclv in tin f nuhes to which 

they owed then being Moi t o\c 1, tin h\ in 1 t ont lined 
in these “funily books,’ as thtv uc usuilly cilled, aie 

aiianged on i umfoim plui dilli nn ^ t )in lint ot the 
rest. The hi st, t ighth, indtinth • ool it not tin pio- 
dtictions of i sui.,]c t imilj of snis itsp i.ti\tly, but 

consist ut a numbt r ot gimips bitd o identity of 
autliorship Jhc iii uigt iiuiit ot tin nl' b mk is lu 
no wi^ coiiinttcd with it c inpo ' , u m tv due 
to all its hymns tning iddrtsscd to tin sui,, dcn\ Soma, 
whik its gioups (Uptinl on nkntity of luctn The 
famil> hooks ilso tontin c,toups, but ■ icli ot these 

IS formed of h)nins i(klu-.scd to one nul tin '.anie 
dcit\ 

Tniiiinj to the pi inciple i u whiel tin i nhit books of 
the Kigndti lie 111 niged in 111 ition to oin iiotlni,we 
find that Books II VII, it illow met is m ide fot later 
additions, fonn i tiies of eolkctioiis which contain a 

sinecssivel} ineu isin,, nunibn ol h>mns This f let, 
combined \Mth the uniloiiuit> of these books in geneial 
chaiaetci and inteinil 111 nigetpciit, endeis it probable 

thit they foiined the nnek in ot the Ri.> idi ^ \vjnch 

the leiuain 114 books weie siieee snely iddtdjj Itfiuther 
seems likely that the nine shortei collections, which foira 
the second pait of Book I, is being sinnl.iily based on 
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identity of authorsliip, were subsequently combined an 
pref xed to the family books, which served as the mods 
for their internal arrangement. 

The hymns of the eighth book in general show 
mutual atfimty haidly le^'S pronounced than that to b 

found in the family books. For they are connected b 
numerous i epetitions of similai phrases and lines runnin; 
through the \\ hole book. 'I'lie latter, however, does no 
form a paiallel to the family books. For though a singK 

family, th.it ot the Kauvas, at least predominates amoni^ 
its authois, the pievalence lu it ot the strophic form o 
composition impicists upon it .i chaiacter of its own 

Moreover, the fact that the eighth book contains fewei 
hymns than the si'venth, in itself shows that the formci 
did not constitufe one ol the family sei ics. 

The first part (1-50) ot Book I. has considerable affi¬ 
nities with the eighth, moi e than half its hymns being attri¬ 

buted t<i members of the Kanv.i family, while in the hymns 
composed by some of these Kanv.is the tavourite strophic 
metie ol the eighth book reappears. There ai e, more¬ 
over, numef ous pai allel and dii ectly identical passages in 

the two collections. It i-., however, at present impossible 
to decide which of the hvo is the i arliei, or why it is that, 
though so nearly 1 elated, they should have been sepa¬ 

rated. Cei tain it is that they wci e 1 espectively added at 
the beginning and the end ot a previously existing collec¬ 

tion, whether they were divided for chronological reasons 

OP because composed by different blanches of the Kanva 
(amily. 

As^t(\.fhe ninth book, it cannot be doubted that it 
came intcij being as a collection alter the first eight books 
had been combined into a whole. Its formation was in 

fact the direct result of that combination. The hymns to 
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;oma Pavamana (“ the clearly flowing ’’) are composed 
jy authors of the same families as produced Books 
I.-VII., a fact, apart fioni other evidence, sufficiently 
adicated by their having the charac(<'ii-,lic .ttaais of 
hose families. The Pavamana hymns have ihimties to 

the first and eighth books also. When the hymns of the 
liffcrent families weie combined into Ivic.ks, .iiid ^Karl- 
not till then, all their Pavamana hymns were taken out 

and gathered into a single collection. Tins ot course 
loes not imply that the Pavamana hymn' themselves 
vere of recent ongin. f)n the coiuiai v, though some of 

ihem may date fiom the time when the tenth book came 

■nto existence, there is good reason to si-ppose that the 
iJbetry ol the Soma hymns, whu ii h.is ni.ni> points in 

common with the Avesta, .ind di-aK with ,i iitn.il going 
back to the Indo-Iiani in pi nod, leaelu'* i* i onclusion 
asawhole in eaily <'i u s among the V. die a.i , i Differ¬ 
ences of age in the hymns of the ninth book hive been 
almost entirely ell.ictd ; at my i.ile, lese.'in h h.ts as yet 

hardly succeeded in distinguishing chi oiu'logical stages 
in this collection. 

With regiulto Ih* tenth book, thcie v.i.iIil lu. doubt 
that its' livmt's c.ime into being at a time when the first 
nine alre.ady existed. Its composers gicw up in the 
knowledge of the older books, with whivli they betray 
their familiarity at evei y tui n. The f.ict th.it the author 
of one of its groups (20 16) begins with the opening 

words {agnim i{e) of the Inst stanza of the Ki^vido, is 
probably an indication that Books I.-IX. aheady existed' 
in his day even as .1 combined collection —Xjiat the' 

tenth book is indeed an aggicgatc of sutiplenientary, 
hymns is shown by its position alter tlie Soma,book, and 
by the number of its hymns being made up to that o|' 
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the first book (zQi). Tfic unity which connects its 
poetry is chronological; for it is the book of recent 
groups and lecent single hymns. Nevertheless the 
supplements collected in it appe.ir for the most part to - 
be older than the additions which occur in the earlier' 

books. 
There are many ciiteria, deiivcd from its matter 

as well as it-, foini, showing the lecent origin of the 

tenth book. With i egard to mytliology, we find the 
earliei gods beginning to lose then hold on the imTagi- 

nation of these latei singeis. Some of them seem to 

be disappeai ing, like the goddess of Dawn, while only 
deities ot wulely established popul.iritv, such as Indra 
and Agni, maintain then position. The comprehensH'e 
gi oup of the dezuh, or “ All gods," has alone 
inci eased m pioniinonce. On the other hand, an 

altogethei new type, the deification of purely abstract 
ideas, such as “ Wr.ith ” and “ Faith,” now appears for 

the first time. Here, too, a number of hymns are found 
dealing' with subjects foreign to the earlier books, such 

as cosmogony and philosojihical speculation, wedding 
and buiial rites, spells <ind incantations, which give to 
this book a distinctive ch.ir.icter besides indicating its 
recent origin. 

Linguistically, also, the tenth book is clearly dis¬ 
tinguished as later than the other books, forming in 

many respects i t'aiisilion to the other Vedas. A few 
examples will here suffice to show this. Vowel con¬ 

tractions occur much moie frequently, while the hiatus 
has grown rarer. The use of the letter /, as com¬ 

pared wit(^ r, is, in agieement with later Sanskrit, 

strikingly on the increase. In inflexion the employment 
of the Vedic nominative plural in dsas is on the decline. 
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With regard to the vocabulary, many old words are 
going out of use, while others are becoming commoner. 

Thus the particle slm, occurring fifty times in the rest of 
the Rigi'eda, is found only once in the tenth bool?. A 
number of wouls common in the later language are 

only to be met with in this book ; for instance, labh, “ to 
take,” kdla, “time,” lakshvii, “fortune," evam^ “thus.” 
Here, too, a number ot conscious archaisms can be 

pointed out. 
Thus the tenth hook repiesenfs a definiti'ly later 

stratum of composition m the Ri,qv,dn. Individual 

hymns in the earlier books have also been proved by 

various recognised cnleiia to be ot laf<‘i oiigin than 
others, ,ind some ad\ance has been made towards 
assigning them to three or even five liteiary epochs, 
Reseaich has, however, not yd .irrived at uiy certain 
-esulte as to the ai>e ol whole gioup- ii- the e.arlier 

■ooks. For it must be borne in mind that posteriority 
if collection and incorpontion does not necessarily 
irove a later date of composition. 

Some hundreds ot years must have fxyer’ needed 
or all the hymns found m the Ri^c'eda to come into 

being. Tin re was also, doubtless, after the separation 
of the Indians from tlie banians, an intr-rmediatc 
period, though it was pi obably ol no great length. In 
this transitional .ige must have Inen composed the 
more ancient poems which are lost, and in which the 

style of the eaihest presei ved hymns, alieady composed 
with much skill, w.is developed. The poets of the 

older part of the Rigveda themselves mention pre¬ 
decessors, in wliose wise they sing, whose s^^mgs they 
desire to renew, and speak of ancestral hymns pro* 
duced in days of yore. As far as linguistic evidence 
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is concerned, it affords little help in discrithtnating 
periods within the Rig^^'cda except with regard to the 
tenth book. For throughout the hymns, in spite of 
the number of authoressentially the same language 
prevails. It is cjuitc possible to distinguish differences 

of thought, style, and poetical ability, but hardly any 
differences of dialect. Nevei theless, patient and minute 
linguistic rese.xrch, combined with the indications de¬ 
rived from an angement, metre, and subject-matter, is 
beginning to yield exidence winch may lead to -the 
recognition of chronological strata in the older books 
of the Rigi'Ciiir. 

Though the aid of MSS. for this early period 
entirely fails, we yet happily possess for the Rigveda 
an abundant mass ol \anous readings o\er 3000 years 
old. These are contained in the other Vedas, which 
are largely composed of hymns, stanzas, and lines 
borrowed from the Rigveda. The other Vedas are, 
in fact, for the criticism of the Rigvcdn, what manu¬ 
scripts are for other literary monuments. We are 

thus enabled to collate with the text of the Rigveda 
directly handed down, various leadings considerably 
older than even the testimony of Yaska and of the 
Prati^akhyas. 

The comparison of the various readings supplied 
by the later Vedas leads to the conclusion that the 

text of the Rigveda existed, with comparatively few 
exceptions, in its present form, and not in a possibly 
different recension, at the time when the text of the 
Sdma-veda, the oldest form of the Yajur-zieda, and the 
AiAarva-zfda was constituted. The number of cases is 
infinitesimal in which the Rigzteda shows a corruption 

from which the others are free. Thus i{ appears that 
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je kerhel of Vedic tradition, as represented by the 

'igveda^ has come down to us, with a high degree 

f fixity and remarkable care for verbal integrity, 

om a period which can hardly be less remote than 

000 n.c. 
It is only natural th.it a .sacred collection of poetry, 

istorical in its oiigin, and the heritage of oral tradi- 

on before the other Vedas were composed and the 

tails of the later ritual practice were fixed, should 

ive continued to be preseived iiioie .iccu'ately than 
xts formed mainly by borrowing fioiii d hymns which 

ere arbitrarily cut up into groups of verses or into 

igle veises, solely in order to meet new' liturgical 

feds. For those who lemoscd veises of the Kigveda 

ira their context and mixed them up with their own 

w creations W'ould not feel bound fo guard such 

se> irom change .1- sluetly as fho-.e who did nothing 

continue to hand dow'n, w'ithout anv break, the 

tent text in its connected form. The contiol of 

htion would he w'anting wheie quite a new' tradition 

s being formed. 

The ciitirisiii of the lext •>{ the itself is 

ncerncd with two peiiods. The first is that in which 

existed alone before llie other Vedas canu into being; 

ae second is that in which it appears in the phonetically 
uodified foitn called the Sainhita text, due to the labouis 

if grammatical cditois. lieing handed dow'ii m the 

alder period exclusivelv by 01 al tradition, it was not 

ireserved in quite authentic form down to the time oi# 

•ts final redaction. It did not entirely escape the fate 

suffered by all works which, coming down fi(#n remote 

'mtiquity, suryive into an age ol changed linguistic 

conditions. Though there are undeniable corruptit^tt^j 
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in detail belonging to the older period, the text inain*| 
tained a remarkably high level of authenticity tilt shch* 
modifications as it had undergone reached their con* 
elusion in the Samhitu text. This text differs in hundreds- 

of places from that of the composers of the hymns 

but its actual words are nearly always the same as those i, 

used by the ancient seers. 'I'hus there would be no 
uncertainty as to whether the right word, for instance, 
was sumnam or dynmnain. The difference lies almost 
entirely in the phonetic changes which the words have 
undergone according to the rules of Sandhi prevailing 

in the classical language. Thus what was formerly 
pronounced as iuani hi agne now appears as tvam hy 
agne. The modernisation of the text thereby produced is, 
however, only partial, and is often inconsistently applied. 
The euphonic combinations introduced in the Samhita 

text have interfered with the metre. Hence by reading 
according to the latter the older text can be restored. 

At the same time the Samhita text has preserved the 
smallest minutia; of detail most liable to corruption, 
and the sli^test difference in the matter of accent and 
alternative forms, which might have been removed with 
the greatest ease. Such points furnish an additional 

proof that the extreme care with which the verbal 
integrity of the text was guarded goes back ’to the 
earlier period itself. Excepting single mistakes of tradi¬ 

tion in the first, and those due to grammatical theories 
jn the second period, the old text of the Rigveda thus. 

^lows itself to have been preserved from a very remote 

antiquity with marvellous accuracy even in the smallest 

details,. 
From the explanatory discussions of tl^e Br^hmanas 

in. connection with the Rigveda, it results that the^ text 



•le, and that too in quite a special manner, more, fof 
;tance, than the prose formulas of the Yajurveda. For 

j Qatafatha lirdlniiiiiiia, while speaking of tlie pos'ihility 

varying some of these formulas, rejects the notion of 

iiiging the text of a certain Rigvedic verse, proposed 

some teachers, as something not to be tlioughl r.f. 
■ Brahmanas further often mention the fact that 

n and such a hymn or liturgical group contains a 

iicular number of verses. All such numerical 

ements appear to agree with the extant text of 

Rigveda, On the other hand, transpositions and 

•ssions of Rigvedic verses are to be found in the 
;hmanas. These, however, are only connected with 

' ritual form of those verses, and in no way show; 
the text from which they were taicen 'vas different 

■1 ours. 

i"he Sutras also contain altered forms of Rig\'edic; 

es, but these are, as in the case of the Biahmanas, 
^ explained not from an older recension of the text, 

from the necessity of adapting them tu new ritual 

ihicalities. On the other hand, they contain many, 

^jtnents which confirm our present text. Thus all 

^pthe Sutra of (^ankhayana says about the position 

^Cfipied by verses in a hymn, or the total number 
»^es contained in groups of hymns, appears invariably 

agree with our text. 

We have yet to answer the question as to when the 
itiihita text, which finally fixed the canonical form qf 

e /^/ft'fdfflywas constituted. Now the Brahmanas con*' 

.n a number of direct statements as to the Humber of 

llables in a word or a group of words, which are til 

fiance with'^the Saiphitii text owing to the vowel cotsD- 
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tractions made in the latter. Moreover, the 
the Brilhmana literatuie shows hardly anv<old part oi 
speculations about phonetic questions conw traces of 

the Vedic text. The conclusion may thcrefo|!iecte<j with' 
that the Saiphita text did not come into ei'e be drawn 
after the completion of the Brahmanas. Wi|xistence til! 
the Aranyakas and Upanishads, which form sth regard to 
to the Brahmanas, the case is different. 'Aupplemenft 
not only mention technical grammatical tern^'hese worfe 
groups of letters, but contain detailed doo.iS for certaii 
the phonetic treatment of the Vedic text./ftrines abou^ 
occur for the first time the names of certai Here, too 
grammarians, headed by Qakalya and MMn theologica 
are also recognised as authorities in thcLndukeya, wh< 
The Aranyakas and Upanishads accordingW Pratioakhyas 
tion, with reference to the treatment of grai'^orm a transi 
tions, between the age of the Brrihmansnrti^atical ques 
Yaska and the Prati^akhyas. The Sair s ar^id that o 
have been created in this intermediate p/ihita text mus 
600 B.c. «riod, s^ aboil 

This work being completed, extraord^ 
soon began to be taken to guard the cdinary precau\jion 
fixed against the possiliility of any chijfnonical text ijthii 
result has been its preservation with a jinge or loss. 'Th 
in literary history. The first step takifaithfulness uniq^u 
was the constitution of the Pada, or “/n in this directi<h 
being an analysis of the Saqihita, g word" text, 
iivprd in its independent form, and tives each sep’^ ^ 
J^le extent restores the Samhita texthus to a consto|| 
i^hat the Pada text w;is not quite cJto an older stag 
i^rfgin wifti the other is shown by ipntemporanepuiS i 
i^ndoubted misinterpretations and h containing sqn 
§i^;,cptnpQsition can, however, only misunderstandinr 

(be separat^^Jt^ 



iitlterval from; that of the Sanihita, for it appear^; 
5aye been known to the writer of the Aiiarcyd 

while its author, (^akalya, is older than, botb 
:a, who quotes him, and ^aunaka, composer of 
Rigveda Prdtiqdkhya, which is based on the Pada 

■» 

I'he importance of the latter as a criterion of the 
lenticity of verses in the Rigveda is indicated by the 

owing fact. There are six verses in the Rigveda ^ not 
lysed in the Pada text, but only given there over 
in in the Samhita form. This shows that ^akalya did 
' acknowledge them as truly Rigvedic, a view justified 
internal evidence. This group of six, which is doubt- 

; exhaustive, stands midway between old additions 
•ch (Jakalya recognised as canonical, and the new 
•endages called Khilas, which nevei- gained admission 
* the Pada text in any form. 

•\ furi’^Sr measure for preset ving the sacred text from! 
*ation “^vith still greater certainty was soon taken ini 

torm of the Krama-pdtha, or “step-text.” This is 
■for it, like the Pada-patha, is already knt)wn to the 
dr of the Aitareya Arauyaka, Here every' word of 
Pada text occurs twice, being connected both with 

"'hich precedes and that which follows. Thus the 
BKSar words, if represented by a, b, c, d, would be read 
^^cd. The Jatd-pdtluif or “ woven-text,” in its turn- 

the Krania-pdtha, states each of its combina-' 

times, the second time in reversed order 
be, cb, be). The climax of complication is reache4j 

Ghana-pdtha, in which the order is ab, ba, abc, 
be, cb, bed, &c. 

The PrJltiyakhyas may also be regarded as safejgjjia^g 

‘ yii* S9» f *• so, I i 121, lo; xgo, 1-3. 
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of the text, having been composed for the purpose of 
exhibiting exactly all the changes necessary for turnih^ 
the Pada into the Saiphita text. 

Finally, the class of supplementary works called 

Anukramaius, or “ Indices,” aimed at preserving the Rig- 
veda intact by registering its contents from various points 
of view, besides furnishing calculations of the number of 
hymns, verses, words, and even syllables, continued in 

the sacred book. 
Tlie text of the Rtgi'cda has come down to us in a 

single recension only; but is there any evidence that 
other I ecensions of it existed in former times ? 

j 

The CJiaraua-vyuha, or “ Exposition of Schools,” a sup¬ 
plementary woik of the Sutra jieitod, mentions as the fite 
qdkhds or “branches” of the Rtgveda, the ^akalas, the 
Vashkalas, the A<;valayanas, the ^’ankhayanas, and the 
Mandukeyas. The third and foiiith of these schools, 

however, do not represent ditterent recensions of the 
text, the sole distinction between them and the (^akalas 

having been that the A9\alriyanas recognised as canoni¬ 
cal the groflp of the eleven Vdlakhilya or supplementary 
hymns, and the Qankhayanas admitted the same group, 
diminished onlv by a few verses. Hence the tradition of 
the Puranas, or later legendary works, mentions only the 
three -.chools of ^akalas, Vashkalas, and Mandukas. If 
the latter ever possessed a recension of an independent 

character, all traces of it were lost at an early period in 
ancient India, for no information of any kind abbut it 
has been preserved. Thus only the two schools of the 

^akalas and the Vashkalas come into consideration. The 
subsidiary Vedic writings contain sufficient evidence to 
show that the text of the Vashkalas differed from that of 

the ^Skalas only in admitting eight additional hytfu^i and 



■•1 assigning another position to a group ot the first book. 

But in these respects it compares unfavourably with the 

txtant text. Thus it is evident th.it the (j'.ik lUs nat only 

possessed the best tradition of the text uf the Pigveda^ 

but handed down the only recension, in the ti ue sense, 

which, as far as we can tell, even cxist»'d. 

The text of the Rigi'eda, like that of the othei 8.ini- 

hiias,'as well as of two of the Br.nlmianas (the (^atnp<iiha 

and the Taittirlya, together with its Atanjak.0, li.is come 

down to us in an accented form The peculiarly sacred 

character of the text rendered the accent very important 

for correct and efficacious recitation. Analogously the 

accent was m.iiked by the Greeks iii learned .ind model 

efiitions only. 'I'he nature of the Vedio .iccent was 

music.il, depending (>n the pitch of the Mate, like that 

of the .ancient Giceks. This lemained the h.ii.icier of 

ihe Sanskiit .iccent till l.itei than the time of I'jinni. But 

lUSt as the old Gieek music.il .iccent, attei the beginning 

of our era, was tr.uibfuimed into a stress accent, so by 

the seventh century A.i). (and probably lonr, befoie) the 

Sanskrit accent had undergone a similar chaiTge, While, 

however, in modern (iieek the stress accent h.is i einained, 

owing to ihc high pilch of the old acute, on the same 

syllable -as bore the musical .iccent in the ancient lan¬ 

guage, the modern pronunciation of Sanskrit has no 

connection with the Vedic accent, but is dependent on 

Ihe ijuantity of the last two or three syllables, much the 

^ame as in Latin. Thus the penultimate, if long, is 

iccented, c.g. Kalidasa, or the antepenultimate, if long 

ind followed by a short syllable, eg. bydhmam or hitm' 

^aya (*' abode of snow ”). This change of Accent in 

''anskrit was brought about by the influence of Prakritj 

n 'Which, as there is evidence to show, the stress ac^CTl 
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is very old, going back several centuries before the.b©^ 
ginning of our era. 

There are three accents in the Rig^'cda as well as th6' 
other sacred texts. The most important of these is the. 
rising accent, called ud-atta ("raised”), which correspond^ 

to the Greek acute. Coinpaiative philology shows that 
in Sanskrit it rests on the same syllable as bote it in tlie, 
proto-Aryan language. In Greek it is generally on the 

same syllable as in Sanskrit, except when interfered with 
by the specifically Greek law restricting the accent to 
one of the last three syllables. Thus the Greek hepid 
corresponds to the Vedic saptd, “seven.” The low- 
pitch accent, which precedes the acute, is called the an- 
uddtta (" not raised ”). The third is the falling acceift, 
which usually follows the acute, and is c.alled svariiti 
("sounded”). 

Of the four different .systems of marking the accent }ii 
Vedic texts, that of the Ri^veda is most commonly em¬ 
ployed. Here the acute is not marked at all, while the 
low-pitch anuddtta is indicated by a hrjrizoiital stroke 

below the s*yllable bearing it, and the svanta by a vertical 

stroke above. Thusj'^'nasvd (" of sacrifice ") would mean 

rthat the second syllable lias the acute and the thirjl the 
i^vari/u (fajftdsyd). The reason why the acute is net 

niarked is because it is regarded as the middle tone 

.^between the other two.’ 

i : The hymns of the Rigveda con.sist of stanz.as rangih? 
■ih; number from three to fifty-eight, but usually pot 

other three lystan^ are: (i) that of the MaitrSyaui9xdkKS(kaH 

recensions of the black Vajurveda), which'HUitk. acute 

St verge*! stroke .alx)vc; (a) that of.the Catafrttia 
tjieiacute with a horizontal stroke below; and th* -®’"' 

i'afc, wbkh indicates the three accents with the numerals t, i, 3i 
of pitch, the acute (I) beie beiDg the 



ceding ten of twelve. These stan/as (often loosely 

led ^verses) are composed in some lifleen cliffcient 

tres, only seven of which, however, nc at ait neqnent. 

tCe of them aie by fai th< cominoi'c t, tlaimuig 

ether about foui-lifth^, of the tot<\l nunibei ol stanzas 

-he Rigveda. 

There is an essential difference between Greek and 

lie prosody. Whereas the metrical unit of the former' 

tern is the foot, in the latter it is the line (or verse), 

t not being distinguished. Curiously enough, how- 

T, the Vedic metrical unit is also called pddix, or 

)Ot," but for a very different reason ; lor the wr)rd has 

e really the figurative sense of “ quarter ’ (from the 

•t of a quadruped), because the most usual kind of 

nza has four lines. The ordinary pdd.is consist of 

ht, eleven, or twelve syllables. A st.tii/,:! or yich is, 

lerally formed of three or four lines of the same kind, 

iir or five of the rarer types of stanza :irc, however, 

iie up of a combination of different lines. 

It is to be noted that the Vedic metres have a certain 

sticity to which we are unaccustomed in. Greek pro- 

<y, and which recalls the irregularities of the Latin 

.urnian verse. Only the ihythm of the last four or 

y syllables is determined, the first part of the line 

i , being subject to rule. Regarded in their historical 

mection, the Vedic metres, which are the foundation 

;fhe entire prosody of the later literature, occupy a- 

^tfiofi midway between the sy.stem of the. ludo-Iranian) 

■idd and that of classical Sanskrit. For the eviden^| 

the Avesta, with its eight and eleven syllable, hn0^ 

i|h,,ignore quantity, but are combined i^to stariza^ 

iiejlwise the same as those of the ind|^at|^ 

metrical oractice of the period when 
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anU Indians were still one people, depended on no other.1 
principle than the counting; of syllables. In the Sanskrif 
penoij, on the other hand, the quantity of every syllable, 
in the line was dctennmed in all metres, with the sole 

exception of the Ic)Ose measure (called j/oXvi) employed 

in epic jioefr}’. The metrical rcj^ulation of the line, 
st.U'tini; fiom its end, tluis hnally extendi d to the whole. 

The hxed ihythm al the end of the Vedic line is called 

vritta, likially “tilin'’ (Iroin vnt, I.at. vtrt cre), whia^'f' 
corresponds etymoloi'ic illv to the 1, ilm ? < / o/i. 

The eij;ht syllable line usu.i'ly end. m two iambic’S, 

the first tour syllables, tliouj;h not exactiy delermine 

having a tendency to be lamlm also. riii-. verse 
theiefore the almost exact equivalent of ihcOriek lambi^ 
dimeter. 1 

Three of these lines combine to foim the gayatf^ 

metre, in which nearly oiie-fouith (2450) of the toti^J 
number of stanzas in the Rigveda is composed. 

example of it is the first stanza of the Rigirdu, which 
runs as follows;— 

' . lit ^lui ohitum 

YajmUya ili, dm ^tivijam 1 

HoUxnim httnad/iiflaxiinm. 

' It may be closely rendered thus in line-> imitating the 
rhythm of the original:— 

I . Ipraue Ai;ni. domesiu priest, ‘ 

uoJ, minister of nunjiu, 

Herald, most prodigal of Wialt/i. 

Four of these eight-syllable lines combine to form 
the amsh^bh stanza, in which the first two and the last 
two arc more closely cbnnecicd. In the Rigveda the 

thumber of stanzas in this measure amounts to only 
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about one-third of those in the gayatu. This relation 
is gradually reversed, till we reach the post-Vedic period, 
when the j^ayatu is found to have disappcaied, and the 
anushtubh (now gencially cilled to h ivi become 

the predominant mcasuie of Sanskrit poetiy. A develop¬ 
ment in the thaiacki (d this metie may be observed 

•thin the Rigi<cda itself. All its veiAs iii the oldtst 
■nns aie the samt, being iambic in ihythin. In later 

Rnins, howevei, a h iidency to dilfcronti itt the hist an\, 
initd fiom the seeond and fouith lints, liy making the 
formei non-iambie, begins to show itself, bindly, in 

the latest hymns of the tenth book the piev ilenee of the 
lambie ihythiu disappeai'^ in the odd lims. Htie every 
plbssiblt combination ol quantity in the list toui syllables 
IS found, but the < oramomst \ ii latii i , nearly equilling 
the iambic in fuqucnev, is v— v. Tin latlei is the 
icgul.u ending i the hi ' and tliiid hr m the poy-'” 
Vedic iJoLa ^ 

P'-c twelve-syllabic line ends thus. .. Four 
of these logethei foim th«‘ stan/a The tmhtubh 
staiua eonsists ot foiii lines of eleven svlUbles, which 
aie piaetiedly ealalci'ic jtx%at7s, as they end — 
The'o t’ \tiscs being so closely allied and having 

the same cadenee, aie often found mixed in the same 
stan/a. The txiditubh is by far the commonest metre, 
about two-fifths c'f the R.u>i’xda being composed in it. 

Speaking generally, a hymn of the Rigieda consists 
entirely of staii/as in the same metie. The regular 
and typical dcvitlion fioni this rule is to conclude,a, 
hymn with a single stan/.i in a metre different from 
that of the rest, this being a natuial metl^d of dis¬ 
tinctly marking its close. 

A certain number of hymns of the Rigveda cortsistj 
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not merely of a succession of single stanzas, but of. 
equal groups of stanzas. The group consists either of 
three, stanzas in the same simple metre, generally. 
gdyatrl, or of the combination of two stanzas in different 
mixed metres. The latter strophic type goes by the, 
name of Pragdtha, and is found chiefly in the eighth 
book of the Rigvedtf. 



CHAPTER IV 

POETRY OF THE RIGVEDA 

Before we turn to describe tiie world of thought 
revealed in the hymns of the Rigvedir, the question 
may naturally be asked, to what extent is it possible 
to understand the true meaning of a book occupying 
so isolated a position in the remotest age of Indian 
literature ? The answer to this question depends on 
the recognition of the right method of interpretation 
applicable to that ancient body of poetry. When the 
Rigveda first became known, Europe.an scholars, as. 
yet only acquainted with the language and literature 
of classical Sanskrit, found that the Vedic hymns were 
composed in an ancient dialect and embodied a world 
of ideas far removed from that with whicji they had 
made themselves familiar. The interpretation of these 
hymns was therefore at the outset barred by almost, 
insurmountable difficulties. Fortunately, however, a 
voluminous commentary on the Rigvedu, which ex¬ 
plains or paraphrases every word of its hymns, waS 

; found to exist. This was the work of the great Vedicv 
•scholar SAyana, who lived in the latter half of the four4 
!foenth century A.D. at Vijayanagara (“City of Victory 
yli^e rtilns of which lie near Bellary in Southern 

commentary constantly referred fo anci^^^ 
Authorities, it was thought to have preserved the^i^u^ 

. rinsianing of the Rigvedn in a traditional intefpfotiatj^ 
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going back to the most ancient times. Nothing further- 
seemed to be necessary than to ascertain the explana^, 
tion pf the original text which pi evaded in India 
five centuiies ago, and is laid down in Say ana’s work/ 
This view is represented by the translation of the 

S-igveda begun in 1850 by H. H. Wilson, the first 
professor ot Sansknt at Oxford. 

Anothei line was taken by the late Professor Roth, 

the foundei of Vedic philology. This great scholar 
propounded the view that the aim of Vedic intcipre- 
tation was not to ascertain the meaning which Sayana, 
01 even Yaska, who lived eighteen centuries earlier, 

attributed to the Vedic hymns, but the meaning which 
the ancient poets themselves intended. Such an eiVd 
could not be attained by simply following the lead of 
the commentatois. Foi the latter, though valuable 
guides towards the undei standing of the later theolo¬ 
gical and iitual Iiter.iture, with the notions and prac¬ 
tice of which they weie familiar, showed no con¬ 
tinuity of tiadition from the time of the poets; for 

the traditu n supplied by them was solely that which' 
was handed down among interpretei s, and only began 
when the meaning of the hymns was no longer fully 
comprehended. There could, in tact, be no other 

tradition; inteipretation only .irismg when the hymns 

had become ob-scure. The commentators, therefore* 
simpjy preserved attempts at the solution of difficulties, 

.while showing a distinct tendency towards misinterpret¬ 

ing the language as well as the religious, mythological, 
,and cosmical ideas ot a vanished age by the scholasti<j 

notions pftvalent in their own. ^ 

It is clear from what Yaska says that some important 

discrepancies in opinion prevailed among the older 
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tors and the different schools of interpretation which' 
onrished before his time. He gives the names of no 
;wer than seventeen predecessors, whose explanations of 
‘le Veda are often conflicting. Thus one of them inter- 
•rets the word Nasatyatt, an epithet of the Vedic Dios- 
puroi, as “ true, not false; ” another takes it to mean 
leaders of truth,’’ while Yaska himself thinks it might 

!tean “ nose-born " ! The gap between the poets and 
he early interpreters was indeed so great that one of 
^aska’s predecessors, named Kautsa, actually had the 
udacity to assert that the science of Vedic exposition 
vas useless, as the Vedic hymns and formulas were 
ibscure, unmeaning, or mutually contradictory. Such 
•Aticisms Yask.i meets by replying that it was not the 
ault of the rafter if the blind man did not see it. Yflslta 
limself interprets only a very small poition of flic hvmns 
if the Klgveda. In svhat he does attempt to c.vplain, he 
argely depends on ctymologic.ii consider.itions for the 
;ense he assigns. He often gives two or more alternative 
»f optional senses to the same word. The fact that he 
iffers a choice of meanings shows that he hatl no earlier 
uithority for his guide, and that his rendering-, are simply 
■5001001111.11, for no one can suppose that the authors of 
he hymns had more than one meaning in their minds. 

It is, however, highly probable that Yaska, with all the 
ippliances at his command, was able to ascertain the 
lense of many words whicli scholars who, like Sriyana, 
‘ived nearly two thousand years later, had no means ot 
discovering. Nevertheless Sayana is sometimes fou^ 
:o depart from Yaska. Thus we arrive at the dilemjn-- 
-hat either the old interpreter is wrong or Ih? later dn^ 
iCe? not follow the tradition. There are also rttan*- 
.stances in which Sayana, independently of Yaska,' giv- 
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a variety of inconsistent explanations of a word, both in 
interpreting a single p.iss.ige or in commenting on dif¬ 

ferent, passages. Thus fdtada, “autumnal,” he explains* 
in one place as “ fortified for a year,” in another as 
“new or fortified for a year,” and in a third as “be¬ 

longing to a demon called (^ar.id.” One of the defects of 
SSyana is, in f<ict, that he hunts his view in most cases 
to the single verse he has before him. A detailed exa¬ 
mination of his explanations, as well as those of YSska, 
has shown that theie is in the Rigz’eda a large number 
of the most difficult words, .ibout the proper sense 

of which neither scholar had any ceitain information 
from either tradition or etymology. We .ire there¬ 
fore justified in saying about them that there is 'm 
the hymns no unusual or difficult word or obscure 
text in reg.ard to which the authority of the com¬ 
mentators should be recehed as final, unless it is 

supported by probability, by the context, or by paral¬ 
lel passages. Thus no translation of the Kigx<ed<i based 
exclusively on Sayana's commentary can possibly be 

satisfactory.- It would, in fact, be as unreasonable to 
take him for our sole guide as to make our under¬ 
standing of the Hebrew books of the Old Testament 
dependent on the Talmud and the Rabbis. It must, 

indeed, be admitted that from a large proportion of 
Sayana’s interpretations most material help can be de¬ 

rived, and that he has been of the greatest service in 
facilitating and accelerating the comprehension of the 
Veda. But there is little information of value to be 

derived from him, that, with our knowledge of later 

Sanskrit, wth the other remains of ancient Indian Jitera- 
tute, and with our various philological appliances, we 

{ijight not sooner or later have found out for ourselves. 
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Roth, then, rejected the commeat.it()rs as our chief 

•:uides in interpreting tlie Rigveda, which, as the earliest 
iterary monument of the Indian, and indeed oi the 
'iryan race, stands quite by itself, high up on an i-^oi.ited 
peak of remote antiquity. As regaids its more peculiar 
and difficult portions, it must Iheicfore be interpieled 
mainly through itself; or, to apply m another sen-^e the 
words of an Indian commentator, it iiuia shine by its 

own light and be self-demonstrating. Roth furthei ex¬ 
pressed the view that a qualified European is bt tter .ible 

to arrive at the true meaning of die R'gz'i'da than a 
Brahman interpreter. The judgment ol (he former is 
unfettered by theological bias; he po'"esse-> the his- 
tofical faculty, and he has also a fai wider inttdlectual 
horizon, equipped as he is with .dl the losi.iirces of 
scientiiic scholaiship. Roth therefore 'ct niinsclt to 
compare carefully all passages pai.dli,! 111 tvirm and 
matter, with due reg.ird to coiiaiderations d euntext, 
grammar, and etymology, while consulting, though, per¬ 
haps, with insuthcient attention, the trafldional inter¬ 
pretations. He thus siibiccted the Rigveda to a historical 
treatment within the r.inge ol Sanskiit itself. He further 
called in the assistance reiidited from without by the 

comparative method, utilising the help afforded not only 
by the Avesia, which is so closely allied to the Rigveda 
in language and matter, but also by the results of com¬ 
parative philology, resources unknown to the ti aditional 

scholar. 
By thus asceitaining the meaning of single words^ 

the foundations of the scientific mterpretatimi of the 
Vedas were laid in the great Sanskrit Dictionary, in 
Sfv’en volumes, published by Roth m collaboration with 

between 1852 and 1675. Roth’s metliod i^^ 
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now accepted by evfery scientific student of the Veda? 
Native tradition is, however, being more fully exploited' 
than ^as done by Roth himself, for it is now more dearly 
recognised that no aid to be dci ived from extant Indian 
scholarship ought to be neglected. Under the guidance 
of such principles the progress already made in solving 
many important problems presented by Vedic literature 
has been surprising, when we consider the shortness of 
the time and the fewness of the labourers, of whom only 
tw'o or three have been natives of this country. As a 
general result, the historical sense h.as succeeded in 
grasping the spirit of Indian antiquity, long obscured 
by native misinterpi etation. Much, of course, still re¬ 
mains to be done by future generations of scholars, 
especially in detailed and minute investigation. This 
could not be otherwise when we remember that Vedic 
research is only the product of the last fifty years, and 
that, notwithstanding the labours of very numerous 
Hebrew scholars during several centuries, there are, in 
the Psalms and the Prophetic Books of the Old Testa¬ 
ment, stilU many passages which remain obscure and 

disputed. There can be no douot that many problems 
at present insoluble will in the end be solved by that 
modern scholaiship which has alieady deciphered the 
cuneiform writings of Persia as well as the rock inscrip¬ 
tions ot India, and has discovered the languages which 
lay hidden under these mysterious chaiacters. ^ 

Having thus arrived at the thieshold of the world 
•f Vedic thought, we may now enter through the portals- 
opened by the golrlen key of scholarship. By far the 
greater ^art of the poetry of the Rigveila consists Ofs 
religious lyrics, only the tenth book containing some' 

, secular poems. Its hymns are ipainly addressed to th^. 
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'dt-ious gods of the Vcdic pantheon, praising their mighty 
leeds, their greatness, and their bentlieence, or bc- 
.Ceching them for wealth in cattle, nunieKuis offspring, 
-irospcrity, long life, and victoi v Tin. Rtii^ida ho+ ,i 
-•ollection of primitive popular poetry, as it was apt to be 
■lescribed at an carliei period i)f Saivknl studies. It is 
ather a body of skilfully compo>ed hyinus, piiidi'^ed 

1 sacerdotal class and meant to accompany tin- Soma 
oblation and the fire sacrifice of melted luillir, which 
were offered aeco'dmg to a ritual In no means so -.imple 

IS was at one time supposed, though imdoubtedlv much 
ampler than the elaboiate system of tiu IJtahm.ina 
,ieriod. Its poetry is conseipientlv niiiied In fiequent 
efterences to the sacrifice, espiciallv when the two 
treat ritual deities, Agni .iiul Soma, a c the ihjects of 
praise. At the -lanK time it on the who! lo leh more 
■latuial than might i.udei these conddioq bt ispicted. 
For the gods wlio are invoked ue neail} i' ■ et onifica- 
'.ions of the phenomena ot Nature, and thin give oceasion 
■'or the ‘imployment of miu h beautiful and ev< n noble 
■magery. The diction of the hymns is, goe'^iMv -peak¬ 
ing, simple and unafh..tvd. Compoun I words arc 
sparing!;, u-cd, and au limited to tw'o members, in 
■narked contrast with the tiequcncy and length of eom- 
pounds in classical Sanskrit. 'Fhe tliought, too, is usually 
artless and direct, except in the hymns t(i the ritual 
deities, where it becomes invoked in conceit and mystical 
jbscurity. The very limited nature ot the th( me, in 
ihese cases, must have foiced the minds of the priestly 
•ingers to strive after vaiiety by giving utterance to the 
-ame idea in cnigmalic.il phraseology. 

Here, then, wc already find the beginnings of that 
Oudness for subtlety and diH. nk modes of expression, 

E 
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which is so prevalent in the later literature, and whicK'is! 
betrayed even in the earlier period by the saying in on6 
of the Brahmanas that the gods love the recondite. Itt 
some* hymns, too, there appears that tendency to play 
with words which was carried to inordinate lengths in late 
Sanskrit poems and romance's. The hymns of the Rigveda, 
of course, vary much in literary merit, as is naturally to 
be expecteii in the productions of many poets extend- 
ng over some centuries. Many display a high order of 
poetical excellence, while others consist of commonplace 
and mechanical verse. The degree of skill in composi¬ 

tion is on the average remarkably high, especially when 
we consider tlut here we have by far the oldest poetry 

of the Aryan race. The art which these early seers feel 
is needed to produce a hymn acceptable to the gods 
is often alluded to, generally in the closing stanza. The 
poet usually compares his work to a car wrought and 

put together by a deft craftsman. One Rishi also likens 
his prayers to fair and well-woven garments ; another 
speaks of having adorned his song of praise like a bride 

for her lover. Poets laud the gods according to know¬ 
ledge ,ind ability (vi. 21, 0), and give utterance to the 
emotions of their hearts (x. 39, 15). Various individual 

gods are, it is true, in a general w.iv said to have 
granted seer'^ the gift of song, but of the later doctrine 
of revelation the Kigvedic poets know nothing. 

The remark which has ofleii been made that mono¬ 
tony prevails in the Vedic hvmiis contains truth. But 

the impression is produced by the hymns to the same 
deity being commonly grouped together in each book; 
A sirailaf* effect would probably arise from reading in 

succession twenty or thirty lyrics on Spring, even in,aft 

anthology'of the best modern poetry. When we .coft-^‘ 
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slder tHat nearly five hundred hymns of the Rigveda are' 
addressed to two deities alone, it is snrpnsing that so 
ftiany variations of the same theme should be possible. 

The hymns of the being mainly iinocations 

of the gods, their contents are largely mythological. 

Special interest attaches to this mvtholoev, because it 
represents an earlier stage of thought than is to hr found 

in any other literature. It is sutficienlly primitive to 
enable us to see clearlv the process of personification by 
which natural phenomena developed into gods. Never 
observing, in his ordinary life, a<'tion or movement not 

caused by an acting or moving person, the Vedic Indian, 
like man in a much less advanced state, still refers 
such occurrences 111 Nature to personal agents, which to 
him are inherent m the phenomtna. He still looks out 
upon the workings of Natuie with childi ia '-.loni'-hment. 

One poet asks uh) the .mu does not fall Itoii' the sky; 
another wondeis where the stars go b\ da> ; while a 
third marvels that the watcis of all rivers constantly 
flowing into it never hll the ocean. Th- unvarying re¬ 
gularity of sun and moon, and the unfailing; ccurrence 
of the dawn, however, suggested to these ancient singers 
the idea of the unchanging rmlcr that prevails m Nature. 
The notion of this general law, recognised under the 
name (properly the ‘'course" of things), we find m 
'the Rigieda extended first to the fixed rules of the 
sacrifice (rite), and then to fhosc of morality (right). 
Though the mythological phase presented by the Rigveda 
is comparatively primitive, it yet contains many coiv 
ceptions inherited from previous ages. The parallels of 
the Avesta show that several of the Vedic deifies go back' 
.to the time when the ancestors of Persians and Indians 
were still one people. Ainon,,, these may be mentioned. 
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Yama, god of the dead, identical with Yima, ruler of 
paradise, and especially Mitra, the cult of whose Persian 
counterpart, Mithra, obtained from 200-400 a.d. a worleP 
wide diffusion in the Roman Empire, and came nearer to 

monotheism than the cult of any other god in paganism. 
Various religious practices can also be traced back to 

that early age, such as the worship of fire and the cult of 
the plant Soma (the Avcstan Haoma). The veneration 
of the cow, too, dates from that time. A religious hymn 
poetry must have existed even then, for stan/as of four 

eleven-syllable (the Vedic trishtubJi) and of four or three 
eight-syllable lines {(XHushtubh and gayatri) were already 
known, as is proved by the agreement of the Avesta with 
the Rigveda. 

From the still earlier Indo-European period had come 
down the gener.al conception of “ god ” {deva-s, Lat. deu-s) 

and that of heaven as a divine father {Dyaus pita, Gr. Zeus 

pater, l.At /rtpifer). Piobably from an even remoter anti¬ 

quity IS derived the notion of heaven and eat th as primeval 
and universal parents, us well as many magical beliefs. 

The uivverse appeared to the poets of the Rigveda to 
be divided into the three domains of earth, air, and 

heaven, a division peihaps also known to the early Greeks. 
This IS the favourite triad of the Rigz<cda, constantly 
mentioned expresslv or bv implication. The solar phe¬ 
nomena are reterred to heaven, while those of light¬ 
ning, rain, and wind bi long to the air. In the three 

worlds the various gods perform tlieir actions, though 
tiiey are supposed to dwell only m the third, the home of 

light. The air is often called a sea, as the abode of the 

celestial waters, while the great rainless clouds are con¬ 

ceived sometimes as rocks or mountains, sometimes as’, 
the castles of demons who war against the gods. The 
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thundering rain-clouds become lowing cows, whose milk 

|s shed and bestows fatness upon the earth. 

'rhe higher gods of the Ri/fi’edn are almost entirely 
personifications of natural phenomena, sucli as Sun, 
Dawn, Fire, Wind. Excepting a few deitie'^ surviving 

from an older period, the gods arc, for the tno.t part, 
more or less clearly connected with their physical founda¬ 
tion. The personifications being theretore but slightly 
developed, lack definiteness of outline and individua¬ 
lity of character. Moreover, tin phenomena themselves 

which are behind the personifications have few distinc¬ 
tive traits, while they share some altiihutes with other 
phenomena belonging to the same domain Thus Dawn, 
Sun, Fire have the common fcatuies ol Infing luminous, 
dispelling darkness, .ippearing m tlie mo mng. Hence 
the character ot each god i-. made up I onlj a few 
essential qualities combined with many others which are 
common to all the gods, such as brilliance, power, bene¬ 
ficence, and wisdom. These common attributes tend to 

obscure those w'hich aie distinctive, bccaii-e in hymns of 
prayer and praise the former naturally 'ssinm- special 
importance. Again, gods belonging to dilteient depart¬ 
ments ot nature, but haMiig sinking fcatuies in loinmon, 
are apt to grow more like each other. Assimilation of 
this kind is encouraged by a peculiar practice of the 
Vedic poets—the invocation of deities in paiis. Such 

combinations result in attribiili's peculiar to the one god 
attaching themselves to the other, even when the latter 

appears alone. Thus when the Fire-god, invoked by 
himself, is called a slayer of the demon Vritj^a, he re¬ 
ceives an attribute distinctive of the thunder-god Indra, 
with whom he is often coupled. The possibility of 

assigning nearly every powei to eieiy god rendered tte 
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identification of one deity with another an easy matter.'' 
Such identifications are frequent enough in the Rigved<Hy 

For example, a poet adilressing the fire-god,exclaims; 
“Thou at thy birth, O Agni, ait Varuna; when kindled' 

thou beconiest Mitra; in thee, O Son of Might, all gods 
are centred; thou art 1 ndra to the worshipper " (v. 3, 1). 

Moreover, mystical speculations on the nature of 

Agni, so important a god in the eyes of a priesthood 
devoted to a fire-cult, on his many manifestations as indi¬ 
vidual fires on earth, and on his otlier aspects as atmos¬ 

pheric fire in lightning and as celestial fire in the sun— 
aspects which the Vedic poets are fond of alluding to in 
riddles—would suggest the idea that various deities qre 

but different forms of a single divine being. This idea is 
found in more than one passage of the later hymns of the 
Rigw'da. Thus the composer of a recent hymn (164) 

of the first book • says: “ The one being priests speak of 
in many ways; they call it Agni, Yama, Matarigvan." 
Similarly, a seer of the last book (x. 114) remarks: 

“ Priests and poets with words make into many the 
bird {i.e. the sun) which is but one.” Utterances like 
these show that by the end of the Kigvcdic period the 
polytheism of the Rishis had received a monotheistic tinge. 

Occasionally we even find shadowed forth tlie pan¬ 
theistic idea of a deity representing not only all the gods, 

but Nature as well. Thus the goddess Aditi is identified 

with all the deities, with men, with all that has been and 
shall be born, with air, and heaven (i. 89); and in a cos¬ 

mogonic hymn (x. 121) the Creator is not only described 
as the one god above all gods, but is said^ to embrace all 
things. This germ of pantheism developed through the 

later Vedic literature till it assumed its final shape in the- 

* In verse to, which is a late addition ; see p. 51, footnote. 
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Vedanta philosophy, still the most popular system of the, 

Hindus. 
The practice of the poets, even in the older parts 

of the Rigveda, of invoking different gods .i> if each 

of them were paramount, gave rise to Piofessor Max 

Muller's theory of Henotheism or Kathenotheism, ac¬ 
cording to which the seers held “Ihe belief in indi¬ 
vidual gods alternately regarded as the highest," and 
for the moment treated the god addre-.sed as it he 
were an absolutely independent and supreme deity, 
alone present to the mind. In reality, however, the 
practice of the poets of the hardly amounts 
to more than the e.xaggeration—to be found in the 
Homeric hymns also—with which a singer would natu¬ 
rally magnify the particular god whom he is invoking. 
For the Kishis well knew the exact pon'ion ol each god 

in the Soma ritual, m wliien neaily cveiy member of the 
pantheon found a place. 

The gods, in the view of the Vedic poets, had a 
beginning; for they are described as the offspring of 
heaven and earth, or sometimes of othci gods. This 
in itself implies difteiem geneiations, hut i.iilier gods 
are aL-.o e.\pressly reteiicil to m several passages. Nor 
were the gods regarded as oiiginally iininortal; for im¬ 
mortality is said to h.ive been bestowed upon them 
by individual deities, such as Agni and Saviti’i, or to 
have been acquired by drinking soma. India and 
other gods are spoken of ns imaging, but whether their 
immortality was regarded by the poets as absolute there, 
is no evidence to show. In the post-Vedic view it 
Opiy relative, being limited to a cosmic age. ^ 

The physical aspi’ct* of the Vedic gorls is anthrdpo^ 
njoriphic. Thus head, face, eyes, arms, hands, 
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and other portions of the human frame are ascribe 
to them. But their forms are shadowy and their limbs 
or parts are often simply meant figuratively to d8-' 
scribe their activities. 'Finis the tongue and limbs of 
the fire-god are merely his flames; the arms of the 
sun-god are simply his lays, while his eye only re¬ 
presents the solar orb. Since the outward shape of 
the gods was thus vaguely conceived, while their cotl- 
nection with iiatuial phenomena was in many instances 
still evident, it is easy to understand why no mention 
IS made in the of images of the gods, still less 

of temples, which imply the existence of images. Idols 
first begin to be lefened to m the Sutras. 

Some of the gods appear equipped as warri6!rs, 
wealing coats of m.ul and helmets, and armed with 
speai s, battle-axes, bou s and ai rows. They all di ive 
through the air in luminous cars, generally drawn by 
horses, but in some cases by kine, goats, or deer. In 
their cars tlic gods come to scat themselves at the sacrifice, 
which, however, is also con\eyed to them in heaven by 
Agm. Th(‘y aie on the whole conceived as dwelling to¬ 
gether in hainrony ; the only one who ever introduces a 
note of discord being the warlike and overbearing Indra. 

To the successful and tluiefore optimistic Vedic 
Indian, the gods seemed almost exclusively beneficent 
beings, bestoweis ol long life and prosperity. Indeed, 
the only deity in whom injuiious features are at all promi¬ 
nent is Kudia, The lesser evils closely connected with 
buman life, such as disease, proceed fiom minor demons, 

while the greater evils manitested in Nature, such as 
drought aVid darkness, arc produced by powerful demons 
like Vf itra. The conquest of these demons brings out all 
the more strikingly the beneficent nature of the gods. 
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The character of the Vedic gods is also moral. 
They are “true" and “not deceitful," being through- 
<Jut the fiicnds and guirdians of hont‘-tv and jirtue. 
But the divine moiality only icfleets the itlneal stan¬ 
dard of an early civilisation. 1 hus even tlie ilh inec of 
Varu^ia, the most moial of Ihi gods, with iighteousness 
IS not such as to pi event him from i mploying enft 
against the hostile and the deceitful nun Mo al eleea- 

tion IS, on the whole, a less pioimnent ch iractenstie of 
the gods th in gre itness ind pow c r. 

The relation of the worshippti to the gods in the 
Rtgitda IS m gcncial one of depuidcnee on their uill, 
prajeis ind iieiiliees being ofleied to wii then fi\oui 
or*foigivtncss The espeetation of something in leturn 
for the olfeiim, is, howivei, Ijeijuei Iv inpuent, and 
the ktjnote of m in^ i h^mn is, ‘ I e.\ to line that 

thou niiyst gni to me Hu idea is tKu often «-\- 
piessed that the might and v iloui of tlu .,od-- is pro¬ 
duced by hvmns, sieufuis, md espeeialb ottirings of 
soma. Heie wt find’ tlu geims of icet dotal pre¬ 
tensions which giadually nuuased dm n,^,llu Vedie 
age. Thus the stitemeiii oceiii-. in the hiu \ajnr~ 
veda that the Biahmin who possesses miitit know¬ 
ledge h is the gods in Ins po\ii The Biihmuiis go 
a step f irthi 1 in sajing Ih it theic 11 e two kinds of 
gods, the De\as ind the Hiahmuis, the litlti of whom 
ait to bt held is dt ities imong men In the Bi ihinanas, 
too, the sieiihie is lepiesented as all-poweitul, con¬ 
trolling not only the gods, but the veiy processes of 

nature. 
The nmnbei of the gods is stated m the Rigveda 

itself to be thirty tluee, sexeral tinus expressed a-. thiic6 
eleven, when eath gtoup is legudtd as eoiiesponding.i. 
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to one of the divisions of the threefold universe. This 
aggregate could not always have been deemed exhaus-' 

tive, tor sometimes othei gods are mentioned in addition 
to the thirty-tlu ee. Nor can this number, of course, 

include various groups, such as the storm-gods. 
Theie are, however, haully twenty mclividual deities 

important enough in tiie Rigveda to have at least three 

entire hvmns adch essed to them. The most prominent 
of these are India, the thundci-god, with at least 250 
hymns, Agm with .ibout 200, and Soma with over 100; 

while Paijanya, god of ram, and Yaraa, god of the 

dead, .ire invoked in only three each. The rest occupy 
various positions between these two extremes. It is 
somewhat remarkable that the two great deities of 
modern Hinduism, Vishnu and ^iv.v, who are equal 
in importance, should have been on the same level,* 
though far below the leading deities, tliiee thousand 

years ago, as Vishnu and Rudra (the earlier form of 
(jiiva) in the Rigveda. Even then they show the same 
general characteristics us now, Vishnu being specially 
benevolent and Rudra tcriible. 

The oldest among the gods of heaven is Dyaus (identi¬ 
cal with the Greek Zeus). This personification of the sky 
as a god never went beyond a ludimentary stage in the 
Rigimda, being almost entirely limited to the idea of 
paternity. Dyaus is generally coupled with Prithivi, 

‘Earth, the pair being celebrated in six hymns as universal 
parents. In a few p.issages Dy.ius is called a bull, ruddy 
and bellowing downwards, with reference to the fertilis¬ 

ing pow^r of rain no less than to the lightning and 
thundering heavens. He is also once compared with a 

black steed decked with pearls, m obvious allusion to thq. 
nocturnal star-spangled sky. One poet describes this 
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»s furnished with a bolt, while another speaks of him as 

•'JDyaus smiling through the clouds," meaning the lighten¬ 
ing sky. In several other passages of the the 

verb “to smile" (svii) alludes to lightning, p'-^t as in 
classical Sanskrit a smile is constantly compared with 
objects of dazzling whiteness. 

A much more important deity of the sky is Vaiuna, in 

whom the personification has proceeded so far th.it the 

natural phenomenon which underlies it lan only be 
inferred from traits in his charai ter. This obscui ity of 

origin arises partly from his not being .1 ere.ition of 

Indian mythology, but a heritage tiom an earlu-i .ige, and 
pagtly from his name not at the same time dtsign.iling a 
natuial phenomenon, like that of Dv.ius. The woid 
varuiia-s seems to have originally mc.mt the "encom¬ 
passing” sky, and i> piobably the ^.iim woul as the 
Greek Oumnos, though the identification presents some 
phonetic dilficultii's. V'.irnna is mvokeil m l.u fewer 
hymns than Indr.i, Agni, or Soma, but he's undoubtedly 
the greatest of the Vedic gods by the i.de of Indra. 

While India is the great warrior, Varnn 1 is* the gieat 
upholdei of physical and moial 01 dei ^rita), The hymns 
addressed to linn are moie ethical .uul d.\oiit m tone 
than any others. They form the most exalted portion 
of the Veda, often lesembling in ch.uacter tin Hcbiew 

psalms. The peacetul sway of Varuna is explained by 
his connection with the regulaily reclining celestial 

' phenomena, the course of the heavenly bodies seen in 

the sky; Indra's warlike and occasionally capricious 
Ujiture is accounted for by the variable and iincertain 
strife of the elements in the thunderstorm. The charac^ 

"t^r^and power of Varuna maybe sketched as nearly as^ 

'5ok$ible in the words of the Vcdic |)oets themselves as 
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follows. By the law of Varuna heaven and earth are. 
held apart. He made the golden swing (the sun) 
shine; in heaven. He has made a wide path for the sun. 
The wind which resounds through the air is Varuna’s,- 

breath. By his ordinances the moon shining brightly 

moves at night, and the stars placed up on high are seen 
at night but disappear by day. He causes the rivers to 
flow; they stream unceasingly according to his ordi¬ 

nance. By his occult power the rivers swiftly pouring 
into the ocean do not fill it with water. He makes the. 
inverted cask to pour its waters and to moisten the 
ground, while the mountains are wrapt in cloud. It is 
chiefly with these aerial waters that he is connected, 
very rarely with the sea. 

Varuna’s omniscience is often dwelt on. He knows 
the flight of the birds in the sky, the path of ships in the 

ocean, the course of the far-travelling wind. He beholds 
all the secret things that have been or shall be done. He 
witnesses men’s truth and falsehood. No creature can 

, even wink without him. As a moral governor Varuna 
stands fur >above any other deity. His wrath is roused 
by sin, which is the infringement of his ordinances, and, 
which he severely punishes. The fetters with which he 

binds sinners .ire often mentioned. A dispeller, hater, 
and punisher of falsehood, he is gracious to the penitent. 

, He releases men not only from the sms which they 

themselves commit, but from those committed by their . 
, fathers. He spares the suppliant who daily transgresses 

'3 his laws, and is gracious to those who have broken his • 
ordinanc^es by thoughtlessness. There is, in fact, ^o 
hymn to Varuna in which the prayer for forgiveness of, 

• guilt does not occur, as in the hymns to other deities 

the prayer for worldly goods. 
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With the growth of the conception of the creator, 

Prajapati, as a supreme deity, the charactei istics of 
Vciruna as a soveieign god naturally faded away, and the 
dominion of waters, only a part of his original spheic, 
alone remained. This is already partly the ease in the 

Atharva-veda, and in post-Vedic mythology he is only an 
Indian Neptune, god of the sea. 

The following stanzas from a hymn to Vainna (vii. 

89) will illustrate the spirit of the piayers addressed to 
him:— 

May I notytt, Ktii}' Varuna, 

Go down into the home of ilay 

Have mercy, spate me, mu'hty Lord 

/hti it hai come on thy worshipper 

I hough standing m the wnttrs' midst ' 

Have mei cy, spare me, mighty Lord. 

O I'aruna, 7 lUver th ofimemn >'e 

that wc as men commit against the 7ua u 'its /n’t 
ll'hen thiough our loant of t/iought we . .olati fhv taws, 

( hastise us not,,) (7 id, foi that iniquity 

There are in the Ri^’eda live ^olar deities, differen¬ 
tiated as tepresenting various aspects of tne activity of 
the sun. One of the oldest of these, Mitra, the “ F*! lend,” 
seems to have been tonccivcd as the beneficent side of 
the sun’s power. Going back to the Indo-lianian period, 

he has in the Rigveda almost entii ely lost his individuality, 
which is pnactically miTged in that of Varuna. With the 
latter he is constantly invoked, while only one single 

•hymn (lii. 59) is addressed to him alone. 
' Surya (cognate in name to tlie Greek Helios) is the 
most concrete of the solar deities. Poi as his rftme also 
designates the luminary itself, his connection with the 

* A reference to diopsy, with which Viiuna la thouifht lo aUMct sioner^ j > 

■ - l-f H * &J 
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lattei IS never lost sight of. The eye of Surya is often 
mentioned, and Dawn is said to bring the eye of the 
gods. All-seeing, he is the spy of the whole world, 
beholding all beings and the good or bad deeds of 
moitals. \roiiscd by Suija, men pursue Iheir objects 
and peifoim their woik. He is the soul oi guardian of 
all that moves and is li\ed. He iides in a car, which is 
generally desciibed as diawn by seven steeds. These he 
unyokes at sunset. - 

When hi has looud fits lotn <iets ftom then station, 

iitrat^ktuay Night Oitt ill tpre uli out hei gat ment (\ 115,4) 

.Surya tolls up the darkness like a skin, and the stars 
slink away like thieves. He shines forth fioin the' lap 
of the dawns. He is also spoken of as the husband 
of Divvn. As a form of Agni, the gods placed him 
in heaven. He is often de&cnbid as a bird 01 eagle 
traversing '■pace. He measures the da>s and piolongs 
life. He drives away disease and evil dreams. At his 
rising he is praved to declaic men sinless to Mitra and 
Varuija All beings depend on Surya, and so he is called 
“all creating ’ 

Eleven hymns, 01 about the same number as to 
Surya, aie addiessed to anothu solar deity, Savitji, the 
“Stimulator,” who lepresents the quickening activity of 
the sun He is pie eminently i golden deit>, with golden 
hands and aim-, and a golden car. He laises aloft his 
strong golden aims, with which he blesses and arouses 
all beings, and which evtend to thi ends of the earth. 
He moves m his golden car, seeing all creatures, on ^ 
downward and an upwaid path. He shines after the 
path of the dawn. Beaming with the rays of the sun,, 

yellow-haired, Savitfi raises up his light continually front 
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the east. * He removes evil dreams and drives away 
demons and sorcerers. He bestows immort,ility on the 
geds as well as length of hie on m in. lie il->o i ondui ts 
the departed spiiit to where the righteous dwch ’ Tlie 
other gods follow Savitn's lead j no bung, nut even the 
most poweiful gods, Indni and V.unna rm reM‘.< his 

will and independent sway, bavitji is not intictpiuitly 
connected with the estning, being in one hymn fii. 38) 
extolled as the setting sun — 

Botne hy swift counets, he wii! n w utiyol, f/ii m 

The spudntg that tot ht ha\ \ta}edfront n 

He chit A r the spet d of them that i^ha t i s nfs 

Ntftil has tome on t>v Sa- Art's lomman t nint 

Jhe-viaver >olh het outsttif hed-u btt dhti 

The sttlUd lay doMtt thin u otl in mi ht o^tt ' it^ 

I he bnds all seel then n srs, thtn sh t / i i i c 

/aih to hts lod^in^ 'sr iht utspn sc 

To this god IS addressed the most fame os stan/a of 
the Rtgrrda, with which, as the Stimulatui, he wis m 

ancient times in\oked at the beginning of \'cd e studv, 
and which is still repeated by everv oithodus Jlindu in 
his moining piayeis. Fiotn the name of llu duty it is 
called the but it is also often icfciiid to as 'Mhe 

Gdyatri, from the imti e m w hioh it is comjioscd :— 

May we attain th it t xiellint 

Gloty of'saiitji till od, 

That he may stimuhite (to th tin^hts (ni ( 10) 

A peculiaiity of the hymns to Savitn is the peipetual 
play on his name wrth toinis of the root w/, “to stimu¬ 
late," from which it is deiived. 

Piishan is invoked m some eight hjinns of the 

Rigveda. His name means “ Piuspcier," and the con-®" 
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ception underlying his character seems to be the bene¬ 
ficent power of the sun, manifested chiefly as a pastoral: 

deity.. His car is drawn by goats and he carries a goad., 
Knowing the ways of heaven, he conducts the dead 
on the far path to the fathers. He is also a guardian 
of roads, protecting cattle and guiding them with his 
goad. The welf.iie which he bestows lesults from the 
protection he extends to men and cattle on earth, and. 

from his guidance of mortals to the abodes of bliss in 
the next world. 

Judged by a statistical standard, Vishpu is only a deity, 

of the fourth rank, less trequently invc'ked than Surya, 
Savitri, and Pushan in the Ri^i'eda, but historically he 
is the most important of the solar deities. For he is one 
of the two gieat gods of modern Hinduism. The 
essential feature of his character is that he takes "three 
strides, which doubtless represent the course of the sun 
through the three divisions of the univeise. His highest 

step IS heaven, where the gods and the fathers dwell. 

For this abode the poet expresses his longing in the 
following words (i. 15 5) ;— 

May 1 attain to that, hi i iveU-hvcd dwelling, 

Whete men dciwied to th a'c l<lc^\ld: 

hi Vit/t^idi highest step- he 11 out hiisman. 

Of mighty stride i’Hie is a spring oj net.tar. 

Vishi.iu seems to have been originally conceived "as 
the sun, not in his general character, but as the pers 

sonified swiftly moving luminary which with vast strides^ 

traverse^ the three worlds. He is in several passages'' 
said to have taken his three steps for the benefit oL 
tnan.- 

To this feature may be traced the myth of, th|^; 
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5htnapas in which Vishiju appeals in the toim of a 
varf as an artifice to lecover the enth, now in the 
3se->sion of demons, by takinj^ liis tin- Mnri, His 
iracter foi bcnevoleiu e w is in pi t-V< ilu inytlio- 

gy developed in the (locti me of the \\atus/‘ il^seent'-” 
eaith) oi meal nations whieli he a m d f •• ;o h1 

humanity. 
Ushas, goddess of dawn, is almo‘l tht onlv binaie 

ity to whom entiie hymns au addre si d, mit fh^ onb 
e invoked with any fieqiKmy. She, 1 owtver, is eelt- 
ated 111 some twenty liynins. lit na in , nieamn., the 
'.billing One, is eognale to tin I fm \iiKrn .and 

Gitek //K Whtii fhe goddess i ir’dusstd, the 
y^ical ]ihtnominon of dawn is lu ii il.-.tiit fioni 

poet's mind Plit tondiitss wilh \\> ii (lu (lumghts 
thesi prit-.tl' snivel tninid to lu ' n iinong 

godvlts->ts, uiuaj,li .lit icee'vtd n > hi'i in the 
'•ring of som i like the olhei gods, s(..ms (o show 
t tin gloiics ot the tlawn, inou .plendiO in \oithcin 
na 111 in those ue aii v\ ml to <-60, ditpl\ nq.iessed 

minds ol tht e .ailj poets. In aii' t ist .ne is 
II mo i ,,1 let li 1 iitiiion, the thaim ol wlneh is 
lup' 1 ii till dt eiiptivi ’(hgioiis ('111. ol .my 
er litei.niiie. Htie iheie ne no put IK ^iibtleties 
•bscuic lilt biightness of her foim, and few .illu- 
s to the sat 1 dice to iiiii the n.itiiral biauty of the 
geiy. 
I'o enable tlie leadei lo tslmiatc the mtiit ot this 
ly 1 will stiing together aome utteiances about 
•)awn goddess, eulle'l fiom \ iiioiis hymns, and 
“■$sed .IS ne.aily a possi'olt in the woids of their 
osers. Ush.is is a ladiant m iiden, bom m th. 
daughter of Dyaus. Sht is the biight sister w 

F 
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dark Night. She shines with the light of her lover, 
with the light of Surya, who beams after her path and 
follows her as a young man a maiden. She is borne on 
a brilliant car, drawn by ruddy steeds or kine. Arraying 
herself in gay attire like a dancer, she displays her bosom. 
Clothed upon with light, the maiden appears in the east 
and unveils her charms. Rising resplendent as from 
a bath, she diows her form. Effulgent in peerless 
beauty, she withholds her light from ticither small nor 
great. She opens wide the gates of heaven; she opens 
the doors of daikness, as the tows (issue from) their 
stall. Her radiant beams appear like herds of cattle. 
She removes the bl.ick robe of night, warding off evil 
spirits and the hated darkncs-s. She awakens creawrest 
that have feet, and makes the birds ily up: she is' 
the breath and life of everything. When Ushas shines 
forth, the birds fly up from their nests and men seek 
nourishment. She is the radiant mover of sweet sounds, , 
the leader of the charm of pleasant voices. Day by 
day appearing ,it the appointed place, she never in-! 
fringes the rule of order and of the gods; she goes, 
straight along the path of order; knowing the way/ 
she never loses her direction. As she shone in former 

days, so she shines now and will shine in future, never 
aging, immortal. 

The solitude and stillness of the eai ly morning some¬ 

times suggested pensive thoughts about the fleeting 
nature of human life in contrast with the unending 
recurrence of the dawn. Thus one poet exclaims:— 

Cone are the mortals who in former aj;cs 

Beheld the Jlmhlng oj the earlier morning. 
We living men now look upon her shining; 

They are coming who shall in future see her (i. 113, 11). 
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a sttnilar strain another Rishi sings . - 

Agiun ami <e^am viwly hnrtt thoui'h am -ui 

Deiking net hauty -ujiih the ul/ uiim < w 

/hegodiiiss wades away im hf oj nu >fa'^ 

Like wealth dnmm<ikidby the hki^lulpla\ee (i H2, lo) 

The iollowing stall/IS Irom opi of tis* -.i ny/ii o 

Dawn (i. 113) ftiinish a moic general pitliire ol this 
irest creation of Vedic pocti y . 

Thts h^ht hai come, <]/ all t/u it ht\ 'tu ntesf, 

1 he btillianf Ini^h/tita has hem i otn, fa if mtu^ 

Vfgedonuatdfot ^od Saudi I's ifi''iu 

Night now has Meidtdup her pi m lo M > nt < 

The suit tt’ pathway ?r fht. ante, t > it i ' 

lau^ht by the I'tds, alternatily t’er 'tio > cl 

hair-shaped, u! a ifrn 't fi rti’i o ■'j'/i »t If, 
hight and Mount, , Its, n, t, nor do '/ 

btii bt h ire' ’ ’ i \ t, fs shi s' ' a 

ll tdily '/■, hili iimli snlJot us f i pc tta s 

iltoa ini’ ill tin world, sh * ws as itihi 

Pawn net aw tf c t 11- <> In ft cnattiri 

rhtrt llea't n's Dtu^hbi t is aptiandOijit us. 

The rrttud rt fit, dttn e to her brilliard s;irm n 

I't, u s ' ,t, ’ut “ " in th fiiasute, 
Aushtit tos }t,non,jii hit to aly upon vs 

In the shipsjrameivork ihi has shine snil/t spt n 'O'ci 

2 he goddess has cast off iht robe (ij darttu ss 

}Ta> ttn up flu uor'd.'ifl tuldy hots v, 

Upo , t r Wilt yoked Jianot I awn s lOttnttg 

Bringtnt upon it manv t< tinleous blessif’c s, 

Btiffitly shintne^, she spt i ads lur btilhant Ivsf't 

/ asf of the countU ss mm rungs that have (tone by. 

First of blight in irns t> corni has D iwn aristn 

Arise f thi biiath, the itje, nit he reached us 
Darkness has ctoite away and tight ti coining 

tshe leanes a pathway for the sun ' nauel 

We have arrived white n m t>> ’an < mtinee 
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Among the deities of celestial light, those most 
quently invoked are the twin gods of morning name^^ 
Alvins. They are the sons of Heaven, eternally yourt^ 
and handsome. They ride on a ear, on which they art- 
accompanied by the siin-inaiden Surya. This car is 
bright and sunhke, and all its parts are golden. The 
time when these gods appear is the early dawn, when 
“darkne-,s still stands among the ruddy cows." At the 
yoking ot their car l^shas is born. 

Many myths aie told about the Ai^vins as succour¬ 
ing divinities. They deliver from distiess in general, 
especially rescuing from the ocean in a ship or ships. 
They are chai.ictei istieally divine physicians, who give 
sight to the blind .ind make the lame to walk. One 
very curious myth is that rit the m.uden Vi^pala, who 
having had her leg cut olt in some conllict, was at 
once furnished by the Ayvms with an iron limb. They 
agree in many lespects with the two tamous horsemen 
of Greek mvthology, the Dioskouroi, sons of Zeus and 
brothers of Helen. The two most probable thcoricf 
as to th/; origin of these twin deities aie, that they 
represent cithei the twilight, half dark, half light, or the 
morning and evening star. 

In the realm of air Indra is the dominant deity. Hr 
is, indeed, the favourite and national god of the Vedk 
Indian. His importance is sulliciently indicated by tb-_ 
fact that more th.an one-fourth of the Rtgi'eda is devote«- 
to his praise. Handed down from a bygone age, Indrj= 
has become more anthropomoiphic and surrounded b-^ 
mythofogical imagery than any other Vedic god. Tli- 
significance of his chaiactci is nevertheless sufficiently 
clear. He is primarily the thunder-god, the conque- 
of the demon of drought or darkness named Vfitr|k, i* 
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^Obstructor,” and the consequent liberation of the waters 

' r the winning of light, forming his mythological essence, 

ribs myth furnishes the Rishis with an ever-recurring 

*herae. Armed with his thunderbolt, exhilarated by 

copious draughts of soma, and generally escorted by 

he Maruts or Storm-gods, IncJra enters epon the fray, 
be conflict is terrible. Heaven and earth tremble 

-.'ith fear when Indra smites Vfitra like a tree with his 

olt. He is described as constantly repeating the combat, 

bis obviously corresponds to the perpetual renewal 

the natural phenomena underlying the myth. The 

lysical elements in the thnndcrstomi are seldom directly 

eijtioned by the poets when describing the exploits 

Hndra. He is rarely said to shed l ain, but constantly 

release the pent-up rvaters or ri\ers. The lightning 

regularly the “ bolt,” while thunder i.; the lowing of 

e cows or the roaring of the dragon. The clouds are 

esignated by various names, such :is cow, udder, spring, 

-sk, or pail. They arc also rocks ((uiri), which en- 

mpass the cows set free by Indra. J hey are further 

ountairis from which Indra casts down tlw demons 

•.veiling upon them, 'bbey thus often become fortresses 

■/ur) of the demons, which are ninety, ninety-nine, or 

hundred in number, and are variously described .as 

moving,” “autumnal,” “made of iron or stone.” One 

anza (x. 89, 7) thus brings together the various features 

f the myth ; “ Indra slew Vritra, broke the castles, made' 

channel for the rivers, pierced the mountain, arid, 

elivefed over the cows to his friends.” Owing to thei^ 

tiportance of the Vritra myth, the chief andtspecifiCy 

|)ithet of Indra is Vritrnfian, “slayer of Vritra.” TjUbbTi 
SUowing stanzas are from one of the most gr.iphic of thfe 
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hymns which celebrate the conflict of Indra with 
demon (i. 32):— 

/ will proclaim iltc manly deeds of Tndra, 

The first fkaf he perfonned^ the lighining-wielder. 

He smote Ike dragon, then discharged the waters. 

And deft the caverns of the lofty mountains. 

Impetuous as a bull, he chose the soma. 

And drank in threefold vessels of its juices. 

The Bounteous god grasped lightning for his missile. 

He struck down dead that first-born of the dragons. 

Him lightning then availed naught, nor thunder. 

Nor mist nor hailstorm which he spread around him; 

When Indra and the dragon strove in battle. 

The Bounteous god gained victory for e^ier. 

Plunged in the miasf of never-ceasbtg torrents. 

That stand not still but ever hasten onward. 

The waters bear off Vritrds hidden body : 

Indra’s fierce foe sank down to lasting darkness. 

With the liberation of the waters is connected 
winning of light and tlie siin. Thus we read that wl 
Indra had slain the dragon Vritra with his bolt, releas 
the waters for man, he pi.iccd the sun visibly in 
heavens, or that the sun shone forth when Indra b 
the dragon from the air. 

Indra naturally became the god of battle, and is m 
frequently invoked than any other deity as a helpe» 
conflicts with earthly enemies. In the words of one p 
he protects the Aryan colour (varna) and subjects 
black skin; while another extols him for having 
persed 50,000 of the black race and rent their cita< 
His combats are frequently called gavishti, “desin 
cows," his gifts being considered the result of victori- 

• The followim? stanzas fii. 12. 2 and will serve 
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ecimen of the way in which the greatness of Indra 
pelebrated:— 

IV^o made the widespread earth when //tfahiti ' s/e idfast, 

; IVho brmif'hl to rest the a^'italed mountains. 

Who measured out aid'! intcnnedialc spaces. 

Who gave the sky support: he, iiie/i, is Jndru. 

Heaven and earth themselves boso down before him. 

Before his might the very mountains tremble. 

Who, known as Soma-drinker, armed with lijih'ning. 

Is wielder of the bolt; he, men, is Indra. 

][|^ the more advanced antlu otiomrnpliism of liulra’s 
KSI^ arc due the occasional inuuot ;tl frails whicii ap- 
eitin his character. Tims he soiucfimes indulges in 

■BKf capricious violence, such as Ihe slaughter of. 
i^l^or or the destruction of tiu' car i f Dawn. He is 
fflWially addicted io soma, of which he is described as 
Sfting enormous quantitii's to stimulate him in the 
iformance of his warlike exploits. One entire hymn 

119) consists of a monologue in which Indra, in¬ 
itiated with soma, boasts of his greatness and power, 
hougli of little poetic merit, this pk >. c. ha:.^ a special 
ierest a.;; being by far the earliest literary description 

the mental effects, braggadocio in particular, pro¬ 

ceed by intoxication. In estinaating the morality of 
dra’s excesses, it should not be forgotten that the ex- 
'aration of soma partook of a religious character iii 

• eyes of the Vedic poets. 
Indra's name is found in the Avesta as that of a 
non. His distinctive Vedic epithet, Vritrahan, alsoi: 

•iirs there in the form of vcrethragkm, as a*dcsignaT'j 
of the god of victory. Hence there was probably., 

"he Indo-Iranian period a god approaching to the? 

a form of the Vritra-slaying and victorious Indrat,;' 
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In comparing historically Vanina and IndrS, Whoi g. 

importance was about equal in the earlier period of tj^^ 
Rigvednj it seems clear that Vanina was greater in tj! U 
Indo-lranian period, but became inferior to Indra 

later Vedic times. Indra, on the other hand, became ■ W 
the Brahmanas and Epics the chief of the Indian heav0 f > 
and even maintained this position under the Puraii 

triad, Brahma-Vishnu-^iva, though of course suborii,i|l 

nate to them. f 
At least three of the lesser deities of the air are cofin 

nected with lightning. One of these is the somewl»?a 
obscure god Trita, who is only mentioned in detach, jc' 
verses of the Rigveda. The name appears to desigrr^jti 

the " third ’’ (Greek, tri/o~s), as the lightning form of fiif]^ 
His frequent epithet, Apfya, seems to mean the “ wateryl^V 
This god goes back to the Indo-lranian period, as both' 

his name and his epithet are found in the A vesta. But 
he was gradually ousted by Indra as being originally 
almost identical in character with the latter. Another 

deity of rare occurrence in the Rigveda, and also dating 
from the Indo-lranian period, is Apam napat, the “Son 
of Waters." He is described as clothed in lightning and 

shining without fuel in the waters. There can, therefore, . 
be little doubt that he represents fire as produced from 
the rain-clouds in the form of lightning. Matari^van, . 

seldom mentioned in the Rigveda, is a divine being de¬ 

scribed as having, like the Greek Prometheus, brought 
down the hidden fire from heaven to earth. He most;;, 

probably represents the personification of a celestial;: 

form' ofeAgni, god of fire, with whom he is in some i 
passages actually identified. In the later Vedas, the;" 

■firShmanas, and the subsequent literature, the nafnfe 

:;h^s become simply a designation of wind. - 
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The position occupied by the f»od Rudra in the 
Rigveda is very different from that of his histoiical suc- 
c^sor'in a later age. He is celebratid in only three 
or four hymns, while his name is mentioned sliglitly Ic-s 

often than that of Vishnu. He is u^-iially said to be 
armed with bow and arrows, but a lightning sh.ifi and 
a thunderbolt are also occasionally ,isM,-ned to In 1. He 
is described as fierce and destructive like .1 wild beast, 

and is called “the ruddv boar of heaven.” The hymns 
addressed to him chiefly express fiar of his terrible 
shafts and deprecation of hi-, wrath. His malevolence 

is still more prominent m the later Vedic lilcrainre. The 
euphemistic epithet ('/rw, “ au'^pn ions,” already applied 
to him in the Rigveda, and more frevjuently, though not 
exclusively, in the younger Vidi,, he< ,inic his regular 
name m the post-Vedic period. i\U(!'a of course, not 
purely malevolent like a deinim. fie i-, besought not 
only to preserve fiom calamity but to bestow blessings 
and produce welfare lor man and beast. His healing 
powers are mentioned with especial freipiency, and he 

is lauded as the greatest of physicians. • 
Prominent among the gods of the I\i^ 'cdn are the 

Maruts or Storm-gods, who form a gimiii c)f thrice 
seven or thrice si.xty. They are the sous of Rndra 
and the mottled cloud-cow Pri^ni. At Imth they are 
compared with fires, and are once .uklies'-ed as "born 
from the laughter of hglitning.” They uie a troop of 
youthful warriors armed with speais or battle-axes aud 
W'earing helmets upon their heads. They are decked 

with golden ornaments, chielly in tJic form ol armlets 
or of anklets :— 

They gleam with artnUts as the heavens are a\ihea' with starsj 
Zike cloud-born lightnings \ktne Ike torrents of their rain (ii. 34»,2; 
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They ride on golden cari> which gleam with lightning, 

while they hold fiery lightnings in their hands :— 

The lightnings s/ntle upon the earth below them 

What time the Maruts spunkle foith tlieit fatness. 

- (i. 168, 8). 

They drive with coiiisers which aie olten described as 

spotted, and tln-y aie once said to have yoked the 
winds as steeds to their pole. 

The Maiiits are fierce and terrible, like lions 01 
wild boars. \\ ith the tellies of their car they rend 

the hills:— 

I hr Mantis spread the mi d ahi oad. 

And mail the meuntatm rotk and i eel. 

When with the ^ei'tdi tinyg • their uaj' (viii. 7, \). 

They shattei the lords of the lorest and like wile 
elephants devour the woods :— 

Before you, Jienc ones, et’en woods bow down in far. 

The earth herself, the I'cry mountain tnmhles (v. 60, 2). 

One of their main functions is to shed rain. Thej 

aie clad ui a robe of ram, and cover the eye of tht 
sun with sho\\ers. They bedew the e-wth with milk 
they shed fatness (ghee); they milk the thundering 

the never-failing spring; they wet the eai ih with mead 
they pour .>ut the heavenly pail :— 

I he rivers echo fo *1; ir chariot fellies 

Whai time they utter forth the voice of rain-ilouds, 

-(i. 168, 8). 

In allusion to the sound of the winds the Marut 
are ofte* called singcis, and as such aid Indra in hi 

fight with the demon, 'fhey are, indeed, his constan 
associates in all liis celestial conflicts. 

The God of Wind, called Vfiyu or Vata, is not 
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prominent deity in the Rlgi'eJa, having only three entire 
hymns addressed to him. The pcrsonilication is more 
d^elopcd under the name ot Vayu, who is mostly 
associated with Indi.i, while V.'ita is coupled only with 

the less anthropomorphic rain-god, Parjanya. Vayu is 
swift as thought and has roaring velocity. lie has 
a shining car drawn by .1 team or a pair of ruddy 

steeds. On this car, which has a golden seat and 
touches the sky, liidra is his companion. Vata, as also 
the ordinary designation ol wind, is celebrated in a 

more concrete manner. Ill-, name is often connected 

with the verb id, “to blow,’ tioui which it is derived. 
Lik** Rudia, he wafts healiiie and pr liongs life; foi he 
has the tKasure ot immortal ptv in his house. The poet 

of a shoit hyiuu (x. lOb; de>' id lu hi-, praise thus 
desciibes him 

Of I ll/ll’\ (at 1 how -o'i’l ftra se /kt , tta/ticKt 

a’ptt^; tts noi\ • . thunler. 
1 out him; Ine i! j-, il <;ol t on i nmin hg! Imngs, 

ScatlcuHg the dust of eatf/t if hn >" i y,'» r ud. 

In air upon lu\ fath'>''iv\ kii^fcntn} oruitd, * 
MiVit on ant mv ,'o fottiis teiiiiii 

III,' fust 'Oft, • d ’ lo 'ini friend of 'oator^ 

Where, faav, icuk If born ^ say, wh ’me tame he hither? 

1 he soul of yoas, and ttf (he world the afltpiinti, 

/hn i>od atioidinfi to hn liAiui; wander 1. 

Ilh sound it /hard, but rider it teen hn Jigate. 

Thn Vata let in now with offeritf^s woi \hip. 

Another deity of air is Parjanya, god of rain, who 
is invoked in but three hymns, .uid is only nlL'iiUoned 

some thiity times in the Rigvotia, The n.inie in several 
passages still means simply “ rain-i loud." The per 
bonification is therefcire always closely connected w,:;.. 
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the phenomenon of the rain-storm, in which the 
. cloud itself becomes an udder, a pail, or a water-sfeiri,. 
Often likened to a bull, Parjanya is characteristically a 
shedder of rain. His activity is described in very vivid 

strains (v. 83);— 

The trees he strikes to earth and smites the demon crew : 

The whole world fears the wielder of the mighty bolt. 

The guiltless man himself flees from the potent god. 

What time Parjanya thundring smites the miscreant. 

Like a car-driver urging on his steeds with whips, 

He causes to boundfwth the messengers of rain. 

From far away the lion’s roar reverberates. 

What time Parjanya fills the atmosphere with rain. 

P'orth blosu the winds, to eafth the lightning flashes fall, 

Up shoot the herbs, the realm of light with moisture streams; 

Nourishment in abundance springs for all the world. 

What time Parjanya quickeneth the earth with seed. 

Thunder and roar: the vital germ deposit! 
With water-bearing chariot fly around us / 

Thy water-skin unloosed to earth draw derwnward : 

With tnoisture make the heights and hollows equal 

The Waters are praised as goddesses in four hymns of 
the Rigveda. The personilication, however, hardly goes 
beyond representing them as mothers, young wives, and. 
goddesses who bestow boons and come to tlie sacrifice. 
As mothers they produce Agni, whose lightning form is, as 

we have seen, called Apam Napat, “ Son of Waters." The 

idivine waters bear away defilement, and are even invoked 
to cleanse from moral guilt, the sins of violence, cursing, 

and lying. They bestow remedies, healing, long life, and 
immortality. Soma delights in the waters as a young 
tnan in lovely maidens; he approaches them as a lover ^ 

they are maidens who bow down before the youth. ' V 

S^everal rivers are personified and invoked as deities 
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One hymn (x. 75) celebrates the sintlhu 
of Indus, while another (iii. 33) sings the praises of the 
siiter streams Vipa? and (Jutudrl. Sarasvaii is, however, 

the most important river goddess, being landed in three 
entire hymns as well as in many detached verses. The 
personification here goes much further than in t'at case 
of other streams; but the poets never Ky;-,e sigld of the 
connection of the goddess with the river. She is llie 
best of mothers, of rivers, and of goddesses. Her unfail¬ 
ing breast yields riches of every kind, and she bestows 
wealth, plenty, nourishment, and offspring. One poet 

prays that he may not be removed from her to fields 
which are strange. She is invoked to de-'^cend from the 
sky, from the great mountain, to the sacrifice. Such 
expressions may have suggested tlie notion of the 
celestial origin and descent of the (ianges, familiar to 
post-Vedic mythology. Though simply a nver deity in 

the Sarasvali is in the Brfihmanas identified 
with Vach, goddess ol speech, and lias in post-Vedic 
mythology become the goddess of eltjqncnce and wisdom, 
invoked as a muse, and regarded as the wife qf Brahma. 

Earth, PrithivI, the Broad One, hardly ever dissoci¬ 
ated from Dyaus, is celebrated alone in only one short 

hymn of three stanzas (v. 84). Even here the poet can-, 
not refrain from introducing references to her heavenly 

spouse as he addresses the goddess, 

Who,firmly fixt, the forest trees 

With might supportest in the ground; 

When from the lightning of thy cloud 

The rain-floods of the sky pour down. 

The personification is only rudimentary, the attributes- 
Of the goddess being chietly those of the physical ea,rtli,,;^:; 

The most important of the tei rcstrial deities is 
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god of fire. Next to Indra he is the most promih^t^ 
of the Vedic gods, being celebrated in mcwe than 206, 
hymns. It is only natural that the personification^af 
the sacrificial fire, the centre around which the ritual, 
poetry of the Veda moves, should engross so much of 

/ the attention of the Rishis. being also the regular 
name of the element (Latin, ignis), the anthropomorphism 
of the deity is but slight. The bodily parts of the god 
have a clear connection with the phenomena of terres¬ 

trial fire mainly in its sacrificial aspect. In allusion to 
the oblation of ghee c.ist in the fire, Agni is “butter- 
backed," “ butter-faced," or “ butter-haired." He is 

also “flame-haired,” and has a tawny beard. He has 
sharp, shining, golden, or iron teeth and burning jaws. 
•Mention is also often made of his tongue or tongues. 
He is frequently compared with or directly called a 
steed, being yoked to the pole of the rite in order' to waft 

the sacrifice to tlic gods. He is also often likened to a 
bird, being winged and darting with rapid flight to the 
gods. He eats and chews the forest with sharp tooth. 
His lustre is like the rays of dawn or of the sun, and 
resembles the lightnings of the rain-cloud ; but his track 
and his fellies are black, and his steeds make black 

j furrows. Driven by the wind, he rushes through the 

; wood. He invades the forests and shears the hairs of 
Xv.the earth, shaving it as a bui bcr a beard. His flames are 

.like the roaring waves of the sea. He bellows like a bull 

. when he invades the forest trees; the birds are terri--■ 
.ified at the noise when his grass-devouring sparks arise.' 

‘jiik^ of a pillar, he supports the sky-with hiS ' 

smoke; and one of his distinctive epithets is “smokO- 
•bannered." He is borne on a brilliant car, drawn 

;;twb or more steeds, which are ruddy or tawny and wm.dH" 
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impelled. He yokes them to summon the gods, for he 
is-the charioteer of the sacrifice. 

«;rhe poets love to dwell on his various births, forms, 
and abodes. They often refer to the daily generation of 
Agni by friction from the two lire-sticks. These are his 
parents, producing him as a new-born infant who is hard 
to catch. From the dry wood the god is born living; 
the child as soon as born devours his parents. The ten 
maidens said to produce him arc the ten fingers used in 
twirling the upright fire-drill. Agni is called “Son of 
strengtli ” because of the powerful friction necessary in 
kindling a flame. As the fire is lit every morning for the 
sacrifice, Agni is described as “waking at dawn." Hence, 
too, he is the “ youngest ’’ of the gods; but he is also 
old, for he conducted the first sacrifice. Thus he comes 
to be parado.xically called both ‘‘an.icnt” and “very 
young ’’ in the same passage. 

Agni also springs from the aerial waters, and is often 
said to have been brought from heaven. Born on earth, 
in air, in heaven, Agni is frcciuently regaided as having . 
a triple character. The gods made him thieefold, his 
births are three, and he has three abodes or dwellings.' 
“ From heaven first Agni was born, the second time from 
us (*.('. men;, thirdly in the waters." This earliest Indian 
trinity is important as the basis of much of the mysti¬ 
cal speculation of the Vedic age. It was probably the 
prototype not only of the later Rigvedic triad. Sun, Wind, 
Fire, spoken of as distributed in the three worlds, but: 
also of the triad Sun, India, Fire, which, though not^ 
Kigvedic, i& still ancient. It is most likely also the'- 
■fistorical progenitor of the later Hindu trinity . 6fe 
rtrahma, Vishnu, (^iva. This triad of fires may haye,' 

would explain the division of a single}: 
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sacrificial fire into the three which form an essential- 
feature of the cult of the Brfihnirinas. 

Owing to the multiplicity of terrestrial tires, AgivSi^,' 
also said to have many biitlit.; for he abides in every 
family, house, or dwelling. Kindled in many spots, he 

is but one; scattered in many places, he is one and the- 
same king. Other fires are attached to him as branches- 
to a tree. He assumes various divine forms, and has 
many names; but in him are comprehended all the; 
gods, whom he surrounds as a felly the spokes. Thus; 
we find the speculations about Agni’s various forms/ 

leading to the monotheistic notion of a unity pervading; 
the many manifestations of the divine. 

Agni is an immortal who has taken up his abode- 

among mortals; he is constantly called a “guest” in 
human dwellings; and is the only god to whom the fre¬ 
quent epithet“lord of the house,” is applied. 

As the conductor of sacrifice, Agni is repeatedly 

called both a “ messenger ” who moves between heaven ■ 
and earth and a priest. He is indeed the great priest, 
just as Indi a is the great warrior. 

' Agni is, moreover, a mighty benefactor of his wor¬ 
shippers. With a thousand eyes he watches over the 
man who offers him oblations; but consumes his wor-, 
shippers’ enemies like dry bushes, and strikes down the ' 

malevolent like a tree destroyed by lightning. All bless-; 
ings issue from him as branches from a tree. All 

treasures are collected in him, and he opens the doop 
of wealth. He gives rain from heaven and is like a/ 

/spring jn the desert. The boons which he confers areiJ 
however, chiefly domestic welfare, offspring, and general- 

prosperity, while Indra for the most part grants victpcyi/. 
booty, power, and glory. 



oldest function of fire in regard to its 
?ult is that of burning and dispelling evil spirits and 
hp^le magic. It still survives in the Rii^ivihr from 
an earlier age, Agni being said to. drive as-ay Ihe 
goblins with his light and receiving the epilhet raksho- 

han, “goblin-slayer,” This activity is at any rate more 
characteristic of Agni than of any otliei deity, both ni 
rhe hymns and in the ritual of tiic Vedas. 

Since the soma sacrifice, beside tiic cult of fire, 
'orms a main feature in the ritual of tiic Rigveda, the 
;od Soma is naturally one of its chief deities. The 

whole of the ninth book, in addition to a few scattered 
lymns elsewhere, is devoted to his praise. Tims, 
udged by the standard of frequency of iuention. Soma 
••omes third in order of importance among the Vedic 
•;ods. The constant presence of the .,pi ; phuit and 
ts juice before Ih' ;r eyes s; t limit^' ! the imagination 

|f the poets who describe its porsonificatioii Hence 
ittle is said of Som.i’s human form or action. The 
linth book mainly coirsists of incantations sung over 

he soma while it is pressed by the stones and flows 
hrough the woollen strainer into the woodeii vats,' 
n which it is finally offered as a beverage to Die gods 

m a litter of grass. The poets are chiefly ctmeerned 
vith these processes, overlaying them with chaotic 
iiiagery and mystical fancies of almost infinite variety. 
Vhon Soma is described as being purilied by the 
on maidens vvlio are sisters, or by the daughters of , 
^ivasvat (the rising sun), the ten fingers are meant. ' 
'he stones used in pounding the shoots on^a skin 
chew him on the hide of a cow." The flowing of the; 
ripe into jars or vats after passing through the filter 
f ..sfheep’s wool is described in various ways. The;? 
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streams of soma tush to the forest of the vats Itkr 
buftaloes. The god flics hki a bud to settle m the vats. 
The Tawny (,)ne settles in the bowls like a bud sitting 
on a tue. The )uice being mixed with watei in the 
vat, Som i Is said to lush into the lap of the wateus like 

a 1 oai mg bull on tin he id. Clothing hiniselt in watei s, 
he tushes aiotind the \ it, impelled by the singeis. 
Playing in the wood, he is i le insetl by the ten maidens. 
He IS the imbiyo oi child of wateis, wiiieh ate called 

his mothei s. When the pi ic'sts idcl milk to soma “ they 
clotlie him in cow g ii me nts. ’ 

The sound mie'e by the som i jiiiet flowing into' 
the \ ds <)i bowls is often uteiied to in hypcibolieal 

Imgiiage. Thus a poet says that “the sw»et diop flows 
o\ei the filtei like the dm of eonibitmls. This sound 
IS constantly deseiibed is roaiing, bellowing, oi oeca- 

sionallv c\en thundeiing In su< h passages Soma is 
commonly compared with oi called a bull, and the 
waters, with or without milk, aie tcimed cows 

Owing to the yellow coloui of the jui< t, the physical 
quality ot Soma mainly dwelt upon by the poets is his 

brilliance His lays aie ofte*n leteired to, and he is 
ficquently assimilated to the sun. 

T h< exhiluating and inxigoi itiiig action of soma 

led to its being leg trded as a dninc di ink that bestows 
everlasting life. Hence it is cilled anniia, the “tmmoi-, 

tal" diaught (.illied to the Giiek iimbtosta). Soma is 

the stimulant which (.onfeiied iniinoi tality upon the 
gods. Soma also places his worshipper in the impelish- 

able world whcie theie is etein.il light and glory,! 

making him immortal where King \ ama dwells. ThuS; 
soma n.iturally has medicinal powder also. It is medH 
cine for a sick in.in, and the god Soma heals what* 



v«r is sick, making the blind to see and the lame to 

/aik. 
■Soma when imbibed stimulates the voice, winch it 

tipels as the rower his boat. Soma aisd awaken-, eager 

lought, and the worshippers of the god exclaim, “ We 
ave drunk soma, we have become iinmort-d; we have 
■itered into light, we have known the gods. " The in- 

)xicating power of soma is chiefly, and very frequently, 

welt on in connection with India, whom it stimulates 
I his conflict with the hostile demons of the air. 

Being the most important of herbs, i.oma is spoken 

1 as lord of plants or their king, receiving also the 
lithct vanaspati, “lord of (he forest.” 

Soma is several times described as dwelling or grow- 

:g on the mountains, in accordance with the statements 
i the A~'csfa about Haoina. Its true ongit) aiih. abode 

regarded as lie.iv..ii, wiience it has been bioiighi down 

earth. This belief is most frequently embotiied in the 
yth of the soma-bringing eagle (g/ena), which is pro- . 

bly only the mythological account of tlie simple 

lenomenon of the descent of lightning and the simiil- 
neous fall of rain. • 

In sonio .-){ the latest hymns of the Rig-i'cda Soma, 

^giris to be somewhat obscurely identiiied with the 

bon. In the Atharva-veda Soma several times means 
e moon, and in the Yaju>\>eda Soma is spoken of as 

iving the lunar mansions for his wives. The idcntificar 

in is a commonplace in the Brahmanas, \\'hich explain h 
e waning of the moon as due to the gods and fathers-J; 

ting up the ambrosia of which it consists. Ii* one. ofb 
e Upanishads, moreover, the statement occurs that tlieb 
pbh is King Soma, the food of the gods, and is drunk„ 

* bj^ them. Finally, in post-Veclic literature - 
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a regular name of the moon, which is regarded as being , 
consumed by the gods, and consequently waning till it 
is filled up again by the sun. This somewhat reiMrk- 
able coalescence of Soma with the moon doubtless 
sprang from the hyperbolical terms in which the poets 

of the Ri/ri’Ciiti dwell on Som<i's celestial nature and 
brilliance, which they describe as dispelling darkness, j 
They sometimes ipeak of it as swelling in the waters, ’ 
and often lefei to the sap .is a “diop" {indu). Com¬ 
parison-. with the moon would thus e.isily suggest them¬ 
selves. In one passage of the R/<(i'eda, for instance, 
Soma in the howls is s.iirl to appear like the moon in tlie 
waters. The mystical specul.itions with which the Soma 
poetry teems would soon complete the symbolism. 

A comp.irison of the ^hrsfa with the Rit^'cda shows 
clearly th.it soma wms alre.idy an imjiortant feature in 
the mythology .ind cult of the Indo-Irani.in .igc. In 
both it is described .is growing on the mountains, 
whence it is brought by birds; in both it is king of 
pLints; in both a medicine bestowing long life and re¬ 

moving de.ith. In both the s.ip was pressed and mixed 
with milk ; in both its mythical liome is heaven, whence 
it comes down to earth ; in both the draught has be¬ 
come a niighlj god; in both the cele.-.tial Soma is dis¬ 

tinguished from the tcrres'rial, (he god faun the beverage. 
The similarity goes so far th.d Soin.i and Ilaoma have 

even some individual epithets in common. 

The evolution of thought in the Rigvedic period ' 
shows a tendenev to .idvance from the concrete to the 

abstract. One result of this tendency is the creation of. 
abstract deities, which, however, are still rare, occurring 

for the most part in the last book only. A few of them 

are deifications of abstract nouns, such as ^raddhS, 
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aith," invoked in one shoi t hymn, ind Man> u, “Wi <ith,” 

two. These .ibstractions jfiow inoic nuiutious in the 
-f*Vedas. Thn-i Kami,Dcsim / ht I ip -i ii n the 

^rvn-7i(fa, wheiv tlu aiio\v> H.tn uhiUi )u lUticct. 
rts uc aliL.idy iclcried to, he i the fo iiunnei of 

floner-airowed t,od of tiunlni iii <Iissie>l 
atnic. Moil niimnous i'- the iliss .t d sti i i oo 

•piibiii'^ deities wfiooe n lines (Lnoti in i,eiit, sue li i-, 

7frf, "Cieatoi," oi in illnbi t( sieh l^Kiiopali, 
aard of Cieatiues." The t do not apt ii 1 ) be uneet 
-.tr letions, but stem to be d» i \(d fi< in ipitluts de- 

nating i piitieul'ii i-^ptet ol n tint ii eliiiutei, 
ich it hist ippl>m'4 to one oi in » li tne olilei 
tils, hn ilK uquiiid an mdepend''t \ dm Thus 
ijapal}, uiitMiiillv in ipithit «. f -’ll i o ■> 'siiitii 
1 Soil! i,o< nil III 1 1 iti VII SI ol tin ’ )I i> a 
iinct s it^ p)> -> ^ tlu ittiibiiK . I ti 111 Ihis 
I is m the Aihitt a ida ind tlu I a/ / utwhitd 
n, >nd hi tliv. Bi d 'iimis legnluly, iee< ,.iisid is the 

cf deitj, till fathei ol the i ods In tin ^ di > , P ijT- 

1 lb identiliid with Bi ihini, his sueees'-i n tiu I'o t- 
he l,,t 
A h’ ‘ die ti'idi book fuinishe:. ii iivtciesting 
Slial'on of tlu eiiiioii^ w ly in which m h 'bsli le- 

is sometimes come into being. Hcne is one i t the 
i7a . 

hy whom the mi^hl\ \, the t xtth so itemUost 

I he realm of h^ht, heui r i 7 lult, has leu utaltrs 

Wha tn the ait th" r oundlt w span frneists 

II fiat I od haul I i witii si t if lies le tr hip ^ 

fouith line hcie i-. the icti un of nine sueecisive 
i?as. 111 which the eieatoi is lehiied to is unknown, 
I the Intel i og.ilu e pi onoiin ' ‘ w h it r 1 his Ka lu 
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the later Vedic literatui e came to be employed not only 
as an epithet of the cieatm Piajapati, but even as an 

independent name of the supi erne god. 
A deity of an abstiact chaiactei occiiriing in the 

oldest as will as the latest paits of the Rtgveda is 

Bi ihaspati, “ Loi d of Prayer." Roth and othei dis¬ 
tinguished Vedic scholais icgaid him as a direct per- 
sonilieation of devotion. In the opinion of the piesent 

wiiki, howivei, he is only an indiiect deification of the 
sacuficial activity ot Agin, a god with whom he has 

undoubtedly much in common. Thus the most pio- 
minent featuicof luschaiactci is liis piiesthood. Like 
Agni, he has been di awn into and has obtained a fii m 

footing in the India myth. Thus he is often desciibed 
as diiving out the cows aftci vanquishing the demon 
Vala. As the divine brahma piiest, Biihispati seems 
to have been the piototype of the god Biahma, chief 
of the later Hindu triiutv. But the name Bi ihaspati 

itself suivived in post-Vedic mythology as the desig¬ 
nation of .1 sage, the tcachei of the gods, and legent 
of the planet Jupitei 

Anothei .ibsti action, and one of a \ciy peculiar 
kind, IS the goddess Aditi. Though not the subject of 
any scpaiate hvinn, she is i^fttn inculcntally celebiated. 

She has two, and only two, promhu nt charactci istics. 
She IS, 111 the hist place, the mother of the small group 

of gods called Aditvn, of nhom Vaiuna is the chief. 
Secondly, she has, I'ke hei son Varuna, the power of 
releasing fiom the bonds of physic.il suffering and 

moral guilt. With the lattei tiait hei name, which 

means “unbinding,' “fieedom," is cleaily connected. 
The unpeisonihed sense seems to suivive m a few 

'passages of the Rigveda. Thus a poet prays for th§ 
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-cpre and unlimited gift of aditt” The origin of 

abstraction is piobibly to bf explained as follows. 

c\piessioii “sons of Adili, xihitli i {\«i d tunes 
lied to the \dit> is, when In t i std ni ill 1 clihood 

\nt “sons of libeiation,” to unpl asiss a silient tia’t 

then eliaiaetei, aeeoulin., to ^ Inm <f Utuniiiie 

•moil 111 tlu Jii^Ztda 11k leinmnu woul n'lCK.- 
’ (aditt) used in this coimeetion would then have 

ome peisonilied b\ a pioies*- win h iui) inoie than 
puallel in S inski it Thiii Aditi a ^odd».ss of 

nan oiigni, is histone ill\ yoin i th'ii ■)omt at le ist 
her sons, who e in bt tiieid link to i pit-lndian 

■V 
» 

Ooddt as, i i whole, uei npj i v«i\ ->nboidinate 
ation in Vi cIk 1 uiet liie, pi i> nc'l' jait 

iideti of til wiild 1 111 onh uu i i. onse- 
enei is LNli is i lU lu \l in nu} oi i< i, lasvati, 

iks oi’lv with the It isl prominent ot t it u ile ,,ods. 
le of the lew, It idts Piithivi, to whom in entile 
mn IS addtessed, is Kdii, Night. 1 ik lu i sister 
•wn, with whom sht is ofltn eoupled, Ik , ad- 

Sjv-cI a tiaughh I i th skv Sh i tonteivcd 
t . uiil, hut ij till hnghl tarlit t i„,ht Ihiis, 
eontiasting tin twin gotldessi s, i pott t>s, "One 
cks Ik Is ’f with stars, with sunlight Ihi othti The 

’ovVinj. tiivis lit fiom lilt hymn idditsstd to Nighl 

127)•- 

At^h' cn uu ^ ai'co shttui 

In m i/i) ft I zict/t ft} t ft I 

id lot I Hi r/it / i> t/tiAt ihttitlf 

httmo/htl ^ 11Us\,Jat nn I luit 

Shi ftlh t/u Jill It M md the hi tights 

Datfntis 11.1111 luht tfi ,/,(■///i 
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And now the goddess coming on 
Has driven away her sister Dawn : 

Far off the darkness hastes away. 

Thus, goddess, come to us to-day, 

At whose approach we seek our homes, 

As birds upon the tree their nest. 

The villagers have gone to rest, 
.1 leasts, too, with feet and birds with wings; 

The kuftgry hawk himself is still. 

Ward off the she-wolf and the wolf. 

Wal'd off the robber, goddess Night: 

And take us .safe acro.ss the gloom. 

Goddesses, as wives of the great gods, play a still 
more insignificant part, being entirely devoid of inde¬ 
pendent character. Indeed, hardly anything about 
tliem is mentioned but their names, which are simply 
formed from those of their male consorts by means of 

feminine suffixes. 
A peculiar feature of Vedic mythology is the invo¬ 

cation in couples of a number of deities whose names 
are combined in the form of dual compounds. About 
a dozen such pairs are celebrated in entire hymns, 
and some half-dozen others in detached stanzas. By far 
the greatest number of such hymns is addressed to ' 

Mitra-Varuna, but the names most often found combined 
in this way are those of Heaven and Earth {Dfdvd- 

’^pthivt). There can be little doubt that the latter 
couple furnished the analogy for this favourite forma-. 
tioii. For the association of this pair, traceable as far ' 

jjack as,the Indo-European iieriod, appeared to early.-- 

■fought so intimate in nature, that the myth of their ;; 

i&ibhjugal union is found widely diffused among primitive;!; 
|>ieoples. 
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.iesides these ^ purs of deities thtn. 1. a certain 
iber of niOK or leS', delinite i»ionp-. of divine 

igs gcnei illy assoiiitcd omt nirtieiilii 
. The laigest and most uni 01 tail if Ukv 11 e Mie 
uts or Storm-gods, who, as wi have atu, loi 

tly attend Indri on his w 1 Jikl e\p'' ^ 11« nnt 
ip, under the n imt of Rudt i , is oee isum ill^ i ^ ei 

with then fathci Rudi i llu '■miUci v,roup of 

Adityas is eonstintly imnlioued n vompuiv with 
" motliei Adih. 01 tin 11 ilml Viiiini, 1 hen iiiiiii- 

in two pa'-siges of the /v\ na is t it< d i siven 
'ght, while in tin Ih ihmanas ukI I i’< t 1 le ^uliily 
ve Some nght or ten hymns of tin m tin ue 
essed to thtni eolleetnelj Ihi K’'o\iiig lines 
taken tioin om (viii 471 ui vhu 1 1 i 1 ai d 

;;cfi(m I --letiilh ineoKtd 

Ai I > Is I \ i n {fh It sh U it ii 1 

'■(tti li %ourpt >t 't t o Lt ut 

Is ih It i/ett i •>iliHi uts, 

’1/tj 1 >t ots ah ij pn'.s u\ '> 

A ttrio-tn] U •) ids, I HI 

I it t tn n it it UU t' d f n 11 

lilt dc t, Pti m O ! fit) IS, 

lift spns ols ntti /titn the I nk 

Lt It /! to pith': tj fU i\ mtH ", 
/ I t Qf , l( l,J ^ fQf,t 

thud ind much less jinpoitant gioup iv th it iif <lu 
s, mostly issociited with India in the Rtgitda, 

gh m lati I Vedie text Agni becomes tin 11* leader, 
aie a vague gioup, foi tlu\ iic not chiiiclet- 

having neithei indiMciuil n mi s noi im definite 
oei. The Biahinuiis In \u, mertion eight of 
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them. Finally, there are the Vic\eclev5s oi All-god'f, tt- 
whom some sixty hymns ne iddtessed. It is a factitious 
sacnhcial gioiip nitmt to tmbi icc the whole pantheon 
in ordei that none shouKl be excluded in in\ocations 

intended to be aikhes'.ed to all. Stiange to say, the 
All gods ue >omettmes eoiieentd as i naiiowei group,- 
which i^i imoktd with otheis like the Visiis ind Adityas. 

Besides the highei gods the knows i numbei 
of m>tilled beings not legiided as possessing the divine 
natuie to the full extent ind fiom the beginning. The 
most impoitint oi these aie the Ribhus who foini a 
tiiael, inel aie uldiesstd in eleven h>inns Chuaetcr- 

istiealh dett-handed, thev ire often suel to hive acquiied 
the rank of deities by thei' niaivelloiis skill Among the^ 
five grcit teitb ot dexteiity when by thev became gods, 
the gieitest—in which they ippe u is sneeessful iivals of 
Tv ishtii, the iitihcei god—consists m then h iving bans* 
foimed his bowl, the dunking vessel ot the goels, into 
foui shining cups. This bowl peihips iepiestnts the 

moon, the fout cups being its ph ises It h is ilso been 
interpreted as the yen with its division into seasons. 
The Ribhus are fillthei siid to h ive lenewtd the vouthof 
the u p irents, by whom Heaven and E n th si cm to have 
been meant With this inn leiiloiis deed inuthei myth 
told about them ij pi u s to be speei illy eonneeted. 

They rested foi twelve diys in the house of the sun, 

Agohya ("“who e nniot be eoucc tied ') This soj lurii of 
the Ribhus in the house of the sun in all piobability 
alludes to tht wmtei solstn e, the twelve diys being the 

additiog which wis necissuy to bring the lunai year ol 
354 into haimoiiy with the solai yen of neaily 36C 

days, and was interedited betoit tin diys begin to grov 

perceptibly longei. On the whole, it seems likely tha 
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jpbhus were originally terrestrial or agrial elv<^, 
•se dexterity gradually attracted to them various ' 
fis illustrative of marvellous skill, 
n a few passages of the Rigz’eiUi mention i.> made of 

tlestial water-nymph called Apsaras (“ moving in the 

:rs"), who is regarded as the spousc of i cc:riv:;pon- 
; male genius called Gandharva. The Apsat as, in tiie 
ds of the poet, smiles at her beloved in tlu; highest 

'cn. More Apsarases than one are occasionally 
<en of. Their abode is in the later Vedas extended 

he earth, where they especially frequent trees, which 

undwith the music of their lutes and cymbals. The 
amanas describe them as distinguished by great 
ity and devoted to dance, song, ami play. In tlic 
-Vedic period they become the ccartex.ius <nf Indra's 
•en. The Apsarases are loved m.i raiiy l)y the 
Iharvas but occasionally even by men. Such an one 
UrvaQi. A dialogue between her and her earthly 

'Se, Pururavas, is contained in a somewhat obscure 
n of the Rig^icda (x. 95). The nymph it hero made 

ly:— 

morltils in other fomi / wandered. 

And dwelt for many nights throughout four autumns. 

ler lover implores her to return ; hut, though his rc- 

•t is refused, he (like Tithonus) receives the promise of 
ortality. The Qatapatha Brdhmana tells the story in 
ore connected and detailed form. Urva^i is joined 

Pururavas in an alliance, the permanence of whicji 
ids on a condition. When this is broken by,';g 
gem of the Gandharvas, the nymph immediately 

Hes from the sight of her lover. Purfiravas, dt^ 
d, roams in search of her, till at last he observe ' 
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hei swimming in <i lotus 1 ike with other Apsaiases m the 
form of an aquatic biui. Ui\a(,i disco\cis herself to 
him, and in i espouse to his eiitit ities, consents to letuin 
for once altei the 1 ipsi of i scii. This ra\th in the 
post-Veitie age fiunishcd tin. theme of Kllidasa's play 

VtktatHontHt. 

(landhai\ i ippeiis to hi\e hem conceived oiiginally 
as a single bung, hoi in the Rt^,.L(ia the name nearly 
ahv i^s oeuiis in the singulu, ind in tiu AicUa, where 

it IS found i tew nines in tlu toini of Ginduewa, onlj 
m the singulu. Ac mi ding to the Ri^zu/a, this genius 

the lovei of the witu-nvniph, dwelK in the bithom- 

less spices of iii, and slmds ueet on the vault ot 
lu IVm. He is also a guaidiui of the mlestial soma 
and Is sometimes, as in the eonneeted with the 
wateis. In the latei Vedts the Gindhtiv.is form a i lass 
then issouition with tin Apsaiases being so fiequent as 

to amount to i stueotyped phiasc. In the post-Veche 
agt thej have become celestial smgus, incl the notion ot 

then home being in the lealm of an smvives m the 

exptession “City of the (Tandhuvas’' is one of the 
Sanskiit n lines for “milage.’ 

Among the nuineious ancient piiests and heioes of 
the Rtgvedu the most impoitim is Alanu, the tiist sacii- 

ficci and the ancestoi of Iht hi.maii i lee. The* poets 
refei to him as “oui fithei,’ and sjnak of sierilieeis as 

“the people of Mann” The (^atapatha Brdhmatta makes 
Manu play the part of a Noah m the histoiy of human 
descent. 

A greup of ancient piiests aie the Angnases, who aie 

closely associated with India in the myth of the captiue 
of the cows. Another ancient i ace of mythical piiests aie 

the Bhrigus, to whom the Indian Pionietheus, Matari^van, 
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«ght the hidden Agni from heaven, and who'^e func- 

was the establishment and tlitfusion of the saciificial 
on caith. 
\ nmneiieally dclimle gionp )f .intcs'ia' ptieas, 
ly mentioned m the aie the sexen Uishib <>r 
s. In the Hiahm.iiia'- tin > tame t's ’'c* >(»« titled as 
ocven st.iis m tht consttllatu-n of the (Jtc.it I’t.ii, 
are said to have been beai . m the beginning. This 

OUb idt ntitication w.is doubth bn<ii.^hl alttait paitly 
ne samniess ot llu immbci m ilu two case-t, .nut 
y by the similaiit^ ot soum. Ltwetn “ st er,” 

t7k\lin, which Ill the Rifi'idy m< >, s both "stai ’ 

-beai." 
niinals pliv <i t tinsidei able pait m tin m> Ihological 
ehgit'iis tonttptions of flu Vt J . on n, tliem 
n-t I ton Jilt nous i driwingtln * ‘ t'u gt'ds, 

■n pnticiilai a . p't. it nting tiu >ii.i irndt \aliens 
• a. In lilt Vedic ntnal iLv. hor^e i '.*itl^d as 
oolii al ol tlu sun <md t'f liic. Two hymns ot the 
~da (1. lO’ wdnch deil with thf* •- b-eel, luither 

V that hoise-s lenlice was piactised in tot t fhi t age 

idi.. 1 nilitpiiiy. 
'b u, iiowcvci, 1-. 11 f animal which figiiit' most 
ly in fh(' 1 he 's imrlttnbtcclij dia to the 
.rt int position, lemlting fmm its pu-eminent unlily, 
pled !w this animal (\tii m lhi‘iem»)te-l ]niiod of 
•n hit. 'Pile beams ot dawn and the tloinls ait* 

The rain-cloud, peisomfied iindti tin* name ot 
I, “the sptckltd one, i-> .i cow', tlie mothei of the 
n-gods. The bonntifii! clouds on which a^I w’oalth 
dia depended, wtte doubtless the piototypcs of thr 
Y-coIouied cows winch yield all desires in tin* heaven 
le blest desciibed by the A '*’ai. u-<'et/a, .iiid which ar«- 
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the forerunners of the "Cow of Plenty" {Ka7naduh) s6. 

familiar to post-Vedic poetry. The earth itself is oftdiv 

spoken of by the poets of the Rigveda as a cow. That 
this animal already possessed a sacred character is shown 
by the fact that one Rishi addresses a cow as Aditi and 

a goddess, impressing upon his hearers that she should 
not be slain. Agknyd ("not to be kilted”), a frequent 

designation of the cow in the Rigi>eda, points in thq 
same direction. Indeed the evidence of the Avestd^ 

proves that the sanctity of this animal goes back evert 
to the Indo-lranian period. In the Atharva-veda the 

worship of the cow is fully recognised, while the pr/aS 
patha Ih'dkDtana emphasises the evil consequences of 

eating beef. The sanctity of the cow has not only sur!- 
vived in India down to the present day, bnt has evep 
gathered strength with the lapse of time. The part 
played by the greased cartridges in the Indian Mutiny 

is sufficient to prove this statement. To no other animal 
has mankind owed so much, and the debt has been richly 
repaid in India \vith a veneration unknown in other 

lands. So important a factor has the cow proved ir 
Indian life and thought, that an exhaustive account ot 
her influence from the earliest times would form a note¬ 

worthy chapter in the history of civilisation. 
Among the noxious animals of the Rigreda the ser¬ 

pent is the most prominent. This is the form whici 

the powerful demon, the foe of Indra, is believed tc 
? possess. The serpent also appears as a divine bein^ 
fin the form of the rarely mentioned Ahi budhnya, “ th< 

J'Dragon^ of the Deep," supposed to dwell in the fathom 

ijiess depths of the aerial ocean, and probably represent 

I'ihg the beneficent side of the character of the serpeii 

f Vritra. In the later Vedas the serpents are mentiot>|t 
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. a class of semi-divmc beinjis along with the Gan- 
hatvas and others; and m the Sutra'? otfenng'- to them 

ire presenbed. In Mk lattei wnikswi inn I toi the fust 
ime with the Nag is, in le.ility sciptuls. .nd hu >i ui only 
n foim In post-Vedic times -.i rpuu-wor.l in ■> fouid 

ill ovei India, Since Uki e is no tiacf of it in die 
,yhile il prevails wultly among the Mia* A» % n 'n ' <n , 
iheie IS reason to believe tliat wluii tlie Aryan ■■ spitaci 

over India, the land of seipents, th< y found the i nil dif¬ 
fused among the aboiigines and lx iiowi i i* n >m (hem. 

Plants aie fieqncntly invokt 1 a ('lyiintiis, < Inefly 

Ill enuineiations along with wains, iiui , nioiinf iins, 
heaven, and ciith. One entiie hvnui \ 071 is, how- 
evei, dt\ote 1 to tlu pi.iise of plant (e n) alone, 

mainly with u g ii 1 to thin lu iling pow r-. l tkrVidic 
text nv ntioii oifi iin 111 nil to plants id li dorilion 
paid to 11 ge t'l 1 1 SI d ,n ni iru p o 1 n One 

hymn of the Ki^iidn (\. 146) (ekbi I' e t > tst as a 
whole, pel anitfiv d as At nn, the mo« king nius of 
the woods. Tin wend sights and sounds if !hi gloam¬ 

ing aieheic disuibed with a lini pLioepiion >t natuic. 
In the drf.'k ilitndes of the pingle 

'I um 'I ! I' /w/.a".') ireluDit 

I dwiVin^ I'lU’,,. uppiats to ’oon , 

.Ind A>an\ n ,/ oust ny mph, 

7 fta/t inttdi 

w//it tm ta’ls hn emu A /vw, 
lnut/u> Ih > j Jultn^ miod, 

Who tat t ii\ " f te Jot i\t ^ladt 

1 hitiLi to hint atj, “ y hi at daity ’ 

Ao-ir iioi <• i >any an > hut t 

Unlr^t one t^oes too luai to hr 

When ^he Has latm oj suteit ftuit 

At het otoH a tU \}u. I tih to t^st 
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Swit/ H n/id ndohnt of balm, 

Reph k a th food, yet fillino; not, 

Mothif of bt i ti, it I I on^t nymph. 

Hot 1 hent ma^nuud withpraisi 

On the uhuk, hinvc\c , the pait phyed by plant, 

tue, and torest ckitics is i \ei> insignilicant one in the 

Rigzeda. 
A stiangi uh,*u)Ui fcitinc ]Kuntin{» to a remote 

antiquity i-. llic ( m isiond rkikcilion and woiship even 
of objects fashioned by the h ind ol mm, when regaided 

as useful to him. Ihese tie elm fly sieiihcial imple¬ 

ments Thus in one h>mn (iii. 8) tin saenficiil post 
(called "loid of the foiest ) is tiuokcd, while three 
hjmns of the tenth book celebr ite the piessing stones 
used Ill preparing som i Tht plough is invoked in a 

fewT stin/as, end an entiie hymn (vi, 75) is devoted to 

the praise of vinous implements of wn, while one in 
the Aih/ma-veda (\. 20) glonhes the dium. 

The demons so fiequently mentioned in the Rigx’eda 

are of two cUsses. The one consists of the aerial 

adversaries of the gods. The older view is that of a 
conflict w iged between i single god ind a single demon. 
This griduilly developed into the notion of the gods 

and the demons m general heng an 15ed .igainst each 
othe 1 > two oppo ing hosts llic Bi ihmaii is legularly 
represent the intagomsm thus. Asura is the ordinary 

name of the <iei mI loes of the gods. This word has a 
remarkable histoiy. In the Rit,<.tda it is picdominantly 

a designation of the gods, ind m the Ansta it denotes, 
in the fprm of Ahura, the highest god of ?ioioastilanism. 
In the later parts of the Rig^tda, however, asm a, when 

used by itself, ilso signifies “ demon,” and tins is its only 

sense in the Athatiia-ieda. A somewhat unsuccessful 



ttempt has been made to explain how a word signify- 

ig'*' god " came to mean “ devil,” as the result ol national 
onflicts, the Asur.is or gods of ttihes bc- 

oming demons to the Vcdic Indian, a-, llic n 

ods of the Veda are demons in the Theie is 

lO traditional evidence in support ot this view, and it is 

ipposed by the fact that to the Kigvediv Indian o-rw/e 

lot only in geneial meant a divine being, but was 

specially appropriate to Vaiuna, the most exalted of 

he gods. The woid must thendoie hive changed its 

ueaning in couise of time within the Veda itself. Here 

t seems from the beginning to liave h id fho sv use of 

'possessor of occult power,” and lien< i t-' havi been 

lOtentiallv applu able to hostile beings, i’hiis in one 
jymu of the fx. 124') both seie ■ stem t<i ticciir. 

Towards tlie end of Hit Rigtedic penod d. ippluation 
)f thv. word *0 t’i ‘«,od-, ' egan t-- ' dl in,, ibivancc. 

This tendency was in all likehhood acec' 1 n r' by the 

leed of a woid denoting die hostile dcnion'ae powers 

•enerally, .is w'cll as by an incipient popui u etymology, 

vhich saw a nt'gative {a-\!oa) in the woi I .lud h-d to 

he invtid'on ot mw, ‘‘god," a term tii 1 hmiul in the 

Tpani'-h I'''- 

A group of ai rial demons, piunanly foes j1 India, are 

he Pams. The proper mediiing of the word 1 “niggard,” 
31'ecially m i egard to sai.nhci<il gifts. From this jjgnifica- 

ion it deveh'ped th<‘ mythological sense oi di mens 

esembliug thosi originally tvinccived as withholding the 
reasures of he.iven. The term diUa or dusj'u, properly 

•ie designation of the dark aborigines of India conirasted 
vith theii iair Aiyan conqiicrois, is frequently used in 

'■■e sense of demons or bends. 

By far the most conspicuous t'f the imlividual aerial 
H 
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demons of the Rtg^’eda, is Vtitra, who has the form oi 

a serpent, and whose name means “encompasser." 
Anothei demon menlioncd with some frequency is 
Vala, the personification of the mythical cave in 

which the celestial cows are conhned. In post-Vedic 
liteiature these two demons are fiequently mentioned 
together and aie icgaided as biotheis slam by Indra. 
The must olten named among the lemaining adver¬ 

saries of liidra is (jUshiia,the “hissei" or "scorcher." A 
raiely-mentioned d< mon is S\arhhaiui, who is described 
as eclipsing the sun w'lth daikness. His successoi in 
Sanskiit liteiature was Krihn, rc gaided as causing eclipses 

by swallowing the sun ot moon. 
The second class of demons consists of goblins, 

supposed to infest the i.uth, enemies of mankind as 
the Asm is aic of the gods. IJy fai the most comiiion 

genetic name for this class is Rakshas. They (are 

hardly ever mentioned except in connection with sojme 
god who IS iinoked to destioy oi is piaised foi having 

destioyed them. These goblins aie conceived as havi|tig 

the shapes of \aiious animals as well as of mem. 
Their appearance is moie fully described b} iliti Atharv /i- 
vedij, Ill which they aie also spoken of ,is deformf|jd 

or as being blue, yellow, oi grcc n in i olour. xVccordiimg 
to the Ri^i’pda diey are fond of the flesh of men a nd 
horses, wdiom the y attack by entering into them m ord ler 

to satisfy thei’ giecd. They are supposed to pro wl 

about at night and to make the saenhee the specnal 
object of their attacks. The beluf that the Rakshas^ 

active^ intcifeie with the pcifoimance of saenheial rites 

remains familiar in the post-Vedic pciiod. A species of 
goblin scarcely referred to in the Rigx'cda, but often 

mentioned in the latei Vedas, are the Pi^achas, described 



ucvounng corpses anc cosoy connected will iie 
<d. 
Few referenceb to death and th<- fulii c hit are to 
found in the hymns of (he a the ’aniis.ie 

d active Vedic Indian, unlike his d( scciidants in later 
ntuiies, seems to have given ntlie thonnht '<> the other 
nld. Most of the inliumation to be gained aoont 
ws of the next life aie to be tonnd in the hmeial 
mns of the last book. The l.elut lute t\pii .ed is 
at lire oi the giave distioys the liody nih, whne the 
d peisonality of the deceased i-, iui[ c ndiabh . The 

111 IS thought to be sepaiable fioni tin biaiv, not only 
er death, but even dining uneonsvio.isne >•> (\. 58). 
lere is no indu alion here, 01 evei in tin I’(ei Vedas, 
the doUiint of tin tiansungiatH n o i.i)-., though it 

IS alitadj tuM’lv i'.talili-liecl in tin si . I \ii ‘iii\ u.o. 
hen liuddluani .t. . (me pa-.-.a^ >. f 
iwever, in vvhn h the soul i ,poken • f e h p.irtmg 
the wateis OI the pi iiits, may contain the genus of the 

eoi y. 



CHAnrER V 

I’lIILOhOPHY Ob THL RIGVEDA 

Accordiv(. to the V'edic view, the spirit of the 
deceased pioceedsd to the itilm of etciaal light on 
the path tiodden by the fatheis, whom he linds m 
the highest heaven revelling with Yami, king of the 
dead, and feasting with the gods 

In one of the funeral livmiis (x. 14, 7) the dead man 
is thus addressed :— 

Go Jonh, go fo>th alont, thou ancient Jafhwajs 

7V> •10 hi re our tarty am Hois dtpaiteii 

lluit thou shall see rijotttn^ m libations 

the two kim,\, I aiuiia tlu ^odand Yam i 

Hue a tree spreads its branches, m the shade\of 
which Yama dunks soma with the gods, and the soulnd 
of the flute and of songs >s heaid. The life in heav]en 
IS free from impel factions oi bodily frailties, and is 
altogcthei dell etable. It i-. a gloiilied life of matefiial 
joys as conceived bv the imagination, not of warn®is, 
but of pnests. Heaven is gained as i rewaid by he; 
who risk then live in battle, but above all by th^ise 
who bestow liberal bacrifiei.il gifts on priests, 

Tlfough the Atharva~veda undoubtedly shows a be 
in a place of future punishment, the utmost that 
be inferred with regard to the Rig^’cda from the scan’ 
evidence we possess, is the notion that unbelievers wtJ 
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isigned to an underground daikness aftci death, 

httle, indeed, do the Rishis s ly on this subjci t, .uid 

vague IS tlie littU they do siv, t’lii R< ih laid 

total annihilation of the \jekt.l ly dc itl to be 

ir belief The eaily Indian notions al>)u< hituie 

nshinent giaduilly dixelop'd uli .i* the t^ost V’edic 

lod, a compile ited system *«l hc’K Ji id bu.i da- 

ated. 

Some passages of the Rij^h i<' di-.t'ni,misli tla pith 

the fathiis ui de id innsto ■. lion thi path of 

gods, doubtless because eiei .ition ippeaitd .is a 

■erent pioeess from saeiifiee. In thi Ih.ihni imi, the 

hus iiid th( gods in thought to daell m diitimt 

odes, foi till “heavenly woild' i-. < oiiti i led with 

“wotId of 'he 1 itheis. 

Till ' hii I o'" the bJisstd de id is ^ i i wlioni 

ee eiuite hyiijii. t‘i. idaiessed. Iiv- ,(Un d .is 

aiig who inks the deputed .iid a. a i of the 

opie, e\ho gives tlu eleeeased i icstin > - pl.iee and 

pires .ill ibode* foi him. Yami it w is who first 

eoveicd the w.iy to the other woiUl 

// >> ifw rtloHs; ///•’ n dtpatUa, 

no w ti ud ! m i out ihi j ith ft» n .wj 

Son ot I na',' tf, ^ t/uftt of tht feoph, 

^ lUha tht k /y, a' th > ii \ tttshtp (x i i) 

Though death is the path eif Yaina, ind la mu'-t 

nste]uently hue been legueled with a eertain .miount 

fea», he is not yet in the Ki^^otda, is m the Athana- 

fa and the I itei mythology, a god ol de ith. The owl 

t pigeon are oeeisioaally mentioned is em*ss.iiies 

Yama, but his regubii messengers .tie tevo dogs 

h guard the path trodden by the de.Kl pioeecdmg 

ae othei world. 
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With reference to them the deceased man is thu 

.iddiessed m one of the funeial hymns (x. 14) :— 
% 

Run on f/ty f ith sh Jot i ltd past the two dotfi, 
1 He sons < f's t nn i,Jout eyed and bttndhd, 

Dt 11 n It tteii ijti.t to t/h loutihous fttints, 
If ho ti it (tt in (omp itij -otlh I im 1 

t total o d ml blown the tin sstih^irs of Varna, 

ieiiid} o inn,"! tttiier imoti; the people 

I/?} the) i" bail *0 us a lift ausputotn 

Hire and to dty, th it wt ttiaj set tin sunlight 

The name ot Yama is somelnnes u>.ed in the Rtgveda 

m its pnmiiy sense of “twin/ and the chief of the 
ck id ictu ilh occurs in this i hai ictei tIirou<«hout a 

hymn (\. 10) of much poetic beauty, consisting of a 
didogue between him and his sistci Yanii. She en¬ 
deavours to win his love, but he it pel her advances 
w ith these w O' ds •— 

The spies sent by the gods heti my w uutet. 

They stand not still, not tlose their eyes in sltimbet 

Inolhet min thine it ms eh ill i lisp, O I ami, 

/iL,htl\ as twiiii s atound the tree the eteeptt 

The incestuous union which foims the mini theme 

of the poem, though icjecti^d as contiary to the higher 
ethical standard of the Rii, oeda, was doubtless the sur¬ 

vival of an alrcidy existing myth of the descent of 

mankind from piimcval “twins.’ This myth, indeed, 

seems to have been handed down fioin the Indo-Iianian 
period, foi the later Avc-^tan htciatuic makes mention of 

Yiraeh as a sistci of Yim i. Even the name of Yama’« 
father^oes back to that pciiod, foi Yima is the son of 

Vivanhvant in the A^esta as Yama is of Vivasvat m th« 

Rigveda. 

The great bulk of the Rigvcdic poems comprises ir* 



tions of gods or deified obiects a-, dcsctibcd in 

foregoing pages. Scattered aniong thtni aie to 
found, chn.ll> in the tent)* liook, ibi.al > du/i n 
hologiuil pieces consisting ot ili ilogiK ■- iu 

igiic and fiagmcntaiy M.iy, induale tin vouise of 

action and refer to pa'^t i .c its, in all hkcbliood 
' were oiiginally icconip iiiu<' by a nui alive se 

in prose, which e\.plained th< ‘■ite ition moi< biPy 

he audience, but was lost attf these poem-, weic 
irpoxatcd among the tolkehd tijmns ot the 
f. One of this clas-, (i\. 4.2! is a c Uoquy bi'bveen 

ra and Vaiuna, in \tluch each «.{ thi ^c 1< iding gods 
toiwaiil his claims to pu enmunet. Anotlior, 

ch sliows 1 onsidi Ial>k jiottie meiil ind picscnts 
sitiialu'ii rli uh, i-> i dial lu i ■bi’naii 'eises 

•vt en Viimit iiid \giM ix. i;i), lollo c \ * acond 

52) betwe I. i god ind \g o \1'o .1 e giown 

ry of hi-. sii.u(KiaI ollice, 1 it hiiallv Io con- 
c the puri.imann 01 his duties. 

\ cuiioiis but piojuc \nd obsciiie* tiymn (x. H6), 

-.ists of a dialogue between India and 1 1. wife Indiani 
the .'inject of i .lonkiy vehich hi mi uni 1 the 
ei ' +K lathi 'Hie citeiini-.tanci*s aic much more 

■rlv preseuleel in a jioi in of great lie i uy (\. 108*, m 

ch Saiama, the mcssciigei C)f Inelia, Iiating tncked 
stolen cows, di minds them baek fiom the Pams. 

»thci alicady tefciicd to (p. 107) heats the m^th of 

d^i and Jhiiuiasa-.. The dialogue t iki s jilai* at the 
lent when the nympli is about to quit he t moital 
r for evei. A good deal of mteiest attache^ to thi 

n, not i.nly a-* the oldest Indo-Eiuope u. kne-story 
as one which has had i lung hisloty m Indtai 

ature. The dialogue of Vaie i and Yami (x. 10) • 
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as wc have seen, based on a still older myth. Thes^^ 

mythological ballads, if I may use the expression,^ 

foreshadow the diamatit and epic poitiy of a later 
age. 

A very small niimlxi, haidly moie than thirty 

altogethti, of the livmiis of the Rtgieda aic not 
addressed to the gods oi deifiid objicts. About a 
do/en poems, oceuiimg almost exclusively in the tenth 

book, aie concerned with magical notions, and theiefore 

belong lathei to the dcimun of ihe Athnna-veda. Two 

shoit oius (ii. 42 43) btlong to the sphere of auguiy, 
ceitain bids of omen bung invoked to uttei auspicious 
cues. Two otheis consist of spells dm etc d against 
poisonous vermin (1. iQi), and the diseisi i^AWed jakshma 

(x. 163). Two aie meant.itions to prestive the life of 
one lying at the point of death (\. 58, 60, 7-12). A 

couple ot stuizas flora one of the lattei miy seive as a 
specimen •— 

Just at a}o/1. ‘uifh Uathetn thon^ 

J hiy fasten on th it it mas wld 

So ha")e I nmo he'd fast thy soul, 

riiat thou mayst hvt. and m list not du, 

Anon to h unhmt and w II 

Downward o bl wn the blast of-out d, 

Down-i ltd the burn n^ sunbe ims sJaoot, 

Ado-ajn the null streams from ihi cow 

S > downward may thy i Inuntgo 

Ileie IS a stan/a from a poem intended as a charm 

to induce slumbei (v. 55):— 

The man who sits and he who walks. 

And he -a ho sees us with his gaze 

Of these we now dose up the eyes. 

Just as we shut this dwelling-house 



first three stanzas of thts hillabj end with the 
1, “ t'aH fast asleep " {ni shu !,hvapa). 

I he purpose ol one mcantation t v iX <■- lo pio* me 
lildren, while another (x io^‘ i dit<ttd aj nn^t Mie 
smoii that destroys ottspiui},. Thcie is iko a spell 

ib(t) aiming al the dtstt'Kion of enemies. We 
rthei lind the imanlatioii (x. 145) ot i womai' dcs..- 

jg to oust hci rival wives ftom tin atUctioiis of hn 
aisband. A sequel lo it i-. fo'iiied by tli» ■'Ong of 
Piuraph (x. 159) of one who hi^ sim ceeded in this 
biect 

Up has afi’sm then the st, , 
''O ton >ry fo) tunes now (17 1 
If tth c7a/t I ut( 7 ous I h i c ^ t n » 
0 t* my lo7dthis vutory 

Aiy '■nns no / w :;hfv -oaifios > 
M\ r t * /; iHtw HI It. 

Ami > / r ^ainta j 

My nifiH stiHiis hii^hes^ iitt />y 117 

ruti^u’ihfd ha e 1 thesi rt, al iunt,s, 
Rtsin^ sHpetioi to them idl, 
J hat 07' 7 this lutOH man 
Ana ail th’s pt pie I may rule 

With < I n 1 to i late hymn (vii. 103), v hu h is entii^ ly 
alar m style, there 1-. -iOme doubt as u) its ong lal 
pose. Ihe awakening of the fiogs at the beginning 
the tiny season is lieie disciibed with a gi iphic 
ji'er which will doubtless bi appreciated best by those 

have lived in India. The poet compires the dm of 
I’^croaking with the chants of piiests exhil.iratcd by 

'’and with the clamour of pupils at school ideating 
*ds ot then teacher :— 

Resting ut silence for a yiar, 

As Biahtnans /'atiistnga vouJ, 
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7 At /togs h<n e lifted up their 7 oui, 

Fxiited'vlun lananx r lurnet 

II!t« ont tepeti^ t/u tdhi iiue if Ihe otlu> 
Ith those -who lemi He Unan tfthtu ttaihei, 
Jhtn e" i'} In I oj) nits si ms to U Stte/lint^, 
h nr gut Ht) I pt iti u/on the w itet r 

1 s /) ih/u r s lit the ini hfy sow i iff iin^ 

Stt rnithilati, indhimmtn^ ttseltd/m^. 
So *htong 1 >oun t tin pt H to haltoix. 
I hi i day of ill thi jt ir i/tat hi tii^ i thi run timi 

these hrahmans with thin ssn t tat e thtir "oms, 

Petf srmin^ p initii illv thin senh uorshtp 
ind tlesi Adh ir]us su rating ith th it let ties, 

7 hese pt nstn om fit tut) u , luii n n an htdditt 

thi Piilvet tot th s t, id suit ordit thit hi t ^ititried, 
And eiei do thi t men tin'l t the smsoti 
U'hen in tni tiiir ttu > tint time cot in i rices 
those “o’ > “01 n hcati ikcttli r ^tiin delt iratt i 

This poem has usualh been uitcipr>.ted as a satifj 
upon the Hi ihmaiis. If such bt indttcl its puiport, wA 
find it diHicult to umceue how it could have gainedl 
admittinec into a collection like the Kigvcda, which, if 
not cntiiclv composed, \v is ceitunly edited, by priests. 
The Biahimns i innot hi.i been ignoi int of the real 
signilieince of the poem. (Jn tin othci h ind, the eom- 
paiiio 1 of fio.,s with IJrahm ms would not neetssaiily 
imply satiie to (he Vedic Indi in. Students (atnihar with 
the style ot the Kt^mda know that many similes which, 
if used by oui-.elvt , ivc.uld in\oK( contempt or iidicule, 
were employed by the ancient Indian poets only for the 
sake of*giaphie elleet. As the frogs irc in the last stanza 
besought to grant wealth and length of days, it is inuc" 
moie likely that we hive hete a panegyric of frogs be¬ 
lieved to have the m igical power of bringing i am. 



WEDDING HYMN 

There leniAin about tuenh poems the subject matter 

of which IS ot a mote oi less set ul i’ tlm utei They 
deal with soeial eustonis, the 1 b( i tlib tf j iti« ns, 

ethieal questions, iiddUs, and eosmt goiiu ^pteulitions. 
Seveial of them iie of Ins'll niioitnui toi thehistoiyof 
Indiin thou,^lit and eivilis ilion As soei a a<'(s i i\t 

always been dominated by rdi^ion in Indi i, it i'- n ibnal 
♦hat the poems dealing with tinm should hut 11elisions 

bid mythologie il tolouiint, Ih< mist not ibk poem 
^uhis kind is the long weddni h^iiin f\. 8^) of toity- 

stan/as. Licking in p)(ti>. m t} it c insists of 

of \eises iclating to tlu inuiuj,^ ecieinoniil 
btiini,, togellui. Jhe oiiiiini, 1m/is (i ij), in 

HK^ihe identity of the celt sti tl so" t u d f th moon 
mt^ressed in \tiled leims -nt i 'It a lo otliiis 

1®^) relatin'' ’ >n\tli 'l th' (' i <n 'somi the 
with the sun-'iiudcn ‘■iiiyi P n\ins else- 

We hei spouses, Ik I e appeii m the iihiiu eipacity 
^l^oomsmen, a ho, on behalf of boini, sue foi the 
tod of Suiyi tiom hei fithei, the si u i, l Suitn 
tt*scnts, Ill tids his dmahtei, i 1 i^ hiide, to 
~ husbin 1 -N lioii < on i two wheeled e i in icU of the 

d ol the aim ill oi silk eolton ties, leek d with 

knii^ul a Howe IS, in 1 di iwn by twi' white bulls. 
Hun sun incl moon, the piolotepe ol Ininiin inli¬ 

ne, aie dcseiibed a in nsepaiable pin (ib k;! — 

J/ay mo i tlUntif l\ uith ni\ ytu p • 

I tk( n'tti npavnn^ i/cy otmul iii i > Jik 

One <f tn ' I 3 ntt }s a I Iil nt, I it it r, 
77 or/ufjS t n tuhn tt,itlotna t n 

} vit meJ,litn Inn i^iirt,h ns , 

}le i,oes ht front fdatmas Ity 1,,/tt tif i 

He tomm' to the ^ods t hue tpp rrion> 

The moon exit nits int oj matfi exisitnti 
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Blessings are tlun invoked on the wedding proces* 

Sion, and a wish exprcssi d th it the newly-married couple 

may have miny ehildrtn and enjoy piosperity, long life 
and freedom tiom disease (20-33). 

The next tvv istui/as(34 31J), containing some obscure 

lefeieneis to the bridil guments, aie tollowed by siv 

others (^6 41) ptonouncid at the wedding iite, which i>- 

again biought into eonneetion with the maniage of Sury'-, 
Tilt biidegioom heie thus iddi esses the bnde — 

I ^fa%p i/iv h ind tint 1 mi\ imn qooi Jot tune, 

Ih it thou m n rt ti uh old a^e t it) me thy huihand 

Bh i. It) tin in, S i iitti I urtm ihi, 

Hu k^odihi t ^ n till tos/iui m) hiuult Id 

The god of fiie is at the saint tune invoked 

/o tlue, O I^ni, fit't th V hd 

Bright Siir} i iLith the bt idol thong 

So in thy turn to liu%b inds gn c 

A uiife a'on^ vith proginy 

The concluding verses (42-47) are benedictions pro 

nouneed on the newly-wedded couple aftei the bride has 
arnvtd at her tutuie homt :— 

Hite abide, be tii t dnndtd 

CompUt Itfdi luholt lilt ttt i )p m, 

Ptn ttig ii‘h your sotti andi^t itidions, 

Kejoi ini^ in yout mun tibodi 

The last stan/1 of .ill is spoken by tlie bndcgi oom ;— 

May all tlugodt in t lO until. 

May II itets no o out huith entwine. 

May Mat It Hi in and Dhitti, 

May Aetlitr us togethirjoin 

There are five hymns, all in the last book (x. 14-18) 

which are more or less concerned with funeral ntec 



FUNERAL HYMNS : 

'\H but one of them, however, consist chiefly of invoca-, 

ions of gods connected with the future life. The first 

14) is addressed to Yama, the next to the Fathers, the 

iiird to Agni, and the fourth to Puslian, as well as 

larasvatl. Only the last (18) is a funeral hymn in the 

rue sense. It is secular in style as w’eil as in matter, 

>eing almost free from references to any of the gods, 

irave and elevated in tone, it is distinguished by great 

leauty of language. It also yields more information 

bout the funeral usages of those early days than any 

>f the rest. 

From this group of hymns it appears that burial was 

■ractiscd as well as cremation by the Vedic Indians, 

'he composer of a hymn addressed to Vanina in Book 

II. also mentions “the house of eiay ” in connection 

ith death. Cremation was, liowcver, tJu. li^na^ manner 

disposing of the dead, a?id the later Vedic ritual 

-Ctically knew this method alone, sanctioning only 

-5,burial of ascetics and children under two years of 

. With the rite of cnmiation, too, the inythological 

'ions about the future life were specially connected, 

us Agni conducts the corpse to the other world, where 

gods and Fathers dwell. A goat was sacrificed when 

. corpse was burned, and this goat, according to the 

-ama-veda (ix. 5, i and 3), preceded and announced the' 

eased to the fathers, just as in the Rigveda the goat 

tolated with the sacrificial horse goes before to 

dunce the offering to the gods (i. 162-163). In the, 

= Vedic ritual a goat or cow was sacrificed as the' 

y was cremated. . vj 

n conformity with a custom of remotest antiquity 

surviving in India, the dead man was provided 

>rnaments and clcjthing for use in the future .lihc- 
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The fact that m the funeral obsequies of the Rigveda 

the widow lies down btsidt the body of hei deceased 
husb ind ind hi'^ bnw is rcmo\cd from the dead man’s 
hind, shows thit both wcie m i viliei times burnt witli 

his body to aeeonipiny bun to the nevt woild, and a 
\ei''e of the Athina uda e ills the dynt; of the widow 
with her huibind an olel eiistom llu e\idenee of 
anthiopolo^jj shows that this wis x\ei> piimitive piae- 

tiee widel} pievailinii it the funeials of milit uy ehiefs, 
and it ein be proetd to j'o baek to the Indo-Lut opean 

age. 
The following ^t ui/a (S) fiom the list funeral hymn 

(\ i8) IS iddiessed to the widow, who is ealled upon to 
rise fiom the pyre inel t ikt the h iiid of her iii w husband, 
doubtless a brother of the deee ised, in aeeotd inee with 

an aiie lent man i ige custom — 

A; ( upj lome to the HO Id o/ hfe. Oh mtin 
1 hou htif httt by i/u cht r > ul h n hft hint 
Com th(u hi tn i tnteud upm tin "t ft hot d 
Of thn thy bold who tiJi.s thy h tmi md 11 o\ thre 

The spe ikei then, tui iiing to the deeeaseel m in, 
exel urns .— 

I rom the de id h ind 1 tik thi I v hi t telded, 
Io iin for u\ doin u it, mii^/it, ind 4 'ory 
Thiu ihtre, " here, ruh tn htioic fj/ptin^, 
tVtUzinqmsh il’ isiiu'U of ixiiyftemm 

Appro uh tht boiom of th taith, thi mothei, 
Ihii eirth extmdiny fit ind mo\f ptopttious 
} oun^, toft at wool to b untums ^7 ert, may shi 
i’resir e thee from the lip of dissolution 

I 

Open wide, O earth, pre\t not he nnly on him. 
Be easy of appro ich, hail him with kindly aid. 
As with a robe a mother hides 
Her i m, so shroud this man, O earth 
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Referring to the bystanders he contmacs 

rhese In tnq ones ate from iht Jta i I'l nml 
Out calling on thi rodi f, no i ri / tot 

Vi'e have come otthptipit t fot danti iit'iiahUt, 
Till future dayi ptolon^mt' out endtr 

As day t tn en ht fol/o'a >’ 
A\ seasons duty it/itnaii I'h umtn 

As the laternii >Jot\ikestfu t/n 

Sofashen thou tht It ( (/ thesi, r )>• /itn > 

A few (if the scenlu poems coiilain various his- 

oncal lefeienrcs. These ire llu sr> tailed Danasintis 
»r “Piaiscs ol Gifts,’ panegvuts t uiHivoi ilintr the 
bcr.ility of ptiiuis toAiids tli iiusiK singeis ein- 
loytd by tin 1 rht> possess Inrl ot f lie merit, and 
rc ol late di'.., oeeuinr ' huMiy in 1h' (< in 1 tenth 
lool , eii anioML flu I I'ot Jms ( injiUi 1 ' >> hymns 
if the eighth. A nunibei of encoini of tins type, 
encrallv eonsistmg ol only two 01 ill ee tin/ii, aie 

pcndcel to oiduiaiv hvinn-. 111 the e ^htli book and, 
ich less eoiuiiK niy, in luost of tlie oth*. Ii< ks (.'hitfly 

•neerntd in dcei ibing the kind and tlti nn unit of 
e t'lits bestowed on them, the toiipo--*rs of these. 

»ieg>tn-s iiicieli ntilly luiinsli hidoiu,a' I l» iboiit the 
■hies and gtneilogit-. of tlumsthes and llita patterns, 

well a about the n lines ind heunes of th< \tdic 
es. The amount eif the presents bc‘-tovv(d foi ni¬ 
ce, 60,000 tow5—IS soiuetimts tnoiinoiislv txaggr- 

1. We may, huwe.\«i, safely conclude lint it was 
1 considci able, and that the Vedic tliitfs possessed 
' large hti ds of catlk. 
'our ol the seculai poems .ue didactic in character, 
of these (x 34), “ The Lament of the C« iinblti,' sti ikes 

thetic note. Considcung that it is the oldest com- 
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position of the kind in existence, we cannot but regard 
this poem as a most icmaikable liteiaiy pioduct. The 
gambler deploies his inability to throw off the spell of 
the dice, though he sees the ruin they are bunging on 
him and his household.— 

Dou «n nd tht} fall, then nimbly leaping upii aril, 
I hty e 71 'po >'< r dll m in with hands, though handless 
Cast on the boani like ma^ic bits of iluiteoal, 

Though ledd themselves, they burn the heart to ashes 

It pains tk i^ambhi it, hen he stes a seoman. 

An thePs wfi, and their nell-oidned household 
He}oles these blown slit is early in the motntnj;, 
ylnd. Is hen the Jiri is low, tints di-vn in outeast 

“ Play not with dne, but e tel lit ate th\ lornfield 
Rejoiee in thy gooeis, deeming them abien laid 
rherc lie thy loiot, thete is thy wtf, O ^in,blir" 
this lounsel Satitii tht kindly gives me 

We learn here that the dice {ak^/ta) were made of the 
nut of the Vibhidaka tree {Terwtnalia bellertca), which 
IS still used for the purpose in Indii. 

The other thici poems of this group may be le- 
gaided as the foieiunnets of the sententious poetiy 
which flourished so luxuriantly in Sanskrit liteiature. 
One of them, consisting only of tom st.in/as (ix 112), 
desciibes in a inoiahsing stiain of mild humoui how 
men follow after gain in v irous w'ays :— 

J he thoughts of nun aie mamjold. 
Their lallini s are of diverse kinds 
I he carpenter des’f, s x rift, 

I he leeeh a Jraiture wants to cure 

A poet I, my etatF s a leech. 
Mama the upper millstone I’rtnds 

With various minds we strive for wealth. 

As evei seeking afiet ktne 



knothci of these poems (x. 117) consists of d collec- 

of mdxiins inculcating the dulj of ntll doing and 

ity 

jy/io h IS th pouet shoul i g nmo ih nth 

Rt^ -u.t/1/he (Ot) if f h> t t<'r 

I or/un till t 110 ih a it "il LLi >c %>>’ 

No' to t Hi m nt i(mt\tit^l > *1 nuii 

Ploug/unt, the ioil, tlt ih xt fix /< i unit a , 

lit who bes/n I is Inf p if i ns j n t \ 

Affte<:lwho fie it s earns n 11 t m i t slit 

A ft lend h ms ts titt i /i tl i x i 

he foutth of these poims (\ ^ i j is ni} ost d m 

se of vti spicch lUic in. I< m >f its eleven 
7 IS 

II lui ! II 11 f t I ih I 01 t / 

h i / i n ! ' // i rn 

In njn i in x / / 

At, idh ft / li n th n in fn 

Jill t in in nil/mild ibinl ns. 

In th it m in ipti li tlti is n t my hies ^ 

I Of khlt ! / Lit s h He It 1 L itll Ut id r l 

H I n t n i if th f ith of ntu 

li It r> in >11 fn n ts in I f rn -i i I /> 

JiiliMiin Is i/ii n >t It jf J > I 
Hi n t ! ft ! I ft ! Inn I n n h n 

Jf / II dhn L n ft ir o tj i i/ lI m i in in 

‘t It sit fiittin jorth > n I o » t/' tti 

Ant til! sin sti n n ! nlul m n h 

A ihitd IS ft 1 lit! t it I li s of f 11 , 
A / > trih n tts out // j^ ^ 

<ven 111 till uielini'v hvinns iti t) be founi^ i tew 

lllsing remaiks »f i evnu U nitiiu ii<niit vitilth 
women, such ficqucnlly oeeiu in tin ithiial 

me of the post-Ve'’c igi Ilnis one poei 
I 
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exclaims: " How many a maiden is an object ot 
affection to her wooci for the sake of her admirable 
wealth!" (\. 27, 12); while another addresses the ktne 
he desiies with the woids' “Ye cowrs make even the 
lean man tat, even the uj»lv man yc mike of goodly 
countenance ’ (vi, 28, (»). A thud observes “India 
himself said this, ‘ ihc mind of woman is hard to in¬ 
struct, ind hti intelligence is small”’ (\iii. 33, 17); and 
a fouith compiuns “Theie aie no fiiendships with 
women; then hciits aie those of h>enis ' (\ 95, 15) 

One, how'ever, admits th it “ m'm^ i woman is better than 
the godless and niggarcll\ man " (v 61, 6). 

Allied to the didactic poems arc. the nddles, of whicl 
there aie at least two collettuns in the Rigieda. Ii 
then simplest form they are found in a poem (29) of th. 
eighth book. In each of its ten stan/as a ditfeient deib 

IS desciibed by his ehai actei istic maiks, but withou 
being mentioned, the hcarei being left to guess hi 

name. Vishnu, for instance, is thus alluded to .— 

Another uutth fm muhty stride hat made thfee slept 
In txihere the t^odt tejotu in bhtt 

A f.ir more dilhcult lolhctio 1, consisting of lifty-tw’ 
stanzas, occuis in the first hi ok (164). Notliing here 

directly desciibed, the Iinguagc being always symbolic 
and mystical. The allusions in scvti il casts are 
obscurely expressed that it i, now impossible to divti 
the meaning boinetimcs the riddle is put in the form ■ 
a question, and in one t ise the answer itself is also give 

Occasionally the poet jiropounds a riddle of which 1 

himself evidently does not know the solution. In gener 

these problems are stated as tiiigmas. The subject 

about on^-fourth of them is the sun. Six or seven dr 
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clouds, lightning, and the pioduction of tain ; three 

ur with Agni and Ins \ in uis foims , about the same 

ber with the ycu and its vln sioi with the 

1 of the world ind the Onf 'in ig 1’ da^u, 

en ind caith, the metres, spi e» h, md ■> tine ollm 

etswliKhein hudlye'iu Oi ropi < I m deilt 

m one oi two stin/is it [ie< ti\el\ Ore ti . 

eleirly expressed of these i nigm i'- i the f iliowiug, 

a tie its of the wheel tj Uie vf u with t twelve 

hb and thiee hunchect ind \t> di s — 

Pio tiUd tth Poehi r/> u ' u i i 

I ht. ih / yf <r Icf K > r> /n n 
\\it im zt St m 1 O \^nt j m it' /> f't 

If! ttr 1 en hunttt i s n\ i i nt\ 

he thiitc tilth oi inttM I’liymtu < 1 isted with 

wel\< olht t n tnel i n ii o i-. I'rkly 

ed to “Of tht <o-boin tin v c,dl th« evuiih single- 

; sagt s eall the six twin pans <tlboin Ihe 

r expression piobiblv illndes to the intereilaiy 

h being an iitificul eieition of m» ^ > the later 

1C agt it bf( inie I pnetue to propoun I h h < nig- 

, t ilKd "thiologie il pt )hi( ms (J)t n in /in), in eon- 

toi mb Ih etinl pie-tm i eiie< whi tin in tituted 

t sai iiiiees or l>iihmin weie othtiwi nseiiibled 

'■Ip 1 
'Oseh allied tt) these poetical iiehlles i tlie philoso- 

1 po ti> eontiii I m tn< i\ oi sexm < t smogonic 

s of the Rt<ritt/a. Ihe ejiieslion of the iiigin of 

Olid h it tieittd IS of comse liigelv mixed with 

’ogle il and thcol igical notions Ihoi ^h Ntrajing 

contusion ol ide is, tin se e iil> spteuiitions ar. 

•t interest as the sources ti im which lltiw \ iriou*- 

of latfi thought ril jsi ot the e h>mns handl 
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the subject of the origin of the world in a theological, 
and only one in a purely philosophical spirit. In the 
view of the older Kishis, tlie gods in general, or various 

individual deities, " genei ated'' the world. This view con¬ 
flicts with the fret-piently expressed notion that heaven 
and earth .ire the jiarents of the gods. The poets thus 
involve theraselves in the paradox that the children 

produce their own paient-.. Indr a, for instance, is de¬ 
scribed m so many words as having begotten his father 

and mother from his own body (x. 54, 3). This conceit 

evidently pleased the fancy of a priesthood becoming 
more and luc're .uldictcd to far fetched speculations; 

for m the cosmogonic hymns we fand reciprocal general 

tion more than once introduced in the stages of crea¬ 
tion. Thus Daksha is said to have spiung from Aditi, 
and Aditi from Daksha (x. 72, 4). 

The evolution of religious thought in the Ri^teda led 
to the conception of a creator distinct fiom any of the 

chief deities and superior to all the gods. He appears 
under the various names of Purtisha, Vi^vakarman, 
Hiranyagatbha, or Piajripati in the cosmogonic hymns. 
Whereas creation, according to the earlier view, is 

regulaily referred to as an act of natui.il gener.ition with 
some form of the verb jan, “ to beget," these cosmogonic 
poems speak of it as the manufacture or evolution from 

some origin.il material. In one of them (x. 90), the 

well-known Hymn of Man {finriis/ia-sukta), the gods are 
still the agents, but the material out of which the world 

is made consists of the body of a primeval giant, Purusha 

(man), who being thousand-headed and thousand-footed, 
extends even beyond the earth, as he covers it. The 
fundamental idea of the world being created from the 

body of a giant is, indeed, veiy ancient, being met with 
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j several primitive mythologies. But the manner in 
nich the idea is here woikcd out is suthcieiilly late, 
-uite m the spirit of the B'lhm.iins, wlun Vishnu is 

entitled iMth the sacrifice, the act of cic ition is treated 
a sacnhcial rite, the oiigiuil man being conceived as 
ictiin, the paits of which wlien rut up beiome poilions 

the universe. His head, we are told, becamt Iht sky, 
navel the air, his feet the eaith, while from his mind 
ang the moon, Irom his eyi the sun, fiom his breath 

e wind. “Thus thty (the god-^) lashioned the worlds." 

■lothei sign of the lateness of the hvinii is its pantheistic 
'louring; for it is heie said that “Putiisha is all this 
did, what has been and sha'l be,’ and “one-fouith 

him IS all ric limes, and tlnei finilhs ui the world 
the iminoit ils in heaven.’ In thi H' iJiiuini., Fuiusha 

the same i ‘he cicatoi, i’ ij ip Ui, ind in the 
panishads he is ideutiiK<l with tin i iwise. Still 

tei, in the diulislic S uikhva philosophy, Ihuusha be- 
imes the name of •‘soul’ as opposed to “maUei.’’ In 

■e Hymn of Man a being called Vit 1] mentioned 
. pi<>ducv.d Lorn P uish i. This m the 1 itci Vedanta 
ill [ I , a n im< of the peisonal eieatoi .is con- 

ited with Brahma, the univeisal soul. The Pinusha 

mn, then, may be reg<irded as the oldest pioduct 
the pantheidic hteiatuie of India, it is at the same 

lie one of the veiy Litest poems of the Rigvcdic age ; 
r It presupposes a knowledge of the thiee oldest 
sdas, to which it refers together by name. It .ilso for 

le first .ind only time in the Rt^'eda mentions ihe four 

istes; for it is heie s.ud that Piirusha’s mouth*becam 
e Biahman, his arms the Rajanya (wariioi), his thigh 

■e Vai^ya (agucultuiist), and his teet the (^udia (seif) 
In nearly all the othei poems dealing with the ori 
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of the world, not the gods collectively but an individua 
cie.itor IS the actor. Vaiious passages m other hymn 
show that the siin was regarded as an important agen 

of generation by the Kishis. Thus he is dosciibed a 
“the soul ot all th it moves and stands” (i. 115, i), and i 

said to be “called by many names though one ” (1.164,46) 
Such statements mdic.itc that the sun was in pioces 

of being abstiacteil to the charactei of a creatoi. Thi 
IS piobibly the oiigm of Vi^\ak.iiman, “the .ill-creating,' 
to whom two cosmogonic hvinns (\. 81 8 >) ai e addi tssed 

Thice of the se\en stanzas of the lust deseive to b. 
quoted :— 

ll hat was th’ fhue an whnh he I'atmd a footirn^^ 

W/ien Jound he anything, 0/ to hold b\. 

What turn, the tait i (.noting, I uvahaiman, 
All-sttintf, idth his might dtulosid the heaieni ‘ 

Who hru hii eyi» and mouth in ivny qnaittr. 

Whose amis andfset are turned in ail dtnihons, 

the one i od, wlun tlu taiih and lu uun iitahng. 

With his t(L o at ll s an / roini^s togetlui •& dds thtin 

What was tlu wood, and what the tret, fiay ted us. 

From whuh they fasltonedJorth the eaith and heaven <’ 

Ve sages, in your mind, fit ay inaU inquity. 

Win t eon he tooii, until lu tlu not Ids supported^ 

It IS an mteicsting coincidence that “wood,” the teim 
here used, w'as rcgulaily employed m Gieek philosophy 

to expiess “original mattei ' (hftlP). 
In the next hymn (x. 82), the theory is advance 

tliat the waters produced the fiist germ of things, 

source 9f the umvei se and the gods. 

Who IS our father, parent, ami disposer, 

Who Knows all habitations and all beings, 

Who only to the gods their names apportions. 
To him all other beings turn inquttmgf 
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IVAtii m pt imeval dti the v >tct i chert %h, 
IVhetctn the d all siw fhrms hii to^itlcr 
Which tc Uyottd thr rath Pt\in *l it h i n 
Beyond th mif hty t, m f u I l / // 

7hit t,er» pnn ct ddd flu la e s ihernh, 
a htnin th t fi^ilhet alt ho lUd, 
the One thit in *h eil', m it t d, 
Wifim vhi h lilt! Tiolds ne comj cudul 

Yt cmnotfind hi uht uu . wptld\ itifid 
Ih it uhuh III. n t It t I u i n thu 

In a cosmuj<omc t>ocni (\ X2i) of consultiable 
lauty the tr«.xtor furthci ij ^ c i' nnch j the name of 

V ^*arbh 1, “ 1 m ol Id, t notion doubtless 

f? ti by the iisine’ mio Hci , too, the witeis 
fe, o. prolunnt^ Amn, le^ lei i leiiinc, tlie g«im 
f all 1 tt 

[ le (jLtm oj ( li ttji St 1 m n', 

I nth 11 IS ihi nc. loi I flj tsi t t e 
n c )t’i h hi >/// 'iid 1 /tti I ntti 
U hit ^ i sh ill w( with tut n o shif ? 

li 't( s the df t itf of hje tui tin. 

It h „ 0 i» mis th i,u i i nil nnni^ , 
II/ hid t h. ith ind lit in it it 

ll'hit (,(. I r/ ill Wi with sa nh s to hp 

VI hit tune the iin.rhty w itti im ntunu t, 

All ninn of hje ind i^incr tf f ni, 

limit IS pioduied the cds oiu ii> if nt 

Ifhu td hill t anth sa nt es t i nip^ 

H ho tvitn his uiirfity fcriit sui ueyidtut o itirs 

1 hat tnullut indstunfee tn'endir I, 

The ont i,od 01 et all the ^0 Is t\ titid 

H hit (rodshall ui t ith satiij’Cis u rship t 

* 11 '«uii I piol ibly II c 11 
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The refrain leceivcs its an-iwer m a tenth stan 
(added to the pofin it a liter time), which pioclai^ 
the unknown ,,od to hi Pi i| ip iti 

Two othei cosnu)t>< me poems txplun the origin c 

the woild philosopliK illv as tht c\olution of the exister 
{st7f) from Ihi nou-i\istcnt (auif) In the somewha 

confustd inonnt gi\tn in one ot tlicm (\. 72I, thie 
stages of cieition ma\ be distinguislu d tiist the woili 
IS piodiici 1, tlun tht gods, ind I istly the sun. Th 
tht 01V of t\omti(ti IS h It still tombincd with that o 

cic ition 

/ n I t tin ! t In i t Pt t)ti, 

1 thi f > t t ' \ un It 
I t It t //t t 

III! / tt t t It II ) h t! 

A 111 liner eoirpiubon thin this is the Song 
Cieation 120) — 

A U th n I xit7 li 1 / i t / 

F/It Tt, It t i! n ! r i 1 1 n 11 
11 Hit mol l! ! t I' i/ie /) L/i(/t iittltti' 

If I It c> n t tt u \ tt 

D ith tm I ! > HI Ftjt ! nett il 

OJ nut/u I m /it t F } un u d in t 

lilt One bit uJutF m mU n n t' \ tn/ u’ti 

Inn I It not nn, 1^ tt mt it 

P t I lift! tills n tiL t nb 11 d nF nt 
This i me h tt in ntlinit md flui < 
iFtem' H,. m to th I hid it n, 
That. Oh. Kit b\ t I f h , Lii tnitei tt 

Dime then at thi /i ' t t t t t/m t, 

Dew , n,h t Ft 10 It iF an tf ti t if s/nnt 

I he bond of bKiii^ n non I nit, t at 

Dncffveied seanhin^ in iFini Fuaitt -ouitk loitdom 



Who knows if truly ? who can here declare it ? 
Whatie was tf born f wheate issued this < i< atian ' 
And did the gads appeal nttih tl\ pioatutiou ' 

But then who knoxas fioui xahtuu it has ‘ 

Ihts ximln neat- ’{gn<t '> hi i ii set. 
Or sahetlui it ' xaiued o> h ss not, 
lie who iurx'eys in Jie highat heas'iu, 
lie only knenos, or esfn he does n;/ k n,. 

nart from its high literary meiit, tins poem is n.ost 
orthy for the daring speculations which find 

:e in so remote an age. lint even lieie may be Iome of tlic main defects of Indian philosophy— 

clearness and consistency, with ,i tendency to 

asoning depend on meie vvoio . Being the only 

■ sustained speculation in tin K, eda, i\ is the 
•point of the natural philosopjiv wli.cli assumed 

a the evolutionaly Sankhs.i s\ i ,ii It will, 

?r, alw..; naun goner d mteie^i a. the taihesl 
n of Aryan philosophic thon, lit. With the 

of the Song of Cieation, that attei the non- 

ent had developed into the existent, water came 

. and then intelligence was evolved tioui it by heat, 
cosuiogon'c ne^^mints of the Brrihmai..i> .^iib dantially 
e. Here, too, the non-e.xistent becomes the existent, 

■hich the fust foiiu is the wateis. On tlicsi floats 
^nyagarbha, the cosmic golden egg, whence is pro- 

d the spirit that desires and crc.ites the nniverse. 

;ys requiring the agency of the creator Prajap iti at 

•rlier or a latei stage, the Brahmanas in some of their 

■mts place him first, in others the waters.* This 
•mental contradiction, due to mixing up the theory of 

•on with that of evolution, is removed in the Sankhya 

I by causing Purusha, or soul, to play the pari of a 
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passive spectator, while Prakriti, or primordial 
undergoes successive stages of development. The cb^'"- 
mogonic hymns of the Rigveda are not only thus the; 
precursors of Indian philosophy, but also of the Puranas,: 
one of the main objects of which is to describe the 
origin of the world. 



CHAPTER VT 

THE RIGVFDTC AGE 

survey of the poetry of the Kigi’eda presented in 

foregoing pages will peihaps suffice to show that 

ppique monument of a long-vanished age contains, 

pfrom its historical interest, much of aesthetic value, 

'Well deserves to be read, at least in selections, by 

y lover of literature. The completeness of the 

jre it supplies of early religious thought has no 

llel. Moreover, though its purely secular poems are 

3w, the incidental references conuiined in the whole 
•ction are sufficiently numerous to .ifford material 

a tolerably detailed description of the social con- 

n of the earliest Aryans in India. Here, then, we 
•• an additional reason for attaching great importance 

le Rigveda in the history of civilisation, 

n the first place, the home of the Vedtc tribes is 
aied to us by the geographical data which the 

ns yield. From these we may conclude with cer- 

y-f.h Aryan invaders, after having descended 

i ' in all probability through the western 

^ of the Hindu Kush, had already occupied the 

h-western corner of India which is now called by 

.’ersian name of Panjab, or “ Land of Five Kivers." ^ 

•tion is made in the hymns of some twenty-five' 

Die component parts of this name are in Sanskrit pancha, five, and ap. 
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streams, all but two or three of which belong to the IndQs- 
river system. Among them are the five which water the 
territory of the Pan jab, and, after uniting in a single 
stream, flow into the Indus. They are the Vitasta (now 
Jhehim), the Asikni (Chenab), the Parushni (later called 
Irfivati, “the refieshing,” whence its present name, 
Ravi), the Vipa^ (Reas), and the largest and most. 
easterly, the Cutudri (Sutlej). Some of the Vedic 
tribes, howiwer, still remained on the farther side of 
the Indus, occupying the valleys of its western tribu¬ 
taries, from the Kubha (Kabul), with its main affluent 
to the north, the Suvastu, river “of fair dwellings” 
(now Swat), to the Ivrumn (Kurnm) and Gomati, 
“abounding in cows” (now Gomal), farther south. 

Kew of the rivers of the Rigvetia are mentioned more 
than two or three times in the hymns, and several of them 
not more than once. The only names of frequent 
occurrence arc those of the Indus and the Sarasvatl. 
One entire hymn (x. 75) is devoted to its laudation, 
but eighteen other streams, mostly its tributaries, share 
its praises in two sfanzas. 'I'he mighty liver seems to 
have made a deep impression on the mind of the poet.\ 
He speaks of her as the swiftest of the swift, surpassing 
all other streams in volume of water. Othei rivers flow to 
her as lowing cows hasten to their calf. The roar and rush 
of her waters are described in enthusiastic strains :— 

From earth the sullen roar swells upward to the sky^ 
With brilliant spray she dashes up unending stage ; 

As when the streams of tain pour thumPring ftom the cloud, 

'Ihe tsindhu onward rushes like a bellowing bull. 

The Sindhu (now Sindh), which in Sanskrit simply 
means the “river," as the western boundary of the 
Aryan settlements, suggested to the nations of antiquity 
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whicii first came into contact with them in that quarter 

& name for the whole peninsula. Adopted in the form 
of Indos, the word gave rise to the Greek appellation 
fftt&a as the country of the Indus. It was borrowed 

by tpe ancient Persians as Hindu, which is used in the 
Avkta as a name of the country itself. More accurate E; the modern Persian designation Hindustan, “ land of 
le Indus," a name properly applying only to that part 
f the peninsula which lies between the Himalaya and 

^indhya ranges. 
Mention is often made in the Rigveda of the sapta 

^ndhavah, or “seven rivers,' which in one passage at 
Bfeast is synonymous with the country inhabited by the 
fAryan Indians. It is interesting to note that the same 
Expression hapta hindu occurs in the Avesta, though 
R is there restricted to mean only tiiat part of the 

Indian tcrriicry which lay in Eastern Kabulistan. If 
seven" is here intended for a clelinite number, the 
seven rivers" must originally have meant the Kabul, 

fhe Indus, and the live rivers of the Panjab, though 
Jater the Sarasvati may have been substituted for the 

feabul. For the Sarasvati is the sacred river of the 
Figveda, more frequently mentioned, generally as a 
goddess, and lauded with more fervour than any other 

. Stream. The poet’s descriptions are often only appli- 

'^ble to a large river. Hence Roth and other distin¬ 

guished scholars concluded that Sarasvati is generally 
itpd by the poets of the Rigveda simply as a sacred 
i'^signation of the Indus. On the other hand, the name 

ti, a few passages undoubtedly means the small*river ■ 
Midway between the Sutlej and the Jumna, which at-^ 

‘"ater period formed, with the Drishadvati, the eastern,.' 
tfidary of the sacred region called Brahmavartaj}: 
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" lying to the south of Ambfila, and commencing som 
sixty miles south of Simla. 

This small river now loses itself in the sands of th 
desert, but the evidence of ancient river-beds appears t 
favour the conclusion that it was originally a tributary c 
the ^utudri (Sutlej). It is therefore not improbable tha 
in Vedic times it reached the sea, and was considerabl 
larger than it is now. Considering, too, the specia 
sanctity which it had already acquired, the laudations sup 
posed to be compatible only with the magnitude of th; 
Indus may not have seemed too exaggerated when applie< 
to the lesser stream. It is to be noted that the Dri 
shadvatl, the “ stony ” (now Ghogra or Ghugger), in the 
only passage in which the name occurs in the Rigveda, i; 
associated with the Sarasvati, Agni being invoked tt 
flame on the banks of these rivers. This is perhaps 
an indication that even in the age of the Rigveda the 
most easterly limit of the Indus river system had already 
acquired a certain sanctity as the region in which the 
sacrificial ritual and the art of sacred poetry were prac 
tised in the greatest perfection. There are indications 
showing that by the end at least of the Rigvedic period 
some of the Aryan invaders had passed beyond this 
region and had reached the western limit of the Gan- 
getic river system. For the Yamunti (now Jumna), 
the most westerly tributary of the Ganges in the north,! 
is mentioned in three passage.s, two of which provC; 
that the Aryan settlements already extended to its banks.) 
The Ganges itself is already known, for its name 
mentioned directly in one passage of the Rigveda andj 
indirectly in another. It is, however, a noteworthy fact" 
that the name of the Ganges is not to be found in anjj 
of the other Vedas. 



THE SEA UNKNOWN U3 

The southward migration of the Ai y-in invaders does 

Hot appear to have extended, at the time when the h}’mns 
of the Rigveda wcvQ composed, mu< h lievond the point 

.jjirhere the united watci'- of the Panj^lb flow into the 

fnj^us. The ocean was piobably known onlv fioni hear¬ 

say, for no mention is made of thr- oumerons mouths 
of the Indus, and fashing, one of the mam occi.p.it.viiis on 
the banks of the Lower Indus at the present ^la^, is quite 

ignored. The word foi fadi (rra/stit), indeed, only 
occur-, once, though \aiious kinds of aniin ils, buds, and 

insects are so frequently mentioned. Th's accords with 
the chaiacter of the riveis of tlie Pmjab and Eastern 
Kabulistan, which are poor in f.>h, while it toutlasts 
with the intimate knowledge ol fa-jhiiig betrayed by the 
Yajufvef/a, which was composed whm tlie .\iyans had 

spiead much futhei to the east, lU'-' <!oubtlcss, also to 
the south. I'll., woid which latei is 111* tcgalai n.ime tor 
“ocean” setiiis therefoie, in .igreeinent with 
its etymological oense (“collection ol watei-. ’), to mean 
m the Rtgvcda only the lower c. iir^v of the Indus, 

which after receiving the waters of the P mj di, is so wide 
that a boat in mid-slieam is invisible lioiii the bank. It 

Ih.is been noted in leceiil times that (he nalives in this 

region speak of the river ,is the “sea of Sindh;” .ind 
indeed the w’ord iitidliu (“rivei ”) itself in several pas- 

sagfes of the RigvedahAh pi.actically the senn ol “sea.” 

Metaphoi s such as would be used by a people famili.tr 
with the ocean are lacking in the Rigvida. All lekitiiccs 
to navigation point only to the crossing ol iiveis m bo.ats 

impelled by oars, the main obiecl being to reach thwother 
bank {pdrd). This action suggested a (.ivounte ♦’guie, 
which remained familiar throughout .Sanskiit literature. 

Thus one of the poets of the Rigveda invokes Agni with 
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the woids, "Take us across all woes and dangers;a,8,, 
across the river {sinMu) in a boat; ” and in the later literal 
ture one who has accomplished his purpose or mastered ; 
his subject is very frequently described as "having; 

reached the farther shore ” {pdrnga). The At/iarva-veda, ' 
on the other hand, contains some passages showing that' 
its composers were acquainted with the ocean. 

Mountains are constantly mentioned in the Rigveda, . 
and rivers are described as flowing from them. The 
Himfilaya ("abode of snow’’) range in general is evi-. 

dently meant by the "snowy” {himavantali) mountains 
which are in the keeping of the Creator. But no indi¬ 
vidual peak is mentioned with the exception of Mujavat, 

which is indirectly referred to as the home of Soma. 
This peak, it is to be inferred from later Vedic literature, 
was situated close to the Kabul Valley, and was probably 

one of the taountains to the south-west of Kashmir. The 
Atfuxrva-veda also mentions two other mountains of the 
HimMaya. One of these is called Trikakud, the “three- 
peaked” (in the later literature Trikuta, and even now 
Trikota), through the valley at the foot of which flows 
the Asiknl (Chenab). The other is Navaprabhram<;ana 
(“sinking of the ship”), doubtless identical with the 

N^ubandhana (“binding of the ship”) of the epic and 
the Manoravasarpana of the ^atapatha Brdlimana, on 

; which the ship of Mann is said to have rested when ihe 

deluge subsided. The Rigx'eda know’s nothing of the 
Vindhya range, which divides Northern India from the 

southern triangle (jf the peninsula called the Dekhan 5^, 

nor dftes it mention the Narmada River (now Nerbudda), 

■ ’ From the S.tnskrit Jahkitja, south, literally “ right,” Iwcause the Indiana 
f faced the rising sun when naming the cardinal points. 
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wHicii flows immediately south of and parallel to that « 
range. 

From these data it may safely be concluded that the 
Aryans, when the hymns of the Rigveda were composed, 
had overspread that portion of the north-west whit tv ap¬ 
pears on the map as a fan-shaped ten dory, b amded on 
the west by the Indus, on the east by the Sutiej, and on 
the north by the Himalaya, with a fringe of settlements 
extending beyond those limits to ihc east and the west. 
Now the Panjab of the present day is a vast arid plain, 
from which, except in the north-west corner at Kavval 

Pindi, no mountains are visible, and over which no mon¬ 
soon storms break. Here there are no grand displays of 
the strife of the elements, but only gentle showers fall 
during the rainy season, while the phenomena of dawn 
arc far more gorgeous than idsewiieu- vn the north. 

There is, tijeictoie, some probability in the contention of 
Professor Hopkins, that only the older hymns, such as 
those to Varuna and Pshas, were composed in the Pan- 
jab itself, while the rest arose in the sacreil region near 
the Sarasvati, south jf the modern Arnbrda, where all the 
conditions required by the Rigveda are lonncl. This is 
prore likely than the assumption that the climate of the 
^anjab has radically changed since tlie age of the Vedic 

poets. I 
P” That the home of the Aryans in thej age of the Rigveda 
was the rt'gion indicated is further: home out by the 
'^fornration the poems yield about ^he products of the 
Country, its flora and fauna. Thus thd soma, the most im¬ 
portant plant of the Rigveda, is described as growing on 

'mountains, and must have been easily obtainable, as 
|s juice was used in large quantities Vor Ibe dady ritual^ 
‘Wri the rveriod of the Rrrdn.iaii;is it wnJ broui'htfrom lon^ 
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distances, or substitutes had to be used oh account of ife 

rarity. Thus the identity of the original plant came to ; 
be lost in India. The plant which is now commonly-/ 
used is evidently quite another, for its juice when drunk - 
produces a nauseating effect, widely different from the , 

feeling of exhilaration dwelt on by the poets of the Rig-; 
veda. Nor can the plant which the Parsis still import' 
from Persia for the Haoraa rite be identical with the old 

soma. Again, rice, which is familiar to the later Vedas 
and regarded in them as one of the necessaries of life, is': 
not mentioned in the Rigveda at all. Its natural habitat 

is in the south-east, the regular monsoon area, where the 
rainfall is very abundant. Hence it probably did not 
exist in the region of the Indus river system when the 
Rigi'eda was composed, though, in later times, with the 
practice of irrigation, its cultivation spread to all parts ; 
of India. Corn {yavd) was grown by the tillers of the 
Rigz>eda, but the term is probably not restricted, as later, 

to the sense of barley. 
Among large trees mentioned in the Rigi'eda, the most 

important is the A9vattha (“ horse-stand ") or sacred fig- 
tree (Ficus religiosa). Its fruit (pippala) is described as 
sweet and the food of birds. Its sacredness is at least 
incipient, for its w6od was used for soma vessels, and, as 

we learn from the Atharva-veda, also for the drill (later- 
called pramantha) employed in producing the sacred tire. 
The latter Veda further tells us that the gods are seated 

in the third heaven under an A^vattha, which may indeed 
have been intended in the Rigveda itself by the “treC ' 
with^air foliage," in whose shade the blessed revel with;: 

Yama. This tree, ;now called Peepal, is still considered 
;So sacred that a FUndu would be afraid to utter a false¬ 

hood beside it. ^ut the Rigveda does not mention K 



the AtJtarva-veda Only twice, the tree which is: 

'lilost characteristic of India, and shades with its wide- 
spreading foliage a larger area than any other tree on the 
face of the earth—the Nyagrodha (“growing down¬ 

wards") or banyan {Ficus tndica). With its lofiy dome 
of foliage impenetrable to the rays > f tlic sun and sup¬ 
ported by many lesser trunks as by columns, this great 

tree resembles a vast temple of verdure fashioned by the 

^ hand of Nature. What the village oak is in England, that 
and much more is the banyan to the dwellers in the 
innumerable hamlets which (Overspread the face of agri¬ 
cultural India. 

Among wild animals, one of the most familiar to the 

poets of the Ri^>eda is the lion (simiid). They describe 
him as living in wooded mountains and as caught with 
snares, but the characteristic on which they chiefly dwell 

is his roaring. In the vast desert to tl.'o east of the Lower 
Sutlej and of the Indus, the only part of India suited for 
its natural habitat, the lion was in ancient times no doubt 
frequent, but he now survives only in the wooded hills 

i to the south of the peninsula of Gujarat. 'Phe king of 
beasts has, however, remained conventionally familiar 

ijn Indian literature, and his old Sanskrit designation 
^is still common in Hindu names in the form of Singh. 

The tiger is not mentioned in the Rigvedu at all, its 
'natural home being the swampy iunglcs of Bengal, 

though he is now found in all the jimigly parts of India. 
But in the other Vedas he has decidedly taken the place 

of the lion, which is, however, still kncxwn. His dangerous 
character as a beast of prey is her<£ often referr(*d to. 

Thus the White Ydjurvedu compares a peculiarly , 
'^hazardous undertaking with wakinj; a sleeping tiger 
And the Atharva-veda describes th^ animal as “man-i 
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eating” {purushdd). The relation of the tiger‘l<i>'Ihe 
lion in the Vedas therefore furnishes peculiarly interest^ 
ing evidence of the eastward migration of the Aryans; 
during the Vedic period. , 

Somewhat similar is the position of the elephant. It 
is explicitly referred to in only two passages of the Rig- 
veda, and the form of the name applied to it, “the beast “ 
{mngd) with a hand {hastin)," shows that the Rishis still .3 

regarded it as a strange creature. One passage seems to i 
indicate that by the end of the Rigvedic period attempts ; 
were made to catch the animal. That the capture of . 

wild elephants had in any case beebme a regular practice 
by 300 n.c. is proved by the evidence of Megasthenes.' 

To the Athama- and the Yajur-vedas the elephant is' 
quite familiar, for it is not only frequently mentioned, 
but the adjective hastin, “possessing a hand” {i.e. trunk),f 

has become sufficiently distinctive to be used by itself to 

designate the animal. The regular home of the elephant 
in Northern India is the Terai or lowland jungle at the 

foot of the Himalaya, extending eastward from about the 

longitude of Cawnpore. 
The wolf {vfika) is mentioned more frequently in the 

Rigveda than the lion himself, and there arc many refer-', 
ences to the boar {varaJui), which was hunted with dogs.' 
The buffalo (tuahisha), in the tame as well as the wild; 

state, was evidently very familiar to the poets, who- 
several times allud^ to its flesh being cooked and eaten. 
There is only one preference to the bear {riksha). The;’ 
monkey (knpi)i'i oitily mentioned in a late hymn (x. 86),: 

but ift such a way as to show that the animal had already 
been tamed. The later and ordinary Sanskrit name fpy- 
monkey, vdnara (‘^forest-animal”), has survived in thfi 

tpiodern vernaculai^, and is known to readers of 
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fRu'dyard Kipling in the form of Bundcr-log mmkey- 
■people”). 

Among the domestic animals known to tlic Riffieda 
those of lesser importance are sheep, goats, asses, and 
dogs. The latter, it may be galhtrecl, w'-rc used for 
hunting, guai'ding, and tracking cattle, as well as for 
keeping watch at night. Cattle, however, occupy the 
chief place. Cows were the chief form of wealth, and 
the name of the sacrificial “fee,” ’ dakshhtd, is properly an 

adjective meaning “right," “valuable,” with the ellipse 
of gOy “cow.” No sight gladdened the eye of the Vedic 
Indian more than the cow returning from the pasture 
and licking her calf fastened bjf a cord ; no sound was more 
musical to his car than the lowiirg of milch kinc. To 
him therefore there was nothing gt nfe-^qiic in the poet 
exclaiming, “As cows low to their caKtis neai' the stalls, 

so we will praise Indra with our hymns,” or “ Like 
. unrailked kino we have called aloud (lowed) to thee, O 
’ hero (Indra).” For greater security c wvs were, after 
returning from pasture, kept in stalls dur ing the night 
and let out again in the morning. Tlrough the cow- 

. killer is in the White Yajun-eda a’ready said to be 
punishable with death, the Rigvedd^^ does not express an 
absolute prohibition, for the wedding-hymn shows that 
even the cow was slaughtered on specially solemn occa- 

,;Sions, while bulls are several times d^?scribed as sacrificed 

io Indra in large numbers. Whilst the cows were out 
vat pasture, bulls and oxen were rd^ularly used for the 

purpose of ploughing and drawing clurts. , 
Horses came next in value to cattle, for wcaltli in 

/steeds is constantly prayed for alon<( with abundance of 
To a people so fieciuently engaged in battleji 

.‘ German, vieh ; Latin, from which'I^^J^/ww, “ inoney." 
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the horse was of essential value in drawing the war-i 
. car; he was also indispensable in the chariot-race, to; 
which the Vedic Indian was devoted. He was, however;/; 
not yet used for riding. The horse-sacrilice, moreover, 
was regarded as the most important and efficacious of 
animal sacrifices. 

Of the birds of the Rigveda I need only mention 

, those which have some historical or literary interest. 
The wild goose or swan (Jiamsd), so familiar to the 
classical poets, is frequently referred to, being said to 

swim in the water and to fly in a line. The curious 
power of separating soma from water is attributed to 
it in the White Yajunmia, as that of extracting milk 
from water is in the later poetry. The latter faculty 
belongs to the curlew {krunch), according to the same 
Veda. 

The chakravaka or ruddy goose, on the fidelity of 
which the post-Vedic jioets so often dwell, is mentioned 
once in the Rigveda, the Alvins being said to come in 

the morning tike a couple of these birds, w’hile the 
Atharva-veda already refers to them as models of con¬ 
jugal love. Peahens (inayuri) are spoken of in the 
Rigveda as removing poison, and parrots {^ukd) are, 

alluded to as yellow. By the time of the Yajurveda 

the latter bird had been tamed, for it is there described 

as "uttering human speech.” 

A good illustration of the dangers of the argumen-: 
turn ex silentio is furnished by the fact that salt, the 
most rfiecessary of niiinerals, is never once mentioned in: 

the Rigveda. And yet the Northern Panjab is the very 

part of India wherq it most abounds. It occurs in th^: 

salt range between the Indus and the Jhelum in suefy^ 

/Quantities that the\' Greek companions of Alexan4f^^ 
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according to Strabo, asserted the supply to be sufficient f 
for the w.ants of the whole of India. 

Among the metals, gold ij die one most frequently 
mentioned in the RigveJa. It was probably for the 

most part obtained from the rivers of the north-west, 
which even at the present day are .said to yield con¬ 
siderable quantities of the precious metal. Thus the 

Indus is spoken of by the poets as “ golden ” or 
“having a golden bed." TJierc are indications that 
kings possessed gold in abundance. Thus one poet 

praises his royal benefactor for- bestowing ten nuggets of 
gold upon him besides other bountiful gifts. Gold orna¬ 
ments of various kinds, such as ear-rings and armlets, 
are often mentioned. 

The metal which is most often n..fc:ri.-d to in the 
Rigucdji next lo gold is called (Latin, aes). It is 

a matter of no slight historical intcre- t to decide whether 
this signitles “iron” or not. In most passages where it 
occurs the word appears to mean simply “metal," In 
the few cases where it designates i particular metal, 

:.he evidence is lurt very conclusive ; but the inference 
which may be drawn as to its colour is decidedly in 

avour of its having been reddish, wliich points to 
rronze and not iron. The fact that the Atharva-veda 
listinguishes between “dark" and “red,” seems to 

ndicate that the distinction bctweun iron and copper or 

rronze had only recently been dra,W'n, It is, moreover, 
veil known that in the progress of civilisation the use' 

)f bronze always precedes that o| iron. Yet it would; 
re rash to assert that iron was altogether uiiknow’n;. 
wen to'the earlier Vedic age. ft seems quite likely;; 
hat the Aryans of that period wei^ unacquainted withi^ 
ilygr, for its name is not mentioned in the Rigvedid 
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and the knowledge of silv'er goes hand in hand WitS-> 

that of iron, owing to the manner in which these' 
metals are intermingled in the ore which produces; 
them. These two metals, moreover, are not found in 

any quantity in the north-west of India. 
The- evidence of the topography, the climate, and 

the products of the country thus shows that the people 

by w'hose poets the Rigveda was composed were settled 
in the north-west of India, from the Kabul to the 
Jumna. But they were still engaged in conflict with 
the aborigines, for many victories over them are re¬ 

ferred to. Thus Indra is said to have bound looo or 
slain 30,000 of them for his allies. That the conquerors 
w'ere bent on acquiring new territory appears from the 
rivers being frequently mentioned as obstacles to farther 
advance. The invaders, though split up into many 

tribes, were conscious of a unity of race and religion. 
They styled themselves Aryas or “ kinsmen,” as opposed 
to the aborigines, to whom they gave the name of 

Dasyu or Ddsn, “fiends,” in later times also called 
andrya, or non-Aryans. The characteristic physical 
difference betw'een the two races was that of colour 

{varna), the aborigines being described as “black" 
"{k^hna) or “black-skins,” and as the “Dasa colour,” 
in contrast w'ith the “Aryan colour” or “our colour." 

This contrast undoubtedly formed the original basis of 

caste, the regular nan^e for which in Sanskrit is “ colour." 
Those of the coniquered race who did not escape to 

the hills and were captured became slaves. Thus one 

singer ■'receives from his royal patron a hundred asses, 

a hundred sheep, a-^d a hundred Dasas. The latter 

word id later Sanski/it regularly means servant or slave, 

'much in the same wjiy as “captive Slav” to the Germai 



-time to mean "slave.” When thoroughly subjected,"^' 
ne original inhabitants, ceasing to be called Dasyus, 
-ttcame the fourth caste under the later name of Qudras. 
i'he Dasyus are described in the Rigrcda as non-sacri- 
ucing, unbelieving, and impious. They are also doubt¬ 
less meant by the phallus-worshippers me.m:Dncd in 
two passages. The Aryans in course of time came to 
adopt this form of cult. There are several passages in 
the Mahdbhdrata showing that <^iva was already vene¬ 
rated under the emblem of the phallus when that epic 
was compQscd. Phallus-worsbijf is widely diffused in 
India at the present day, but is most prevalent in the 
-iouth. The Dasyus appear to have I'oen a pastoral race, 
•"or they possessed large herds, wdiich were captured 
)y the victorious Aryans. Tliey f< ••iilier! themselves in 
ftronghoki" (called /-v;), whie!; must liave been mime- 
ons, as India is sometimes said have destroyed as 
nanj’ as a hundred of them for his allies. 

The Rigveda mentions many tribes aufotig the Aryans, 
"he most north-westerly of these are the Gandbaris, 
vho, judged by the way they are refeired lo, must have 
lecMi breeders of sheep. They were later well known 
s Gandharas or Gandharas. Th^ Athmvii-vcda nien- 
ions as contiguous to the Gandharis the. Mujavats, a 
• ibc doubtless settled close to Mou|nt Mujavat; evidently 
egarding these two as the extreme limit of the Aryan 
sttlements to the north-west. 

The most import.ant part, if n ot the whole, of the 
idian Aryans is meant by the “five tribes," an ex-;; 
ression of frequent occurrence «n the Rigveda. It is? 
ot improbable that by this term wj^ere mcanl live tribes 
hich are enumerated together 1(1 two passages, th(C 
urus, Turvagas, Yadus, Anuf,.^ > j)d Druhyus. The^' 
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are often mentioned as engaged in intertribal contliqts. 
Four of them, along with some other clans, are named 
as having formed a coalition under ten kings against' 

Sudfis, chief of the Tritsus. The opposing forces met 
on the bunks of the Parushni, where the great "battle, 
of the ten kings” was fought. The coalition, in their 
endeavours to cross the stream and to deflect its course, 
were repulsed with heavy loss by the Tritsus. 

The Purus are described as living on both banks of 
the Sarasvatl. A part of them must, however, have 

remained behind farther west, as they were found on 
the Parushni in Alexander’s time. The Rigveda often 

mentions their king, Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa, and 
speaks of his descendant Trikshi as a powerful prince. 
The Turva9as are one of the most frequently named 

of the tribes. With them are generally associated the 

Yadus, among whom the priestly family of the Kanvas 
seems to have lived. It is to be inferred from one passage 
of the Rigveda that the Anus were settled on the Parushni, 

and the priestly family of the Bhrigus, it would appear, 
belonged to them. Their relations to the Druhyus seem 
to have been particularly close. The Matsyas, mentioned 

only in one passage of the Rigveda, were also foes of 
the Tritsus. In the Mahdbhdrata we find them located 

on the western bank qif the Yamuna. 
; A more impoftantj name among the enemies of Sudae 
is that of the Bharakas. One hymn (iii. 33) describe; 

them as coming to the rivers Vipfu; and (^utudrl accom 
panied^ by Vi9varaitra, who, as we learn from anothe 
hymn (iii. 53), had formerly been the chief priest o 

Sudas, and who nowj made the waters fordable for th 

iEtharatas by his pray|;rs. This is probably the occasio 
^n which, according: to another hymn (vii. 33), th 
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Bharatas were defeated by Sudas and his Tritsus, who 
were aided by the invocations of Vasishtha, the successor 
and rival of Vi9v;imitra. The Bhaiatas appear t() be 

specially connected with sacrificial rites in the Ri^^oedn; 
for Agni receives the epitliot Bhdrnto. *' belonging to the 

Bharatas,” and the ritual goddess lihuratT, frequently 
associated with Sarasvatf, derives her name from them. 
In a hymn to Agni (iii. 23), mention is made of two 
Bharatas named Devacravas and l^evavala who kindled 

the sacred fire on the Drishadvati, the Apaya, and the 
Sarasvati, the very region which is later celebrated as 

the holy land of Brahmanism under the names of Brahma- 
varta and Kurukshetra. The family of the Kufikas, to 
whom Vievamitra belonged, was closely connected with 
the Bharatas. 

The TiiLus appear to Iut\e been settled somewhere 
fO the east of the Parushni, on Ihe left bank of which 
\udas may be supposed to have drawn up his forces 
.0 resist the coalition of the ten kings attempting to 
■coss the stream from the west. Five tribes, whose 
:anies do not occur later, are mentioned as allied with 
-ndfis in the great battle. The Stfinjayas were probably 
so confederates of the Tritsus, Jbeing, like the latter, 

'-scribed as enemies of the Turvaeps, 
Of some tribes we learn nothjing from the Rigveda 

nt the name, which, however, sujrvives till later times,: 

hus the U^inaras, mentioned only once, were, at the 
-iriod when the Aitareya Brdfmiaija was composed,' 
icated in the middle of Northern Jndia ; and Ihc^Chedis, 

'so referred to only once, are found in the epic age; 
'ttled in Magadha (Southern Behar). Krivi, as a tribal, 

ame connected with the Indus fend Asikni, points to 

=! north-west. In the Qatapatlia it is 



to be the old name of the Panchalas, who inhabited the 

country to the north of the modern Delhi. 
The Atharva-veda mentions as remote tribes not only 

the Gandharis and Mfijavats, but also the Magadhas' 
(Behar) and the Angas (Bengal). We may therefore 

I conclude that by the time that Veda was completed the 
Aryans had already spread to the Delta of the Ganges. 

The Panchalas are not mentioned in either Veda, and 
the name of the Kurus is only found there indirectly 
in two or three compounds or derivatives. They are 

first referred to in the White Yajurveda; yet they are the 

two most prominent peoples of the Brahmana period. 
On the other hand, the names of a number of the most 
important of the Rigvedic tribes, such as the Purus, 
Turvagas, Yadus, Tritsus, and others, have entirely or 
practically disappeared from the Brahmanas. Even the 

Bharatas, thougii held in high regard by the composers 

of the Brahmanas, and set up by them as models of 
correct conduct, appear to have ceased to represent a 

political entity, for there are no longer any references 

to them in that sense, as to other peoples of the day. 
Their name, moreover, does not occur in the tribal 

enumerations of the Hitarcya Brahmana and of ATanu, 

while it is practically altogether ignored in the Buddhistic 
literature. 

::i; Such being the cajse, it is natural to suppose that the 

numerous Vedic tribes, under the altered conditions of 
Hife in vast plains, coalesced into nations with new names. 

'Thus the Bharatas, tdjwhom belonged the royal race of 
jthe Kufus in the epic, and from whom the very name 
:of the Atahdbhdrata, which describes the great war of the 

:]Kurus, is derived, weiie doubtless absorbed in what came 

to . be called the Ktjiru nation. In the genealogica' 



•.ySiteiS of the MaJtabharata the Purus are brought into V 

'■lose connection with the Kurus. Tliis is probably an ' 

indication that they too had amalgauiateci with the latter 

people. It is not unlikely that the Tntsus, whose name 

disappears after the Rigveda, also furnished one of tlie 

elements of the Kuru nation. 
As to the Panchiilas, we have seen that they represent 

the old Krivis. It is, however, likely that the latter com¬ 

bined with several small tribes to make up; the later 

nation. A Brahmana passage contains an indication that 

the Turvayas may have been one of these. Perhaps 

the Yadus, generally associated with the Turva(;as in 

the Rigveda, were also one of them. The epic still pre¬ 

serves the name, in the patronymic form of Yadava, as 

that of the race in which Krishiyi was born. The name 

of the Panchiilas itself (derived from faiu/ui, five) seems 

io indicate that this people consisted of an aggregate of 

'Ive elements. 

Some of the tribes mentioned in the Rigveda, how- 

wer, maintained their individual iderdity under their 

lid names down to the epic perirri. I'ln se were the 

ijpinaras, Srinjayas, Matsyas, and Chedis. 

it IS interesting to note that the Rigreda refers to a 

ich and powerful prince called Ikshvaku. In the epic 

his name recurs as that of a mighty king who ruled to 

he east of the (ianges in the city of Ayodhyfi ^^Oudh) 

•nd was the founder of the Solar race. 

It is clear from what has beeiH said that tlie Vedic. 

Vyans were split up into numerou? tribes, which, though, 

conscious of their unity in race, language, and miligion,:; 

pad no political cohesion. They^ occasionally formed|r 
coalitions, it is true, but were just'as often at war withg- 

me another. The tribe, in fact, xvas the political uhihy 
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organised much in the same way as the Afghans are ^'af 
the present day, or the Germans were in the time of 
Tacitus. The tribe {jand) consisted of a number of 
settlements (viq\ which again were formed of an aggre¬ 
gate of villages {grama). The lighting organisation of 
the tribe appears to have been based on these divisions. 
The houses forming the village seem to have been built 

entirely of wood, as they still were in the time of 
Megasthenes. In the midst of each house the domestic 
fire burnt. For protection against foes or inundations, 

fortified enclosures (called pur) were made on emi¬ 
nences. They consisted of earthworks strengthened 
with a stockade, or occasionally with stone. There is 
nothing to show that they were inhabited, much less 
that pur ever meant a town or city, as it did in later 
times. 

The basis of Vedic society being the patriarchal 
family, the government of the tribe was naturally 
monarchical. The king {raja) was often hereditary. 

Thus several successive members of the same family are 
mentioned as rulers of the Tritsus and of the Purus. 
Occasionally, however, the king was elected by the 

districts {vitp) of the tribe ; but whether the choice was 
then limited to members of the royal race, or was 
extended to certain noble families, does not appear. In 

times of peace the main duty of the king was to ensure 

Ithe protection of his people. In return they rendered 
him obedience, and supplied him with voluntary gifts—; 

not fixed taxes—for liis maintenance. His power was by; 

no maans absolute, being limited by the will of tl^% 
people expressed in the tribal assembly As tol 

the constitution andj functions of the latter, we have-' 

unfortunately little o| no information. In war, the kin^ 



■jf course Held the chief command. On important occa¬ 

sions, such as the eve of a battle, it was also his duty to 

offer sacrifice on behalf of his tribe, either performing 

the rites himself, or employing a priest to do so. 

Every tribe doubtless possessed a family of singers 

who attended the king, piaising his deeds as well as 

composing hymns to accompany the sacrilice in i'.onortr 

of the gods. Depending on the liberality of thcii 

patrons, these poets naturally did not neglect to lay 

stress on the eflicacy of their invocations, and on the 

importance of rewarding them well for their services. 

The priest whom a king appointed to officiate for him 

was called a purohitn or domestic chaplain. Vasishtha 

occupied that position in the employ of King Sudiis ; and 

in one of his hymns (vii. 33) he d<;cs not fail to point out 

that the victory of the Tritsus was ;iur I0 his prayers. 

The paiiegviios on liberal patrons contain manifest 

exaggerations, partly, no doubt, inteiided to act as an in¬ 

centive to other princes. Nevertheless, the gifts in gold, 

cows, horses, chariots, and garments bestowed by kings on 

iheir chief priests must often have been considerable, 

especially after iinpoitanl victories, L'rider the later 

Brnhmanic hierarchy liberality to ijthe piriestly caste be¬ 

came a duty, while the amount jot the sacrificial fee 

■vas fixed for each particular rile. 
Tlie employment of Purohitas Ipy kings as their sub- 

itutes in the performance of sacrificial functions is to 

j regarded as the beginning and the oldest form of the 

desthood in India. It became the starting-point of the 

-Storically unique hierarchical ord^r in which thg sacerr 

ital caste occupied the supreme position in society, 

d the State was completely merged in the; Cfiurch. 

ch, indeed, was the ideal of the Catholic Church in thC: 



vvest; aunng the Middle Ages, but it never became anj. 

accomplished fact in Europe, as it did in India. No%; 

sooner had the priesthood become hereditary than thcf? 

development of a caste system began, which has had no ? 
parallel in any other country. But during the period 

represented by Sudas and Vasishtha, in which the older 

portion of the Rigveda was composed, the priesthood " 

was not yet hereditary, still less had the warrior and. 

sacerdotal classes became transformed into castes among 

the Aryan tribes settled in the Panjab. This is confirmed 

by the fact that in the epic age the inhabitants of 

Madhyade^a or Mid-land, where the Brahmanic caste 

system grew up, regarded the people of the north-west ' 

as semi-barbarians. ; 

In the simple social organisation of the Vedic tribes ; 

of this region, where occupations were but little diffe-; 

rentiated, every man was a soldier as well a civilian, ■ 
much as amorig the Afghans of to-day. As they moved : 

farther to the east, society became more complex, and .1 

vocations tended to become hereditary. The popula¬ 

tion being now spread over wider tracts of territory, the 

necessity arose for something in the nature of a standing 

army to repel sudden attacks or quell risings of the ; 

subject aborigines. The nucleus would have been sup¬ 

plied by the families of the chiefs of lesser tribes which 

had amalgamated under some military leader. The agri¬ 

cultural and industrial part of the population were thus 

left to follow their piirsuits without interruption. Mean¬ 

while the religious qeremonial was increasing in com-; 

plexity^ its success was growing more dependent on 

correct performance, while the preservation of th& 

ancient hymns was becoming more urgent. The priests! 

had, therefore, to qevote all their time and energies) 



•j the carrying out of their religious duties and the 
landing down of the sacred tradition in th(;ir families. 

Owing to these causes, the three main classes of 
\ryan society became more and more sei>at ated. But 
low were they transformed into castes or social strata 
Uvided from one another by the imi:ab.iiJ.>‘ic 1 mriers 
)f heredity and the prohibition of intermarrying oi 
lating together ? This rigid mutual exclusiveness must 
lave started, in the first instance, from the treatment of 
he conquered aborigines, who, on accepting the Aryan 
lelief, were suffered to form a part of the Aryan polity 
n the capacity of a servile class. The gulf between the 
wo races need not have been wider than that which at 
he present day, in the United States, divides the whites 
om the negroes. When the latser are described as 
len of “colour,” the identical term used which, in 
ndia, came to mean “caste.” Havir.g become heredi- 
-iry, tlie sacerdotal class succeeded in securing a position 
•f sanctity and inviolability which raised them above the 
Cst of the Aryans as the latter were raised above the 
'asas. When their supremacy was eslablished, they 
iroceeded to organise the remaining classes in the state 
•u sinuiar lines of exclusiveness. To the time when the 
ystem of the three Aryan castes, with the (^udras added 
s a fourth, already existed in its fundamental principles, 
■elong the greater part of the independent portions of* 
ae Yajun'cda, a considerable part of the Atkama-veda 'i 
nost of books viii. to xiii.), but off,the Rigi'edo, besides 
le one (x. 90) which distinctly refers to the four castes 
y name, only a few of the latest'hymns of th« first,,/ 
ighth, and tenth books. The ^ord brdhmana, fh®[::. 
sgulai' name for “man of the first caste,' is still rare iii;. 
le Risnieda. occurrine onlv eitfht t'ihes, wdnlc brahman. 



which simply means sage or officiating priest, is found, 

forty-six times. 5 
We may now pass on to sketch rapidly the social'"^^ 

conditions which prevailed in the period of the Rigveda. ' 

The family, in which such relationships as a wife’s brother':: 

and a Inisbaud’s brother or sister had special names, was 

clearly the foundation of society. The father was at its '' 

head as “lord of the house” {grikapati). Permission to , 

marry a daughter was asked from him by the suitor ; 

through the mediation of an intimate friend. The wed- , 

ding was celebrated in the liouse of the bride's parents, 

whither the bridegroom, his relatives, and friends came' 

in procession. Here they were entertained with the 

flesh of cows slain in honour of the occasion. Here, 

too, the bridegroom took the bride's hand and led her 

round the nuptial fire. The Atiuma-veda adds that he 

set down a stone on the ground, asking the bride to step 

upon it for the obtainment of offspring. On the con¬ 

clusion of the wedding festivities, the bride, anointed and 

in festal array, mounted with her husband a car adorned 

with red flowers and drawn by two white bulls. On this 

she was conducted in procession to her new home. The 

^main features of this nuptial ceremony of 3000 years 

ago still survive in India. 

Though the wife, like the children, was subject to the 

|will of her husband, she occupied a position of greater 

■honour in the age of the Rigveda than in that of the 

Brahmanas, for she (participated with her husband in 

'the offering of sacrifice. She was mistress of thr 

house'sharing the control not only oi 

igeiwants and slaves, Iput also of the unmarried brother: 

;^nd sisters of her l|[usband. P'rom the Yajurveda w 

learn that it was customary for sons and daughteir 



r marry in the order of their age, but the Rigveda 

tore than once speaks of girls wlio remained un- 
larried and grew old in Iheir father's Ikhisc. the 
unily could only be continued in the n)alc line, abun- 

ance of sons is constantly prayed for, aloiig with wealth 

1 cattle and land, and the newiy wedcteu ■ hopes 
lat his bride may become a mother of heroes. Lack of 

)ns was placed on the same level :is poverty, and adop- 
on was regarded as a mere makcslnft. No desire for 
le birth of daughters is e\ cr expressed in the Rigveda ; 

leir birth is deprecated in the Atharvn-vedo, and the 

'ajurveda speaks of girls being exposed when born, 
athers, even in the earliest Vedic times, would doubtless 

:vc sympathised with the sentiment of the Aitareya 

rd/utmtia, that ‘‘to have a daughier r- a misery.” This 
ejudicc survives in India to the pu .a ni day with nn- 

:ated force. 
.That the standard ot morality was comparatively 
;h may be inferred from the fact that adultery and 
..■e w'ere counted among the inoiN.^ serious offences, 

,i illegitimate births were concealed, ' 
One or two passages indicate that the , •’ctice of 
using old men, found among many primitively... 'oles, 

not unknown to the Rigveda. ' 

among crimes, the commonest appears to have, beetlh 
.lery, which generally took the form of cattle-lifting, 

tly practised at night. Thieves and robbers are often 
jtioned, and the Rlgj’eda contains many prayers for. 

•ection at home, abroad, and ,on journeys. Such 
linals, when caught, were punished by beijig fled to 
es with cords. Debts {rind) W'ere often incurred^ 

fly, it would seem, at play, and the Rigveda even, 

ks of paying them off by instalni^^nts. 
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From the references to dress which the Rigve^, 

contains we may gather that a lower garment and a 

cloak w’ere worn. Clothes were woven of sheep’s wool, 
were often variegated, and sometimes adorned with 
gold. Necklets, bracelets, anklets, and car-rings are 
mentioned in the way of ornaments. The hair was 
anointed and combed. The Atharva-veda even men¬ 
tions a comb with a hundred teeth, and also speaks 

of remedies which strengthened or restored the growth 
of the hair. Women plaited their hair, while men occa¬ 

sionally wore it braided and wound like a shell. The 
gods Rudra and Pushan are described as being thus 
adorned ; and the Vasishthas, we learn, wore their hair 
braided on the right side of the head. On festive 
occasions wreaths were worn by men. Beards were 
usual, but shaving w.as occasionally practised. The 

Atharva-veda relates how, when the ceremony of shaving 
off his beard was performed on King Soma, Vayu 
brought the hot water and Savitri skilfully wielded the 

razor. 
The chief article of food was milk, which was either 

drunk as it came from the cow or was used for cooking 

grain as well .as mi.xing with soma. Next in importance 
came clarified butter now^/^rt),\vhich,as afavouritr 

. food of men, was also offered to the gods. Grain wa* 

eaten after being patched, or, ground to flour betweei 

millstones, was made into cakes with milk or butter 
■ Various kinds of vegetables and fruit also formed par 

of the daily fare of the Vedic Indian. Flesh was eatei 

■ only <5n ceremonial occasions, when animals were sacri 
ficed. Bulls being t le chief offerings to the gods, bee 

: w»s probably the kiiid of meat most frequently eater- 

;;,Horse-flesh must have been less commonly used, owin; 



the Comparative rarity of the horse-sacrifice. Meat’ 
i either roasted on spits or cooked in pots. The 
er were made of metal or earthenwr.re ; but drinking- 
sels were usually of wood. 
The Indians of the Riicveda were acquainted with 
least two kinds of spiriluo'.'.s hquui. Se na was 

principal one. Its use was, however, restricted to 
asions of a religious character, such as sacrifices 

! festivals. The genuine soma plant from which 
was made also became increasingly difficult to 

ain as the Aryans moved farther away from the 

untains. The spirit in ordin.jry use was called sum. 
) knowledge of it goes back to a remote period, for 

name, like that of soma, is found in the Avesta in 
form of hum. It was doubtless j lepared from some 

d of grain, like the liqiu^r made from rice at the 

sent clay in Indi.a. Indulgence in sum went hand 
■and with gambling. One poet mentions anger, dice, 

sura as the causes of various sins; while another 
aks of men made arrogant with mni reviling the 
s. Its use must have been common, for by the 
e of the Vdjasaucyi Samhitd, the oceupation of .a 

aker of sura” {surdkani) or distiller hud become a 
i'ession. 

-)ne of the chief occupations of the Vcdic Indians 

of course warfare. They fought either on foot or 
chariots. The latter had two occupants, Ihe fighter 
the driver. This was still t]|e case in the Mnhd- 

mtn, where we find Krishna acting as charioteer toC 
ma. Cavalry is nowhere mentioned, and prftbably- 
le into use at a considerably l^ter period. By thcv 

3 of Alexander’s invasion, ho^tfver, it formed oneS 

he regular four divisions of the;i4f|i‘'‘“ army. The^v 
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are some indications that riding on horseback was at 

least known to the Rigveda, and distinct references to 
it occur in the Atharva- and the Yajur-vedas. The Vedic 
warriors were protected with coats of mail and helmets 

of metal. The principal weapons were the bow and 
arrow, the latter being tipped with poisoned horn or 
with a metal point. Spears and axes are also frequently 

mentioned. 
The principal means of livelihood to the Vedic 

Indian was cattle-breeding. His great desire was to 

possess large herds; and in the numerous prayers for 

protection, health, and prosperity, cattle are nearly 
always mentioned first. 

The Vedic Aryans were, however, not merely a 
pastoral people. They had brought with them from 
beyond the valleys of Afghanistan at least a primitive 

knowledge of agriculture, as is shown by the Indians 
and Iranians having such terms as “ to plough ” {krish) 
in common. This had, indeed, by the time of the 
Rigveda, become an industry second only to cattle- 

breeding in importance. The plough, which we learn 
from the AtJuirva-veda had a metal share, was used for 
making furrows in the fields, and was drawn by bulls. 

When the earth was thvrs prepared, seed was strewn 
over the soil. Irrigation seems not to have been un¬ 

known, as dug-out channels for water are mentioned. 

When ripe, the corn {yavd) was cut with a sickle. It 
j was then laid in bundles on the threshing-floor, where 

■ it was threshed out an,d finally sifted by winnowing. 

Th'bugh the VediQ Indians were already a pastoral 
'and agricultural peo|)le, they still practised hunting to 

'a considerable extenU The Ininter pursued his game 

:iiwith bow and arrow,! or used traps and snares. Birds 



m.. 

were usually caught with toils or nets spread on the? 

ground. Lions were taken in snares, antelopes secured 
; in pits, and boars hunted with dogs. 

Navigation in Rigvedic times was, as we have already 
seen, limited to the crossing of rivers. The boats (called 
ftau-s, Greek nau-s) were propelled by what were doubt¬ 
less paddles {aritrd), and must have been of the most 

primitive type, probably dug-out tree-trunks. No men¬ 
tion is made of rudder or anchor, masts, or sails. 

Trade in those days consisted in barter, the cow 

being the pecuniary standard by which the value of 

everything was measured. The transition to coinage 
was made by the use of gold ornaments and jewelry 
as a form of reward or payment, as was the case among 
the ancient Germans. Thus ttishkn, which in the Rig- 
veda means a necklet, in later times became the name of 
a coin. 

Though the requirements of life in early Vcdic times 
were still primitive enough to enable every man more 

or less to supply his own wants, the beginnings of vari¬ 
ous trades and industries can be clearly traced in the Rig- 
veda. References are particularly freciuent to the labour 

of the worker in wood, who was still carpenter, joiner, 
and wheelwright in one. As the construction of chariots 

and carts required peculiar/'skil'.' we find that certain 
men already devoted themselvesj’ to it as a special art,, 
and worked at it for pay. Her|ce felicity in the com¬ 

position of hymns is often comprlred with the dexterity 
of the wheelwright. Mention is I also sometimes made," 

of the smith who smelts the ora in a forge, u«ng tho'' 
wing of a bird instead of a bellow? to produce a draught^; 
He is described as making ke Sties as well as other 

dpihestic utensils of metal. Thej' Rigveda also refers 
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tanners and the skins of animals prepared by thetiSg 
Women, it appears, were acquainted with sewing and'’; 

with the plaiting of mats from grass or reeds. An art ; 
much more frequently alluded to in metaphors and, 
similes is that of weaving, but the references are so 

brief that we obtain no insight into the process. The 
Atharva-veda, however, gives some details in a pass.age 
which describes how Night and Day, personified as two 

sisters, weave the web of the year alternately with 
threads that never break or come to an end. The 
division of labour had been greatly developed by the ' 

time of the White Yajurveda, in which a great many , 
trades and vocations are enumerated. Among these 
we find the rope-maker, the jeweller, the elephant- 

keeper, and the actor. 
Among the active and warlike Vedic Aryans the 

f chariot-race was a favourite amusement, as is shown 
by the very metaphors which are borrowed from this 
form of sport. Though skilful driving w'as still a 
highly esteemed art in the epic period, the use of the 
chariot both for war and for racing gradually died out in 

Hindustan, partly perhaps owing to the enervating in¬ 
fluence of the climate, and partly to the scarcity of 

horses, which had to be brought from the region of 
the Indus. j" 

The chief social recreation of men when they met. 

together was gambling with dice. The irresistible fasci¬ 
nation exercised, and! the ruin often entailed by this 
amusement, we have) already found described in the ; 

Gambltfr’s Lament, pome haunted the gaming-hall tb; 

■ such an extent that tjre find them jocularly described; 
:Jh the Yajurveda as “ pillars of the playhouse” {sabJid-.< 
stMmi), No certain information can be gathered frqit§ 



■\it Rigveda as to "how the game was played. We /- 
Know, however, from one passage that four dice were: : 

used. The Yajurveda mentions a game played with 
five, each of which has a name. Cheating at play 

appears in the Rig^>eda as one of the most frequent of 
crimes; and one poet speaks of dice as one of the 
chief sources of sinning against the ordinances of 

Vanina. Hence the word used in the Rigveda for 
“gamester" {kiiavd) in classical Sanskrit came to mean 
“ cheat," and a later word for “ rogue " (dhurtd) is used 

as a synonym of “ gamester.” 

Another amusement was dancing, which seems to have 
been indulged in by men as well as women. But when 

the sex of the dancers is distinctly referred to, they are 
nearly always maidens. Thus the Goddess of Dawn is 
compared to a dancer decked in gay attire. That 

dancing took place in the open air may be gathered 

from the line (x. 76, 6), “thick dust arose as from men 
who dance” (iij^ilyatdvi). 

Various references in the Rigveda show that even 

in that early age the Indians were acquainted with dif¬ 
ferent kinds of music. For we find the three main 
types of percussion, wind, and . stringed instruments 

there represented by the diX\\vi\ \{dundubht), the flute 
(vdm), and the lute (yltjd). The* latter has ever since 

been the favourite musical instr^iment of the Indians 

down to the present day. That t!he Vedic Indians were 
fond of instrumental music may,.be inferred from the 

statement of a Rishi that the siound of the flute is 

heard in the abode of Yama,f where the blessed, 
dwell. From one of the Sutras ';we learn that instru-; 
mental music w'as performed at § some religious rites/- 

villa being played at the sajbrifice to the Manesl- 
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By the time of the Yajurveda several kinds of prpfes-| 

sional musicians appear to have arisen, for lute-playera^ 

drummers, flute-players, and conch-blowers are enume^; 

rated in its list of callings. Singing is, of course, very; 

often mentioned in the Rigveda. That vocal music had. 

already got beyond the most primitive stage may be 

concluded from the somewhat complicated method of 

chanting the Sdmaveda, a method which was probably 

very ancient, as the Soma ritual goes back to the Indo- 

Iranian age. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE LATER VEDAS 

Op' the three later Vedas, the Sdmaveda is much the 
most closely connected with the Rigx>eda. Historically 

it is of little importance, for it contains hardly any inde¬ 
pendent matter, all its verses except seventy-five being 
taken directly from the Rigvedn. Its contents are derived 
chiefly from the eighth and especially the ninth, the Soma 
book. The Sdniaveda resembles the Yajurveda in having 
been compiled exclusively for ritual application ; for the 
verses of which it consists are all meant to be chanted 

at the ceremonies of the soma sacrifice. Removed from 
their context in the Rigveda, they are strung together 
without internal connection, their significance depend¬ 
ing solely on their relation to particular rites. In form 
these stanzas appear in the text of the Stvnaveda as 
if they were to be spoken or recited, differing from 
those of the Rigveda only in thje way of marking the 
accent. The Sdmaveda is, therefore, only the book 
of words employed by the speciail class of Ugatri priests 

at the soma sacrifice. Its stanzjik assume tlicir proper 
character of musical Sdmans or chants only in the 
various song-books called gdna)s, which indicate the.- 
prolongation, the repetition, anci the interpolation ofj: 
syllables necessary in singing, jufet as is often done in^ 
jEuropean publications when the words arc given belpw" 
the musical notation. There aife four of these song* 

>7« 
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books in existence, two belonging to each division of 

the Veda. The number of Sdmans here given of course- 
admitted of being indefinitely increased, as each verse 

could be sung to many melodies. 
The Sdmaveda consists of 1549 stanzas, distributed in 

two books called drchikas or collections of rich verses. 
The principle of arrangement in these two books is dif¬ 

ferent. The first is divided into six lessons (J>rapdthaka\ 

each of which contains ten decades {da^at) of stanzas, ex¬ 
cept the sixth, which has only nine. The verses of the first 

twelve decades are addressed to Agni, those of the last 
eleven to Soma, while those of the intermediate thirty- 
six are chiefly invocations of Indra, the great soma- 
drinker. .The second book contains nine lessons, each of 
which is divided into two, and sometimes three, sections. 
It consists throughout of small groups of stanzas, which, 

generally three in number, arc closely connected, thg 
first in the group being usually found in the first book 
also. That the second book is both later in date and 

secondary in character is indicated by its repeating 
stanzas from the first book as well as by its deviating 
much less from the text of the Rigvedu. It is also a 
significant fact in this connectioir that the verses of the 
first book which recur in the second agree more closely 
with the readings of the Rigveda than the other verses by 
which they are surrounded. This can only be accounted 

"for by the supposition! that they were consciously altered 
in order to accord with the s.ame verses in the second 

book which were diifectly influenced by the Rigi’eda, 

while dhe readings of the first book had diverged more 
widely because that book had been handed down, since 
the original borrowing, by an independent tradition. 

We know’ from stai ements of the Qatapatha Brdhmdna 



iAat 'the divisions of the first book of the Sdtnaveda' 

existed at least as early as the period when the second 
part of that Brahmana was composed. There is, more¬ 
over, some reason to believe that the Sdviavedii as a 

collection is older than at least the Taittirlya and the 
Vdjasaneyi recensions of the Yajurveda. For the latter 
contain verses, used also as Sdman chants, in a form which 
shows the variations of the Sdmaveda in contrast with 

the Rigvcda. This is all the more striking as the Vdja¬ 

saneyi text has an undoubted tendency to adhere to the 

readings of the Rigvcda. On the other hand, the view 

expressed by Professor Weber that numerous variants in 
verses of the Sdmaveda contain archaic forms as com¬ 
pared with the Rigveda, and were therefore borrowed at 
a time before the existing redaction of the Rigveda took 
place, has been shown to be untenable. 'I'lie various 

Readings of tlie Sdmaveda are really due in part to 
inferior tradition, and in part to arbitrary alterations 
made in order to .adapt verses detached from their 

context to the ritual purpose to which they were applied. 
Two schools of the Sdmaveda arc known — the 

Kauthumas and the Ranayanlyas, the former of whom 
are said still to exist in Gujarat, while the latter, at one 

time settled mainly in the MahratAa country, are said to 
survive in Eastern Hyderabad. Ijheir recensions of the 

text appear to have differed but clittle from each other. 

That of the RanayanTyas has beei? published more than 
once. The earliest edition, brougljit out by a missionary 

named Stevenson in 1842, was entirely superseded by th^ 

valuable work of Benfey, which,icontaining a (j«rmari 
translation and glossary besides «ie text, catue out in 

x848. The Sdmaveda was thus thelfirst of the Vedas to be 

ectited in its entirety. The text of <|iis Veda, according toi 
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the recension of the same school, together with the com-: 
mentary of Sayana, was subsequently edited in India.^ 
Of the Kauthuma recension nothing has been preserved 
excepting the seventh prapdthaka, which, in the Naigeya 

subdivision of this school, forms an addition to the first 
drehika, and was edited in 1868. Two indices of the 
deities and composers of the Sdmaveda according to 

the Naigeya school have also been preserved, and 

indirectly supply information about the text of the 
Kauthuma recension. 

The Yajumcdii introduces us not only to a geogra¬ 

phical area different from that of the Rigveda, but also 
to a new epoch of religious and social life in India. The 

centre of Vedic civilisation is now found to lie farther to 
the east. We hear no more of the Indus and its tribu¬ 
taries; for the geographical data of all the recensions of the 

Yajuroeda point to the territory in the middle of Northern 
India occupied by the neighbouring peoples of the Kurus 
and Panchfilas. The country of the former, called Kuru- 

kshetra, is specifically the holy land of the Yajurvedas 

and of the Brahmanas attached to them. It lay in the 
plain between the Sutlej and the Jumna, beginning wath 

the tract bounded by the two small rivers Drishadvati 

and Sarasvatl, and extending south-eastwards to the 

Jumna. It corresponds to the modern district of 
> Sirhind. Closely comtected with, and eastward of this 

region, was situated |he land of the Panchfilas, which, 
-running south-east fro^n the Meerut district to Allahabad, 
-Embraces the territoijy between the Jumna and the 

Gang«s called the Dof,b (“Two Waters”). Kurukshetra 
,was the country in wjKich the Brahmanic religious and 

social system was developed, and from which it spread 

‘over the rest of India. It claims a further historical 



interest as being in later times the scene of the conflict, 
* describecl in the Mahabharata, between the Panchalas 
land Matsyas on the one hand, and the Kurus, including 
■ the ancient Bharatas, on the other. In the famous law- 
book of Manu the land of the Kurus is still regarded 
with veneration as the special home of Brahmanism, and 

as such is designated Brahmavarta. Together with the 

country of the Panchalas, and that of their neighbours 
to the south of the Jumna, the Matsyas (with Mathura, 

how Muttra, as their capital) and the (^^urasenas, it is 
spoken of as the land of Brahman sages, where the 

bravest warriors and the most pious priests live, and the 
customs and usages of which are authoritative. 

Here the adherents of the Yajurveda split up into 
several schools, which gradually spread over other parts 
of India, the Kathas, with their subdivision the Kapi- 

shthalas, being in the time of the Greeks located in the 

Panjab, and later in Kashmir also. The Kathas are now 
to be found in Kashmir only, while the Kapishthalas have 

entirely disappeared. The Maitrayaniyas, originally called 
Kalapas, appear at one time to have occupied the region 
around the lower course of the Narmada for a distance 

of some two hundred miles from thje sea, extending to the 

south of its mouth more than a hundred miles, as far as 

Nasik, and northwards beyond the liiodern city of Baroda. 

There are now only a few reinnantji> of this school to the 

a^rth oivNthe Narmada in Gujarat, chiefly at Ahmedabad, 
arid farther west at Morvi. Beforeithe beginning of our 
era these two ancient schools mjust have been very 
^Mdely diffused in India. P'or the j^ammarian Patinjali 

speaks of the Kathas and Kalaprls as the universally 
■cnown schools of the Yajurveda^ whose doctrines were 

Lj^oclaimed in every village. From jthe Rdmdyaua, morer 
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over, we learn that these two schools were highly hoH? 
onred in Ayodhya (Oudh) also. They were, howevetj 
gradually ousted by the two younger schools of thei 
Yajurveda. Of these, the Taittiriyas have been found 
only to the south of the Narmada, where they can be.J 
traced as far back ivs the fourth century a.d. Their most ; 
important subdivision, that of the Apastambas, still sur-^ 
vives in the territory of the Godavari, while another, the 

Hiranyake^ins, arc found still farther south. The school 
of the Vajasaneyins spread towards the south-east, down 

the Ganges Valley. At the present day they occupy a, 
wide area, embracing North-East and Central India. 

Each of these four schools has preserved one or two 

recensions of the Yajurveda. The text of the Maitrdr, 

yani Sanihitd, which consists of four books (kdnda), sub¬ 

divided into fifty-four lessons {prapdthakd), has been 

edited by Professor L. v. Schroeder (1881-86). The 
same scholar is preparing an edition of the Kdtkaka 

Samhitd, the recension of the Katha school. These two 
recensions are nearly related in language, having many, 
forms in common which are not found elsewhere. Of 

the Kapishthala-KatJm Samhitd only somewhat corrupt, 
fragments have hitherto come to light, and it is very, 
doubtful whether sufficient manuscript material will ever ' 
be discovered to render an edition of this text possible.; 
The Taittirlya Samiktd, which comprises seven books,: 

and is subdivided ir to forty-four lessons, is somewhat':;; 
later in origin than t le above-mentioned recensions. It* 

was edited by Profdssor A. Weber in 1871-72. These^j 
texts* of the Yajtirve, ta form a closely connected group, 

: for they are essentially the same in character. Theifi; 
; agreement is often wn verbal, especially in the versesj 

and formulas for rci; itation which they contain. Theyt 



4ls6' agree in arranging their matter according to a 
similar principle, which is different from that of the 
Vajasaneyi recension. 

The Sairihitd of the latter consists entirely of the verses 
and formulas to be recited at the sacrifice, and is there¬ 
fore clear {qukla), that is to say, separated from the ex¬ 
planatory matter which is collected in the Brahmana. 
Hence it is called the White {qtikla) Yajurueda, while the 
others, under the general name of Black {kriskiia) Yajur- 
veda, are contrasted with it, as containing both kinds of 

matter mixed up in the Samhitd. The text of the Vaja- 
saneyins has been preserved in two recensions, that of 
the Madhyatpdinas and of the Kiinvas. These are almost 
identical in their subject-matter as well as its arrange¬ 
ment. Their divergences hardly go beyond varieties of 
reading, which, moreover, appear only in their prose 
formulas, not m their verses. Agreeing thus closely, they 
cannot be separated in their origin by any wide interval 
of time. Their discrepancies probably arose rather from 

geographical separation, since each has its own pcculiari- 
.ies of spelling. The White Yajurveda in both these re¬ 
censions has been edited by Profes'por Weber (1849-52). 

It is divided into forty chapters, called adkydyas. 

That it originally consisted of the first eighteen alone 
s indicated by external as well las internal evidence. 
This is the only portion containing verses and prose 
ormulas (both having the comni n name of mantras) 
which recur in the Taittirfya Satiihy td, the sole exceptions 
icing a few passages relating to he horse-sacrifice in 

•hapters 22-25. Otherwise the j pontents of th® last ; 
wenty-two chapters are found agj iin only in the Brah-;- 
ilana and the Aranyaka belong Qg to the Taittiriyar 

~iaiphitd. Moreover, it is only thj§ mantras of the firsb 
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eighteen chapters of the Vdjasaneyi Samhitd which, 
quoted and explained word by word in the first nine,; 
books of its own Brahmana, while merely a few mantrap] 

from the following seventeen chapters are mentioned in" 
that work. According to the further testimony of an, 
ancient index of the White Yajtirveda^ attributed to 
Katyayana, the ten chapters 26-35 ^ supplement 

ikhila). 
The internal evidence of the Vdjasaneyi Samhitd 

leads to similar conclusions. The fact that chapters 

26-29 contain mantras relating to ceremonies dealt 
with in previous chapters and requiring to be applied 
to those ceremonies, is a clear indication of their sup¬ 
plementary character. The next ten chapters (30-39): 
are concerned with altogether new ceremonies, such, 

as the human sacrifice, the universal sacrifice, and the 
sacrifice to the Manes. I^astly, the 40th chapter must 
be a late addition, for it stands in no direct relation to, 
the ritual and bears the character of an Upanishad. Dif¬ 

ferent parts of the Samhitd, moreover, furnish some data 
pointing to different, periods of religious and social, 

development. In the i6th chapter the god Rudra is 

described by a large number of epithets which are 
subsequently peculiar to (^iva. Two, however, which 

are particularly significant, Igdna, “Ruler," and Mahd- 

deva, “Great God,” hre absent here, but are added in 
the 39th chapter. These, as indicating a special wor-- 
ship of the god, repr L'sent a later development. Again^i 

the 30th chapter sf ecifies most of the Indian mixedi 

casteS, while the i6i h mentions only a few of thenw^ 
.Hence, it is likely th’ it at least some which arc known' 

to the former chap|er did not as yet exist when tfie 
latter was composed. 
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On these grounds four chronological strata tnay be 
distinguished in the White Yajurvcda. To the funda¬ 
mental portion, comprising chapters t-iB, the next 

seven must first have been added, for these tsvo parts 
deal with the general sacrificial ceremonial. The deve¬ 
lopment of the ritual led to the compilaiiun of !iie next 
fourteen chapters, which are concerned with ceremonies 

already treated (26-29) or entirely new (30-39). The 
last chapter apparently dates from a period when the 
excessive growth of ritual practices led to a reaction. 

It does not supply sacrificial mantras, I ut aims at estab¬ 
lishing a mean between e.xclusive devotion to and total 
neglect of the sacrificial ceremonies. 

Even tlie original portion of the White Yajurvcda 
em it have assumed shape soraeulial later than any of 
(.1 / recensions of the Black. For ilic systematic and 

/derly distribution of matter by winch ttie mantras are 
collected in the Sainhitd, while their dogmatic explana- 
aon is entirely relegated to a Brahmana, can hardly 
)e as old as the confused arrangement in which both 
>arts are largely mixed up. 

The two most important portions of the Yajurvedas 
leal with the new and full moon sacrifices,’as well as 

he soma sacrifice, on the one hand, and with the con- 
■•truction of the fire-altar on t»other. Chapters i-io 

)f the White Yajurvcda contain iShe mantras for the 

ormer, chapters ii-i8 those for tl^e latter part of the 
ceremonial. The corresponding ritual explanations are 

o .bc found in books 1-5 and 6-^ respectively of the 
"■atapatha Brahmana. In these ftindamental portions; 
vien the Black Yajurvcda does flot intermingle the; 
tpntras with their explanations. l|he first book of thr 
’aUtitiya Samhita contains in it|' first four lessons 
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nothing but the verses and formulas to be recited at tfie| 

fortnightly and the soma sacrifices; the fourth book, no-,; 
thing but those employed in the fire-altar ritual. These : 
books follow the same order as, and in fact furnish a; 

parallel recension of, the corresponding parts of the; 
Vajasancyi Sainhitd. On the other hand, the Taittiriya 
Samhitd contains within itself, but in a different part, 

the two corresponding Brahmanas, which, on the whole, 
are free frenu admixture with mantras. The fifth book 
is the Brahmana of the fire ritual, and the sixth is that 

of the soma sacrifice; but the dogmatic explanation of 
the new and full moon sacrifice is altogether omitted 
here, being found in the third book of the Taittiriya 

Brahmana. In the Maitrdyanl Samhitd the distribu¬ 
tion of the corresponding material is similar. The first 
three lessons of the first book contain the mantras only 

for the fortnightly and the soma sacrifices; the latter 

half of the second book (lessons 7-13), the mantras only 
for the tire ritual. The corresiionding Brahmanas begin 

with the sixth and the first lesson respectively of the 

third book. It is only in the additions to these funda¬ 
mental parts of the Black Yqfunieda that the separation 
of Mantra and Brahmana is not carried out. The main 

difference, then, between the Black and the White con¬ 
sists in the former combining within the same collection 

Brahmana as well as Mantra matter. As to its chief 

and fundamental parts, there is no reason to suppose 
That these two kinds jof matter, which are kept separate 
/and unmixed, are eijther chronologically or essentially 

more* nearly related t|ian are the Vdjasaneyi Samhitd and 
The ^atapatlui Brahmana. ; 

V The Yajurveda rlesembles the Sdmaveda in havihjl 

been compiled for application to sacrificial rites onlyl 



But while the Sdmaveda deals solely with one part of 

the ritual, the soma sacrifice, the Yajurveda supplies 

the formulas for the whole sacrificial ceremonial. Like 

the Sdmaveda, it is also connected with the Rigveda; 

but while the former is practically altogether extracted 

from the Rigveda, the Yajurveda, though borrowing 

many of its verses from the same source, is largely an 

original production. Thus somewhat more than one- 

fourth only of the Vdjasnneyi Samhitd is derived from the 

Rigveda. One half of this collection consists of verses 

{riclt) most of which (upwards of 700) are found in the 

Rigveda; the other half is made up of prose formulas 
{■yajus). 'fhe latter, as well as the verses not borrowed 

from the Rigveda, are the independent creation of the 

composers of the Yajurveda. This partial originality was . 
indeed a necessary result of the growth of entirely new 

ceremonies and the extraordinary development of ritual 

detail. It became impossible to obtain from the Rigveda 

even approximately suitable verses for these novel re¬ 

quirements. ,■ 
The language of the Mantra portion of the Yajur* 

veda, though distinctly representing a later stage, yet' 

on the whole agrees with that pf tht; Rigveda, while 

separated from that of classical Sanskrit by a consider*- 
able interval. 2 

On its mythological side the peligion of the Yajurj 

yeda does not differ essentially ffom that of the older: 
Veda ; for the pantheon is still thji same. Some iniporr 

tant modifications in detail arc, hokvever, apparent. The., 

figure of Prajapati, only foreshadowed in the latestliymns 

of the Rigveda, comes more anc| more into the fore 

ground as the chief of the god The Rudra of th^ 

R^veda has begun to appear on t^ie scene as (^iva, bpin: 
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several times mentioned by that name as well as by olKe^ 
epithets later peculiar to ^iva, such as Qankara and’ 
Mahadeva. Vishnu now occupies a somewhat more’ 

prominent position than in the Rig^’eda. A new feature 

is his constant identification with the sacrifice. The 
demons, now regularly called Asuras, perpetually appear 

as a gi-ouj> of evil beings opposed to the good gods. 
Their conflicts with the latter play a considerable part in 
the myths of the Yajnmcda. The Apsarascs, who, as a 
class of celestial nymphs endowed with all the seductive 

charms of female beauty, occupy so important a place 
in post-Vedic mythology, but are very rarely mentioned 
in the Rigveda, begin to be more prominent in the 
Yajurveda, in which many of them are referred to by, 
individual names. 

Certain religious conceptions have, moreover, been 

modified and new rites introduced. Thus the word 
brahma, which in the Rigveda meant simply ^'devo¬ 
tion,'' has come to signify the essence of prayer and 

holiness, an advance towards its ultimate sense in 
the Upanishads. Again, snake-worship, which is un¬ 

known to the Rigveda, now appears as an element 
in Indian religion. That, however, which impresses 

ion the Yajurveda the stamp of a new epoch is the 
Character of the worship which it represents. The 

relative impoi tance of the gods and of the sacrifice in 

the older religion his now become invertecT. In the 

i'Rigveda the object of devotion was the gods, for the- 

power of bestowing benefits on mankind was believed to: 
:iie in ttheir hands alone, while the sacrifice was only a 

iiieans of influencing/their will in favour of the offerer* 

■in the Yajurveda thje sacrifice itself has become the 
,,«3entre of thought anqj desire, its correct performance in- 



cvefy'ilfetiiiir being all-important. Its power is now ^6; 

great that it not merely influences, but compels the gods 

to do the will of the officiating priest. By means of it 
the Brahmans may, in fact, be said to hold the gods in 

their hands. 

The religion of the Yajun>ed/i may be described 
as a kind of mechanical sacerdotalism. A crowd of 

priests conducts a vast and complicated system of 

external ceremonies, to which symbolical significance 

is attributed, and to the smallest minutiai of which 

the greatest weight is attached. In this stifling atmos¬ 

phere of perpetual sacrifice and ritual, the truly religious 

spirit of the Rigneda could not possibly survive. Adora¬ 

tion of the power and beneficence of the gods, as well 

as the consciousness of guilt, is entirely lacking, every 

ptayer being coupled with some jiarticiilar rite and 

aiming solely at securing material advantages. As a; 

natural result, the formulas of the V'ljuncda are full of 

dreary repetitions or variations of the same idea, and 

abound with half or wholly uninteUigible interjections,, 

particularly the syllable om. The following quotation 

from the Maitnxyanl Somkitd is a good example: 

Niuhayo vd nidhdyo vd ctrt vd om vd om vd e ai om. 

svarmjyoti]}. Here only the last word, which means 

“ golden light,” is translatable. ' 

Thus the ritual could not fail to become more 

and more of a mystery to all Avho did not belong 

to the Brahman caste. To its formulas, no less than- 

to the sacrifice itself, control ovjer Nature as well as 

the supernatural powers is attributed. 'Dius th#re ai'y 

certain formulas for the obtainment of victory; tiv 

iiieans of these, it is said, Indra Constantly vanquisher 

the demons. Again, we learn that, if the priest jirp 
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riounces a formula for rain while mixing a certain] 
offering, he causes the rain to stream down. Hence" 
the formulas are regarded as having a kind of magical; 
effect by exercising compulsion. Similar miraculous 
powers later came to be attached to penance and asceti¬ 
cism among the Brahmans, and to holiness among the 
Buddhists. The formulas of the Yajurveda have not, as 

a rule, the form of prayers addressed to the gods, but 
on the whole and characteristically consist of statements 
about the result of employing particular rites and 
mantras. Together with the corresponding ritual they 

furnish a comple.x mass of appliances ready to hand 
for the obtainment of material welfare in general as 
well as all sorts of special objects, such as cattle or a 
village. The presence of a priest capable of using the 
necessary forms correctly is of course always presup¬ 

posed. The desires which several rites are meant to 

fulfil amount to nothing more than childish absurdity. 
Thus some of them aim at the obtainment of the year. 

Formulas to secure possession of the moon would have 
had equal practical v.alue. 

Hand in hand with the elaboration of the sacrificial 
; ceremonial went the growth and consolidation of the 

caste system, in which the Brahmans secured the social 
^ as well as the religious supremacy, and which has held 
' India enchained for more than two thousand five hundred 

years. Not only do we find the four castes firmly 
i established as the mi^in divisions of Indian society in 

the Yajurveda, but, as one of the later books of the 

f’^jaseneyi Saitihitd ^hows, most of the mixed castes' 
l^own in later times, are already found to exist. The' 
social as well as the | religious conditions of the Indiaii: 
people, therefore, no^ wear .an aspect essentially dif^ 



erii^ from those revealed to us in the hymns of the' 

^igveda. 
The Rig-, Sdma-, and Yajur-vedas alone were origin¬ 

ally recognised as canonical collections. For they only 

were concerned with the great sacrificial ceremonial. 

The Atharva-veda, with the exception of +he last book, 

which was obviously added in order to connect it with 

that ceremonial, is essentially unconnected with it. 

The ceremonial to which its hymns were practically 

applied is, with few exceptions, that with which the 

Grihya Sutras deal, being domestic rites such as those 

of birth, marriage, and death, or the political rites re¬ 

lating to the inauguration of kings. Taken as a whole, 

it is a heterogeneous collection of spells. Its most 

salient teaching is sorcery, for it is mainly directed 
against hostile agencies, such as diseases, noxious 

animals, demons, wizards, foes, oppressors of Brah¬ 

mans. But it also contains many ;:>pells of an auspi¬ 

cious character, such as charms to secure harmony in 

family and village life, reconciliation of eneniies, long 

life, health, and prosperity, besides prayers for protection 

on journeys, and lor luck in gambling. Thus it has a 

douOie aspect, being meant to appease and bless as 

well as to curse. 

In its main contents the Atharva-veda is more 

superstitious than the Rigveda. For it does not re¬ 

present the more advanced religious beliefs of the 

priestly class, but is a collection of the most popular 

spells ennent among the masses, who always preserve; 

more primitive notions with regard to demoniac powers. 

The spirit which breathes in it is that of a prehistoric: 

age. A few of its actual charms' probably date \yith 

modification from the Indo-PIuropean period * 



for, as Adalbert Kuhn has shown, some bf its 
for curing bodily ailments agree in purpose and cori4 
tent, as well as to some extent even in form, withj 
certain old German, Lettic, and Russian charms. Bui: 
with regard to the higher religious ideas relating tck 
the gods, it represents a more recent and advanced; 
stage than the Rigveda. It contains, indeed, more’ 
theosophic matter than any of the other Samhitas. For.; 
the history of civilisation it is on the whole more in¬ 
teresting and important than the Rigveda itself. 

The Athan’a-veda is extant in the recensions of two 
different schools. That of the Paippaladas is, however,: 
known in a single birch-bark manuscript, which is 
ancient but inaccurate and mostly unaccented. It was; 
discovered by Professor Biihlcr in Kashmir, and has 
been described by Professor Roth in his tract Det^ 
Atharvaveda'in Kaschmir (1875). It will probably soon' 
be accessible to scholars in the form of a photogra¬ 
phic reproduction published by Professor Bloomfield,: 
This recension is doubtless meant by the “ Paippalada' 
Mantras mentioned in one of the Paripshtas oi* supple-' 
mentary writings of the Atharva-veda. 

The printed text, edited by Roth and Whitney in 
1856, gives the recepsion of the (^aunaka school. Nearly 
the whole of Sayana's commentary to the Athai-va-vedd 
has been edited in 'India. Its chief interest lies in thp 
large number of headings supplied by it which differ 

: from those of the printed edition of this Veda. 
This Samhita is divided into twenty books, contain^ 

'ing 700 hymns and i about 6000 stanzas. Some 1200 6f 
the latter are derived from the Rigveda^ chiefly from 
the tenth, first, and /eighth books, a few also from eacK 
,6f the other books.] Of the 143 hymns of Book XX> 



(i biir twelve are taken bodily from the established , 

ext of the Rigveda witlioxit any change;. The matter 

jofrowed from the Rijiveda in the other books shows 

considerable varieties of reading, but the^e,'as in the 

other Samhitfis, are of inferior value compared with the 

text of the Rigveda. As is the case in the Vajurvedaf 
a considerable part of the At/iama {gbuni one-sixth) con¬ 

sists of prose. Upwards of fifty hymns, comprising the 

whole of the fifteenth and sixteenth, besides some thirty 

hymns scattered in the other books, are entirely un- 

metrical. Parts or single stanzas of over a hundred 

other hymns are of a similar character. 

That the Atharva-veda originally consisted of its first 

thirteen books only is shown both by its arrangement 

and by its subject-matter. The emitents of Books 1.- 

Vfl. are distributed according to the •lumber of stanzas 

contained in the hymns. In Book 1, they have on the 

average four stanzas, in II. five, in lil. six, m IV. seven, 

n V. eight to eighteen, in VI. three; and in VII. about 

jalf the hymns have only one stanza each. Books 

VlII.-XIIl. contain longer pieces, d’he contents of all 

these thirteen books are indiscriminately intermingled. 

The following five books, on the contrary, are arranged 

iccording to uniformity of subject-matter. Book XIV. 

contains the stanzas relating to the wedding rite, which 

consist largely of mantras from the tenth book of the 

Rigveda. Book XV, is a glorification of the Supreme 

Being under the name of Vratya, while XVI. and XVII. 

jontain certain conjurations. The whole of XV, and 

learly the whole of XVI., moreover, are compoi*;d ini' 

■rose of the type found in the Brahmanas. Both XVIl 

iiid XVII. are very short, the forfxier containing nine 

lyriins occupying four printed pages, the latter consist- 
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ing of only a single hymn, which extends to little ii|ori| 

than two pages. Book XVIII. deals with burial.ands 
the* Manes. Like XIV., it derives most of its stanza?^ 
from the tenth book of the Rigveda. Both these books| 
are, therefore, not specifically Atharvan in character. i 

The last two books are manifestly late additionsy- 
Book XIX. consists of a mixture of supplementary' 

pieces, part of the text of which is rather corrupt.- 
Book XX., with a slight exception, contains only com-' 
plete hymns addressed to Indra, which are borrowed^ 
directly and without any variation from the Rigveda, 
The fact that its readings are identical with those of 
the Rigveda would alone suffice to show that it is of 
later date than the original books, the readings of. 
which show considerable divergences from those of the^ 
older Veda, There is, however, more convincing proof; 

of the lateness of this book. Its matter relates to' 
the Soma ritual, and is entirely foreign to the spirit 
of the Athnrva-veda. It was undoubtedly added to! 
establish the claim of the Atharva to the position of a 
fourth Veda, by bringing it into connection with the' 
recognised sacrificiaL^j:?moni:U^ of the three old Vedi^- 

This book, again, L well as'* 

noticed in the Prahi^dkhya of the Athat-va-veda. Both 
of them must, therefore, have been added after that 

^work was composed. Excepting two prose pieces (48’ 
'and 49) the only original part of Book XX. is the 
so-called kuntdpa hymns (127-136). These are allied tg 

V the ddnastutis of Rigveda, those panegyrics of liberal 
^king* or sacrificers yhich were the forerunners of epiri' 

narratives in praise of warlike princes and heroes. F 

The e.xistence of the Atharva, as a collection cip 

of the gatapatha BraM' 



(xi., xiii., xiv.), the Taittiriya Brdhmam, and the ;> 

"hhdndogyia Upanishad were composed, is proved by the 

eferences to it in those works. In Patanjali’s Mahd- 

hdshya the Atharva had already attained to such an 

ssured position that it is even cited at the head of the 

^edas, and occasionally as their (niiy j epu-seiilative. 

The oldest name of this Veda is Athanmugirasah, a 

Jesignation occurring in the text of the Atlmva-veda, 

.nd found at the beginning of its MSS. themselves. This 

vord is a compound formed of the names of two ancient 

amilies of priests, the Atharvans and Angirases. In the 

)pinion of Professor Bloomtieid the former term is here 

ynonymous with “ lioly charms,"' as referring to auspi- 

;ious practices, while the latter is an equivalent of 

‘witchcraft charms." The term ufhayvnn and its deriva- 

ves, though representing only its bene.olcnf side, would 

nus have come to designate the fourth Veda as a whole. 

-t its plural form (ai/tan’d/ia/i) the word in this sense is 

jund several times in the Brahmanas, but in the singular 

.seems first to occur in an Upanishad. 'I'he adjective , 

first found as a neuter plural with the sense 

if “Atharvan hymns” in the Atharva-veda itself (Book 

K-IX.), is common from that time onwards. The name 

Uhama-veda first appears in Sutras about as early as. 

igveda and similar designations of the other Saiuliitris. 

There are besides two other names of the A tharva-vedaf , 

he use of which is practically limited to the ritual texts 

if this Veda. In one of these, Bhrigu-avgirasah, the ; 

lame of another ancient family of fire-priests, the;J;; 

Bhngus, takes the place of that of the Angirases.* The - 

ither, brahma-veda, has outside the Atharvan lito aturftr: 

ihly been found once.&nd that in a Grihva Siitra of thC' 

dgveda. 
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A considerable time elapsed before the Atharva-veda, 
owing to the general character of its contents, attained 
to the rank of a canonical book. There is no evidence 

that even at the latest period of the Rigi<eda the charms 
constituting the Atbarva-vcda were formally recognised 
as a separate literary category. For the Purusha hymn, 

while mentioning the three sacrificial Vedas by the names 
of Rik, Sdman, and Yajiis, makes no reference to the 
spells of the Atharva-veda. Yet the Rigiiecbz, though it 
is mainly concerned with praises of the gods in con¬ 

nection with the sacrifice, contains hymns showing 
that sorcery was bound up with domestic practices from 
the earliest times in India. The only reference to the 
spells of the Atharva-vedti as a class in the Yajun>edas 
is found in the Taittirlya Savihitd, where they are alluded 

to under the name of angirasaJi by the side of Rik^ 
Sdman, and Yajus, w'hich it elsewhere mentions alone. 
Yet the formulas of the Yajur-veda are often pervaded 

by the spirit of the Athan>a-veda, and are sometimes 
Atharvan even in their wording. In fact, the difference 
between the Rigveda and Yajurveda on the one hand, 
and the Athama on the other, as regards sorcery, lies 

solely in the degree of its applicability and prominence. 
The Atharva-veda itself only once mentions its own 

literary type directly (as atharvdngirasah) and once in- 

(directly (as bkeshajd or '‘auspicious spells’’), by the side 
Vt)! the other three Vedas, while the latter in a consider¬ 

able number of passages are referred to alone. Thip 
Sshows that as yet there was no feeling of antagonism 
: betw&n the adherents of this Veda and those of the 
(plder ones. 

. Turning to the Brahmanas, we find that those of the 
^i^eda do not inention the Atharva-veda at all, wliiV 



'\it ' fdttimya Brdhmana (like the Taittiriya Aranyaka) 
efers to it twice. In the Qatapatha Bmkmana it ;vppears 
nore frequently, occupying a more cldined portion, 
hough not that of a Veda. This work very often 

nentions the three old Vedas alone, either explicitly as 
iikf Sdman, Yajus, or as trayi vidyd, “tlie tlneefokl 
nowledge.” In several passages they arc also mentioned 

long with other literary types, such as ilihdsa (story), 

•urdna (ancient legend) gdthd (song), sTdra, and upani- 
had. In these enumerations the Atharva-veda regularly 
fCcupies the fourth place, coining immediately after the 

hree Vedas, while the rest follow in varying order. The 
Jpankshads in general treat the Athat'va-veda in the same 
/ay; the Upanishads of the itself, however, 
ometimes tacitly add its name aftei the three Vedas, 
veil without mentioning other literary types. With 

egard to the (^rauta or sacrilicial .Sutras, we find no 
eference to the Athm^a in those of Katyayana (White 
^ajurvedd) or Latyayaria (Samavedd), and only one each 

■. those of ^ankhayanlitand A^valayana (Rigvedd). 
In all this sacrifici;i|:IiteTature there is no evidence of 

epugnance to the At^rva, or of exclusiveness towards 
on the part of followers of the other Vedas. Such 

n attitude could indeeq|^ardly be expected. For though 
le sphere of the Ve^^sacrificial ritual was different 
om that of regular'^^ical rites, it is impossible to 

raw a distinct line of between sacrifice and 
orcery in the Vcdic of which witchcraft is, in 
ret, an essential elcn^»|Thc adherents of the three 

acrificial Vedas wouh^fe#,. naturally recognise a <vork 

’hich was a repositoryi||^®of*^''^ff* Thus the ^atapatho. 

■^niana, though cl j !’fsorcery as 
e^iish—doubtless bef ’ 1 ^ dangerous to thp.w 



■ who practise it—places j/afuvzda/i or sorcerers by the side 
of bahvrichas or men skilled in Rigvedic verses. Just a| 
the Rigveda contains very few hymns directly connected 
with the practice of sorcery, so the Atharva originally 
included only matters incidental and subsidiary to the 
sacrificial ritual. Thus it contains a series of formulas 
(vi. 47 -48) which have no meaning except in connection 
with the three daily pressings (savand) of soma. We alsd 
find in it hymns {e.g. vi. 114) which evidently consist pf 
formulas of expiation for faults committed at the sacrificed 
We must therefore conclude that the followers of th® 
Atharva to some extent knew and practised the sacrificial 
ceremonial before the conclusion of the present redaction 
of their hymns. The relation of the Atharva to the 
qrauta rites was, however, originally so slight, that fi 
became necessary, in order to establish a direct conrii&Oj 
tion with it, to add the twentieth book, which •wa| 
compiled from ih,e Ri^eda for the purposes Of th-' 
sacrificial ceretnoftial. v-. 

The conspicuous way ih whteb (rautd works ignite 
the Atharva is theyifOrie?dub’ tb itslbbing almost "entirb^. 



to'ffie no greater regard foti 

than those in the Sacrificial Sutras do. Sucli refer- . 

ices to the fourth Veda are here, it is true, more 
oquent and formulaic; but this appears to mean 

•thing more than that the Grihya Sutras belong to a 

ter date. 
In the sphere, too, of law (dharmci), as dealing with 

jpular usage and custom, the practices of the Atharva 

aintained a certain place; for the indispensable 
dences of medicine and astrology were distinctively 

tharvan, and the king's domestic chaplain {purohita), 

.•lieved capable of rendering great services in the 
jury and overthrow of enemies by sorcery, seems 

:ually to have been an Atharvan priest. At the same 
lie it is only natural that we should first meet with 
lisures of the practices of the Afhana in the legal 

erature, because such practices were thought to 

able one man to harm another. The verdict of the 

-■ treatises on the whole is, that as incantations of 
jUs kinds are injurious, the Atharzxy-vedtt is inferior 

its practices impure. This inferiurity is directly 
essed in the Dharma Sutra of Apastamba; and 
later legal treatise (smriti) of Vishnu classes the 

iter of a deadly incantation from the Athama among 
seven kinds of assassins. Physicians and astro- 

-;rs are pronounced impure; practices with roots 

prohibited; sorceries and imprecations are punished 

a severe penances. In certain cases, however, the 
Mrva-veda is stated to be useful. Thus the Lawbook , 

Manu recommends it as the natural weapon orf the- 
li^jhiman against his enemies. ''' 

.|n' the MahabJtarata we find the importance and the- 

•Mjilical character of the At/tana fully recognised; 
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The four Vedas are often mentioned, the gods Brahms, 

and Vishnu being in several passages described as^ 
having created them. The Aibay'xa is here often alsd' 
referred to ;ilone, and spoken of with approbation,; 

Its practices are well known and .seldom criticised ad¬ 
versely, magic and sorcerv being, as a rule, regarded as 

good. 
Finally, the Puranas uoi only regular'y speak of the 

fourfold Veda, but assign to die llu advanced 
position cl.'umed for it by its own ritual literature. 

Thus the Vishmi Punvta connects the Atliay^'o with 

the fourth priest (the hrahntau) of the sacrifici.it ritual. 
Nevertheless a certain prejudice has prevailed against 

the Atharv-i from the time of the Dharma Sutras. This 
appears from the fact that, even at the present day, 
according to Burnell, the most influential Brahmans of 
Southern' India still refu.se to accept the authority of 

the fourth Veda, and deny its genuineness. A similar 
conclusion may be drawm from occasional state¬ 

ments in classical texts, and especially from the efforts 

of the later Atharvan writings themselves to vindicate 
the character of their Veda. I'hcse ritual texts not 

only never enuineratc the Vedas without including the 
Atharva, but even sometimes place it at the head of' 
the four Vedas. Under a sense of the exclusion of their' 

Veda from the sphere of the sacrificial ritual, they lay 

claim to the lourth priest (the brahman), wdio in the 
rVedic religion w’as not attached to any of the three', 
5 Vedas, but being required to have a knowledge of all 

thre^ and of their sacrificial application, acted as super-r 
Thtendent or director of the sacrificial ceremonial. In-I 
igeniously availing themselves of the fact that he wasi 

^unconnected with any of the three Vedas, they ptV 
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orward the claim of the fourtli Veda as the special 
sphere of tlie foiiilh priesl. That pnc,<-J, moreover, was 
he most important as possessinj.?, a nnoer-al ki;<':«'Icdp.e. 
>f religions lore {brahma), the comprehensive esoteric 
indcrstandiiig of the nature of the gods and of tiie 

nystery of the sacritice. Hence ti;.,; (.opuilia ih 'nnana 
;xalts the AtJiarva as the inghest religious lore {brahma), 
uid calls it the Brahmaveda. The claim to the latter 
lesignrition was doubtless helped by the word brahma 
jft.cn occurring m ihe A(harva~ved!a itself with the sense 

)f charm,” and by the fact that the Veda contains a 

arger amount of theosophic matte; ijbnihntavidyd) than 
■.ny other Satnhifa. The texts belonging to Ihe other 

-/edas ncvti suggest that the Atharva i,', the sphere of 

he fourth priest, some rtrrilimana in- 'go expressly de- 
■lai'ing e ' v v’ji.i '.incpped v.itlj o,. i ;.'i|ui>,ite kijow- 

•ndge may be a '. rahmau. Tin- iituai •. 0,1 the Atharva 
urther .•'.ergcticailv urged that \.\\’& l'urtditta,ox domestic 
diaplain, shoukl Lv. a follower of the Atfuirva-veda, 
yhey appear to have tinally succeeded m their claim 

this c,>iTice, doubtless because kmg.s attached great 
alue to a special knowledge of witcheral't, 

- The geographical data contained ni the iV/'-'r ry/are 
■ few, and furnisli no certain cvKlencc le- )u the 
oil in which its hymns were compos..',! (>!u liymn 

its older portion (v. 22) makes menboit oi the 

dldharis, Mujavals, Maluivrislias, and ffalhikas (in 
e north-west), and the Magadhas and Angas (lu the- 

-;t); but they are referred to in sucli a way that no 

-T conclusions can be drawn as to tlie coun(!-y in' 
ch the composer of the hymn in question lived, . 

vhe Afhatva also contains a few astronomical datab’ 

unar mansions being enumerated in the nineteenth' 



book. The names here given deviate considerably 
those mentioned in the Taittirlya Samhitd, appearing'^ 
mostly in a later form. The passage in which this listi 
is found is, however, a late addition. i:' 

The language of the Atharva is, from a grammatical; 
point of view, decidedly later than that of the Rigveda^. 
but earlier than that of the Brahmanas. In voca-;; 

bulary it is chiefly remarkable for the large number of' 
popular words which it contains, and which from lacfc! 
of opportunity do not appear elsewhere. 

It seems probable that the hymns of the Aiftarva,' 
though some of them must be very old, were not edited;, 
till after the Brahmanas of the Rigveda were composed. 

On examining the contents of the Atharx’a-veda more - 
in detail, we find that the hostile charms it contains 
are directed largely against various diseases or the> 

demons which are supposed to cause them. There ar(^ 

spells to cure fever {takmati), leprosy, jaundice, dropsy,' 

scrofula, cough, ophthalmia, baldness, lack of vital" 
power; fractures and wounds; the bite of snakes or; 
injurious insects, and poison in general; mania and. 
other ailments. These charms are accompanied by the,) 
employment of appropriate herbs. Hence the Atharvd'i 
is the oldest literary monument of Indian medicine. 

The following is a specimen of a charm against cough) 

(vi. 105)I 

Just as the soul •with soul-desires 
Swift to a distance flies away. 
So ei'en thou, O cough, fly forth 
Along the souts quick-durUng course. 

Just as th^ arrow, sharpened well. 
Swift to a- distance flies away. 
So even tj/tou, O cough, fly forth 
Along the broad expanse of earth. 



Just as the sun-gocts shooti»!^ rays 

■' ' Sivi/t to a distance fly away. 

So even thou, O cough, fly forth 

Along the ocean's surging Jlood. 

Here is a spell for the cure of leprosy by means of 

dark-coloured plant:— 

' Born in the night art thou, O herb. 

Dark-coloured, sable, black of hue : 

Rich-tinted, tinge this leprosy. 

And stain aivay its spots of grey ' (i. 23, 1). 

A large number of imprecations are directed against 

emons, sorcerers, and enemies. The following two 
tanzas deal with the latter two classes respectively ;— 

Bend round and pass us by, O ■ nrse. 

Even as a burning fire a lake, 

Hoe s'fike hint .{own lluit curses us, 

As heaveds lightning sjuites the tree (vi. 37, 2). 

As, rising in the cast, the sun 

The stars’ bright lustre takes away. 

So both of women and of men. 

My foes, the strength I take away tvii- i j, ' )• 

A considerable group ot spells consists of imprecations 
Erected against the oppressors of Brahmans and those 

.’ho withhold from them their rightful rewards. The 
ollowing is one of the threats held out against such evil- 
loers:— 

H'ater with which they bathe the dead, 

A nd that with which they wet his beard. 

The gods assigned thee as thy sluire. 

Oppressor of the Brahman priest (v. 19, 14). 

Another group of charms is concerned with women, 
ag intended to secure their love Avith the aidvo 



Various jpotent herbs. Some of them are of a bostiifc 
character, being meant to injure rivals. The foliowing^ 
two stanzas belong to the former class :— 

As round this heaven and earth the sun 

Goes day by day^ endrcliny; them, 

So do /go around thy mind. 

That, woman, thou shall love me well. 

And shall not turn away from me (vi. 8, 3). 

'Tis winged with longing, barbed with love. 

Its shaft is formed offixed desire : 

With this his arrcno levelled well 

Shall Kama pierce thee to the heart (iii. 25, 2). 

Among the auspicious charms of the Athan>a there 
are many prayers for long life and health, for exemption 
from disease and death ;— 

If life in him declines or has departed. 

If on the very brink of death he totters, 

I snatch him from the lap of Dissolution, 

I free him now to live a hundred autumns (iii. 11, 2). 

Rise up from hence, O man, and straightway casting 

Death's fetters from thy feet, depart not downward; 

Froin life upon this earth be not yet sundered. 

Nor from the sight of Agni and the sunlight (viii. i, 4). 

Another class of hymns includes prayers for pro 

itection from dangers and calamities, or for prosperity 
In the house or field, in cattle, trade, and even gambling 

Here are two spells meant to secure luck at play :— 

As at all times the lightning stroke 

Smites irresistibly the tree: 

So gatnesters with the dice would 1 , ..Vif 

Beat irresistibly to-day (vii. 5, i). 



■ > '() dice, give play that profit brings. 

Like cows that yield abundant milk ; 

Attach me to a streak of gain. 

As with a string the bow is bound (vii. 5. 9), 

A certain number of hymns contain charms to secure 
trmony, to allay anger, strife, and discord, or to pro- 
ire ascendency in the assembly. The following one is 

■tended for the latter purpose :— 

O assembly, we know thy name, 

“ Frolic” ' truly by name thou art; 

May all who meet and sit in thee 

Be in their speech at one with me (vii 13, 3). 

A few hymns consist of formulas for the expiation 

f sins, such as offering imperfect sacrifices and marry- 
ig before an elder brother, or r.ontain charms for re- 
loving the defilement caused by omiisous birds, and for 

anishing evil dreams. 

Jf waking, if asleep, 1 have 

Committed sin, to sin inclined. 

May what has Ocen and what shall be 

Iwose me affront a wooden post (vi. 11 s, 31. 

A short hymn (vi. T20), praying for the remission of 

=ns, concludes with this stanza :— 

In heaven, where our righteous Jriends are blessld. 

Having cast off diseases from their bodies, 

From lameness free and not deformed in members. 

There may we see our parents ami our children. 

Another group of hymns has the person of the king 
its centre. They contain charms to be use^ at a 

al election or consecration, for the restoration of au 

The word “frolic ” alludes to the asscnibly-liousc {mbhii) being a plail^ 
al entertainment, especially of gambling. . / 



exiled king, for the attainment of lustre and glory, 

in particular for victory in battle. The following is 

specimen of spells intended to strike terror into the| 

enemy:— 

Arise andarm^ye spectralforms^ 

Followed by meteoric flames ; 

Yc serpents., spirits of the deep. 

Demons of night, pursue the foe ! (fl\. lo, i). 

Here is a stanza from a hymn (v, 21, 6) to the battle-;' 

drum meant to serve the same purpose : — 

As birds start back affrighted at the eaglds cry. 

As day and night they tremble at the Hods roar: 

So thou, O drum, shout out against our enemies. 

Scare them away in terror and confound their minds. 

Among the cosmogonic and theosophic hymns the; 

finest is a long one of sixty-three stanzas addressed to. 

the earth (xii. i). I translate a few lines to give some 

idea of its style and contents:— 

The earth, on whom, with clamour loud. 

Men that are mortal sing and dance. 

On whom they fight in battle fierce 

; ■ This earth shall drive away from us ourfoemen, 

'. And she shall make us free from all our rivals. ' 

r . In secret places holding treasure manifold, ' \ 

The earth shall riches give, and gems and gold to me: ' f 

V < Granting wealth lavishly, the kindly goddess 

.,i - ; Shall goods abundantly bestow upon us. 

. The four hymns of Book XIII. are devoted to the| 

.ipraise of Rohita, the " Red ” Sun, as a cosmogonic 

• uoweni In another (xi. 5) the sun is glorified as a> 

primeval principle under the guise of a Brahman dif;- 

.cijjle {brahmachdrin). In others Pr5na or Breath (xi. 

Kiima or Love (ix. 2), and Kala or Time (xix. 53-5<j)i| 



a personified as primordial powers. There is one hymn 
i. 7) in which even Ucchishta (the remnant of the 
orifice) is deified as the Sujn erne Heinjf; except for 
; metrical form it belongs to the Brahmana type of 
erature. 

In concluding this survey of the Aihiu va I 
ould draw attention to a hymn to Varuna (iv, 16), 

hich, though its last two stanzas are ordinary Atharvan 
)ells for binding enemies with the fetters of that deity, 

I its remaining verses exalts divine omniscience in a 
rain unequalled in any other Vedic poem. The follow- 

■g three stanzas are perhaps the best:— 

This earth is a// Kin^ Varuna's itominifln, 

Aftti that broad sky tohose brn?id,tries are distant. 

'the loi/ts of Varuna are these t'lOi 'an.-, 
Vet i)i this draft of water I:c is hidoen. 

lie that shouldflee afar beyond the heasten 

Vi^ojttd not escape Hin^f Varuna’s attention : 
His spies come hither, from the sky descena'iny;, 

W'ifh alt their thousand eyes the earth suatcying. 

King Varufia discerns all that’s c vistent 

Between the earth and sky, and alt beyond tlum ; 

The winkinj.;s of men's eyes by him are counted ; 

As gamesters dice, so he lays doum hL stcifute.t. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE BRAHMANAS 

{Circa 800-500 B.c.) 

The period in which the poetry of the Vedic Samhitas': 
arose was followed by one which produced a totally 
different literary type—the theological treatises called 
Brahmanas. It is characteristic of the form of these 
works that they are composed in prose, and of their 
matter that they deal with the sacrificial ceremonial. 

Their main object being to explain the sacred signi¬ 

ficance of the ritual to those who are already familiar 
with the sacrifice, the descriptions they give of it are not 

exhaustive, much being stated only in outline or omitted 
altogether. They are ritual text-books, which, however, 

{in no way aim at furnishing a complete survey of the 
'sacrificial ceremonial to those who do not know it 
already. Their contents may be classified under the 
three heads of practical sacrificial directions {vidhi), ex-, 

{planations {arthavdda), exegetical, mythological, or pole-- 

, mical, and theological or philosophical speculations on. 
'the nature of things {upanishad). Even those which; 

have been preserved form quite an extensive literature? 
■by thtmselves; yet many others must have been lost,? 
as, appears from the numerous names of and quotation^! 

from Brahmanas unknown to us occurring in those whiclx? 

'?i;e extant. They reflect the spirit of an age in whie|i| 



.6liectuai activity is concentrated on the sacrifice, 

fbing its ceremonies, discussing its value, speculat- 

n its origin and significance. It is only reasonable 

appose that an epoch like this, wJiich piochiced 

rcher literary monuments, lasted for a considerable (For though the Braiimanas are on the whole 

;m in character, differences of age aie traceable 

tn. Next to the prose portions of the Yajurvedas, 

anchavhfi^a and the Tailtinya arc proved by their 

^ and vocabulary to be the most archaic of the 

I iuar Brahmanas. This conclusion is confirmed by 

'tact that the latter is, and the foi mer is known to have 

a, accented, A more recent group is formed by the 

jHimya, the Kaushltaki, and the Aitareya Bmhmnnas. 

e first of these is probably the oldest, while the third 

ims, on linguistic grounds at least. O) be the latest of 

.e three. The (^atapatha Brdhtmna, again, is posterior 

5 these. For it shows a distinct advance in matter; 

s use of the narrative tenses is later than that of the 

iitareya; and its style is decidedly developed in com- 

larison with all the above-mentioned Brahmanas. It 
s, indeed, accented, but in a way which differs entirely 

torn the regular Vedic method. Latest of all are the 

■iopatha Brdhmana of the Atharva and the short Brah- 

uanas of the Sdtnaveda. 

in language the Brfihmanas are considerably more 

imited in the use of forms than the Riffveda. The sub- 

■metive is, however, still employed, as well as a good . 

lany of the old infinitives. Their syntax, indeed, repre-'' 

uts the oldest Indian stage even better than 

ii, chiefly of course owing to the restrictions imposed, 

■letre on the style of the latter. The Bralimanis. 

tin some metrical pieces {gdthds)^ which differ frphi 



' the prose in which they arc imbedded by certain 

liarities of their own and by a more archaic chara<^eri,| 

Allied to these is a remarkable poem of this period, the^i 

Suparnadhydya, an attempt, after the age of living Vedic'j 

poetry had come to an end, to compose in the style of'i 

the Vedic hymns. It contains many Vedic forms, and, 

is accented, but it betrays its true character not only by 

its many modern forms, but by numerous monstrosities, 

due to unsuccessful imitation of the Vedic language. 

A further development are the Aranyakas or “Forest 

Treatises,” the later age of which is indicated both by the 

position they occupy at the end of the Brahinatuis and 

by their theosophical character. These works are gene¬ 

rally represented as meant for the use of pious men 

who have retired to the forest and no longer perform 

sacrifices. According to the view of Professor Olden- 

berg, they are, however, rather treatises which, owing to 

the superior mystic sanctity of their contents, were in¬ 

tended to be communicated to the pupil by his teacher 

in the solitude of the forest instead of in the village. 

In tone and content the Aranyakas form a transition 

to the Upanishads, which are either imbedded in them, 

or more usually form their concluding portion. The 

word upa-ni-shad(literally “silting down beside”) having 

first doubtless meant “ confidential session," came to sig¬ 

nify “ secret or esoteric doctrine,” because these works 

■were taught to select pupils (probably towards the end of j 

(heir apprenticeship) in lectures from which the wider- 

Jircle was excluded. Being entirely devoted to theological; 

ind philosophical speculations on the nature of things,’ 

he Upanishads mark the last stage of development in.] 

he Brahmana literature. As they generally come atij 

he end of the Brahmanas, they are also called Vedanta} 



of the Veda "), a term later interpreted to mean'; 
goal of the Veda.” “Revelation” (fni/i) was 

Jed as including them, while the Siilras belonged 
life sphere of tradition (sm/iti). Tlic aibjec-t-matter 

all the old Upanishads is essentially the same—the 
)Ctrine of the nature of the Atman or Brahma (the 

ipreme soul). This fundamental theme was expounded 
i various ways by the different Vedic schools, ot which 

le Upanishads were originally the dogmatic text-books, 
1st as the Brahmanas were their ritual text-books. 

The Aranyakas and Upanishads represent a phase 

f language which on the whole closely approaches to 
lassical Sanskrit, the oldest Upanishads occupying a 

osition linguistically midway between the Brahmanas 

id the Sutras. 
Of the two Brahmanas attache!.! to the Rigveda, the 

lore important is the Aitareya. Th.e e.vtant text con- 
■^ts of forty chapters {adhyciyd) divided into eight books 
illed panchikds or “pentads,” because containing five 
hapters each. That its last ten chapters were a later 

ddition appears likely both from iniernai evidence and 
foiii the fact that the closely related (^thiklidyana Brah- 
naua contains nothing corresponding to their subject- 

iiatter, which is dealt with in the ^thikhdvana Sutra. 
rhe last three bo<.iks would further aiipcar to ' have 
jeen composed at a later date than the first five, since 

he perfect in the former is used as a nanaii%'e tense, 
yhile in the latter it still has its original present force> 

S in the oldest Brahmanas. The essential part of this’ 

;rahmana deals with the soma sacrifice. It treats first" 
a6) of the soma rite called Agnishtoma, which lasts 
eVday, then (17-18) of that called Gavomayana, which 
' 360 days, and thirdly (19-24) of the Dvadap^h 



or “twelve days’ rite.” The next part (25-32), whicl^ 

is concerned with \\\^ Agnihotra or “fire sacrifice” an^l 
other matters, has the character of a supplement. The 
last portion (33-40), dealing with the ceremonies of the 

inauguration of the king and with the position of his 
domestic priest, bears similar signs of lateness. 

The other Brfihmana of the Rigveda, which goes 

by the name of Kaushltaki as well as ^dnkhayana, con-, 
sists of thirty chapters. Its subject-matter is, on the 
whole, the same as that of the original part of the 

Aitareya (i.-v.), but is wider. For in its opening chap-: 

ters it goes through the setting up of the sacred fire 
{agni-ddhdna\ the daily morning and evening sacrifice 
(agnihotrd), the new and full moon ritual, and the four- 
monthly sacrifices. The Soma sacrifice, however, occu¬ 
pies the chief position even here. The more definite 

and methodifcal treatment of the ritual in the Kaushltaki 

would seem to indicate that this Brahmana was com¬ 
posed at a later date than the first five books of the 

Aitareya. Such a conclusion is, however, not altogether 

borne out by a comparison of the linguistic data of these - 
two works. Professor Weber argues from the occur-" 
rence in one passage of Igana and Mahaduva as desig-, 
nations of the god who was later exclusively called ^iva, ! 

i that the Kaushltaki Brdhinana was composed at about / 

' the same time as the latest books of the White Yajur-. 

:.yeda and those parts of the Atharva-veda and of the.? 
l^atapatha Urdhviatia in which these appellations of the| 
same god are found. yj 

These Brahmanas contain very few geographicat| 
‘data. From the way, however, in which the Aitareya^ 
mentions the Indian tribes, it may be safely inferred. 

th^t this work had its origin in the country of the" 



uni-Panchalas, in which, as we have seen, the Vedic 

tiial must have been developed, and the hymns of- 
le Rigvcda were probably collected in the existing 
amhita. From the KauskJtaki we learn tliat tlie study 

language was specially cultivated in the north of 

idia, and that students who returned from there were 

^garded as authorities on linguistic questions. 

The chief human interest of these Brahtnanas lies 

1 the numerous myths and legends which they con- 
lin. The longest and most remarkable of those found 

1 the Aitareya is the story of (^unahgepa (Dog’s-Tail), 

'hich forms the third chapter of Book VII. The child- 
•ss King Hari9chandra vowed, if he should have a son, 

. sacrifice him to Vanina. But when his son Rohita 
is born, he kept putting off the fulfilment of his 
pmise. At length, when the boy ^vas grown up, his 

ither, pressed by Varuna, prepare ! to perform the 

icrifice. Rohita, however, escaped to the forest, where 
s wandered for six years, while his father was afflicted 

■'ith dropsy by Varuna. At last he fell in with a starving 

Jrahman, who consented to sell to him for a hundred 
■,ows his son Cunahyepa as a substitute. Varuna agreed, 
aying, “ A Brahman is worth more than a Kshatriya.” 

mnah^epa was accordingly bound to the stake, and 

he sacrifice w;is about to proceed, when the victim 
irayed to various gods in succession. As he repeated 

me ver.se after the other, the fetters of Varuna began 

0 fall off and the dropsical swelling of the king to 
iminish, till finally ^imah9epa was released and Harigr • 

landra was restored to health again. 

The style of the prose in which the Aitareya is com-' 
sed is crude, clumsy, abrupt, and elliptical, liie folU 

ig quotation from the stanzas interspersed in the 



story of '^unW^epa may sOrve as a speciraibn 61'' th^ 

gathas found in the Brahraanas. These verses afO; 

addressed by a sage named Narada to King Harig-. 

chandra on the importance of having a son :— 

In him a fafher pays a debt 

And reaches immortality^ 

When he beholds the eounlcuance 

Of a son born to him alive. 

Than all the joy which living things 

In wafers feel, in earth and fire. 

The happiness that in his son 

A father feels is greater far. 

At all times fathers by a son 

Much darkness, too, have passed beyond: 

In him the father’s self is born. 

He waffs him to the other shore. 

Food is man's life and clothes afford protection, 

Gold gives him beauty, marriages bring aittle ; 

His ivifis a friend, his daughter causes pity : 

A son is like a light in highest heaven. 

To the Aitareya Brdhmana belongs the Aifareya] 

Aranyaka. It consists of eighteen chapters, distributed’ 

unequally among five hooks. The last two books are, 

i composed in the Sutra style, and are really to be regarded'’ 

as belonging to the Sutra literature. Four parts can be; 

. clearly distinguislicd in the first three books. Book I.,’ 

'fdeals with various liturgies of the Soma sacrifice from a ' 

. purely ritual point of view. The first three chapters of, 

■ Book II., on the other hand, are theosophical in chanacterp 

r,confining speculations about the world-soul under thefj 

names of Prana and Purusha. It is allied in matter tG| 

■:the Upanishads, some of its more valuable thoughts 

recurring, occasionally even word for word, in thT^ 



aushitaki Upanishad. The third part consists of the re-- 
lainingfour sections of Book II., which form the regular 
litareya Upanishad. F'inally, Book III, cleals with the 
liystic and allegorical meaning of the tl ieo principal 
nodes in which the Veda is recited in the Sauihita, Pada 
md Krama Pdfhas, and of the varic'.’s of the 
ilphabet. 

To the Kaushitaki Brdhmana is attached the Kaushi- 
'aki Aranyaka, It consists of lifieen chapters. The first 
wo of tliese correspond to Books 1. and of the Ailarcya 
\rauyaka, the seventh and eight 11 to Book III., while the 

itervening four chapters (3 -6) iorni the Kaushitaki 
Tpanishad. The latter is a long and very interesting 
panishad. It seems not improbably to have been added 
an independent treatise to the comnleted Aranyaka, .as 

is not always found in the same p.u ! oi iiic latter work 

1 the manuscripts. 
Brrihmanas belonging to two independent schools of 

■le Sdutaveda have been preserved, those of the Tandins 
nd of the Talavakaras or Jainiinlya-. 'rhongh several 
iher works here claim the title of ritual Kxt books, only 
nree are in l eality lirahriianas. The Brahmana of the 
’alavakaras, which for the most part is still unpublished, 

:ems to consist of five books. The first three (unpub- 
-shed) are mainly concerned with various parts of the 
..icrificial ceremonial. The fourth book, called the 
Ipanishtui Brdhntana (probably “ the Brahmana of 
lystic meanings"), besides all kinds of allegories of the 
ranyaka order, two lists of teachers, a section about; 
e origin of the vital airs (^prdua) and about the mvitri 
aza, contains the brief but important Kena Upanishad. 

■"i '-y., entitled Arsheya-Brdhmana, is a short eiuimera-; 
the composers of the Sdmaveda. 

O 
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To the school of the Tandins belongs the PanchavMqa\ 
(“ twenty-five fold”), also called Tandy a or Praudka, Brdh-\ 
ntana, which, as the first name implies, consists of tw'enty-; 
five books. It is concerned with the Soma sacrifices in 

general, ranging from the minor offerings to those which 
lasted a hundred days, or even several years. Besides 
many legends, it contains a minute description of sacri¬ 
fices performed on the Sarasvati and DrishadvatT. Though : 
Kurukshetra is known to it, other geographical data 
which it contains point to the home of this Brahmana 

having lain farther east. Noteworthy among its contents , 

are the so-called Vrdtya-Stomas, which are sacrifices 
meant to enable Aryan but non-Brahmanical Indians to 

enter the Brahmanical order. A point of interest in this 
Brahmana is the bitter hostility which it displays towards 
the school of the Kaushitakins. The Shadvim^a Brah¬ 

mana, though’ nominally an independent work, is in 
reality a supplement to the Panchavimqa, of which, as its 

name implies, it forms the twenty-sixth book. The last 
of its six chapters is called the Adbhuta Brahmana, which 

is intended to obviate the evil effects of various extraordi¬ 
nary events or portents. Among such phenomena are 

mentioned images of the gods when they laugh, cry, sing, 
dance, perspire, crack, and so forth. 

The other Brahmana of this school, the Chhdndogya 

Brahmana, is only to a slight extent a ritual text-book. 

It does not deal with the Soma sacrifice at all, but only; 
■with ceremonies relating to birth and marriage or prayers 

addressed to divine beings. These are the contents of 
only •the first two "lessons” of this Bnahmana of the 

5ama theologians. The remaining eight lessons const); 

tute the Chhdndogya Upanishad. ‘ 

, There are four other short works which, though bej 



he name, are not really Brahmanas. These are the 
avidfidna Brd/wtana, a treatise on the employment of 

ats for all kinds of superstitions purposes ; the Deva- 
'lydya Brdhmaiia, containing some stateuients about 
deities of the various chants of the Sdmaveda, the 

a;/pi Brdhmaiia, which furnishes a genealogy ''•f the 
ichers of the Sdmaveda; and, finally, the SavihUo- 
■iishad, which, like the third book of the Aitateya 
■anyaka, treats of the way in which the Veda should 
recited. 
The Brahmanas of the Sdmaveda are distinguished by 

0 exaggerated and fantastic character of their mystical 
eculations. A prominent feature in them is the con- 
nt identification of various kinds of Sdmans or chants 
th all kinds of terrestrial and celestial objects. At the 
•ie time they contain much matter that is interesting 
im a historical point of view. 

In the Black Yajurveda the prose jmrtions of the 
rious Samhitas form the only Brahmanas in the Katha 
d the Maitrayaniya schools. In the T.iitlii iya school 
’’.y form the oldest and most important Brahmana. 
ere we have also the Taittiriya Brdhmaua as an inde- 
aident work in three books. This, however, hardly 
iTers in character from the Taittiriya Sainhttd, being 
ther a continuation. It forms a supplement concerned 
«th a few sacrifices omitted in the Saiphita, or handles, 
■th greater fulness of detail, matters already dealt with, 
lere is also a Taittiriya Arauyaka, which in its turn .' 
ms a supplcmei^' the Br.ihmana. The last four of : 
ten sections the two Upanishads oT this 
'^pl,,vii.-ix. Taittiriya Upanishad, and x. ■ 

Medtdi-Nd^C^y0p.tiQjmish also called the Ydjnikp 
..,;lihese four sections, the title pt 
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Brahraana or Aranyaka does not indicate a difference 
of content as compared with the Samhita, but is due to 
late and artificial imitation of the other Vedas. 

The last three sections of Book III. of the Brahmana, 

as well as the first two books of the Aranyaka, originally 
belonged to the school of the Kathas, though they have 
not been preserved as part of tlie tradition of that school. 

Tiie different origin of these parts is indicated by the 
absence of the change of j and v to iy and uv respectively, 
which otherwise prevails in the Taittirlya Brahmana and 

Aranyaka. In one of these Kfithaka sections {I'aitt, Br, 
iii. 11), by way of illustrating the significance of the par¬ 
ticular fire called nachiketa, the story is told of a boy, 
Nachiketas, who, on visiting the House of Death, was 
granted the fulfilment of three wishes l>y the god of the 
dead. On this story is based the Kathaka Upanishad. 

Though the Maitrayatil Samhita has no independent 
Brahmana, its fourth book, as consisting of explanations 
and supplements to the first three, is a kind of special 
Brahmana. Connected with this Samhitfi, and in the 
manuscripts sometimes forming its second or its fifth 
book, is the Mattrdyaua (also called Maitrdyaniya and 
Maitri) Upanishad, 

The ritual explanation of the White Yajurveda is to 
be found in extraordinary fulness in the Qatapatha Brdh- 
mana, the “ Brahmana of the Hundred Paths," so called 

because it consists of one hundred lectures (adhydyd). 
This work is, next to the Rigveda, the most important 

production in the whole range of Vedic literature. Its 
text has come down in two recensions, those of the 

^Madhyamdina school, edited by Professor Weber, and of 

;^he Kanva school, which is in process of being edited by 

Professor Eggeling. The Madhyaipdina recension con-; 
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of fourteen books, while the Kanva has seventeen.; 

first nine of the former, corresponding to the original 
teen books of the Vdjasaneyi Sa^nhita, doubtless form 
oldest part. The fact that Book XI!. is called 

iJiyama, or “middle one,” shows that the la-t five 
oks (or possibly only X.-XIII.) .it one time re- 
■•ded as a separate part of the Brahmanu. Book X. 

tats of the mystery of the fire-altar {agnirahasya), XI. 
a sort of recapitulation of the preceding ritual, while 

II. and XIII. deal with various supplementary matters, 
last book forms the Aranyaka, the six concluding 

,(.ters of which are the Brihaddrauyakn Upantshad, 
^ooks VI.~X. of the ^atapatha Brdhviana occupy a 
l^liar position. Treating of the construction of the 
l^^ltar, they recognise the teacliiogr f Candilya as their 
nest authority, Yajnavalkya tiot evti. !)i;!ng mentioned; 

: lie the peojdes who are named, the Giindharas, Salvas, 

ii|iyas, belong to the north-west, in the other books 
.fiiavalkya is the highest authoritj'. while hardly any 
k^astern peoples, or those of the uiiddle of Hindustan, 
’ Kuril- Panchdlas, Kosalas, Vidchas, Srinjayas, are 
led. That the original authorship of the five Candilya 

;s was different from that of the others is indicated 

number of linguistic differences, which the hand of 
,cr editor failed to remove. Thus the use of the per- 

^ as a narrative tense is unknown to the (Jandilya 
-),;^s (as well as to XIII.). 
%:|'he geographical data of the (^atapatha Brdhmatia 

9t to the land of the Kuru-Panchrdas being still the 
Ire of Brahmanical culture. Jaiiamejaya is herft cele-- 
’‘ed as a king of the Kurus, and the most renowned- 

-.hmanical teacher of the age, Aruni, is expressly stated 

riave been a Panchfda. Nevertheless, it is clear tha* 
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the Brahmanical system had by this time spread to thej 
countries to the east of Madhyade^a, to Kosala, with its ! 
capital, Ayodhya (Oudh), and Videha (Tirhut or Nbrthern 
Behar), with its capital, Mithila. The court of King 
Janaka of Videha was thronged with Brahmans from 
the Kuru-Panchala country. The tournaments of argu¬ 
ment which were here held form a prominent feature in 
the later books of the ^atapatha Brahmaua. The hero of 
these is Yajnavalkya, who, himself a pupil of Aruni, is 
regarded as the chief spiritual authority in the Brahmana' 
(excepting Books VI.-X.), Certain passages of the BrUh- ] 
mana render it highly pi'obable that Yajnavalkya was a ■ 
native of Videha. The fact that its leading authority, 
who thus appears to have belonged to this Eastern 
country, is represented as vanquishing the most distin- 
guished teachers of the West in argument, points to the 
redaction of the White Yajurveda having taken place in 
this eastern region. 

The Qatapatha Brahmana contains reminiscences of 
the days when the country of Videha was not as yet 
Brahmanised. Thus Book I. relates a legend in which 
three stages in the eastward migration of the Aryans can 
be clearly distinguished. Mathava, the king of Videgha 
(the older form of Videha), whose family priest was 

jGotama Rahugana, was at one time on the Sarasvatl. 
Agni Vai9vanara (here typical of Brahmanical culture), 

jthence went burning along this earth towards the east, 
(followed by Mathava and his priest, till he came to the 
river Sadanira (probably the modern Gandak, a tributary 
Tunniftg into the Ganges near Patna), which flows from: 
the northern mountain, and which he did not burn over. 
‘This river Brahmans did not cross in former times, 
‘thinking “it has not been burnt over by Agni Vai^va 



At that time the land to the eastward was very; 

iltivated and marshy, but now many Brahmans are 

e, and it is highly cultivated, for the lirahmans have 
;ed Agni to taste it through sacrifices. Math.iva the 

-?gha then said to Agni, “ Where am I to abide ? ” 
o the east of this river be thy abo'fip/' he replied, 
jn now, the writer adds, this river forms the boundary 
ween the Kosalas (Oudh) and the Videhas (Tirhut). 

The Vajasaneyi school of the White Yajurveda evi- 
itly felt a sense of the superiority of their sacrificial 

e, which grew up in these eastern countries. Blame 

frequently expressed in the (^atapatha Brahmana of 
; Adhvaryu priests of the Charaka school. The latter 
n^eant as a comprehensive term embracing the three 
ler schools of the Black Yaju-'\>eda, the Kathas, the 

ipishthalas, and the Maitrayaniyas. 
As Buddhism first obtained a firm footing in Kosala 

d Videha, it is interesting to inqiiiie in what relation 
e ^atapatha Brahmana stands to the beginnings of that 

ictrinc. In this connection it is to be noted that the 
ords Arhat, ^'imnana, and Pratibuddhn occur here for 
e first time, but as yet without the technical sense which 

ey have in Buddhistic literature. Again, in the lists of 

achers given in the Brfihmana mention is made with 
lecial frequency of the Gautamas, a family name used 
/ the (^akyas of Kapilavastu, among whom Buddha was 

>rn. Certain allusions arc also suggestive of the begin- 
ngs of the Sankhya doctrine; for mention is several 
nes made of a teacher called Asuri, and according to 
edition Asuri is the name of a leading authority ior thO' 

hkhya system. If we inquire as to how far the legends 
our Brahmana contain the germs of the later efiifi 

, we find that there is indeed some slight connection- 
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Janamejaya, the celebrated king of the Kurus in the 
Makdbhdrata, is mentioned here for the first time. The 
Pandus, however, who proved victorious in the epic 

war, are not to be met w'ith in this any more than in the 
other Brahmanas; and Arjuna, the name of their chief, 
is still an appellation of Indra. But as the epic Arjuna is 

a son of Indra, his origin is doubtless to be traced to this, 
epithet of Indra. Janaka, the famous king of Videha, is 
in all probability identical with the father of Sita, the 

heroine of the Ramdyana. , 
Of two legends which furnished the classical poet: 

Kalidasa with the plots of two of his most famous 
dramas, one is told in detail, and the other is at least 
alluded to. The story of the love and separation of 
Pururavas and Urva^T, already dimly shadowed forth in 

a hymn of the Rigveda^ is here related with much more 

fulness; while Bharata, son of Duhshanta and of the 
nymph ^akuntala, also appears on the scene in this 
Brfihmana. 

A most interesting legend which reappears in the 
Mahdbhdrata, that of the Deluge, is here told for thC: 

first time in Indian literature, though it seems to be' 
alluded to in the Atharva-veda, while it is known even,' 

: to the Avesta. This myth is generally regarded as 

^derived from a Semitic source. It tells how Manu 
l^once came into possession of a small fish, which aske^ 
.him to rear it, and promised to save him from th^, 

:;cpming flood. Having built a ship in accordance witb 

ythe fish’s advice, he entered it when the deluge arose, 
^and v^s finally guided to the Northern Mountain by, 

■ithe fish, to whose horn he had tied his ship. Manu sub¬ 

sequently became the progenitor of mankind through 
;.his^ daughter. 



OF THt AT.dAAvA-v,i.M»i.- ax/.- 

iC ^atapatha Brdhmana is thus a mine of important 

md noteworthy narratives. Internal evidence shows 
belong to a late period of the lii ulnnma age. Its 
as compared with the earlier works of the same 

displays some progress towards facility and clear- 
Its treatment of the sicrihcial ceie'r'^'n'd, which 

ssentially the same in the Biahmana portions of 
Black Yajurvecia, is throughout more lucid and 

ematic. On the theosophic side, to(j, we find the 
I of the unity in the universe more fully developed 

o in any other Brahmana work, while its Upanishad 

le finest product of Vedic philosophy. 
To the Atharva-veda is attached the Gopatha Brdh- 
Ha, though it has no particular connection with that 
nhita. This Brahmana consists of two books, the 
t containing live cliaptcrs, the secui. J. six. Both parts 
very late, for they were composed itti r the Vaitdna 

tra and practically w'ithout any Aiiiai van tradition, 
e matter of the former half, w'hile not corresponding 
following the order of the sacrilicc in any ritual 

t, is to a considerable extent original, the rest being 
Towed from Books XI. and XII. of the Qatapatha 
dhmana, besides a few passages from the Aitareya. 

e main motive of this portion is the glorification of 
Atkaj-z/a-veda and of the fourth or brahman piiest. 

e mention of the god ^iva points to its belonging to 
post-Vedic rather than to the Brahmana period. Its 

supposing the Atharva-veda in twenty books, and con- 
>ing grammatical matters of a very advanced type, are 

r, signs of lateness. The latter half bears mose the : 

a regular Brahmana, being a fairly connected i 
:of the ritual in the sacrificial order of the 1 

~^^^istFCrauta Sutra; but it is for the most part a^ 
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compilation. The ordinary historical relation of Bfa® 

mana and Siitra is here reversed, the second book of tf® 
Gopatha Bmhmaua being based on the Vaitdna Sutrm 
which stands to it practically in the relation of a SaiphitaiJ 
About two-thirds of its matter have already been showi| 
to be taken from older texts. The Aitarcya and KaushlA 
taki Brdhmauas have been chiefly exploited, and to a 
less extent the Maitrdyani and Taittirlya Sam/n'tds, ^ 

few passages are derived from the Qatapatha, and even 
the Panchavini^a Brdhmana. 

Though the Upanishads generally form a part of thej 

Brahmanas, being a continuation of their speculative side. 
ijndna-kdnda), they really represent a new religion, 
which is in virtual opposition to the ritual or practical 
side ijiarma-kdndd). Their aim is no longer the obtain- 
ment of earthly happiness and afterwards bliss in the 

abode of Yama by sacrificing correctly to the gods, but 

release from mundane existence by the absorption of the 
individual soul in the world-soul through correct know’- 

ledge. Here, therefore, the sacrificial ceremonial has 
become useless and speculative knowledge all-important, 

The essential theme of the Upanishads is the naturd 

of the world-soul. Their conception of it represents^ 
; the Jinal stage in the development from the world-man 

Purusha, of the Rigveda to the world-soul, Atman ; from- 
the personal creator, Prajapati, to the impersonal source 

: of all being, Brahma. Atman in the Rigxteda means na ' 
more than “ breath ” ; wind, for instance, being spoken J 

tdf as the dtman of Vanina. In the Brahmanas it canjfe; 
,to m»an "soul" or "self." In one of their speculations: 
the pranas or "vital airs,” which are supposed to bd] 

phased on the dtman, are identified with the gods, anal 
”^so an dtman comes to be attributed to the universe."’ 



: of the later books of the Qatapatha Brahmans 
3) this atmarif which has already arrived at 

m degree of abstraction, is said to “pervade this 
rse." Brahma (neuter) in the signitied 
ng more than prayer ” or “ devotion.” But 

in the oldest BrShmanas it has ec,ne ^0 have the 
; of “universal holiness,” as manifested in prayer, 

it, and sacrifice. In the Upanishads it is the holy 
ciple which animates nature. Having a long sub- 
lent history, this word is a very epitome of the 
iution of religious thought in India. These two 

iceptions, Atman and Brahma, aie coannonly treated 
synonymous in the Upanishads. But, strictly speaking, 

ahma, the older term, represents the cosmical prin- 
ple which pervades the universe, Atman the psychi- 
’1 principle manifested in man ,• and du; icitl(;r, as the 

iown, is used to explain the former ;is the unknown, 

’he Atman under the name of the Eternal {aksha-» 
am) is thus described in the Brihadarnuyaka Upani- 

had (III, viii, 8, 11):— 
“ It is not large, and not minute ; not short, not long; 

nithout blood, ivithont fat; without shadow, without dark- 
ess ; xvithout wind, without ether; not adhesive, not tan- 

Ible; without smell, without taste; without eyes, cars, 
‘oice, or mind; without heat, breath, or mouth; without 
srsonal or family name ; unaging, undying, without fear, 

nmortal, dustless, not uncovered or cox’cred; with nothing 
efore, nothing behind, nothing within. It consumes no one, 

■id is consumed by no one. It is the unseen seer, the un- 
’otrd hearer, the unthought thinker, the unknown kmwer. 
’’gre is no other seer, no other hearer, no other thinker, 
dher knower. That is the Eternal in which space (akii^a) 

'wen and which is interwoven %vith it.” 
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Here, for the first time in the history of humjatl^ 

thought, we find the Absolute grasped and proclaimec 
A poetical account of the nature of the Atman 

given by the Kathaka Upanishad in the followin^^ 

stanzas:— 
That “whence the sun's orb rises up, 

And that in which it sinks again ; 

In it the gods are all contained. 

Beyond it none can ever pass (iv. 9). 

Its form can never be to sight apparent. 

Not any one may with his eye behold it ; 

By heart and mind and soul alone they grasp it, 

And those who know it thus become immortal (vi. 9). 

Since not by speech and not by thought. 

Not by the eye can it be reached: 

How else may it be understood 

■But only when one says “it is” t (vi. 12). 

The place of the more personal Prajapati is taken; 
in the Upanishads by tlie Atman as a creative power. 

Thus the Bn/iaddranyaka (1. iv.) relates th.at in tl^e 

beginning the Atman or the Brahma was this universe,; 
It was afraid in its loneliness and felt no pleasur^. 
Desiring a second being, it became man and womanj 

whence the human race was produced. It then proj 
ceeded to produce male and female animals in a. 
similar way; finally creating water, lire, the gods, and t 

so forth. The author then proceeds in a more exalteq 
strain:— 

** It [the Atmati) is here all-pervading down to the tips , 

of the nails. One does not see it any more than a razor ' 
hiddm in its case or fire in its receptacle. For it does noiji 

appear as a whole. When it breathes, it is called breatk-lf 

•when it speaks, voice; when it hears, ear; when it thinksf- 
mind. These are merely the names of its activities. 



ijho worships the one or the other of these, has not {correct') 'i 

mowledge. . . . One should worship it as the Self. For in 
t all these {breath, etc.) become one," 

In one of the later Upanishads, the {.yetdfatara 

iv. to), the notion, so prominent in the later Vedanta 
••ystern, that the material world is aa illii=intr is 
irst met with. The world is here explained as an illusion 
irodneed by Brahma as a conjuror {miiyin). This notion 

s, however, inherent even in the oldest Upanishads. 
t is virtually identical with the teaching of Blato that 

he things of experience are only the shadow of the real 
hings, and with the teaching of Kant, that they are 
mly phenomena of the thing in itself. 

The great fundamental doctrine of the U)>anishads is 
he identity of the individual dtniau with the world Atman. 
t is most forcibly e.^pressed in a iVcc.iientiy repeated 

•.entence of the Chhdndogya Upanishad (\i. 8 16): “ This 
ohole world consists of it; that is the Real, that is the Soul, 
'hat art thou, O ^vctakctti." In that famous formula, 
'That art thou" {tat tram asi), all ihi' teachings of the 
Upanishads are summed up. The Bnkaddrauyaka (I. 
v. 6) expresses the same doctrine thus ; “ Whoever knoiv&f 
this, ‘ I am brahma ’ (aham brahma asmi), becomes the All. 

Even the gods are not able to prevent him from becoming it. 
For he becomes their .SV^(ritman).” 

This identity was already recognised in the Qatapatha 

Brahmnna (X. vi. 3): “ Ei'cn as the smallest granule of 

millet, so is this golden Purusha in the heart. . . . That self 

of the spirit is my self: on passing from hence I shall obtain 

dtatSelf." 

We find everywhere in these treatises a restless striv-1 

ng to grasp the true nature of the pantheistic Self, now.i- 

hrougli one metaphor, now through anotlier. Thus 
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{Btih. Up. II. iv.) the wise Yajnavalkya, about to renounce 
the world and retire to the forest, replies to the question 
of his wife, Maitreyi, with the words : “ As a lump of salt 

thrcnvn into the water would dissolve and could not be taken 
out again, while the water, wherever tasted, would be salt, so 
is this great being endless, unlimited, simply compacted of 

cognition. Arising out of these elements, it disappears again 
in them. After death there is no consciousness ; ” for, as he 
further explains, when the duality on which conscious¬ 
ness is based disappears, consciousness must necessarily 

cease. 
In another passage of the same Upanishad (II. i. 20) 

we read : '‘fust as the spider goes out of itself by means of 
its thread, as tiny sparks leap out of the fire, so from the 
yitman issue all vital airs, all worlds, all gods, all beings." 

Here, again, is a stanza from the Mundaka (III. ii. 8) 

/Is rivers flow and disappear at last 

In ocean's waters, name and form renouncing. 

So, too, the sage, released from name andform, 

Is merged in the divine and highest spirit. 

, In a passage of the Brihaddrauyaka (III. vii.) Yajna 
valkya describes the Atman as the "inner guide” {antar 
yarnin'') : “ Who is in all beings, different from all beings, win 
guides all beings within, that is thy Self, the imvard guide 
/immortal." 

The same Upanishad contains an interesting conversa 

tion, in which King Ajata^atru of Kagi (Benares) instruct 
the Brahman, Balaki Gargya, that Brahma is not th 
SpiriU(/«r-«j/m) which is in sun, moon, wind, and othe 

natural phenomena, or even in the (waking) soul {dtman 

but is either the dreaming soul, which is creative, assuti 
|rig any form at pleasure, or, in the highest stage, th 
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I dreamless sleep, for here all phenomena have dis- 
red. This is the first and the last condition of 

la, in which no world exists, all luaterial exi:,tence 
only the phantasms of the dreaininf^ wc tkl-soel. 

somewhat similar purport is a passage of the 
dogya (viii. 7-12), where Prajapati i:; ’•e’^re‘^''*ntcd as 
ng the nature of the Atman in three stages. Tlu- 

i the body as reflected in a mirror or water is first 
fied with Brahma, then the dreaming soul, and, 
the soul in dreamless sleep, 

ow generally accepted the i)aniheistic theory must 

become by the time the di.sputatlons at the court of 
Janaka took place, is indicated by the form in which 
ions aie put. Thus two different sages in the 
daranyaka (iii. 4, 5) successively :7sl<. Vajnavaikya 
. s.ame words: “ lixpLiiti fo 11s the I^r-rinna which is 

'est and not hidden, the Atman tiia! dwells in every- 
II 

^ith the doctrine that true knowledge led to supreme 

by the absorption of the individual sovl in Brahma 
hand in hand the theory of transmigration {sa/n- 

That theory is developed in the oldest Upani- 

s; it must have been firmly established by the 
Buddhism arose, for Buddha accepted it without 
ion. Its earliest form is found in the Catapatha 

maua, where the notion of being burn again after 

1 and dying repeatedly is coupled with that of retri- 
•n. Thus it is here said that those wluj have correct 

•’ledge and perform a certain sacrifice are born again 

death for immortality, while those who havc» not 

.knowledge and do not perform this .sacrifice are 

V again and again, becoming the prey of Death. 

\tion here expressed does not go beyond repeated 
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births and deaths in the next world. It is transfoirmf; 

to the doctrine of transmigration in the Upanishads j,, 
supposing rebirth to take place in this world. In tF 
Brihadaranyaka we further meet with the beginnings of tffi 

doctrine of karma, or “ action," which regulates the nei 
birth, and makes it depend on a man’s own deeds. Whp 

the body returns to the elements, nothing of the indi¬ 
viduality is here said to remain but the karma, according 

to which a man becomes good or bad. This is, perhaps, 
the germ of the Buddhistic doctrine, which, though deny¬ 

ing the existence of soul altogether, allows karma to 

continue after death and to determine the next birth. 
The most important and detailed account of tl' 

theory of transmigration which we possess from Vedi« 
times is supplied by the Chhdndogya Upanishad. Th( 
forest ascetic possessed of knowledge and faith, it is hen_ 

said, after death enters the devayana, the “path of th” 
gods,” which leads to absorption in Brahma, while the 
householder who has performed sacrifice and good work? 

goes by the pitriydua or “ path of the Fathers" to the 
moon, where he remains till the consequences of his actions 
are exhausted. He then returns to earth, being first born 

again as a plant and afterw’ards as a man of one of ^the 
three highest castes. Here we have a double retribution, 

first in the next world, then by transmigration in this. 
The former is a survival of the old Vedic belief about the 

future life. The wicked are born again as outcasts 
{ckandalas), dogs or swine. 

The account of the Brihaddranyaka (VI. ii. 15-16) is 
simiUir. Those who have true knowledge and faith past 
through the world of the gods and the sun to the w’orlci 

of Brahma, whence there is no return. Those who prac- 

itise sacrifice and good works pass through the worlcLo- 



iixiiers to the moon, whence they return to earth, “ 

horn again as men. Others become birds, beasts, 

‘ptiles. 
le view of the Kaushltaki Upanishad (i. 2-3) is 

what different. Here all who die go to the moon, 

some go by the “path of the Fathers'" to 

tna, while others return to various lonns 01 earthly 

cnce, ranging from man to worm, according to the 

ity of their works and the degree of their knowledge, 

'he Kdtkaka, one of the most remarkable and 

.utiful of the Upanishads, treats the question of life 

ter death in the form of a legend. Nachiketas, a young 

rahman, visits the realm of Yaraa, 'vho offers him the 

ioice of three boons. For the third he chooses the 

jsvver to the question, whether man exists after death 

f. no. Death replies: “Even the god'-- have doubted 

ttout this; it is a subtle point ■ idioose another boon.” 

tijfter vain efforts to evade the question by offering 

Nachiketas earthly power and riches, Yama at last yields 

tO'his persistence and reveals the secret. Life and death, 

explains, are only different phases ot development, 

^ue knowledge, wTiich consists in recognising the 

ent'ty of the individual soul with the world soul, raises 

possessor beyond the reach of death ;— 

When every passrofi vanishes 

That nestles in the human heart. 

Then man gains immortality. 

Then Brahma is obtained by him (vi. 14). 

story of the temptation of Nachiketas to choose , 

$ods of this world in preference to the highest 

dge is probably the prototype of the legend of, 

Jptation of Buddha by Mara or Death. Both by ■ 
V the temptation obtain enlightenment. 
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It must not of course be supposed that the Uphni-; 

shads, either as a whole or individually, offer a complete^ 
and consistent conception of the world logically} de¬ 
veloped. They are rather a mixture of half-poe icali 
half-philosophical fancies, of dialogues and disputations 

dealing tentatively with metaphysical questions. Itheir 
speculations were only later reduced to a system inV.he 
Vedanta philosophy. The earliest of them can harmly, 

be dated later than about 600 B.C., since some important 
doctrines first met with in them are presupposed l|>y 

Buddhism. They may be divided chronologically, on 
internal evidence, into four classes. The oldest groujp, 
consisting, in chronological order, of Brihaddranya^', 
Chkdndogya, Taittiriya, Aitareya, Kaushitaki, is writtera 

in prose which still suffers from the awkwardness ofi 
the Brahmana style. A transition is formed by the? 

Ketia, which is partly in verse and partly in prose, to 
a decidedly later class, the Kdthaka, Iqd, Qvetd^jatara^ 
Mundaka, Mahdnarayana, which are metrical, and in 
which the Upanishad doctrine is no longer developing, 

but has become fixed. These are more attractive from 
the literary point of view. Even those of the older class 
acquire a peculiar charm from their liveliness, enthu 
siasm, and freedom from pedantry, while their language 
often rises to the level of eloquence. The third class 

comprising the Pra^na, Maitrdyaniya, and Mthidukya 
reverts to the use of prose, which is, however, of ; 

■ much less archaic type than that of the first class, an< 
approaches that of classical Sanskrit writers. The fourt' 

class consists of the later Atharvan Upanishads, som 
of wTiich are composed in prose, others in verse. 

The Aitareya, one of the shortest of the Upanishar 

;(extending to only about four octavo pages), consists 1 



.chapters. The first represents the world as a 
In of the Atman (also called Brahma), and man as 
fhest manifestation. It is based on the Purusha 
"of the Rigveda, but the primeval man is hi the 

i^had described as having been produced by the 

(n from the waters which it created. The Atman 
said to occupy three abodes in man, the si.nses, 

J, and heart, to which respectively correspond tlie 

3 conditions of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep, 
second chapter treats of the ihreefold birth of the 

•tan. The end of transmigration is salvation, which 

epresented as an immortal existence in heaven. The 
■I cha])tcr dealing with the nature i.if the Atman states 

at “consciousness {praj/id) is Brahma.” 
The KemshUnPi Upanis/iad va lieatise of considerable 

agth divided into f<iur chapters. Thi- deals with 

np two paths traversed by souls after dcatii in conncc- 
lOn witli transmigration ; the second -vith Ih-dua or life 

'«»a symbol of the Atman. The last two, while discussing 
=Ve doctrine of Brahma, contain a disquisition about the 

-ependence of the objects of sense on ihe organs of 
^n.se, and of the lalter ou unconsciuu.-; hie {pnvjd) and 
onscious life {prajiudind\ Those who aim at redeeming 

nowledge arc therefore admonished ncA to seek after 
bjects or subjective facidties, but only the subject of 
ugnition and action, which is described with much 

3wer as the highest god, and at the same time as the 

man within us. 

The Upanishads of the Snmaveda start from the 

•an or chant, just as those of fhe Rigveda fropj the 

‘a or hymn recited by the Hotri priest, in order, by 
■preting it allegorically, to arrive at a knowkiige of, 

Atman or Brahma. The fact that the (JpanishadS; 
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have the same basis, which is, moreover, largely Wateq 
in a similar manner, leads to the conclusion that the 
various Vedic schools found a common body of ora^. 
tradition which they shaped into dogmatic texts-books; 

or Upanishads in their own way. 
Thus the Chhdndogya, which is equal in importance, 

and only slightly inferior in extent, to the Bnhaddranyaka, 
bears clear traces, like the latter, of being made up of 

collections of floating materials. Each of its eight chap¬ 
ters forms an independent whole, followed by supple¬ 

mentary pieces often but slightly connected with the 

main subject-matter. 
The first two chapters consist of mystical interpreta¬ 

tions of the sdman and its chief part, called Udgit/u 
(“loud song”). A supplement to the second chaptei 
treats,, among other subjects, of the origin of the syllabh, 

om, and of the three stages of religious life, those of the 

Brahman pupil, the householder, and the ascetic (tc 
which later the religious mendicant was added as r 
fourth). The third chapter in the main deals with 

Brahma as the sun of the universe, the natural sui 
being its manifestation. The infinite Brahma is furthei 

described as dwelling, whole and undivided, in the hear 

of man. The way in which Brahma is to be attainei 
is then described, and the great fundamental dogm: 

of the identity ol Brahma with the Atman (or, as w 
might say, of God and Soul) is declared. The chapte 
concludes with a myth which forms a connecting lin 

between the cosmogonic conceptions of the Rigveda an 
thos$ of the law-book of Manu. The fourth chapte 

containing discussions about wind, breath, and othr 

. phenomena connected with Brahma, also teaches ho 

ihe soul makes its way to Brahma after death. 
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i first half of chapter v. is almost identical with ^ 

ginning of chapter vi. of the BpJiadaranyaka. It 
jfly noteworthy for the theory of li’ansinigratlon 
i it contains. The second half of the chapter is 
(tant as the earliest statement of the doctrine that 
lanifold world is unreal. I'lie sai by dei>ife pro- 

1 from itself the three primary elements, heat, water, 
(the later number being five—ether, air, fire, water, 

1). As individual soul {jlva-atman) it entered into 
;e, which, by certain partial combinations called 

-iplication," became various products (vikdra) or phe- 
.•mena. But the latter are a mere name. Sat is the 
ily reality, it is the Atman : “Thou art that,’’ Chapter 

ii. enumerates sixteen forms in which Brahma may 
=e adored, rising by gradation fiijm ■idntnn, “name," 
-0 bhuman, " i.’Jinity,” which is the ail-in-ali and the 
\tman within us. The first half of tlu- last chapter dis¬ 

cusses the Atman in the heart and the universe, as well as 
*0\v to attain it. The concluding portion of the chapter 
istinguishes the false from the true Atman, illustrated 
/ the three stages in which it appeais -in tlie material 
>dy, Hi dreaming, and in sound sleep. In the latter 
''-ge we have the true Atman, in which the distinction 

tween subject and object has disappeared. 
To the Sdmaveda also belongs a very short treatise 

■ich was long called the Talavakdm Upanisbari, from the 

aool to which it was attached, but later, when it became 
•arated from that school, received the name of Kena, ■ 
m its initial word. It consists of two distinct ^rarts. 

e second, composed in pro.se and much older, de-. 
ibes the relation of the Vcdic gods to Brahma, repre-:, 

ing them as deriving their power from and entirely 
ndent on the latter. The first part, which is metrical 
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and belongs to the period of fully developed Vedanti 

doctrine, distinguishes from the qualified Brahma, which 
is an object of worship, the unqualified Brahma, which 

is unknowable:— 

To it no eye am penetrate, 

Nor speech nor thought can ever reach : 

It rests unkno^on; we cannot see 

How any one may teach it us. 

The various Upanishads of the Black Yajurveda all 
bear the stamp of lateness. The Maitrayaita is a prose 
work of consi'^’ ■.'^extent, in which occasional stanza^ 
are interspi:;'Ji;U. ' It consists of seven chapters, the 
seventh and the concluding eight sections of the sixtfij 

forming a supplement. The fact that it retains th^ 
orthographical and euphonic peculiarities of the Maitra- 
yana school, gives this Upanishad an archaic appear¬ 

ance. But its many quotations from other Upanishads, 

the occurrence of several 'Tate words, the developed 
Sjinkhya doctrine presupposed by it, distinct references 
to anti-Vedic heretical schools, all combine to render the 
late character of this work undoubted. It is, in fact, a 
summing up of the old Upanishad doctrines with an,; 
admixture of ideas derived from the Sankhya system 

and from Buddhism. The main body of the treatise 
expoiuids the nature of the Atman, communicated to 

King Briliadratha of the race of Ikshvaku (probably^ 

identical with the king of that name mentioned in the! 
Ramayana), who declaims at some length on the misery 

and transitorincss of earthly existence. Though pessi¬ 

mism* is not unknown to the old Upanishads, it is muclj 
more pronounced here, doubtless in consequence 

3ankhya and Buddhistic influence. 

The subject is treated in the form of three questio.ns,* 



he answer to the first, how the Atman enters the body,, 
-! th^t Prajapati enters in the form of th(5 five vital airs in 
>rder to animate the lifeless bodies creati d by liin-.. fhe 

scond question is, How does the supreme soul become 
ue individual soul {bhutdtman) ? This is answered rather 
n accordance with the Sankhya than the Vedanta 

loctrine. Overcome by the three qualities of matter 
■braki'iti), the Atman, forgetting its real nature, becomes 
nvolved in self-consciousness and transmigration. The 

bird question is, How is deliverance from this state 

»f misery possible ? This is answered in conformity 
?ith neither Vedanta nor Sankhya doctrine, but in a 
eactionary spirit. Only those who observe the old 

equirements of Brahmanism, the rnle^ of caste and 
he religious orders (acramas), are dev i.in-d capable of 
attaining salvation by knowlerlge, penance, and medi¬ 

ation on Brahma. The chief gnd'<, dial is to say, 
he triad of the Brahmana period, Fiie, Wind, Sun, , 
he three abstractions, Time, Breath, Food, and the three 

ropular gods, Brahma, Rudra (i.e. ^iva), and Vishnu are 
explained as manifestations of Brahma 

The remainder of this Upanishad is supplementary, 

)ut contains several passages of considerable interest. 

We have here a cosmogonic myth, like those of the 
Brahmanas, in which the three qualities of matter, Tanias, 

Rajas, Saitva, ,\.re connected with Rudra, Brahma, and 

Vishnu, and which is in other respects very remarkable 
iS a connecting link between the philosophy of the., 

Rigveda and the later Sankhya systi=:m. The sun is fur-. 

Ser represented as the external, and prana (bre*th) a? 
he internal, symbol of the Atman, their worshiii ’ceing’; 

ecommended by means of (he sacred syllable oni, the; 

hree “ utterances ” ivjdhi^it/s) bhur, bhuvab, svar, and thr 
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famous Sdvitri stanza. As a means of attaining „ 
we find a recommendation of Yoga or the ascef 
tices leading to a state of mental concentr^^ 

bordering on trance. The information we her^ 
of these practices is still undeveloped compared with 

the later system. In addition to the three conditions 

of Brahma, waking, dreaming, and deep sleep, mentioiij 
is made of a fourth {turiya') and highest stage. The, 
Upanishad concludes with the declaration that the Atman 

entered the world of duality because it wished to taste 
both truth and illusion. 

Older than the Maitrdyana, which borrows fron" 
them, are two other Upanishads of the Black Yajur' 
veda, the Kdtkaka and the ^vetdgvatara. The formei 
contains some 120 and the latter some no stanzas. 

The Kdtkaka deals with the legend of Nachiketas 

which is told in the Kathaka portion of the Taiitirlyc 
Brdhmatta, and a knowledge of which it presupposes 
This is indicated by the fact that it begins with th* 

same words as the Brahmana story. The treatise 
appears to have consisted originally of the first onl 
of its two chapters. F'or the second, with its mor 
developed notions about Yoga and its much more prc 
nounced view as to the unreality of phenomena, look 

like a later addition. The first contains an introductor 
narrative, an account of the Atman, of its einbodimei 
and final return by means of Yoga. The second cha{ 

;ter, though less well arranged, on the whole correspont 
■in matter with the first. Its fourth section, while 

cussing the nature of the Atman, identifies bot’%r 
Xpurushd) and matter {prakriti) with it. The lift 

tion deals with the manifestation of the Atman 
Ijiorld, and especially in man. The way in whic^ 
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The ansie time remains outside them in its full integrity 

isth^tPi'ot affected by the suffering of living beings, is 
order to ar illustrated by the analogy of both light and 

secpwJuCh pervade space and yet embrace every object, 
tend of the sun, the eye of the universe, which remains 
Free from the blemishes of all other eyes outside of it. 

®n the last section Yoga is taught to be the means 
t)f attaining the highest goal. The gradation of mental 
iaculties here described is of great interest for the history 

of the Sankhya and Yoga system. An unconscious con- 

1 diction runs through this discussion, inasmuch as 
though the Atman is regarded as the all-in-all, a sharp 
contrast is drawn between soul and matter. It is the 
contradiction between the later Vedanta and the Sankhya- ‘ 
Yoga systems of philosphy. 

According to its own statement, the Qvetd^vatara 
Upanishad derives its name from an individual author, 

■i?;id the tradition which attributes it to one of the 

schools of the Black Yajiirveda hardly seems to have 
a sufficient foundation. Its confused arrangement, the 
irregularities and arbitrary changes of its metres, the 
number of interpolated quotations which it contains, 

make the assumption likely that the work in its pre¬ 
sent form is not the work of a single author. In its 
present form it is certainly later than the Kdt/iaka, since 

,it contains several passages which must be referred to 
that work, besides many stanzas borrowed from it 
^with or without variation. Its lateness is further indi- 

RtgA by the developed theory of Yoga which it contains, 
J^her r the more or less definite form in which It ex-;; 

the in various Vedanta doctrines either unknown to or ■ 
recorcireshadowed in the earlier Upanishads. Among-- 
three lay be mentioned the destruction of the wqrld' 
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by Brahma at the end of age (kalpd), 
as well as its periodic renew^^fe--- '■ Brahma, and 
especially the explanation of -an illusion 

(tndj/d) produced by Brahma, ' time the 
author shows a strange prcdilcci rsonified 
forms of Brahma as Savitri, I^anAiSV Though 

(^iva lias not yet become the name#'- its frequent 
use as an adjective connected wx . .ne latter shows 
that it is in course of becoming iixed as the proper 

name of the highest god. In this Upanishad we meet 
with a number of the terms and fundamental notions 
of the Sankhya, though the point of view is thoroughly 
Vedantist; matter (^prakriti), for instance, being repre(- 

Sehted as an illusion produced by Brahma. 
To the White Yajurveda is attached the longest, andjS 

beside the Chhdndogya, the most important of the Upani- 

shads. It bears even clearer traces than that work of 
being a conglomerate of what must originally have been 

separate treatises. It is divided into three parts, each 

containing two chapters. The last part is designated, 
even in the tradition of the commentaries, as a supple¬ 
ment {KhUa-kdudd), a statement fully borne out by the 
contents. That the first and second parts were also 

; originally independent of each other is sufficiently 
proved by both containing the legend of Yajnavalkya 

and his two wives in almost identical words throughout. 

jTo each of these parts (as well as to Book x. of the 
-.^atapnlha Brdhmand) a successive list (vam^a) of teachers 

; is attached. A comparison of these lists seems to justify, 
The conclusion that the first part (called Madhukdnda) 
and the second ( Ydjmvalkya-kdndd) existed during nine 

generations as independent Upanishads within the school 

,rpf the White Yajurveda, and were then combined by a; 
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eacher named Agnivegya; the third part, which con- 
iists of all kinds of supplementary matter, being subse- 
:juently added. These lists further make the conclusion 

probable that the leading teachers of the ritual tradition 
3rShmanas) were different from those of the philoso¬ 
phical tradition (Upanishads). 

Beginning with an allegorical interpretation of the 

■uost important sacrifice, the Aqvamedha (horse-sacrifice), 
as the universe, the first chapter proceeds to deal with 

tram (breath) as a symbol of soul, and then with the 
creation of the world out of the Atman or Brahma, 
insisting on the dependence of all existence on the Su¬ 
preme Soul,jwhich appears in every individual as his self. 
The polemical attitude adopted against the worship of 
the gods is characteristic, showing thai the passage be¬ 
longs to an early period, in which the doctrine of the 
superiority of the Atman to the gods was still asserting 

itself. The ne.xt chapter deals with the nature of the Atman 
and its manifestations, purusha and prana. 

The second part of the Upanishad consists of four 
philosophical discussions, in which Yajnavaikya is the 
chief speaker. The first (iii. 1-9) is a great disputation, 

in which the sage proves his superiority to nine suc¬ 
cessive interlocutors. One of the most interesting con¬ 
clusions here arrived at is that Brahma is theoretically 

unknowable, but can be comprehended practically. The 

second discourse is a dialogue between King Janaka and 
Yajnavaikya, in which the latter shows the untcnable- 

ness of six definitions set up by other teachers as to the 

mature of Brahma; for instance, that it is iiifcnticali 
with Breath or Mind. He finally declares that thc; 

Atman can only be described negatively, being intangible^ 

mdestructible, independent, immovable. 



^Sanskrit literature: 

The third discourse (iv. 3-4) is another dialogued 
between Janaka and Yajnavalkya. It presents a picture 

of the soul in the conditions of waking, dreaming, dee^ ; 
sleep, dying, transmigration, and salvation. For wealth 
of illustration, fervour of conviction, beauty and elevation 
of thought, this piece is unequalled in the Upanishads 

: or any other w'ork of Indian literature. Its literary 
effect is heightened by the numerous stanzas with which 
it is interspersed. These are, however, doubtless later 

additions. The dreaming soul is thus described :— 

Leaving its Imvcr nest in brcatHs protection. 

And upward from that nest, immortal, soaring, 

Wher^er it lists it roves about immortal. 

The golden-pinioned only swan of spirit (IV. iii. 13). 

It ro^'es in dream condition up and do^onward. 

Divinely many shapes and forms assuming (ib. 14). 

Then follows an account of the dreamless state of the 

soul:— 

As a falcon or an eagle, having flown about in the air, 

exhausted folds together its wings and prepares to alight, so 

the spirit hastes to that condition in which, asleep, it feels no 

desire and sees no dream (19). 
This is its essential form, in which it rises above desire,, 

\is free from evil and without fear. For as one embraced by 

\a beloved zvomau wots not of anything without or zvithin, ' 

fo also the soul embraced by the cognitional Self wots not of, 

anything without or within (21). 

■f With regard to the souls of those who are not saved,'oi 
"the vi*w of the writer appears to be that after death c-.. 

ithey enter a new body immediately and without any>e ::( 

’intervening retribution in the other world, in exact t i: 

Accordance with their intellectual and moral quality. 



As a caterpillar, when it has reached the point of a leafi^^h 

jtakes a new beginning and draws itself across, so the soul, 
ifter casting off the body and letting go ignorance, makes a 

new beginning and draws itself across (IV. iv. 3). 

As a goldsmith takes the material of an image and 

hammers out of it another newer and more beautiful form, 

so also the soul after casting off the body and letting go . 

ignorance, creates for itself another newer and more beautiful 

form, either that of the Fathers or the Gandlm-vas or the 

Gods, or Prajapati or Brahma, or other beings (IV. iv. 4). 

But the vital airs of him who is saved, who knows 

himself to be identical with Brahma, do not depart, for 

he is absorbed in Brahma and is Brahma. 

As a serpent’s skin, dead and cast off, lies upon an ant¬ 
hill, so his body then lies; but that which is bodiless and 

immortal, the life, is pure Brahma, is pure light (IV. iv. 7). 

The fourth discourse is a dialogue between Yajna- 

valkya and his wife Maitreyl, before the former, about 

to renounce the world, retires to the solitude of the 

forest. There are several indications that it is a secon- ; 

dary recension of the same conversation occurring in a : 

previous chapter (II. iv.). 

The first chapter of the third or supplementary 

part consists of fifteen sections, which are often quite 

short, are mostly unconnected in matter, and appear to 

be of very different age. The second chapter, however, , 

forms a long and important treatise (identical with that 

found in the Chhdndogya) on the doctrine of transmigration.;;: 

The views here expressed are so much at variaiuie with;' 

those of Yajnavalkya that this te.xt must have originate^' 

in another Vedic school, and have been loosely attached;: 

fo this Upanishad owing to the peculiar importance.of;- 



; its contents. The preceding and following sectioh7wlilc|| 

are connected with it, and are also found in the ChhM\ 

dogya, must have been added at the same time. 

Not only is the longest Upanishad attached to the 

White Yajurveda, but also one of the very shoitest, 
consisting of only eighteen stanzas. This is the I^d, 

which is so called from its initial word. Though form¬ 

ing the last chapter of the Vdjasaneyi Smtihita, it belongs 

to a rather late period. It is about contemporaneous’ 

with the latest parts of the Brihaddrmyaka^ is more 

developed in many points than the Kdthaka, but seems 

to be older than the ^veid^vatara. Its leading motive 

is to contrast him who knows himself to be the same 
as the Atman with him who does not possess true 

knowledge. It affords an excellent survey of the funda¬ 

mental doctrines of the Vedanta philosophy. 

A large and indefinite'Aumber of Upanishads is attri¬ 

buted to the Athnn’a-veda, but the most authoritative 

list recognises twenty-seven altogether. They are for 

the most part of very late origin, being post-Vedic, and, 

all but three, contemporaneous with the Puranas. One 

of them is actually a Muhammadan treatise entitled the 

Alla Upanishad! The older Upanishads which belong to ^ 

the first three Vedas were, with a few e.xceptions like the 

[Qveidgvntara, the dogmatic text-books of actual Vedic 

^schools, and received their names from those schools, 

being connected with and supplementary to the ritual 

Brahmanas. The Upanishads of the A tharva-veda, on the 

Other hand, are with few exceptions like the Mdndiikya 

and tl^p Jdbdla, no longer connected with Vedic schools, .■ 
but' derive their names from their subject-matter or" 

.some other circumstance. They appear for the raost.ij 

ipart to represent the views of theosophic, mystic, ascetic,. 
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f^dtarian associations, who wished to have an Upani-I 
j^ad of their own in imitation of the old Vedic schools, 
fhey became attached to the A ikarva-veda not from any 

internal connection, but partly because the followers of 
'^e Atharva-ved(i desired to become possessed of dog¬ 
matic text-books of their own, and partly because the 

, fourth Veda was not protected from the intrusion of 
foreign elements by the watchfulness of religious guilds 
like the old Vedic schools. 

The fundamental doctrine common to all the Upani- 
shads of the Atharva-veda is developed by most of 

■ them in various special directions. They may accord¬ 

ingly be divided into four categories which run chro¬ 
nologically parallel with one another, each containing 
relatively old and late productions. The first group, 

as directly investigating the nature of the Atman, has 
a scope similar to that of the Upanishads of the other 
Vedas, and goes no further than the latter in develop¬ 
ing its main thesis. The next group, taking the funda¬ 

mental doctrine for granted, treats of absorption in the 

Atman through ascetic meditation {yoga) based on the 
component parts of the sacred syllable ovi. These 

'Upanishads are almost without exception composed 

in verse and are quite short, consisting on the average 
of about twenty stanzas. In the third category the 

life of the religious mendicant {sannydsin), as a practical 

consequence of the Upanishad doctrine, is recommended 

and described. These Upanishads, too, arc short, but 
are written in prose, though with an admixture of verse. 
The last group is sectarian in character, interpreting 
he popular gods ^iva (under various names, such as 

I^Sna, Mahe^vara, Mahadeva) and Vishnu (as NSra-^ 
yana and Nrisimha or “Man-lion") as personification^' 



'of the Atman. The different Avatars of • Vishrin av 
here regarfied as human manifestations of the Atman, ■ 

The oldest and most important of these Atharva^ 

Upanishads, as representing the Vedanta doctrine most 

faithfully, are the Mundaka, the Praqna, and to a less 

degree the Mdtidnkya. The first two come nearest to 

the Upanishads of the older Vedas, and are much 

quoted by Badarayana and ^ankara, the great authori¬ 

ties of the later Vedanta philosophy. They are the only 

original and legitimate Upanishads of the Atharva. The 

Mundaka derives its name from being the Upanishad 

of the tonsured {munda), an association of ascetics who 

shaved their heads, as the Buddhist monks did later. 

It is one of the most popular of the Upanishads, not 

owing to the originality of its contents, which are for the 

most part derived from older texts, but owing to the purity 

with which it reproduces the old Vedanta doctrine, and 

the beauty of the stanzas in which it is composed. It 

presupposes, above all, the Chhdndogya Upanishad, and in 

all probability the Byihaddranyaka, the Taittiriya, and the 

Kdthaka. Having several important passages in common 

wath the Qvetdqvatara and the Bnhanndrdyana of the Black 

Yajurveda, it probably belongs to the same epoch, 

coming between the two in order of time. It consist? 

of three parts, which, speaking generally, deal respec¬ 

tively with the preparations for the knowledge ol 

Brahma, the doctrine of Brahma, and the way to 

Brahma. 

The Prapia Upanishad, written in prose and appa 

rentl^ belonging to the Pippalada recension of the 

'Atharva-veda, is so called because it treats, in the forn' 

;of questions {pragna) addressed by six students o> 

ySrahma to the sage Pippalada, six main points of th. 



doctrine. These questions concern the origin ,7 
:/matter and life {prana) from Prajfipati; the supe- 
j&rity of life {prana) above the other vital powers; the 

nfature and divisions of the vital powers; dreaming and 

areamless sleep; meditation on the syllable om; and 
ithe sixteen parts of man. 

The Mandukya is a very short prose Upanishad, 

which would hardly fill Iwo pages of the present book, 

fhongh bearing the name of a half-forgotten school 

pf the Rigveda, it is reckoned among the Upanishads 

of the Atharva-veda. It must date from a considerably 

later time than the prose Upanishads of the three older 
Vedas, with the unmethodical treatment and prolixity 

of which its precision and conciseness are in marked 
contrast. It has many points of contact with the 

Maitrdyana Upanishad, to which it seems to be pos- , 

ttu'ior. It appears, however, to he older than the rest 

of the treatises which form the fourth class of the 

Upanishads of the Athanhi-veda. Thus it distinguishes ; 

only three morac in the syllable out, and not yet three 
and a half. I'hc fundamental idea of this Upanishad 

is that the sacred syllable is an expression of the uni¬ 

verse. It is somewhat remarkable that this work is 
•not quoted by ^"ankara; nevertheless, it not only exer- , 

cised a great infiuence on several Upanishads of the . 

Athartui-veda, but was used more than any other Upa¬ 
nishad by the author of the well-known later epitome , 

of the Vedanta doctrine, the Veddnta-sdra. , > 

It is, however, chiefly important as having given 

rise to one of the most remarkable products of Jndiani 

philosophy, the Kdrikd of GaudaI'ada. This work con- x 

gists of more than 200 stanzas divided into four parts.'"' 
the first of which includes the Mandukya Upanishad 

Q 



'Tlie esteem in which the Karikd was held is indicated 
tlie fact that its parts are reckoned as four Upanisha 

There is much probability in the assumption that 

author is identical with Gaudapada, the teacher 

Govinda, whose pupil was the great Vedantist com'| 

iuentator, (^ANKARA (800 A.D.). The point of view o^ 

the latter is the same essentially as that of the author* 

of the Karikd, and many of the thoughts and figure^ 

which begin to appear in the earlier work are ini 

common use in Cankara's commentaries, (^ankarai 

may, in fact, be said to have reduced the doctrines of 

Gaudapada to a system, as did Plato those of Par-; 

menides. Indeed, the two leading ideas which pervade 

the Indian poem, viz., that there is no AwsXiiy {advaita) 

and no becoming {ajdti), are, as Professor Deussen 

points out, identical with those of the Greek philosopher. 

The first part of the Karikd is practically a metrical 

paraphrase of the Mdudiikya Upanishad. Peculiar to 

it is the statement that the world is not an illusion or 

a development in any sense, but the very nature or 

essence {svabhdva) of Brahma, just as the rays, which' 

are all the same {i.e. light), are not different from the 

sun. The remainder of the poem is independent of 

ethc Upanishad and goes far beyond its doctrines. The 

second part has the special title of Vaitathya or the 

.“Falseness” of the doctrine of reality. Just as a rope 

Tis in the dark mistaken for a snake, so the Atman in 

the darkness of ignorance is mistaken for the world. 

“i;Every, attempt to imagine the Atman under empirical’ 

forms^is futile, for every one’s idea of it is dependent, 

on his experience of the world. 

The third part is entitled Advaita, “Non-duality., 

The identity of the Supreme Soul (Atman) with the 



soul (jiva) is illustrated by comparison with 
ice, and that part of it which is contained in a jar. 

jTJguing against the theory of genesis and plurality, 
"■e poet lays down the axiom that nothing can be- 
Dme different from its own nature. The production 
I the existent (safo janma) is impossible, for that would 
(s produced which already exists. The production of 
f e non-existent (asato janma) is also impossible, for 
»e non-existent is never produced, any more than the 

jf a barren W'oman. The last part is entitled Aldta~ 
^nti, or " Extinction of the firebrand (ciicle),’’ so called 
from an ingenious comparison made to explain how 
|»lurali(y and genesis seem to exist in the world. If 

stick which is glowing at one enrl is waved about, fiery 
Sues or circles are produced uithuiit anylliing being 
idded to or issuing from the single burning point. The 
fi^ry line or circle exists only in the consciousness 
^ij'ndna). So, too, the many phenomena of the world 
re merely the vibrations of the consciousness, which 

s one. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE SOTRAS 

{Circa 500-200 B.C.) 

As the Upanishads were a development of the specu¬ 

lative side of the Brahmanas and constituted the text¬ 

books of Vedic dogma, so the (^rauta Siitras form the 
continuation of their ritual side, though they are not, 

like the Upanishads, regarded as a part of revela¬ 

tion. A sacred character was never attributed to 

them, probably because they were felt to be treatises 

compiled, with the help of oral priestly tradition, from/ 

the contents of the Brahmanas solely to meet practical' 

needs. The oldest of them seem to go back to about 

the time when Buddhism came into being. Indeed it 
is quite possible that the rise of the rival religioiv gave! 

the first impetus to the composition of systematic;, 
manuals of Biahmanic worship. The Buddhists inj; 

their turn must have come to regard Sutras as theHypi/'’ 

of treatise best adapted for the expression of refisio»’| 

• doctrine, for the earliest Pali texts are works ofH’i 

v:character. The term Kalpa Sutra is used to desi^ 

-the whole body of Sutras concerned with religion 
belonged to a particidar Vedic school. Wliere su’m 

(Complete collection has been preserved, the Crauta sf 

forms its first and most extensive portion. 

To the Rigveda belong the (^rauta manuals of .' 



Sutra schools {ckaranas), the ^ankhilyanas and tlie; 
A?valayanas, the former of whom were in later times 
settled in Northern Gujarat, the latter in the South 

between the Godavari and the Krishna. The ritual is 
described in much the same order by both, but the 
account of the great royal sacrifices is much more de¬ 

tailed in the Qdnkhdyana Qrmifa Sutra. The latter, which 
is closely connected with the (^dnkhdyaua Brahmaua, 

seems to be the older of the two, on the ground both 

of its matter and of its style, which in many parts 

resembles that of the Brahmanas. It consists of 

eighteen books, the last two of which were added later, 
and correspond to the first two books of the Kanshitaki 

Arauyaka, TIic (Jrauta Sutra of Arn'Ai.AYANA, which 
consists of twelve books, is related to the Aitareya 
Brahmaua, Acvalfiyana is also known as the author 

of the fourth book of the Aitareya Arauyaka, and was 
according to tradition the pupil of (^aunaka. 

Three (^irauta Sutras to the Sduiaarda have been pre- 
jerved. 'I'lic oldest, that of M.aa^aka, also called Arsheya- 
kalpa, is nothing nrore than an enumeration of the 
irayers belonging to the various ceremonies of the Soma 

acrifice in the Order of the Pancliavivu^a Brdhinaua, 
The ^ranla Sutra composed by LatYzVYAXA, became the 

^ccepted manual of the Kauthuma school. This Sutra, 
ike that of Ma^aka, which it quotes, is closely connected 
vith the Panchaviuiqa Brahmaua. The ^rauta Sutra of 

)R.AHYAYANA, which differs but little from tliat of Lfttya-, 

'ana, belongs to the RanayanJya branch of the Sdrna- 
^eda. 

To the White Yajurveda belongs the ^irauta Siltra of 

iATYAYANA. This manual, which consists of twenty-six 
hapters, on the whole strictly follows the sacrificial 



i- isrder of the Qatapatha Brahmana. Three of its chaptef- 

(xxii.-xxiv.), however, relate to the ceremonial of th: 

Samaveda. Owing to the enigmatical character of it: 

style, it appears to be one of the later productions 0 

the Sutra period. 
No less than six ^rauta Sutras belonging to the Black 

Ynjtm'eda have been preserved, but only two of them 

have as yet been published. Four of these form a very 

closely connected group, being part of the Kalpa Sutras 

of four subdivisions of the Taittiriya (jlakha, which repre¬ 

sented the later sutra schools {cJiarams) not claiming a 

special revelation of Veda or Brahmana. The ^rauta 

Sutra of Ap.'VSTAMBA forms the first twenty-four of the 

thirty chapters (pra^nas) into which his Kalpa Sutra is 

divided; and that of Hiranyake(;in, an offshoot of 

the Apastambas, the first eighteen of the twenty-nine 

chapters of his Kalpa Sutra. The Sutra of BaudhAyana, 

who is older than Apastamba, as well as that of Biiarad- 

VAJA, has not yet been published. 

Connected with the Maitrdyaul Samhitd is the Mdmivd, 

Qrauta Sutra. It belongs to the Manavas, who were a/ 

subdivision of the MaitrayanTyas, and to whom the law-? 

book of Manu probably traces its origin. It seems to be.‘ 

one of the oldest. It has a descriptive character, re-/ 

sembling the Brahmana p.irts of the Yajurveda, and' 

differing from them only in simply describing the course; 

of the sacrifice, to the exclusion of legends, speculations,; 

or discussions of any kind. There is also a Vaikhdnasd^ 

^rauta Siltm attached to the Black Yajumeda, but it is'^, 

icnowp only in a few MSS. 

The (^rauta Sutra of the Atharva-veda is the Vaitdn'^ 

-Sfitra. It is neither old nor original, but was un-£ 

•loubtedly compiled in order to supply the Atharva, \dii€ 



the’ oiher Vedas, with a Sutra of its own. It probably ;■ 
received its name from the word with which it begins, 
since the'’'term vaitdna (“ relating to the three sacriticial 
fires”) is equally applicable to all (^raiita Sutras. It 
agrees to a considerable extent with the Gopatha Brdh- 
ntaiia, though it distinctly follows the Sutra of Katyayana 
to the White YajumeJa. One indication of its lateness 
is the fact that whereas In other cases a Grihya regularly 
presupposes the ^rauta Sutra, the Vaitdna is dependent 
on the domestic sutra of the Athari'a-vcda. 

Though the (^rauta Sutras are indispensable for-the 
right understanding of the sacrificial ritual, they arc, from 
any other point of view, a most unattractive form of litera¬ 
ture. It will, therefore, suffice to mention in briefest out¬ 
line the ceremonies with which they deal. It is important, 
to remember, in the first place, that the.so rites are never 
congregational, but are always performed on behalf of a 
single individual, the so-called Yajamdna or sacriiicer, 
who takes but little part in them. 'Die ofliciators are 
Brahman priests, whose munljcr varies from one to 
.;ixtcen, according to the nature of the ceremony. In all 
,hesc rites an important part is played by the three sacred 
fires which surround the vedi, a slightly excavated spot 
covered with a litter of grass for the reception of offer- 
ings to the gods. The first ceremony of all is the setting 
up of the sacred fires {(igni-ddheyd), which are kindled 3 
by the sacrificcr and his wife with the liresticks, and are ' 
thereafter to be regularly maintained. 

The (^rauta rites, fourteen in number, are divided intd 3 
the two main groups of seven oblation {havis) sasrifices- 
and seven soma sacrifices. Different forms of the animal 
sacrifice are classed with each group. The havis sacrly 
ubes consist of offerings of milk, ghee, porridge, gram’. 
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cakes, and so forth. The commonest is the Agnihotra, 
the daily morning and evening oblation of milk to the 
three fires. The most important of the others are the 

new and. full moon sacrifices {dar^apunia-mdsd) and 
those offered at the beginning of the three seasons 
{chdtunmsyti). Besides some other recurrent sacrifices, 

there are very many which are to be offered on some 
particular occasion, or for the attainment of some special 

object. 
The various kinds of Soma sacrifices were much 

more complicated. Even the simplest and fundamental 
form, the Agnishtoma {“ praise of Agni ”) required the 
ministrations of sixteen priests. This rite occupied only 
one day, with three pressings of soma, at morning, noon, 
and evening; but this day was preceded by very detailed 

preparatory ceremonies, one of which was the initiation 

(dikshd) of the sacrificer and his wife. Other soma 
sacrifices lasted for several days up to twelve; while 

another class, called sattras or “sessions," extended to 
a year or more. 

A very sacred ceremony that can be connected with/ 

thCjSoma sacrifice is (he Agnichayana, or “Piling of the 
fireialtar," which lasts for a year. It begins with a sacri¬ 
fice of five animals. Then a long time is occupied in 

preparing the earthenware vessel, called tikhd, in which, 

lire is to lx; maintained for a year. V^ery elaborate rulesj 
ire given both as to the yigredients, such as the hair of a 

nlack antelope, with which the clay is to be mixed, and 

is to how it is to be shaped, and finally burnt. Then] 
*he brkks, which have different and particular sizes, have! 

lO be built up in prescribed order. The lowest of thp 

lye strata must have 1950, all of them together, a totaf 
ff jo,8oo bricks. Many of these have their special name 
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Aod significance. Thus the altar is grachially built up, 
as its bricks are placed in position, to the accompani¬ 
ment of appropriate rites and verses, by a formidable 
array of priests. These are but some of the main points 
■n the ceremony ; but they will probably give some faint 

idea of the enormous complexity and the vast mass of 

detail, where the smallest of minutiae are of importance, 
in the Brahman ritual. No other religion has ever known 

ts like. 
As the domestic ritual is almost entirely excluded 

rom the Brahmanas, the authors of the Grihya Sutras 
lad only the authority of popular tradition to rely on 
vhen they systematised the observances of dailj' life. 
\s a type, the Grihya manuals must be somewhat later 
han the Crauta, for they regularly presuppose a know- 

edge of the latter. 
To the Rig't'cda belongs in the lirst place the pf«- 

‘hayana Gtikyn Sutra. It coiisists of six books, but 

mly the first four form the original portion of the 
voi'k, and even these contain interpolations. Closely 
.pnnccted with this work is the (^dmbaiya Grihya, which 
iso belongs to the school of the Kaushitakins, and is 

s yet known only in manuscript, 'rhough borrowing 
irgely from (^unkhayana, it is not identical with that 

^ork. It knows nothing of the last two books, nor 
ven a number of ceremonies described in the third 
nd fourth, while having a book of its owai concerning 

he sacrifice to tJie Manes. Connected with the Aitareya 
hahniana is the Grihya Sutra of Aevalayana, which its 
Uthor in the tirst aphorism gives us to nnderstafid is; 

continuation of his ^rauta Sutra. It consists of four 
Opks, and, like the latter work, ends with the words; 

adoration to ^aunaka.” ^4 ,. 



The chief Grihya Sutra of the Sdmnveda \s 
of Gobhila, which is one of the oldest, completest, and 
most interesting works of this class. Its seems to have 

been used by both the .schbols of its Veda. Besidec 
the text of the Sdmaveda it presupposes the Mantru 
Brdhtnana. The latter is a collection, in the ritual order, 

of the nhintms (except those occurring in the Sdmaveda 
itself), which are quoted by Gobhila in an abbreviated 
form. The Grihya Sutra of Khadira, belonging to the 

DnThyayana school and used by the Ranayanlya branch 

of the Sdninveda, is little more than Gobhila remodelled 
in a more succinct form. 

The Grihya Sutra of the White Yajurveda is that 
of Paraskara, also called the Kdtiya or Vdjasaneya 
Grihya Siitra. It is so closely connected with the 

^ralita Sutra of Katyayana, that it is often quoted 

under the name of that author. The later law-book oi 

Yajnavalkya bears evidence of the influence of Para- 
skara’s work. 

Of the seven Grihya Sutras of the Black Yajurveda 
only three have as yet been published. The Grihya 
of Apastamba forms two books (26-27) Kalpa 
Sutra. The first of these two books is the Mantra\ 

‘pdt/ta, which is a collection of the formulas accompanying 

the ceremonies. The Grihya Sutra, in the strict sens^, 
is the second book, which presupposes the Mantrapdtlid^ 

Books XIX. and XX. of Hiranyakecin's Kalpa Sutra 

form his Grihya Sutra. About Baudhayana’s Grihya 
, not much is known, still less about that of Bharadvaja. 
The tMdnava Grihya Sutra is closely connected with 

the (^rauta, repealing many of the statements ’ of the 

latter verbally. It is interesting as containing a cer^- 

h?ony unknown to other Grihya Sutras, the worship 



ot tiae Vitiiyakas. The passage reappears in a versified V 
tVrtii in Yajnavalkya’s law-book, where the four Vina- 
yakas are transformed into the one Vinayaka, the god 

Gane9a. With the Manava is clearly connected the 
Kdthaka Grihya Sutra, not only in the principle of 

its arrangement, but even in the wording of many 
passages. It is nearly related to the law-book of Vishnu. 

The Vaikhnnasa Grihya Sittra is an extensive work 
bearing traces of a late origin, and partly treating 
of subjects otherwise relegated to works of a supple¬ 

mentary character. 
To the Athaiim-veda belongs the important Kaugika 

Sutra. It is not a more Grihya Sutra, for besides 
giving the more important rules of the domestic ritual, 
it deals w’ith the magical and other practices specially 
connected with its Veda. By its extensive references 

to these subjects it supplies much material unknown 

to other Vedic schools. It is a composite work, appa¬ 
rently'made up of four or five different treatises. In 
combination with the Atharva-Vida it supplies an almost 
complete picture of the ordinary life of the Vedic 
Indian. 

The Grihya Sutras give the rules for the numerous 
ceremonies applic.able to the domestic life of a man 

^d his family from birth to the grave. For the per- 
prmance of their ritual only the domestic {dvasathya 

>r vaivahikd) fire was required, as contrasted with the 

-hree sacrificial fires of the (^rauta Sfitras. They de¬ 

scribe forty consecrations or sacraments {samskdras) 
which are performed at various important epocjis in; 

he life of the individual. The first eighteen, extending) 

rbm conception to marriage, are called " bodily sacra-; 
iVents.” The remaining twenty-two are sacrifices. Eight 



' of these, the five daily sacrifices (juahdyajna) and s'och 
other “baked offerings" {pakayajnd), form part of th 
Grihya ceremonies, the rest belonging to the ^raut 

ritual. 
The first of the sacraments is the puiusavana o 

ceremony aiming at the obtainment of a son. Tht 
most common expedient prescribed is the poundet 

shoot of a banyan tree placed in the wife’s right nostril 
After the birth-rites {jdta - karma), the ceremony ot 
giving the child its names {ndma-karana) takes place, 

generally on the tenth day after birth. Two are given, 

one being the “ secret name," known only to the parents, 
as a protection against witchcraft, the other for com¬ 
mon use. Minute directions are given as to the quality 
of the name ; for instance, that it should contain an,, 
even number of syllables, begin with a soft letter, and 

have a'semi-vowel in the middle; that for a Brahman 
it should end in -^arman, for a Kshatriya in -varman, 

and a Vai9ya in -gupta. Generally in the third year- 

takes place the ceremony of tonsure {chudd-karand), 
when the boy’s hair was cut, one or more tufts being 
left on the top, so that his hair might be worn after 
the fashion prevailing in his family. In the sixteenth) 
year the rite of shaving the beard was performed. Its- 
ix^cax^,go-ddna, or “gift of cows,” is due to the fee usually • 
liaving been a couple of cattle. ’ 

By far the most important ceremony of boyhood 
was that of apprenticeship to a teacher or initiation,.- 
upanayand), which in the case of a Brahman may takej 

dace* between the eighth and sixteenth year, but a. 
ew years later in the case of the Kshatriya and the 

’’ai^ya. On this occasion the youth receives a staff, 
garment, a girdle, and a cord worn over one shoulder 



ifld under the other arm. The first is made of different 
Wood, the others of different materials according to 

caste. The sacred cord is the outward token of the 
4fya or member of one of the three highest castes, 
and by investiture with it he attains his second birth, 
being thenceforward a “twice-born” man (dvi-ja). The 

spiritual significance of this initiation is the right to 

study the Veda, and especially to recite the most sacred 
of prayers, the Sdvitri. In this ceremony the teacher 

’^dchdryd) who initiates the young Brahman is regarded 

as his spiritual father, and the Sdvitri as his mother. 
The rite of upanayana is still practised in India. It 

is based on a very old custom. The Avestan ceremony 

of investing the boy of fifteen with a sacred cord upon 
his admission into the /oroastiian community shows 
ihat it goes back to Indo-lranian times. The preva¬ 

lence among primitive races all over the world of a rite 
of initiation, regarded as a second birth, upon the 

attainment of manhood, indicates that it was a still 
older custom, w’bich in the Brahman system became . 
ransformed into a ceremony of admission to Vedic 
kudy. 

Besides his studies, the course of which is regulated 
by detailed rules, the constant duties of the pupil are 

the collection of fuel, the perff)nnancc of devotions at 
Horning and evening twilight, begging food, sleeping 
on the ground, and obedience to his teacher. 

At the conclusion of religious studentship {brahma- 

'hnrya), which lasted for twelve years, or till tlie pupil 

»ad mastered his Veda, he performs the rite of return' 
yamdvartand), the principal part of wdiich is a bath,;- 

with which he symbolically washes off his apprentice^b 
■hip. He is now a sndtaka (“ one wdio has bathed ”), 



and soon proceeds to the most important sacram 

of his life, marriage. The main elements of this c« 

mony doubtless go back to the Indo-Eiiropean peri 

and belong rather to the sphere of witchcraft than 

the sacrificial cult. The taking of her hand pla« 

the bride in the power of her husband. The stone 

which she stepped was to give her firmness. The se^ 

steps which she took with her husband, and the sa< 

ficial food whicli she shared with him, were to inaugur 

friendship and community. Future abundance a 

male offspring were prognosticated when she had b( 

conducted to her husband's house, by seating her 

the hide of a red bull and placing upon her lap 

son of a woman who had only borne living m 

childi'en. The god most closely connected with \ 

rite was Agni; for the husband led his bride th 

times round the nuptial fire—whence the Sanskrit na 

for weclclhig, “leading round ”—and the ne\ 

kindled domestic fire was to accompany the cou 

throughout life. Offerings are made to it and Vet 

formulas pronounced. After sunset the husband ler 

out his bride, and as he points to the pole-star a 

the star ArundhatT, they exhort each other to be cc 

; stant and undivided for ever. These wedding ceremoni 

preserved much as they are described in the Sutr 

,*are still widely prevalent in the India of to-day. 

All the above-mentioned sacraments are exclusivt 

^meant for males, the only one in which girls had a shj 

^being marriage {vivaha). About twelve of these Sa 

are still practised in India, investiture being s 

'the most important next to marriage. Some of t 

igeremonies only survive in a symbolical form, as thr 

^^pnected with religious studentship. 



'■"Xnibng the most important duties of the new house- 
nplder is the regular daily offering of tlie live great 

jacrifices {jnahd-yajnd), which are the sacrifice to the 
Veda [prahma-yajnti), or Vedic recitation ; tlie offering 
6 the gods {deva-yajna) of melted butter in fire {homd); 

■Ihe libation {tarpaua) to the Manes {piiri-yajnd); offer- 

ngs (called bali) deposited in various places on the 
'round to demons and all beings {bJiuta-yajnd) ; and the 

:acrifice to men {manushya-yujna), consisting in hospi- 

ality, especially to Brahman mendicants. The first is 
egarded as by far the highest; the recitation of the 

■dvitrT, in particular, at morning and evening worship, 
s as meritorious as having studied the Veda. All these 
ive daily sacrifices are still in partial use among orthodox 
Jrahmnns. 

There are other sacrifices wliicli occur periodically, 
luch arc the new and full moon sacrifices, in which, 
recording to the Grihya ritual, a baked offering {pdka- 

’ajnd) is made, while, according to the (jiranta ceremony, 
;akes {puroddea) are offered. There is, further, at the 
beginning of the rains an offering made to serpents, 
vhen the use of a raised bed is enjoined, owing to the 
langer from snakes at that time. Various ceremonies 
^e connected with the building and entering of a new’ 

■buse. Detailed rules are given about the site as well 

s the construction. A door on the west is, for instance, 
orbidden. On the completion of tlie house, which is 
milt of wood and bamboo, an animal is sacrificed. 

Hher ceremonies are concerned with cattle; for in- 
tance, the release of a young bull for the benefit oU 

«ie community. Then there are agricultural ceremonies, 

-jch as the offering of the first-fruits and rites con-;^ 
ectecl with ploughing. Mention is also made of offer|' 



ings to monuments {chattyas) erected to the niem' 

teachers. There arc, moreover, directions as to 

to be done in case of evil dreams, bad omens?°j^ 

disease. 

Finally, one of the most interesting subjects •' i; 
which the Grihya Sutras deal is that of funeral rl ; 

{antyeshti) and the worship of the Manes. All t' 

children under two years of age are to be cremater 

The dead man’s hair and beard are cut off and his nair 

trimmed, the body being anointed with nard and ,,, 

wreath being placed on the head. Before being burn'-^ 
the corpse is laid on a black antelope skin. In the case 

of a Kshatriya, his bow (in that of a Brahman his staff,' 

of a Vaicya his goad) is taken from his hand, broken,' 

and cast on the pyre, while a cow or a goat is burnt 

with the corpse. Afterwards a purifying ablution is per^ 

formed by all relations to the seventh or tenth degree. 

They then sit down on a grassy spot and listen to old 

stoiies or a sermon on the transitoriness of life till the 

stars appear. At last, without looking round, they return 

in procession to their homes, where various observance!; 

are gone through. A fleath is followed by a period m 

impurity, generally lasting three days, during which thf 

relatives are required, among other things, to sleep ol 

the ground and refrain from eating flesh. On the nigl'’ 

after the death a cake is offered to the deceased, and ' ^ 
libation of water is poured out; a vessel with milk anC 

; water is also placed in the open air, and the dead man i| 

; called upon to bathe in it. Generally after the tenth dai!; 

.the \)ones arc collected and placed in an urn, which r 

buried to the accompaniment, of the Rigvedic vers* 
“Approach thy mother earth” (x. i8, lo). 

The soul is supposed to remain separated from 



.ianes for 'a time as a preta or " ghost.” A ^mddita, or 
offering given with faith" {graddha), of which it is the 

special object {ekoddishtd), is presented to it in this state, 

the idea being that it would otherwise return and dis¬ 
quiet the relatives. Before the expiry of a year he is 

admitted to the circle of the Manes by a rite which 

makes him their sapinda ("united by the funeral cake”). 

After the lapse of a year or more another elaborate 

ceremony (called piti Miiedha) takes place in connection 

vVith the erection of a monument, when the bones are 

aken out of the urn and buried in a suitable place, 

■'here arc further various general offerings to the Manes, 

.r gtdddhas, which take place at tixed periods, such as 

nat on the day of new moon (p/h-vum graddha), while 
thers arc only occasional and optional. These rites : 

•ill play an important part in India, well-to-do families 

Bengal spending not less than 5000 to 6000 rupees 

-d their first " 

From ail these offerings of the Grihya ritual are to 
“distinguished the two reguhii saorihees of the (^-rauta 

^al, the one called Pinda-pilri-yajna immediately pre- 

^ing the new-raoon sacrilice, the other being con- 

vCtcd with the third of the four-monthly sacritices. 
The ceremonial of ancestor-worship was especially 

itaborated, and developed a special literature of its own, • 

extending from the Vedic period to the legal Compendia 

of the Middle Ages. The Qrdddha-kalpa of ' Hemadri 

comprises upwards of 1700 pages in the edition of the " 

Bibliotheca Indica. 
; The above is the briefest possible sketch <jf then 

abundant material of the Grihya Siitras, illustrating the“ 

Aily domestic life of ancient India. Perhaps, how^ 

er, enough has been said to show that they have 
.8-. 



much human interest, and that they occupy in i 

portant place in the history of civilisation. 
■ The second branch of the Sutra literature, based 
tradition or Svtriti, are the Dharma Sutras, which d= 
with the customs of everyday life (samayacMrikd). Tb 
are the earliest Indian works on law, treating fully of 

religious, but only partially and briefly of its secul; 
aspect. The term Dharma Sutra is, strictly speakii 
applied to those collections of legal aphorisms whi 

form part of the body of Sfilras belonging to a particul 

branch {^akha) of the Veda. In this sense only thr 

have been preserved, all of them attached to the Ta 
tiriya division of the Black Yajurveda. But there is go( 
reason to suppose that other works of the same kii 

which have been preserved, or are known to have existc 

were originally also attached to individual Vedic school 
That Sutras on Dharma were composed at a very ears 

period is shown by the fact that Yaska, who dates froi 

near the beginning of the Sutra age, quotes legal rul< 
in the Sutra style. Indeed, one or two of those extai 
must go back to about his time. 

The Dharma Sutra which has been best preserver 

an<^l has remained free from the influence of sectarian 
or^nodern editors, is that of the Apastambas. It form 

two (28-29) of the thirty sections of the great Apastamb- 

^alpa Sutra, or body of aphorisms concerning the pei 

'ormance of sacrifices and the duties of the three uppe 

;lasses. It deals chiefly with the duties of the Veds 

student and of the householder, with forbidden iocj. 
iurifi«ations, and penances, while, on the secular siavt 

t touches upon the law of marriage, inheritance, am 

rijrae only. From the disapprobation which the auth* 
xpresses for a certain practice of the people of the Nqrtiti 



ijiay be inferred that he belonged to the South, where 
•s school is known to have been settled in later times, 

twing to the pre-Pilninean character of its language 
md other criteria, BUhler has assigned this Dharma 
’utra to about 400 n.c. 

Very closely connected with this work is the Dharma 

utra of Hiranyake^in; for the differences between the 
WO do not go much beyond varieties of reading. In 

eeping with this relationship is the tradition that Hiran- 

'ake9in branched off from the Apastambas and founded 
1 new school in the Konkan country on the south-west 
about Goa). The lower limit for this separation from 
he Apastambas is about 500 A.D., when a Iliranyakecin 
trahman is mentioned in an inscription. The main 
mpurUnce of this Sutra lies in its confirming, by the 

•arallelism of its text, the genuineness of by far the 
reatest part of Apastamba's work. It forms two (26-27) 

-f the twenty-nine chapters of the Kalpa Sutra belong- 
-g to the school of Hiranyakc^in. 

a,;.The third Dharma Sutra, generally styled a dharnin- 
in the MSS., is that of Haudhayana. Its position, 

■‘•wever, within the Kalpa Siitra of its school is not so 
ed as in the two previous cases. Its subject-matter, 

den compared with that of Apastamba’s Dharma 

tra, indicates that it is the older of the two, just as 

T more archaic and awkward style of Baudhayana’s 
nhya Sutra shows the latter to be earlier than the 
uresponding work of Apastamba. The Baudhayana : 
'hool cannot be traced at the present day, but it 
jpears to have belonged to Southern India, vthere 

•e famous Vedic commentator Sityana was a merabef 
' it in the fourteenth century. The subjects deab 

■fh, in their Dharma Sutra are multifarious, iucludj*^ 



the duties of the four religious orders, the mixed casl-e^i^j 

various kinds of sacrifice, purification, penance, auspi-| 
cious ceremonies, duties of kings, criminal justice, exa-jj 

mination of witnesses, law of inheritance and marriage,J 

the position of women. The fourth section, which is ' 

almost entirely composed in qlokas, is probably 

modern addition, and even the third is of somewhat ? 

doubtful age. 

With the above works must be classed the well- .. 

preserved law-book of Gautama. Though it does not? 

form part of a Kalpa Sutra, it must at one time have 

been connected with a Vedic school; for the Gautamas:' 

are mentioned as a subdivision of the Kanayanlya; 

branch of the Samaveda, and Kumarila’s statement that 
Gautama's treatise originally belonged to that Veda is? 

confirmed by' the fact that its twenty-sixth section is'! 

taken word for word from the Smnavidhana Brdhmana. 

Though entitled a Dharma ^astra, it is in style and* 

character a regular Dharma Sutra. It is composed' 

entirely in prose aphorisms, without any admixture of 

verse, as in the other works of this class. Its varied- 

contents resemble and are treated much in the same( 

way as those of the Dharma Sutra of Baudhayanajj 

' The latter has indeed been shown to contain passages 

based on or borrowed from Gautama’s work, which' 

is therefore the oldest Dharma Sutra that has been- 

; preserved, or at least published, and can hardly dateC 

;?from later than about 500 B.c. ? 

Another work of the Sutra type, and belonging ta 

: the Vedic period, is the Dharma ^astra of Vasishtha|: 

- It has survived only in inferior MSS., and without thg! 

;preser\Mng influence of a commentary. It contains thirt^ 

chapters {adkydyas), of which the last five appear tic| 



•insist for the most part of late additions. Many of ; 
Ae Sutras, not only here, but even in the older portions, 
ire hopelessly corrupt. The prose aphorisms of the 
work are intermingled with verse, the archaic trishtubk 
metre being frequently employed instead of the later 
‘■lokas of Manu and others. The contents, which bear 
Jhe Dharma Sutra stamp, produce the impression of 
antiquity in various respects. I'hus here, as in the 
Dharma Sutra of Apastamba, only six forms of marriage 
are recognised, instead of the orthodox eight. Kumarila 
states that in his time Vasishtha's law-book, while ac¬ 
knowledged to have general authority, was studied by 
followers of the Rig^'eila only. That he meant the pre¬ 
sent work and no other, is prcjved by the quotations 
from it which he gives, and which arc found in the 
published text. As Vasishtha, in citing Vedic Samhitas 
and Sutras, shows a predilection for works belonging 
to the North of India, it is to be inferred that .he or his ! 
chool belonged to that part. Vasishtha gives a quotation 

„^m Gautama which appears to refer to a passage in 
extant text of the latter. His various quotations: 

Manu are derived, nut from the later famous 
-book, but evidently from a legal Sutra related to 

^ir Manu. On the other hand, the extant te.\t of 
Tanu contains a quotation from Vasishtha which: 

•ctually occurs in the published edition of the latter. 
Hence Vasishtha’s work must be later than that of 
Gautama, and earlier than that of Manu. It is further 
nrobable that the original part of the Sutra of a school. 
connected with the Rigveda and belonging to the» North- 
dates from a period some centuries before our era. 

Some Dharma Sutras are known from quotation, 
•mly, the oldest being those mentioned in other Dharir* 



; Sfitris. Partibular interest attaches to one of these, in 

Sutra of Manu, or the Manavas, because of its relatioh 

ship to the famous Manava dhanna - ^astra. Of ths 

numerous quotations from it in Vasishtha, six are foun* 

unaltered or but slightly modified in our text of Manu 

One passage cited in Vasishtha is composed partly ii 

prose and partly in verse, the latter portion recurring ii 

Man'u. The metrical quotations show a mixture o 

trishtubh and qloka verses, like other Dharma Sutras 

These quoted fragments probably represent a Manavt 

dharma-siitm which supplied the basis of our Manavc, 

dharma-castra or Code of Manu. 

Fragments of a legal treatise in prose and verse, 

attributed to the brothers (^ankha and Likhita, whe 

became proverbial for justice, have been similarly pre¬ 

served. This work, which must have been extensive, 

and dealt with all branches of law, is already quoted as 

authoritative by Pani^ara. The statement of Kumarila 

(700 A.D.) that it was connected with the Vajasaneyin 

school of the White Yajurveda is borne out by the 

quotations from it which have survived. 

Sutras need not necessarily go back to tlte oldest 

period of Indian law, as this style of composition was 

never entirely superseded by the use of metre. 'ThusI 

there is a Vaikhanasa dharma-suira in four fragnas, which) 

as internal evidence shows, cannot be earlier than the 

third century a.d. It refers to the cult of Narayana 

(Vishnu), and mentions Wednesday by the name of 

budha-vdra, “day of Mercury." It is not a regular. 

Dharma Sutra, for it contains nothing connected with 

iaw in the strict sense, but is only a treatise on domestic 

:aw {^grihya-dharnid). It deals with the religious dutifes 

-jf the four orders {agrantas), especially with those of- 



vijit iierrriit. f'dr it is with the latter order that the ' 

aikhanasas, or followers of Vikhanas, arc specially con- 

edted. They seem to have been one of the youngest 

ilfshoots of the Taittirlya school. 

Looking back on the vast mass of ritual and usage 

egulated by the Sutras, we are tempted to conclude 

hat it was entirely the conscious work of an idle 

jriesthood, invented to enslave and maintain in spiritual 

ervitude the minds of the H indu people. But the pro¬ 

gress of research tends to show that the basis even of the 

acerdotal ritual of the Brahmans was popular i-eligious 

)bservances. Otherwise it would be hard to understand 

low Brahmanism acquired and retained such a hold on 

he population of India. The originality of the Brah- 

nans consisted in vlaborating and systematising ob- 

ervances which they already found in existence. This 

hey certainly succeeded in doing to an extent unknown 
Isewhere. 

Comparative studies have shown that many ritual 

'factices go back to the period when the Indians and 

’ersians were still one people. I'hus the sacrifice was 

/en then the centre of a developed ceremonial, and was 

nded by a priestly class. Many terras of the Vedic 

ual already existed then, especially soma, which was 

•ssed, purified through a sieve, mixed with milk, and: 

ered as the main libation. Investiture with a sacred 

>rd was, as we have seen, also known, and was in its. 

urn based on the still older ceremony of the initiation 

>f youths on entering manhood. The offering of gifts 

o the gods in fire is Indo-European, as is shown,by the 

igreement of the Greeks, Romans, and Indians. Indo- 

European also is that part of the marriage ritual in whici 

tfe newly wedded couple walk, round the nuptial 



the bridegroom presenting a burnt oflFering and’ thjgii 

bride an offering of grain; for among the Romans also'; 

the young pair walked round the altar from left to right! 

before offering bread {far) in the fire. Indo-European,;- 

too, must be the practice of scattering rice or grain (as a> 
symbol of fertility) over the bride and bridegroom, as - 

prescribed in the Sutras; for it is widely diffused among 

peoples who cannot have borrowed it. Still older is the 

Indian ceremony of producing the sacrificial fire by the 

friction of two pieces of wood. Similarly the practice in 

the construction of the Indian fire-altar of walling up in^ 

the lowest layer of bricks the heads of five different 

victims, including that of a man, goes back to an ancient 

belief that a building can only be firmly erected when a 
man or an animal is buried with its foundations. 

Finally, we have as a division of the Sutras, concerned 

with religious practice, the ^ulva Sutras. The thirtieth 

and last pragna of the great Kalpa Sutra of Apastamba is 

a treatise of this class. These are practical manuals 

giving the measurements necessary for the construction 

of the vedi, of the altars, and so forth. They show quite 

an advanced knowledge of geometry, and constitute the 

oldest Indian mathematical works. 
The whole body of Vedic works composed in the 

Sutra style, is according to the Indian traditional view, 

divided into six classes called Vedangas (“ members of 

; the Veda "). These are giks/id, or phonetics ; chhandds, 

or metre; vydkaram, or grammar; nirukta, or etymology; 

‘kalpa, or religious practice ; and jyotisha, or astronomy, 

'The fipt four were meant as aids to the correct reciting 

"'jnd understanding of the sacred texts; the last two deal 

with religious rites or duties, and their proper seasons, 

-They all have their origin in the exigencies of religiSn- 



• Ki^^the last four furnish the beginnings or (in one case) 
he full development of five branches of science that 

tiburished in the post-Vedic period. In the fourth and 
sbcth group the name of the class has been applied to 
designate a particular work representing it. 

Of kalpa we have already treated at length above. 

No work representing astronomy has survived from the 
Vedic period ; for the Vedic calendar, called JyotisJui, the 

two recensions of which profess to belong to the Rigveda 
' nd Yajurveda respectively, dates from far on in the 

%st-Vedic age. 
The Taittirlya Arauyaka (vii, i) already mentions 

qikshd, or phonetics, a subject which even then appears 
to have dealt with letters, accents, quantity, pronuncia¬ 
tion, and euphonic rules. Sevenil works bearing the 
title of qikshd have been preserved, but tliey are only 

late supplements of Vedic literature. They are shoi't 
manuals containing directions for Vedic recitation and 
correct pronunciation. The earliest surviving results 
of phonetic studies arc of course the Samhita te.\ts of. 
the various Vedas, which were edited iti accordance with 
euphonic rules. A further advance was made by the 

constitution of the pada-pd(ha, or word-text of the Vedas, 
vi'hich, by resolving the euphonic combinations and, 

giving each word (even the parts of compounds) separ-; 

ately, in its original form unmodified by phonetic rules, 
furnished a basis hjr all subsequent studies. Yaskaj' 
Panini, and other grammarians do not always accept: 

the analyses of the Padapdthas when they tlfiik they 
understand a Vedic form better. Patanjali even clirectly" 
contests their authoritativeness. The treatises really 

representative of Vedic phonetics are the Praticakhyas 
-vKich are directly connected with the Samhita an.i’ 



Padapatha. It is their object to determine the f elatihii pi 
these to each other. In so doing they furnish a systematic 

account of Vedic euphonic combination, besides adding 

phonetic discussions to secure the correct recitation of " 

the sacred texts. They are generally regarded as anterior , 
to Panini, who shows unmistakable points of contact, 

with them. It is perhaps more correct to suppose thatc 
Panini used the present Praticakhyas in an older form, 

as, whenever he touches on Vedic sandhi, he is always 

less complete in his statements than they are, while the 
Praticakhyas, especially that of the Atharva-veda, are de¬ 

pendent on the terminology of the grammarians. Four 

of these treatises have been preserved and published. 
One belongs to the Rigveda, another to Atknrva-, and 

two to the Yajur-veda, being attached to the Vajasaneyi 

and the TaittirJya Samhita respectively. They are so 
called because intended for the use of each respective 
branch {^dkha) of the Vedas. 

The Prdti^dkhya Shtra of the Rigveda is an extensive 
metrical work in three books, traditionally attributed tc 
(^aunaka, the teacher of Aevalayana; it may, however 

in its present form only be a production of the school o 

(^aunaka. This Praticakhya was later epitomised, witl 
; the addition of some supplementary matter, in a shor 

^treatise entitled Upalekha. The Taittiriya Prdtigdkhya i; 

V particularly interesting owing to the various peculia 

names of teachers occurring among the twenty which* i 

■ mentions. The Vdjasaneyi Prdtigdkhya, in eight chapterf 
^^hames Kiltyayana as its author, and mentions ^aunak 

among other predecessors. The Atharva-veda Prdu 

Zqdkhya, in four chapters, belonging to the school of th 

■ ^aunakas, is more grammatical than the other works ( 
this class. 



■A'letre/to Which ther^^ are many scattered reference^' 
the Brahmanas, is separately treated in a section of 

iC ^dnkhayana ^rauta Sutra (7, 27), in the last three sec- - 

iOns {patalas) of the Rigveda Prdtiqdkhya, and especially 
>1 the Niddna Sittra, which belongs to the Sdmaveda. A 

>art of the Chhandah Sutra of Pingala also deals with 

^edic metres; but though it claims to be a Vedanga, it 

j in reality a late supplement, dealing chiefly with post- 

•/edic prosody, on which, indeed, it is the standard 

authority. 
Finally, Katyayana’s two Anukramanis or indices, 

mentioned below, each contains a section, varying but 

slightly from the other, on Vedic metres. These sec¬ 
tions are, however, almost identical in matter with the 
sixteenth patala of the Rigx-rda Prdtii^Cikhya, and may 

possibly be older than the coircsponding passage in 
the Prdti^dkhya, though the latter work as a whole is 
doubtless anterior to the AnukramanJ. 

The Padapdthas show that their authors had not only 

made investigations as to prommeiation and Sandhi, but 
already knew' a good deal about the grammatical analysis 
of w'ords ; for they separate both the parts of compounds 

and the prefixes of verbs, as W'ell as certain suffixes and 
terminations of nouns. They had doubtless already dis¬ 

tinguished the four parts of speech (padaj'dtdni), though 

ihese are first mentioned by Yaska as ndman, or “noun ” 
^^ihcluding sarva-ndman, “representing all nouns" or 

“pronouns"), dkhydta, “predicate," Le. “verb"; «/«-■ 
yarga, “ supplement," i.e. “ preposition " ; nipdtn, “ inci-; 
dental addition," i.e. “particle.” It is perhaps ^o the^ 

separation of these categories that the name for gram«; 
<nar, vydkaraua, originally referred, rather than to th*- 
•halysis of words. Even the Brahmanas bear evidence 



of linguistic investigations, for they mention variOu|; 

grammatical terms, such as “letter" (var/ia), “ masculi 

line" (vrisAan), “number" (vacAnm), “case-form" 

bkakti). Still more such references are to be found in? 

the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, and the Sutras. But the,’ 

most important information we have of pre-Panineari; 

grammar is that found in Yaska’s work. t 

Grammatical studies must have been cultivated to a 

considerable extent before Yaska’s time, for he disr 

tinguishes a Northern and an Eastern school, besides^ 

. mentioning nearly twenty predecessors, among whom 

(j^akatayana, Gargya, and ^akalya are the most important.' 

By the time of Yaska grammarians had learned to dis^ 

tinguish clearly between the stem and the formative i. 

elements of words; recognising the personal terminations^ 

and the tense affixes of the verb on the one hand, and; 

primary {krit) or secondary {tnddhita) nominal suffixes on 

the other. YSska has an interesting discussion on the 

theory of ^akatayana, which he himself follows, that nouns 

are derived from verbs. Gargya and some other gram¬ 

marians, he shows, admit this theory in a general way,; 

but deny that it is applicable to all nouns. He criti¬ 

cises their objections, and finally dismisses them 

. untenable. On ^akatayana's theory of the verbal origin: 

of nouns the whole system of Panini is founded. The- 

■ Sutra of that grammarian contains hundreds of rules; 

dealing with Vedic forms; but these are of the natur^ 

of exceptions to the main body of his rules, which ar^i; 

rpeant to describe the Sanskrit language. His worl| 
almost entirely dominates the subsequent literature! 

Though belonging to the middle of the Sutra period^ 

it must be regarded as the definite starting-point of thd 

ppst-Vedic age. Coming to be regarded as an infallible 
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.liority, Panini superseded all his predecessors, whose 
qrks have consequently perished. Yaska alone survives, 
nd that only because he was not directly a grammarian; 

or his work represents, and alone represents, the Vcdanga 
‘etymology.” 

Yaska’s Nirukta is in reality a Vcdic commentary, 

md is older by some centuries than any other excgetical 

work preserved in Sanskrit. Its bases are the Nighantus, 
jollections of rare or obscure Vedic words, arranged for 

the use of teachers. Yaska had before him five such 
collections. The first three contain groups of synonyms, 
the fourth specially difficult words, and the fifth a classi¬ 

fication of the Vcdic gods. These Yaska explained for 
the most part in the twelve books of his commentary 

(to which two others were addcrl later). In so doing 

he adduces as examples a large nmnber of verses, chiefly 
from the Rigiiedti, which he interprets with many etymo¬ 
logical remarks. 

The first book is an introfluction, de.iling with the 
principles of grammar and exegesis. The second and 
third elucidate certain points in the synonymous nigluvi- 

fus; Books IV.-VI. comment on the fourth section, and 

VII.-XII. on the fifth. The Nii-ukta, besides being very 
important from the point of view' of exegesis and gram¬ 

mar, is highly interesting as the earliest specimen of,, 

Sanskrit prose of the classical type, considerably earlier 
than Panini himself. YSska already uses essentially the 

same grammatical terminology as Panini, employing,-; 
for instance, the same words for root {dhatu\ primary> 
arid secondary suffixes. But he must have lived ^ lonj^- 

time before Panini; for a considerable number of impor-- 

tant grammarians’ names are mentioned between thehii 
y^ka must, therefore, go back to the fifth century, ,^ni 
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undoubtedly belongs to the beginning of the Sut 
period. 

One point of very great importance proved by the 
Nirukta is that the Rigveda had a very fixed form in 
Yaska’s time, and was essentially identical with our te^t. 
His deviations are very insignificant. Thus in one pas¬ 
sage (X. 29. i) he reads vdy6 as one word, against vd y6 
as two words in ^akalya’s Pada text. Yaska’s para¬ 

phrases show that he also occasionally differed from 

the Sarahita te.<t, though the quotations themselves 
from the Rigveda have been corrected so as to agree 
absolutely with the traditional text. But these slight 
variations are probably due to mistakes in the Nirukta 
rather than to varieties of reading in the Rigveda, There 

are a few insignificant deviations of this kind even in 
Sayana, but they are always manifestly oversights on the 
part of the commentator. 

To the Sutras is attached a very extensive literature 

of Pariqishtas or “supplements,” which seem to have 
existed in all the Vedic schools. They contain details 
on matters only touched upon in the Sutras, or supple¬ 

mentary information about subjects not dealt with at all 
by them. Thus, there is tiie A^va/dyana Grihya-pariqishta^ 
in four chapters, connected with the Rigveda. The Go- 

bhila samgraha-pariqishtn is a compendium of Grihya prac¬ 

tices in general, with a special leaning towards magical 
rites, which came to be attached to the Sdmaveda. Closely, 

related to, and probably later than this work, is the 
Rartna-pradlpa (“lamp of rites”), also variously called; 

idim-^ihya- or ckhdndogyagrikya-parigishta, chhandoga~. 

^ari^ishta, Gobhila-smj'Ui, attributed to the Katyayana 
»£ ,the White Yajurveda or to Gobhila. It deals with' 

’ie;^same subjects, though independently, as the Gjihy^d 



rdJia, with which it occasionally agrees in whole 

■s. 
Jf great importance for the understanding of the 

iCrificial ceremonial are the Prayogas (“ Manuals ”) and 
•addhatis (“ Guides ”), of which a vast number exist in 

<anuscript. These works represent boih the (^irauta 
id the Grihya ritual according to the various schools, 

he'^Prayogas describe the course of each sacrifice and 
•le functions of the different groups of priests, solely 

rom the point .^f view of practical performance, while 
he Paddhatis rather follow the systematic accounts of 
he Sutras and sketch their contents. There are also 
'ersilied accounts of the "itua! called Karikas, which 

sre directly attached to Siitras or to Paddhatis. The 
iklcst c-f them appears to be the Kdrikd of Kumarila 

c. 700 A.D.). • , 

Of a supplementary character are also the class of 
vritings called Anukramants oi‘ Vedic Indices, which 

=ive lists of the hymns, the authors, the metres, and 
he deities in the order in which they occur in the 
arious Saiphitas. To the Rigi’cda belonged seven of 
hese works, all attributed to (j'aunaka, and composed 

n the mixture of the ^loka and trisktubh metre, which 
s also found in (^aunaka's Rigveda Prdt^dkhya. There 

; also a General Index or Sandnukramanl which is 
ttributed to Kalyayana, and epitomises in the Sutra style 
he contents of the metrical indices. Of the metrical 
idices live have been preserved. The Arshdnukrnma/tl, 

ontaining rather less than 300 clukas, gives a list of- 
le Rishis or authors of the Rigz'eda. Its present text-/ 

•presents a modernised form of that which was knowJi.: 
Ithe commentator Shadguru^ishya in the twelfth 
ntury. The Chkandonukmmaf/l, which is of almost' 



exactly the same length, enumerates the metres 

which the hymns of the Rtgveda are composed, 

also states for each book the number of verses 

each metre as well as the aggregate in all metres. The^ 

Anuvakanukrmntml is a short index containing only 

about forty verses. It states the initial words of each of' 

the cighty-tive anuvdkas or lessons into which the Rig- 

veda is divided, and the number of hymns contained in. 

these anuvdkas. It further states that the Rigimla con¬ 

tains 10T7 hymns (or 1025 according to the Vashkala 

recension), 10,580! verses, 153,826 words, 432,000 

syllables, besides some other statistical details. The 

number of verses given does not exactly tally with 

various calculations that have recently been made, but 

the differences are only slight, and may be due to the 

way in which certain repeated verses were counted by 

the author of the index. 

There is another short index, known as yet only in 

two MSS., called the Pddtrnukran/auf, or "index of lines" 

{pddas), and composed in the same mixed metre as the. 

others. The SuktdnukramanT, which has not survived,- 

and is only known by name, probably consisted only 

of the initial words (praiikas) of the hymns. It probably 

perished because the Sarvdnukramam would have ren-' 

dered such a work suyei tluous. No MS. of the Devatmu- \ 

kramatil or “Index of gods" exists, but ten quotations 

..from it have been preserved by the commentator' 

; Shadguru^ishya. It must have been superseded by the; 

■ Brihaddevatd, an index of the "many gods," a much| 

:mor^ extensive work than any of the other AnukramanTS,;| 

as it contains about 1200 rjokas interspersed with occa-^j 

sional trishtubhs. It is divided into eight adhyayas cof'» 

responding to the ashtakas of the Rigveda. Followirig ■ 



der bl ihe Ri^edttf its main object is to state the 
jifor each verse. But as it contain- a large number 

iustrative myths and legends, it is of great value as 

early collection of stories. It is to a considerable 
-tent based on Yaska's Niruku. Beside Yaska himself 

ud other teachers named by that scholar, it also men- 

ons Bhaguri and A(, valayana as well as the NitLvm 

■utra. A peculiarity of this work is that it refers to a 

lumber of supplementary hymns (khilas) which do not 

iorm part of the canonical text of the Rigveda. 

Later, at least, than the original form of these 
metrical Anukramanis, is the Sarvdmtkrainaui of Katya- 

YANA, which combines the data contained in them within 

the compass of a single work Composed in the Siitra 
style, it is of considerable lengUi. occupying about forty- 

six pages in the printed ediuor,. For every hymn in 

the Rigveda it states the initial word or words, the 

number of its verses, as well a- llie author, the deity, 

and the metre, even for single verses 'riicre is an in¬ 

troduction in twelve sectirui ,, nine of which form a 
short treatise on Vedic metre-, t orresponding to the 

last three sections of the Rigveia Praticakdiya. 'Fhc 

author begins with the statement tli.at he is going to 
supply an index of the prat'ihis ami so forth of the 

Rigveda according to tiie authorities {yathopadetiam'), 

because without such knowledge the (^’rauta and Smarta 
rites cannot be accomplished. These authorities are 

doubtless the metrical indices described above. For 

the text of the Sarvdnukramani, which is composed in . 

a concise Sutra style, not only contains some inetrical 

lines {pddas), but also a number of passages either,; 

directly taken from the Arshdnukramant and the Brihad^i 
itvaid, or with their metrical wording but slightly 



altered. Another metrical work attributed to ^auriaka- 
is the ^igvidhdna, which describes the magical effects 

produced by the recitation of hymns or single verses 

of the Ri^i.<edtr. 
To the Pari^ishtas of the Sdmaveda belong the two 

indices called Arsha and Daivata, enumerating respec¬ 

tively the Rishis and deities of the text of the Naigeya 
branch of the Sdmaveda. They quote Yaska, ^aunaka, 

and A9vala5'ana among others. There are also two 

Anukramanis attached to the Black Yajurveda. That of 
the Atreya school consists of two parts, the first of 

which is in prose, and the second in qlokas. It contains 
little more than an enumeration of names referring to 
the contents of its Saiphita. The Anukramani of the 
Chariiyaniya school of the Kdthaka is an index of the 

authors of the various sections and verses. Its state¬ 

ments regarding passages derived from the Rigveda differ 
much from those of the Sarvdnukramaul of the Rigveiia, 

giving a number of totally new names. It claims to be 
the work of Atri, who communicated it to Laugakshi. 
The Anukramani of the White Yajurveda in the Ma- 

dhyamdina recension, attributed to Kiityayana, consists of 
five sections. The first four are an index of authors, 

deities, and metres. The authors of verses taken from 

the Rigveda generally agree with those in the Sarvdnu- 
'kramani. There are, however, a good many exceptions, 

^several new names belonging to a later period, some 

„even to that of the ^atapatha Brdhmam. The fifth section 

give's a summary account of the metres occurring in the 
text. ,It is identical with the corresponding portion of 

the introduction to the Sarvdnukramam, which was pro¬ 

bably the original position of the section. There are 
^»any other Pari9ishtas of the White Yajurveda, all attrip 



to KatySyana. Only three of these need be 
.oned here. The Nigama-parigishta, a glossary of 

Vnymous words occurring in the W/iite YajurvcdUx, 
i a lexicographical interest. The Prnvarddhydya, or 
chapter on Ancestors," is a list of Brahman families 

awn up for the purpose of determining the forbidden 
agrees of relationship in marriage, and of indicating the 

tests suitable for the performance of sacrifice. The 

'larana-vyuka, or “ Exposition of the Schools" of the 

rious Vedas, is a very late work of little importance, 
ving a far less complete enumeration of the Vedic 

hools than certain sections of the Vishnu- and the 
dyu-Purdua. There is also a Charana-vyuhn among 
e Paricishtas of the Atharva-vcda, which number up- 
irds of seventy. This work makes the statement that 

e Athanm contains 2000 hymns and 12,380 verses. 
In concluding this account of Vedic literature, 1 

nnot omit to say a few words about Sayana, the great 
odimval Vedic scholar, to whotn or to whose initiation 
; owe a number of valuable commentaries on the Rig- 
ia, the Ailareya Brdhmann and Amnyaka, as well as 
0 Taittmya Sam/iitd, Brdhmana, and A rnuyaku, besides 
number of other works. His comments on the two 

rphitas would appear to have been only partially cora¬ 

sed by himself and to have been completed by his pupils. 
•• died in 1387, having written his works under Bukka I. 

i5o-79), whose teacher and minister he calls himself,' 

d his successor, Harihara (1379-99). These princes 
ipnged to a family whicli, throwing off the Muham- 

dan yoke in the earlier half of the fourteenth cciftury, 

mded the dynasty of Vijayanagara (“city of victory"^,: 

W Hampi, on the Tungabhadra, in the Bellary district, 
vs^jaa’s elder brother, Madhava, was minister of Kiti : 



. Bukka, and dijed as abbot of the monastery of i^ririgeil.* 
under the name of Vidyaranyasvamin, Not only did he 
too produce works of his own, but Sayana's cotri- 
mentaries, as composed under his patronage, were 
dedicated to him as vtadhavlya, or (" influenced by 
Madhava ”), By an interesting coincidence Professor 
Max Muller’s second edition of the Rigt'eda, with the 
commentary of Sayana, was brought out under the 
auspices of a Maharaja of Vijayanagara. The latter city 
has, however, nothing to do with that from which King 
Bukka derived Jiis title. 



CHAPTER X 

THK EPICS 

{Circa 500-50 B.C.) 

In turning from the Veclic to the Sanskrit period, we 
are confronted with a literature which is essentially 
different from that of the earlier age in matter, spirit, 
and form. Vedic literature is essentially religious; 
Sanskrit literature, abundantly developed in every other 
direction, is profane. But, doubtless as a result of the 
speculative tendencies of the Upanishads, a moralising 
spirit at the same time breathes through it as a whole. 
The religion itself which now prevails is very different 
from that of the Vedic age. For in the new period 
the three great gods, Brahma, Vishnu, and ^iva are 

■he chief objects of worship. The important deities, 
of the Veda have sunk to a subordinate position, though 

Indra is still relatively prominent as the chief of a warrior's 
lea ’en. Some new gods of lesser rank have arisen, such 
as Kubera, god of wealth ; Gane^a, god of learning;; 
Karttikeya, god of war; ^ri or LakshmT, goddess of- 

i^uty and fortune; Durga or Parvati, the terrible’ 
ipouse of Qiva ; besides the serpent deities and several^ 
dasses of denrigods and demons. 1 - 

While the spirit of Vedic literature, at least in ife 
•arlier phase, is optimistic, Sanskrit poetry is pervaded 
% IVeltsckmers, resulting from the now universalJ’ 



accepted doctrine of transmigration. To that doCfrihc 
according to which beings pass by gradations froi> 

Brahma through men and animals to the lowest form 

of existence, is doubtless also largely due the fantasfi 
element characteristic of this later poetry. Here, fo 

instance, we read of Vishnu coming down to earth ii 

the shape of animals, of sages and saints wanderin; 
between heaven and earth, of human kings visitin; 

Indra in heaven. 
Hand in hand with this fondness for introducing th- 

marvellous and supernatural into the description of humai 

events goes a tendency to exaggeration. Thus Kin; 
Vi<;vamitra, we arc told, practised penance for thousand 
of years in succession; and the power of asceticism i 

described as so great as to cause even the worlds ani 

the gods to tremble. The very bulk of the Mahdbhdrata 
consisting as it does of more than 200,000 lines, is a con 

Crete illustration of this defective sense of proportion. 

As regards the form in which it is presented to u; 
Sanskrit literature contrasts with that of both the earlie 

and the later Vedic period. While prose was employe- 

in the Yajurvedas and the Brahmanas, and finally attainc 
to a certain degree of development, it almost disappears i 
Sanskrit, nearly every branch of literature being treate- 

in verse, often much to the detriment of the subject, a 
in the case of law. The only departments almost entirel 

^restricted to the use of prose are grammar and philosophy 

but the cramped and enigmatical style in which thes 
subjects are treated hardly deserves the name of pros 

'at all^ Literary prose is found only in fables, fairy tale; 

Tpmances, and partially in the drama. In consequenc 
of this‘neglect, the prose of the later period compart 
^'unfavourably with that of the Brahmanas. Even.;th 



iyle of the romances or prose kavyas, subject as it is to 
the strict rules of poetics, is as clumsy as that of the 
grammatical commentaries; for the use of immense com¬ 

pounds, like those of the Suli-as, is one of its essential 
characteristics. 

Sanskrit literature, then, resembles that of the earlier 

Vedic age in being almost entirely metrical. But the 
metres in which it is written, though nearly all based 

on those of the Veda, are different. The bulk of the 

literature is composed in the fMv, a development of 
the Vedic anushtubk stanza of four octosyllabic lines; 

b't while all four lines ended iambically in the proto¬ 
type, the first and third line have in the ^loka acquired 
a trochaic rhythm. TJic numerous other metres em¬ 

ployed in the classical poetry have become much more 
elaborate than .their Vedic originals by having the 
quantity of every syllabic in the line strictly determined. 

The style, too, excepting (lu; two old epics, is in 

Sanskrit poetry made mon. arlilicial by the frequent, 
use of long compounds, as well as by the application 
of the elabtrratc rules of poetics, while the language is 
regulated by the grammar of Panini. Thus classical 

Sanskrit literature, teeming as it does with fantastic 
and exaggerated ideas, while bound by the strictest 

lules of form, is like a tropical garden full of luxuriant 
and xguik growth, in which, lujwever, many a fair flower 
of true poetry may be culled. 

It is impossible even for the Sanskrit scholar who 
has not lived in India to appreciate fully the merits of. 
this later poetry, much more so for those who ca« only;, 

pecome acquainted with it in translations. For, in th& 
i'irst place, the metres, artificial and elaborate thpugli' 

hey are, have a beauty of their own which canfio’ 



be reproduced in other languages. Again, to iindfir 
stand it thoroughly, the reader must have seen the tropical 

plains and forests of Hindustan steeped in intense sun¬ 
shine or bathed in brilliant moonlight; he must haVe, 
viewed the silent ascetic seated at the footm the sacred 

fig-tree; he must have experienced the feelings inspired 
by the approach of the monsoon ; he must have watched 
beast and bird disporting themselves in tank and river; 

he must know the varying aspects of Nature in the 
different seasons; in short, he must be acquainted with 
all the sights and sounds of an Indian landscape, the 

mere allusion to one of which may call up some familiar 
scene or touch some chord of sentiment. Otherwise, 
for instance, the mango-tree, the red A?oka, the orange 

Kadamba, the various creepers, the different kinds of 

lotus, the mention of each of which should convey a 
vivid picture, are but empty names. Without a know¬ 

ledge, moreover, of the habits, modes of thought, and 
traditions of the people, much must remain meaningless. 

But those who are properly equipped can see many 
beauties in classical Sanskrit poetry which are entirely 

lost to others-. Thus a distinguished scholar known tc 
the present writer has entered so fully into the spirii 
of that poetry, that he is unable to derive pleasure fron 

' any other. 
;; It would be a mistake to suppose that Sanskri 

- literature came into being only at the close of the Vedit 

^period, or that it merely forms its continuation and de 
yelopment. As a profane literature, it must, in its earlies 

phases, which are lost, have been contemporaneous witi 

the religious literature of the Vedas. Beside the produc 

jidps of the latest Vedic period, that of the Upanishad 
-ind Sutras, there grew up, on the one hand, the rip 



literature ot Buddhism, .and, on the other, the, 
eairliest form of Sanskrit poetry in the shape of epic 

tales. We have seen that even the Ri^'eda contains 
some hymns of a narrative character. Later we find 
in the BrShmanas a number of short legends, mostly 

in prose, but sometimes partly metrical, as the story of 

^unah^epa in the Aitarej'a. Again, the Nimkta, which 
must date from the fifth century li.C., contains many 

prose tales, and the oldest existing collection of Vedic 

legend, the metrical HrilKiddevata, cannot belong to a 
much later time. 

Sanskrit epic poetry falls into two main classes. 

That which comprises <ild stories goes by the name of 
Itihdsa, “legend," Akhyitthi. “ uaiTative," or Purdna, 

“ancient tale,’’ while tiic oilier is called Kavya or arti¬ 
ficial epic. The Mahdbhdratu is the chief and oldest 

representative of the former group, the Rdviayaua of 
the latter. Both these great epics are composed in the • 

same form of the qloka metre as that employed in 
classical Sanskrit poetry. The Mahdhhdrata, however,' 

also contains, as remnants of an older phase, archaic 
verses in the upajdti and vami^astha (developments of 
the Vedic trishtubh and jagati) metres, besides preserving 

some old prose stories in w’hat is otherwise an entirely, 
metrical work. It further differs from the sister epic 
in introducing speeches with words, such as “ Brihada^va 

spake," which do not form part of the verse, and which/ 
may be survivals of prose narrative connecting old epic 

songs. The Rdnidyana, again, is, in the main, the work 

ojf a single poet, homogeneous in plan and ext^utipn/ 
composed in the east of India. The Mahabhdrata, arisinc 
ii> the western half of the country, is a congeries of parts 

be only unity about which is the connectedness pf itf’: 



epic cycle with which they deal; its epic kernel, rtidr 

over, which forms only about one-lifth of the wHo 

work, has become so overgrown with didactic matte 

that in its final shape it is not an epic at all, but a 

encyclopaedia of moral teaching. 

The Mahdbhdrata, which in its present form consisi 

of over 100,000 ^lokas, equal to about eight times a 

much as the Iliad and Odyssey put together, is by fa 

the longest poem known to literary history. It is ; 

conglomerate of epic and didactic matter divided inti 

eighteen books called parvan, with a nineteenth, thi 

Harivain^a, as a supplement. The books vary very con 

sidcrably in length, the twelfth being the longest, witl 

nearly 14,000, the seventeenth the shortest, with only 

312 ^lokas. All the eighteen books, excepting the eighth 

and the last three, are divided into subordinate panmts; 

each book is also cut up into chapters {adhydyas). 

No European edition of the whole epic has yet 

been undertaken. This remains one of the great tasks 
reserved for the future of Sanskrit philology, and can 

only be accomplished by the collaboration of several 

scholars. There are complete MSS. of the Mahdbhdrata 

in London, Oxford, Paris, and Berlin, besides many 

'others in different parts of India; while the number' 

^of MSS. containing only parts of the poem can hardly 

f be counted. 

I Three main editions of the epic have appeared in India. 

I^he editio princeps, including the Harivain^a, but without 

J;any commentary, was published in four volumes at!. 

';(balcut;j:a in 1834-39. Another and better edition, which .’ 

J^hias subsequently been reproduced several times, was 

^printed at Bombay in 1863. This edition, though nor 

Including the supplementary book, contains the coihf 



-iiightary of Nilakantha. These two editions do not ■ 
on the whole differ considerably. Being derived from 

a common source, they represent one and the same 
recension. The Bombay edition, however, generally 
has the better readings. It contains aiiont 200 ^lokas 
more than the Calcutta edition, but these additions are 

of no importance. 
A third edition, printed in Telugu characters, was 

published in four volumes at Madras in 1855-60. It 

includes the Harivam^a and extracts from Nllakantha’s 
commentary. This edition represents a distinct South 

Indian recension, which seems to differ from that of 
the North about as much as the three recensions of the 
Rdmdyana do from one another. Both recensions are 

of about equal length, omissions in the first being com¬ 
pensated by others in the second. Sometimes one has 
the bettci' text, sometimes the other. 

The epic kernel of the Mahdbhdratn, or the “Great 
Battle of the descendants of Bharata,” consisting of 
about 20,000 qlckas, describes the eighteen days’ fight i 
between Diiryodhana, leader of the Kurus, and Yudhi- 

shthira, chief of the Piindus, who were cousins, both 
descended from King Bharata, son of ^akuntala. Within 
this narrative frame has come to be included a vast 

number of old legends about gods, kings, and sages;; 
accounts of cosmogony and theogony j disquisitions on 
philosophy, law, religion, and the duties of the military 

caste. These lengthy and heterogeneous interpolations/ 
render it very difficult to follow the thread of the/ 
narrative. Entire works are sometimes inserted fa 

illustrate a particular statement. Thus, while the twr/r 
•rmies are drawn up prepared for battle, a vyhoff 
lilosophical poem, in eighteen cantos, the Bhagafay 



is recited to the hero Arjuna, who hesitates' >■ 
advance and fight against his kin. Hence the Mdha, 

bhdrata claims to be not only.a heroic poem (Miyaji 
but a compendium teaching, in accordance with thfi 
Veda, the fourfold end of human existence (spiritual 

merit, wealth, pleasure, and salvation), a smriti or work 

of sacred tradition, which expounds the whole duty of 
man, and is intended for the religious instruction of all 

Hindus. Thus, in one (I. Ixii. 35) of many similar pas¬ 

sages, it makes the statement about itself that “this 
collection of all sacred texts. In which the greatness of 

cows and Brahmans is exalted, must be listened to by 

virtuous-minded men.” Its title, Kdrshna Veda, or 
“ Veda of Krishna ’’ (a form of Vishnu), the occurrence 

of a- famous invocation of Narayana and Nara (names 
of Vishnu) and Sarasvatl (Vishnu’s wife) at the beginning 

of each of its larger sections, and the prevalence of 

Vishnuite doctrines throughout the work, prove it to 

have been a smriti of the ancient Vishnuite sect of the 
Bhagavatas. 

Thus it is clear that the Mahdbhdrata in its present 

shape contains an epic nucleus, thal it favours the 
worship of Vishnu, and that it has become a compre¬ 
hensive didactic work. We further find in Book I. the 

direct statements that the poem at one time contained 
24,000 qlokas before the episodes (itpdkhyana) were added, 

that it originally consisted of only 8800 glokas, and that 

it has three beginnings. These data render it probable 

that the epic underwent three stages of developmenl 

fr0m tlie time it first assumed definite shape; and thif 

conclusion is corroborated by various internal and 

external arguments. 

'' ' There can be little doubt that the original kernel ci? 



e epic has as a historical background an ancient con-’ 
icV between the two neighbouring trilies of the Kurus 
hck Panchalas, who finally coalesced into a single 
leople. In the Yajnrvcdas the^e two tribes already 

ppear united, and in the Kiuknkrx King Dhritarashtra 
^aichitravlrya, one of the chief figures of the Malta- 

Mrata, is mentioned as a well-known person. Hence 
he historical germ of the great epic is to be traced to 

very early period, which cannot well be later than the 

enth century n.c. Old songs about the ancient feud 
nd the heroes who played a part in it, must have been 

landed down by w'ord of mouth and recited in popular 
-ssemblies or at great public sricrifices. 

These disconnected battle - songs were, we must 

ssume, worked up by some poetic genius into a com- 

laratively short epic, describing the tragic fate of the 
Cum race, who, with justice and \irtue on their side, 

lerished through the treachery of the victorious sons 
if Pandn, with Krishna at their head. To the period 
if this original epic doubiless belong the traces the 

Mahabharaia has preserved unchanged of the heroic 

spirit and the customs of ancient times, so different 
rom the later state of things which the Mahdhharata 

s a whole reflects. To this period also belongs the 
tgure of Brahma as the highest god. The evidence of 
’all literature shows that Brahma already occupied that 

•osition in Buddha’s time. We maj”^, then, perhaps. 
ssurae that the original form of our epic came into;: 
leing about the fifth century u.c. I'lie oldest evidence.- 

,'e have for the existence of the MahaOhdrataVA^Oxatl',, 
hape or other is to be found in A^valayana's Griljya, 
fltra, where a Bhdrata and MaMbhdrata are mentiop^s 

is \yould also point to about the fifth century B.c. • ' 



To the next stage, in which the epic, handed dowti,. 
by rhapsodists, swelled to a length of about 20,000 glokas,:^ 
belongs the representation of the victorious Pandtis' 
in a favourable light, and the introduction on a level 
with Brahma of the two other great gods, (Jiva, and 
especially Vishnu, of whom Krishna appears as an in¬ 
carnation. 

We gather from the account of Megasthenes that 
about 300 B.C., these two gods were already prominent, 
and the people were divided into ^ivaites and Vish- 
nuites. Moreover, the Yavanas or Greeks are men¬ 
tioned in the Makdbhdrata as allies of the Kurus, and 
even the ^akas (Scythians) and Pahlavas (Parthians) 
are named along with them; Hindu temples are also 
referred to- as well as Buddhist relic mounds. Thus 
an extension of the original epic must have taken place 
after 300 B.C. and by the beginning of our era. 

The Brahmans knew how to utilise the great influence 
of the old epic tradition by gradually incorporating didac¬ 
tic matter calculated to impress upon the people, and 
especially on kings, the doctrines of the priestly caste, 
it thus at last assumed the character of a vast treatise 
pn duty {dhunna), in which the divine origin and im- 
?flutability of Brahman institutions, the eternity of the 
caste system, and the subordination of all to the priests, 
are laid down. When the Makdbhdrata attributes its 
■jrigin to Vyasa, it implies a belief in a final redaction, 
tor the name simply means “Arranger." Dahlmann 
;ias recently put forward the theory that the great epic; 
was a didactic work from the very outset; this view,, 
idwever, appears to be quite irreconcilable with the d^a , 
'j the poem, and is not likely to find any support , 

■libiig scholars. 



What evidence have we as to when the Mahdbharata ; 
ttained to the form in which we possess it ? There is 

n inscription in a land grant dating from 462 a.d. or 
t the latest 532 which proves incontrovertibly that 
he epic about 500 A.D. was practically of exactly the same 

ength as it is stated to have in the survey of contents 

anukramauika) given in Book I., and as it actually has 

•ow ; for it contains the following words : “ It has been 

ieclarcd in the Mahiibharafa, the compilation embracing 

00,000 verses, by the highest sage, Vyasa, the Vyasa of 
he Vedas, the son of Paracara.” This quotation at the 

ame time proves that the epic at that date included 

he very long 12th and 13th, as well as the extensive 
upplcmentary book, the Il:7rh:,vii';a, w’ithout any one 

f wlncii it would have been impossible to speak even 
pproximately of 100,000 versos, i’hcre are also several 
ind grants, dated between 450 and 500 A.D., and found 
1 various parts of India, which quote the Mahabharata 
s an authority teaching the rewards of pious donors 
nd the punishnicnts of impious despoilers. This shows 
lat in the middle of the fifth century it already pos- 

essed the same character as at present, that of a Srariti 
r Dharma^fistra. It is only reasonable to suppose that 

had acquired this character at least a century earlier, 

r by about 350 A.D. Further research in the writ- 
igs of the Northern Buddhists and their dated Chinese 

anslations will probably enable us to put this date 

ack by some centuries. We are already justified in 
onsidering it likely that the great epic had become ,;^’ 

didactic compendium before the beginning of* our ■ 
a. In any case, the present state of our knowledge i 
Urely disproves the suggestions put forward by Prof.^? 
"tzraann in his work on the Mahabharata, that the 



epic was turned into a Dharma^Sstra by the 

after 900 A.D., and that whole books were added at thifi 

late period. - ' I 

The literary evidence of Sanskrit authors from about ; 

600 to 1100 A.D. supplies us with a considerable amount 

of information as to the state of the great epic during - 

those five centuries. An examination of the works of 
Bana, and of his predecessor Subandhu, shows that these- 

authors, who belong to the beginning of the seventh 

century, not only studied and made use of legends from; 
every one of the eighteen books of the Mahdbhdrata for 

the poetical embellishment of their works, but were even. 

acquainted with the Harhmnqa. We also know that in 

Bana's time the Bhagavadgitd was included in the great 

epic. The Same writer mentions that the Mahdbhdmta 

was recited in the temple of Mahakala at Ujjain. That 

such recitation was already a widespread practice at. 

that time is corroborated by an inscription of about 

600 A.D. from the remote Indian colony of Kamboja, 
which states that copies of the Mahdbhdrata, as well 

■as of the Rdmdyana and of an unnamed Purana, were - 

presented to a temple there, and that the donor had 

made arrangements to ensure their daily recitation in 

perpetuity. This evidence shows that the Mahdbhdrata ' 

cannot have been a mere heroic poem, but must have-; 

borne the character of a Smriti work of long-established'■ 
•authority. Even at the present day both public and-: 

;|>rivate recitations of the Epics and Puranas are coramoh'* 

in India, and are always instituted for the edification andl 

religious instruction of worshippers in temples or bf| 

members of the family. As a rule, the Sanskrit texts ar^ 

not only declaimed, but also e.xplained in the vernacular ^ 

tdngue for the benefit both of women, and of such raalbii! 



- oelohg fo classes unacquainted with the learned.' 
iiiguage of the Brahmans. 

We next come to the eminent Mimamsa philosopher 

■CUMARILA, who has been proved to have nourished in the 
Irst half of the eighth century a.d. In tlic small portion 

if his great commentary, entitled Tantra-vdrttika, which 

las been examined, no fewer than ten of the eighteen 

)ooks of the Mahdbhdrata are named, quoted, or referred 

0. It is clear that the epic as known to him not only 

ncluded the first book but that that book in 

lis time closely resembled the form of its text which we 

lossess. It even appears to have contained the first 
•ection, called (xnukrainonikd or “ Survey of contents," and 
he second, entitledpama-sainfimha or “Synopsis of sec- 

ions.” Kumruila also knew Books XII. and XIII., which 
iave freqxiently been pronounced to be of late origin, as 

veil as XIX. It is evident from his treatment of the 

;pic that he regarded it as a work of sacred tradition 

md of great antiquity, intended from the beginning for 
he instruclion of all the four castes. To him it is not 

m account of the great w'ar between the Kauravas and- 

’andus; the descriptions of battles were only u.sed for 
fie purpose of rousing the martial instinct.s of the warrior 

iaste. 

The great Vedantist philosopher (^ankaracharya, who 

yrote his commentary in 804 A.u., often quotes the 

fiahdbhdrata as a Smnti, and in discussing a verse from 
took XII. expressly states that the Mahdbhdrata was 

htended for the religious instruction of those classes . 
.:ho by their position are debarred from studying the’• 

edas and the Vedanta. ’ V- 
From the middle of the eleventh century ’^a.d. viie 
•e the oldest known abstract of the Mahdbhdrdk- 

■>: . 



ugo.i 

the work of tlie Kashmirian poet KshemendrA, eh'a;;lev 
Bhdrata-Manjan. This condensation is specially impor¬ 
tant, because it enables the scholar to determine the state 

of the text in detail at that time. Professor Biihler's care¬ 
ful compaiison of the MSS. of this work with the great 
epic has led him to the conclusion that Kshemendra’s 

original did not differ from the Mahabhdrata as we have 
it at present in any other way than two classes of MSS= 
differ from each other. This poetical epitome shows 

several omissions, but these are on the whole of such a 

n.ature as is to be expected in any similar abridgment. 
It is, however, likely that twelve chapters (342-353) of 
Book XII,, treating of Niirayana, which the abbreviatoi 
passes over, did not exist in the original known to him 

There can, moreover, be no doubt that the forms o? 
several pia)per names found in the Manjari arc better anc 

older than those given by the editions of, the MahdbJtd 
rata. Though the division of the original into eighteei 

books is found in the abridgment also, it is made u| 
by turning the third section {^gadd-panmi) of Book IX 
(gafya-parvau) into a separate book, while combininj 

Books XII. and XIII. into a single one. This variatipi 
probably represents an old division, as it occurs in man- 
MSS. of the Mahdbhdraln. 

Another work of importance in determining the star 
"of the Mahdbhdratn is a Javanese translation of the cpit 
also dating from the eleventh century. 

The best-known commentator of the Mahabhdrata ■ 
■ NIlakantha, who lived at Kurpara, to the west of th 
Godavari, in Maharashtra, and, according to Burnel 

iiielongs to the sixteenth century. Older than Nllakanth 

\yho quotes him, is Arjuna Mi<;;ra, whose comments 
’^Ipng with that of Nilakantha, appears in an edition • 



'K,MaJ^iidrata begun at Calcutta in 1875. The earliest^- 
'tant commentator of the great epic is Sarvajna NSra- 

ANA, large fragments of whose notes have been pre- 
crved, and who cannot have written later than in the 

econd half of the fourteenth century, but may be 

omewhat older. 

The main story of the Mahahkarata in the briefest 
ossible outline is as follows; In the country of the 

■haratas, which, from the name of the ruling race, had 

omc to be called Kurukshetr%, or " Land of the Kurus,” 
lere lived at Hastinapuia, lifty-seven miles north-east 

f the modern Delhi, two princes named Dhritarashtra 

nd Pandu. The eldci ot these brothers being blind, 
'andu succeeded to the throne and reigned gloriously, 

fe liaU live sons called Pandavas, the chief of whom were 
udhishthira, Blilma, and Aijuna. Dhritarashtra had a 
undred sons, usually called Kauravas, or Knru princes, 

■e most prominent of whom was Duryodhana. On the 
remature death of Pandu, Dluiiarashtra took over the 
ins of government, and receiving his live nephews into 
is palace, had them brought up with his own sons. As 

•e Pandus distinguished themselves greatly in feats of 
ms and helped him to victory, the king appointed his 
dest nephew, Yudhishthira, to^ be heir-apparent. The 

xjidu princes, however, soop’ found it necessary to 
cape from the plots tlieir cousins now began to set on 
pt against them. They made their way to the king of , 

anchala, whose daughter Draupadi was won, in a con-' 
st between many kings and heroes, by Arjuna, who J 
nne was able to bend the king’s great bow and tc-. hit ai;- 

tain mark. In order to avoid strife, Draupadi con^l 
ted to become the common wife of the five prinpee! 
^raupadi’s svayaitivara (public choice of a husba/fb ^ 



■; the Panflus thade acquaintance witfi KrisHrifheiTt 

of the Yadavas, who from this time onward became; 

their fast friend and adviser. Dhritarashtra, thinkirij^' 

it best to conciliate the Pandavas in view of their doubl^J 

alliance with the Panchalas and Yadavas, now dividedP 

, his kingdom, giving Hastinapura to his sons, and to his^ 

nephews a district where they built the city of Indra-^ 

! prasth.a, the modern Delhi (i.). ? 

Here the Pandavas ruled wisely and prospered; 

greatly. Duryodhana’s jealousy being aroused, he re-, 

solved to ruin his cousins, with the aid of his uncle ' 

(Jakuni, a skilful gamester. Dhritarashti'a was accord-', 

ingly induced to invite the Pandus to Hastinapura.- 

Here Yudhishthira, accepting the challenge to play at; 

dice with Duryodhana, lost everything, his kingdom, his i 

wealth, his army, his brothers, and finally Draupadi. In: 

the end a compromise was made by which the Pandavas ; 

agreed to go into banishment for twelve years, and tO; 

remain incognito for a thirteenth, after which they might': 

return and regain their kingdom (ii.). 

With Draupadi they accordingly departed to the' 

Kamyaka forest on the SarasvalT. The account of their; 

twelve years’ life here, and the many legends told tp> 

console them in their exile, constitute the vam~parva^. 

or " Forest book," one of the longest in the poem (iii,). :• 

; i The thirteenth year they spent in disguise as servant^ 

"of Virata, king of the Matsyas. At this time the Kurus| 

• in alliance with another king, invaded the country of tKel 

Matsyas, causing much distress. Then the Pandus arOseJ 

■put Ijhe enemy to flight, and restored the king. They rio^ 

made themselves known, and entered into an alli^n(ii|j 

with the king (iv.). ' r' 

“ Their message demanding back their possessiou 



•reiving no answer, they prepared for war. The rival 

•lies met in the sacred region of Kurukshetra, with 
nmerous allies on both sides. Joined with the Kurus 
'ere, among others, the peopl'j of Kosaki, Videha, Anga, 
Sanga (Bengal), Kalinga on the east, and those of Sin- 

hu, Gandhara, Bahlfka (Balk), together with the ^akas 
•nd Yavanas on the west. The Pancjus, on the other 
land, were aided by the Panchalas, the Matsyas, part 

»f the Yadavas under Krishna, besides the kings of Ka^i 
Benares), Chedi, Magadha, and others (v.). 

The battle raged for eighteen days, till all the Kurus 
-vere destroyed, and only the Pandavas and Krishna with 

H charioteer escaped ahve. The account of it extends 
■-’;r five books (vi.--x.). Tlica follows a description of 

e obsequies of the dead (xi.). In the ne.xt two books, 

hima, the leader of the Kurus, on his deathbed, 
structs Yudhishthira f^ aboiit 20,000 flokas on the 

luties of k' jigs and other topics. 

The IJ'oidus having been reconciled to the old king 
Uhritara^;; ra, Yudhishthira was crowned king in Has- 

tinapura, (.nd instituted a great horse - sacrifice (xiv.). 
nhritarashtra having remained at Hastinapura for fifteen 
years, at length retired, with his wife Gandharl, to the 

iungle, where they perished in a forest conflagration 

(xv.). Among the Yadavas, who had taken different 
rides in the great war, an internecine conflict broke out, 
•'hicli resulted in the annihilation of this people, 

'rishna sadly withdrew to the wilderness, where hC;' 
yi.s accidentally shot dead by a hunter (xvi.). 

" The Pandus themselves, at last weary of life, leftving 
young prince Parlkshit, grandson of Arjuna, to rule' 

' Hastinapura, retired to the forest, and dying as 
wandered towards Meru, the mountain o| ..t’''" 



gods (xvii.), ascended to heaven with their faithful spbUst- 
(xviii.). ■% 

Here the framework of the great epic, which begih^ 

at the commencement of the first book, comes to an end| 
King Parikshit having died of snake-bite, his son Janam-i; 
ejaya instituted a great sacrifice to the serpents. At that? 

sacrifice the epic was recited by Vai^ampayana, who had? 
ledrnt it from Vyasa. The latter, we are told, after? 

arranging the four Vedas, composed the MaMbhdrata^i 

which treats of the excellence of the Pandus, the great-; 
ness of Krishna, and the wickedness of the sons of;: 

Dhritarashtra. 
The supplementary book, theor “Family 

of Vishnu,” is concerned only with Krishna. It contains; 

more than 16,000 ^lokas, and is divided into three sec-:; 

tions. The first of these describes the history of Krishna's;; 

ancestors down to the time of Vishnu’s incarnation in 
him ; the second gives an account of Krishna’s exploits ji: 

the third treats of the future corruptions of the Kali, of;; 
fourth age of the w’orld. 

The episodes of the Mahdbhdratn are numerous and! 
^ often very extensive, constituting, as we have seen, about? 
' four-fifths of the whole poem. Many of them are inte¬ 

resting for various reasons, and some are distinguished; 

. by considerable poetic beauty. One of them, the story?' 
;^of (^akuntala (occurring in Book I.), supplied Kalidasas 

■ tvith the subject of his famous play. Episodes ar^ 

specially plentiful in Book III., being related to whild; 
away the time of the exiled Pandus. Here is found the.^ 

Mat^opdkliydna, or “ Episode of the fish,” being the stp^ 

iof, the flood, narrated with more diffuseness than th^ 

simple story told in the Qatapatha. Brdhmana. Th', 
fish here declares itself to be Brahma, Lord of creatures 



nbt as in the Bhirgavata Purdm,. 

• anil hb longer appears as the progenitor of mankind, 

mt as a creator who, produces all beings and worlds 

mew by means of his ascetic oower. 

Another episode is the history of Kama, interesting 

,u its relation to Valmiki’s Rdmdjma, whicli deals with 

.jHie same subject at mucli greater length. The myth of 

|he descent of the Ganges from heaven to earth, here 

migrated, is told in the Rnmdyana also. 

' Another legend is that of the sage Ri^ya-^ringa, who 

jhaving produced rain in the country of Lomapada, king 

‘of the Angas, was rewarded with the hand of the princess 

^antii, and performed that saorilice for King Da^aratha 

^vhich brought about the birth of Rama. This episode 

™ peculiarly important horn a critical point of view, as 

legend recurs not only in tiie Rdi//dfaija, but also iii 

Padma Purdm, the Sk\ntd(i Purdm, and a number of 

gother sources. 
Of special interest is llic story of King IJdnara, son, 

of Qibi, who sacrificed his life to save a pigeon from a 

hawk. It is fold again in another part of Book HI.; 

about ^ibi himself, as well as in Book XI11, about ;' 

Vrishadarblia, son of (^,ibi. Distinctly Buddhistic in 

•origin and character, the story is famous in Piili as 

.ctt'ell as Sanskrit literature, and spread beyond the limits 

of India. 

The story of the abduction of Draupadi forms an 

episode of her life while she dwelt with the Panihis iii 

the Kamyaka forest. Accidentally seen when alone bi’ . 

"'■Qhg Jayadratha of Sindhu, who was passing ^vith u 

‘eat army, ami fell in love witli her at fir.st sight, 

hs forcibly carried off, and only rescued after a teiri^i- 

■t, in which the Pan^us annihilated Jayadratha's hffe- 



•ip 
Interesting as an illustration of the mythologipaJ, 

ideas of the age is the episode which describes the't: 
journey of Arjuna to Indra’s heaven. Here we see,;;^ 
the mighty warrior-god of the Vedas transformed intp« 
a glorilied king of later times, living a life of ease amid 
the splendours of his celestial court, where the ear is 
lulled by strains of music, while the eye is ravished by' 
the graceful dancing and exquisite beauty of heavenly; 
nymphs. 

In the story of Savitri we have one of the finest of the : 
many ideal female characters which the older epic poetry 
of^India has created. Savitri, daughter of Agvapati, king, 
of Madra, chooses as her husband Satyavat, the hand¬ 
some and noble son of a blind and exiled king, who 
dwells in a forest hermitage. Though warned by the 
sage Narada that the prince is fated to live but a single 
year, she persists in her choice, and after the wedding • 
departs with her husband to his father’s forest retreat. 
Here she lives happily till she begins to be tortured with 
anxiety on the approach of the fatal day. When it 
arrives, she follows her husband on his way to cut wood 
in the forest. After a time he lies down exhausted. 
Yama, the god of death, appears, and taking his soul,‘ 
departs. As Savitri persistently follows him, Yama grant^^ 
her various boons, always excepting the life of her. 
husband; but yielding at last to her importunities, hfs 
itestores the soul to the lifeless body. Satyavat recovers, 
and lives happily for many years with his faithful Siivitrl.. 

: One of the oldest and most beautiful stories inserted' 
jin \hQ,Mnhdbhdrata is the Nalopdkhydna, or " Episode pfj 

’’Hala.” It is one of the least corrupted of the episodes. 
great popularity having prevented the transforming 

.iaftid ojf an editor from introducing Qiva and Vishnu, or 



effacing the simplicity of the*manners it depicts^ 
ie prince, for instance, cooks his own food—or from 

•hanging the character of Indra, and otlier old traits, 
''he poem is pervaded by a high tone of morality, 

nanifested above all in the heroic devotion and fidelity 
if Damayanti, its leading character. It also contains 

nany passages distinguished by tender pathos. 

The story is told by the wise Brihadagva to the exiled 
tfudhishthira, in order to console him for the loss of 

he kingdom he has forfeited at play. Nala, prince of 
Mishada, chosen from among many competitors for her 

land by Damayanti, princess of Vidarbha, passes several 
vears of happy married life with her. I'hen, possessed 
»y the demon Kali, and indulging in gambling, he loses 

-is kingdom and all his pi.>s;scssions. Wandering half 
aked in the forest with Damayanti, he abandons her in 

sjs frenzy. Very pathetic is the scene describing how 
ie repeatedly returns to the ^pot where his wife lies 

-isleep on tlie ground before he finally deserts her. 
Equally touching are the accounts of her terror on 
awaking to find herself alone in the forest, and of her 

lamentations as she roams in search of her husband, and 
calls out to him— 

Hero, %>aHant, knowing duty. 
To homur faithful, lord of earth. 

If thou art •within this forest. 
Then show thee in thy proper form. 

Shall / hear the voice of Nala, 
Sweet as the draught of Ainrita, 

With its deep and gentle accent. 
Like rumble of the thunder-cloud. 

Saying “ Daughter of Vidarbha / ” 
To me with clear anti blessld sound. 

Rich, like Vedas murmuredflowing. 
At once destroying all my grief f 



There are graphic descriptions of the beiauti6d'ai;.,t 
terrors of the tropical forest in which DamayantI wanders 
At last she finds her way back to her father's court a- 
Kundina. Many and striking are the similes with which 
the poet dwells on the grief and wasted form of the 
princess in her separation from her husband. She is 

IJke (lie young moon's slender crescent 
Obscured by black clouds in the sky j 

lake the lotus-florcer uprooted, 

All parched and withered by the sun; 
Like the pallid night, when Rahu 

Has swallowed tep the darkened moon. 

Nala, meanwhile, transformed into a dwarf, has be 
come charioteer to the king of Oudh. iDamayanll at 
last hears news leading her to suspect her husband’s 
whereabouts. She accordingly holds out hopes of hex 
hand to the king of Oudh, on condition of his driving 
the distance of 500 miles to Kundina in a single day 
Nala, acting as his charioteer, accomplishes the feat, anc 
is rewarded by the king with the secret of the highest 
skill in dicing. Recognised by his wife in spite of hi: 
disguise, he regains his true form. He plays again, anc 
wins back his lost kingdom. Thus after years of adven 
tiite, sorrow, and humiliation he is at last reunited witl 
Damayanti, with whom he spends the rest of his days ir 
bappiness. 
; ; Though several supernatural and miraculous feature; 
like those which occur in fairy tales are found in the 
Episode of Nala, they are not sufficient to mar the spirit 
of tru@ poetry which pervades the story as a whole. ^ 



. The PurAnas. 

Closely connected with the Mahdbhdnrfn is a distinct 

ass of eighteen epic work;:, d'dac+ic in character and 

■ctarian in purpose, going by ihc name of Purana. 

he term pitrdna is already found in the Brahmanas 

csignating cosmogonic inquiries generally. It is also 

sed in the Mahdbhdrata somewhat vaguely to express 

ancient legendary lore,” implying didactic as W'ell a: 

arrative matter, and pointing to an old collection o^ 

pic stories. One passage of the epic (I. v. i) describe; 

urdna as containing stories of the gods and genealogies 

f the sages. In Book XVIII., as well as in Ihe Hari 

tifiga, mention is even made of eighteen Puranas, which; 

■iwcver, have not been j^reser\ ed; for those known 

us arc all, on the whole, later than the Mnhdbhdrata] 

ad for the most })art derive their legends of ancieni 

ays from the great epic itself. Nevertheless they 

Cntain much that is old: and il is not always possible 

i assume that the passages they have in common witl 

le Mahdbhdyatii and Moral have been borrowed froiV 

hose works. They are connected by many thread; 

nth the old law-books {smniis) and the Vedas, reprC 

anting probably a development of older works of dhi 

ame class. In that part of their contents which t 

leculiar to them, the Purfinas agree so closely, beirir 

jften verbally identical for pages, that they must b-; 

ierived from some older collection as a common source 

4ost of them arc introduced in exactly the same w'a^ 

■i the Mahdbhdrata, Ugrafravas, the son of Lqmahar 

i^na, being represented as relating their contentsitv 

iunaka on the occasion of a sacrifice in the Nai^tah- 

st. The object of most of these legendary cpltio’pl 
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lions is to recommend the sectarian cult ot visnnu, 

though some of them favour the worship of ^iva. 
Besides cosmogony, they deal with mythical descrip¬ 

tions of the earth, the doctrine of the cosmic ages, the 
exploits of ancient gods, saints, and heroes, accounts 

of the Avatars of Vishnu, the genealogies of the Solar 
and Lunar race of kings, and enumerations of the 

thousand names of Vishnu or of (^iva. They also con¬ 

tain rules about the worship of the gods by means of 
prayers, fastings, votive offerings, festivals, and pilgrim¬ 
ages. 

The Garu(ia, as well as the late and unimportant 

Agfti Purdna, practically constitute abstracts of the 
Mahdbhdrata and the Harivaiii^a. 

The Vdyu, which appears to be one of the oldest, 
coincides in part of its matter with the Mahdbhdmtay 

but is more closely connected with the Harivam^a, the 
passage which deals with the creation of the world 
often agreeing verbatim with the corresponding part 

of the latter poem. 
The relationship of the Matsya Purdna to the great 

epic and its supplementary book as sources is similarly 
intimate. It is introduced with the story of Manu and 
tb^.Fish {Matsya). I'he Kurnia, besides giving an 
account of the various Avatars of Vi.shnu (of which 
the tortoise or kurma is one), of the genealogies of gods 

and kings, as well as other matters, contains an extensive 
account of the world in accordance w'ith the accepted 
cosmological notions of the Mahdbhdrata and of the 

FurSnae in general. The world is here represented 
consisting of seven concentric islands separated by 

dififerent oceans. The central island, with Mount Merii 

n tbe middle, is Jambu-dvipa, of which Bhdrata'varsfm 



IS “‘kingabrh of the Bharatas," or India, is the main 
vision. 

The Mdrkandeya, which expressly recognises the 

Priority of the Mahabhd->'at'y., is so called because it is 
elated by the sage Markandeya to explain difficulties 

uggested by the epic, such as. How could Krishna 

>ecome a man ? Its leading feature is narrative and 

i is the least sectarian of the Puranas. 

The extensive Padma Purana, which contains a great 

nany stories agreeing with those of the Mahabharata, is, 
)n the other hand, strongly Vishnuite in tone. Yet this, 

IS well as the Mdrkandeya, expressly states the doctrine 

>f the Tri-murti or Trinity, that Brahma, Vishnu, and 
:iva arc only one being. This doctrine, already to be 

jund in the Harivamqa, is not so prominent in post- 
-•edic literature as is commonly supposed. It is in- 
iresting to note that the story of Rama, as told in 

he Padma Purdna, follows not only the Rdmdyana but 

-Iso Kalidasa’s account in the Pagkuvam^a, with which 
t often agrees literally. Again, tlie story of (^akuntalS. 

s related, not in accordance with the Mahabharata, but 
vith K.ilidasa's drama. 

The Brahma-vaivarta Purdna is also strongly sectarian 

n favour of Vishnu in the form of Krishna. It is to 
>e noted that both here and in the Padma Purdna an 
mportant part is played by Krishiia’s mistress Radh.1, 

vho is unknown to the Harivaniqa, the Vishnu, and even 
he Bhdgavata Purdna. 

The Vishnu Purdna, which very often agrees with the 
■Tahdbhdrata in its subject-matter, correspond:^ mpsv 

Qsely to the Indian definition of a Purana, as trei^t. 
• of the five topics of primary creation, seepudditr’ 

djon, genealogies of gods and patriarchs, reigpi i ■ 



various Manls, and the history of the old dynas'de^ 
of kings. , 

The Bhdgavata Purdm, which consists of about' 
18,000 glokas, derives its name from being dedicated to. 
the glorification of Bhagavata or Vishnu. It is later than 
the Vishnu, which it presupposes, probably dating from' 

the thirteentli century. •> It exercises a more powerful; 
influence in India than any other Purana. The most 

popular part is the tenth book, which narrates in detail • 

the history of Krishna, and has been translated into per¬ 
haps every one of the vernacular languages of India. 

Other Vishnuite Puranas of a late date are the 

Brahma, the Ndradiya, tlie Vdinana, and the Vardha, 
the latter two called after the Dwarf and the Boar 
incarnations of Vishnu. 

Those which specially favour the cult of ^iva are 

the Skanda, the ^iva, the Linga, and the Bhainshya or 
Bhavishyat Puranas. The latter two contain little narra¬ 
tive matter, being rather ritual in character. A Bhavishyat 

Purdna is already mentioned in the Apastamba Dharma 
Sutra. 

Besides these eighteen Puranas there is also an 
equal number of secondary works of the same class 

called Upa-purdnas, in which the epic matter has become 
entirely subordinate to the ritual element. 

The Rama YANA. 
• 

y Though there is, as we shall see, good reason for 
supposing that the original part of the Rdmdyana assumed 

shape jt a time when the Mahdbhdrata was still in a state 

of flux, we have deferred describing it on account of its 

'jphnection with the subsequent development of epiC' 
jpctry in Sanskrit literature. .! 



its present form the Ramayana consists of about:. 
liQod t^lokas, and is divided into seven books. It has 

•een preserved in three distinct recensions, the West 
ndian (A), the Bengal (B), and the Bombay (C). About 
ne-third of the ^lokas in each recension occurs in neither 

‘f the other two. The Bombay recension has in most 

^ases preserved the oldest form of the text; for, as the 
ither two arose in the centres of classical Sanskrit litera¬ 

ture, where the Gauda and the Vaidarbha styles of com¬ 
position respectively flourished, the irregularities of the 

epic language have been removed in them. The Rdind- 
yana was here treated as a regular kdvya or artificial epic, 
n fate which the Mahdidtdnda escaped because it early 
mst its original character, and came to be regarded as 

4didactic work. These two later recensions must not, 
however, be looked upon as mere revisions of the' 
Bombay text. The v.ariations of all three are of such a 
kind that Diey can for the most part be accounted for ' 

only by the fluchiations of oral tradition among the pro¬ 
fessional reciters of the epic, at the time when the three ■ 
••ecensions assumed definite shape in different parts ’ 

of the country by being committed to writing. After! 
having been thus fixed, the fate of each of these receii-; 

sions was of course similar to that of any other text. 

They appear to go back to comparatively early times. 
For quotations from the Rdindyami occurring in works; 

that belong to the eighth and ninth centuries a.d. show; 
chat a recension allied to the present C, and probably 
-mother allied to the present A, existed at that period, 

'do^eover, Kshemendra's poetical abstract of the egic, thp:. 

’■dindyana-kaikdsdra-manjari, which follows the contents 
■‘ the original step by step, proves that its author used A- 

■I perhaps B also, in the middle of the eleventh ? 



Rhoja, the composer of another epitome, the 
ckampii, probably used C in the same century. 

The careful investigations of Professor jACOBi have 
shown that the Rainayana originally consisted of five book: 
only (ii.-vi.). The seventh is undoubtedly a later addition 

for the conclusion of the sixth was evidently at one time 
the end of the -whole poem. Again, the first book ha; 
several passages which conflict with statements in the 

later books. It further contains two tables of content: 
(in cantos i. and iii.) which were clearly made at differen 
times; for one of them takes no notice of the first am 
last books, and must, therefore, have been made befor- 
these were added. What was obviously n part of th 
commencement of the original poem has been separate* 
from its continuation at the opening of Book II., .uv 

now forms the beginning of the fifth canto of Book ■ 
Some cantos have also been interpolated in the genaiu 
books. As Professor Jacobi shows, all these additions i 

the original body of the epic have been for the mv"- 
part so loosely attached that the junctures are easy^;;' 

recognise. They are, however, pervaded by the ii:£- 
spirit as the older part. There is, therefore, no re:^,o 
for the supposition that they are due to a Bralii^^v 
Tevision intended to transform a poem originally me^* 
ior the warrior caste. They seem rather to owe 
origin simply to the desire of professional rhapsodit^" ' 

ijmeet the demands of the popular taste. We are toht 

£the Rdmdyana itself that the poem was either recite?' 
^professional minstrels or sung to the accompanime^ 
"a striiiged instrument, being handed down orally, itY^' 

^ first place by Rama’s two sons Ku9a and Lava. Ti'" 

fnariies are nothing more than the inventions of po|f’ 
i^^tymology meant to explain the Sanskrit word ku^lL. 



•‘bard” or “actor." The new parts were incorporated 
before the three recensions which have come down to us 
arose, but a considerable time must have elapsed between 
the composition of the original poem and that of the 
additions. For the tribal hero of the former has in the 
latter been transformed into a national hero, the moral 
ideal of the people; and the human hero (like Krishna 
in the Mahdbharata') of the five genuine books (excepting 

a few interpolations) has in the first and last become 

deified and identified with the god Vishnu, his divine 
nature in these additions being always present to the 
minds of their authors. Here, too, ValmIki, the composer 
of the Rdindyana, appears as a contemporary of Rama, 
and is already regarded as a seer. A long interval of 

time must have been necessary for such transformations 
as these. 

As to the place of its origin, there is good reason for 

believing that the Rdnidyana arose in Kosala, the country 
ruled by the race of Ikshvaku in Ayodhyfi (Oudh). For 
we arc told in the seventli book (canto 45) that the 
hermitage of V;ihniki lay on the south Irank of the Ganges; 
the poet must further have been connected with the royal 
house of Ayodhyfi, as the banished Sila took refuge in his 
hermitage, where her twin sons were born, brought up, 

and later learnt the epic from his tips; and lastly, the 
statement is made in the first book (canto 5) that the 
Rdmdyaua arose in the family of the Ikshvakus. In 
Ayodhya, then, there must have been current among the 
court bards {sutd) a number of epic talcs narrating the. 
fortunes of the Ikshvaku hero Rama. Such legen^, we 

nay assume, Vfdmiki worked up into a single homp-l 
eneous production, which, as the earliest epic of imporri 
nee conforming to the rules of poetics, justly receiyoi 

-O'...' ■ ■ 



the name of ddi~kdvya, or “ first artificial poem," from itf 
author’s successors. This work was then learnt by pro¬ 
fessional rhapsodists {k?iplava) and recited by them in; 
public as they wandered about the country. 

The original part of the Rdmdyaua appears to have,: 

been completed at a time when the epic kernel of the; 
Mahdbhdrata had not as yet assumed definite shape. P'or i 

while the heroes of the latter are not mentioned in the 
Rdvidyana, the story of Rama is often referred to in the 

longer epic. Again, in a passage of Book VII. of the 

Mahdbhdruta, which cannot be regarded as a later 
addition, two lines arc quoted as Vfilraiki’s that occur 
unaltered in Book VI. of the Rdvidyana. The poem of 

Valmi'ki must, therefore, have been generally known as 
an old work before the Mahdbhdraia assumed a coherent^/ 
form. In Book III. (cantos 277-291) of the latter epic/, 
moreover, there is a Rdvtopdkhydna or “Episode of 

Rama,” which seems to be based on the Rdvidyana, as 

it contains several verses agreeing more or less with 
Vulmiki’s lines, and its author presupposes on the part 
of his audience a knowledge of the Rdvidyana as repre¬ 
sented by the Bombay recension. 

A further question of importance in determining 
the age of the Rdvidyana is its relation to Buddhistic 

literature. Now, the story of Rama is found in a some- 

what altered form in one of the Pali Birth-Stories, the' 
I Daqaratha Jdtaka. As this version confines itself to the 

■ first part of Rama’s adventures, his sojourn in the forest,; 

' it might at first sight seem to be the older of the twdii 
Ther^ is, however, at least an indication that the second 

Upart of the story, the expedition to Lanka, was also 

Vknown to the author of the Jdtaka; for while Valmlki'r 

;,ippem concludes with the reunion of Rama and Sita, tlv 



'ataka is made to end with the marriage of the couple t 

after the manner of fairy tales, there being at the same 

time traces that they were wedded all along in the 

original source of the legend. Moreover, a verse from 

the old part ol the Ramiyana (vi. 128) actually occurs 

n a I?fili form embedded in the prose of this Jataka. 

It might, indeed, be inferred from the greater freedom 

with winch thev hjindle the qloka metre that the canoni¬ 

cal Buddhistic wi liings are older than the Rdmayana, in 

which tl/c dohn is of the classical Sanskrit type. But, 

sus a math r of fact, ihese Pali works on the whole 

observe the laws («1 t!ie classical cloka, their metrical 

irregularities bciiig nm-t probably caused by the recent 
Application of r'fdi t<> liu rr.i y purposes .as well as by the 

^erior preservation o! P;lii works. On the other hand, 

jpiddhistic litt lyitn.-e early made use of the .-/Vjw metre, . 
which, though so popular in classical -Sanskrit poetry, 

p not yet to be found iu tiie Sanskrit epics, 

g The only mciitic'm of Ih'drlha in the Rdmdyma occurs 

m a passage wlii> h fs evirkaitiy interpolated. Hence the ■. 
lalance of the exiderjeu iu la'ation to Buddhism seems 

favour the prc-Buddlustic origin of the genuine ■ 
Kdutdyana. 

I The question whether tlic (Greeks were known to the , 

|uthor of our epic is, oi‘ course, also of chronological 

poraent. An exaininatioh cd the poem shows that the. 

Ijifavanas (Greeks) are oni\y mentioned twice, once in , 

look 1. and once in a cantoVri Book lY., which Pj ofessor 

hcobi shows to be an intcrjpolalion. The only conclu-. 

to be drawn from thisys that the additions,to thei 

teginal poem wore made 1 some time after 300 BiC’ 

^ ifessor Weber’s assumptidr^i of Greek influence ir- 

’Mory of the Rdmdyana seVpis to lack foundation* 
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^ Fbr the tale of the abduction of Sifa and 
to Lanka for her recovery has no real 

with that of the rape of Helen and 
Nor is there any sufficient reason 
account of Rama bending a poAverl 

, win Sita was borrowed from the a :1 
Stories of similar feats of strength 
to be found in the poetry of othe 

Greeks, and could easily have arisc^ 

The political aspect of Easter^ 
the Ramdyaua sheds some additit 

the epic. In the first place, no 
city of Pfitaliputra (Patna), wh| 
Kala^oka (under whom the . 

was held at VaigrUi about 34 
time of Megasthenes (300 i-.| 
of India. Yet Rama is in 
as passing the very spot 
poet makes a point (in c 
foundation of a number _^ti.:,P:! itrtrn Hindustan; 

such as Kau9.ambl, Kfi*- ’ '■ 'n ordei 
to show how far the far f spread beyom 

-i. ..' 
ist; ;'.re 4 

;d by. 
age of 

-.ii; of the 
' by King . 

t council 
■ch by the 

'" the capital 
5) described 

^j^. lood, and the 
.i‘efcrnng to the 

the confines of Kos: 
Pataliputra existed a: 
to be mentioned. 

It is further a 

Kosala is in the ' 
;Ayodhya, while th - 
}jali always give it Ju 

t that the capital^;^ 

,/;/« regularly c^gd ; 
•' .■lliis. IS, Greeks, and 

iinjui S.'iketa. Now in thm^gt: 

its origin. Ha(_ 

1$ lid not have faile 

book of the A’^- told that Rama’s 
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reigned at Or^vasti. All this points to the conclusion 

that the original Rdntdyam was composed when the 
ancient Ayodhya had not yet been deserted, but was 
still the chief city of Kosala, when its new name of 
Saketa was still unknown, and before the seat of govern¬ 

ment was transferred to (^ravasti. 
Again, in the old part of Book I., Mithila and Vi9rila 

ire spoken of as twin cities under separate rulers, while 

re know that by Buddha’s time they had coalesced to 
le famous city of Vai^ali, which was then ruled by an 

Oligarchy. 
I'he political conditions described in the Rdmdyana 

^dicate the patriarchal rule of kings possessing only a 

Ji torritoiy, and never point to the existence of more 
^mplex states; while the refei ences of the poets of the 
lahdlf/idmta to the dominions in Eastern India ruled by 
Ijpowerful hing, Jarasandha, and embracing many lands 
j^ides Magadha, reflect the political conditions of the 
i^rth century )$.c. The cumulative evidence of the 

arguments makes it diflicull to avoid the con- 

WOn that the kernel of the Rdmdyana was composed 
fore 500 n.c., while the more recent portions were 
jbably not added till the second century KX'. and 

ter. 
This conclusion does not at first sight seem to be 

borne out by the linguistic evidence of the Rdmdyana, 
For the epic {drsha) dialect of the Bombay recension, 

which is practically the same as that of the Mahdbhdi'uta, 
-both betrays a stage of development decidedly later 
^^an that of Panini, and is taken no notice of by*that 
f^ammarian. But it is, for all that, not necessarily later; 
ijin date. For Panini deals only with the relined Sanskrit , 

cultured {^iskta), that is to say, of the BrahixjanS:; 
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which would be more archaic than the popular dialect of 
wandering rhapsodists; and he would naturally have, 
ignored the latter. Now at the time of the A^oka in¬ 
scriptions, or hardly more than half a century later ': 
than Panini, Prakrit was the language of the people 

in tlie part of India where the Ramdyatia was com-' 
posed. It is, therefore, not at all likely that the 
Rdmdyaifa, which aimed at popularity, should have, 

been composed as late as the time of Panini, when 
it could not have been generally understood. If the 
language of the epic is later than Panini, it is difficult 
to see how it escaped the dominating influence of his 
grammar. It is more likely that the popular Sanskrit 
of the epics received general currency at a much earlieif 

date by the composition of a poem like that of Valmikij 
A searching comparative investigation of the classica 
Kavyas w'ill probably show that they are linguistically* 

more closely connected with the old epic poetry, and 
that they deviate more from the Paninean standard than 
is usually supposed. 

In style the Rdmdyam is already far removed from 
the naive popular epic, in which the story is the chief 
thing, and not its form. VTilmiki is rich in similes', 
which he often cumulates; he not infrequently uses the 
cognate figure called rupaka or “identification” (e.g. “ foot* 
lotus”) with much skill, and also occasionally employs; 

other ornaments familiar to the classical poets, besider^ 
approximating to them in the style of his descriptibns. 
The Rdmdyana, in fact, represents the dawm of the latei 

: artitfeial poetry (Jtdvyd)^ which was in all probability th/] 

; direct continuation and development of the art handw 
Adown by the rhapsodists who recited Vrilralki’s wowk 
-Such a relationship is distinctly recognised by the authj^r 
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of the great classical epics (fnahdkavis) when they refer 
to him as the ddi-kavi or “ first poet.” 

The story of the Rdmayana, as narrated in the five 
genuine books, consists of tw’O distinct parts. The first 
describes the events at the court of King Dacaralha at 
Ayodhya and their consequences. Here we have a 
purely human and natural account of the intrigues of a 
queen to set her son upon the throne. There is nothing 
fantastic in the narrative, nor has it any mythological 
background. If the epic ended with the return of 
iRiima’s brother, Bharata, to the capital, after the old 
Icing’s death, it might pass for a historical saga. For 
Bkshvaku, Dacaratha, and Rama are the names of cele- 
l)r.ated and mighty kings, mentioned even in the Rigveda, 
though not there connected with one another in any way. 

The character of the second part is entirely different. 
Based on a foundation of myths, it is full of the marvel¬ 
lous and fantastic. The oldest theory as to the signifi¬ 
cance of the story was that of Lassen, who held that 
^ was intended to represent allegorically the first attempt 
Bf the Aryans to conquer the South. But Rdma is no- 
Rihere described as founding an Aryan realm in the 
Bekhan, iior is any such intention on his part indicated 
anywhere in the epic. Weber subsequently expressed 
the same view' in a somewhat modified form. According 
to him, the Rdmayana was meant to account for the, 
spread of Aryan culture to the South and to Ceylon. 

8©ut this form of the allegorical theory also lacks any I 
confirmation from the statements of the epic itself; for 
Rama's expedition is nowhere represented as producing 
any change or improvement in the civilisation of the 
South. The poet knows nothing about the Dekhat? 
i,beyond the fact that Brahman hermitages ar^ to Jl' - 
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found there. Otherwise it is a region haunted by the 
monsters and fabulous beings with which an Indiah 

imagination would people an unknown land. s 
There is much more probability in the opinion of 

Jacobi, that the Riimayana contains no allegory at all, but 

is based on Indian mythology. The foundation of the 
second part would thus be a celestial myth of the Veda 
transformed into a narrative of earthly adventures ac¬ 

cording to a not uncommon development. Sita can be 

traced to the Rigveda, where she appears as the Furrow 
personified and invoked as a goddess. In some of the 
Grihya Sutras she again appears as a genius of the 
ploughed field, is praised as a being of great beauty, 
and is accounted the wife of Indra or Parjanya, the rain- 
god. ■ There are traces of this origin in the Ramayana 

itself. For Sita is represented (i. 66) as having emerged 
from the earth when her father Janaka was once plough¬ 

ing, and at last she disappears underground in the arms 
of the goddess Earth (vii. 97). Her husband, Rama, 
would be no other than Indra, and his conflict with 

Ravana, chief of the demons, would represent the Indra-1 
Vritra myth of the Rigveda. This identification is con¬ 
firmed by the name of Ravana’s son being Indrajit, 

^'’'Conqueror of Indra," or Indra^atru, “Foe of Indra," 

E^The latter being actually an epithet of Vritra in the Rig- 

%veda, Ravana's most notable feat, the rape of Sita, has 
prototype in the stealing of the cows recovered by 

j’lindra. Hanumat, the chief of the monkeys and Rama’s 
l^lly in the recovery of Sita, is the son of the wind-god, 

gwith the patronymic Maruti, and is described as flying .;, 

i^tmdreds of leagues through the air to find Sita. Hence 
ph' his figure perhaps survives a reminiscence of Indra's ; 
itiillance with the Maruts in his conflict with Vritra, and i 
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the dog Sarama, who, as Indra’s messenger, crosses 

waters of the Rasa and tracks the cows. Sarama 
^ V 

■recurs as the name of a demoness who consoles Sita in 
• her captivity. The name of Hanumat being Sanskrit, the 
..character is probably not borrowed from the aborigines. 

As Hanumat is at the present day the tutelary deity of 
village settlements all over India, Prof. Jacobi’s surmise 
that he must have been connected with agriculture, 

and may have been a genius of the monsoon, has some 
probability. 

The main story of theJ?dmrj'am begins with an account 
of the city of Ayodhya under the rule of the mighty 
King Dacaratha, the sons of whose three wives, Kau9alya, 
KaikeyT, and Sumitra, are Rama, Bharata, and Laksh- 
mana respectively. RSina is married to Sita, daughter 
of Janaka, king of Videha. Dacaratha, feeling the 
approach of old age, one day announces in a great 

' assembly that he desires to make Rama heir-apparent, 
; an announcement received with general rejoicing be- 
^ cause of Rama’s great popularity. Kaikeyl, meanwhile, 

wishing her son Bharata to succeed, reminds the king 
..that he had once offered her the choice of two boons, 
'^f which she had as yet not availed herself. When 

Da9aratha at last promises to fulfil whatever she may 
i'desire, Kaikeyi requests him t(r appoint Bharata his 
^successor, and to banish Rama lor fourteen years. The 

ijeing, having in vain implored her to retract, passes a 
J$Ieepless night. Next day, when the solemn consecra- 
|t|on of Rama is to take place, Da9aratha sends for his 

and informs him of his fate. Rama receives the..; 
I'riews calmly and prepares to obey his father's com-j 
|ipand as his highest duty. Sita and Lakshinana resolve.;. 

his fortunes, and accompany him in his exjlft;: 
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The aged king, overcome with grief at parting from hi;- 
son, withdraws from Kaikeyi, and passing the remainder 
of his days with Rama’s mother, Kaucalya, finally dies 
lamenting for his banished son. Rama has meanwhile 
lived peacefully and happily with Sita and his brother in 

the wild forest cf Dandaka. On the death of the old 
king, Bharata, who in the interval has lived with the 
parents of his mother, is summoned to the throne. Re¬ 

fusing the succession with noble indignation, he sets out 
for the forest in order to bring Rama back to Ayodhya. 
Rama, though much moved by his brother’s request, 
declines to return because he must fulfil his vow of exile. 
Taking off his gold-embroidered shoes, he gives them to 
Bharata as a sign that he hands over his inheritance to 
him. Bharata returning to Ayodhya, places Rama’s shoes 
on the throne, and keeping the royal umbrella over them, 
holds council and dispenses justice by their side. 

Rama now sets about the task of combating the 
formidable giants that infest the Dandaka forest and 
are a terror to the pious hermits settled there. Having, 
by the advice of the sage Agastya, procured the weapons 
of Indra, he begins a successful conflict, in which he 
slays many thousands of demons. Their chief, Ravana, 

enraged and determined on revenge, turns one of his 
followers into a golden deer, which appears to Sita. 

: While Riima and Lakshmana are engaged, at her re- 
; quest, in pursuit of it, Rfivana in the guise of an ascetic 

approaches Sita, carries her off by force, and wounds 

• ' the vulture Jatayu, which guards her abode. RSma on 
I his return is seized with grief and despair ; but, as life 

I'is burning the remains of the vulture, a voice froth 
i^the pyre proclaims to him how he can conquer his 
^j^foes and recover his wife. He now proceeds to con- 
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elude a solemn alliance with the chiefs of the monkeys, 
Hanumat and Sugriva. With the help of the latter, 

Rama slays tlie terrible giant Bali. Hanumat mean¬ 
while crosses from the mainland to the island of Lanka, 
the abode of Ravana, in search of Sita. Here he finds 

her wandering sadly in a grove and announces to her 
that deliverance is at hand. After slaying a number of 

demons, he returns and reports his discovery to Rama. 

A plan of campaign is now arranged. The monkeys 
having miraculously built a bridge from the continent 
to Lanka with the aid of the god of the sea, Rama 
leads his army across, slays Ravana, and wins back Sita. 
After she has purified herself from the suspicion of in¬ 
fidelity by ihe ordeal of fue, Rama joyfully returns with 

her to Ayodhya, where he reigns gloriously in associa¬ 
tion with his faithful brother Bharata, and gladdens his 
subjects with a new golden age. 

Such in bare outline is the main story of the Rdtm~ 
yatia. By the addition of the first and last books Val- 
miki’s epic has in the following way been transformed 

into a poem meant to glorify the god Vishnu. Ravana, 
having obtained from Brahma the boon of being in¬ 

vulnerable to gods, demigods, and demons, abuses his 
immunity in so terrible a manner that the gods are re¬ 
duced to despair. Bethinking themselves at last that 

Ravana had in his arrogance forgotten to ask that he 
should not be wounded by men, they implore Vi^hnii 
to allow himself to be born as a man for the destruction 

of the demon. Vishnu, consenting, is born as Ram% 
and accomplishes the task. At the end of the?ievenf^ 

' book Brahma and the other gods come to RSma, piv 
j^homage to him, and proclaim that he is really Vishpjjt; 

glorious lord of the discus.” The belief here 
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pressed that Rama is an incarnation of Vishnu, the 

highest god, has secured to the hero of our epic the 
worship of tlie Hindus down to the present day. That 
belief, forming the fundamental doctrine of the religious 
system of Ramanuja in the twelfth and of Ramananda 

in the fourteenth century, has done much to counteract 
the spread of the degrading superstitions and impurities 
of (Jivaism both in the South and in the North of India. 

The Rduiayaua contains several interesting episodes, 
though, of course, far fewer than the Mahdbhdrata. One 
of them, a thoroughly Indian story, full of exaggera¬ 
tions and impossibilities, is the legend, told in Book I., 
of the descent of the Ganges, It relates how the sacred 
river was brought down from heaven to earth in order 
to purify the remains of the 60,000 sons of King Sagara, 
who were reduced to ashes by the sage Kapila when 

his devotions were disturbed by them. 
Another episode (i. 52-65) is that of Vitvamitra, a 

powerful king, who comes into conflict with the great sage 
Vasishtha by endeavouring to take away his miraculous 
cow by force. Vievamitra then engages in mighty pen¬ 
ances, in which he resists the seductions of beautiful 
nymphs, and which extend over thousands of years, 

till he finally attains Brahmanhood, and is reconciled 
with his rival, Vasishtha. 

The short episode which relates the origin of the 

^loka^ metre is one of the most attractive and poetical. 
Valmiki in his forest hermitage is preparing to describe 
■ybrthily the fortunes of Riima. While he-is watching 

4 fond ’pair of birds on the bank of the river, the male 
is suddenly shot by a hunter, and falls dead on the 
•ti'bund, weltering in his blood. Vfilmlki, deeply touched ■ 
by, jhe grief of the bereaved female, involuntarily utters/ 
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words lamenting the death of her mate and threatening 
^Vengeance on the wicked murderer. But, strange to 
;tell, his utterance is no ordinary speech and flows in 
;a melodious stream. As he wanders, lost in thought, 
' towards his hut, Brahma appears and announces to the 

poet that he has unconsciously created the rhythm of 
the qloka metre. The deity then bids him compose in 

this measure the divine poem on the life and deeds of 
Rama. This story may have a historical significance, 

for it indicates with some probability that the classical 
form of the qloka was first fixed by ValmTki, the author 
of the original part of the Ramdyana, 

The epic contains the following verse foretelling its 
everlasting fame;— 

As h’/ty iis inouiif't’it r r/ip-s s.'and 

And rivers fliav upon the eortk : 

So ioni^ will /his Romoyiiijii 

Survh'e upon /he lips of men. 

This jnophecy has been }icrhaps even more abun¬ 
dantly fulfilled'Jhan the well-known prediction of 

Hoi'acc. No prodiict of Sanskrit literature has enjoyed 
a greater popularity in India down to the present day 
than the Rdindyaua. Its story furnishes the subject of 

many other Sanskrit poems as well as plays, and still 
delights, from the lips of reciters, the hearts of myriads 
of the Indian people, as at the great annual Rama 

festival held at Benares. It has been translated into 
many Indian vernaculars. Above all, it inspired the' 
greatest poet of raediieval Hindustan, Tulsi Das, to cora-^ 
;pose in Hindi his version of the epic entitled, 

Charit dldnas, whicli, with its ideal standard of virtue^ 
and purity, is a kind of bible to a hundred millions of| 
the people of Northern India. 



CHAPTER XI 

KAVYA OR COURT EPIC 

{Circa 200 b.c.-iiqo a.D.) 

The real history of the Kavya, or artificial epic poetry of 
India, does not begin till the first half of the seventh cen- ■ 
tury A.D.,with the reign of King Harsha-vardhana of Than- . 
e9ar and Kanauj (606-648), who ruled over the whole of 
Northern India, and under whose patronage Bana wrote 
his historical romance, Harskn-charila, and other works. , 
The date of no Kavya before this landmark has as yet 
been fixed with certainty. One work, however, which 
is dominated by the Kavya style, the Brih/itsanjihita of ■ 
the astronomer Varahamihira, can without hesitation be 
assigned to the middle of the sixth century. But as to 
the date of the most famous classical poets, Kalidasa, 
Subandhu, Bharavi, Guuadhya, and others, we have no , 
historical authority. The most definite statement that 
can be made about them is that their fame was widely 
diffused by about 600 A.D., as is attested by the way in, 
which their names are mentioned in Bana and in an ' 
inscription of 634 a.d. Some of them, moreover, like:: 
Gunadhya, to whose work Subandhu repeatedly alludes,; 
must certainly belong to a much earlier time. The; 

. s^ant^ materials supplied by the poets themselves, which-;, 
^mjght help to determine their dates, are difficult to utilise;., 
because the history of India, both political and social;,; 

3«8 
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.^qtiring the first five centuries of our era, ib stili involved 
«ih obscurity. 

With regard to the age of court poetry in general, 
iSve have the important literary evidence of the quota- ’ 
■ tions in Patanjali’s Mahabhashya, which show that Kavya 
’. flourished in his day, and must have been developed 
; 'before the beginning of our era. Several of these quoted 
verses are composed in the artificial metres of the 
classical poetry, while the h.t.xo\c amishtubh ^lokas agree 
in matter as well as form, not with the popular, but with 
the court epics. 

We further know that Aevaghosha’s Buddlta-c/iarita, 

■or “Doings of Buddha,’ was translated into Chinese 
between 414 and 421 .t-D. riiis work not only calls 

’ itself a mahakd"<ya, or “great court epic,” but is actually 
written in the Kavya style. A(;:VA(jHOSHA was, accord¬ 
ing to the Buddhist tradition, a contemporary of King 
Kanishka, and would, thus belong to the first century 
A.D. In any case, it is evident that his poem could not 
have been composed later than between 350 and 400 
A.D. The mere fact, too, that a Buddhist monk thus 

■ early conceived the plan of writing the legend of Buddha 
according to the rules of the classical Sanskrit epic 
shows how popular the Brahmanical artificial poetry 

-must have become, at any rate by the fourth century 
A.D., and probably long before. 

The progress of epigraphic research during the last ; 
" quarter of a century has begun to shed considerable light, 
on the history of court poetry during the dark age em-J 
bracing the first five centuries of our era. Mr. J'leet’s’i 
third volume of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum co^^=^ 
rains no fewer than eighteen inscriptions of importan^^r; 
i|i this respect. These are written mostly in verse,.,fair 
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partly also in elevated prose. They cover a period^ 61 
two centuries, from about 350 to 550 A.D. Most of them 
employ the Gupta era, beginning A.D. 319, and first used 
by Chandragupta II., named Vikramaditya, whose in= 
scriptions and coins range from A.r). 400 to 413. A few 
of them employ the Malava era, the earlier name of the 
Vikrama era, which dates from 57 B.c. Several of these 
inscriptions are pni^astis or panegyrics on kings. An 
examination of them proves that the poetical style pre¬ 
vailing in the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries did not 
differ from that of the classical Kavyas which have been 

preserved. Samudragupta, the second of the Gupta line, 
who belongs to the second half of the fourth century, 
\v.as, we learn, himself a poet, as well as a supporter of 

poets. Among the latter was at least one, by name 
Harishena, who in his panegyric on his royal patron, 
which consists of some thirty lines (nine stanzas) of 

poetry and about an equal number of lines of prose, 
shows a mastery of style rivalling that of Kalidasa and 
Dandin. In agreement with the rule of all the Sanskrit 

treatises on poetics, his prose is full of inordinately long 
compounds, one of them containing more than 120 
syllables. In his poetry he, like Kalidasa and others, 

follows the Vidarbha style, in which the avoidance of 
long compounds is a leading characteristic. In this 
style, which must have been fully developed by A.D. 300, 
is also written an inscription by Virasena, the minister 

^>of Chandragupta II., Samudnagupta’s successor. 
A very important inscription dates from the year 529, 

i of the Malava (Vikrama) era, or a.d. 473. It consists of- 

fa poem of no fewer than forty-four stanzas (containing: 
150 metrical lines), composed by a poet named Vat- 

|sabhatti, to commemorate the consecration of a temple 
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of.the sun at Dacapura (now Manclasor). A detailed, 

examination of this inscription not only leads to the con¬ 
clusion that in the fifth century a rich Kfivya literature 
must have existed, but in particular shows that the poem 
has several affinities with Kalidasa’s writings. The latter 
fact renders it probable that Vatsabhatti, a man of 
inferior poetic talent, who professes to have produced 
his work with effort, knew and utilised the poems of 
Kalidasa. The reign of Chandragupta Vikrainaditya II., 
at the beginning of the fifth century A.D., therefore 
seems in the meantime the most probable approximate 
date for India's greatest poet. 

Besides the cpigraphic evidence of the Gupta period, 
we have two important literary prose insxriptions of con¬ 
siderable length, one from Girnar and the other from 
Nasik, both belonging to the second century A.l). They 
show that even then there existed a prose Kavya style 
which, in general clraracter and in many details, re¬ 
sembled th.at of the classical tales and romances. For 
they not only employ long and frequent compounds, but 
also the ornaments of alliteration and various kinds of 
simile and metaphor. Their use of poetical figures is, 
however, much less frequent and elaborate, occasionally 
lot going beyond the simplicity of the popular epic. 
They are altogether less artificial than the prose parts^ 
jf Harishena’s Kiivya, and d fortiori than the works of 
Dandin, Subandhii, and Bana. From the Girnar in-, 
icription it appears that its author must have been ac- 
luainted with a theory of poetics, that metrical KavyaS'l 
ionforraing to tht* rules of the Vidarbha style wer©>comn: 
»osed in his day, and that poetry of this kind was culti i 

’ated at the courts of princes then as in later times, i. B 
•4nnot be supposed that Kavya literature was a new ipye 
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tion of the second century; it must, on thie contrary; fiavS 

passed through a lengthened development before thaf 
time. Thus epigraphy not merely confirms the evidence 
of the Mahabhashya that artificial court poetry originated. ■ 
before the commencement of our era, but shows that"; 
that poetry continued to be cultivated throughout the 
succeeding centuries. 

Tliese results of the researches of the late Professor 
BUhler and of Mr. Fleet render untenable Professor Max 

Muller’s well-known theory of the renaissance of Sanskrit 
literature in the sixth century, which was set forth by 
that scholar with his usual brilliance in India, what can 

it Teach us ? and which held the field for several years. 
Professor Max Muller’s preliminary assertion that the 

Indians; in consequence of the incursions of the Qakas 
(Scythians) and other foreigners, ceased from literary 
activity during the first two centuries A.D., is refuted by 

the evidence of the last two inscriptions mentioned above. 
Any such interruption of intellectual life during that 
period is, even apart from epigraphical testimony, ren¬ 
dered highly improbable by other considerations. The 
Scythians, in the first place, permanently subjugated 

. only about one-fifth of India ; for their dominion, which 

does not appear to have extended farther east than 
Mathura (Muttra), was limited to the Panjab, Sindh, 

■ Gujarat, R.ajputana, and the Central Indian Agency. 

The conquerors, moreover, rapidly became Hinduised, 

;:Most of them already had Indian names in the second 
generation. One of them, Ushabhadata (the Sanskrit 
ilishabhadatta), described his exploits in an inscrip- 

:;tion composed in a mixture of Sanskrit and Prakrii 

j^Xanishka himself (78 A.D.), as well as his successors 
Wiis a patron of Buddhism ; and national Indian archlj 
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?lure and sculpture attained a high development at 
^thiira under these rulers. When the invaders thus 
nidly acquired the civiIi':at!on of the comparatively 
liall portion of India they conquered, there is no 

eason to assume the suppression of literary activity in 

hat part of the counti y, much less in India as a whole. 
The main thesis of Professor Max Miilier is, that in 

he middle of the sixth century a.d. the reign of a King 

^^ikramaditya of Ujjain, with w'hom tradition connected 
he names of Kalidasa and other distinguished authors, 
vas tire golde age of Indian court poetry. This 
enaissance theory is based on Fergusson’s ingenious 
hronological hypothesis that a supposed King Vikrama 
»f Ujjain, having expelled the Scythians from India, 
u commemoration of his victory founded the Vikrama 
ra in 544 a.d., dating its commencement hack 600 

ears to 57 H.c. The epigraphical researches of Mr. 
•’leet have destroyed -Fergusson s hypothesis. From 
lese researches it results that the Vikrama era of 57 B.C., 

sr from having been founded in 544 A.D., had already 

een in use for more than a century previously under 
le name of the M.ilava era (which came to be called 

le Vikrama era about 800 a.d.). It further appears 
lat no Caka.s (Scythians) could have been driven out 

Western India in the middle of the sixth century, 
!Cause that country had already been conquered by 

e Guptas more than a hundred years before. Lastly, 

turns out that, though other foreign conquerors, the.. 
urias, were actually expelled from Western India in 

first half of the sixth century, they were driven out, i 
by a Vikramaditya, but by a king named Ya<;6-5 

rtnan Vishnuvardhana. i 

t’hus the great King Vikramaditya vanishes frolT* 
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the historical ground of the sixth century into 
realm of myth. With Vikramaditya an often-quote^ 
but ill-authenticated verse occurring in a work of the 
sixteenth century associates Dhanvantari, Kshapanaka, 
Amarasimha, Varrihamiliira, and Vararuchi as among 

; the " nine gems " of his court. With tlie disappearance 
of Vikraina from the sixth century A.D. this verse has 
lost all chronological validity with reference to the 

date of the authors it enumerates; it is even inad¬ 
missible to conclude from such legendary testimony 
that they were contemporaries. Even though one of 
them, Varahamihira, actually does belong to the sixth 
century, each of them can now only be placed ,in.| 

the sixth century separately and by other argumenr • 
Apart from the mythical Vikramaditya, there is ndl, 
no reason to suppose that court poetry attained | 

special development in that century, for Harishenaj 
paneygyric, and some other epigraphic poems of thVv 
Gupta period, show that it flourished greatly at leas^ 
two hundred years earlier. 

None of the other arguments by which it hasi 
been attempted to place Kalid.asa separately in the 
sixth century have any cogency. One of the chiefs 

of these is derived from the explanation given by,.;, 
i the fourteenth - century commentator, Mallinatha, ofi; 
' the word dipiaga, “world-elephant,” occurring in thq^^C 

' iqth stanza of K.ilidasa’s Meghaduta. He sees in it 

.*fa punning allusion to Dignaga, a hated rival of the 

poet. This explanation, to begin with, is extremely 

“^dubious in itself. Then it is uncertain whether Malli- 
j|hatha means the Buddhist teacher Dignaga. Thirdly; 

.yjiittie weight can be attached to the Buddhistic tradition 

th^t ^ of Vasubandhu, for 
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is not found till the sixtecntn century. 

Mttlily, the assertion that Vasubanrlliu beIonj<s to 
B"*sixth century depends ebiefly .\n the Vikrarafiditya 
^ory, and is opposed to Chinese evidence, which in- 

••ates that works of Vasubandhn were translated in 

i). 404. Thus every link in the chain of this argument 
very weak. 
The other main argument is that Kalidasa must have 

/ed after Aryabhata (a.d. 499), because he shows a 
lowledge of the scientific astronomy borrowed from 

mR Greeks. But it has been shown by Dr. Thibaut 
it an Indian astronomical treatise, inidoubtedly 

SKitten under Greek intlucnce, the Rontaka Siddhanta, 
igiioldcr than Aryabhata, and cannot be placed later 

i^iih A.D. 400. It may he. added that a passage of 

IfflEdasa’s Raghuvain^a (xiv, 40) has been erroneously 
^^iiced in support of the astronomical argument, as 

^^iying that eclipses of the nunm are due to the 
-lijow of the earth : it really refers only to the spots 

- ‘hie moon as caused, in accordance with the doctrine 

he Puranas, by a reflection of the earth. 
Thus there is, in the present state of our knowledge, 

!pd reason to suppose that Kfdidasa lived not in the 
,ixth, but in the beginning of the fifth century a.d. 
ihe question of his age, however, is not likely to be 

definitely solved till the language, the style, and the, 
noetical technique of each of his works have been 
ainulely investigated, in comparison with datable epi-;: 
■aphic documents, as well as with the rules given by,. 

=ie oldest Sanskrit treatises on poetics. 
As the popular epic poetry of the MaMbharatt: 

vs: the chief source of the Puranas, so the Rdmdydt^. 
earliest artificial epic, was succeeded, though if 
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a long interval of time, by a number of Kavyas i 
ing from the fifth to the tvi^elfth century. While it 
old epic poetry form is subordinated to matter, it 
primary importance in the Kavyas, the matter be< 
ing more and more merely a means for the displa 

tricks of style. The later the author of a Kavya is 
more he seeks to win the admiration of his audis 
by the cleverness of his conceits and the ingenuit 
his diction, appealing always to the head rather • 

the heart. Even the very best of the Kavyas were c 
posed in more strict conformity with fixed rules t 
the poetry of any other country. For not only is 
language dominated by the grammatical rules of Pai 
but tlie style is regulated by the elaborate laws al 
various forms of alliteration and figures of speech 

down in the treatises on poetics. 
The two most important Kavyas are Kalidasa’s 

vamqa and Kunidra-sambJiava, both distinguished 
independence of treatment as well as considen 
poetical beauty. They have several stanzas in c< 

mon, many others which offer but slight variations, ; 
a large number of passages which, though differing 

e.xpression, are strikingly analogous in thought, 
both poems, too, the same metre is employed to 
scribe the same situation. In both poems each ca 

; is, as a rule, composed in one metre, but changes \v 

:the beginning of the new canto. The prevailing met 
iare the classical form of the anushtubh and the upaj, 

development of the Vedic trishtubh. 

;The Raghuvaviqa, or “ Race of Raghu," which consi 

*pjF nineteen cantos, describes'the life of Rama togetl 
4^ith an account of his forefathers and successors. T 

fii^lt . iiine cantos deal with his nearest four ancestb 
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lining with Dillpa and his son Raghu. The story 

occupies the nexf six (x.-xv.), aud agrees pretty 
pely with that in the Rdmivfiti'r of Valmiki, whom 

~iid^a here (xv. 41) speaks ot as “ the first poet." 

ae following two cantos are concerned with the 
•ee nearest descendants of Rama, while the last two 
n through the remainder of twenty-four kings who 

igned in Ayodhya as his descendants, ending rather 
■>ruptly with the death of the voluptuous King Agni- 
-ma. The names of these successors of Kama agree 

osely with those in the list given in the Vishnu-purdna. 
^The narrative in the Raghuvam^a moves with some 
^dity, not being too much impeded by long dc- 

iUons, it abounds with apt and striking similes 
^^ontains much genuine poctr\", while the style, 

^jKavya, is simple, though many passages are un- 
too artificial for the European taste. The 

>wing stanza, sung by a bard whose duty it is to 
cen the king in the morning (v. 75), may serve as a 
■ iimen— 

The flovfrs in thee presented droop ami fade, 
Tfie lamps have lost the wreath of rays they shed. 

Thy sweet-voiced parrot, in his cage confined. 
Repeats the call we sound to waken thee. 

More than twenty commentaries on the Raghuvamqa 
%re known. The most famous is the Sainjlvani of 

•vJallinatha, who explains every word of the text, and 
.'ho has the great merit of endeavouring to find out 
•-.d preserve the readings of the poet himself. He kuny 

number of eai Her commentaries, among whj^h h|i 
-mes with approval those of Dakshinavarta and Nath^ 

5?- latter no longer exist. Among the other ext^l 

itnentaries may be mentioned the Subodhinif ficgci 



posed by Dinakara Mi'gra in 1385, arid the <piguMauhint, 

by a Jain named CharitravardRana, of which Diriakara’| 

work appears to be an epitome. ^ 

The Kttmdra-sainbhava, or the Birth of the War- 

god/' consists, when complete, of seventeen cantos. 

The first seven are entirely devoted to the court- 

ship and wedding of the god (^iva and of Parvatl^ 
daughter of Himalaya, the parents of tlie youthful god. - 

This fact in itself indicates that description is the \ 

prevailing characteristic of the poem. It abounds in/ 

that poetical miniature painting in which lies the chiefi 

literary strength of the Indian. Affording the poet free 

scope for the indulgence of his rich and original imaginai 

tive powers, it is conspicuous for w'ealth of illustratioiy 

The following rendering of a stanza in the Viyoginl mett : 

(in which lines of ten and eleven syllables ending iamn ! 

cally alternate) may serve as a specimen. The 

shows how the duty of a wife following her husband ii.| 

death is exemplified even by objects in Nature poetically 

conceived as spouses— 

After the Lord of Night the moonlight goes., 

Along with the cloud the lightning is dissolved; 

Wives ever follow in their husband^ path; 
Even things bereft of sense obey this law. 

Usually the first seven cantos only are to be found iti 

the printed editions, owing to the excessively erotic 

character of the remaining ten. The poem conclude? 

,.With an account of the destruction of the demon Tarakaj 

. the object for which the god of war was born. . " 

' \^pre than twenty commentaries on the Kumard' 

yantbhava have been preserved. Several of them are by 

the same authors, notably Mallinatha, as those on tht 

tiaghuvanit^a. 



kAvyas ^^9: 

IMe subject-matter of the later Kuvyas, which is ■ 
^ed from the two great epics, becomes more and 
f^e mixed up with lyric, erotic, and didactic elements, 

iis increasingly regarded as a means for the display of 
tborate conceits, till at last nothing remains but bora- 

st and verbal jugglery. The lihatti-kdvya, written 
1 Valabhl under King Cndharasena, probably in the 
yenth century, and ascribed by various commentators (■‘’'e poet and grammarian Bhartrihari (died 651 A.D.), 

in 22 cantos with the story of Rama, but only with 

bject of illustrating the forms of Sanskrit grammar, 
he Kimidrjumyn descrilies, in eighteen cantos, the 
)at, lirst narrated m llie Miikdbhdrata,\iii\.v;e.Qx\ ^iva, 

j guise of a Kiriiia or mountaineer, and Arjuna. It 
bt have been composed later than the sixtii century, 

^author, Bharavi, is mentioned in an inscription of 
A.D. 'Phe fifteenth caibo of this poem contains 
imber of stanzas illustrating all kinds of verbal , 
like those described in Daudin’s Kdvydiiari^a. Thus 

' stanza (14) contains no consonant but n (excepting, 

at the end);’ while each half-linc in a subsequent 
■j (25), if its syllables be read backwards, is identical ■ 
h the other half."'® 

The (g'iqupdln-vadhaf or “Death of Cigupala,” describes, i 
twenty cantos, how' that prince, son of a king of Chedi, 

•d cousin of Krisluia, was slain by Vishnu. Having; 

en composed by the poet Magua, it also goes by the\ 
^me of .Mdgha-kdvya. It probably dates from the niuth,’( 
nd must undoubtedly have been composed before thc^ 
iid of the tenth century. The nineteenth cantOi,is ftilT 

* A’a nmumunno nunnont nana nandnana. nanu 
Nunno 'nunno nanunneno itdnena nunnanunnanuU 

* Dtvakanini k&vade, &c. 
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fbf metrical puzzles, some of a highly complex charactei 
{e.g. 29). It contains an example.of a stanza (34) which 
if read backwards, is identical with the preceding on« 

read in the ordinary way. At the same time this Kavyr 
is, as a whole, by no means lacking in poetical beautie;. 
and striking thoughts. 

The Naiskadhlya (also called Naishadha-charita), in 
twenty-two cantos, deals with the story of Nala, king ol 

Nishada, the well-known episode of the Mahdbharata 

It was composed by ^riharsha, who belongs to the latter 
half of the twelfth century. 

These six artificial epics are recognised as Mahd- 
kdvyas, or “ Great Poems,” and have all been commented 
on by Mallinatha. The characteristics of this higher clas‘ 

are . set forth by Damlin in his Kdrydddr^a, or ** Mirra 
of Poetry " (i. 14-19). Their subjects must be derivet 

from epic story (iiihdsa), they should be extensive, ane 

ought to be embellished with descuiptions of cities, seas 
mountains, seasons, sunrise, weddings, battles fought bj\ 
the hero, and so forth. 

An extensive Mahakavya, in fifty cantos, is the Hara- 
vijaya, or “Victory of Qiva," by a Kashmirian poet named 
Ratnakara, who belongs to the ninth century. 

Another late epic, narrating the fortunes of the same 
rhero as the Naishadhiya, is the Nalodaya, or “ Rise of 

■ Nala,” which describes the rcstoratif)n to power of King 

.;Nala after he had lost his all. Though attributed to 

JKalidasa, it is unmistakably the product of a much later 
|b.ge. The chief aim of the author is to show off liisi 

l^skill iij, the manipulation of the most varied and artificial 

i^etres, as well as all the elaborate tricks of style exhibited 

^ the latest Kavyas. R1 lyme even is introduced, and that^ 
;H66, not only at the end of, but within metrical lines. 
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ne reSfty epic material is but scantily U eated, narrative ” 
aKhg way for long descriptions and lyrical effusions, 
iius the second and longf^st of the four cantos of the 
>em is purely lyrical, describing only Ifie bliss of the 
jwly-wedded pair, with all kinds of irrelevant additions. 

The culmination of artificiality is attained by the 
aghava-pandavlya, a poem composed by Kaviraja, who 
'rhaps flourished about A.n. 800. It celebrates simul- 
ueously the actions of Raghava or Riima and of the 

^ndava princes. The composition is so arranged that by 
l^ use of ambiguous words and phrases the story of BRdviayaua and the Mahdhhnrata is told at one and the 

e time. The same words, according to the sense in 
il^h they are understood, narrate the events of each 

A tour deforce of tiiis kind is doubtless unique 
literatures of the world, Kaviraja has, however, 

lifdi imitators in India itself, 
Mahakavya whi«h is as yet only known in MS. is 

M ’Wavusd/uisehti'a-charitd, a poem celebrating the doings 
r^avasahasanka, otherwise Sindhurrija, a king of Mal- 

aiid composed by a poet named Padmagupta, who; 
d about 1000 A,D. It consists of eighteen cantos, 

•itaining over 1500 stanzas in Jiineteen different 
dres. The poet refrains from the employment of 
.irical tricks; but he greatly impedes the progress of 

narrative by introducing interminable speeches and 
ig-windcd descriptions. ? 

. We may mention, in conclusion, that there is also an;: 
-vie in Prakrit which is attributed to Kalidasa. This is- 

Seiu-dandko, “Building of the Bridge,” or E^.vartq% 
“Death of Ravana,” which relates the story 

^a. It is supposed to have been composed by 

building of a bridge of bor 
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across the Vitasta (Jhelum) by Iting PravaraWna'« 
Kashmir. 

There are a few prose romances dating from tl 
sixth and seventh centuries, which being classed ; 
Kavyas by the Sanskrit writers on poetics, may be mei 

tioned in this place. The abundant use of immen: 
compounds, which of course makes them very difficu 
reading, is an essential characteristic of the style of the: 

works. As to their matter, they contain but little actio 
consisting largely of scenes which are strung together 1 

a meagre thread of narrative, and are made the occasic 
of lengthy descriptions full of long strings of compai 
sons and often teeming with puns. In spite, howevc 
of.their highly artificial and involved style, many real 
poetical thoughts may be found embedded in what to tl 

European taste is an unattractive setting. 
The Daqa-kumdra-charita, or " Adventures of the T« 

Princes,” contains stories of common life and reflects 
corrupt state of .society. It is by Dandin, and probab 
dates from the sixth century A.D. Vdsavadattf 
SUBANDHU, relates the popular story of the IiJ 

: Vasavadatta, princess of UjjayinI, and Udayana, kifn 
iVatsa. It was probably wi'itten quite at the beginning! 

seventh century. Slightly later is Bana’s Kddamba 
Ta poetical romance narrating the fortunes of a prince 

;^f that name. Another work of a somewhat similar chara 

!;|er by the same author is the Hanha-c/iarita, a roman 
eight chapters, in which Buna attempts to give soi 

lapepunt of the life of King Harshavardhana of Kanai 

p!’here4s, however, but little narrative. Thus in twenty-fi 

Ipages of the eighth chapter there are to be found fi 
li’png descriptions, extending on the average to two pags 

,s^y nothing of shorter ones. There is, for instan? 
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"a, Jprig disquisition, covering four pages, and full of ■ 
i;strings of comparisons, about the miseries of servitude. 
1A servant, “ like a painted I-ow, isfi: r over bent in the one 
act of distending a string of imaginary virtues, but there 
is no force in him ; like a heap of dust-sweepings 

■ gathered by a broom, he carries off toilet-leavings; 
' like the meal oflered to the Divine Mothers, he is cast 
out into space even at night; like a pumping machine, 
he has left all weight behind him and bends even for 
water,” and so on. Soon after comes a description, cover- 
tig two pages, of the trees in a forest. This is immedi- 
dely followed by another i>age enumerating the various 
inds of students thronging the wood in order to avail 
■eniselves of the teaching of a great liuddhist sage; 
:ey even include monkeys busily engaged in ritual 
iremonies, devout parrots expounding a Buddhist dic- 

•bnary, owls lecturing on the various births of Buddha, 
and tigers who have' given up eating flesh under the : 
,^ming influence of Buddhist leaching. Next comes a 

describing the sage himself. “He was clad in a' Sy soft red cloth, as if he wore the eastern quarter of ; 
sky bathed in the morning sunshine, teaching the. 

er quarters to assume the red Buddhist attire, while 
jn-ity were flushed with the pure red glow of his body like 
a ruby freshly cut." Soon after comes a long account, 
bristling with puns, of a disconsolate princess lying pros-; 
trate in the wood—“lost in the forest and in thought^; 
bent upon death and the root of a tree, fallen uponf 
calamity and her nurse's bosom, parted from her hqs- 
band and happiness, burned with the fierce siftishim; 
3pd the woes of widowhood, her mouth closed \yf;- 
silence as well as by her hand, and held fast by her/^- 
‘‘linipns as well as by grief. I saw her with her kin r' 



Mount Amrakdta, on whose pea V it Wh.., 3jij.g 

quenching with showers the fores’u||:es; the Narmao^^ 

winding at the foot of the Vindhyfft^|lls; the townv6|i^ 

Vidiga (Bhilsa), and the stream of th '|%ravati (Betwah)^ 

the city of Ujjayini (Ujjain) in tht d of Avanti; thCfji 

sacred region of Kiirukshetra; ’t':!^!|jGanges and the/ 

mountains from which she sprang, with snowfields^ 

till Alaka on Mount Kailasa is finally '’feached. , .’j'l 

In the second half of the poem the Yaksha first de-j 

scribes the beauties of this city and his own dwelling! 

there. Going on to paint in glowang colours the charms of',! 

his wife, her surroundings, and her occupations, he ima-- 

gines her tossing on her couch, sleepless and emaciated, ■ 
through the watches of the night. Then, when her eye- 

rests on the w'indow, the cloud shall proclaim to her witl^'; 

thunder-sound her husband’s message, that he is still - 

alive and ever longs to behold her:— ■; 

In creepers I discern thy form, in eyes of startled hinds thy glances, j 
And in the moon thy lovely face, in feacockd plumes thy shining ■. 

tresses; f 
The sportive frown upon thy brow in flerwingwaieri tiny ripples i 
Bui never in one place combined can I, alas ! behold thy likeness, j 

' But courage, he says; our sorrow will end at last—we, 

shall be re-united— 

And then we will our hearts' desire, grown more intense by], 
separation. 

Enjoy in nights all glorious and bright, with full-orbed autumn^, 
'f i, moonlight. 

Then begging the cloud, after delivering his message,^S 

to return with reassuring news, the exile finally dismissed 

him with the hope that lie may never, even for a mometifi; 

be divided from his lightning spouse. 



^ # expression of emotion, the descriptive 

i^^iflPis very prominent in this fine poem. This is, 
l^r’more true of •& Ritusamhdra, or “Cycle of 
-5c ' Seasons." That little work, which consists of 

i) 53 stanzas in six cantos, and is composed in various 
iietres, is a highly poetical description of the six 

reasons into which classical Sanskrit poets usually 

iivide the Indian year. With glowing descriptions 
' the beauties of Nature, in which erotic scenes 

interspersed, the poet adroitly interweaves the 

' expression of human emotions. Perhaps no other work 
of Kalidasa’s manifests so strikingly the poet’s deep 
^yrApathy with Nature, his keen powers of observation, 

and'his skill in depicting an Indian landscape in vivid 
fcolourr.i 

, . The poem opens with an account of summer. If the 
glow of the sun is then too great during the day, the 
moonlit nights are all the more delightful to lovers. The 
moon, beholding the face of beauteous maidens, is beside, 
itself with jealousy ; then, too, it is that the heart of the 
wanderer is burnt by the fire of separation. Next follows 
a brilliant description of the effects of the heat; the thirst 
or lethargy it produces in serpent, lion, elephant, buffalo^ 
bo^r, gazelle, peacock, crane, frogs, and -fishes; the 
de^lastation caused by the forest fire which devours trees 
utc&shrubs, and drives before it crowds of terror-stricken 
lealts. 

: ffhe close heat is succeeded by the rains, which are 
.iif'punced by the approach of the dark heavy clouds; 
ifiit their banner of lightning and drum of f'uRder,. 

■ rty they move accompanied by ihataku birds, fabled 
j'e e;xclusively on raindrops, till at length they dis;^ ' 
e their water. The wild streams, like wanton gi;'1i5;‘' 



?!grasp in a trice the tottering trees upon their Sairtjk;::. 
;:‘:they rush onwards to the sea. The earth becbi 

covered with young blades of grass, and the forests ck 
themselves with golden buds— 

The mountaws _/il/ the soul with yearning thoughts of love, 
When rain-charged clouds bend dow?t to kiss the toviring roc 
When all around upon their slopes the streams gush down. 
And throngs of peacocks that begin to dance are seen. 

Next comes the autumn, beauteous as a newly-wed 
bride, with face of full-blown lotuses, with robe ^Of su 
cane and ripening rice, with the cry of flamingoes re 
senting the tinkling of her anklets. The graceful ci'ce 
vie w’ith the arms of lovely women, and the\jasn 
showing through the crimson ai^oka blossoms, rivals 

■ dazzling teeth and red lips of smiling maidens. ) 
Winter follows, when the rice ripens, while the 1 

fades and the fields in the morning are covered\ 
rime— 

Then the Priyangu creeper, reaching ripeness. 
Buffeted constantly by chilling breeoes. 
Grows, O Beloved, ever pale and paler. 
Like lonely maiden from her lover parted. 

This is the time dear to lovers, whose joys the 
describes in glowing colours. 

In the cold season a fire and the mild rays of 
sun are pleasant. The night does n(*t attract lo 

rr^w, for the moonbeams are cold and the light of 
l^ars is pale. 
g The poet dwells longest on the delights of spring 
past the six seasons. It is then that maidens, 
^arnikdra flowers on their ears, with red a^oka bloss; 
l^nd sprays of jasmine in their locks, go to meet 
lff||jy|ers. Then the hum of intoxicated bees is heard, 



^^ote ofIhdiah cuckoo; then the blossoms of the 
: m^lbgo-tree are seen : these arc the sharp arrows where- 

._:^Kth the god of the flowery bow enflaines the hearts of 

'Maidens to love. 
• A lyric poem of a very artificial character, and con- 

Ssisting of only twenty-two stanzas, is the Ghata-karpara, 

pr “ Potsherd,” called after the author’s name, which is 

rworked into the last verse. The date of the poet is 
unknown. He is mentioned as one of the “nine gems ” 

at the court of the mythical Vikramaditya in the verse 
-already mentioned. 

The Chauj-a-pnnc/ui^ikd, or " Kifty Stanzas of tJie Thief,” 
is a lyrical pcjciii which contains many beauties. Its 

author was tlie Kashmirian Bilhanu, who belongs to the 

later half of the eleventh century. According to the 
romantic tradition, this poet secretly enjoyed the love of 

a princess, and when found out was condemned to death. 

He tiiereupon conip>.j*icd fifty stanzas, each beginning 
with the words “Even iicnv I remember,” in which he 

describes with glowing enthusiasm the joys of love he 
had e.\perienccd. Their etfect on the king was so great 

that he forgave the poet and bestowed on him the hand 

^ of his daughter. 

The main bulk of the lyrical creations of mediieval 
^,^dia are not connected poems of considerable length,, 

®^'bt consist of that miniature painting which, as with a few 

wpkeSf depicts an amatory situation or sentiment in 
gjngle stanza of four lines. Tlrese lyrics arc in many ' 

jjapaects cognate to the sententious poetry which th<|*' 
■|iPi|ans cultivated with such eminent success! Bt«rin^^ 

^lo H'lce of great wealtli of observation and depth.; 

p I feling, they are often drawn by a master-hantiv 

I of them are in matter and form gems of perijic.: 



5;beauty. Some of their charm is, however, .io§t'ii.Vti 
iation owing to the impossibility of reproducing 

elaborate metres employed in the original. Sev 

Sansh^it poets composed collections of these mini'a 

lyrics. 

The most eminent of these authors is Bhaktkih 
grammarian, philosopher, and poet in one. Only 

literary training of India could make such a comb 

tion possible, and even there it has hardly a pan 

Bhartrihari lived in the first half of the seventh cent 

The Chinese traveller 1 Tsing, who spent more i 

twenty years in India at the end of that century, 

cords that, having turned Buddhist monk, the 

again became a layman, and fluctuated altogether sc 

times between the monastery and the world. Bhartri 

blamed himself for, but could not overcome, his in¬ 

stancy. He wrote three centuries of detached stai 

Of the first and last, which are sententious in chara- 
there will be occasion to say something later. ( 

the' second, entitled Qringdra-qatakn, or “Centur' 

^ Love,” deals with erotic sentiment. Here Bhartrihai 

graceful and meditative verse, shows himself to be 

^acquainted both with the charms of women and 

jthe arts by which they captivate the hearts of i 
^Who, he asks in one of these miniature poems, is 

lulled with yearning thoughts of love in spring, v 

Ijhe air swoons with the scent of the mango bios 

|arid is filled with the hum of bees intoxicated 

®pney? In another he avers that none can resist 
pcharsKS of lotus-eyed maidens, not even learned i 

^.'^hose utterances about renouncing love are mere 

I'^Srds. The poet himself laments that, when his bel< 

;p':|'avii^y, the brightness*goes out of his life— 



•Beside the lamp, the flaming hearth. 

In light of stm or moon and stars. 

Without my dear onds lustrous eyes 

This •u'ofld is wholly dark to me. 

At the same time he warns the unwary against reflecting 
oyer-much on femaJe beauty— 

Let not thy thoughts, O Wanderer, 

Roam in that forest, woman's form ; 

For there a robber nier lurks. 

Ready to strike—the God of 1 ./we. 

In another stanza the Indian Cupid appears as a 
fisherman, who, casting on the ocean of this world a 

hook called woman, quickly catches men as fishes eager 

for the bait of ruddy lips, and bakes them in the fire of 
love. 

Strange are the contradictions in which the poet 
finds himself involved Jay loving a maiden— 

Rcmcmbit <l :he hut euusts pain; 

.It sight of her my madness grows ; 

When touched, s^ie makes my senses reel: ■ 

How, pray, can such a7i one be loved f 

So towards the end of the Century the poet’s heart 
legins to turn from the allurements of love. “Cease, 
laiden,” he exclaims, “to cast thy glances on me: thy 
ouble is in vain. I am an altered man ; youth has 
one by and my thoughts are bent on the forest; my 

ifatuation is over, and the whole world I now account - 
tit as a wisp of straw." Thus Bhartrihari pgejiares- 

xe way for his third collection, the " Cemllcy iofI 
enunciation." i- 

A short but charming treasury of detached erotit: 

; xseS is the Qringdra-tilaka, which tradition attritjUtf ’ 



to Kalidasa. In its twenty-three stanzas occur 

highly imaginative analogies, worked out with 

originality. In one of them, for instance, the poet ,asl^}i 

how it comes that a maiden, whose features and limb|| 
resemble various tender flowers, should have a hearty 

of stone. In another he compares his mistress to a';’ 

hunter— 

This maiden like a huntsman is; 

Her brow is like the bow he bends; 

Her sidelong glances arc his darts; 

My hearts the antelope she slays. 

The most important lyrical work of this kind is the 

Atnaru-^aiaka, or “ Hundred stanzas of Amaru." The 
author is a master in the art of painting lovers in all 

their moods, bliss and dejection, anger and devotion. 

He is especially skilful in depicting the various stages 

of estrangement and rcconciliatyrn. It is remarkable 

how, with a subject so limited, in situations and emo¬ 

tions so similar, the poet succeeds in arresting the 

attention with surprising turns of thought, and with 

subtle touches which are ever new. The love which 

Amaru as well as other Indian lyrists portrays is not 
of the I'omantic and ideal, but rather of the sensuous 

■type. Nevertheless his w'ork often shows delicacy of feeK 

ing and retinement of thought. Such, for instance, is: 

.the case when he describes a wife watching in the 

"gloaming for the return of her absent husband. /• 

■ Many lyrical gems are to be found preserved in th^ 

jSanekrit treatises on poetics. One such is a stanza oiti 

the red <v;oka. In this the poet asks the tree to 

:whither his mistress has gone; it need not shake- 

head in the wind, as if to say it did not know; for b6^ 



j,4, .. ; tovvering so brilliantly had it not beeiji 

■dieted by the foot of his beloved V - 
In all this lyrical poetry the plant and animal world 

plays an important part and is treated with much charm. 

Of flowers, the lotus is the most conspicuous. One of 

these stanzas, for example, describes the day-lotuses as. 

closing their calyx-eyes in the evening, because unwilling 

to see the sun, their spouse and benefactor, sink down 

bereft of his rays. Another describes with pathetic 

beauty the dream of a bee: “The night will pass, the 

fair dawn will come, the sun will rise, the lotuses will 

laugh; ” while a bee thus mused witiiin the caly.x, an 

elephant, alas ! tore up tlie lotus jflant. 

Various birds to which poetical myths are attached 

are frequently inlrodiiccd as furnishing analogies to 

human life and love. The c/i,r/i>ka, which would rather 

die of thirst than drink uiglit but the raindrops frorn,: 

the cloud, alTords an.il'nsfralion i>f pride. The chakora,'. 

supposed to imbibe the rays of the moon, affords a par- i 

allel to the lover who with his- eyes drinks in the beams< 

of his beloved's face. The cliakravaka, which, fabled to . 

le condemned to nocturnal separation from his mate,'' 

^Jls to her with plaintive cry during the watches of the;; 

fight, serves as an emblem of conjugal lidelity. 

poetry the bright eyes and beauty -' 

iS lind a setting in scenes brilliant with.- 

jlossorniug trees, fragrant with flowers, gay with th^ 

lumage and vocal with the song of birds, diversified? 

'th lotus ponds steeped in tropical sunshine and 

'^-eyed gazelles reclining in the shade. SoiqhiiOf’1® 

s are well worthy of having inspired the geaiusi ffll 

Icferring to the poetical belief that the afoia only blossoms'i'tytei ji 

the foot of a beautiful girl. .. 



Heine to produce sucti lyrics as Die 
Auf Flugeln des Gesanges. 

A considerable amount of lyrical poetry of the s 
type has also been produced in Prakrit, especial! 
the extensive anthology entitled Saptagataka, or “ S' 

Centuries," of the poet Hala, who probably lived be 
; A.D. looo. It contains many beauties, and is altogc 

a rich treasury of popular Indian lyrical poetry. It i 

- suffice here to refer to but one of the stanzas conta 

in this collection. In this little poem the moon is 
scribed as a white swan sailing on the pure nocti 

lake of the heavens, studded with starry lotuses. 
The transitional stage between pure lyric and 

drama is represented by the Gitagovinda, or “ Cow 

in Song,” a lyrical drama, which, though dating 
the twelfth century, is the earliest literary specime 
a primitive type of play that still survives in Be 

and must have preceded the regular dramas, 

poem contains no dialogue in the proper sense 
its three characters only engage in a kind of 1> 

• monologue, of which one of the other two is 

posed to be an auditor, sometimes even no one a 
The subject of the poem is the love of Krishnr 
ithe beautiful cowherdess Radha, the estrangemei 

:the lovers, and their final reconciliation. It is 1 
•from that episode of Krishna’s life in which he hi 

;^a,s a herdsman {go-inndd), living on the banks o 

i^amuna, and enjoying to the full the love of the 
l^erdesses. The only three characters of the poen 
■tCrishea, Radha, and a confidante of the latter. 

author, Jayadeva, was probably a native of 
having been a contemporary of a Bengal 

Lakshmanasenai It is probable that he 



1 incidents from 
jy life of Krishna, as the modern yatrds in Bengal still 

V.'; The latter festival plays even now consist chiefly 

. lyrical stanzas, partly recited and partly sung, the 

alogue being but scanty, and to a considerable extent 

ft to improvisation. On such a basis Jayadeva created 

s highly artificial poem. The great perfection of form 
: has here attained, by combining grace of diction 

th ease in handling the most difficult metres, has not 

led to win the admiration of all who are capable of 

ading the original Sanskrit. Making abundant use 

alliteration and the most complex rhymes occurring, 

in the Nalodaya, not only at the end, but in the 

ddle of metrical lines,^ the poet has adapted the most 

lied and melodious measures to the expression of 

aberant erotic emotions, with a skill which could not 

surpassed. It seems'impossible to reproduce Jaya- 

v’a’s verse adequatelyjn an English garb. The German 

et Riickert, has, however, come as near to the highly 

ificial beauty of the original, both in form and matter, 

is feasible in any translation. 

It is somewhat strange that a poem which describes 

transports of sensual love with all the exuberance 

an Oriental fancy should, in the present instance, 

';,not for the first time, have received an allegorical 

Jination in a mystical religious sense. According 

ndian interpreters, the separation of Krishna and 

=ha, their seeking for each other, and their final re-, 

ciliation represent the relation of the supreme deKy - 

he human soul. This may possibly have been.^he ; 

htion of Jayadeva, though only as a leading idea;;j 

to be followed out in detail. - 

' K.g. amaUt-kamala-JaIa-hthaiMlihava.-mochana. 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE DRAMA 

{Circa 400-1000 /i.D.) 

To the European mind the history of the Indian drama; 

cannot but be a source of abundant interest; for here; 
we have an important branch of literature which has! 
had a full and varied national development, quite inder 

pendent of Western influence, and which throws much 
light on Hindu social customs during the five or six; 

centuries preceding the Muhammadan conquest. . 

The earliest forms of dramatic literature in India! 
are represented by those hymns' of the Rigvcdn which' 

contain dialogues, such as those of Saramfi and the.; 

Panis, Yama and Yami, Pururavas and Urvaci, the latter,! 

indeed, being the foundation of a regular play composed 

much more than a thousand years later by the greatest 

dramatist of India. The origin of the acted drama is,; 
however, wrapt in obscurity. Nevertheless, the evklenc!?! 

■of tradition and of language suffice to direct us wi% 
considerable probability to its source. . 1, 

!, The words for actor (m/a) and play {ndlaka) arfi 

’^derived from the verb nat, the Prakrit or vernaculatl 

form of the Sanskrit nrit, “to dance." The name 
fanSiliar to English ears in the form of mutch,-. 

Indian dancing of the present day. The latter, indee^l 

probably represents the beginnings of the Indian dranj^ 

at first have consisted only of rude pantqi(nim?f 



of the body wetd'i 

aCfeonipanied by mute mimicking gestures of hand and " 

"face. 'Songs, doubtfSss, also early formed an ingredient 

in such performances. Thus Bharata, the name of the 

inventor of the drama, which in Sanskrit also 

■means “actor,” in several of the vernaculars signifies 

“ singer,” as in the Gujarati Bharot. The addition of 

dialogue was the last step in the development, which 

was thus much the same in India and in Greece. This 

■ primitive stage is represented by the Bengal yatrds and 

. the Gltagminda. These form the transition to the fully- 

- developed Sanskrit play in w'hich lyrics and dialogue 

arc blended. 

The earliest references to the acted drama arc to be 

found in the Malidhiidsliya, which mentions representa¬ 

tions of the Kamsavadha, the “ Slaying of Kamsa,” and the 

Balibandha, r)r “Binding of Bal'.,” episofles in the history 

. of Krishna. Indian tra<’ition describes Bharata as having 

. caused to be acted before the gods a play representing 

svayauwara of Lakshml, w'ife of Vishnu. Traditioii . 

further makes Krishna and his cowherdesscs the starting- 

point of the snuigita, a representation consisting of a- 

mixture of song, music, and dancing. The Gitagwinda 

is concerned wdth Krishna, and the modern yatrds gener¬ 

ally represent scenes from the life of that deity. From 

■ all this it seems likely that the Indian drama w’as dev|j 

loped in connection w'ith the cult of Vishnu-Krishna, arid 

|hat the earliest acted representations W'ere therefore,; 

sj^'^ythe mysteries of the Christian Middle Ages, a kind of 

«ious plays, in w'hich scenes from the legend ot tKy 

were enacted mainly with the aid of song 

lancej supplemented with prose dialogue improvised b> 

■ ■‘''berformers. 



: ' The drama has had a ric..i anc vanec c.eye^t);a,.,L 

in India, as is shown not only by the numerous pi 

that have been preserved, but by the native treatises 

poetics which contain elaborate rules for the constt 

tion and slyle of plays. Thus the Sahitya-darpana, 

“ Mirror of Rhetoric," divides Sanskrit dramas into 1 

main classes, a higher {rupakd) and a lower {upariipai 

and distinguishes no fewer than ten species of the fon 

and eighteen of the latter. 

The characteristic features of the Indian drama wl 

strike the Western student are the entire absence 

tragedy, the interchange of lyrical stanzas with pi 

dialogue, and the use of Sanskrit for some charac 

and of Prakrit for others. 

The.Sanskrit drama is a mixed composition, in wl 

joy is mingled with sorrow, in which the jester usu 

plays a prominent part, while the hero and heroine 

often in the depths of despair. But it never has a 

ending. The emotions of terror, grief, or pity, ' 

which the audience are inspired, are therefore alv 

Tranquillised by the happy termination of the st 

Nor may any deeply tragic incident take place in 

course of the play; for death is never allowed tc 

'’represented on the stage. Indeed nothing consid< 

iindecorous, whether of a serious or comic charactc 

allowed to be enacted in the sight or hearing of 

fsjpectators, such as the utterance of a curse, degradat 

'banishment, national calamity, biting, scratching, 

eating, or sleeping. 

I'; Sanskrit plays are full of lyrical passages descri 

^sqenes or persons presented to view, or containing 

fecjtipns suggested by the incidents that occur, . 'i 

■Majiy^consist of four-line stanzas, ^akuntald coni 



twb' h sucH, representing something like ? 

ne '&tf of the whole play. These lyrical passages are 

drnposed in a great many different metres. Thus the 

rst thirty-four stanzas of Qakuntala exhibit no fewer 

lan eleven varieties of verse. It is not possible, as in 

le case of the simple Vedic metres, to imitate in 

English the almost infinite resources of the complicated 

nd entirely quantitative classical Sanskrit measures, 

’he spirit of the lyrical passages is, therefore, probably 

est reproduced by using blank verse as the familiar 

letre of our drama. The prose of the dialogue in the 

lays is often very commonplace, serving only as an 

Production to the lofty sentiment of the poetry that 

)llows. 

In accordance with their social position, the various 

haracters in a Sanskrit play speak different dialects, 

anskrit is employed only by lieroes, kings. Brahmans, 

nd men of high rank ; Prakrit by all women and by men 

f the lower orders. Disanclions are furtlier made in 

le use of Prakrit itself. Thus women of high position 

inploy Maharashtri in lyrical passages, but otherwise 

i^y, as well as children and the better class of servants, 

^eak (^aurasenl. Mugadhl is used, f(U- instance, by 

Itendants in the royal palace, Avanti by rogues or 

amblers, Abhiri by cowherds, Paicachi by charcoal- 

urners, and Apabhramga by the lowest and most de- 

lised people as well as barbarians. 

The Sanskrit dramatists show considerable skill in 

eaying the incidepts of the plot and in the portrayal; 

r individual character, but do not show much fertSity; 

' Invention, commonly borrowing the story of tliefrj 

from history or epic legend. Love is the subjepf 

ittpst Indian dramas. The hero, usually a, kirtVf 



■' already the husband of one or more wives, is sinkteh 
at first sight with the charms of some fair maiden. -The 

heroine, equally susceptible, at once reciprocates hiis 

affection, but concealing her passion, keeps her lover 

in agonies of suspense. Harassed by doubts, obstacles, 

.• and delays, botli arc reduced to a melancholy and. 

emaciated condition. The somewhat doleful effect 

produced by their plight is relieved by the animated 
doings of the heroine’s confidantes, but especially by 

the proceedings of the court-jester {vidusha/ca), the 

constant companion of the liero. He excites ridicule 

by his bodily defects no less than his clumsy interfer¬ 

ence with the course of the hero's affairs. His attempts 

at wit are, however, not of a high order. It is somewhat 

strange that a character occupying the position of ,a 

universal butt should always be a Hrahman. 

While the Indian drama shows some affinities with 

Greek comedy, it affords more striking points of resem¬ 

blance to the productions of the Elizabethan playwrights, 

and in particular of Shakespeare. The aim of the Indian 

' '.dramatists is not to portray types of character, but 

V individual persons; nor do they observe the rule of 

'i'iUnity of time or place. They are given to introducing 

fjj.jdmantic and fabulous elements; they mix prose with 

^werse; they blend the comic with the serious, and in- 

t|!^roduce puns and comic distortions of words. The 

^^^bar^cter of the vidushaka, too, is a close parallel . ,fp 

i'tthe fool in Shakespeare. Common to both are ajsc 

^yseveral^ contrivances intended to further the action q) 

S %:^a, such as the writing of letters, the introduc- 

play within a play, the restoration of the de^'.. 

' Tnnd the use of intoxication on the stage as f 

device. Such a series of coincidences, 



--s^r^aere'influeace or borrowing is absolutely out of 
question, is an instructive instance of how similar . 

evelopments can arise independently. 

• Every Sanskrit play begins with a prologue or in- 
oduction, which regularly opens with a prayer or 

=enediction {nandi) invoking the national deity in favour 

f the audience. Then generally follows a dialogue 

letween the stage-manager and one or two actors, 

/hich refers to the play and its author, seeks to win 

lublic favour by paying a complimentary tribute to 

he critical acumen of the spectators, mentions past 
vents and present circnmstanccs elucidating the plot, 
nd invariably ends by adroitly introducing one of the 
har.ictcrs of the actual play. A Sanskrit drama is 
ivided iiito scenes and acts. The former are marked 

■y the entrance of one charactc! ai'.d the exit of another, 

'he stage is never left vacant till the end of the act, nor 
oes any change of loc- 'ity take place till then. 13efore 

new act an interlude (eahed vishkambhu ov priivei;aka'), 
onsisting of a monologue or dialogiu;, is often intro- . 

uced. In this scene allusion is made to events supposed 
3 have occurred in the intcrv.il, and the audience are 

repared for what is about to take place. The whole 
:iece closes with a prayer for national prosperity, which 

: addressed to the favourite deity and is spoken by one 
f the principal characters. 

The number of acts in a play varies from one to ten ; , 

nt,' while fluctuating somewhat, is determined by the 

haracter of the drama. Thus the species called ndlikpyx 
as. four acts and the farcical prahasana only one. - 

./riie duration of the events is supposed to be identic^; 

-'ith the time occupied in performing them on the stagR^C. 
’‘■ at most, a day; and a night is assumed to elapse 



between each act and that which follows- Occasions, 
however, the interval is much longer. Thus in Kalid^Si^’; 
^akuntald and Uri'aqi several years pass between the firs 
and the last act; while in Bhavabhuti's Uttara-ramacharitf 

no less than twelve years elapse between the first am 
the second act. 

Nor is unity of place observed; for the scene inaj 

be transferred from one part of the earth to another, o.- 
even to the aiirial regions. Change of locality sometime: 
occurs even within the same act; as when a journey i: 
supposed to be performed through the air in a celestia 
car. It is somewliat curious that wliile there are main; 
and minute stage directions about dress and decoration; 

no less than about tlie actions of the players, nothing i: 

said in this way as to change of scene. As regards th* 
number of characters appearing in a play, no limit o 

any ikind is imposed. 
There were no special theatres in the Indian Middh 

Ages, and plays seem to have been performed in tht 

concert-room {samgita-^dla) of royal palaces. A curtail 
divided in the middle was a necessary part of the stag^ 
arrangement; it did not, however, separate the audienct 

from the stage, as in the Koman theatre, but formed th.- 
background of the stage. Behind the curtain was th« 

tiring-room {nepat/iya), whence the actors came on th« 

stage. When they were intended to enter hurriedly 

they were directed to do so “ with a toss of the curtaini 
The stage scenery and decorations were of a very simpi: 

brder, much being left to the imagination of the spectator 

the Shakespearian drama. Weapons, seats, throiieb 
-«hd chariots appeared on the stage ; but it is highly hi= 

•rdbable that the latter were drawn by the living antma.. 
i’appsed to be attached to them. Owing to the . 
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. cq.iwftt ihMfcoulisfe between the inhabitants of heaven 
.^tid earth, there may have been some kind of aerial con- 
•nVanee to represent celestial chariots; but owing to 
ihe repeated occurrence of the stage direction “gesticu- 
■ating " {riatayitva) in this connection, it is to be supposed 

ihat the impression of motion and speed was produced 
on the audience simply by the gestures of the actors. 

The best productions of the Indian drama are nearly 

t dozen in number, and date from a period embracing 
something like four hundred years, from about the 
)eginning of the fifth to the end of the eighth century 

\.D. These plays are the compositions of the great 
Iramatists Kalidasa and Bhavabliviti, or have come 

town under the names of the r<.wal patrons Cudraka 
ihd (^riharsha, to whom their real authors attributed 

hem. 
The greatest of all is Kalidasa, already known to us 

:.S the author of several of the best Kavyas. Three of 
jis plays have been preserved, ^'akuntald, ■ 
.nd MMavikagnimitra. The richness of creative fancy ; 
vhich he displays in these, and Ids skill in the expression 
>f tender feeling, assign him a high place among the 

iramatists of the world. The harmony of the poetic 

entiment is nowhere disturbed by anything violent Or 
errifying. Every passion is softened without being 
rifeebled. The ardour of love never goes beyond 

isthetic bounds; it never maddens to wild jealous}' or 
ate. The torments of sorrow are toned down to a; 

rbfound and touching melancholy. It was here at 

^st that the Indian genius found the law of moderating 
1'poetry, which it hardly knew elsewhere, and tlm^ 

rbcluced works of enduring beauty. Hence it., 5^^ 
-gakuntald exercised so great a fascination on 



calm intellect ’ of Goethe, who at the siime. tiiiie ' 

so strongly repelled by the extravagances of Hii 

mythological art. 
In comparison with the Greek and the mod 

drama, Nature occupies a much more important pi 

in Sanskrit plays. The characters are surrounded 
Nature, with which they are in constant commun 

The mango and other trees, creepers, lotuses, and p 

red trumpet-flowers, gazelles, flamingoes, bright-h 

parrots, and Indian cuckoos, in the midst of wl 
they move, are often addressed by them and forir 

essential part of their lives. Hence the influenct 
Nature on the minds of lovers is much dwelt on. 1 
minent everywhere in classical Sanskrit poetry, t 

elements of Nature luxuriate most of all in the dram; 

The finest of Kfilidasa’s works are, it cannoi 

denied, defective as stage-plays. The very delicac 
the sentiment, combined with a certain want of ac 
renders them incapable of producing a powerful e 

on an audience. The best representatives of 

romantic drama of India are Qaktmtald and Vikra 
va^. Dealing with the love adventures of two fai 

kings of ancient epic legend, they represent scenet 
removed from reality, in which heaven and earth art 
separated, and men, demigods, nymphs, and saintf 

intermingled. Mdlavikdgnimitra, on the other 1 

not concerned with the heroic or divine, is a palace 
;hirem drama, a story of contemporary love and inti 

'j'jjg pjgj. Qf Qakuntald is derived from the first 

iji&ihe Mahdbhdrata. The hero is Dushyanta, a celeb 
^i|ing of ancient days, the heroine, (^akuntala, the dau 

Ijf 'a' celestial nymph, Menaka, and of the sage Vievan 

their son, Bharata, became the founder of a fa 



itce. ■“'TTKe ^iece'consists of seven ads, and belongs to the ' 
•fcs of drama by native writers on poetics styled ndtaka, 

the play.” In this the plot must be taken from my- 
liology or history, the characters must be heroic or' 
divine; it should be written in elaborate style, and full 
jf noble sentiments, with five acts at least, and not more 
.han ten. 

After the prelude, in which an actress sings a charm- 

ng lyric on the beauties of summer-time, King Dushyanta 
appears pursuing a gazelle in the sacred grove of the sage 
Kanva. Here he catches sight of (^akuntala, who, accom- 
>anied by her two maiden friends, is engaged in watering 
ler favourite trees. Struck by her beauty, he exclaims— 

Her lif is ruddy as an opening Pud, 
Her graceful arms resemble tender shoots : 

Ailractive as . le bloom upon the. tree. 

The. glow of youth is spread on all her limbs. 

% 

Seizing an opportunity of addressing her, he soon feels 
hat it is impossible for him to return to his capital— 

My limbs meniefo}~ward, while my heart flies back. 

Like silken standard borne against the bree::e. 

‘U the second act the comic element is introduced with 
he jester Mathavya, who is as much disgusted with his : 

naster's love-lorn condition as with his fondness for the; 
:hase. In the third act, the love-sick ^akuntala is dis^.^ 
•overed lying on a bed of flowers in an .X!boi?ar. Thei 

djig overhears her conversation with her two ffiends^S 
bows himself, and offers to wed the heroine. An 
qde explains how a choleric ascetic, named DurvS^ij 
nraged at not being greeted by ^akuntala witb ’ 

mrtjesy, owing to her pre-occupied state, had;^;^!^*^ 



nounced a curse which should cause her to fee ehtt 

forgotten by her lover, who could recognise her bhly 

means of a ring. 

The king having meanwhile married ^akuntala 

returned home, the sage Kanva has resolved to send 

to her husband. The way in which ^akuntala t? 

leave of the sacred grove in which she has been brou 

up, of her flowers, her gazelles, and her friends, is cha- 

ingly described in the fourth act. This is the act wh 

contains the most obvious beauties ; for here the p 

displays to the full the richness of his fancy, his abund 

sympathy with Nature, and a profound knowledge of 

human heart. 

A yoijng Brahman pupil thus describes the dawn 

of the day on which (^akuntala is to leave the fot 

hermitage— 

On yonder suk the moon, the Lord of Plants, 
Sinks dent/n behind the western mountains crest; 
On this, the sun preceded by the dawn 
Appears: the setting and the rise at once 
Of these two orbs the symbols arc of man's 
Own fluctuating fortunes in the world. 

Then he continues— 

The moon Juis gone; the lilies on the lake. 
Whose beauty lingers in the memory. 
No more delight my gaze ; they droop and fade; 
Deep is their sorrow for their absent lord. 

The aged hermit of the grove thus expresses 

iifeelings at the approaching toss of Qakuntalfi— 

My heart is touched with sadness at the thought 
“ (fakuntalA must go to-day"; my throat 
Is chnked with flow of tears repressed; my sight 
fs dimmed with pensiveness; but if the grief 



SSJSiP-a: ^ 
; .Of an old forest hermit is so great, -f 

' f/g^ tnus^be the fang a father feels 

• When freshly parted from a cherished ekild! 

Then calling on the trees to give her a kindly farc- 
yell, he exclaims— 

The trees, the kinsmen of her forest home, 

JNotv to (fakuntala give leave to go ; 

They with the Kokila’s melodious cry 

Their answer make. 

Thereupon the following good wishes are uttered by 

voices in the air— 

Thy Journey be auspicious; may the hr !ese, 

Gentle and soothing, fan thy cheek ii.fty lakes 

All bright with lily cups delight tief-ci eye,- 

The sunbeams' heat be cooled by slT’fy trees ; 

The dust beneath ^hy feet the polf'f'ie 

Of lotuses. T'ff 

The firth act, in wlijch ^akunta “apiiears before her 
jiisband, is deeply moving. The kt.ig fails to recognise ; 
ler, and, though treating her not unkindly, refuses to 
cknowledge her as his wife. As a last resource, (^akun- ' 
ala bethinks herself of the ring given her by her husband,. - 

lilt on discovering that it is lost, abandons hope. She is 1 

hen borne off to heaven by celestial agency. 
. In the following interlude we sec a fisherman dragged .■ 
long by constables for having in his possession the royal',| 
:gnet-ring, which he professes to have found inside a fisb.;| 
fie king, however, causes him to be set free, rewarding.!^ 

■trn handsomely for his find. Recollection of his forth!|^; 

now returns to Dushyanta. While he is indulgn^’; 
=; soirow at his repudiation of ^akuntala, Matali, Ini^-at^ : 
fi|fioteer, appears on the scene to ask the king’s ;ai<|£|| : 

.litlfiishing the demons. ;■ 



In the last act Dushyanla is seen driving in ;|nd‘i^^ 
car to Hemakuta, the mountain of the Gandharvj^i; 
Here he sees a young boy playing with a lion cu^b 

Taking his hand, without knowing him to be his owti? 
son, he exclaims— 

If 710W the touch of but a stranger’s child 

Thus sends a thrill of joy through all my liutbs, 

What transports must he waken in the soul 

j Of that blest father from whose loins he sprang! 
, 'f'- _ 

Soon after he finds and recognises ^akuntala, with 
whom he is at length happily reunited. 

Kalidasa’s play has come down to us in two main 
recensions. The so-called Devanagarl one, shorter and 
more concise, is probably the older and better. The 
more diffuse Bengal recension became known first 
through the translation of Sir William Jones. : 

Vikramon'oqi, or "Urva^i won by Valour,” is a play 
in five acts, belonging to the classf called Trotaka, which 
is described as representing events partly terrestrial apd 

partly celestial, and as consisting of five, seven, eight, or 
nine acts. Us plot is briefly as follow’s. King Purura- 
vas, hearing from nymphs that their cornpanion, UrvacI,, 
has been carried off by demons, goes to the rescue and 
brings her back on his car. He is enraptured by the 

beauty of the nymph, no less than she is captivated b^; 
her deliverer. UrvaVi being summoned before the; 
throne of Indra, the lovers are soon obliged to part, b 

In. the second act Urvaci appears for a short time li^ 

the king as he disconsolately wanders in the garden. ^ 
tetlfer, in which she had written a confession of her ioy^,| 

discovered by the queen, who refuses to be pacifiedbb;| 

learn that Urvagl had ,beefei| 
nifinfrl^efore Indra in a play representing thehetfbtHf; 



t and had, when asked bn whom her heart ; 
.’^ setj named Pururavas instead of Purushottama (i.e. 
^ishnii). She is consequently cursed by her teacher* 
iharata, but is forgiven by India, who allows her to 
le united with Pururavas till the latter sees his offspring. 

The fourth act is peculiar in being almost entirely 
yrical. The lovers arc wandering near Kail.isa, the 

iivine mountain, when Urva^i, in a fit of jealousy, enters 

he grove of Kumara, god of war, which is forbidden to all 
emales. In consequence of Bharata's curse, she is in- 
itantly transformed into a creeper. The king, beside 
limself with grief at her loss, seeks her everywhere. 
^^e apostrophises various insects, birds, beasts, and even 
i mountain peak, to tell him where she is. At last he 
hinks he sees her in the mountain stream ;— 

The rippling ivr 'e is tike her frown; the rozu 

Of tossing birds her ^yrdle ; s/’vaks of foom 

Her/lui/’ring garment as she speeds otono; 

The eurrrni, her devious and stumbling gait : 

' '/'is she turned in her wrath into a stream. 

Finally, under the influence of a magic stone, which has 
come into his possession, he clasps a creeper, which is 
transformed into Urvaci in his arms. 

Between the fourth and fifth acts several years elapse. 
Then Pururavas, by accident, discovers his son Ayu , 

whom Urvaci had secretly borne, and had caused to be, 

brought up in a hermitage. Urvaci must therefore return 
to heaven, Indra, however, in return for Pururavas' 
services against the demons, makes a new concessiqh- 

iqd allows the nymph to remain with the king fop gV;:^" 
'’ There are two recensions of this play also, oti'^q- 

ihem belonging to Southern India. ’ ' , 
."’The doubts long entertained, on the ground 



-■inferiority and different character, as to whetner 

dgnimitra, or “Malavika and Agnimitra,” is really ti 

work of Kalidasa, who is mentioned in the prologue 

the author, are hardly justified. The piece has bei 

shown by Weber to agree pretty closely in thought ai 

diction with the two other plays of the poet; and thoui 

certainly not equal to the latter in poetic merit, it po 

sesses many beauties. The subject is not heroic • 

divine, the plot being derived from the ordinary pala* 

life of Indian princes, and thus supplying a peculiar 

good picture of the social conditions of the times. T1 

hero is a historical king of the dynasty of the (Jungr 

who reigned at Vidiija (Bhilsa) in the second century B. 

The play describes the loves of this king Agnimitra at 

of Malavika, one of the attendants of the queen, wl 

jealously keeps her out of the king’s sight on account 

her great beauty. The various endeavours of the kit 

to see and converse with Malavika, give rise to numero 

jlittle intrigues. In the course of these Agnimitra nowhe 

appears as a despot, but acts with much delicate considc 

ation for the feelings of his spouses. It finally turns o 

that Malavika is by birth a princess, who had only cor 

to be an attendant at Agnimitra’s court through havh 

fallen into the hands of robbers. There being now i 

fpfejection to her union with the king, all ends happily. 

While Kalidasa stands highest in poetical refinemei 

Sn tenderness, and depth of feeling, the author of ,t 

^ifuchakatikd, or “Clay Cart,’’ is pre-eminent amo- 

iffldian playwrights for the distinctively dramatic qua 

liwfcof vigour, life, and action, no less than sharpness 

characterisation, being thus allied in genius to Shak 

‘fpieve, This play is also marked by originality and go-- 

’ wKsiei;;; Attributed to a king named (^udraka, whp. 
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Varjegyrised in the prologue, it is probably the work-;; 
>jf a poet patronised by him, perliaps Dandin, as Pro- 
^sor Pischel thinks. In any case, it not improbably 
>eiongs to the sixth century. It is divided into ten acts, 
md belongs to the dramatic class called prakarana. The 
lame has little to do with the play, being derived from 
m unimportant episode of the sixth act. The scene is 

aid in Ujjayini and its neighbourhood. The number of 

•haracters appearing on the stage is very considerable. 
I'he chief among them are Charudatta, a Brahman 

nerchant who has lost all his property by excessive 
iberality, and Vasantasena, a rich courtesan who loves 
hei^poor hut noble Charudatta, and ultimately becomes 

lis wife. The third act contains a humorous account of 
i burglary, in which stealing is treated as a fine art. In 
he fourth act there i a detailed description of the 

;plendours of Vasantasena’s palace. Though containing 
auch e.xaggoration, it.furnishes an interesting picture of 
he kind of luxury that prevailed in those days. Altot;- 
•ether this play abounds in comic situations, bcside§. 
containing many serious scenes, some of which even 
lorder on the tragic. , 

To the first half of the seventh century belong the two- 
Ifamas attributed to the famous King (^riharsha or Haf- 
ihadeva, a patron of poets, whom we already know as 
Harshavardhana of Thane^ar and Kanauj. Ratnavali, of: 

■' The Pearl Necklace,” reflecting the court and harem life; 
^if the age, has many points of similarity with Krdidasa’s 

lifalavikdgniinitra^ by which, indeed, its plot was probably* 
•u^ested. It is the story of the loves of Udayana,^ifi> 
:r Yatsa, and of Sagarikfi, an attendant of his (fueer- 

V^|tyadatta. The heroine ultimately turns out io. :b- 

’'■t'thSyali, princess of Ceylon, who had found her 
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Udayana’s court after suffering shipwreck. T^'& 
unconnected with mythology, but is based on an historic^ 
cj" epic tradition, which recurs in a somewhat different^ 
form in Somadeva's Katlmsaritsdgara. As concerned] 
with the second marriage of the king, it forms a sequel fo- 
the popular love-story of Vfisavadatta. It is impossible^ 

to say whether the poet modified the main outlines of the 
traditional story, but the character of the magician who; 
conjures up a vision of the gods and a conflagration, is. 
his invention, as well as the incidents, which are of an. 
entirely domestic nature. The real author was doubtless 
some poet resident at ^rlharsha’s court, possibly Bana, 
who also wrote a play entitled Pdrvatlparinaya. ^ 

Altogether, Ratndvali is an agreeable play, with well-; 
drawn characters and many poetical beauties. Of the 
latter the following lines, in which the king describes the 
pale light in the east heralding the rise of the moon, may 
serve as a specimen :— 

Our minds intent upon the festival. 

We satu riot that the twilight passed away ; 

Behold, the east proclaims the lord of night 

Still hidden by the mountain where he rises. 

Even as a maiden by her pale face shows 

Thai in her inmost heart a lover dwells. 

Another play of considerable merit attributed to" 

(^riharsha is Ndgdnanda. It is a sensational piece with^ 
i Buddhistic colouring, the hero being a Buddhist and] 

Buddha being praised in the introductory benediction| 
•For this reason its author was probably different from'i 

of Ratndvali, and may have been Dhavaka, who, Iike| 

Qlna,’ is known to have lived at t?;^ court of <Jrlharsl\l!*!| 
' ^ije dramatist BhavabiiCti was a Brahman of 

'’Sfi.tti|J5ra school of the Yajurveda and belonged, a,s 



leafh froht hiS jgiroiogues, to Vidaibha (now Berar) in: 
ijoutherh India. He knew the city of Ujjayinl well, and 
probably spent at least a part of his lift there. H is patrc);?i 
was King Yacovarman of Kfinyakubja (Kanauj), who 
ruled during the first half of the eighth century. 

Three plays by this poet, all abounding in poetic 
beauties, have come down to us. They contrast in two 
or three respects with the works of the earlier dramatists. 
The absence of the character of the jester is characteristic 
of them, the comic and witty element entering into them 
only to a slight e.Ktent. While other Indian poets dwell 
on the delicate and mild beauties of Nature, Bhavabhati 
loves to depict her grand and sublime aspects, doubtless 
owing to the influence on his mind of the southern 
■oountains of his native land. He is, moreover, skilful 
lot only in drawing character:-! inspired by tender and 
loble sentiment, but in giving effective e.xpression to 
lepth and force of pivsion. 

The best known and most popular of Bhavabhuti's, 
ilays is MCilaii-madhava, a prakiimna in ten acts. The: 
scene is laid in Ujjayini, and the subject is the love-story 
jf Malatl, daughter of a minister of the country, and; 
vladhava, a young scholar studying in the city, and son, 
»f the minister of another state. Skilfully interwov(,n 
vith this main story are the fortunes of Makaranda, a 
fiend of Madhava, and Madayantika, a sister of thej 
ring's favourite. Mfilatl and Madhava meet and fall iU; 
bve; but the king has determined that the heroine shall^; 
uarry his favourite, whom she detests. This plan isj^ 
■ usjtrated by Makaranda, w'ho, personating Malati, 
h|o.ugh the wedding ceremony with the bridegroonaSs 
’hfe ;lovers, aided in their projects by two amiablf’:. 
‘ td^ist nuns, are finally united. The piece is a sprt r' 
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' Indian Romeo and Juliet with a happy ^ndirig, llie piai 
played by the nun Karaandaki being analogous to tha 

Friar Laurence in Shakespeare's drama. The con. 
trast produced by scenes of tender love, and the horribli 
doings of the priestess of the dread goddess Durga, i; 

certainly effective, but perhaps too violent. The us; 
• made of swoons, from which the recovery is, however 
very rapid, is rather too common in this play. 

The ninth act contains several fine passages describing 
the scenery of the Vindhya range. The following is a 
translation of one of them ;— 

This mountain with its to^verinf; rocks dclii^hts 

The eye ; its peaks grow dark with gathering clouds; 

Its groves are thronged with peacocks eloquent 

In joy; the trees upon its slopes are bright 

■■ With birds that flit about their nests; the caves 

Reverberate the growl of bears; the scent 

• Of incense-trees is wafted, sharp and cool, 

From branches broken off by elephants. 

y.' The other two dramas of Bhavabhuti represent the 

- fortunes of the same national hero, Rama. The plot of 
\^the Mahdvira-charita, or “The Fortunes of the Great' 

f^^Hero,” varies but slightly from the story told in the 

^0diHdyaHa. The play, which is divided into seven acts- 
^^pd is crowded with characters, concludes with the corp- 

iiftation of Rama. The last act illustrates well how much 

^Jeft to the imagination of the spectator. It represents- 81 journey of Rama in an aerial car from Ceylon all thipi . 

I to Ayodhya (Oudh) in Northern India, the scenes 

yeii^ed being described by one of the company. . ’ _ 

'%,^)l^^ Uttara~rdnia~cha “The Later Fortune?.;:^^ 

^^a,",is a romantic piece containing many fine ps£ 
..Owi.ni?to lar.V -u.......— .•.•. .. 
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iiumatic poem than a play. The description of the 
•ehder love 0^^ Rarna and Sita, purifictl by sorrow,, 
^xliibits more genuine pathos than appears perha^' 

"in any other Indian drama. The play begins witi'i 
the banishment of Sitfi and ends with her restoration, 
after twelve years of grievous solitude, to the throne 
of Ayodhya amid popular acclamations. Her two sons, 
born after her banishment and reared in the wilderness 

jby the sage VrilmJki, without any knowledge of their 
iroyal descent, furnish a striking parallel to the two 
princes Guiderius and Arvir.tgus who are brought up by 
the hermit Belarius in Shakespeare's Cymheline. The , 
-cene in which their meeting with their father Kfima is 
iescribed reaches a high degree of poetic merit. 

Amongthc works of ther dramatists, V'iCj:akhadatt.\'s . 
■fudrd-mkshasa, or “ Raksiiasa and the Seal,” deserves ; 
pecial mention because of its unique character. For, 
inlike all the other driunas hitherto described, it is a play 
■f political intrigue, composed, moreover, with much,?- 
ramatic talent, being full of life, action, and sustained •: 

■iterest. Nothing more definite can be said as to-its 
•ate than that it was probably written not later than j‘ 
bout 800 A.D. The action of the piece takes place 
•: the time of Chandragupta, who, soon after Alex-;; 

-.nder's invasion of India, founded a new' dynasty aF!’; 
'Utaliputra by deposing the last king of the Nanda Iiney 4 
"kshasa, the minister of the latter, refusing to recog-?i 
^ the usurper, endeavours to be avenged on him 

3 ruin of his late master. The plot turns on the effor|^::l| 
the Brahman ChSnakya, the minister of ChdliSr^i 

3, to win over the noble Rakshasa to his master’s' 
3. ■ In this he is ultimately successful. ■ ' 
jAJTaNArAya^A’s Vetiisat/tAdra, or “Bindih ? ci’f'i 
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braid of hair," is a play in six acts, deriving its plot from? 
the Mahabhdrata. Its action turns on^the incident'M 
^raupad) being dragged by the hair of her head into the; 
assembly by one of the brothers of Duryodhana. Its age 
is known from its author having been the grantee of a 

copperplate dated 840 A.D. Though not conspicuous for 
poetic merit, it has long been a great favourite in India 
owing to its express partiality for the cult of Krishna. 

To about 900 A.D. belongs the poet RajA(;ekhara, the 
distinguishing feature of whose dramas are lightness 
and grace of diction. Four of his plays have survived, 

and are entitled Viddha-^dlahhanjika, Karpura-manjarlf 
Bdla-rainayaua, and Prachanda-pdudava or Bdla~bhdrata. 

The poet Kshemii^vara, who probably lived in the 
tenth century A.D. at Kanyakubja under King Mahipala, 

is the author of a play named Chantiakau^ika, or “ The 
Angry Kau^ika." 

In the eleventh century Damodara Mi(;;:ra composed 

the Hanuman-ndtaka, “ The Play of Hanumat," also 
called Mahd-ndtaka, or “The Great Play." According 

;to tradition, he lived at the court of Bhoja, king of 
Malava, who resided at Dhara (now Dhar) and Ujjayini 
(Ujjain) in the early part of the eleventh century. It is s 

-piece of little merit, dealing with the story of Rama in 
connection with his ally Hanumat, the monkey chief. 

, it consists of fourteen acts, lacking coherence, and prp- 

;Hucing the impression of fragments patched together. 

; Krishna Prabodha-chandrodaya, ov “Rise. pji 
■the Moon of Knowledge,” a play in six acts, dating frpi^ 

about the end of the eleventh century, deserves speoiaj 
attention as one of the most remarkable products p| 

'vidikti/Hterature. Though an allegorical piece of 
v-'CO Vr",cal ouroort, in which practically, or' 
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vabitraet notions and symbolical figures act as persons, 

iit^ireinarkable for dramatic life and vigour. It aims at 

isjpdnfying orthodox Brahmanism in the Vishnuite sensef 

i'just as the allegorical plays of the Spanish poet Calderon 

\Were intended to exalt the Catholic faith. The Indian 

ypbet has succeeded in the difficult task of creating an 

attractive play with abstractior.s like Revelation, Will, 

Reason, Religion, by transforming them into living 

' beings of flesh and blood. The evil King Error appears 

bn the scene as ruler of IHenares, surrounded by his 

. faithful adherents, the Follie.; and Vices, while Religion 

'and the noble King Reason, accompanied by all the 

Virtues, have been banished. There is, however, a 

■ prophecy that Reason will some day be re-united with 

Revelation; the fruit u* the union will bi? True Know- 

"-'iedge, which will destroy the reign of Error. The 

Vstrugglc for this union and its eonsummation, followed 

by the final triumph oj the good party, forms the plot of 

the piece. 

A large number of Sanskrit plays have been written 

since the twelfth century’ down to modern times, their 

'.plots being generally derived from the Mahdbharata and 

Ravidyana. Besides these, there are farces in one or 

more acts, mostly of a coarse type, in which various 

dees, such as hypocrisy, are satirised. These later pro- 

luctions reach a much lower level of art than the works 
f the early Indian dramatists. 

* ■It is interesting to note ihal two Sanskrit plays, composed in the twelftt 
■<lnty, and not as yet known in manuscript form, have been partially pi^l 

•id in inscriptions found at Ajmere (see Kielhorn, in Appendix to Myk 
^■hia Indka, vol. v. p. 20, No. 134. Calcutta, 1899). ’ 



CHAFFER XIV 

FAIRY TALES AND FABLES 

{Circa ^oo-iioo KM.) 

The didactic and sententious note which prevails in 
classical Sanskrit literature cannot fail to strike the 

student. It is, however, specially pronounced in the 

fairy tales and fables,, where the abundant introduction 

of ethical reflections and proverbial philosophy is char¬ 

acteristic. The apologue with its moral is peculiarlx 

subject to this method of treatment. 

A distinguishing feature of the Sanskrit collections 

of fairy tales and fables, which are to a considerable 

extent found mixed together, is the insertion of a nuiiii 

ber of different stories within the framework of a single 

narrative. The characters of the main story in turn- 

relate various tales to edify one another or to prove 

the correctness of their own special views. As within 

the limits pf a minor story a second one can be simi¬ 

larly introduced and the process further repeated, fhi| 

construction of the whole work comes to resemble th^f 

of a set of Chinese boxes. This style of narration W’i 

Dorrowed from India by the neighbouring- Oriehill 

peoples of Persia and Arabia, who employed it in co|^ 

;.p|ihg independent works. The most notable instanSj, 

■^'^iPanchatantraf so called because it is divic 



Books, is, from the literary point of view, the. 
important and interesting work in this branch oj 

Indian literature. It consists for the most part pf 
fables, which are written in prose with an admixture 
of illustrative aphoristic verse. At what time this cof- 
iectidn first assumed definite shape, it is impossible to 
say. We know, however, that it existed in the first 
half of the sixth century A.D., since it was translated by 
order of King Khosru Annshirvan (531-79) into Pchlevi, 
the literary language of Persia at that time. We may, 
indeed, assume that it was known in the fifth century; 
for a considerable time must have elapsed before it be¬ 
came so famous that a foreign king desired it.s translation. 

If not actually a Buddhistic work, the Paiuhatantra 

inust be derived from P iddhistic sources. This follows 
from the fact that a number of its fables can be traced 
to Buddhistic writings, and from the internal evidence 
of the book itself. Apologues and fables were current 
among the Buddhists from the earliest times. They 
.yere ascribed to Buddha, and their sanctity increased 
py identifying the best character in any story with 
Buddha himself in a previous birth. Hence such tales 
lyere called Jdtakas, or “Birth Stories.” There is ev'« 
lence that a collection of stories under that name existed 
iis early as the Council of Vesall, about 380 B.C.; and 
-‘h the fifth ce' vary A.D. they assumed the shape they 
■ iow have in the Pali Sutta-pitaka. Moreover, two 
’’hinese encylopaedias, the older of which was com- 
ifefed in 668 a.d., contain a large number/fof Indian 
'pi^S translated into Chinese, and cite no fewer tha?i 

02 jBuddhist works as their sources. In its pi:e§i|i^ 
■rm, however, the Panchatantra is the productiiptvp|i 
'imans, who, thouigh thev transformed or 



uch parts as betrayed animus against Brahmaniau-.); 

lave nevertheless left uneffaced many traces of the' 

ihistic origin of the collection. Though now divid^-.; 

hW only five books, it is shown by the evidence of', 

he oldest translation to have at one time embraced; 

welve. What its original name was we cannot say,- 

)ut it may not improbably have been called after the 

wo jackals, Karataka and Damanaka, who play a pro* 

ninent part in the first book ; for the title of the old' 

Syriac version is Knlilag and Damnag, and that of the 

Arabic translation Kali/ah and Dimnah, 
Originally the Panchatantra was probably intended 

io be a manual for the instruction of the sons of kings 

in the principles of conduct («/*'), a kind of “ Mirror: 

of Princes.” For it is introduced with the story of 

King Amaracakti of Mahilaropya, a city of the south,' 

who wishes to discover a scholar capable of training, 

his three stupid and idle sons. He at last finds 

Brahman who undertakes to teach the princes in six 

months enough to make them surpass all others in] 

knowledge of moral science. This object he duly ac* 

complishes by composing the Panchatantra and rieciting- 

it to the young princes. 

The framework of the first book, entitled '* Separa- 

dpn of Friends," is the story of a bull and a lion, who. 

-ite introduced to one another in the forest by two; 

jaekals and become fast friends. One of the jackals, 

•'eeling himself neglected, starts an intrigue by telling^ 

.Wbth the lion and the bull that each is plotting agiiris* 

.lie pthen As a result the bull is killed in battle #uli 

vp'lionj and the jackal, as prime minister of the laticj;. 

"•hjoys the fruits of his machinations. The main §tdt;, 

■ 5^"'the r second book, which is called “Acquisltib' 
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-!.|i^Tenys,” ideals with the adventures of a tortoise, a 
•’eejC, a crow, and a mouse. It is iucanT to ihustrate the 
tdVantaiges of judicious friendships. The third book, Of 
‘The War of the Crows and the Owls,” points out the 
langer of frieitdship coticluded between those who are 
>id enemies. The fourth book, entitled “ Loss of what 
las been Acquired,” illustrutes, by the main story of the 
nbnkey and the crocodile, how fools can be made by 
tattery to part with their possessions. The fifth book, 
'•ntitled •' Inconsiderate Action," contains a number of 
dories connected with the experiences of a barber, who 
ame to grief through failing to fake ali the circiun.stances 
if the case into consideration. 

The book is pervaded by a quaint humour which 
ransfers to the animal kingdom all sorts of human 
ction. Thus animals devote themseives to the study 
if the Vedas and to the practice of leligious rites ; they 
ngage in disquisitions, about gods, saints, and heroes; 
ir e.xchange views i egarding subtle ruics of ethics; but 
uddenly their fierce animal nature breaks out. A pious 
■al, for instance, called upon to act as umpire in a 
•ispute between a sparrow and a monkey, inspires such 
onfidence in the litigants, by a long discourse on the 
a'riity Of life and the supreme importance of vii-tue, 

they come close up in order to hear better the 
-’ords of wisdom. In an instant he seizes one of the 
ssputants with his claws, the other with his teeth, and. 
-vqjirs them both. Very humorous is the story of; 

conceited musical dotikey. Trespassing one moon* 
=t;.night in a cucumber field, he feels impelled to sin^ 

■_i j^^wers the objections of his friend the jackal 
airC.'bn the charins of music. He then begins to brbv 

'rfS''ihe watchmen, and receives a. .ini' -r r - 



' With abundant irony arid satire'fhe' ife^ 

human vices are exposed, among others the hypriCrib 

and avarice of Brahmans, the intriguing characteft;' 

cour;tiers, and the faithlessness of women. A vigorou 

popular spirit of reaction against Brahman pretension 

here finds expression, and altogether a sound and health 

view of life prevails, forming a refreshing contrast t 

the exaggeration found in many branches of India 

literature. 

The following translation pf a short fable from th 

first book may serve as a specimen of the style of th 

Panchatantra. 

“There was in a certain forest region a herd « 

monkeys. Once in the winter season, when their bodit 

were shivering from contact with the cold wind, an 

were buffeted with torrents of rain, they could find n 

rest. So some of the monkeys, collecting gtmja berrie 

which are like sparks, stood round blowing in brd« 

tp obtain a fire. Now a bird named Needlebea 

seeing this vain endeavour of theirs, exclaimed, ‘H; 

you are all great fools; these are not sparks of fir 

they are gunja berries. Why, therefore, this vain t\ 

deavour ? You will never protect yourselves again 

the cold in this way. You had better look for a spt 

jn the forest which is sheltered from the wind, or 

cave, or a cleft in the mountains. Even now migh 

rain clouds are appearing.' Thereupon an old morik* 

attipng them said, ‘Ho, what business of yours is ink 

■He off. There is a saying— 

A man of judgment who desires 
His own success should not accost 
One constantly disturbed in^work 
Or gamblers who have lost at play. 
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A^d^Ahother— 
H'Ao Joins in conversation •loiti;- 
A hunter •who has chased in vain, 
Or with a fool who has become 
Invohed in ruin, comes to orief ’ 

“The bird, however, without paying any attention to 

him, continually said to the monkeys, ‘Ho, why this 

Vain endeavour ? ’ So, as he did not for a moment cease 

to chatter, one of the monkeys, enraged at their futile 

efforts, seized him by the •wings and dashed him against 
a. stone. And so he (de)ceased. 

“ Hence I say — 

Unbemling wood canutd oe bent, 
’ A razor camiot cut a stone: 

Mark this, .) Necdlebeak! Try not 
To lecture him who •will not icarn!’ 

A similar collection of fables is the celebrated Hito- 
pade^a, or “ Salutary Advice,” which, owing to its intrinsic^'; 

merit, is one of the best known and most popular worksi;, 
Sanskrit literature in India, and which, because of its 'f 

suitability for teaching purposes, is read by nearly all J 

beginners of Sanskrit in England. It is based chiefly on ' 

Panchatantra, in which twenty-live of its forty-thi ae 
^jbles are found. The first three books of the older col-,; 

‘^qtibn have been, in the main, drawn upon ; for there is.' 

ht one story, that of the ass in the tiger’s skin, taken:| 
jrtpm Book IV., and only three from Book V. The introsi| 

hiGjtion is similar to that of the Panchatuntra, but th^f 

-ffisr^o^ ignorant and vicious princes is here call^ii 
i^^air^ana of Pataliputra (Patna). The Hitopadef^_0{' 

wwl^d. into four books. The framework and titles iAl 

f'first two agree with the first two of the Panchapf^^j 
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■ called “War" and “ Peace" respectively, the thairi stoi- 
^describing the conflict and reconciliation of the Qeef 

and the Peacocks. ; X 
The sententious element is here much "' more pro 

minent than in the Panckatantra, and the number e 

verses introduced is often so great as to seriously imped 
the progress of the prose narrative. These verses, how 

• ever, abound in wise maxims and line thoughts. Th 
! stanzas dealing with the transitoriness of human lif 
: near the end of Book IV. have a peculiarly pensiv 

beauty of their own. The following two may serve a 

specimens:— 

As on the mighty occMis waves 

Iwo floating logs together come, 

A nd, having met, for ever part : 

So briefly joined are living things. 

As streams of rivers onwardflow. 

And never more return again; 

So day and night still bear away 

The life oj every mortal man. 

It is uncertain who was the author of the Hitopade^o. 
nor can anything more definite be said about the date = 
this compilation than that it is more than 500 years ol 

the earliest known MS. of it was written in 1373 A.D. 
; As both the Panchatantra and the Hitopadega 'tie 

Idriginally intended as manuals for the instruction : 

pcings in domestic and foreign policy, they belong 

class of literature which the Hindus call niti-gdstt 
vpr "^‘' Science of Political Ethics.” A purely rrfethk 
/treatise, dealing directly with the principles of pblj" 

iii^^e' PfUi-sdm, or “ Essence of Conduct," of ':Kai^ 
which is one of the sources of the maxinis irm 



FAIRY TALES . 

. . A pretty and inj^cnious fairy tales, witli 
a ^highly Oriental colouring, is the l'ftn/a-pa)tchnviift^atif\ 

ni:: “Twenty-five Tales of the Vetula” (a clcinon supposed 

;.,tb occupy corpses). The framework of this collection 
briefly as follows. King Vikraina of Ujjayini is directed 
by an ascetic (jogiu) to take down from a tree and convey 

;,'a corpse, without uttering a single word, to .a spot in 
;,a graveyard where certain rites for the attainment of 

■ high magical powers are to take place. As the king is 
carrying the corpse alcwg on his shoulders, a Vetala, 
which has entered it, begins to speak and (ells him a 
fairy laic. On the king inadvertently replying to a 

question, the corpse at once ilisappears and is found' 
: hanging on the tree again. The king goes back to fetch 

it, and the same proc..sS is repeated till the Vetala has 
told twenty-five tales. Each of tliesc is so constructed 
.as to end in a subtle problem, on which the king is 
asked to c.xpi ess his,opinion. Tlie stories contained in 

this work are known to many English readers under the 
title of Vikram and the Vampire. , ■ ; 

Another collection of fairy talcs is the Simhasana- 

jdvdtritmikd, or “Thirty-two Stories of the Lion-seat" {i.e. 

throne), which also goes by the name of Vikrama-cJiaritd. 
iQX “ Adventures of Vikrama." Here it is the throne of 

. King Vikrama that tells the tales. Both this and thp 
preceding collection are of Buddbis^^ic origin, 
y, A third work of the same kind is the ^uka-saptaii, or 

.‘‘(Seventy Stories of a Parrot." Here a wife, whose. 
Husband is travelling abroad, and who is inclined,,!' 
i-uti( after other men, turns to her husband’s 
nftrrpi.for advice. The bird, while seeming to app^b* 
T;;Heir plans, warns her of the risks she runs, and jqw-^ 

■Vr/bromise not to go and meet any oaram6at',;r V ■ 



she can extricate herself from difficulties a;s STd^i 
did. Requested to tell the story, he does so, but orti; 
as far as the dilemma, when he asks the woman wha 
course the person concerned should take. As she cati 
not guess, the parrot promises to tell her if she stay 
at home that night. Seventy days pass in the saii^ 
way, till the husband returns. p' 

These three collections of fairy tales are all writ^li 
in prose and are comparatively short. There is, hi”;;/ 
ever, another of special importance, which is compc^ 
in verse and is of very considerable length. For' * 
tains no less than 22,000 qlokas^ equal to nf • is 

fourth of the MaJmbhdrata, or to almost twic'’^^'^^ ^4; 
as the Iliad and Odyssey put together. This is ^ 

Kathd-sarit-sdgara, or “ Ocean of Rivers of Stories." ||/. 
is divided into 124 chapters, called tarangas, or " wav[ -^ 
to be in keeping with the title of the work. Indepenp|§| 
of these is another division into eighteen books cajll?;^' 
lambakas. 

' The author was Somadeva, a Kashmirian poet, 

Vtomposed his work about 1070 a.d. Though he hims 
>vas a Brahman, his work contains not only many traci 

the Buddhistic character of his sources, but even direc 
afitisions to Buddhist Birth Stories. He states the rea 

/t^sis of his work to have been the Brihat-kathd, or " Crea 

■^atration," which Bana mentions, by the poet Gunadhya 
-«)iq is' quoted by Dandin. This original must, in ,tt|j 

jjpihion of Biihler, go back to the first or second 

’iHZ/ybrnewhat earlier recast of this work was nia^ 
’•pu| A.D, 1037 by a contemporary of Somadeva's 

VyASAdAsa. It is entitled Bgihat-^^ 
1: :irid is onlv about one-third as long as the 



’ lishehicndra and Somadeva worked inde-TL 
■diisntiy of each other, and both atate that the original 
■i: which they translated was written in the paiqachC 
^hd or “ Goblin language,” a term applied to a number 
yOW Prakrit dialects spoken by the most ignorant and 

tded classes. The Kathd-sarit-sdgara also contains 
60-64) a recast of the first three books of the 

.-0fintra, which books, it is interesting to find, had 

: ,^e form in Somadeva’s time as when they were 
■islated into Pehlevi (atjout 570 A.D.). 

Somadeva’s \Vork contains many most entertaining 
lies; for instance, that of the king who, through 

orance of the phonetic rules of Sanskrit grammar, 
understood a remark made by his wife, and over- 
iC with shame, deteri ined to become a good Sanskrit 

oJar or die in the attempt. One of tlie most famous 
.3 it contains is that of King <^ibi, who offered up his 
to save a pigeon frpm a hawk. It is a Jdtaka, and is 

jn represented on Buddhist sculptures; for example, 
the tope of Araaravati, which dates from about thev 
Inning of our era. It also occurs in a Chinese as, 
1 as a Muhammadan form. 

Ethical Poetry. 

The proneness of the Indian mind to reflection not. 
y produced important results in religion, philosophy,^ 
^^.ience j it also found a more abundant expression/ 
lOetry than the literature of any other nation dal r 
"1; Scattered throughout the most various dep^t 

^ of Sanskrit litei::ature are innumerable apopht^el'm-.- 
.C-h wise and noble, striking and original thpug|ir 

• T'aear in a hi«hlv finished and Doetica -r : 



i^NSgRlf ‘'tlTEF^ipi 

These are plentiful in the law-books; in "the epl^^ 

the drama they are frequently on the lips of heroes, sigf 

and gods; and in fables are constantly uttered by tigfe 
jackals,’ cats, and other animals. Above all, the 

bhdrata, which, to the pious Hindu, constitutes a mot' 

encyclopasdia, Ls an inexhaustible mine of proverbi; 
philosophy. It is, however, natural that ethical maxiii 

should be introduced in greatest abundance into wor! 

which, like the Panchatantra and Hiiopadeqa, were il 
tended to be handbooks of prgictical moral philosophy. 

Owing to the universality of this mode of e.xpressio 

in Sanskrit literature, there arc biit few w'orks consistin 
exclusively of poetical aphorisms. The most importai 

are the two collections by the highly-gifted Bhartrihai 

entitled respectively Nitiqataka, or “Century of Coi 

duct,” and Vairdgya-qataka, or “Century of Renunci- 

tion." Others are the Qdnti-qataka, or “ Century • 

Tranquillity,” by a Kashmirian poet named ^ilhana; t.l 

Moha-mudgara, or “ Hammer of Folly,” a short p6e= 

commending the relinquishment of worldly desires, an 

wrongly attributed to ^ankaracharya; and the Clidtpaky. 

qataka, the “Centuries of Chanakya,” the reputed auth.i 
of which was famous in India as a master of diplomat 

and is the leading character in the political drama Mukr- 

'gf^shasa. The NUi-tnanJari, or “Cluster of BlQSSOhaS ' 

Conduct,” which has not yet been published, is 

tion pf a peculiar kind. The moral maxims whldh . 

Ophtains are illustrated by stories, and these are 

ex^jiisiyely from the Rigveda. It consists of aboot';^* 

was composed by an author named Dy5-r»' 

jybp accompanied his work with a^ommen.tajry-(:;, = 

■the quotes largely from the Brihaddevata^^^yP- 
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• TO some modern anthologies of Sanskrit 
gnomic poetry. One of these is (^rldhai adasa’s SaduktU 
kafytdmrita, or “ Ear-nectar of Good Maxims,” containing 
.qnbtations from 446 poets, mostly of Bengal, and com¬ 
piled in 1205 A.D. I'lie ^drvgadhara-paddhati, or “An¬ 

thology of ^firngadhara,” daling from the fourteenth 
^bentury, comprises about 6000 stanzas culled from 264 
^authors. The Subhashildvall, or “ Series of Fine Sayings," 
^^mpiled by Vallabhadeva, contains some 3500 stanzas 
imkt'h from about 350 po^ts. All that is best in Sanskrit 

sententious poetry has been collected by Dr. Bohtlingk, 
dhe Nestor of Indianists, in his Indischc Spniche. This 
£irk contains the text, critically edited and accompanied 

.a prose German translation, of nearly 8000 stanzas, 
ich are culled from the whole field of classical Sanskrit 

ftaturc and arranged according to the alphabetical 
|er of the initial w^ord. 

composed in Pali, the Dhaminapada inay 
rliaps be mentioned here. It is a collection pi 

horisms representing the most beautiful, profound, 
d poetical thoughts in Buddhist literature. 

; keynote prevailing in all this poetry is the doctriui 

vanity of human life, which was developed before 

e of Buddhism in the sixth century B.C., and haf 

ated Indian thought ever since. There is no triii 
ess, we are here taught, but in the abandonmep- 
e and retirement from the world. The poet see; 

riant beauties of nature spread before his eye^ 
i^their charm ; but he turns from them sad ap« 
ted to seek mental calm and lasting happinc:.- 

llitude of the forest. Hence the picture of'- 

'hiorite living in contemplation is often painfr- 
'"‘'n-sm. Free from all desires., he is 



as a king, when the earth is his couch,, his, arji^l m 
pillow, the sky his tent, the moon his lamp, when reri^il^ 
ciation is his spouse, and the cardinal points are 
maidens that fan him with winds. No Indian ppeh^ 

inculcates renunciation more forcibly than Bhartri^; 

hari; the humorous and ironical touches which he occas; 
sionally introduces are doubtless due to the character ofe 

this remarkable man, who wavered between the spiritual; 
and the worldly life throughout his career. * j; 

Renunciation is not, however, the only goal to whiqhj 

the transitoriness of w'orldly goods leads the gnomic 
poets of India. The necessity of pursuing virtue is the 
practical lesson which they also draw from the vanity 

of mundane existence, and which finds expression iij I 

many noble admonitions ;— 

Transient indeed is human life. 
Like the moods disc in waters seen : 
Knowing how true this is, a mUn 
Should ever practise what is good (Hit. iv. 133). 

It is often said that when a man dies and leaves alj* 
his loved ones behind, his good works alone can acep^j^ 

pany him on his journey to his next life. Nor shpulii; 

sih ever be committed in this life when there is none .h;^ 
^^e, for it is always witnessed by the “old hermit dwpfc"' 

ijrtg in the heart," as the conscience is picturesquely 

veiled. . . ■.■.li'I, 
,'^|"I'hat spirit of universal tolerance and love of maplcj|iffi 

'^hith enabled Buddhism to overstep the bounds; .ipG- 

caste but of nationality, and thus to becorhe’l|ic; 

-■^ilipstt world-religion, breathes throughout this poetry • 

MctMbharata, though a work of the Brahip^^ 
‘''’''''■‘i'''" '''He-?]'se-Mnents as this ;—. 



' Men of high rank win no esteem 

If lacking in good qualities; 

A ^■Sdra even deserves respect 

W/io knows and does his duty well (xiii. 2610). 

The following stanza shows bow cosmopolitan Bhar- 

hari was in his views : 

“ 'lilts maris our own, a stranger that" : 

Thus narrow-minded people think, 

fiowes/tr, nolde-minded men 

Regard the whole world as /.heir kin. 

But these poets go even beyond the limits of humanity 
d inculcate sympathy with the joys and sorrows of all 
eatures:— 

To harm no living thing in deed. 

In thought or soord, to exercise 

Benevolence and clutrity i 

Virtue’s eternal law is thi.i (MahaM. xii. 5997). 

■Gentleness and forbearance towards good and bad 
ike are thus recommended in the Hitopadeqa:— 

Even to beings destitute 

' 4 Of virtue good men pity show : 

The. moon docs not her light withdrasu 

Even from the pariahs abode (i. 63). 

The Panchatantra, again, dissuades thus from thoughts 
revenge:— v 

Devise no ill at any time 

To injure those that do thee harm : 

They of themselves will some day fall, 

Like trees that grow on river banks. 

'The good qualities of the virtuous are b'ften desciBh. 
iO Ydontrasted with tlie characteristics of eviii-"'■ 



stance, is how 
lumility of the benevolent:— 

i-rtA-v- 

his, for instance, is how Bhartrihari 

T/te trees bend dowmcard 'with the burden of their fruit, ^ 

The clouds bow low, heavy with waters they will shed; > 

The noble hold not high their heads through pride of wealth;, / 

Tht(s those behave who are on otherd good intent (i. 71). 

Many fine thoughts about true friendship and the,; 
'alue of intercourse with good men are found here, often 4 
;xemplified in a truly poetical spirit. This, for instance,'^ 
s from the Panchalantra;— », 

U 'ho is not made a better man 

By contact with a noble friend f 

A water-drop on lotus-leaves 

Assumes the splendour of a. pearl (iii. 61). 

It is perhaps natural that poetry with a strong pes-;- 
imistic colouring should contain many bitter sayings ' 
bout women and their character. Here is an exaihple; 

>f how they are often described :— ’ ' ■ 

The love of women but a moment lasts, 

Like colours of the dawn or ez>ening red; 

Their aims are crooked like a riveds course ; 
Inconstant are they as the lightning flash; 

. Like serpents, they deserve no confidence {Kathas, xxxvii. 143). • 4; 

, • At the same time there arc several passages in whi<jj|? 
oijsale character is represented in a more favourable? 

rght, and others sing the praise of faithful waives. . T ii c 'i 
,:.;iTere, too, we meet with many pithy sayings a^j® 

-ierjhiisfiry of poverty and the degradation of servil^Hieji 
Wile* the power of money to invest the worthTess^ti^^P 
rh-thej appearance of every talent and virtue 

•ribed with bitter irony and scathing sarcasm. ' 

' ;? e.ii^iight^ expected, true knowledge ireceiveV^^V 
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-micand high appreciation in Sanskrit etiiickl pdetryr 

is^ tibmpaired with a rich treasure which cannot be 

-■'4ied among relations, whicli no thief can steal, and 
3h is never diminished by being imparted to others/ 

empt, on the other hand, is poured on pedantry 

Spurious learning. Those who have read many 

5, without understanding their sense, are likened to 

-3S laden with sandal wood, who feels only the 

jht, but knows nothing of the value of his burden. 

As the belief in transmigrati.m has cast its shadow 

v'er Indian thought froli! pre-JBuddhistic times, it is 

>nly natural that the conception of fate should be 

irominent in Sanskrit moral poetry. Here, indeed, we 

iften read that no one c an escape from the operation of 

iestiny, but at the same time we find constant admoni- 

lons not to let this fact paralyse human effort. For, 
*s is shown in the Hifopade^a and elsewhere, fate is 

lothing else than the result of action done in a former 

virih. Hence every man can by right conduct shape his 
■<ture fate, just as a potter can mould a lump of clay 

to whatever form he desires. H uman action is thus" 

-^lecessary complement to fate; the latter cannot pr^'- 

~d without the former any more than a cart, as thie 

'iopadeqa expresses it, can move with only one wheel.'; 

■d^;(|pctrine is inculcated with many apt illustrations; , 
mS in one stanza of the Hitopad^^a it is pointed out 

’i ff antelopes do not enter into the mouth of the 

• I'on'',:; in another the question is asked, "Wh(^ 

.otlt fwork could obtain oil from sesamum seeds 
Mahdbhdrata once puts,U, fate without 

_,isvcSnnot be fulfilled, just as seed sown outside ;thc 

■■•-heat's-nd fruit. ' ‘ ' 



'erse fate there are many exhbrtatibhs to 

1 constancy. The following is a stanza ^of 

m the Panchatantra:— 

In forfune and calamity 

The great ever remain the same : 

The sun is at its rising red, 

Ted also when about to set. 

Collected in the ethico-didactic works which haVelf 

:en described in this chapter, and scattered through*^ 

it the rest of the literature the notions held by thig^ 

rahmans in the sphere of moral philosophy have neveij,"' 

xeived a methodical treatment, as in the Pali literature; 

■' Buddhism. In the orthodox systems of Hindu philo-, 

jphy, to which we now turn, they find no place. ‘ . 

thisijcin^ 



CHAPTER XV 

PHILOSOPHY 

c beginnings of Indian pbil.osophy, which are to 6e 
und in the latest hymns of the Rig^tda and in the 

Ithannwedii, arc concern?:d with speculations on the 
>rigin of the world and on the eternal principle by 
/hich it is creatc;4 and maintained. The Yajurveda 
urther contains fantastic cosmogonic legends describ- 
ig how the Creator produces all things by means of the 
maipotent sacrilice. With these Vedic ideas are inti- 
lateiy cdiinected, and indeed largely identical, those of 
Ke earlier Upanishads. This philosophy is essentially, 
antheistic and idealistic. By the side of it grew up an 
theistic and empirical school of thought, which in the : 
«th century B.c. furnished the foundation of the tyrp. 
iCat unorthodox religious systems of Buddhism and; 
*4nism. 

The Upanishad philosophy is in a chaotic conditionj • 
at the speculations of this and of other schools of 
ibught were gradually reduced to order and systema- 

in manuals from about the first century of our .' 
y^nwards. Allogetlier nine systems may be distin^i 

■sHedj. some of which must in their origin go bacifc'| 
the beginning of the sixth century B.C. at .least,, ^ Q’i^| 

six ,.systems which are accounted orthodox no. lesfe' 
‘Yvfpur; were originally atheistic, and one remainef;? 



■ tlTERAflJitEfv 

when we reflcict that the only condiUons bt ofthodo^y^/ 

in India were the recognition of the class.privilege (Sif| 
the Brahman caste and a nominal acknowledgmeritj^bj^ 

the infallibility of the Veda, neither full agreement wit^i| 

Vedic doctrines nor the confession of a belief in thel 

existence of God being required. With these two linii^;^. 

tations the utmost freedom of thought prevailed in?i 
Brahmanism. Hence the boldest philosophical specula!^^ 

f’ion and conformity with the popular religion went hand? 

and hand, to a degree which has never been equalled m; 

any other country. Of the Orthodox systems, by far the? 

most important are the pantheistic Vedanta, which, as' 
continuing the doctrines of the Upanishads, has beenC 

the dominant philosophy of Brahmanism since the end; 

of the Vedic period, and the atheistic Sankhya, whichj 

for the first time in the history of the world, asserted.; 
the complete independence of the human mind arii^ 

attempted to solve its problems solely by the aid oi, 

reason. 
On the Sankhya were based the two heterodox fe*: 

ligious systems of Buddhism and Jainism, which deniej|p 

the authority of the Veda, and opposed the Brahniah! 

caste system and ceremonial. Still more heterodox wi^ 

the Materialist philosophy of Charvaka, which 

further and denied even the fundamental doctriid^i 

common to all other schools of Indian thought, orthodql 

T ahd unorthodox, the belief in transmigration depefideip 

-- on retribution, and the belief in salvation or release’frbi^ 

ffansmigration. ; V® 

■; • ;5^he theory that every individual passes after death^M| 

"a'^ies of new existences in heavens or hells, or 

■bddieis of men and animals, or in plants on eatth^ iff'' 



life,'was already so firmly estabiisiied in the sixth^sj 
.ry, P.C., that Buddha received it without question 

ilipis religious system ; and it has dominated the belief 
Iip Indian people from those early times down to the 

J|j|pt day. There is, i^erhaps, no more remarkable 

the history of the luirn.m mind than that this 
me doctrine, never philosophically demonstrated, 

have been regarded as self-evident for 2500 years 

:»yery philosophical school or religious sect in India, 
cepting only the Materialists. By the acceptance of 

-nis doctrine the Vedic offtimisiii, which looked forward 

id a life of eternal happiness in heaven, was transformed 
into the gloomy prospect of an interminable series of 
miserable existences leading from rme death to another. 

The transition to the developer! view of the Upanishads 
is to be found in the (^alapatha liniUviana (above, p.; 

S!23). 
, How is the origin of the momentous doctrine which , 

produced this change to be accounted for? The 

Rigveda contains no traces of it beyond a couple of ■ 
passages in the last book which speak of the soul, of ^ 

rj|, dead man as going to the waters or plants. It seems 

Jliardly likely that so far-reaching a theory should have 

be^n developed from the stray fancies of one or two 
filter Vedic poets. It seems more probable that the Aryan!, 

ettiers received the first impulse in this direction fronx^^^ 
''54 aboriginal inhal.'itants of India. As is well knowny~' 

sre. is'^araong half-savage tribes a wide-spread belieil 
’t . the soul after death passes into the trunks of treg^: 
X tlie bodies of animals. Thus the Sonthals of Indi# 
said even at the present day to hold that the souls'QF 
:g90d enter into fruit-bearing trees. But among $40!: 

ITOtion of ■; 
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belief in the continuance of human existence in ahit 
and trees. If, therefore, the Aryan Indians borrowe^j 
idea from the aborigines, they certainly deserve the 
of having elaborated out of it the theory of an unbrcf'- 
chain of existences, intimately connected with the mf 
principle of requital. The immovable hold it acquire^"" 
Indian thought is doubtless due to the satis^ 
planation it ofl'cred of the misfortune or pro' rity 
is often clearly caused by no action d"" , n this 
Indeed, the Indian doctrine of transin* ;,;'?.'ion, fanta 
though it may appear to us,^'has tl’ .j.v.viiofold meriji; 
satisfying the requirement of justice id the moral gov^j 
ment of the world, and at the same time inculcatiiy 
valuable ethical principle which makes every man/^ 
architect of his own fate. For, as every bad deed . g! 
in this existence must be expiated, so every good , 
will be rewarded in the next existence. From the en^^ 
ment of the fruits of actions already done there i4, 
escape ; for, in the words of the MahabMrata, "asai^l 
a thousand cows a calf finds its mother, so the 
previously done follows after the doer.” 

The cycle of existences {samsdm) is regarded 
having no beginning, for as every event of the prM 
life is the result of an action done in a past one^ 

rsame must hold true of each preceding existeric | 
infinitum. The subsequent effectiveness of guilt an I 
smerit, commonly called adrishta or "the unseen," | 
;bften Also simply karma, "deed or work,” is belli| 
ib regulate not only the life of the individual, but t 
'b'figin and development of everything in the wor® 
^whatever takes place cannot but affect some criia i 





"conversion” as we should say), because all desire foy 
the objects of the world is at an end. * 

The popular beliefs about heavens and hells, gods, 
demi-gods, and demons, were retained in Buddhism arid 
Jaiii*?^, as well as in the orthodox systems. But thesri 

higher more fortunate beings were considered to be 
also subjecJ't^i (he law of transmigration, and, unless they, 
obtained savin^^'HnowIcdge, to be on a lower level than 
the man who had obtained such knowledge. 

The monistic theory of the early Upanishads, which 

identified the individual soul with Brahma, aroused the 

opposition of the rationalistic founder of the Sankhya 
system, Kapii.a, who, according to Buddhist legends, 
was pre-Buddhistic, and whose doctrines Buddha fol-- 

lowed and elaborated. His teaching is entirely dual-■ 
istic, admitting only two things, both without beginning 

and end, but essentially different, matter on the one, 

hand, and an infinite plurality of individual souls on. 
the other. An account of the nature and the mutual' 

relation of these two, forms the main content of the 
system. Kapila was, indeed, the first who drew a sharp;^ 

line of demarcation between the two domains of matter 
and soul. The saving knowledge which delivers from'' 

the misery of transmigration consists, according to the' 
Sankhya system, in recognising the absolute distinctioi: 
between soul and matter. ; 

• The existence of a supreme god wdio creates 

■ tiles the universe is denied, and would be irrecontjUaBu 

with the system. For according to its doctrine the 

.-bnsciptis matter of Nature originally contains withif ' 

‘iSeif;: the power of evolution (in the interest p( 
rhicK'-are entirely passive during the process), ryplf 

course n- '‘"--r - 



system; 

^rente of the system defend their atheism 

iplitaining that the origin of misery presents an 

P)le problem to the theist, for a god who has 

|d and rules the world could not possibly escape 

Ithe reproach of cruelty and partiality. Much stress 

li by this school in general on the absence of any 

pt proof for the existence of God. 
P'he world as maintained to be real, and that from 

•eternity ; for the existent cuii only be produced from 
existent. The reality of an object is regarded as 

’•suiting simply from pei^;cption, •dways supposing the 

uses of the percciver to be sound. The world is 
'Scribed as developing, according to certain laws out 

primitive matter {prakriti or pradltiiiHii). The genuine 

•ilosophic sjiirit of its method of rising from tlie known, 
-ments of experience to the unknown by logical de- 

mstration till the ultimate cause is reached, must 
this system a special interest in the eyes of evolu- 

hists whose views jire founded on the results of 

-lern physical science. 

The evolution and diversity of the world are ex-: 

'ined by primajval matter, although uniform and 

^visible, consisting of three different substances called 

■if or constituents (originally “strands” of a rope), 
the combination of these in varying proportions the 

-rse material products were supposed to have arisen^ 

constituent, called satfva, distinguished by the; 
lities of luminousness and lightness in the object, JCdo; 

Virtue, benevolence, and other pleasing attributes 

enbject, is associated with the feeling of joy; 
nguished by activity and various hurtful 

-- lijsociated with pain; and fanms, distingurshert;/^? i 



iear, uriconscibusness, and so forth, on the" bth^J If' 

associated with apathy. At the end of a cosmic pbno4 
all things are supposed to be dissolved into primitiyf 

naatter, the alternations of evolution, existence, and dis-i 

solution having neither beginning nor end. > 
The psychology of the Sankhya system is specially^ 

important. Peculiarly interesting is its doctrine that 

all mental operations, such as perception, thinking;': 

willing, are not performed by the soul, but are merely 

mechanical processes of the internal organs, that is to 

say, of matter. The soul itself possesses no attributes 
or qualities, and can only be described negatively. 

There being no qualitative difference between souls, 

the principle of personality and identity is supplied by 

the subtile or internal body, which, chiefly formed of 
the inner organs and the senses, surrounds and is made 

. conscious by the soul. This internal body, being the 
vehicle of merit and demerit, which are the basis of 

transmigration, accompanies the ^oul on its wanderings 

from one gross body to another, whether the latter bb 

that of a god, a man, an animal, or a tree. Conscious 

life is bondage to pain, in which pleasure is included 

;by this peculiarly pessimistic system. When salvatiori,; 

Iwhich is the absolute c6ssation of pain, is obtained, the 

iiliternal body is dissolved into its material elements, aiid 

the soul, becoming finally isolated, continues to exist 

tiidividually, but in absolute unconsciousness. ,/ • 

.■?t‘"tFhe name of the system, which only begins tb' 

injefltibned in the later Upanishads, and more frequetitly 

ai}^€(Mahahharcitaf is derived froni smnkhyd, 

is, however, some doubt as to whether it dr^i^ 

If^li^^’meaht from the twenty-five; 



” docttnie, from the method which it 

■ 

; founder of the system, whose teaching is 
[■•y rhiddhism, and whom Buddhistic legend 
i Kapila-vastu, the biiihpUice of Buddha, 
ed before the middle of the sixth century, 
lys, if he e.ver committed his system to 
iCen preserved. Indeed, the very existence 
rson as Kapila has been doubted, in spite 
lity with which Indian tradition designates 

i^aih of this name as thi founder of the system. The 
"lend leading authority of the Sfinkhya philosophy 

■as Pancha^ikha, who may have lived about (he be- 
thning of our era. The oldest systematic manual 
hich has been preserved is the Sdnkhya - kdrika 

I(;VARA-KRISHN.4. As it was translated into Chinese 
dween 557 and 583 A.D., it cannot belong to a later 
fitury than the fifth, and may be still older. This 
irk deals very concisely and methodically with the 

“Ctrines of the Sankhya iji sixty-nine stanzas (coni- 
».sed in the complicated Aryd metre), to which tbr»e 
hers were subsequently added. It appeals to have 

oerseded the Sutras of Pancha9ikha, who is mentioned.. 
it as the chief disseminator of the system. There 
two excellent commentaries on the Sdnkhya-kdrikd, 
one composed about 700 a.D. by GaudapSda, and 

other soon after i too A.D. by Vadiaspati Mi^ra. , 
I'he Sdnkhya Sutras, long regarded as the oldes|? 

of the system, aqd attributed to Kapila, we, 
b^bly not composed till about . 1400 a.d. The author 

liS ^prk, which also goes by the name of SdnkJ^a^ 
ifiana, endeavours in vain to show thajt theifftisi;; 
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bf the Upanishads. He is also muxih influenced by the 

-ideas of the Yoga as well as the VedSnta system. Ih 
tbe oldest commentary on this work, that of AniruddhaV 

composed about 1500 A.D., the objectiveness of the 

treatment is particularly useful. Much more detailed, 

but far less objective, is the commentary of VijnSna- 
bhikshu, entitled Sankhya -prnvachana v. bhdshya, and 

written in the second half of the sixteenth century. 

The author's point of view' being theistic, he effaces 

the characteristic features of the different systems in 

the endeavour to show that all' tlje six orthodox systems 

contain the absolute truth in their main doctrines. 
From the beginning of our era down to recent times 

the Siinkhya doctrines have e.xerciscd considerable in-: 

fluence on the religious and philosophical life of India, 
though to a much less extent than the Vedanta. Some 

of its individual teachings, such as that of the thre^ 

pinas, have become the common property of the whoh 
of Sanskrit literature. At the time of the great Vedan 

tist, ^ankara (800 a.d.), the Sankhya system was helcj 

} in high honour. The law book of Manu followed thi 
doctrine, though with an admixture of the theistifj 

^notions of the Mimamsa and Vedanta systems as wel'. 

ids of popular mythology. The Maltdbharata, especiallj 

jfBook XII., is full of Sankhya doctrines; indeed alirio^l 

5;;eyery detail of the teachings of this system is to bi 

iiodhd somewhere in the great epic. Its numerous 
; .Aviations from the regular Sankhya text-books are bpf 

^|eco.hdary, as Professor Garbe thinks, even thQugh"tt# 

'■'^M'oMhharata vi, our oldest actual source for the systiej.'" 

^liedriy ihalf the Puranas follow the cosmogony;: Of isl* 

and even those which are Vedantic a;re I 
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:^e, however, everyw'here in the Puranas ob- 
by Vedanta doctrines, especially that of cos-< 

plusion. A peculiarity of the Purfinic Sankhya is 
g&bception of Sjnrit or Purusha as the male, and 

^ or Praknti as the female, principle in creation. 

Kn the Sarfchya system are based the two philoso- 
^al religiom of Buddhism and Jainism in all their 
an outlines: Their fundamental doctrine is that life 

^othing but suffering. The cause of suffering is the 

Jsire, based on ignorance, to hve and enjoy the world, 
'he aim of both is to redeem maukiiid from the misery 
1 mundane existence by the annihilation of desire, with 

he aid of renunciation of the world and the practice of 
inbounded kindness towards all creatures. These two 
-essimislic religions are so extremely similar that the, 
■tinas, or adherents of Jina, were long looked upon as 
Buddhist sect. Research has, however, Jed to the dis- 

overy that the founders of both systems were contem- 
praries, the most eminent of the many teachers who 
./the sixtli century opposed the Brahman ceremoniat: 
hd caste pretensions in Northern Central India. B^th 
Sligions, while acknowledging the lower and epheriieralj 

pds of Brahmanism, deny, like the Sankhya, the exist-': 

ice of an eternal supreme Deity. As they developed,! 
jey diverged in various respects from the system td'r 

hich they owed their philosophical notions. Hence i|; 
■tie about that Sankhya writers stoutly opposed sohiei| 
their teachings, particularly the Buddhist denial 

■ji^the doctrine that all things have only a moment^P 
sfehce, and that salvation is an annihilation oPs^etf^ 

however, it«should be noted that Buddha 

to decide the question whether nirvandMW^'^’'^' 
fexhhetion or an unendim? state of irnconsci-T: 



The latter view was doubtless a conce^ipnt:t^V,th|^ 

>Vedantic conception of Brahma, in which the individuals 
soul is merged on attaining salvation. . 5 

‘ The importance of these systems lies not in their 

metaphysical speculations, which occupy but a sub- j 

ordinate position, but in their high development of" 
moral principles, which are almost entf'ely neglected 

in the orthodox systems of Indian philosophy. The fate ■ 
of the two religions has been strangely different. Jain¬ 
ism has survived as an insignificant sect in India alone; 

Buddhism has long since vanished from the land of its 

birth, but has become a world religion counting more;- 

adherents than any other faith. 

The Sankhya philosophy, with the addition of a 

peculiar form of mental asceticism as the most effec-‘; 

ive means of acquiring saving knowledge, appears tc^ 

lave assumed definite shape in a manual at an earlieh 

leriod than any of the other orthodox systems. This 

he Yoga philosophy founded by Patanjali and ej|: 

lounded in the Yoga Sutras. The priority of this teM- ■ 
look is rendered highly probable by the fact that it is ' 

he only philosophical Sutra work which contains noj 

olemics against the others. There seems, moreover, to ? 

4,tip sufficient ground to doubt the correctness of tho: 

ajive tradition identifying the founder of the Yogai 

with the grammarian Patanjali. The Yog^ 

'^tras therefore probably date from the .second century. 

This work also goes by the name of SdnkhyaT0^2, 
the same as that given to the later 

sufficiently clear proof of its close conn«bt%^ 

itlr^Kapila's philosophy. In the Mahdbhdrata theltyi^ w 

vtfejeciS;are actually spoken of as one and the same^ ia|i p 
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||trbdud’ed into it thb clidctrine of a personal god,' 

m'lo Ibose a way as not to affect the system as 
fe. Indeed, the parts of the Sutras dealing with the/ 
|h of God are not only unconnected with the other 
f of the treatise, but even contradict the foundations 

system. iKor the final aim of man is here repre- 
—ted as the absolute isolation {kaivalyd) of the soul 

matter,/Just as in the Sankhya system, and not 
iion with or absorption in (iod. Nor are the indivi- 

-lial souls here derived from the “special soul” or God, 

lut are like the latter wntiiout a beginning. 
The really distinctive part of the system is the 

Establishment of the v ;ws prevailing in Patanjali’s time 

•yith regard to asceticisni and the mysterious powers 
to be acquired by its practice. Yoga, or “ yoking ” the 
mind, means mental concentration on a particular 
object. The belief that fasting and other penances, 
■jroduce supernatural powers goes back to remote pre- 
•istoric times, and ’still prevails among savage races., 
bodily asceticism of this kind is known to the Vedas, 

tnder the name of tapas. From this, with the advance' 
■f intellectual lifa in India, was developed the practidei 

- >f/mental asceticism called yoga, which must have beenl 

iiown and practised several centuries before Patanjali's, 
he. For recent investigations have shown that Bud- 

iiisai started not only from the theoretical Sankhy^ 

T from the practical Yoga doctrine j and the epnditiofr/ 
ecstatic £ibstraction was from the beginning 
ttigh esteem among the Buddhists. PatanjUli 
■ibrated the doctrine, describing at length the raeSt^f 

^ ../.'lamihg concentration and carrying it to the bigllii ' 
: / In his system the methodical practice 

a special imoortahee for, in addUic*;# ff'-® 



ferring supernatural powers, it here beconies tfe cilil'y / 
means of salvation. His Sutras consist of four chapters;:- 
dealing with deep meditation {samddhi), the means for,> 
obtaining it {sdd/iana), the miraculous powers (viHuit)!! 

it confers, and the isolation {kaivalyti) of the redeemedfl 

soul. The oldest and best comraentarfy on»this work/i' 
is that of V'yasa, dating from the seventh^century A.D. ' I. 

Many of the later Upanishads are largely concerned"'; 
with the Yoga doctrine. The lawbook of Manu in';;. 
Book VI. refers to various details of Yoga practice;:.' 
Indeed, it seems likely, owiny to the theistic point of ./; 

view of that work, that its Sankhya notions were de-?... 

rived from the Yoga system. The Mafidbhdmta treats ;/ 
of Yoga in considerable detail, especially in Book XII.:: 
It is particularly prominent in the Bhagavadglta, which;?' 

is even designated a yoga-^dstra. Belief in the efficacy?*, 

of Yoga still prevails in India, and its practice survives. 

But its adherents, the Yogis, are at the present day ; ■ 
often nothing more than conjurers and jugglers. 

The exercises of mental concentration are in the;-:; 

later commentaries distinguished by the name of r^§g 
joga or “chief Yoga." The external expedients 
/ called kriyd-yoga, or “practical Yoga.” Tlie more ~ 

intense form of the latter, in later works called /lafM".,,, 
or “forcible Yoga," and dealing for the mos!?;? 

f!ipart with suppression of the breath, is very often cpifl 
fTirasted with rdja-yoga. 

Among the eight branches of Yoga practice ;;?|b-- 
l^ttittg'^posture {dsand), as not only conducive to epn 

|?^Centraiion, but of therapeutic value, is considered,ihi 

k^dftanit. .In describing its various forms later y^ritCj 
j||psi|jypiy revelled, eighty-four being frequently? 

■"i'ri b,e>'- normal number. '' 
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ajsb a number of othfer postures and conifdrtions. 
the limbs designated mudrd. The best-known niudrd, 
:led khechart, consists in turning the tongue back 
wards the throat and keeping the gaze lixed pn. a 

oint between the eyebrows. Such practices, in con- 

nction with |he suppression of breath, were capable 
f producing k comiition of trance. There is at least 
•le one well-^ithenticated c ase of a Yogi named Haridfis 
/ho in the thirties wandered about in Rajputana aird 
.ahore, allowing himself to be buried for money when 
a the cataleptic condition. I'he burial of the Master 
•f Ballaiitrae by the fndian Secuiulra Dass in Stevenson’s 
lovel was doubtless suggested by an .account of this 
scetic. 

In contrast with the two older and intimately con- 
jected dualistic schools of the Sankhya and Yoga, there,- 
rose about the beginning of our era the only two, even 
if the six orthodox systems of philosophy, which were 
heistic from the outset. One of them, being based on- 
he Vedas and the Brahmanas, is concerned with the 

iractical side of Vcdic religion ; while the other, alone 

-mong the philosophical systems, represents a methddi.;: 
al development of tlie fundamental non-dualistic specii- 
ations of the Upanishads. The former, w'hich has only 

accounted a philosophical system at all because; 
close connection with the latter,’ is the Purva^ 

-nantsd or “ First Inquiry,” also called Karma-mtmd^is^ 
Inquiry concerning Works,” but usually simpl^; 

nifMiiisd, Founded by Jaimini, and set forth iri thip 
di^d^nilnidmsd Sutras, this system discusses the 
'-•rhpnies and the rewards resulting from theih 

-npe, Holding the Veda to be uncreated 
hi; from all eternity, it lays special stress" pS^slii-j 
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- jproposition that articulate sounds are etbrii^l, and‘ on 

the consequent doctrine that the connection ot a'word 

with its sense is not due to convention, but is by nature 
inherent in the word itself. Owing to its lack of philo4i / 

sophical interest, this system has not^ as yet raucb^^ 

, occupied tiic attention of European schO|.ars. 

The oldest commentary in existence the Mlntd^d^^ 

S&tras is the bhashya of ^abara Svamin, w^pch in its tui 
was commented on about 700 a.d. by the great Mimam;^ ; 

sist KL’MARILA in his Tantra-vdritika diXid in his 

vdrttika, the latter a metricat paraphrase of (^abara's^ 

exposition of the first aphorism of Patanjali. Among'^ 

the later commentaries on the Mlmdmsd Sutras the mos^ 

important is the Jaiminiya-nydya-indld-vistara of Madhava|^ 
(fourteenth century). -y 

Far more deserving of attention is the theoretical.' 

system of the Uttara-mimdmsd, or “ Second Inquiry."/ 

For it not only systematises the doctrines of the Upani-^ 

shads—therefore usually termed Vedanta, or "End o|^‘ 

the Veda ”—but also represents the philosophical view^' 

of the Indian thinkers of to-day. In the words bfy 

Professor Deussen, its relation to the earlier Upani«l, 

Jshads resembles that of Christian dogmatics to the New/ 
j^estament. Its fundamental doctrine, expressed in the'' 

|j(amous formula tat tvam asi, “ thou art that/’ is ti\6 

|i(dehtity of the individual soul with God {brahmetjy 

^ehce it is also called the Brahma- or ^driraka-mih^r 
"Inquiry concerning Brahma or the embodibiq. 

'il^dl/'v: The eternal and infinite Brahma not being :tpa!dt 
felt. pjf parts or liable to change, the individual-spii; 

laid down, cannot be a part or emanifidf 

the whole indivisible Brahma!. As"|^( • ^ 
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;• advaita-vdda, ot 'Moctrine of non-duality," being, 

Other words, an idealistic monism. The evidence of 

-pefience, which shows a,multiplicity of phenomena, 

d the statements of the Veda, wliich teach a multi- 

^ty of souls are brushed aside as tin; phantasms of 

m which ^ire only true till waking takes place, 

pltimaie cause of all such false. impressions is 

or imthtc ignorance, which this, like the other 

ims, simply postulates, but does not in any way 
K to account for. It is this ignorance which prevents 

soul from recognisiiig that the empirical world is 

'e mdyd or illusion. Thus to the Vedantist the uni- 

p5e is like a mirage, \ iiich the soul under the influence 

desire {trishnd or "thirst”) fancies it perceives, just 

the panting hart sees before it slieets of water in 

g fata morgana (picturesquely called mriga-tnsknd or 

^er-thirst” in Sanskrit). The illusion vanishes as if R^magiCj when the‘scales fall from the eyes, on the 

uisition of true knowledge. Then the semblance of 

hy distinction between the soul and God disappears, 

nd salvation (nioksha), the chief end of man, is attained. 

Saving knowledge cannot of course be acquired by 

(orldly experience, but is revealed in the theoretical 

\xi (jndtia-kdnda) of the Vedas, that is to say, in the 

anishads. By this correct knowledge the illusion 

the multiplicity of phenomena is dispelled-, just asi 

v illusion of a snake when there is only a repei'! 

'.',Q fprins of knowledge are, however, distinguished irix 

y^edanta, a higher {para) anu » »ower {apard), TliiS^i 
is concerned with the higher and impefsoj^Jl 

■ja. (neuter), which is without form or attributfe)^ 

ip.4atter deals with the lower and personal Bt'ahliiS’ 



i^vard) who has created the world aha grants salvatibn/ 

The contradiction resulting from one and the sarifd 
thing having form and no form, attributes and no attr^ 

butes, is solved by the explanation that the Ibwet 

Brahma has no reality, but is merely ayi illusory forth 
of the higher and only Brahma, produce^! by ignorance,, 

The doctrines of the Vedanta are lakl down in the 

Brahma-sutras of Badarayana. This t^-xt-book, the 5, 
meaning of which is not intelligible without the aid of* 

a comrtienlary, was expounded in his bhdshya hy 

famous Vedantist philosophe# (^ANKARA, whose name! v 

is intimately connected with the revival of Brahmanism. ;^ 

He was born in 788 A.D., became an ascetic in 820,i.; 

and probably lived to an adva- ■: age. There is ::; 

every likelihood that his expositions agi je in all essentials , 

with the meaning of the Brahma-sutras. The full ela-'ij 

boration of the doctrine of Maya, or cosmic illusion,?;, 

is, however, due to him. An excellent epitome of the;;;? 

teachings of the Vedanta, as set forth by ^ankara, is.t 

the Vedanta-sdra of Sadananda Yogindra. Its author;' 

departs from ^ankara's views only in a few particularsj,'?i 

which show an admixture of Sankhya* doctrine. 

5-5' Among the many commentaries on the Brahmd^C 
subsequent to ^ankara, the most important ,fe ' 

that of .Ramanuja, who lived in the earlier half of th^ 

iwelfth century. This writer gives expression to tht : 

of the Pancharatras or Bhagavatas, an old 

duite sect, whose doctrine, closely allied to ChristiaiM=.. 
Peas,ds expounded in the Bhagavadgitd and the 

as well as in the special text-books cif : j|[« 

|pK?^hd tenets of the Bhagavatas, as set forth by Ra^ ' ^ 
considerably from those of ihe BrM \ f 



sYst 
;individual souls are not identical with God ;. 

y suffer from innate unbelief, not ignorance, while 
ief or the love of God {bhakti), not knowledge, is the 
ans of salvation or union with God. 

The last twJb orthodox systems (jf philosophy, the 

.?eshika and ifhe Nyaya, form a closely-connected 
r, since a strict classification of ideas, as well as the 
)lanation of* the origin of the world from atoms, is 

tiinon to both. Much the older of the two is the 
iceshika, which is already assailed in the Brahmu- 

ras. It is there dcscribAl as undeserving of attention, 
:ause it had no adherents. This was certainly not 
: case in later times, when this system became very 

pular. It received its name from the category of 

•articularity’’ (vigcs/ia) on which great stress is laid 
its theory of atoms. The memory of its founder is 
ly preserved in his nickname Kanada (also Kanabhuj 

Kana-bhaksha), which means “ atom-eater." 
The main importance of the system lies in the logical- 

egories which it set up and under which it classed 
phenomena. The six which it originally set up are 

•Stance, quality, Jnotion, generality, particularity, aijridi 
lerehce. They are rigorously defined and; 
•divided. The most interesting is that of i:^er^^'i3^ 
sparable connection {samavdya), which, being clearly 

-tin^uished from that of accident or separable con- 

■ilon ^saftijfo£-a), is described as the relation befviteeri ^ 
fijg and its properties, the whole and its parts, genus. 
sjSl^cies, motion and the object in motion. Latgrt? 
‘dded a seventh, that of non-existence (akAdva)^'. 

^hy affording special facilities for the display,; 
, ( has had a momentous influence on 

i .was further subdivided ' 
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and posterior non-existence (which we should respec¬ 

tively call future and past existence), mutual non^ 
existence (as between a jar and cloth), and absolute 

non-existence (as fire in water). 

Though largely concerned with tlie|e categories, the 

Vai(;;eshika system aimed at attaining a comprehensive 

philosophic view in connection with them. Thus while 

dealing with the category of “ substance,” it develops 

its theory of the origin of the world from atoms. The 

consideration of the category of “quality” similarly 

leads to its treatment of psychology, which is remai'k- 

able and has analogies with that of the Sankhya. Soql 

is here regarded as without beginning or end, and all- 

pervading, subject to the limitations of neither time nor 
space. Intimately connected with soul is “mind” 

the internal organ of thought, which alone 

enables the soul to know not only external objects but 

its own qualities. As this organ is, in contrast witk 

soul, an atom, it can only comprehend a single objeei 

at any given moment. This is the explanation why the 
soul cannot be conscious of all objects simultaneously, i 

, , The Nyaya system is only a development and com— 

; of that of Kanada, its metaphysics and psv- 
Joeing the same. Its specific character c6osi,st^ 

Jn^S ::being a very detailed and acute exposition 

; festal logic. As such it has remained the foundatioj 

Cpflphflosophical studies in India dqvvn to the prese| 

day. Besides dealing fully with the means of knowle^j 

.wliick it states to be perception, inference, analogy*^? 
:trustwbrthy evidence, it treats exhaustively of syUo|S 

and fallacies. It is interesting to note that thejilL 

Ji^ind _hpfe inde arrived at an exposition < 



leei^icisM' 
it-booK '6f mis system is the Nydya-sutra of Gotamal 
he importance here attached to logic appears from the 

first aphorism, which enumerates sixteen logical 
jtiOhs with the remark that salvation depends on a 
irrect knowltdge of their nature. 

Neither the Vaiqeshika nor the Nydya-sutras ori- 
inally accepted the existence of God ; and though both 
chools later became theistic, they never went so far 
s to assume a creator of matter. Their theology is 

rst found developed in Udayanacharya's Kusunidnjali, 
.'^hich was written about «2oo A.O., and in works which 
teal with the two systems conjointly. Here,God is 

egarded as a “special" soul, which differs from all 
ither individual eternal souls by exemjition from all 

piali^'u. connected with transmigration, and by the 
’Or>sest’;,yh of the power and knowledge qualifying him 

o be a regulator of the universe. 
Of the eclectic mo\;cment combining .Siinkhya, Yoga, 

md Vedanta doctrines, the oldest literary representative 

S the i^vetdqvatara Upanishad. More famous is the 

‘^hagavadgitd, in which tlie Supreme Being incarnate as ’ 
Irishna expounds tt» Arjuna his doctrines in this sense, | 

=ie burden of his teaching is that the zealous perforrh-' 

ce of his duty is a man’s most important task, to what-; 
rer caste he may belong. The beauty and the power 

Uie language in which this doctrine is inculcated, is 
-liStifpassed in any other work of Indian literature. 

^By the side of the orthodox systems and the two non^' ^ 
vif$hn^nical religions, flourished the lokdyata (“directed ^ 
P';j|ie world of sense ’’), or materialistic school) usually;;; 
^Jl<^ ;:that, of the Charvakas from the name of 

■gith^er of .the doctrine. It was regarded as peculi^^; 
for it not onlv re’ected the authority of-filter 
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Vedas and Brahmanic ceremonial, but denied the<dOc 

trines of transmigration and salvation accepted by ^^1? 

other systems. Materialistic teachings may be traced 
even before the time of Buddha, and they have had mapy 

secret followers in India dow'ii to the p^sent day. The 

system, how'ever, seems never to have had more than 
one text-book, the lost Sutras of Brihaspati, its mythical 

founder. Our knowledge of it is derived partly from the 

polemics of other schools, but especially from the Sarm- 
dar^ana-samgraha, or Compendium of all the Philoso¬ 

phical Systems,” composed in the fourteenth century by 

the well-known Vedantist Madhavacharya, brother of 

Sayana. The strong scepticism of the Charvakas showed 

itself in the rejection of all the means of knowledge 

accepted by other schools, excepting perception. To 

them matter was the only reality. Soul they regarded, gs 

nothing but the body with the attribute of intelligence. 

They held it to be created when the body is formed by 

the combination of elements, just as the power of intoxi¬ 

cation arises from the mixture of certain ingredients^ 
Hence, with the annihilation of the body the soul also i#- 

annihilated. Not transmigration, fhey affirm, but, .the 

true nature of things, is the cause from which phenomen- 

proceed. The existence of all that transcends the sensei 

they deny, sometimes with an admixture of irony., T^ui 

title highest being, they say, is the king of the land, whofe 

.existence is proved by the perception of the whole wQirl^" 

he|l earthly pain produced by earthly eguses'j, 

S^yation is the dissolution of the body. Even in ii”- 

:;ttribufion of their text-book to Brihaspatij the 

preceptor of the gods, a touch of irony is 

tocted. t Tbe religion of the Brahmans receives! a 
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iCOherent rhapsodies of knaves, and are tainted with thd 
■iree blemishes of falsehood, self-contradiction, and tauto- 
*igy • Vedic teachers are impostors, whose doctrines are 
nhtually destructive; dnd the ritual of the Brahmans is 
=seful only as a means of livelihood. “ If,” they ask, “ an 

.^nimal sacrificed reaches heaven, w'hy does the sacrlficer 
not rather offer his own father ?” 

On the nK)ral side the system is pure hedonism. 
For the only end of man is here stated to be sensual 

pleasure, which is to be enjoyed by neglecting as far as 
, possible the pains connected with it, just :is a man who 
desires fish takes the scales and bones into the bargain. 
“While life remains, let a man live happily, let him feed 

on ghee even though he run into debt: when once the 
body becomes ashes, how can it ever return again ? ” 

The author of the Saf-vadar^anasanigralui, placing 
^himself with remarkable mental detachment in the posi- 
iSon of an adherent .in each case, describes altogether 

. sixteen systems. The six which have not been sketched 

|iJ?ove, besides being of little importance, are not purely 
t)]hilosophic. Five of these are sectarian, one VishhuitH 

••-nd four (^ivite, Sll of them being strongly tinctured 
vith Sankhya and Vedanta doctrines. The sixth, the 

■/stem of Panini, is classed by Madhava among the 
ulpsophies, simply because the Indian grammarians 

'Cepted the Mlmaqisa dogma of the eternity of sound, 

•d .philosophically developed the Yoga theory of the 
or the imperceptible and eternal element inherent. 

evei7 word as the vehicle of its sense. 



CHAPTER XVI 

SANSKRIT LITERATURE AND THE WEST 

Want of space makes it impossible for me to give even 
the briefest account of the numerous and, in many cases, 
important legal and scientific xvorks written in Sanskrit. 
But I cannot conclude this survey of Sanskrit literature 
as an embodiment of Indian culture without sketching 
rapidly the influence which it has received from and 
exercised upon the nations of the West. An adequate 
treatment of this highly interesting theme could only be 
presented in a special volume. 

The oldest trace of contact between the Indians an4 

the peoples of the West is to be found in the history of 
Indian writing, which, as we have already seen (p. i6). 
was derived from a Semitic source, probably as early as’ 
800 B.C. ; ! 

The Aryans having conquered Hindustan in pre-? 
•Jiistoric times, began themselves to fall under foreign 
^domination from an early period. The extreme north¬ 

-west became subject to Persian sway from about 500 tp; 
{'531 B.C. under the Achmmenid dynasty. Cyrus the Firsj 

■jtjiade tributary the Indian tribes of the GandhSras 
r>^^yakas; The old Persian inscriptions of Behistiin ahd 
||)^sepolis show that his successor, Darius Hystaspis, 
';dyer;not only the Gandharians, but also the people, 
!,ihdus. Hefodqtus also states that this tnonarcE J|lff 
[i :tib''ected the “ Northern Indians." « ^ " •* * " -' 
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sSbe Dwitis, a Greek named Skylak is said to have 
‘ravelled, in India, and to have navigated tiie Indus in 
^09 fi.C. From his account various Greek writers, among 

■hem Herodotus, derived their information about India. 

In the army which Xerxes led against Greece in 480 B.c, 
there were divisions of Gandharians and Indians, whose 

dress and equipment are described by Herodotus. That 
historian also^makes the statement that the satrapy of 
India furnished the heaviest tribute in the Persian empire, 
adding that the gold with which it was paid was brought 

from a desert in the east,iwhere it w'as dug up by ants 
larger than foxes. 

At the beginning of the fourth century B.C., the Greek 
physician Ktesias, who resided at the court of Artaxerxes 
II., learnt much from the Persians about India, and was 
personally acquainted with wise Indians. Little useful 

information can, however, be derived from tlie account 
of India which he wrote after his return in 398 B.C., as it 
has been very imperfectly preserved, and his reputation 
for veracity did not stand high among his countrymen. 

' ’ The destruction of the Persian empire by Alexander 
the Great led to a ribw invasion of India, which fixes the 

•fst absolutely certain date in Indian history. In 327 B.C. 
ilexander passed over the Hindu Kush with an array of 
‘20,000 infantry and 30,000 cavalry. After taking the 

*wn of Pushkalavati (the Greek Peukelaotis) at the 

-influence of the Kabul and Indus, and subduing the 
yvakas (variously called Assakanoi, Aspasioi, Hippasioi,, 

/. Greek writers) on the north and the Gandharas on the 
■uilh Of the Kabul River, he crossed the Indus early inV. 

.2S^:'At Taksha9ila(GreekTaxiles), between the Indus-aq# 

-bej&el’uto (Hydaspes), the Greeks for the first tioie 
■ w To'jis, or '' the wise men of the Indiahs/!!'^#' 



they called them, and were astonished at their a^ceti^|D^ 

and strange doctrines. ^ ^ 
Between the Jlielum and the Chenab (Akesihes) layi 

the kingdom of the Pauravas or Paixras, whose prince,: 
called Porus by the Greeks from the name of his people,:; 
led out an army of 50,000 infantry, 4000 cavalry, 200, 

elephants, and 400 chariots to check the advance of th^" 
invader. Then on the banks of the JheUim was fought 
the great historic battle, in which Alexander, after a severe 
struggle, finally won the day by superior numbers and 
force of genius. He continued his victorious march 
eastwards till he reached the Sutlej (Greek Zadadres). ■ 
But here his further progress towards the Ganges was 
arrested by the opposition of his Macedonians, intimidated 
by the accounts they heard of the great power of the* 

king of the Prasioi (Sanskrit Prachyas, or “ Easterns"). 

Hence, after appointing satraps of the Panjab and of; 
Sindh, he sailed down to the months of the Indus and 

returned to Persia by Gedrosia. Of the writings of thos^; 
who accompanied Alexander, nothing has been preserved? 
except statements from them in later authors. ' 

After Alexander’s death the assassination of the old^ 
king Porus by Eudemus, the satrap of the Panjab, led? 
to a rebellion in which the Indians cast off the GreeKj 
yoke under the leadership of a young adventurer namei^ 

Ohahdragupta (the Sandrakottos or Sandrokyptos Of thr*' 

Greeks). Having gained possession of the Indus terntQr j= 

!'n 317, and dethroned the king of Pataliputra in 315,8^.^ 

he became , master of the whole Ganges Valley 
fhe Maurya dynasty, which he thus founded, last^’^ 

(3*5-178 B.C.). His empire was the 
hitl^rto known in India, as it embraced ^e 

,'bo,tween, tho Himalaya and the Yindhy^ittt^' 
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•j%;fmouths of the Ganges to the Indus, i—'uding^ 

Seleucus, who had founded a kingdom in Ift. .. , and ’ 
*ersia, feeling himself unable to vanquish Chandragupta, 
enf a Greek named Mcgasthenes to reside at his court at 
^ataliputra. This ambassador thus lived for several years 
n the heart of India between 311 and 302 B.C., and wrote 
I work entitlad Ta Indika, which is particularly valuable 
IS the earliest direct record of his visit by a foreigner who 
tnew the country himself. Megasthenes furnishes par- 
iculars about the strengUi of Chandragupta’s army and- 
he administration of the state. He mentions forest 
iscetics {Hylobioi), and distinguishes Brachmdnes and 
Sarmanai as two classes of philosophers, meaning, doubt- 
ess, Brahmans and Buddhists (gramamis). He tells us 
hat the Indians worshipped tlie rain-bringing Zeus 
Indra) as well as the Ganges, which must, therefore,. 
lave already been a sacred river. By his description of 
he god Dionysus, whom they worshipped in the moun- 
ains, ^iva must be intended, and by Herakles, adored 
n the plains, especially among the (^lurasenas on the' 
Yamuna and in tlie city of Methora, no other can be 
rtcant than Vishnu and his incarnation Krishna, +he 
•hief city of whose tribe of Yadavas was MathiifA 
''Muttra). These statements seem to justify the conclu-, 
•111’; that ^iva and Vishnu were already prominent as 
"hest gods, the former in the mountains, the latter mi 
e Ganges Valley. Krishna would also seem to have bee,hi; 

rded as an Avatar of Vishpu, though it is to be iiotea| 
Krishna is not yet mentioned in the old Bud<lhi^j 
s.; , W also learn from Megasthenes that the„cm^|j- 
■»f . the four ages of the world \yas;|u!||| 



■ Chandragupta’s grandson, the famous A?6ka, ndt'only 
‘..maintained his national Indian empire, but extended'it in 

every direction. Having adopted Buddhism as the stiite' 

religion, he did much to spread its doctrines, especially 
to Ceylon, which since then has remained the most 

faithful guardian of Buddhist tradition. 

After Agoka’s death the Graeco-Bactrian princes began 

about 200 B.c. to conquer Western India, and ruled 

there for about eighty years. Euthydemos extended his 

dominions to the Jhelum. His son Demetrios (early in the 

second century b.c.) appears tahavc held sway over the 

Lower Indus, Malava,Gujarat, and probably also Kashmir. 

He is called “ King of the Indians,” and was the first to 

introduce a bilingual coinage by adding an Indian inscrip¬ 

tion in Kharoshthi characters on the reverse to the Greek, 

on the obverse. Eukratidcs (190 -160 b.c.), who rebelled 

against Demetrios, subjected the Panjfib as far east as 

the Boas, After the reign of Heljokles (160-120 B.c.), 

the Greek princes in India ceased to be connected with; 

Bactria. The most prominent among these Graeco- 

Indians was Menander (r. 150B.C.), who, under the namej 

of Milinda, is well known in Buddhist “writings. The last ' 

vestige of Greek domination in India disappeared about 

20 B.C., having lasted nearly two centuries. It is a fe-! 

uarkable fact that no Greek monumental inscription^; 

■ave ever been found in India. 

■ With the beginning of the Grajco-Indian period alsoi 

•ommenced the incursions of the Scythic tribe^, who af^ 

ailed Indo-Scythians by the Greeks, and by the Iridia^ 

:akas, the Persian designation of Scythians in gefleirfe 

•f, these so-called Scythians the Juts of -the Punjab 

i|i^sed to be the descendants. The rule of these i 

the earliest of whom is Maues or Moa 'f-r i ' 
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.ildured down to 178 A.D., or about three centuries, 
rhfejr memory is preserved in India by the ^aka era, 
liihich is still in use, and dates from 78 a.d,, the 
naugural year of Kanishka, the only famous king of 
his race. His dominions, which included Kanyakubja 
Kanauj) on the Ganges, extended beyond the coniines 
)f India to parts of Central Asia. A zealous adherent of 
Buddhism, be made Gandhara and Kashmir the chief 
:eat of that religion, and held the fourth Buddhist 
••ouncil in the latter country. 

About 20 n.c. the (^ak*as were followed into India by 
he Kushanas, who were one of the five tribes of the 
Vueh-chi from Central Asia, and who subsequent.ly con- 
juered the whole of Northern India. 
^ After having been again united into a single empire 
'most as great, as that of Chandi agupta under the 
National dynasty of the Guptas, from 319 to 480 A.D., 
Northern India, partly owing to the attacks of the 
lunas, was split up into several kingdoms, some under 
he later Guptas, till 606 A.D., when Harshavardhana 
if Kanauj gained paramount power over the whole of 
Northern India. During his reign the poet Bana flour- 
shed, and the celebrated Chinese ixilgrim Hiouen Thsang 
.nsited India. 

With the Muhammadan conquest about loop A.p, 
^e country again fell under a foreign yoke. As after 
Mejearider’s invasion, we have the good fortune to posr 
:-8SS in Alberuni’s India {c. 1030 A.l).) the valuable wojric: 

cultivated foreigner, giving a detailed account of, th^3 
-i^lisaflpn of India at this new era in its history. , 

^i^This; repeated contact of the Indians with foreign, i(^ 
:iaeES...frpm the West naturally led to mutual influ^H^ll' 
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.? :>' With regard to the Epics/we find the stateitii^hr^^^ 
:. the Greek ’ rhetorician Dio Chrysostombs (50-117 A,t>. 
. that the Indians sang in their own language the pbeti 

of Homer, the sorrows of Priam, the laments of Andro 
mache and Hecuba, the valour of Achilles and Hectoi 

The similarity of some of the leading characters of ths 
Mahdbhdmta, to which the Greek writer evidently alludes 
caused him to suppose that the Indian epk was a trans 

lation of the Iliad. There is, however, no connectionr o 
of any kind between the two poems. Nor does Professoi 
Weber’s assumption of Greek’influence on the Rdtnd 
ya>ia appear to have any sufficient basis (p. 307). 

The view has been held that the worship of Krishna 
who, as we have seen, plays an important part in thi 

Mahdbhdrata, arose under the influence of Christianity, 

with which it certainly has some rather striking points 
of resemblance. This theory is, however, rendered im 
probable, at least as far as the origin of the cult ot 

Krishna is concerned, by the conclusions at which we 
have arrived regarding the age of the Mahdbhdrata (pp, 
286-287), as well as by the statements of Megasthenes, 

j Which indicate that Krishna was deified and worshipped 
‘some centuries befo^ the beginning of our era. We 

Jfknow, moreover, from ihQ'Mahdbhdshya that the story oi 

^Krishna was the subject of dramatic representations ib 
f the second or, at latest, the first century befoi-e the birth 

^Christ. 

V It is an interesting question whether the Indian drattiii 
iriy genetic connection with that of Greece,' 

|i^h^j:,be admitted that opportunities for such a ciSin- 

.^iBtion'miy have existed during the first three cehtuiif- 
f'Srebedihg our era. On hte expedition to India) Aii|r 

! ’,v?s acconj-oanied bv numerous artMs ^^ 
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..>m'there may tiave Been actors. Seleucus gave his 
□ghter in marriage to'Chandragnpta, and both that 
lef 'ahd Ptolemy II. maintained relations with the 

urt of Pataliputra by means of ambassadors. Greek 
nasties ruled in Western India for nearly two centuries. 

CJ^ahdria was connected by a lively commerce with 

j town called by the Greeks Barygaza (now Broach), 

the mouth pf the Narmada (Nerbudda) in Gujarat; 
th the latter town was united by a trade route the city 

UjjayinI (Greek Ozene), which in consequence reached 
ligh pitch of prosperity.* Philostratus (second century 

).), not it is true a very trustworthy authority, states 
his Life of Apollonius of Tyana, who visited India 

out 50 A.D., that Greek literature was held in high 

eem by the Brahmans. Indian inscriptions mention 

vaha or Greek girls sent to India as tribute, and 

uskrit authors, especially Kalidasa, describe Indian 
hces as waited on, by them. Professor Weber has 

■li conjectured that the Indian god of love, Kama, 
irs a dolphin {inakard) in his banner, like the Greek 
6s, through the influence of Greek courtesans. 

The existence of such conditions has induced Pro- 
sOr Weber to believe that the representations of 

eek plaiys, which must have taken place at the courts 

Greek princes in Bactria, in the Pan jab, and in Gujarat, 

•;gested the drama to the Indians as-a subject for imi- 
‘rtn. This theory is supported by the fact that the 

rain, of the Indian stage is called yavanikd or the. 
-reek partition." Weber at the same time admits thatf 

e^is ho internal connection between the Indian adtJ:^ 

drama. 
Professor Windisch, however, went further, and maiifi^ 
?r e- c.' interna I connection, It was, indeed.-imfeii*#!' 
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sible for him to point out any affinity to thei Gffee 
tragedy, but he thought he could trace in the Mncckt 

katika the influence of the new Attic comedy, whic 

reached its zenith with Menander about 300 B.c. Th 
points in which that play resembles this Jater Gree 

comedy are fewer and slighter in other Sanskrit drama' 

and can easily he explained as independently develope 

in India. The improbability of the theory is emphasise 

by the still greater affinity of the Indian drama to thr 

of Shakespeare. It is doubtful whether Greek play 

were ever actually performed in India; at any rate, n 

references to such performances have been preserve^ 

The earliest Sanskrit plays extant are, moreover, sep.- 

rated from the Greek period by at least four hundre 

years. The Indian drama has had a thoroughly nation? 

development, and even its origin, though obscure, easil 

admits of an indigenous explanation. The name of th 

curtain, yavanika, may, indeed, be a reminiscence c 

Greek plays actually seen in India; but it is urtqertai- 

whether the Greek theatre had a curtain at all; in an 

case, it did not form the background of the stage. 

It is a fact worth noting, that file beginning of. on 
of the most famous of modern European dramas ha 

been modelled on that of a celebrated ♦Sanskrit play 

S The prelude of Qakuntald suggested to Goethe the plai 

iof the prologue on the stage in Faust, where the sfa^c 

manager, the merryandrew, and the poet convert 

fregarding the play about to be performed p. 35^ 

FoiiSter’s German translation of Kalidasa's masterpic^- 

i^ppeared in 1791, and the profound impression .it 

iMpeed oh GoOthe is proved by the well-known epigr^f^ 

Ibe; composed on ^akuritald in the same year, 'the. 
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was not. written till 1797, and as late as 1836 
the: poet thought of adapting the Indian play for the 
^eitnar siage. 
• If'in . epic and dramatic poetry hardly any definite 
influences can be traced between India and the West, 
how different Is the case in the domain of fables and 
fairy talcs! The story of the migration of tliese from 
India certainly forms the most romantic chapter in the 
literary history of the world. 

We know that in the sixth century a.d. there existed 
|n India a Buddhist collection of fables, in which ani¬ 
mals play the part of hunfan beings (t/l p. 369). By the 
'^ .jiramand of the Sassanian king, Khosru Anushirvan 
^31-579), this work was translated by a Persian 

^physician named Barzoi into Pehlevi, Both this ver¬ 
sion and the unmodified original have been lost, but two 
Cjirly and notabU translations from the Pehlevi have 
been preserved. The Syriac one was made about 570 
A.D., and called Kalitag arid Damnag. A manuscript of 
it ji^s found by chance in 1870, and, becoming known 
to scholars by a wonderful chapter of lucky accidents, 
'lytis published in ^876. The Arabic translation, from 
the Pehlevi, entitled Kalllah and Dimnah, or “ Fables of 
Pilpay," was made in the eighth century by a Persian 
-;:9nVert to Islam, whordied about 760 a.u. In this trans- 
:-itiofl a wicked king is represented to be reclainied to 
yirtue by a Brahman philosopher named Bidbah, a word 
^hich has been satisfactorily traced through Pehlevi 

the Sanskrit vidyapati, “master of sciences," “chiefs 
■'"0olht,"’ From this bidbah is derived the modefh| 
■•^»dpai or Pilpay, which is tlius not a proper, nanifi 
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source of other versions which exercised very grea; 
influence in shaping the literature of the Middle Ag^ 
in Europe. These versions of it were the later Syriac 
(r. 1000 a.d;), the Greek (ii8o), the Persian (r. 1130)^ 
recast later (c. 1494) under the title of Anvar-i-Suhailtf 
or “Lights of Canopus," the old Spanish (1251), and the 

Hebrew one made about 1250. 
The fourth stratum of translation is represented by 

John, of Capua’s rendering of the Hebre\i7 version intc 
Latin (r. 1270), entitled Directorium Humance Viice, which 

was printed about 1480. 
From John of Capua’s work was made, at the in 

stance of Duke Eberhardt of Wurtemberg, the famoui 
German version, Das Buck der Byspel der alien Wysen, oi 
“ Book of Apologues of the Ancient Sages," first printer 

about 1481. The fact that four cteited editions appears 
at Ulm between 1483 and 1485, and thirteen more dowi 
to 1592, is a sufficiently eloquent proof of the importance 
of this work as a means of instriiction and amusemen 
during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The Direc 
torium was also the source of the Italian version, printer 

at Venice in 1552, from which came^the English transla 
tion of Sir Thomas North (1570). The latter was thu: 
separated from the Indian original by five intervenin’ 

: translations and a thousand years of time. 

It is interesting to note the changes which tale 
uhdergo in the course of such wanderings. In" tb: 

^second'edition of his Fables (1678), La Fontaine acktipv/ 

pledges his indebtedness for a large part of his woirfc("t5 
t^e Indian sage Pilpay. A well-known story in: 

^ French writer is that of the milkmaid, who, while bar»Y 
siing a pail of milk on her head to market, and ibuildip: 

:%11; kinds of castles in the air with the futute propobi. 



;lhe sale of the milk, suddenly gives a jump of joy at 
tbei jiro^pect of her approaching fortune, and thereby 
shatters the pail to pieces on the ground. This is only 
a transformation of a story still preserved in the Pancha- 
tdntf'a. Here it is a Hrahman who, having filled an 
alms-bowl with the remnants of some rice-pap he has 

begged, hangs it up on a nail in the wall above his 
bed. He dreams of the money he will procure by 
selling the ri^e when a famine breaks out. Then he 
will gradually acquire cattle, buy a fine house, and 
marry a beautiful girl with a rich dowry. One day 
when he calls to his wife* to take away his son who is 
playing about, and she does not hear, he will rise up 
to give her a kick. As this thought passes through his 
mind, his foot shatters the alras-bowl, the contents of 
which are spilt all over him. 

Another Panclxitantra story recurring in La Fontaine 
is that of the too avaricious jackal. Finding the dead 
bodies of a boar ancf a hunter, besides the bow of the 
latter, he resolves on devouring the bowstring first. As 
sbon as he begins to gnaw, the bow starts asunder, 1 
pierces his head, apd kills him. In La Fontaine the 

jackal has become a wolf, and the latter is killed by 
the arrow shot off as he touches the bow, 

Nothing, perhaps, in the history of the .migration ' 

of -Indian tales is more remarkable than the story of 
Bdrlaam and Josaphat. At the court of Khalif Almansur 

(753-77.4)> under whom Kalilah and Dimnah was trans- 
;i^jed into Arabic, there lived a Christian known as a 
IdKn of Damascus, who wrote in Greek the story ofij 

■Bdfldqm and Josaphat as a manual of Christian theology! t 
. became one of the most popular books of the|| 

^ii^iddle: Ages, being translated into many Orientgl-' si’^X 



' Well as European languages. It is enlivened'bX 
number of fables and parables, most of which ha^ 

been traced to Indian sources. The very hero of tK 

story, Prince Josaphat, has an Indian origin, bein| 
in fact, no other than Buddha. The name has be^-i 
shown to be a corruption of BodhisaUva^ a well-knon’t 

designation of the Indian reformer. Josaphat roseo 
the rank of a saint both in the Greek and the Ron^' 

Church, his day in the former being August 26, in ^ 
latter November 27. That the founder of an athei^i< 
Oriental religion should have .developed into a Christiar 

saint. is one of the most astounding facts in religion: 

history. , 
Though Europe was thus undoubtedly indebted t^ 

India for its mediaeval literature of fairy tales and fables 

the Indian claim to priority of origin in ancient times i| 
somewhat dubious. A certain number of apologues founc! 

in the collections of .<Esop and Babrius are distinctlj 

related to Indian fables. The Indian claim is supported 
by the argument that the relation of the jackal to th0i 

lion is a natural one in the Indian fable, while the- 

connection of the fox and the liovi in Greece has np; 
■basis in fact. On the other side it has been urged 

I'lhat animals and birds which are peculiar to -Indiisr 

.play but'a minor part in Indian fables, while tbfe' 
lexists a Greek representation of the .(Esopian fablp ; 

ftthe fox and the raven, dating from the sixth centpfy 

Weber and Benfey both conclude that the Indiafe. 
^borrowed a few fables from the Greeks, admitting;-^ 

^thei same time that the Indians had tndependePt,,fai|E= 

Ipf : their.i own before. Rudimentary fables 

lljsrpn db the Chhdndogya Upanishad, and the trahsmigra- 
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of tale; indeed Ruddha himself in the old Jatdka 
ifies appears in the form of various animals. 
Co'titemporaneously with the fable literature, the 

ist intellectual game the world has known began 
westward migration from India. Chess in Sanskrit 
called cJiatur-anga, or the “ four-limbed army," 

because it represents a kriegspiel, in which two armies, 
consisting of jnfantry, cavalry, chariots, and elephants, 
ipach led by a king and his councillor, are opposed, 

'he earliest direct mention of the game in Sanskrit 
|terature is found in the,works of Bana, and the Kdv- 

Uamkdra of Rudrata, a Kashmirian poet of the ninth 
:ntury, contains a metrical puzzle illustrating the 
oves of the chariot, the elephant, and the horse, 

^troduced into Persja in the sixth century, chess was 
•ought by the Arabs to Europe, where it was generally 
lown by iioo a.d. It has left its mark on medi- 
:Val poetry, on the; idioms of European languages 

^.g. "check,” from the Persian shah, “king"), on the 
icience of arithmetic in the calculation of progressions 
•ith the chessboard, and even in heraldry, where the 

I" rook " often figures in coats of arms. Beside the fable 
;literature of India, this Indian game served to wnile 
^Way the tedious life of myriads during the Middle Ages 
th Europe. 

VTurning to Philosophical Literature, we find that the 
i^jly Greek and Indian philosophers have many points 

cdinmon. Some of the leading doctrines of the ': 
^reafics, that God and the universe are one, that every^;, 

:.^®n^;fekisting in multiplicity has no reality, that thinki| 
being are identical, are all to be found in they 

^SSIesophy' of the Upanishads and the Vedanta systis^^' 
’ ;WTOte[is' h^ Again; the doctrine of 



i docles, that nothing can arise which has not existed 
before, and that nothing existing can be annihilated, 
has its exact parallel in the characteristic doctrine bf 
the Sankhya system about the eternity and indestructi¬ 
bility of matter. According to Greek tradition, Thales> 
Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Democritus, and others under¬ 

took journeys to Oriental countries in order to study 

' philosophy. Hence there is at least the historical pos¬ 
sibility of the Greeks having been influenced by Indian 

thought through Persia. 
Whatever may be the truth in the cases just men-ri 

tioned, the dependence of Pythagoras on Indian philp- ; . 
sophy and science certainly seems to have a high degree ; ■ 
of probability. Almost all the doctrines ascribed to him, .'i 

. religious, philosophical, mathematical, were known in;' 

India in the sixth century I5.c. The coincidences are 

so numerous that their cumulative force becomes con- ' 
siderable. The transmigration theory, the assumptiot) ■ 
of five elements, the Pythagorean theorem in geometry, ,,1 

the prohibition as to eating beans, the religio-philoso-,; 
. phical character of the Pythagorean fraternity, and the : 

; mystical speculations of the Pytliagorean school, all ■ i‘ 
V have their close parallels in ancient India. The doctrine^ ; 
iibf metempsychosis in the case of Pythagoras appearsir; 
'^Without any Connection or explanatory background,;-’*''■ 
- and was regarded by the Greeks as of foreign origin. He V' 

- could not have derived it from Egypt, as it was not." ' 
" 'Known to the ancient Egyptians. In spite, howeverj'o^' . 

/- the later tradition, it seems impossible that Pythagoral,-.;' 
' should have made his way to India at so early a datet|^’,:'' 

i but he could quite well have met Indians in Persia. 
to later centuries, we find indications that - 
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the Satjkhya system, which flourished in the first cen¬ 
turies of our era, and could easily have become known 
at; Alexandria owing to the lively intercourse betw'een 
that city and India at the time. From this source 
Plotinus (204-269 A.D.), chief of the Neo-Platonists, may 
have derived his doctrine that soul is free from suffering, 
which belongs only to matter, his identification of soul 
with light, a^id his illustrative use of the miiror, in' 
which the reflections of objects appear, for the pur¬ 
pose of explaining the phenomena of consciousness. 
The influence of the Yr^a system on Plotinus is sug¬ 
gested by his requirement that man should renounce the 
world of sense and strive after truth by contemplation. 
Connection with Sankhya ideas is still more likely 
in the case of Plotiiyis’s most eminent pupil. Porphyry 
(232-304 A.D.), who lays particular stress on the differ¬ 
ence between soul and matter, on the omnipresence of 
soul when freed from the bonds of matter, and on the 
doctrine that the world has no beginning. It is also 

: noteworthy that he rejects sacrifice and prohibits the 
killing of animals. ./ 

The influence *0! Indian philosophy on Christian' 
V , Gnosticism in the second and third centuries seems a*r 
' any rate undoubted. The Gnostic doctrine of the oppo- 

between soul and matter, of the personal exist- 
V ence of intellect, will, and so forth, the identification of 

; apul and light, are derived from the Sankhya systetn./ 
^TIj4 division, peculiar to several Gnostics, of men into 
-4hc three classes of pneumatikoi, psychikoi, and hylikoiy\&: 

b^sed on the Sankhya doctrine of the three guticfs^i 
Bardesanes, a Gnostic of the Syrian school, wibrij; 

V obtained information about India from Indian philp^d^v; 
i-r eyistence of a subtle etherealb^y-. 
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,>whi6h is identical with the /mg-a-farira ol the Sankh'y\ 
'system. F'inally, the many heavens of the Gnostics'iarc 
evidently derived from the fantastic cosmogony of latci 
Buddhism. 

With regard to the present century, the influence oi 
Indian thought on the pessimistic philosophy of Schopen 

, hauer and Von Hartmann is well known. How greal 
an impression the Upanishads produced on the former 
even in a second-hand Latin translation, may be in 
ferred from his writing that they were his consolation 
in life and would be so in death. 

In Science, too, the debt of Europe to India has been 

considerable. There is, in the first place, the great fact 
that the Indians invented the numerical figures used all 

over the world. The influence which the decimal system 

of reckoning dependent on those figures has had not only 
on mathematics, but on the progress'"of civilisation in 
general, can hardly be over-estimated. During the eighth 

and ninth centuries the Indians became the teachers in 

arithmetic and algebra of the Arabs, and through them of 

the nations of the West. Thus, though we call the latter 
science by an Arabic name, it is a giffewe owe to India, 

V In Geometry the points of contact between the (Julva 
;:Sutras and the work of the Greeks are so considerablej’ 

'?^hat> according to Cantor, the historian of mathemaitici) 

;%prrowing must have taken place on one side or thp 
Ibther. In the opinion of that authority, the ^ulva Sutras! 

fvpere influenced by the Alexandrian geometry of Hefv 

3;{i)r5 B.C.)> which, he thinks, came to India after iop BiSi 
^he' (^plva Sutras are, however, probably far earlier th=*; 

'date, ior they form an integral portion of the' ^ramv 

and their geometry is a part of the Brahihdnic» 

apology, having taken its rise in India from ritgitic"' 



..otiVes as muchi^ ai iifie scicitice of grammar^ The prose ■ 
parts of the Yajurvedas and the BrShmanas constantly 
speak of the arrangement of the sacrificial ground and 

the'bohstruction of altars according to very strict rules, 

the slightest deviation from which might cause the 
greatest disaster. It is not likely that the exclusive Brah¬ 

mans should have been willing to borrow anything 
closely connected with their religion from foreigners. 

Of Astron6my the ancient Indians had but slight 
independent knowledge. It is probable that they derived 
their early acquaintance with the twenty-eight divisions 

of the moon’s orbit from the Chaldeans through their 

commercial relations with the Phoenicians. Indian 
astronomy did not really begin to flourish till it was 

affected by that of Greece; it is indeed the one science 
in which undoubtedly strong Greek influence can be 

proved. The debt*which the native astronomers always 
iCknowledge they o\ye to the Yavanas is sufiiciently 

Obvious from the numerous Greek terms in Indian astro- 
nomicat writings. Thus, in Varaha lAxhira.’s Hord-^dstra 

the signs of the zodiac are enumerated either by Sans¬ 

krit flames translated from the Greek or by the original 
preek names, as Ara for Ares, Heli for Hilios, Jyau for' 

'4ei*s. Many technical terms were directly borrowed from 

^reek works, as kendra for kentron, jdmitra for diame- 
-rVaiefe Some of the very names of the oldest astronomi- 

^siitreatises of the Indians indicate their Western origin; 

i^psThe Romaka-siddhdnta means the “Roman manual.” 
of Varaha Mihira's Hord-gdstrd contains the 

Greek word ftdrd. ; ' 
in a few respects, however, the Indians independent!^ 

astronomical science further than the Gree^,; 
■a later period they in their tp,f'’iitf 
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influenced, the West even in astronomy^ For iiqi the ' 
eighth and ninth centuries they became the teachers of 
tlie Arabs in this science also. The siddhdnias (Arabic 
Sind Hind), the writings of Aryabhata (called Arjehir); 
and the Ahargana {Arkand), attributed to Brahmagupta, 

were translated or adapted by the Arabs, and Khalifs of 
Bagdad repeatedly summoned Indian astronomers to 
their court to supervise this woik. Through the Arabs, 
Indian astronomy then migrated to Europe, which in 
this case only received back in a roundabout way what 
it had given long before. Thi.vi the Sanskrit word uchcha) 
"apex of a planet’s orbit,” was borrowed in the form 
of aux (gen. aug-is) in Latin translations of Arabic 

astronomers. 
After Bhaskara (twelfth century), Hindu astronomy, 

ceasing to make further progress, became once more 
merged in the astrology from which it had sprung. It 
was now the turn of the Arabs, and, by a strange invert 
sion of things, an Arabic writer of the ninth century who. 
had written on Indian astronomy and arithmetic, in this 

period became an object of study to the Hindus. The 
old Greek terms remained, but ne'tv Arabic ones were 
added as the necessity for them arose. 

The question as to whether Indian Medical Science' 

I in its earlier period was affected by that of the Greeks 
; cannot yet be answered with certainty, the two systems^ 
not having hitherto been compared with sufficient .cairie,' 

; Recently, however, some close parallels have been; 4M; 
;covered , between the works of Hippocrates and. ehjfralc:3r 

^AaCeording fo a Chinese authority, the official phys]ic||n; 

King Kanishka), which render Greek influence befb||; 
The, beginning of our era likely. ^ 

; other hand, the, effect of 
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science upon the Arabs after about -700 A.D, was con¬ 
siderable, for the Khalifs of Bagdad caused several books 
bn the subject to be translated. The works of Charaka 
and Sucruta (probably not later than the fourth century 
A.D.) were rendered into Arabic at the close of the 
eighth century, and are quoted as authorities by the cele¬ 
brated Arabic physician Al-Razi, who died in 932 A.D, 

Arabic medicjne' in its turn became the chief authority, 
down to the seventeenth century, of European physi- : 
cians. By the latter Indian medical authors must have 

' been thought highly of, fer Charaka is repeatedly men¬ 
tioned in the Latin translations of the Arab writers 
Avicenna (Ibn Sina), Rhazes (Af-Razi), and Serapion (Ibn 
S.arafyun). In modern days European surgery has bor¬ 
rowed the operation of rhinoplasty, or the formation of 
artificial noses, frpm India, wliere Englishmen became 
acquainted with the art in the last century. 

We have already* seen that the discovery of the 
Sanskrit language and literature led, in the present 
century, to the foundation of the two new sciences of 
Comparative Mythology and Comparative Philology; 
Through the latter* it has even affected the practical 
school-teaching of the classical languages in Europe. 

-iThe interest in Buddhism has already produced an 
‘ "immense literature in Europe. Some of thfe finest lyrics 

of iUeine, and works like. Sir Edwin Arnold’s Light of 
Asia, to mention only a few instances, have drawn their 
"inspiration from Sanskrit poetry. The intellectual debt. ; 

' of Europe to Sanskrit literature has thus been un-. 
* deniatjly great; it may perhaps become greater still in' 

■ ^ tlte years that are to coine. ,6; ::^ 
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Law. 

On Sanskrit legal literature in general, consult the vety . 
valuable work of Jolly, mid Sitte, in Buhler’s En<y~ 
clopcedia, 1896 (complete bibliogi apliy). There are several 
secondary Dharma Sutras of the post-Vedic period. The 
most important of these is the Vaishnava Dharma Qastra 
or Vishnu Smriti (closely connected with the Kdthakd 
Grihya Sutra), not earlier than 2oo,A.D. in its final redac¬ 
tion (ed. by Jolly, Calcutta, i88i,trans. by him in the Sacred 
Books of the East, Oxford, 1880). The regular post-Vedic 
lawbooks are metrical (mostly in qlajias'). They are much 

. wider in scope than the Dharma Sutras, which are limited 
to matters connected with religion. The most impor¬ 
tant and earliest of the metrical Smritis is the Mdtiava 

^ Dharma Qdstra, or Code of Manu, ncjt improbably based 
j; on a Mdnava Dharma Sutra. It is closely connected 
s lwith the Mahdbhdrata, of which three books alone (iii., 

xvi.) contain as many as 260 of its 2684 fM«r. It 
5^!|)robably assumed its present shape not much later tjian 
;|^S66 A.p. It was ed. by Jolly, London, 1887 ; traps,; bjr 
||jBUhler, with valuable introd., in the Sacred Books, 

i alsio trans. by Burnell (ed. by Hopkins), Lon/libn- 
* text ed., with seven comm., by Mandlik, Boioibay, 

'^<886 [ text. With Kulluka’s comm., Bombay, 1888, beitfer 
BSg. Pr.» ed. 1887. Next comes the Yd/fidvo^^ 

i^6M^a Cdttra,fdbic^ much more concise;(loo9fi0j^|k:. 



\/aJ^rv,fdoi.; its third section resembles the Pdraskara 
\Gfihyd Sutra, but it is unmistakably connected with the 
Mdtpava Grihya Sutra of the Black Yajurveda. Its ap¬ 
proximate date seems,: ‘o be about 350 A.D. Its author 
probably belonged to Mithihl, capital of Videha (Tirhut). 
Ydjnavalkya, ed. and trans. by Stenzler, Berlin, 1849; 
with comm. Mitdkshard, 3rd ed., Bombay, 1892. The 

, Ndrada Smtdti \€ the first to limit dharma to law in the 
strict sense. Jt contains more than 12,000 glokas, .dinA 
appears to have been founded chiefly on Manu. Bana 
mentions a Ndradlya Dharma (Rostra, and Narada was 
annotated by one of the earliest legal commentators in 
the eighth century. His date is probably about 500 A.D. 

Ndrada, ed. by Jolly, Calcutta, 1885, trans. by him in 
. Sacred Books, vol. xxxiii. 1889. A late lawbook is the 
Pard^ara Smriti (anterior to 1300 A.D.), ed. in Bombay 
Sansk. Series, 1893 ; trans. Bihl. Ind., 1887. The second 

. stage of post-VediiJ legal literature is formed by the com¬ 
mentaries, The oldest one preserved is that of Medha- 
tithi on Manu;. he da*tes from about 900 A.D. The most 
famous comm, on Manu is that of Kulluka-bhatta, com¬ 
posed at Benares in the fifteenth century, but it is nothing 
more than a plagiarism of Govindaraja, a commentator 
of the twelfth centiiry. The most celebrated comm, on 

^ SYdjnavalkya is the Mitdkshard of Vijnane<;vara, com- 
5 posed about 1100 a.D. It early attained to the position- 
' Of a standard work, not only in the Dekhan, but even 

f: in_Benares and a great part of Northern India. In the 
■:.>p^ies!einit, century it acquired the greatest importance in; 

practice of the Anglo-Indian law-courts through; 
:ilme]birodke's translation of the section which it contaips, 

voA^tl^^^^ of inheritance. From about 1000. A.D«; 
-ypiS^ds,, an innumerable multitude of legal compepdia,: 
^^i^'^^rma-nibandhas, was produced in India. Tiiei: 

vo’Tr.minous work 
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parts entitied Chaturvargd-chifiMmaiii, composed « 
Hemftdri about 1300 A.D. It hardly treats of law 
all, but is a perfect mine of interesting quotatioiis fro 
the Smritis and the Puranas; it has been edited in tl 
Bibl. Ind. The of Jlmutaviihana (probab 
fifteenth century) may here be mentioned, because part < 
it is the famous treatise on the law of inheritance entitle 
Dayabfidga, which is the chief work of the Bengal Scho< 
on the subject, and was translated by Colebrooke. 
should be noted that the Indian Smritis arc not on tl 
same footing as the lawbooks of other nations, but ai 
works of private individuals; they were also written fc 
Brahmans for Brahmans, whose caste pretensions the 
consequently exaggerate. It is therefore important t 
check their statements by outside evidence. 

History. 

No work of a directly historical character is mt 
with in Sanskrit literature till after the Muharamada 
conquest. This is the Rdjatarangini, or "River f 
Kings,” a chronicle of the kings of Kashmir, begun b 
its author, Kalhana, in 1148 a.D. It contains nearly 800 

■ ^lokas. The early part of the work is legendary i 
character. The poet does not become historical till h 
-approaches his own times. This work (ed. M. A. Steii 
Bombay, 1892; trans. by Y. C. Datta, Calc., 1898) is c 

(Considerable value for the archaeology and chronolog 
(of. Kashmir. . ... 

.5'.:.. ■ Grammar. 

‘ Oh'the native grammatical literature see-especial! 
Waickerhagel, Altindische Grammatik,'\o\. i. p; 

: Thh: oldest grammar preserved is that of Paniiii, whf- 
hwever, mentions no fewer than sixty-fOut pfedChes 
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jSe ^ north-west o1 India, 
rid probably flourished about 300 b.c. His work con- 

,ists of nearly 4000 sutras divided into eight chapters; 
"text with German trans., ed. by Bohtlingk, Leipsic, 1887. 

Panini had before him a list of irregularly formed words, 
which survives,' in a somewhat modified form, as the 
UnMi Sutra (ed. by Aufrecht, with Ujjvaladalta’s comm., 
Bonn, 1859). There are also two appendixes to which 
Panini refers: one is the Dhdtupatha, “ List of Verbal 
Roots,” contaihing some 2000 roots, of which only about 
800 have been found in Sanskrit literature, and from 
which about fifty Vedic verbs are omitted ; the second 
is the Ganapdtha, or “ List of Word-Groups,” to which 
certain rules apply. These gams were metrically ar¬ 
ranged in the Ganaratna-mahodadhi, composed by Vardha- 
mana in 1140 A.D. (ed. by Eggeling, London, 1879). 
Among the earliest attempts to explain Panini was the 
formulation of rul«s of interpretation or paribhashas; a 
collection of these was made in the last century by Nago- 
jibhatta in his Paribhdshendu^ek/iara (ed. by Kielhorn, 
Bombay Sansk*. • Sen, 1868 and 1871). Ne.xt we have 
the Vdrttikas ov “Notes” of Katyayana (probably third 
century n.C.) on 1245 of Panini’s rules, and, somewhat 
later, numerous grammatical Kdrikds or comments in 
metrical form : all this critical work was collected by 

r Patapjali in his Mahdbhdshya or “Great Commentary,” 
wflh< supplementary comments of his own (ed. Kielhorn, 
3 vols./ Bombay). He deals with 1713 rules of Panini. 

• He probably lived in the later half of the second cen¬ 
tury B,C4 and in any case not later than the beginning 
of ourV era. The Mahdbhdskya was commented on in 
the seventh century by Bhartrihari in-his Vdkyapadiya 
(ed^ 'Jn Benares Sansk. Ser.), which is concerned with 
J^i'phUosophy of grammar, and by Kaiyata (probably 
tliiit^enth; century). About 650 A.D. was composed the - 
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first complete comm, on Panini, the Ka^iki Vfiiii b;| 
/‘Benares Commentary," by Jayaditya and Vamanai^ 
(2nd ed. Benares, 1898). In the fifteenth century Rama-■ 
chandra, in his Prakriyd-kaumudi, or “Moonlight of 
Method," endeavoured to make Panini’s grammar easier 
by a more practical arrangement of its matter, Bhattoji’s 
Siddhanta-kaumudi (seventeenth century) has a similar 
aim (ed. Nirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay, 1894); an 
abridgment of this work, the Laghu-kaumudi, by Vara- 
daraja (ed. Ballantyne, with English Irans., 4th ed.,, 
Benares, 1891), is commonly used as an introduction to 
the native system of grammar. Among hon-Paninean 
grammarians may be mentioned Chandra (about 600 
A.D.), the pseudo-^akatayana (later than the Kd^ikd), 
and, the-most important, Hemachandra (12th cent,), 
author of a Prakrit grammar (ed, and trans. by Pischel, 
two vols., Halle, 1877-80), and of the Unddigana Sutra 
(ed. Kirste, Vienna, 1895), The Kdiantra of ^arvavar- 
man (ed. Eggeling, BibL Ind.) seems to have been the 
most influential of the later grammars. Vararuchi's Prd- 
krita-prakd^a is a Prakrit grammar (ed“. by Cowell, and 
ed., 1868). The Mugdhabodha (13th cent.) of Vopa- 
deva is the Sanskrit grammar chiefly used in Bengal. 
The Pkit Sutra (later than Patanjaiii) gives rules for the 
accentuation of nouns (ed, Kielhorn, 1866) ; Hemachan- 
dra's Lingdntiqdsana is a treatise on gender (ed. Franke, 

/Cibttingen, 1886), Among European grammars that of/ 
• >Vhitney was the first to attempt a historical treatment 
: of the Vedic and Sanskrit language. The first grammar -i 
treating Sanskrit from the comparative point of vi^w is; 
the excellent work of Wackernagel, of which, ho>Ve^er, 
only the first paft (phonology) has yet appeared.' /The; 
present writer’s abridgment (London, 1886) 
Muller's Sanskrit Grammar is a practical wojr,k, fpjr':the - 

of beginners of C'. - 
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Lexicography. 

Zachariae in Die indischen Worterbikher (in Biihler’s 
Encyclopeedia, 1897) deals with the subject as a whole 
(complete bibliography). The Sanskrit dictionaries or 
ko^as are collections of rare words or significations for 
the use of poetrf. They are all versified; alphabetical 
order is entirely absent in the synonymous and only in¬ 
cipient in the homonymous class. The Amarakoqa (ed, 
with Mahe9vara’s comm., Bombay), occupies the same 
dominant position in lexicography as Panini in grammar, 
not improbably composed*about 500 A.n. A supplement 
to it is the Trikanda-qesfm by Purushottamadeva (per¬ 
haps as late as 1300 a.d.). (^^cm'sX'3!^ Anekdrthasamuch- 
chaya (ed. Zachariae, 1882) is possibly older than Amara. 
Halayudha’s AbhidhdAaratnamdla dates from about 950 
A.D. (ed. Aufrechi', London, 1861). About a century 
later is Yadavapraka^a’s Vaijayanti (ed. Oppert, Madras, 
1893). The Vifvaprakdqa of Mahegyara Kavi dates from 
nil A.D. The Mankha-koqa (ed. Zachariae, Bombay, 
1897) composed in Kashmir about 1150 A.D. Hema- 
chandra (1088-1172 a.d.) composed four dictionaries: 
Abkidkdna-chintdmadi, synonyms (ed. Bohtlingk 'g,rid 
Rieu, St. Petersburg, 1847); Anekartha-samgrahd, 
homonyms (ed. Zacharia?, Vienna, 1893); Deqindma- 
mdld, a Prakrit dictionary (ed. Pischel, Bombay, 1880); 
and Nighantu-qesha, a botanical glossary, which forms a 
supplement to his synonymous koqa. 

: , Poetics. . - 

; "^v.Sylvain L^vi, ThMtre Indkn, pp. 1-21; Regnaud,.^ 
KkijMhftOfdque Sanskrite, Paris, 1884 j Jacob, Notes 

Literature, in Journal of the Roy. As. Soc., i 
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1898. The oldest and most important work Oh T JItics 
is the Natya Rostra of Bharata, which probably goes 
back to the sixth century ,A.D. (ed. in KavyamdlSf^o. 
42, Bombay, 1894; ed. by Grosset, Lyons, 1897) iJan- , 
din’s Kavyadarqa (end of sixth century) oontr' ,s rbout 
650 fMw (ed. with trans. by Bohtlingk,' Leipsic, 1890). 
Vainana’s Kavydlmnkaravntti, probably eighth century 
(ed. Cappeller, Jena, 1875). Qnngdra-'iilaka, or ‘‘Orna¬ 
ment of Erotics,” by Rudrabhata (ninth century), ed. by 
I'ischel, Kiel, 1886 {cf. Journal of German ‘Or. Soc,, 1S88, 
p. 296 ff., 425 ff.; Vienna Or. Journal, ii. p. 151 ff.). 
Rudrata (^atahanda's Kdvydlamkdra (ed. in Kdvyatndla) 
belongs to the ninth century. Dhanamjaya’s Daqarupa, 
on the ten kinds of drama, belongs to the tenth centuty 
(ed. Hall, 18O5; with comm. Nirnaya Sagara Press, 
Bombay, 1897). The .Kdvyaprakdqa by Mammata and 
Alaja dates from about iioo (ed.'in the Pandit, 1897). 
The Sdhityadarpana was composed in Eastern Bengal 
about 1450 A.D., by Vi5vanatha Kaviraja (ed. J. VidySsa- 
gara, Calcutta, 1895 trans. by Bal'iantyng in Bibl. Indi). 

Mathematics and Astronomy. ' 

The only work dealing with thfs subject as a whole 
is Thibaut’s Astronomie, Astrologie und Mathematik, m 
Biihler-Kielhorn’s Entyclopeedia, 1899 (full bibliography). 

iSee also Cantor, Geschichte der Mathematik, pp, 505-^562,:- 
(^eipsic, 1880. Mathematics are dealt with in special chap- . 
;ters of the works of the early Indian astronomers. In, 
i^lgebra they attained an eminence far exceeding ahythipg.i 
'tyer acTbieved by the Greeks. The earliest works of scieri^ i. 

Indian . astronomy (after about 300 A,a) ^efe; f^ui;(^ 
'it^tises called SrWAawto; only SuryastddHk'^ta] 

and trans. by Whitney,/£>«>-«. Am. (?r. 
has survived. The doctrines of such early works'I'lfeireu' 
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•^.-^uced R more concise and practical form by Arya- 
•hat^ born, as he tells us himself, at Pataliputra in 
76 A.D. He maintained the rotation of the earth round ^ 
is axis (a doctrine not unknown to the Greeks), and 
;xplained theV(fause of eclipses of the sun and moon, 
vlathematics are treated in the third section of his work, 
he Aryabhatiya (ed. with comm, by Kern, Leyden, 1874; 
Hath, section traihs. by Rodet, Journal AsiatiquCy 1879). 
tTaraha Mihirji, borr, near Ujjain, ■ agan his calcula- 
ions about 505 A.D., and, according ' ^ne of his com- 
nentators, died in 587 A.D. He composed four works, 
written for the most part ^in the Arya metre; three are 
astrological: the Brihat-samhitd (ed. Kern, Bibl. Ind., 
1864, 1865, trans. in Journ. j .’j. Soc., vol. iv.; new ed. 
with comm, of Bhattotpala by S. Dvivedl, Benares, 
1895-97), the Brihaj-jdtaka (or Bhra-^dstra, trans. by C. 
Jyer, Madras, 1885), and the Laghu-jdtaka (partly trans. 
by Weber, Ind. StM., vol. ii., and by Jacobi, 1872), His 
Fancha-siddhclntika (ed. and for the most part trans. by 
Thibaut and S. Dvivedl, Benares, 1889), based on five 
siddhdntas, is a karana or practical astronomical treatise. 
Another distinguished astronomer was Brahmagupta, 
who, born in 598 A.D., wrote, besides a karaiia, hb ‘ 
Brahma Sphuta-siddfianta when thirty years old (cha]ps. 'J; 
xii. and xviii. are mathematical). The last eminent'i; 
Indian astronomer was Bhaskardchfirya, born in 1114 ' 
A.D. His Siddhdnta-qironiani has enjoyed more autho¬ 
rity in India than any other astronomical work except 
the SUrya-siddhantay 

Medicine. 

, medical science must have begun to develop 
befiqire'Mhe; be^^ of our era, for one of its chief 

Ct;araka^ was, accbrdmg to the Chiti^ 
‘>v- 



translation of the Buddhist the officiar physi¬ 
cian of King Kanishka in the first century A.D. His 
work, the Charaka-saftthitd, has been edited several times: 
by J. VidySsagara, and ed,, Calcutta, 1896, by Gupta, 
Calcutta, 1897, with comm, by C. Dutta, Calcutta, 1892- 
1893; trans. by A. C. Kaviratna, Calcuttaj'1897. Su§ruta, 
the next great authority, seems to have lived not later 
than the fourth century a,d., as the Bovver MS. (probably 
fifth century a.d.) contains passages not only parallel 
to, but verbally agreeing with, passages in the works of 
Charaka and Su9ruta, (The Suqruta-sm^hitd, ed. by J. 
Vidyasagara, Calcutta, 3rd ed., 1889; A. C. Kaviratna, 
Calcutta, 1888-95; trans. b^ Dutta, 1883, Chattopa- 
dhyaya, 1891, Hoernle, 1897, Calcutta.) The next best 
known medical writer is Vsgbhata, author of the Ash- 
tdnga-hndaya (ed., with comm, of Arunadatta, by A. M. 
Kunte, Bombay, Nir. Sag. Press, 1891). Cf. also articles 
by Haas in vols. xxx., xxxi., and by Ay Muller in xxxiv. of 
Jour, of Germ. Or. Soc,; P. Cordier, Etudes sur la M^de- " 
cine Hindoue, Paris, 1894; Vdgbhaia et PAftdngahndaya- 
samhitd, Besan^on, 1896; Li^tard, Le MMedn Charaka, 
&c., vd Bull, de PAc. de MMecine, May ii, 1897. 

Arts. 

On Indian music see Raja Sir Sourindro Mohun !■ 
■ Tagore, Hindu Music from various Authors, Calcutta, 
’1875; Arabros, Geschichte der Musik, vol. i. pp. 41-80; / 

■ Day, The Music and Musical Instruments of Southern -j 

\ India and the Deccan, Edinburgh, 1891; QSrngadeva's. V 
Saiitgitaratndkara,^tA. Telang, Anand. Sansk. Ser., 1897 ; | 
Somanatha's Rdgavibodha, ed. with comm, by P. 
Gharpure (parts i.-v.), Poona, 1895. it - 

On painting and sculpture see E. Moor, The Hinduyi 
Pantheon, London,'iSto) Burgess, Notes on the Bduddhi^),:, 
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Rock Temples o/Ajanfyi, Bombay, 1879; Griffiths Paint 
ings of the Buddhist Cave Temples of Ajanta, 2 vols., Lon¬ 
don, 1896-97; Burgess, The Gandhara Sculptures (with 
100 plates), London, 1895 j Fergusson, Tree and Serpent 
Worship (illu^i’fttions of mythology and art in India in 
the first and fourth centuries after Christ), London, 1868; 
Cunningham's Reports, i. and iii. (Reliefs from Buddha 
Gaya); Grunwed^:l, Buddhistiche Kunst in Indien, Berlin, 
1893 ; Kern, Manual of Buddhism, in Buhler’s Eneycla- 
pcedia, pp. 91-96, Strasburg, 1896 ; H. H. Wilson, Ariana 
Antigua, London, 1841. 

On Indian architecture see fi'ergusson. History of 
Indian and Eastern Architecture, London, 1876; The 
Rock-Cut Temples of India, 1864; Cunningham, The 
Bhilsa Topes, or Buddhist Monuments of Central India, 
London, 1854; Reports of the Archicological Survey of 
India, Calcutta, since 1871 ; Mahdbodhi, or the great 
Buddhist Temple * under the Bodhi tree at Buddha 
Gaya, London, 1892 •„ Burgess, Archaeological Survey 
of Western India and of Southern India; Daniell, 
Antiquities of Itidia, London, 1800; Hindu Excavations 
in the Mountain of Ellora, London, 1816; R. Mitra, The 
Antiquities of Orissa, Calcutta, 1875. 

On Technical Arts see Journal of Indian Art and 
Industry (London, begun in 1884). 



BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

CHAPTER I. 

On the history of Sanskrit studies see especially Benfey, 
Geschichte der Sprachmssenschaft, Munich, 1869. A very valu¬ 
able work for Sanskrit Bibliography is the annual Orientalische 

Bibliographie, Berlin (begun in i8£8). Page i: Some inaccurate 
information about the religious ideas of the Brahmans may be 
found in Purchas, His Pilgrimage, or Relations of the World and 

the Religions observed in all Ages, 2nd ed., London, 16145 
Lord, A Discoverie of the Sect of the Banians [Hindus], London, 

1630. Abraham Roger, Open Deure, 1631 (contains trans. of 
two centuries of Bhartrihari). Page 2, Dugald Stewart, Philosophy 

of the Human Mind, part 2, chap. i. sect. 6 (conjectures concern¬ 
ing the origin of Sanskrit). C. W. Wall, D.D.', An Essay ofi the 

Nature, Age, and Origin of the Sanskrit Writing and Language, 

Dublin, 1838. Halhed, A Code of Gentoo [Hindu] Law, or 

Ordinations of the Pandits, from a Persian translation, made from 

the original written in the Shanscrit language, 1776. Page 4: 
„ F. Schlegel, Ueber die Sprache und Weisheit der Inder, Heidel- 

l^rg, 1808. Bopp, Conjugationssystem, Frankfort, t8j6. Cole- 
brooke. On the Vedas, in Asiatic Researches, Calcutta, 1805. P, 
S '. Roth, Zur Literatur und Geschichte des Veda, Stuttgart, 1846. 
Bdbtlingk and Roth’s Sanskrit-German Dictionary, 7 vols,, St. 

(Petersburg, 1852-75. Biihler’s Encyclopaedia df Indo-Aryan 

Research, Strasburg (the parts, some German, some fengUsh,: 
y,bc^h to: appear in 1896). Page 6 : See especially Aufrecht's 

Catalogus Cdtalogorum (Leipsic, 1891; Supplement) 1896), which 
’ gives a list of Sanskrit MSS. in the alphabetical order pf, works 

and authors. Adalbert Kuhn, Herabkunft des ' J^uerSfhihh^ f 

i^ind ed., Giiterslph, 1886. Page.11: A valuable, book'0^;.lr(dM 
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jxhron'ology (based Oh epigraphic and numismatic sources) is 
guff’s Thi Chronology of India, London, 1899. On the date of 
LBuddha’s death, <f. Oldenberg, Buddha, Berlin, 3rd ed., 1897. 
Page 13: Fa Hian, trans. by Legge, Oxford, t886; Hioucn 

TKsaiig, trans. fty^Beal, Si-yu-ki, London, 1884; I Tsing, trans. by 
Takakusu, OxfordT, 1896. Fiihrer, Monograph on Buddha Sakya- 

Munfs Birthplace, Arch. Surv. of India, vol. xxvi., Allahabad', 
1897; Albehini’s indla, trans. into English by Sachau, London, 
1885. Page 14: Corpus Jnscriptionum Jndicarum, vol. i., 1877, 
vol. iii., 1888, Clilcutta. F.pigraphia Indica, Calcutta, from 1888. 

Important Oriental journals are: Indian Antiquary, 

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgen Id ndischen Gesellschaft, Leipsicj 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London (with a Bengal 
branch at Calcutta and another at Bombay); Journal Asiatique, 

Paris; Vienna Oriental Journal, Vienna; Journal of the Ameri¬ 

can Oriental Society, New Haven, Conn. On the origin of Indian 
writing (jtp. 14-20), sc-^ Biihler, Indische Palau>graphie, Stras- 
burg, 1896, and On the Origin of the Indian Brahma Alphabet, 

Strasburg, 1898. Page 18 :1 he oldest known Sanskrit MSS., now 
in the Bodleian Library, has been reproduced in facsimile by Dr. 
R. Hoeftile, The*Bower Manuscript, Calcutta, 1897. The Pali 
Kharoshthl MS. is a Prakrit recension of the Dhammapada, 

found near Khotan; see Senart, Jourttal Asiatique, 1898, pp. 
193-304. Page 27: The account here given of the Prakrit 
dialects is based mainly on a monograph of Dr. G. A. Grierson 
(who is now engaged on a linguistic survey of India), The 

Geographical Distribution and Mutual Affinities of the Indo- 

Aryan Vernaculars. On Pali literature, see Rhys Davids, Bud¬ 

dhism, its History and Literature, London, 1896. On Prakrit 
literature. See Grierson, The Medimal Vernacular Literature of 

'Hindustan,of 7fh Oriental Congress, Vienna, 1888, and 
'The Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, Calcutta, 1889. 

CHAPTER HI. 

text and metres of the Rigveda see especially Oldenrii;;^: 
des Rigveda, so\. L, Prolegomena, Berlip,; : 
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1888; on the accent, Wackernagel, AUindische Gramm0^^ 
vol. i. pp. 281-300 (full bibliography), Gottingen, 1896; on the 
Higveda in general, Kaegi, The Rigveda, English translation by 

Arrowsmith, Boston, 1886. Editions: Samhita text, ed. Max 

Muller, London, 1873; Pada text, 1877; Satiihita text (in 

Roman characters), ed. Aufrccht, Bonn, 1877'(and cd.); Saip- 

hita and Pada text with Sayana’s commentary, 2nd ,ed., 4 vols., 

by Max Muller, London, 1890-92. Select:ons in Lanman’s 

Sanskrit Reader (full notes and vocabulary); Peterson’s Hymns 

from the Rigveda (Bombay Sanskrit Series); A Bergaigne and 

V. Henry’s Manuel pour itudier le Sanskrit Vkdique, Paris, 

1890; Windisch, Zwolf Hymnen des Rigveda, Leipzig, 1883; 

Hillebrandt, Vedachrestomathie, Berlin, 1885; Bohtlingk, Sans- 

krit-Chrestomathie, 3rd ed., Leipsic, 1897. Translations: R. H. 
'T. Griffith, The Rigveda metrically translated into English, 2 vols., 

Benares, 1896-97; Max Muller, Fedic Hymns (to the Maruts, 

Rudra, Vayu, Vata: prose), in Sacred Bociks of the East, vol. xxxii., 

Oxford, 1891; Oldenberg, Vedic Hymns (to Agni in Books i.-v.: 

prose), ibid., vol. xlvi., 1897; A. Ludwig (German prose), 6 
vols., Prag, 1876-88 (introduction, commentary, index). Lexico¬ 

graphy : Grassmann, Wbrterbuch zum Rigveda^ Leipsic^ 1873; 

the Vedic portion of Bohtlingk and Roth’s Lexicon and of Bdht- 

lingk's smaller St. Petersburg Dictionary (I..eipsic, 1879-89); 
. Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, and ed., Oxford, 

1899; Macdonell, Sanskrit-English Dictionary (for selected 

hymns), London, 1893. Grammar: Whitney, Sanskrit Grant- 
■mar, 3rd ed., Leipzig, 1896; Wackernagel, op. cit., vol. i. 

"(phonology); Delbriick, Altindische Syntax (vol. v. of Syntak- 

tische Forschungeti), Halle, 1888; Speijer, Vedische und Sanskrit . 

Syntax in Buhler’s Encycloptedia, Strasburg, 1896. 

CHAPTERS IV. AND V. 

/ Consult especially Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, in Buhler’s ' 

En^clopeedia, vol. iii. part i (complete bibliography), 1897; also , j 
Kaegi, op. cit.; Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, voL v:, ^ ed,, j 
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»ndon, 1884; Barth, The Religions of India, English trans., 

^ndon, 1882; Hopkins, The Religions of India, Boston, 1895; 
l Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894; Bergaigne, La 
' Religion Vkdique, 3 vols., Paris, 1878-83; Pischel and Geldner, 

Vedische Studtin, 2 vols., Stuttgart, 1889-92; Deussen, Allge- 

meine Geschichte der Philosophic, vol. i. part i: Philosophic des 

Veda, Leipsic, 1894. On method of interpretation (pp. 59-64), 

cf. Muir, The Interpretation of the Veda, in the Journal of the Roy. 

As. Soe., 1866. Page 68: On the modification of the threefold 

division of the'universe among the Greeks, cf. Kaegi, op. cit., 
note 118. P. 128: On dice in India and the Vibhidaka tree, «f. 

Roth in Gurupujdkaumudt, pp. 1-4, Leipsic, 1896. 

CHAPTER VI. 

Consult especially Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, Berlin, 1879. 

On the home of the Rigvedic Aryans (p. 145) cf. Hopkins, The 

Panjab and the Rig-Ji'eda, Journal of the Am. Or. Soc., 1898, 

p. 19 ff. On the Hamsa (p. 150) cf. Lanman, The Milk-drink¬ 

ing Ilahsas of Sanskrit*Poetry, ibid., p. 151 ff. On the Vedic 
tribes (pp. 153-157), (f. Excursps I. in Oldenberg’s Buddha, Berlin, 

1897. On the origin of the castes (p. 160) cf. Oldmherg, Journal 

of the Germ. Or. Soc., 1897, pp. 267-290; R. Pick, Die Sociale 
Gliederungim nordostlicien Indien zu Buddha’s Zeit, Kiel, 1897. 

CHAPTER VII. 

Samaveda; text with German trans. and glossary, ed. by Benfey, 

tEeipsic, 1848; by Satyavrata Sama^rami, Calcutta, 1873 (^Bibl. 

|A«f.),trans.byGriffith, Benares, 1893. Yajurveda: x.Vajasaneyi 

Sdmhitd, ed. Weber, with the comm, of Mahidhara, London, Ber- 

1852 ; trans. by Griflfith, Benares, 1899; 2. Taittiriya Samhita, 

pd. (in Roman characters) Weber, Berlin, 1871-72 (vols. xi-xii of 
uMische Studien); also edited with the comm, of Madhava in the 

^ibLInd, ; 3. Maitrdyai}t Satphitd, ed. (with introduction) by L. v, 

■bitJeder, Leipsic, 1881-86; 4. Kdihaka Satphita, ed. in pre- 
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paration by the same scholar. AtHarvaneda; text ed. Roth and 
Whitney, Berlin, 1856 ijfidex wrhorum in the Journal of the Am. 
Or, Soc., vol. xii.); trans. into English verse by Griffith, 2 vols., 
Benares, 1897, and (with the omission of less important hymns) 
by Bloomfield into English prose, with copious ndtes, vol. xlii. of 
the Sacred Books of the East Subject-matter: Bloomfield, The 

Atharvaveda in Biihler’s Encyclopadia, Strasburg, 1899. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

Aitareya Brdhmaifa, ed. Aufrecht, Bonn, 1879 edition); 
ed. and trans. by Haug, 2 vols., Bombay, 1863; Kauslutaki or 
^ankhdyana Brahmatfa, ed. Lindner, Jena, 1887; Aitareya 

Aratiyaka, ed. R. Mitra, Calcutta, 1876 {Bihl. fnd.)-, KaushitaU , 

Aranyaka, unedited; Tandya Mahdbrdhrnam or Panchavimfa 
Brahmaifa, ed. A. Vedanta vagina, Calcutta, 1869-74 {Bibl. Jnd.y, 
Shadvintfa Brahma^, ed. J. VidyaSagara, 1881 ; ed. with 
trans. by Klemm, Giitersloh, 1894; Samuvidhana Brdhmatfa, 
ed. Burnell, London, 1873, trans. by Konow, Halle, 1893; 
Vamfa Brahmasfa, ed. Weber, Indisehe Studien, vol. iv. pp. 

371 ff., and by Burnell, Mangalore, 1873. Burnell also edited 
the Deoatddhyaya Br., 1873, the Arskeya Br., 1876, Samhita, 
Ufanishad Br., 1877; Mantra Br., ed. S. SSmagrami, Calc., 
1890; Jaiminiya or Talavakdra Br., ed. in part by Burnell, 

■ 1878, and by Oertel, with trans. and notes, in the Journal of 
Am. Or. Soe., vol. xvi. pp. 79-260; Taittiriya Br., ed. R. Mitra, 
1855-70 {Bibl. Ind!), N. Godabole, Anand. Sen, 1898 ; Taittiriya 

Aranyaka, ed. H. N. Apte, Anand. Ser, Poona, 1898; ^atafatha 

■ Br., ed. Weber, Berlin, London, 1859; trans. by Eggelingin Sacred 
V Books, 5 vols.; Gopatha Br., ed. R. Mitra and H. Vidyabhushapa, 

1872 {Bibl. Indf), fully described in Bloomfield’s Atharrn- 

veda, pp. 101-124, in Biihler’s Encyclopedia, 1899. The most 
important work on the Upanishads in general is Deussen, Die 

' Philosophie der Upanishads, Leipsic, 1899; trans. of several- 

j Upanishads by Max Miiller, 'Sacred Books, vols. L and xv. J 

V i Deussen, Sechzig Upanishads {\xixs%. with valuable introductions), 
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Leipsic, 1897; a very useful book is Jacob, A Ccncordanee to 
■ fhe Principal Upanishads and Bhagavadgita (Uombay Sanskrit 
Series), 1891. P. 226 : ThirtyAwo Upanishads, ed. witli comm, in 
Anandagrama Series, Poona, 1895 j Aitareya Upanishad, ed. 
Roer, 1850 0iibL Ind.), also ed. in Anandagrama Series, xS'Sg; 
Kaushltaki Brdftmana Upanishad, ed. Cowell, Calc., 1861 (Jiibl. 
Ind.')\ Ckhdndogya Up., ed. with trans. by Bohtlingk, Leipsic, 
1889; also in Anai;^. Ser., 1890. P. 229 : Kena or Talavakara, ed. 
Roer, Calc., 1850; also in Anand. Ser., 1889; Maitri Up., ed. 
Cowell, 1870 (Bibl. Ind.)', i^vetdpvatara, ed. Roer, 1850, Anand. 
Ser. 1890; Kathaka Up., ed. Roer, 1850, ed. with comm, by 
Apte, Poona, 1889, by Jacob, 1891; Taittiriya Up., ed. Roer, 
1850, Anand. Ser., 1889 ; J^tibadara^Yaka Up., ed. and trans. 
by Bohtlingk, Leipzig, 1889, also ed. in Anand. Ser., 1891; I(a 
Up.,&A. in Anand. Ser., 1888; Mu^daka C^., ed. Roer, 1850, 
Apte, Anand. Ser., 1889, Jacob, 1891 ; Prapna Up., Anand. 
Ser., 1889, Jacob, 189* ; Aldtfdukya, Up., Anand. Ser., 1890, 
Jacob, 1891 j cd. with Eng. trans. and notes, Bombay, 1895; 
Mahdnarayana Up., ed. by Jacob, wi th comm., Bombay Sansk. Sen, 
1888; Nfisimhatdpariiya Up., Anand. Sen, 1895. P. 242; The 
parallelism of ^aJikara and Plato is rather overstated; for Plato, 
on the one hand, did not get rid of Duality, and, on the other, 
only said that Becoming is not true Being. 

CHAPTER IX. 

On the sfltras in general consult Hillebraiidt, Ritual-Litteratur, 
in Bvihler’s En^clopadia, 1897; Apualdyana Qrauta Sutra, ed. 
R. Vidyaratna, Calc., 1864-^4 (Bibl. Ind.)fdnkhayana frauta, 
ed. Hillebrandt, 1885-99 {Bibl. /nd.); Ldtydyana frauta, ed. A. 
Vagtga, Calc., 1870-72 {Bibl. Ind.)-, Ma^aka and Drahyayana, 
frauta, unedited/ Kdtyayana frauta, ed. Weber, London, 
Berlin, 1855 j Apastamba frauta, in part ed. by Hillebrandt, 
Calc., 1882-97 {Bibl. Ind.)’, Vaitana Sutra, ed. Garbe, London,- 
^878 j trans. by Garbe, Strasburg, 1878. Apalayana Grihya 
SS/ra. ed. with trans. by Stenzler, Leipsic, 1864-65 j ed. with 



comm, and notes, Bombay, 1895 j trans. in Sacred Books, 

vol. xxbc.; ^ankkdyana Grihya, ed. and trans. into German by 
Oldenberg, Indische Studien, voL xv.; Eng. trans. in Sacred 
Books, vol. xxix.; Gobhila Grihya, ed. with cgmm. by Ch. 

Tarkalamkilra, Calc., 1880 {Bibl. Jnd.) j ed. by Knauer, Dorpat, 
1884; trans. by Knauer, Dorpat, 1887 j trans. in Sacred Books, 

vol. XXX.; Pdraskara Gfihya, ed. and trans. by Stenzler, Leipsic, 

1876; trans. in Sacred Books, vol. xxix.; A'>asiamba Grihya, 
ed. Winternitz, Vienna, 1887; trans. in Scured Books, vol. xxx.; 

JStrapyakefi Grihya, ed. Kirste, Vienna, 1889; trans. Sacred Books, 
vol. XXX.; Mantrapdtha, ed.y^'vcAtxrdXz, Oxford, 1897; Manava 

Grihya, ed. Knauer, Leipsic, 1897; Kaufika Sutra, ed. Bloomfield, 
New Haven, 1890; Fittimedha Sulfas of Baudhayana, Hiranya- 

ke^in, Gautama, ed. Caland, Leipsic, 1896. Apastamba Dharma 
Sutra, ecL Buhler, Bombay Sansk. Ser., two parts, 1892 and 1894; 

Baudhayana Dh. S., ed. .Hultzsch, Leipsic, 1884; Gautama 

Dharma ^astra, ed. Stenzler, London, 1S76; Vdsishtha Dharma 

^astra, ed. Fiihrer, Bombay, 1883; Hirauyakefi Dharma Sutra, 

unedited; Vaikhanasa Dharma Sutra, described by Bloch, 

Vienna, 1896; Apastamba, Gautama, Vasishtha, Baudhayana, 
trans. by Biihler, Sacred Books, and^ed., Oxford^ 1897. Rigveda 

Prdtifdkhya, ed. with German trans. by Max Muller, Leipsic, 1856- 

69; ed. withUvata’s comm., Benares, 1894; Riktantravyakaratia 
(Sdma Fr.), ed., trans. Burnell, Mangalore, 1879; TaittiriyaPrat, 

ed. Whitney,of the Am. Or. Soc., vol. ix., 1871; Vdiasaneyi 
Prat, ed. with comm, of Uvata, Benares Sansk. Series, i888; 

Atharvaveda Prat, ed. Whitney,yiwr«a/.<4w. Or. Soc., vols. vii. and 

X The (fulva Sutra of Baudhayana, ed. and trans. by Thibaut, in 

the Pandit, vol. ix.; cf. his article on the ^ulvasutras in the Jour. 

Pf As. Soc. Bengal, vol. xliv., Calc. 1875. Six Vedangas, Sanskrit 

text, Bombay, 1892; Yaska’s Nirukta, ed. R. Roth, Gbttingen, 

1852; ed. with comm, by S. Samagrami {Bibl. Ind.); Sarvdnur 

kramani, ed. Macdonell, Oxford, 1886 (together with Anuvd-, 
kanukramaiji and Shadguru9ishya’s comm.); Arshdnukramatii,i 

Chhandonukramatpl, Btihaddevatd, ed. R. Mitra, 1892 (Bibm 
Ind.)', Pingala’s Chhandak Sutra, ed. in Bibl. Ind., 1874; if 

Weber’s Indische Stuiiien, vol. viii. (which is important as treaw 
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fof Sanskrit metres in general); Niddm Sutra, partly edited, 

Wind.; ^rvanukratna Sutras of White Yajurveda, ed. by Weber ’ 
in his ed. of that Veda • ed. with comm., Benares Sansk. Ser., 
1893-94; Charatfavyuha, ed. Weber. Ind. Stud., vol. iii. On 

Madhava see^Clemm in Gurupujakaumudi, Leipsic, 1896. 

CHAPTER X. 

On the Mahjbharata in general, consult especially Holtzraann, 
Das Mahabhdrata, 4 vols., Kiel, 1892-95; Buhler, Indian Studies, 
No. II., Trans, of Imp. Vienna Academy, 1892 ; cf. also Jacobi in 
Gottinger Gelehrte Anzeigen, vol. viii. 659 ff.; Winternitz,_/(W/zw«/ 
of the Roy. As. Soe., 1897, f). 713 ff.; Indian Antiquary, vol. 

xxvii. Editions: 5 vols., Bombay, 1888, Calc., 1894; trans. into 

Eng. prose at the expense of Pratapa Chandra Ray, Calc., 1896 ; 

literal trans. into Eng. by M. N. Dutt, 5 vols., Calc., 1896. 
Episode of Sdvitri, ed. Kellner, with introd. and notes, Leipsic, 

1888; Nala, text ir» Buhlcr’s Third Book of Sanskrit, Bombay, 
1877 ; text, notes, vocabulary, Kellner, 18S5 ; text, trans., vocab., 

Monier-Williams, Oxford, 1876. On the Puranas in general, con¬ 

sult introd. of IL H. Wilsoji’s trans. of the Vishnu P., 5 vols., 
2d. Fitzedward Hall, 1864-70; Holtzmann, op. at., vol. iv. pp. 

29-58 ; Garuda P., ed. Bombay, 1888; ed. Vidyasagara, Calc., 

t89i; Agni, ed. R. Mitra, Bibl. Ind., 1870-79, J. Vidyasagara, 

[laic., 1882; Vdyu, ed. R. Mitra, Bihl. Ind., 1888; Bombay, 

1895 > Matsya, Bombay, 1895; Kurma, Bibl. Ind., 1890; Mar~ 

\andeya, ed, Bibl. Ind., 1855-62; trans. by Pargiter, Biel. Ind., 

1888-99, by C. C. Mukharji, Calc., 1894; Padma, ed. V. N. 

Mandlik, 4 vols., Anand. Ser., 1894; Vishnu, ed. with comni,, 
Bombay, 1887; five parts. Calc., i888; prose trans. by M. N. Dutt, 

"laic,, 1894; Wilson, op. cit. ; Bhagavata, ed. with three comm., 

vols., Bombay, 1887; 2 vols., Nirnaya SSgara Press, Bombay, 

j^4; ed. and trans. by Burnouf, 4 vols., Paris, 1840-47, 1884; 
^hma, ed. Anand. Ser., 1895; Vardha, Bibl. Ind., 1887-93.' 

the Rdmdyana in general, consult Jacobi, Das Rdmdyana 
In. 1893; also Journal of the Germ. Or. Soc., vol. xlviii. 



p. 407 ft., vol. li. p, 60s > Ludwig, Ueier das Edmdyatfa, 

Prag, 1894; Baumgartner, Das Ramayami Freiburg i/B,, 1894; 

Bombay recension, ed. Gorresio, Turin, 1843-67; with three 

comm., 3 vols., Bombay, 1895; Bengal recension. Calc., 1859-60; 

trans. by Griffith into Eng. verse, Benares, 1895; ilito Eng. prose, 

M. N. Dutt, Calc,, 1894. 

CHAPTER XI. 

On the age of Kavya poetry consult especially Buhler, Die 

indischen Inschriften und das Alter der indischen Kunstpoesie, 

in Trans, of the Imp. Vienna Academy, Vienna, 1890; Fleet, 
Corpus Inscr. Ind., vol. iii., Calcutta, 1888. On the Vikrama 

era see Kielhorn, Gottinger Nachrkhten, r89r, pp. 179-182, and 

on the Malava era, Ind. Ant, xix. p. 316; on the chronology 

of Kalidasa, Huth, DU Zeit des Kalidasa, Berlin, 1S90. Buddha- 

charita, ed. Cowell, Oxford, 1893; trans. by Cowell, Sacred 

Books, vol. xlix. Raghuvamfa, ed. Stenzler, with Latin trans., 

London, 1832; ed. with Mallinatha’s comm., by .S. P. Pandit, 

Bombay Sansk. Sen; text with Eng."trans. by Jvalaprasad, 

Bombay, 1895 > ®d. K. P. Parab, wPh Mallinatba, Nirnaya Sagara 

Pr., Bombay, 1892 ; i.-vii., with Eng. trans., notes, comm, of Mal- 

linatha, and extracts from comm, of Bhatta Hemadri, Charitra- 

vardhana, Vallabha, by G. R. Nangargika,t?oona, 1896. Kumara- 

sambhava, ed. with Latin trans. by Stenzler, London, 1838; 

cantos i.-vi., ed. with Eng. trans. and comm, of Mallinatha, by 

S, G. DespSnde, Poona, 1887 j second part, with full comm., ed. 

by J. Vidyasagara, 4th ed., Calc., 1887; ed. with comm, of 

Mallinatha (i.-vii.) and of SMram (yiii.-xvii.), 3rd ed., Nirpaya 

SSgara Press, Bombay, 1893; ed. with three commentaries, 

Bombay, 1898; trans. by Griffith, London, 1879. Bkaftikavya, 

ed. Calc., 1628; cantos l-v., with comm, of Jayamangala,. 

English trans., notes, glossary, by M. R. Kale, Bombaw 

1897; with comm, of Mallinatha and notes by K. P. Trivedl 

Bombay Sansk. Ser., a vols., i8g8; German trans. of xviii.-xx^ 

by Schiitz, Bielefeld, 1837. Kirdtdiyuniya, ed. by J, Vidyasag/'ll 
■■ ■ , atjn 
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^c., 187 s; Mallinatha’s comm., Nirnaya Sagara Press, 

^ombay, 1885; cantos trans. by Schiitz, Bielefeld, 1843. 
^iptpalavadha, ed. with Mallinatha’s comm., by Vidyasagara, 
*884; also at Benares, 1883; German trans. by Schiitz, cantos 

Ip.-ix., Bielefeld, 1843. Naishadhiya-charita, ed. with comm, of 
'NSraya^ia, by Paitdit Sivadatta, Bombay, 1894. Nalodaya, ed. 
Vidyasagara, Calc., 1873 ; German trans. by Shack, in Stimmen 

vom Ganges, and ed., 1877; Kdghavapdf}daviya, ed. with comm, 

in the KS/oyamdla, No. 62. 1 )hanan»jaya’s Raghavapdt^daviya, 
quoted in Gaymratnamahodadhi, a.w. 1140, is an imitation of 

Kaviraja’s work : cf. Zacharise in Biihler’s Encyciopcedia, pp. 27-28. 
For a modern Sanskrit drama constructed on a similar princi¬ 

ple see Scherman’s Orientalis^ie BibUographie, vol. ix., 1896, p, 
258, No. 4605, Haratnjaya, ed. in Kdvyamahi, 1890; see Biihler, 
Detailed Report, p. 43, Bombay, 1877. Navasahasankacharita, ed. 

Bombay Sansk, Scries, 1895 ; see Biihler and Zachariai in Trans, 
of Eienna Acad., 1888, fkiubandha (in the Mahilrashlri dialect), 

ed. with trans. by S. Goldschmidt, 1884; ed in Kavyamald, 

No. 47, Bombay, 1895. Vdsavadattd, ed. with inlrod. by Fitt¬ 
ed ward Hall, .S/W. /«(/., 7859; ed. with comm, by J. Vidyasagara, 
Calc., 1874. Kada-mban, ed. P. Peterson, Bomb. Sansk. Sen, 1889; 
ed. with comm, in Nirnaya Sligara Press, Bombay, 1896; with 
comm, and notes by M. R. Kale, Poona, 1896; trans., with 
occasional omissions, by C. M. Ridding, Royal As. Soc., 

Ixjndon, 1896. liarshacharita, ed. by J. Vidyasagara, Calc., 

1883 j cd- comm., Jammu, 1879 > Bombay, 1892 ; trans. by 
Cowell and Thomas, Roy. As. Soc. Ixmdon, 1897. Dagakumdra- 

charita. Part i., ed. Biihler, Bomb. Sansk. Ser., 2nd ed., 1888; 

j^Part ii., P. Peterson, ibid., 1891; ed. P. Banerji, Calc., 1888. 

CHAPTER XII. 

Meghaduta, ed. with vocab. by Stenzler, Breslau, 1874; with 
comm, of MallinStha, Nirriaya S^ara Press, Bombay, 1894; ed. 

by K. B. Pathak, Poona, 1894. Eng. verse trans. by Wilson, 3rd 
ed, London, 1867; by T. Clark, London, 1882; into German by 



iOx Muller, Konigsberg, i847,bySchute, Bielgfield, i8s9, Fritze, 

Chemnitz, 1879. JRitusamhara, ed. with Latin and Gemjf'i' 

trans. by P. v. Bohlen, Ixipsic, 1840; with notes and Eng. traio 

by Sitaram Ayyar, Bombay, 1897. Ghatakarpara^ ed. Brockhaus, 5 

1841, trans. into German by Hofer (in Indische Gtdichte, vol. ii.). 

Chaurapanchdfika, ed. and trans. into German by Solfi Kiel, 

1886; trans. by Edwin Arnold, London, 1896. Bhartrihari’s- 

Centuries, ed. with comm., Bombay, 1884, trans. into Eng. verse 

by Tawney, Calc., 1877 ; Q^ngara-fataki\ ed. Calc. 1888. 

^i'ingaratilaka, ed. Gildemeister, Bonn, 1841. Amarupztaka, ed. 

R. Simon, Kiel, 1893. Saptafataka of Hala, cd. with prose 

German trans. by Weber, Leipsic, 1881 (in Abhandlungen fur 

die Kunde des Morgenlandes, vol. ’riii., No. 4). Mayura’s Surya- 

faiaka, or Hundred Stanzas in praise of the Sun, ed. in 

Kavyamdlit 1889. Gltagovinda, ed. J. Vidyasagara, Calc., 1882 ; 

Bombay, Nir. Sag. Pr., 1899; trans. into German by Riickert, 

vol. i. of Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Leipsic. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

On the Sanskrit drama in general, consulif especially H. H. 

Wilson, Select Specimens of the I%eatre of the Hindus, 2 vols., 

3rd ed., London, 1871 j Sylvain L^vi, Ze Thl&tre Indien, Paris, 

1890. ^akuntald, Bengal recension, ed. by Pischel, Kiel, 1877 • 

, Devanagari, recension, Monier-Williams, 2'nd ed., Oxford, 1876; M. 

R, Kale, Bombay, 1898; trans. by Monier-Williams, 6th ed., Lon^ 

don, 1894; into German by Riickert, I..eipsic, 1876; Fritze, 1876 y 

Lobedanz, 7th ed., l.eipsic, 1884; there are also a South Indiana 

and a Kashmir recension {cf Biihler, Report, p. Ixxxv). Vihramor-1 
vafi, ed. S. P. Pandit, Bombay, 1879; Vaidya, 1895; South Indian 1 
recension, ed. Pischel, t875; trans. Wilson, op. at./ Cowell, Hert-; 

ford, 1851; Fritze, Leipsic, 1880. Mdlavihdgnimitra, ed. Bollensen, 

Leipsic, 1879; S. P. Pandit, Bombay, 1869, S. S. Ayyar, Poona,j 

1896; trans. by Tawney, 2nd ed.. Calc,, 1891; into German bj 
Weber, Berlin, 1856; Fritze, Leipsic, r88i, JIfticchakatihd, e* 

Stenzler, Bonn, 1847; J. VidyasSgara, and ed., Cfdc., 
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trans. by Wilson, op. cit.; into German by Bohtlingk, St. Petcrs- 

■ fcrg, 1877 ; by Fritze, Chemnitz, 1879. Ratnavali, ed. Cappeller, 

Bohtlingk’s Sanskrit-ChrestomaiMe, 1897; with comm. Nir. Sag. 
Vr., Bombay, 1895; trans. by Wilson, op. into German by Fritze, 
jbhemnitz, 1878. NagaAanda, ed. J. Vidyasagara, Calc., 1873; 

f ed. Poona, 1893 '> 'rans. by Palmer Boyd, with preface by Coweli, 
London, 1872. Bana’s Pdroatipariifaya, ed. with trans. by 

T. R. R. Aiyar, Kuinbakonam, 1898; Germ, by Glaser, Trieste, 

1886. Mdlatimamava, ed. R. G. Bhandarkar, Bombay, 1876 j 

trans. by Wilsort, op. cit.; by Fritze, Leipsic, 1884. Mahavtra- 
charita, ed. Trithen, London, 1848; K. P. Parab, Bombay, 1892 ; 
trans. by J. Pickford, London, 1871. Uttarardmacharita, ed. 
with comm, and trans., Nagpur, 1895; ed. with comm, by Aiyar 
and Parab, Nirijaya Sagara Press, 1899; trans. by Wilson, op. cit. 

Mudrdrdkshasa, ed. Telang, Bombay, 1893; trans. by Wilson, 
op. cit.; into German by Fritze, Leipsic, 1887. Vet.iisamhdra, 

ed. K. P. Parab, Niiv.iaya Sagara I’rcss, Bombay, 1898; 

N. B. Godabale, Pqona, 1895; Grill, Leipsic, 1871; trans. 

into English by S. M, Tagore, Calc., 1880. Viddhafdhihhan- 

jika, ed. J. Vidyasagara,, Calc, 1SS3. Karpuramunjan, ed. in 
vol. vii. of Tiu FJndil, Benares. Itd/ardmdyaija, ed. Govinda 
Deva yastri, Benares, 1869; J. Vidy3s,agara, Calc., 1884. 
PrachahdO'p&’tdova, ed. Cappeller, Strasburg, 1885. (On Raja- 
9ekhara, rf. Kielhorn, E^igr. Ind., part iv. 1889; Fleet in Ind. 

Antig., vol. xvi. pp. 175-178; Jacobi in Vienna Or. Journal, vol. ii. 
212-216). Chaudakaufika, ed. J. Vidyasagara, Calcutta, 

jj4; trans. by Fritze {Kau(ika.’s Zorn). Prabodhachandrodaya, 

i Nir. Sag. Pr., Bombay, 1898; trans. into German by Gold- 

!» .Aer, with preface by Rosenkranz, Konigsberg, 1842; also 

trans. by Hirzel, Zurich, 1846; Taylor, Bombay, 1886. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

Panchatantra, ed. Kosegarten, Bonn, 1848; by Kielhorn and 

Biihler in Bomb. Sansk. Ser.; these two editions represent two con¬ 
siderably divergent recensions j trans. with very valuable introd. 

by Benfey, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1859; English trans., TrichinopoH, 
2 F 



1887; German by Fritze, Leipsic, 1884. The abstract of th<! 

Panchatanira in Ksheraendra’s B^hatkathamanjari^ introd.,' 

text, trans., notes, by Mankowski, Leipsic, 1892. Hitopade^a^^ 

ed. F, Johnson, London, 1884 ; P. Peterson in Bomb. Sansk-l 

Ser. Kamandakiya Nitisdra, ed. with trans. and notes, Madras," 

1895 ] text ed. by R. Mitra, Bibl. Ind. Calc., 1884. ^ivadasa’s 

Vetdliipanckavhnfalikd, ed. H. Uhle (in Abhandlungen der 

deuischen morgenl. Gesdl. vol. viii., No. i), Leipic, i88i. Sir R. 

F. Burton, Vikram and the Vampire^ new ed., London, 1893. 

Simkdmna-dvdtnmfikii, ed. {Dwatringshat putUdikd), J. Vidya- 

sagara. Calc., 1881. ^ukasaptaii, ed. R. Schmidt, I.<eipsic, 1893 

{Abh. f. d. Kunde d. Morgenlandes), Munich, 1898; trans., Kiel, 

1894; Stuttgart, 1898. Bathdsarit0gara,ed. trans.by Brockhaus, 

Leipsic (Books i.-v.) 1839, (vi.-xviii.) 1862-66; ed. Bomb., 1889; 

trans. by Tawney in Bibl. Ind., 1880-87. Brihatkathdmanjart, 

chaps. i.-viii., ed. and trans. by Sylvain Ldvi in Journal Asiatique, 

1886. Jalaka-mdidi ed. Kern, Boston, 1891; trans. by Speijer 

in Sacred Books of the Buddhists, vol. i., London, 1895. Kathd- 

kofa, trans. by C. H. Tawney from Sanskrit MSS., Royal As. 

Soc„ London, 1895. Jdtahas, ed. by Fausbdll, London, 

(completed) 1897; three vols. of trans. under supervision of 

Cowell have appeared, I. by Chalriiers, Cambridge, 1895; II. by 

Rouse, 1895; III, by Francis and Neil, 1897. Warren, Buddhism 

in Translations, Harvard, 1896. Bhartrihari’s Niti and Vairdgya 

patakas, ed. and trans., Bombay, 189*8 (on Bhartrihari and 

Kumarila see Pathak in Journ. of Bombay Branch of Roy, As. Soc„ 

xviii. pp. 213-238), Mohamudgara, trans. by U. K. Banerji, 

Bhawanipur, Bengal, 1892. Chdmkya fatahas, ed, Klatt, 1S73, 

On the Nitimanjan cf, Kielhorn, Gdtiinger Nachrichten, 1891, pp, 

182-186; A, B. fourn. Roy. As. Soc. 1900. ^drngadhara-' 

paddhati, ed. Peterson, Bombay, 1888. Subhdshitdvali, ed.* 

Peterson and Durgaprasada, Bombay, 1886. Bohtlingk’s 7«-‘ 

dische Sprikhe, 2nd edition, 2 vols., St. Petersburg, 1870-73; 

index by Blau, Leipsic, 1893, Dhammapada, trans. by Max 

Muller in Sacred Books of the East, vol. x., 2nd revised edition, 

Oxford, 1898. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

Indian philosophy in general see Garbe’s useful little book, 
\ilosophy of Amient India, Chicago, 1897; F. Max Muller, Six 

ystems of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899. Garbe, Sdnkhya 

^hilosophie, Leipsic, 1894; Sdnkhya und Yoga in BuhlePs En- 

cyclopsedia, Strasburg, 1896 (complete bibliography); Sdnkhya- 

' kdrikd, text with c^im. of Gaudapada, ed. and trans. by Cole- 
brooke and Wilson, Oxford, 1837, reprinted Bombay, 1887; ed. 

in Benares Sansk. Ser., 1883; trans. Ballantyne {Bibl. Ind.)] 

Sankhyapravachana-bhashya, ed. by Garbe, Harvard, 1895, 

trans. into German, Leipsic, 1889; Aniruddha’s comm, on 

Sdnkhya Sutras, trans. by Gaft)e, £ibl. Ind., Calc., 1888-92; 
Sdnkhya-tattva-kaumudl, ed. with Eng. trans., Bombay, 1896, 

trans. by Garbe, Munich, 1892; ^ankara’s Rdjayogabhdshya, 

trans. Madras, 1896; Sviitmarama’s Haihayogapradipa, trans. by 

Walther, Munich, 1893, *Hiithayoga Gheranda Sanhita, trans. 

Bombay, 1895. On Sragments of Pancha^ikha if. Garbe in 

Festgruss an Roth, p. 74 ff., Stuttgart, 1893 ; Jacobi on Sdnkhya- 
Yoga as foundation^ of Buddhism, fourn. of Germ. Or. Soc., 

1898, pp. 1-15; Oldenberg,, Buddha, 3rd ed. Mimamsd- 

darfana, ed. with comm, of ^abara Svamin {Bibl. Ind.), Calc., 
1887; Tantravdrttika, ed. Benares, 1890; ^lokavdrttika, fasc. 

i., ii., ed. with comm., *Benares, 1898; faiminiya-nydya-mdia- 

^istara, ed. in Anand. Ser. 1892. Arthasamgraha, as introd. to 

limatnsa, ed. and trans. by Thibaut, Benares, 1882. Most im- 
ortant book on Vedanta: Deussen, System des Veddnta, I..eipsic, 

[883; Deussen, Die Sutra’s des Veddnta, text with trans. of 

fetras and complete comm, of ^ankara, Leipsic, 1887. Brahma 

\utras, with ^ankara’s comm., ed. in Anand. Ser., 1890-91; 
Veddnta Sutras, trans. by Thibaut in Sacred Books, vol. xxxiv., 

Oxford, 1890, and xxxviii., 1896. Panchadafl, ed. with Eng. 

trans., Bombay, 1895. On date of ^ankara cf. Fleet in Ind. Ant., 
xvL 41-42. Veddnia-siddhdnta-muktdvali, ed. with Eng. trans. by 

Venis, Benares, 1890. Veddntasdra, ed. Jacob, with comm, and 

notes, Bombay, 1894, trans. 3rd ed., London, 1892. Bhagav&d- 



^ta with (j:;ankara’s comm., Anand. Ser., 1897, trans. in Sacred 

Books, vol. viii., 2nd ed., Oxford, 1898; by Davies, 3rd ed., 189.^' 
Nyaya Sutras in Vizianagram Sansk. Sen, vol. ix., Benaf'ir 

1896. Nydyakandali of (Jlrldhara, ibid., vol. iv., 1895. 

kusumdnjali {Bibl. Ind.), Calc., 1895. Vaifeshlka-darfana, ec\ 

with comm., Calc., 1887. Saptapadarthi," ed. with comin 
Benares, 1893; text with Latin trans. by Winter, Leipsic, iSp*" 

Tarkasamgraka,cd. J. Vidyasagara, Calc., 1897; ed. with comm. 

Bombay Sansk. Sen, 1897; text and trans. by Ballantyne, Alla¬ 

habad, 1850. Sarvadarfana-samgraha, ed. by T.’Tarkavachaspati, 

Calc., 1872 j trans. by Cowell and Gough, 2nd ed., London, 

1894. 

C 

CHAPTER XVI. 

M'Crindle, Ancient India as Described by Classical Authors, 5 

vols., especially vol. v.. Invasion of India by Alexander, London, 

1896. Weber, Die Griechen in Indien,'m Transactions {Sitzungs- 

berichte) of the Roy. Prussian Acad., Berliifj 1890. Sylvain Levi, 

Quid de Greeds veterum Indorum monumenta tradiderint, Paris, 
1890; also La Grice et Plnde (in Revue des Etudes Grecques), Paris, 

1891. Goblet d’Alviella, Ce gun I'lnde doit la Grice, Paris, 

1897 ; also Ds Grecs dans PJnde, and Des Influences Classiques 
dans la Culture Scientifique et Littiraire de PInde, in vols. xxxiii., 

xxxiv. (1897) of Bulletin de PAcadhnie Royale de Belgique. I.» de 

la Valine Poussin, La Grice et PInde, in Mus'ee Beige, vol. ii. i 

pp. 126-132. Vincent A. Smith, Grceco-Roman Influence on the W 

Civilisation of Ancient India in fournal of As. Soc. of Bengal,9^- 

1889-92. 0. P'ranke, Beziehungen der Inder zum IVesten,}'*^ 

Joum. of Germ. Or. Soc., 1893, pp. 595-609. M. A Stein^| 

in Indian Antiquary, vol. xvii. p. 89. On foreign elements 

Indian art .see Cunningham, Archeological Survey of I* j 99 
vol. V. pp. 185 S.; Grunwedel, Buddhistische Kunst, 

1893 J E. Curtius, Griechische Kunst in Indien, pp. 234'°^^.*®''^' 
vol. ii. of Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Berlin, 1894; W. C:..,. i_®43 
The Classical Infliunce in the Architecture of the Indus 

and Afghanistan, in the Journal of the Royal Institution of British 
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Hrehiiecis, vol. i. (1894), pp. 93-115. P- 4^3 : On the and 
^ushanas, see Rapson, Indian Coins, pp. 7 and 16, in Biihler’s 

Encyclopaedia, Strasburg, 1898. On the relation of Indian 

to Greek fables, r/C Weber in Indisciu Siudicn, vol. iii. p. 327 ff. 

Through the medium of Indian fables and fairy tales, which were 

so popular in the hliddle Ages, the magic mirror and ointment, 

the seven-league boots, the invisible cap, and the purse of 

Fortunatus (cf. Bynell, Sdmavidhana Brahmat/a, preface, p. 

xxxv), found their way into Western literature. For possible 

Greek influence on Indian drama, cf, Windisch, in Trans, of 

the Fifth Oriental Congress, part ii., Berlin, 1882. On chess in 

Sanskrit literature, cf. Macdonell, Origin and Early History of 

Chess, in Journ. Boy. As. Soc* 1898. On Indian influence on 

Greek philosophy, ef. Garbe in Sdnkhya und Yoga, p. 4. 

L. von Schroeder, Buddhismus und Christenthum, Reval, and 

ed., 1898. P. 422-23: It seems quite possible to account for 

the ideas of the Neo-Pl*tonists from purely Hellenic sources, 

without assuming Inditai influence. On the relation of ^akuntala 

to Schiller (AIpenjiiger') and Goethe (Faust), ef. Sauer, in Korre- 

spondenzblatt fiir die fielehrten und Realschulen Wurttembergs, vol. 

xl. pp. 297-304; W. von Biederpiann, Goctheforschungen, Frankfurt 

a/M., 1879, pp. 54 ff. (^akuntala and Faust), On Sanskrit 

literature and modern poets (Heine, Matthew Arnold), cf Max 

Muller, Coincidences, in the Fortnightly Review, New Series, vol. 

Ixiv. (July 1898), pp. 157-162. 





INDEX 

Abhidhdna-ehint/wunii, 433 

Abhidhdna-ratmrYild, 433 

Aborigines, 113, 152, 161, 387 
Absolute, the, 220 

Abstract deities, 100-102 

Accent, Vodic, 53-54 , 
Achsemcnid dynasty in India, 40S 
A^nka, 310, 412; inscriptions uf, 14, 

IS, l6, 25, 27 
Actors, Greek, 414 

A^vaghosha, 319 , 
Afvakas, 408, 409 

Ajvalayana, 52,191,274; his i^rauta 

SQtra, 245; Gfibya Sutra, 249 

A9vin8, 84, 123, 150, • 
Adbhuta Br&hmana, 210 

Aditi, 70, 102, 103, 105, 132 * 
Adityas, 102, 103, 105 

ACsop, 420 

Agni, 70, 71, 74, 93-97>»io2, 105, 

124, 125, 13s. 172. 244 
Agohya, 106 

Agriculture, 166 
Ahargana, 426 
Aht budbnya, 110 

Akura, 112 

AUartya Aranyaka, 51, 208, 211; 

Brohmana, 155, 156, 163, 203, 

205 ; Upanuhad, 209, 226-227 
AjStatatfu, 222 

Alala, 434 

AlbSrttni, 13, 18, 413 

Alexander the Great, i, 2, 8, 13, 18, 

ISO, 154, 165, 365, 410, 413, 414 
Alexandria, 415, 423 

I Algebra, Indian, 424, 434 

Allegorical play, 367 

Alphabet, arrangement of the Sam 
krit, 17 

Al-Razi, 427 

Aw/rrt-I’offf, 433 
Aoiara siniha, 324, 433 
Amani, 342 

I Anaxagoras, 422 

Ancestor worship, 257 
Ancitlrflui-iKtmgra/ia, 433 
AnrkdrtIui-tamucJiehaya, 433 
Angas, 156, 195 

Angirases, 108, 189, 190 
Animals, domestic, 149; mytholo¬ 

gical, 109 
■Aniniddha, 394 

Anthologies, 379 
Anthropology, 126 
Anthropomorphism, 71, 72, 85t, 86, 

94 
AniddUa accent, 54 

Annkramanis, 39, 52, 267, 271-272, 

274 
Anus, 153, 154 

Anuahtubh metre, 56, 68 
Anvdr-i-Suhaiti, 418 

Apabhratp^a dialect, 27, 349 

A^ip napftt, 88, 92 
Apastamba, 246, 258-259, 302; his 

^rauta Satra, 246 ; Grihya 8atra, 

250; Dharma SCitra, 258; Kalpa 

Satra, 258 
Apastambas, 176 

Apollonius of Tyana, 415 
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Ap»aras, 107 ; Apsarases, 182 
Arabian Nights, 368 
Arabs, I, 421, 424, 425, 426, 427 
Araiiyakas, 34, 50, 204 

AranyiluT, IH 
Architecture, 158, 437 
Ardha-inSgadfai, 27 
Argumenium ex sUentio, 16, 150 

Arithmetic, Indian, 424 
Arjuna, 165, 216, 296, 40S 
Arjuna Mii/ra, 290 
Army, divisions of, 165 
Arnold, Sir Edwin, 427 
ArsJtega Prdhmaiia, 209 
Arsheya-ialpa, 245 

Art,.Indian, 436-437 
Artini, 213, 214 
Arya metre, 307, 393, 435 
Aryabhata, 325, 426, 435 
Aryabhaflya, 435 
Aryan civilisation, 9; invasion of 

India, 40, 40S 
Aryans, home of Bigvedio, 145 
Aryas, 152 
Aryavarta, 23 
Asat, 136 
Asceticism, 184, 397, 410 
Ashtdngahridaya, 436 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, 3 
Asikni, 140, 144, 155 
Astronomers, Indian, 13, 425, 426, 

434-43S 5 Arab, 426 
Astronomical data, 195, 325 
Astronomy, Greek and Indian, 425 
Asura, 112, 113 
Asuras, 182 
Asuri, 215 
Atkarraveda, 30, 31, 185-201, 206; 

various readings of, 187; Upani- 
shads of, 238-243 

Atharvangiraaa^, 189 
Atbarvans, 189 
Atman, 205, 218-222 

Aufrecht, T., 431, 433 

Augury, 120, 222-223 
Avaut! dialect, 27 
Avatars, 81, 300, 411 
Avesta, 12, 43, 55, 63, 67, 68, 87, 

99, 100, 108, no, 112, 113, I 

141, 165, 216, 253 
Avicenna, 427 * 
A vidya, 389, 401 
Ayodhya (Oudh), 157, 176, 214, 3 

308 y 

Babetus, 420 * 
Badanayana, 240, 402 
Balaki Giirgya, 222 
Balhikas, 195 
Balibandha, 347 
Bana, 20, 288, 318, 321, 332, 3 

413, 421, 429 
Banyan, 147 
Bardesanes, 423 
Barlaam and Josaphai, 419, 420 
Barley, 145 ' 
Barygaza, 415 
Barzoi, 417 
Battle of ten kings, 154 
Batidhayana, 246,259 ; iJrautaSat 

246; Gfibya Sntra, 250; Dbar- 
Sntra, 259 ; Kalpa Sfitra, 259 

Bear, 148^ 

Beef, no, 164 
Benares, 27, 222 
Benfey, Prof. Theodor, 173, 420 

Bhagavadgltd, 2, 283, 288, 405 
Bhagavata Purdna, 402; popular! 

of, 302 
Bhagavatas, 402 
Bh&guri, 273 
Bhakti, 403 
BharadvSjaj his Qrauta Sutra, 24- 

Gfihya Sutra, 250 
Bbarata, 216, 347 
Bk&rata-manjan, 290 
Bharatas, 154, 155, 156, 17$ 
BhSrati, 155 



INDEX 457 
Bhar»vi, 318, 329 
Bhartrlhari, i, 329, 340, 378, 381, 

382, 431 
Bhaiha, 22 
BhaskarachSrya, ^^35 
BbaUa Narayana, 365 
Bhattikdvya, 329 * 
Bbattoji, 432 

Bhattotpala, 435 
Bhavabhati, 352, 353^ 362-365 
Bhoja, 20, 304, 366 
Bhrigus, 108, 154, 189 
Bidpai, fables of, 417 
Bilhana, 339 
Birch bark MSS., 18 ^ 

Black Yajttrveda, tJJ, 179, iSo 
Blackskins, 152 

Bloomfield, Professor, 1S6, 189 
Boar, 148, 302 ■ 
Boats, 167 , 
Bodleian Library, 18 
Bohtlingk, Otto von, 379* 431, 433, 

434; and Botb's Dictionary, 63 
Bopp, Franz, 4 ^ • 

Brahma, 133, 205, 219, 220, 223 
Brahma, 32, 182, 195, 401, 402 * 
Brahma, 93, loi, I02, 194, 285, 401, 

402 

Brahma (priest), 102, 161, k94, 195, 
217 

Brakmachdrin,jtoo 
Brahmagupta, 426, 435 

Brahma-mimdtiud, 400 
Brahmans, 17, 23, 73, 122, 183, 197, 

409. 4JJ, 415, 425, 430 
BrShmana, 161 

BrShmanas, 31, 32, 33, 48,49, 73, 81, 

88. 93. 96, 99. lOl, 105, 107, 112, 
>*7. 133. »4S. 156. 162, 189, 190, 
19s. >96, 202-218 

Brahmanism, 7 
BrShma Sjhufa-iiddhSnta, 435 
Bmhma-iitirai, 402, 403 
Brahmavarta, 141, 155, 175 

Bmhma-vcrla, 189, 195 
Brahma’Vvlyd, 195 
Brdliml wiling, 15, 17, i8 
Brahmodya, 131 
Brihatldranyakn Vpanithad, 213, 

219, 221, 222, 223, 224, 234- 238 
Bfihaddevatd, 272, 273, 281, 378 
Brihadratha, 230 
Brihajjdtaka, 435 
Brihaspati, 102; sQtras of, 406 
Brihatkatha, 376 
Brikatkathd-manjarJ, 376 
BrihaUamhiia,, 318, 435 
Broach (town), 415 
Bronze, 151 
Buddha, II, 13, IS, 24, 215, 225, 

308, 309, 362, 387, 406, 421 ; as a 
Christian saint, 420 

BudiilpieharUa, 319 
Buddhism, 7, ii, 25, 115,215,223, 

230. 322, 369. 386, 390. 395-396. 
397. 412. 414. 437 

Buddhist councils, 15, 308, 369, 413 ; 
infiucnco, 375; literature, 156,295, 
306, 307, 369, 379, 384,411,412, 
436; pilgrims, 13 ; sculptures, 377, 

437 
Buddhists, 184, 286, 287, 308, 411 
Biihler, I’rofessor, 6, 15, 16, 17. 186, 

259. 290, 322, 376 
Bunder log, 149 
Burial, 125 

Bomell, A. C., 194, 290, 428 

Qabara SrUmin, 400 
^S’vata, 433 
«r^aka era, 413 
Qakalas, 52, 53 
Qskalya, 50,51, 268, 270 
f akas, 286, 322, 323, 412, 413 
^iikatSyana, 268 ; pseudo-, 432 
fakuntaUi, 3, 216, 283, 301, 348, 350, 

352. 353. 354-358. 4*6 
l^'ftkyas, 215 
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Calderon, 367 
^dmbavya Sutra, 249 
Canarese, 18, 28 
^Sndilya, 213 
Qankara, 240, 242, 289, 394, 402; 

(<^iva) 182 
(jlankha and Likhita, 262 
t^dnkhdyana Bro^imana, 205, 206; 

Sutra, 49, 191, 205, 245, 249 

Qankb&yanae, 252 
^drUifataka, 378 
Cantor, 424, 434 
^Srngadbara’s PaddKati, 379 
^'arvararinan, 432 
Oaate, 20, 21, 33, 34, 133, 152, 160, 

161, 184 
CatalogueB of MSS., 6 
tpatapatha Brdhmatia, 49, 53, 54 

n., 107, 108, no,,144, 15s,, 172. 
179, 180, 188, 191, 203, 206, 212- 
217 

Categories, logical, 403, 404 
Cattle, 127, 147, 166 
Cannaka, 51, 186, 271, 274 
Qauraseni dialect, 27 
Ceylon, 25, 361, 412 
Chakravdka, 150, 343 
CkanaJcj/a-fataia, 378 
Chanda-kcntfika, 366 
Chandra, 432 
Obandragupta, 365, 410, 411, 412, 

413. 4>S 
Cbaraka, medical writer, 426, 427, 

435. 436 
Cbaraka subool, 215 
Charaka-saf/ihitd, 436 
Ckarana-vyUha, 52, 275 
Charanat, 24$ 

Chariot race, 150^ 168 
ChSritravardhana, 328 
CbUrraka, 86, 405-407 
ChaiurvaTga~divntdmarii, 430 
Chaurapanchdfikd, 339 

Chedia, 155, 157 

yhhandat (metre), 264 
Chhdndogya Srdhmana, 210 
IhMndogya Vpanishad, 189, 

221, 223, 224, 228, 229, 420 
Chinese works, 369) pilgrims, 13 
Christianity, 414 
Chronologicid strata, 179, 188, 2- 
Chronology, absence of, 10; Vc 

II 

Qigupalavadha% 320 
^ilhana, 378 ^ 
giva, 74, 8g, 153, 178, 181, 182, 

234, 300, 411 
(Jloka metre, 56, 57, 279, 317 
^loka-vdrttika, 400 
Clonds, 68, 69, 85, 109 
Coinage, transition to, 167 
Colebrooke, H. T., 3,4, 429, 43c 
Colour (caste), 86, 152, 161 
Comparative mythology, 6, 427 
Comparative philology, 6, 427 
Compound words, 65, 332 
Copperplate inscriptions, 18, 19 
Corn, r4S 
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum 

‘■319 
Cosmical illusion {mdyd), 221, 

401, 402 
Cosmogrnic hymns, 135-137, 20f 
Cosmogony, 132 
Cosmology, 300 
Cow, 68, 85, 98, 102, 108, 109, 

125, 149, 167 
Cowell, Eirof. B. B., 432 
Cowkiller, 149 

graddhs, 100 
(Jraddha-kalpa, 257 
^rmtana, 215, 411 
Qranta ritual, 192, 247-249 
Qrauta Satraa, 36, 191, 244- 

424 
gr&vasti, 309 
Creation, song of, 136-137 

Creator, 70,132 
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Cremation, 117, 125 
QrldharadSsa, 379 
Qriharsba, 330 
Crime, 163 
Qfingara-fatalfa, 340--341 
^fingara-tUaka, 342, 434 
gruti, 34, 36, 20s * 
Qudraka, 361 
gadras, 133, I S3, 161 
gukataptati, 37S-3;6 
^ulva Sutras, 264, 424 
Cunahfepa, legen'd of, 207 
Qarasenaa, 175, 411 
Curlew, 150 
Curtain, stage, 352, 415, 416 
Ourtius, Quintus, iS, 19 
Qnshna, 114 
gutuiiri (Sutlej), 93, 140, 142, 154 
gvetufvatara Upanishad, 221, 233- 

2341 40s , 
Cyrus, 408 

* 

Doffokumdra-eharita, 332 
DafarOpa, 434 ^ < 
Dablmann, J,, 286 

Daksha, 132 
Dakthind, 149 
BSmodara Mifra, 366 

Danattuti, 127, 188 « 
Dancing, 169 
Dandin, 320, 321, 329, 330, 332, 361, 

376. 434 
Darius, 408, 409 
Dasas, 113, 152, 161 

Daiyns, 113, 152, 153 
Daughters, undesirable, 163, 20$ 

Dawn, 78, 81-83, 169 
D&yahhaga, 430 
Debt, 163 

Dt^bndmameld, 433 
Dekhan, 9, 28, 144, 429 
Deluge, 216, 294 
Demetrios, 412 

Demigods, 106-108 

Democritus, 422 

Demons. 68, 72,85, 112, 113* 
Deussen, Professor, 242, 400 
Deva, 68 
Devasravas, 155 
Pe-fanagarl, 17 

PeraUldhyaya Srdhmana, an 
Devavata, 155 
Devaydna, 224 
Dhamtnapada, 379 

Dhauaqijaya, 434 
Dhanvantari, 324 
Dharma, 37, 193 
Dharma-nihantihaa, 429 
Uharma-ratna, 430 
Dbarma Sutras, 37, 193, 194, 258- 

262, 428 

Dhatfi, loi 
j DA(f!upd/Aa,_43i 
I Dhavaka, 362 

Dialects of Sanskrit, 22, 23 ; of 

modern India, 24; of Prakrit, 27 
Dialogues in Rigvcda, 119 
Dice, 128, 169 
Didactic hymns, 127-129 
Dignfiga, 324 

I Dinakara Mijra, 328 
Diu Chryeostomos, 414 
Dioskourui, 84 
Direetorium. humanat vifee, 417 
Diseases, 196 
Distillers, 165 
Doab, 27, 174 
Dogmatic textbooks, 205 
Dogs of Yama, 117 
Drahyityana, his (^rauta Sfitra, 245 
Drama, arrangement of, 351-35*5 

character of, 348-350 ; classes of, 
368; dialects in, 23; Creek, 350, 
414, 415, 416: origin of, 376-347, 

414 
Draupadi, episode of, 295 
Dravidian dialects, 28 

Dress,,164 
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Drishadvatl, 141, 142, I5S> >74’ 
Dropsy, 77, 207 
Druhyus. 153, 134 
Drum deified, 112, 200 
Dual deities, 69, IQ4, 194 
Du^shanta, 216, 354 
Dwarf (Vislinu), 81, 302 

Dya Dviveda, 378 
Dyaus, 68, 74, 81, 93 
Dyavapfithivl, 104 

Eaoik, 78, 99 
East India Hunse, S 
Eastward migration, 214 
Eclecticism, 405 

Eclipse, 114, 325 
Eggeling, Professor, 212, 431, 432, 

433. 434, 437 
Elephant, 148 
Pllisabetban drama, 350 
Empedocles, 421, 422 
Encyclopcedia of hido-Aryan St- 

ieareh, 5, 6, 428 
Enigmas, 131 
Epics, 88, 281, 414 
Epigraphia Jndica, 14 
Epigraphy, importance of, 14, 15 
Ethical poetry, 377-384 
Etymology, 264 
Eudemos, 410 
Eukratidcs, 412 
Eutbydemos, 412 
Evolution, 136, 137 
Exaggeration, 278 

Ezour Vtdam, i 

Fablbh, style of, 368 
Ea Hian, 13 
Pauit, 416, 417 
Fee, sacrificial, I49 

Eergusson, James, 3*3 
Eetters of Vanina, 76, 207 
Filter of sheep’s wool, 97 
Fire-sticks, 8, 95, 146 

Fish, 143. 216. 29s 
Five Tribes, 153, 155 
Fleet, Mr. J. F., 319, 322, 323 
Flood, legend of, 216, 294 

Food, 164, 165 * 
Foreign visitors of India, 13 
Forest nymph, it I 

Franke, Professor O., 432 

Frog-hymn, 121, 122 
Funeral hymns, i|i6, 118, 124-127 
Funeral rites, 25(^257 
Future life, 115 

Gamblbb’b lament, 127-128 
Gi^bling, 168 
Oanapatha, 431 
Qatmratna-malioiiadhi, 431 

Oanai, 171 
Gandarewa, 108 
Gandhait^ 15, 413 

GandhSrae, i^S3, 213, 408, 409 
Gandhiiris, 153, 156, 19S 
Gandharva, 107, 108 ; Gandharvas 

III * 

G.ane9a, 251 
Gaiofgcs, 9, 24, 93, 142, 156. '57, 

174, 176, 29s, 3'6, 4'o, 4". 

4'3 
Gsrgya, 2^8 
Gatha dialect, 26 
GathOi, 191, 203, 20S 
Gauda style, 303 
GaudapSda, 24I-243, 393 
Gaurjarl dialect, 27 
Gautama’s Dharma ^Sstra, 260-261 

Gautamas, 215 

QSygiri, S^> 68, 79 
Generation, reciprocal, 132 
Geographical data in Rigveda, 139- 

144 
Geometry, Greek and Indian, 424" 

425 

OhanapS(ha, 51 

Ghatakarpara, 339 
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Girnar, 15, 321 
(Htagovinda-, 344, 347 
Onostica, 423, 424 
Goat, sacrificial, 125 
Goats of PuahEyi, 80 
OobkUa Sutra, 250 
Goblins, 97 . 
Goddeases, 103, 104 
Gods, character of, 72, 73; equip¬ 

ment of, 72 ; groups of, 105, 106; 
number of, 73, j4 

Goethe, 3, 354, 4*6 
Gold, 151 
Gomati (Gomal), 140 
Qopatha Brahnuma, 195, 203, 217- 

21S • 
Gotama, 405 
Gotania liahfigana, 214 
Govindaraja, 429 
Gr»co-Bactrian kings, 412, 414 
Gi-aeco-Indian period, 412 * 

Graminar, 39, 50,264, 2<7, 26S, 430- 

432 
Grammarians, influence of,,21 
Grantka (book), 19 
Great Bear, 109 « 
Greeks, 5, 6, 7, 10, II, 13, 14, 286, 

307, 308, 325; in India, 409 412, 

415, 416 
Grihya ritual, 251-257 * 
Gfibya Stttras, 37, 185, 189, 192- 

193. 249-251 

Gujarat, 19, 147, 173, 175, 411, 412, 

41S 
Gunfidhya, 318, 376 
Gupta era, 320 
Guptas, 323, 413 

Hala, 344 
HalSyudha, 433 
Hamilton, Alexander, 3, 4 

Hanuman-nataka, 366 
Kamimat, 312 
Jiaoma, 68, 99, ico 
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llinravijmja, 330 
llariifcbandra, 207, 208 
Haridas. 399 
Itarishena, 320, 321, 324 
IIarivaim;a, 282. 283, 287, 2S8, 294, 

299, 300, 301 
flitnhixchnriUi., 318, 332, 334, 362 
Ilarshavardliaiia, 31S, 361, 413 
Hartmann, E. von, 424 
Hastings, Warren, 2 
Halhayoga, 398 

j Heaven, iiO 
Heaven and earth, 104, 106, 132 
Heavens and hells, 390 
Heine, Heinrich, 344, 427 
Heliokies, 412 
Hells, 117 
Henuehandra, 432, 433 
Hemadri, 257, 430 
H>;ift)thcism,7l 
Herbs and charms, ig6 
Herder, 3 

Hero (gei’metiician), 424 
Her .dolus, 408, 409 
Himalaya, 9, l-S, 23, 24, 141, 144, 

145, i4.S, 4 to 
Hindi dialect, 17, 27 
Hindu, 95, 141 
Hindu K.usb, 139. • 
Hindustan, 141 
Hiouen Thsang, 13, 18, 26, 413 
Hippukratos, 426 

Hiranyagarbha, 132, 135, 137 
Uiranyake^in, 259; his (Vauta Su¬ 

tra, 246 ; his Grihya Sutra, 250; 
school of, 176 

History, 430 ; lack of, lo, ll 

J{iiopttde<;a, 3, 373-374 . 378, 380, 

381, 382 

Iloltzmann, Prof. Adolf, 287 

Homer, 414 
Homeric age, 12; Greek, 20 
Hopkins, Professor, 145. 428 

Jlora^datra, 425, 435 
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Horse, 109, 149; sacriBoe, 109, 150, 
l6s 

House of clay, 77, 125 
Hanaa, 323 
Hunting, 166 
Hymn of Man, 132, 133 

I Tsino, 13, 340 
Ifa Vpaniakad, 238 
Ifana (<?iva), 178, 206 
I{vara Krishna, 393 
Identifications of gods, 70 

Ikshvakn, I $7. 230, 305, 311 
Iliad, 414 
Images of gods, 72, 210 
Immortality, acquired, 71, 98, 99; 

relative, ft. 
Incantations, 121 
India of AlbSrQni, 418 
Indices, Vedic, 39, 274 ■ 
Indika of Megasthencs, 411 
Indische Sprilche, 379 
Indo-European period, 104, 126, 185, 

263 
Indo-Iranian period, 43, 87, 100, no, 

118, 170, 253, 263 
Indra, 74, 84-87, 99, lOJ, 108, 114, 

1*9. 152. 153. 172. 183, 4H; a 
warrior, 86, 96; and Maruts, 90; 
and Vanina, 75, 88, 119; bis 
heaven, 107, 296 

Indtai.ii, 119 
Indus, 9, 24, 140, 141, 142, 143, 147, 

«5». »SS. 174. 409. 410. 4>I, 
412 

Industries, 167 
Initiation, rite of, 252-253 
Ink, 19 
Inscriptions, 14 ; importance of, 319; 

style of, 321 

Interpretation, Vedic^ S9~^4 
Intoxication, 87, 99 
Ir&vat! (Ravi), 140 
Iron, 151; leg of yi9paU, 84 

Irrigation, 166 
Itihdia, 191, 281 

Jacobi, Professor, 12, 304, 307, 312, 

313 
Jagatl metre, 57 
Jaimini, 399 • 

Jaiminiya Brdhmana, 203 
Jaiminiya-nyaya-mdl-a-viatara, 400 
Jaiminiyas, 209 
Jain inscriptions,''^ ?6 
Jainism, 25, 386, 300, 395, 396 
Janaka, 214, 216, 223 
Janamejaya, 213, 216 
Jatakai, 306-307, 369, 376, 377, 

421 

Jaldjiafha, 51 
Javanese translation of Mahdhhdrata, 

290 
Jayadeva, 344, 345 
Jay&ditya* 432 

Jester, 350, 363, 416 
Jlmtltavahana, 430 
Jina, 395 , 
Jolly, ProfessorV., 428 
John of Capua, 418 
John of Damascus, 419 

Jones, Sir W., 3, 358 
Jumna, 141, 152, 174 
Jupiter, (t^, 102 
Jyotuhtt, 264 

Ka (a god), loi 
Kabul (river), 141, 144, 152 
Kabulistan, Eastern, 141, 143 
Kagi (Benares), 222 
Kdfikd Vritti, 432 
Kadambarl, 332 
Kaiyata, 431 
Kala, 200 
Kalagoka, 308 
KalSpas, 175 
Kalhana, 430 
Kalidasa, 108, 216, 301, 318, 320, 
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32>. 330, 33». 335. 337. 34*. 353. 
415, 416 ; date of, 10, 324-32$ 

Kalllag and Damnoff, 370, 417 
KalUah and Dimnah, 370, 417, 419 
Kalpa, 264 ^ 
Kalpa Sutras, 244 
Kama, loi, 200, 41^; liis arrows, 

101, 198 
Kdmaduh, 110 
Kamandaka, 374 
Kaiiisavadha, 347 
KanSda, 403, 404 ^ 
Kanisbka, 319, 322, 426, 436 
Kant, 221 
Kanva school, 177, 212 
Kanvas, 42, 154 

Kapila, 390, 393 
Kapilavastu, 13, 215, 393 
KapishthaXa-Katha-Samdtitd, 176 
Kapishthalas, 175, 21$ 
Karana, 43$ • 
Kdrikds, (ritual) 271, (gisammatical) 

43J 
Karma, 224, 388 
Kannapradipa, 270 * 
Kashmir, 144,17$, 186, 412,413, 439, 

433 
Kashmiri dialect, 27 
Katantra, 432 
Katha school, 17$, 176, 212,'%i$ 
Kdfhaka section of Taittirlya Brdh- 

mana, 212 
Kafhaha Saiphita, $4 n., 176, 28$; 

Upaniahad, 212,220,22$, 232-233; 
Sflfra, 2$ I 

Kathdsaritsdgara, 362, 376, 377, 
382 

Kathenotheism, 71 
KStiya Sutra, 2$o 
Kutyllyana, 23, 178, 191, 267, 273, 

274. 275. 431 ; his ^rauta SQtra, 

245 ' 
Kamfiha Stdra, 2$l 
KauthUaki Aranyaka, 209; Brdh- 

463 

maria, 203, 206, 207 ; Vpanuhad, 
209, 22$, 227 

Kaushitakins, 2io 
Kauthumas, 173, 174 
Kautsa, 61 
Kaviraja, 331 
Kavyadarf;a, 22, 329, 330, 434 

KdvycUarjikdm, 421, 434 
Ktivyadarrikdra-vnUi, 434 
Kiivya-pralcdfa, 434 
Kavyas, 278, 281, 310, 318; age of, 

3(9; style of, 326; prose, 321, 

332 
Kekayas, 213 
Kma Upaniahad, 209, 229 
Khadira Sutra, 2$0 
Kharoshfhi writing, 1$, 18 
KkUat in the Rigreda, 51 
Kielhorn, Professor, 6, 367, 431, 432 
Kings; l$8 ; inauguration of, (99 
Kipling, Mr. Kudyard, 149 
Kiratarjunlya, 329 
Kiuialas, 213, 214, 21$ 
Kramapdthu, $i, 209 
Krishna, i$7, 16$, 301-302,40$, 411, 

414 

Krishna Mi^ra, 366 
Krivts, 1$$, 1S7 
Kriy-ayoga, 398 
Krumu (Kurum), 140 
Kshapanaka, 324 
Kshemendra Vyssadasa, 290,376-377 
Kshemtjvara, 366 
Ktesias, 409 
Kubha (Kabul), 14a 
Ktiyikas, l$$ 
Kuhn, Adalbert, 6, 186 
Kullaka, 428, 429 
Kv/mdra-aamhhiva, 326, 328 
Kumarila, 260, 261, 262, 271, 289, 

400 
Kuntdpa hymns, 188 
Kurukshetra, 1$$, 174. 210 
Kuru-Panchalas, 174. 207, 213. 2*4 
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Kurus, 156, 157, 175, 216, 283, 28s 

Knsbanas, 413 

Kummdttjali, 405 

La Fontainb, 418 

Lagku jataka-, 435 

iMghu-kaumudl, 432 

Lalitaviitam, 26 

Language of the Bnihmanati, 203 ; of 

the Aranyakas and Upanishads, 

205 

Lassen, Prof, Christian, 311 

Latyayana, his ^rauta Siltra, 191, 

245 
Law-books, 428-430 

Legends in Brahmanas, 207 

Levi, Sylvain, 433 

Lexicography, 433 

Libraries, Sanskrit, 20 

Light of Ami, 427 

Lightning, 74, 85, 90, 96, 99, 328, 

336 ; deities, 88-89 ; compared 

with laughter, 75, 89 

Linganufdsana, 432 

Lion, 147, 148 

Liquor, 165 

Love, god of, loi 

Love-story, oldest Indo-European, 

119 

Lullaby, 120 

Lunar mansions, 99, 195, 425 

Lute, 169 

Lyrics in drama, 350 

Mai^aka, bis (^rauta Sutra, 245 

Madbava, 275, 276, 400, 406, 407 

Madhyade^a, 160, 214 

Mudbyaipdinas, 177, 212 

Magadba, 24, 155 

Magadhas, 156, 195 

MSgadhi dialect, 27 

M^ha, 329 

Magic, 97 

Magical hymns, 120 

HahabhanUa, 153,154, 156,157, l6; 

173. I03> 2*6, 278, 281, 282-29; 

299, 300. 301. 303. 309. 32s. 33' 
367- 378, 380, 383, 392, 394, 39f. 

398 ; its. date, 287 ; its episode: 

294-298, 414; its main story, 291 

294; its nucleus, 284, 285; ii 

recensions, 2S3 ; recited now, 288 

a gmriti, 284, 2S7, 2S8, 289 

Malidhhdshga, 189, 322, 347, 414,43 

Maliadeva, 178$ 182, 206 

Mahakavyas, 330 

Mahdndraijaim Upanishad, 211 

Mahurashtri dialect, 27 

Mnhavlraoharila, 364 

Mahavyishas, 195 

Mahe9vara, 433 

Maitragana UpanUhad, 212, 231 

231 

MaUrCiyitifi Samhitd, 54 n., 176, l8< 

183, 212 

Maitrayaniyas, 175, 215 

Maitreyi, 222 

MSlatlmadhava, 363 

Malava era, 3^0, 323 

Mdlavihlgntinitra, 353, 354, 360 

Malayalam, 28 

Mallinatha, 324, 327, 328, 330 

Mammata, 434 

Miinava ^rauUt Sutra, 246; Dharm 

Sutra, 262, 428; Orihya Sutn 

250, 429; Dharma(dstra, 428 

MandUkas, 52 

MantlUkeyas, 50, 52 

Mandukya, 241 

Man-eating tiger, 148 

Manes, 125, 1O9 

Mankha-kofa, 433 

Manoravasarpana, I44 

Mantra and Brilhmatia, 180 

Mantra-brakmana, 250 

Mantrapdfha, 250 

Manlrai, 177-180, 187 

Manu, 108, I5<>, 175, 216, 261, 26- 
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295. 299. 394. 398 ; code of. 3,193. 
428; ebip of, 144 ; and 6i<lt, 300 

Manyu, loi 

Mftra, 22$ 

Marathi dialect^ 17, 27 

Marriage ritnal, 162, 254, 263-264 

Maruts, 85, 87-90, 105 

Mashi (ink), 19 

Mstari^'van, 70, 88, 108 

Materialiats, 405-407 

Mathava, 214, 215 / 

Matheniaticx, 434^35 

Mathura, 26, 27, 175, 322, 323, 411 

MiU»!/a (fish), 143, 300 

Matsyas, 154, 157, 175 

Manes (Moa), 412 ' 

Maurya dynasty, 410 

Max Muller, Professor, 6, 12, 276, 

322. 323 

Mechanical formulas, 183 

Medhatithi, 429 

Medicine, Greek and Indian, 426- 

427; Indian, 435-436; in the 

Atharvaveda, 196 , » 

Mogasthenes, 13, 148, 158, 286, 30S, 

411, 416 ' 

Megluuluta, 324, 335 -336 

Menander, 412 (king), 416 (poet) 

Metro, 267 ; in drama, 349^ Vedic, 

55 ; post-Vedic, 279, 281 

Milinda, 412 

Milk and soma, 98 

Mimaqisa system, 399-400, 407 

Mirage, 108, 401 

Mitakthard^ 424 

MilhilS, 214 

Mithra, 68 

Mitra, 68, 78 

Mitra-Varuna, 104 

Mixed castes, 184 

Moabite stone, 16 

MohamMigara, 378 

Monkey, 119, 148 

Monotheistio tendency, 70, 96 

I Aloon (Soma), 100 

j Moral philosophy, 384 

j Morality, 163; divine. 73 

j Mouut.'vin.s, 144 

j MriotluiJrnItka, 360 361, 416 
1 Mudm, 399 

i Mudra-nikshatu, 3G5, 378 

! Mwjdha-lioHhd', 432 

i Muhammadan conr(uest, 9, 13, 18, 26, 

j 413. 430 
I Stuhammadans, 7 

i Mujavat, 144 

I Mujavats, 153, 156, 195 

; M^ndaka Upam&kaxi^ 222, 240 

, jriisio, 169. 436 -437 

; Mu^ciaDK, 170 

• Mutiny, Indian, no 

i Mythology of Hvjrcda, 67 ; of yajur- 

veditf 181 

I Naohikf.t\&, Ktory of, 212, 225, 232 

i XtVfOntindti, 362 

i Ndifurit 17 

j Magas, in 
i Xagojibhatta, 431 

I Naigeya sch.iol, 174 

A'liis/iad/ilj/u, 330 

Nala, episodt of, 296-298 

,\’id<jdaga, 330, 34S 

Narada, 20S 

Ndrada-mrlti, 429 

Narmada (Xerbudda), 144, 176, 177, 

41S 
Kdsatgau, 61 

Nasifc, 26, 17s 

Natha, 327 

Nature in the drama, 354; m lyrio 

poetry, 343 

Ndtya-^dutra, 433 

Naubandli.aua, 144 

Navaprabhraipcaiia, 144 

ffamsdhasdnka-clianta, 331 

Navigation, 143. 167 

Neatoho.s, 19 

2 G 
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Neo-Platonists, 42a, 423 

NidSna Sutra, 273 

Nigaim-pari(^h(a, 275 

Nl{ihanfa-<;cdia, 433 

Nllakautba, 283, 290 

Nirukta of Yaska, 269-270, 273, 281 

Nirvana, 395 

Nishka, 167 

Nitifotaka, 378 

Nltifdatrn, 374 

Nltimanjarl, 378 

Aitiadra, 374 

North, Sir Thomas, 418 

Northern Buddhists, 26 

NySya system, 403-405 

Nyaya-siUra, 405 

OtnENBBBG, Professor, 204 

One Being, 131 

Oral tradition, 122; its importance 

in India, 16 

Ornaments, 164 

Orthodoxy, 386 

Oahadhi, iii 

Owl, 117 

Pada text, SO, 51, 52 
Pada (metrical unit), 55 

Padapdfha, 51, 209 

Paddhatis, 271 

Padmagupta, 331 

Padmapurdna, 295 

PaippaUda recension of Atharvaveda, 

m 
Pahlavas, 286 

Pali, 25 ; literature, 280, 283, 295, 

307, 379; manuscript, 18 

Palm-leaf MSS., 18 

Panchajikba, 393 • 

Panch&Ias, 156, 157, 175, 285 

Pancharatras, 402 

Paneha-aiddhSntikd, 435 

Panchatantra, 368-373, 377i 378, 

381, 382, 384, 419 

Panthavirnfa Brdhmatia, 203, 210 

Pniidus, 2i6, 283 

Panegyrics, 127 

Panini, 17, 22, 36, 39, 265, 268, 269, 

279. 309, 3"o. 32fr, 407. 430t 43tt 

433 
Panis, 113, 115, 34^* 

Panjab, 9, 139, 14°. *43. >45. >5®. 

l6o, 17s, 4fo, 415 

Panjabi dialect, 27 

Pantheiem, 70, '33, 221 

Paper MSS., 18 

P.ara^ara, 262 

Pardr^ara-amrUi, 429 

Paradox, 132 

rdraakara Orihya Sdtra, 250, 429 

Parchment, 19 

Paribkdahendu-fekhara, 431 

Parv^iahtaa, 186, 270, 274, 275 

Parjanya, 74, 91, 92 

Parrots^ 150 

Parsis and Naoma, 146 

Parush^i (Ravi), 140, 154, 15S 

Pataliputra (Patna), 13, 308, 41c 

4II, 415. 434 
P-.tanjali, 22, 23, 175, 189, 265, 30! 

396, 397. 400, 431 

Path of the fathers and of the god 

»7 
PanravsSi, 410 

Pavamana hymns, 43 

Peahens, 150 

Peepul tree, 146 

Pehlevi, 369, 377. 4>7 
Persians, 7 

Personification, 67, 69 

Pessimism, 11, 230, 392, 424 

Phallus worship, 153 

Philosophical poems, 131-138 

Philosophy, Greek and Indian, 4 

423 

Pbilostratus, 415 

Phi(-Sutraa, 432 

I Phonetics, 50, 264-265 
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Pi9acha9, 114 

Pigeon, 117 

Pilpay, fal>1es of, 417, 418 

Pingala, 267 

PippaUda, 

Piaohcl, Professor, 361, 432, 434 

PUriySna, 224, 225 • 

Plants deified, in 

Plays in inscriptions, 367 

Plotinus, 423 

Plough dci6ed, 112/ 

Poetical skill in Sigveda, 66 

Poetics, 433-434 
Political organisation, 158 
Popular spells, 185 

Porphyry, 423 • 

Porus, 410 

Prabod^ha'chamh'odayot 366, ^67 

Priu;tm L'pantahml, 240 

Prayalhn metres, 58 

Prajspati, 77,101, 102, 132, 133, 136, 

137. 181 

Prilkrit, 22, 23, 25, 310, 322 ; accent, 

53 ; dialects, 27; in pjays, 27, 348, 

350; in lyrics, 344 

Praicrita-prahifa, 432 > 

Prakriti, 138, 391 

Prakriya-lcaumudi, 432 

PrStia, 200 

Prittifakhyas, 38, 46, 50, 51,'188, 26<:, 

266 

Prau^ha Brdhmatia, 210 

Pravariidhyaya, 275 

Prayogas, 271 

Pfivni, 89, 109 

Priest, domestic, 159, 193, 105 

Priesthood, 34, 159, 160 

PfitbivI, 74, 93, 103 

Prometheus, Indian, 108 

Prose, 187,202, 203,207,278; oldest, 

32 ; in drama, 350 

Psychohgy, 392, 404 

Ptolemy II., 415 

Punishment, future, 116 

Purdna, 191, 281 

I'uia.ias, 32, : ’S, 194, 281, 209-302 

325. 3-^«, 394. 395. 430 
Puro/ife./, 193, 195 

Purnkutsa, 154 

Pururavas, 107, 119, 216, 346 

Purus, 153, 154, 156, 157 158 

Piirnsha, 132, 133, 137, 222 

Purusha h,Muu, 132, 190 

Purushott.amadeva, 433 

Pushan, 79 80, 125, 164 

' Pythagoras, 422 

I 
j RihjfucviipuMifi-U'iytt, 331 

fiiighuvaiiK-a, 301, 325, 26, 
llithu, 114 

Kain, 90 

Kahi-eloiid, gi, 92 

Tlain-g<.d, gi 

Hlja^’ekhara, 366 

Hi'ijatartingiruy 430 

Tv,i.jay(.ga, 398 

Rakshases, 1 [4 

Pakahohan (Agiii), 97 

Rdan iJhar'U Mdmta, 317 

Bii'u.a, 312 ; episode of, 293. 301, 

306 

KUmachandra, 432 

Ttainiinanda, 316 * 

K;auanuia, 316, 402 

Ramayaiut, 22, 133, I7S> 216, 230, 

281, 288, 295. 302-3«7. 325. 327. 
414 ; allegorical theory about, 311 ; 

! date of, 306 -310; episodes of, 316 ; 

first Kavya, 306, 311; language of, 

309-310 ; main story of, 313-31S i 
origin of, 304-305 ; popnierity of, 

317 ; reamsions of, 303 ; two parts 

of, 311; Visbnnite redaction of, 

3i5-3i<> 
RanMyni,i(%'Chanipiif 304 

Ramayana-kathiimra manjari^ 3^3 
Kanayanfyas, 173 

j Hatu&kara, 330 
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JlatiUivali, 361-362 

Katri, 103, 104 

Rilvaria, 312 

Jidvanaritdhit, 331 

Renaissance theory, 323 

Khazes, medical writer, 427 

Rhinoplasty, 427 

Rhyme, 330, 345 

Ribhns, io6, 107 

Rice, 145 

Jtich, 30 

Kiyyajringa, legend of, 295 

Riddles, 130-131 

Itidiiig, 150, l66 

jRiyveda, 5, 16, 30 ; age of, 12,46, 47; 

arraiigcniont of, 40, 41 ; character 

of, 65 ; chronological strata in, 45, 

46; nucleus of, 41 ; origin of, 40 ; 

recension of, 53; text of, 47, 48 ; 

various readings in"' other Vedas 

46 ; verses nut analysed in Pada 

text, 51 n.; family books, 41 ; 

Hooks I. and VIII., 42 ; Book IX., 

42-43. 97 ; X., 43-44 

Rigwrla Prali^akhya, J i 

Rlgvidhiina, 274 

RiWa(“star” and “bear”), 109 

Rishis, seven, 109 

km, 67, 75 

Ritual, 31 ; deities, 6$; text-btwks, 

205 

RUiisamhara, ■J, 337-339 
Rivers deified, 92, 93 

Rugur, Abraham, 1 

Rohita, 200, 207 

Jlomaka-liddhdnta, 325, 425 

Romans, Jl 

Rosen, F., 4 

Roth, Rudolf von, 5, 60, 63, 64, 102, 

117, 141, 186 

RUckert, 345 

Rudra, 72, 74, 89, 91, 105, 164, 178, 

181 

Rudrabhato, 434 

Rudras, 105 

Rndrata, 421, 434 

Saoebdotausm, 183 

flacraments, 251 v 

Sacred cord, 253 

Sacrifice, 159,4»7; power of, 73, 183 ; 

growing importance of, 182 

Sacrificial fee, 159; horse, 125; im¬ 

plements, 112; post, 112 

Sadilnanda Yog^dr.o, 402 

Sadaiilra (river), 914 

iSarluiti-hiriidmrien, 379 

Sahitya-dar-pana, 348, 434 

.Siiketa, 308 • 

Slilt, 150 

Salvas, 213 

Salvati'jii, doctrine of, 389, 406 

damavedu, 30, 170, 171 174; accent 

of, 54«.; various readings of, 173 

f/miunnitiiana lirahmmin, 211 

Saiflhiul, if; text, 47, 48, 49, 50 

SamhitCi-pafha, 209 

Samhitnpnnisluid, 211 

Su iuihi, 21, ^ 
Sankhya system, 133, 137, 215, 230, 

231. 234, 390-395. 404. 405. 407, 

422, 423, 424 

Sdnkhya-karikd, 393 

Sdnkliy<fiprarachana, 393, 396 

Sankhya. Sutras, 393, 396 

Sanskrit, 21 ; classical, 4; meaning 

of, 22 ; as a spoken language, 8, 

22 -23 ; Buddhist texts, 26 ; in 

Germany, 4 

Sanskrit dictionary, 5; epic, 309-310; 

inscriptions, 26; manuscripts, 8, 

18, 19, 20; period, 9, lo, 39; 

studies, 2, 3, 4 

Sanskrit literature, character of, 277- 

280; continuity of, 7, 8, 25; dis¬ 

covery of, 1-2 ; defeots^f, to; 

extent of, 5; importance of, 6, 7, 

10; originality of, 7 ; periods of, 8 
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Sapla^alaJca, 344 

Saruvati, 93, 103, 119, 125, 14c 

1^, 14s, ISS. *74. 210. 2«4 
SarvaJ^rfana-iamgraTui, 406, 407 

Sar^inl>4(jinJj^ina, 291 

Sawdnukramani, 271-272 

Sat, 136 

Savitri, 8, 71, 78-79, roi, 164 

Sdvitri Htanza, 19, 209, 232 

Savitri, episode of, 253-255, 296 

Sayaiia, 59, 61, 62/174, l86, 230. 

270, 275-276, 3^ 406 

Schiller, Friedrich, 335 

Schicgcl, Frie<}ri(;h, 4 

Schopenhauer, Arthur, 4^4 

Schroeder, Professor Ij. v^V76 • 

Scytliiana, 7, 322, 323, 4*2^ 

Sea, 68. 77. 143. 144 ^ 

Second birth, 253 

Sectarian systems, 407 

Secular hymns, 123 

SeleucuB, 411, 415 

Semitic writing, 16 

Sententious tone, 368 

Serapion, 427 

Serpent, lio; worship, l n, 

182 

Setuhandhay 331 

Shadg'iru^ishya, 271, 272 

Shw^virnt^a. Brahmanay 310 * 

Shakespeare, 350, 364, 365, 416 

Shaving, 164 
Suldhdnta-^.ironianiy 435 

Siddhanla-kctumudly 432 

SiddhEntas, 426, 434 

Silver, 151, 152 

JSiifikay 147 

Sifj[ihdsafM>dvdtriiji^ikdy 375 

Sindbl dialect, 27 

Sindhuy 93, 140, 143, 144 

Singers, 159 

3iuging,u^O 
Singhalese, 25 

Sits, 216, 305, 312 

SkuHcf-'t PMrd»«-, 295 
Skyia:., 409 

Slaves, 152 

Smilo, whiteness of, 
.Smrifi, 55, 37, 193, 205 

Solar deities, 77 -81 
Solar ruee, 157 

Solstice, winter, 106 

Suma, 29, 30, 65, 68, 71, 74, 87, 92, 
97-irx^ lOT, 123, 144. 145, 146. 

i 164, i6«;, 192, 205, 248 

! 8omi*deva, 376 

j Sons, importance of, 36, 208 

j S.>r(•^•ry, 185, 190, lyi 

j Son;- 10, 113. >*2. J'.)'"*- .>9** .395t 40-i» 

i 
Soutliern l^snldhi-sin, 25 

SpflU^Uy 407 

Srinjayas, 155, 157. 213 

I Star, fnormrty; Und evening, 85 

1 Stein, l>f. A-, 430 

j Stovouj^on, mis.-vionary, 173 

I Stevoust.ai, ‘Mr. H. Xj., 399 

j Stewnrt, Ihigald, 2 

Stilus, J9 

Stnbo, 151 

Strophic irioti e, 158 

Studentship, 253 

Style of V'cdic poetry. 65 

Subamihu, 288, 321, 332 

!Subi’aihii(U'<‘l>y 379 

Subtilty, fondness for, 65 

Siiynita, 436 

Suf^rutft‘»nwhUtiy 436 

j SndtlH, 154, 15s, 159.169 

I Sun, i-JJ, 134 
SufKirntfdhfftif^Uy 204 

I Burn, 113 

Sirrd, 165 

SOrya, 77t 7^* 82 

SUrya, 84, I23i *^4 
Surt^a-iiddhdntfiy 434 

Sutlej. 141. I4.S» «47, «74 

Siitriw, 35. 30. 37. 38, 49. 
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169, 189, 191, 205, 208; Hubxi' 

diary, 38-39 

SuttapiiaJca, 369 

Suvastu (Swat), 140 

Srarbhiou,114 

Svarita accent, 54 

Swan, wild, 150 

Syllogism, 404 

Tailtiriya Aranyaka, l88,j2ll ; Brah- 

mana, 53, 180, 191, 203, 211 ; 

Samhita, 176, 177, 179, 190, 196, 

211; l/paniihad, 211 

Taittirlyas, £76 

Taksha^ilii,, 409 

Talavakara UpanishaJ, 229 

Talavakiiras, 209 

Tamil, 28 

Taliflins, 209 

Ttl)/4ya Brahm'inn, 2to ' 

Tantravarltika, 289, 400 

Telugu, 18, 28 

Thales, 422 

Theosophy, 186 

Thibaut, br., 325, 434, 43$ 

Three constituents of matter, 231, 

391; fires, 95 ; strides of Vishijn, 

80; Vedas, 133; worlds, 68 

Thunder, 85 

Tiger, 147, 148 

Towns, 158 

Trade, 167, 168 

Transmigration, 115, 223, 224, 225, 

277-278, 383, 387-389, 406, 422 

Trasadasyu, 154 

Trayi vidya, 30, 191 

Tree, celestial, 116; deified. III 

Tribes, Aryan, 152-158 

433 

Trikata, 144 

Trinity, earliest Vedic, 95; Hindu, 

88, 9S, 102, 231, 277, 286, 301 

Trithfubh metre, 57, 68 

Trita Aptya, 88 

Tritsus, 154,155, 156, 157, 158, 159 

Tulsi Das, 317 , 

Tuiva?as, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157 

Tvashtfi, 106 

Twins, primeval, 118 ■ .. ’ ' 

UcoinsaYA, 2(41 

I Ui'inaras, 155, 157 

Vdutta accent, 54 

Udayaniicharya, 405 

UdyOtri priest, 3 

Ujjayini, 415, 42,1,, 424 

Ujjvaladatta, 43T 

UnAdi-aiUra, 431 

UiMdiganat tuim, 432 

^’panuho » Jirdhmana, 209 

Upanisl ads, 34, 50,99, 133, 178, 182, 

189,11191, 202, 204, 208, 21.8-243, 

385 i chronology of, 226 

ITrv/ii, 107, 108, 119, 216, 346, 352 

U8hab?'‘»oiit!V, 322 

TTshas, 81-/13, 84, 103, 145 

UUaraTilmachiiriitt,, 352, 364 -365 

I ViOH, 93 

Vilchaspati Mi?ro, 393 

Vagbhata, 436 

Vaijali, 309 

Vaifeshika system, 403-405 

Vaii!ya,''i33 

Vaidarbha style, 303 

Vaijayantl, 433 

VaikhAnasa {Irauta Sutra, 246 ; 

Bharma Sutra, 262; Chikya Sutra, 

251 

Vairdgya-fotaka, 378 

VaiikiMva Dharma-^aatra, 428 

VaiUma Qrauta Sutra, 217, 218, 

246-247 

Vdjasaneya Siilra, 250 

Vajataneyi Saryhitd, tot, I77~t79> 

181, 1S4 

VajasaneyinB, 176, 215 

Vakyapadxya, 431 
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316. 

Vala, 102, 114 

$2, 127 
VallAhadeva, 379 

295, 30s, 306, 310, 

317. 
Yaiuana, 432 (gram.), 434 (rhetorician) 

Vaip^a JBrdhmnna, sit 

Varadaraja, 432 

Varaha Mihira, 318, 324, 425, 435 

Vararuohl, 324 

Vardbarndna, 431 w 

i^arna, 86 \ 
Vi'n-ttikaa, 431 

\ itrnna, 70, 75, 76, 77, 78, 102, 105, 

113, 119, 125, 145, 207 

V.arishtha 155, 159, 160 * 

) .'.iisAfAu DAarma^dstra, 260^61 

Vanishllms, 164 W 

.•nrifatUl, 332 

^A‘,'i!;a!as, 52 

'.l/andlm, 325 

Vaj-.j-, 105 

'■'.•.■.■i. '.'lO, 91 

Vii..sal;!iaHi, 320 

V.:yn, 90, 91. 164 

i 'edrt, 29 

Vedas and Biuhmanas, 33; character 

of, 29-30; :,tudy of, 4, $; learnt 

l)y heart, 8 

Ved.an!?a«, 264-267 

Vedanta, 34, 71, 133, 204, 221, 226, 

230, 23S, 240, 241, 400-402, 405, 

407, 421 

Vcd&nta-tSra, S41 

Vedio, 29 J language, 20; literature, 

5, 12; period, 8, il, 29; and 

Sanskrit, 20 

Venita^luira, 36S--366 

Vemacnlar languages, 24 ; words in 

Vedio, 24 

VetSlapanehaviTtifati, 37$ 

Vibhidalnatree, 128 

Vi;ilkhadatta, 365 

Vi9pal&, myth ^f, 84 

Vi^vakarman, 132, 134 
VicvSmitva, 154, 135 

Vi9vauatha Kavirsja, 434 

Vi9ra/j?*(t/.'ev«, 433 

Vi^vedevas, io6 

Vidarbha style, 303, 320, 321 

Videgha, 214, 215 

Vidcha, 213, 214, 215 

Vidlidna, J92 

Vijayanagara, 59, 275-276 

Vijnana-bhikshu, 394 

Vijnaneyvara, 429 

Vikram aiui the Vampire, yj$ 

Vikraina, 320 

Vikramaditya, 320, 323, 324, 325, 

339 
FtironiciVtif/:, 108, 353, 354, 358- 

359 
Villages, 158 

Kliirt, 169 

VinSyalcas, 251 

Vindhya range, 9, 18, 23, 141, 144, 

410 

Vilfli; (Be,-is), 93, 140, 154 

Vishriu, 8, 74, 80-81, 89, 182, 194, 

4!I ; avat.ars of, 300; cult of, 299, 

347 ; and .sacrifice, 133 

Vithnv, Parana, 194 , 

Viahnn Smriii, 428 

Vitastd (Jheliim), 140 

Vivasvat, 97, 118 

Vocabulary of Atharvaveda, ig6 

Voltaire, i 

Vopadeva, 432 

Vratya, 187; Stomas, 

I Vyitra, 72, 84, 85, 86, IJO, 114, 312 

Vritrahan, 8% 

Vfitta (rhythm), 56 

Waokebnauei., Prof. J., 430, 432 

Warfare, 165-166. 

Waters deified, 92 

I Wealth, 129, 130 

Weaving, 168 
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Weber, Professor, 176, 177, 206, 212, 

307. 3*1. 3601.14*4. 4*5. 420 
Wedding ceremony, 8; hymn, 123- 

124, *49 
Wednesday (budhavam), 262 

White Tajurveda, 177, 179, 206 

Whitney, Professor W. D., 186 

Widow, 126; bnniing, 126 

Wife, position of, 162 

Wilkins, Charles, 2 

Wilson, Prof. Horace Hsyman, 60 

Windiscb, Prof. B., 415 

Witchcraft, 31, 191, 192 

Wolf, 148 

Women, 129, 130 

Wood (origii.:;! matter), 134 

World, origin of, 132 

World-giant, 132, 133 

Worshippers and cods. 73 

Writing, age of, 10; beginnings of, 

15. 408! two kinds, 15 ; materials, 

iS, 19 

Ysdava-prakdfa, 433 

YSdavas, 157, 411 

Yadus, 153, i;,,, 156. 1,57 

Ysjnavalkya, 213, 214,222, 223 ; bis 

Dharma ^stra, 428 ' 

Yajniki Upaniahad, 2lt 

Yajurveda, 30, 73, 156, ; 

schools of, 175 

Yama, 68, 70, 74, 98, 116, 117, 118, 

125,146.1^1 218, 225; and Yarn!, 

**9. 346 
Yami, 117 

Yamnna (Jumna), 142, 154, 411 

Y.=l8ka, 22, 46,'50, 60, 61, 62, 258, 

26s, 267, 268, />09, 273, 274 

Ydtrds, 244, 345, 347 

Yavanas, 415, 425 ' 

rat)onii^/*4.l 5, 416 

Year, ^iguia of, 131; lunar and 

soIae^io6 

Yima,*')8, 118 

I Yimeh, 118 

i Yo^.-.‘'222. 3>)6-399. 405. 407. 423 
j Yoga Sui.ttt, 396, 398 

Yueh-ehi ^iiltes, 413 

ZAOHAPtdSi^Prof. T., 433 

Zeus, 68, 74, 75, 411, 425 

Zoroastrian deros, 113} 4^ 253 

THE END 
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